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"There is no subtler, no surer means of overturning the 
existing basis of society than to debauch the currency. The 
process engages all the hidden forces of economic laws on 
the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not one 
in a million is able to diagnose .... " 

John Maynard Keynes 
Economist, Member of the Order of the Illuminati 
The Economic Consequences of the Peace, 1919 



" 



"Mr. Speaker. We are now here in Chapter 11. Members of 
Congress are official trustees presiding over the greatest 
reorganization of any bankrupt entity in world history, the 
US. Government ... " 

Congressman James A. Traficant Jr. 
Congressional Record, March 17, 1993, Vol. 3 3 





On Sovereigns 
UJ;JT 

rr e of this mighty western Republic have to grapple with the 
dangers that spring from popular self-government tried on a 
scale incomparably vaster than ever before in the history of 
mankind, and from an abounding material prosperity greater also 
than anything which the world has hitherto seen. 

"As regards the first set of dangers, it behooves us to remember 
that men can never escape being governed. Either they must 
govern themselves or they must submit to being governed by 
others. If from lawlessness or fickleness, from folly or self
indulgence, they refuse to govern themselves then most assuredly 
in the end they will have to be governed from the outside. They 
can prevent the need of government from without only by showing 
they possess the power of government from within. A sovereign 
cannot make excuses for his failures; a sovereign must accept the 
responsibility for the exercise of power that inheres in ·him; and 
where, as is true in our Republic, the people are sovereign, then 
the people must show a sober understanding and a sane and 
steadfast purpose if they are to preserve that orderly liberty upon 
which as a foundation every republic must rest. " 

President Theodore Roosevelt 
Opening of the Jamestown Exposition 
Norfolk, Virginia, April26, 1907 

HSovereignty itself is, of course, not subject to law, for it is the 
author and source oflaw ... " 

Yick Wo v. Hopkins 
118 U.S. 356; 6 S.Ct. 1064 (1886) 
May 10, 1886 



• 



Absolute ll.ights 

"As regards right to interfere with contractual obligations of 
another, 'absolute rights ' which individual may exercise without 
reference to motive are rights incident to ownership of property, 
rights growing out of contractual relations, and right to enter or 
refuse to enter contractual relations. 

"By the 'absolute rights ' of individuals is meant those which are in 
their primary and strictest sense, such as wo~tld belong to their 
persons merely in a state of nature, and which every man is entitled 
to enjoy, whether out of society or in it. The rights of personal 
security, of personal liberty, and private propf/rty do not depend 
upon the Constitution for their existence. They existed before the 
Constitution was made, or the government was otganized. These are 
what are termed the 'absolute rights ' of individuals, which belong to 
them independently of all government, and which all governments 
which derive their power from the consent of the governed were 
instituted to protect. " 

Words and Phrases, Volume 1, 1968 
West Publishing Company 





"Good name in man and woman, dear my lord, 
Is the immediate jewel of their souls: 
Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, nothing; 
'Twas mine, 't is his, and has been slave to thousands; 
But he that filches1 from me my good name 
Robs me of that which not enriches him, 
And makes me poor indeed. " 

1 Filch: To steal; to pilfer. 

Othello, the Moor of Venice 
Act III, Scene 3 
By William Shakespeare 





"Neither a borrower nor a lender be: 
For loan oft loses both itself and friend, 
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry~ "1 

Hamlet 
Act I, Scene '3 
By William Shakespeare 

1 Husbandry: Economy; thrift. Shakespeare Lexicon and Qyotation Dictioncuiv, 1902. 
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Tb.is book has been written for.. t~e purppse ~.f showing ~nyone htiw:·]o ;succ$~sfully 
with~tand. and nullify unsoUcited d~maqds for P~¥mentl~rfqrln•JJce'frpm .,~UQJ:rreys, b,ariks, 
judges, clerks of coup, J.?Oiice, taxmen.:,$nd g.overnmentagen~,.~alld' Cilnyon~~~e who wouJd 
casually and unjustly damage one'.s life) and cease being, mus.clep i.nto :"doi;)g, business" 
with such parties against his wiU. : Any who pro~eed agai.~t the .~iadfjg7ptol after having 
been noticed are vulnerable for both imlTiediate and.IQng.;teriJ:I grievous; anq catastrophic 
personal financial/commercial ruin,· thereby providing adequate.· motivation· to look elsewhere 
for·. a> more .compliant "customer." . As a~u~q~~·tJy. docume~te~ ~~tein '{~t~~, jqeif1cjal ~~tem 
may be accurately defined as "a pnvate, mv1tatu:~n-only, cultlc, f:Jrttlsi'\-O\Ilfl"'eq,and -operated, 
commercial extortion racket," with only an ~pparent monqpoly oyer the ttcfnsference of 
wealth~anc.tc~ntrol ·Of personal·freedom in .tbis country. :The p,rescrfptiq~,~contaiiledwithin 
the·pages of this manual. can set ·you free oOhis FJ1en~ce. · ·. .· ·· ·· ·· · 

In America-· as in any commun.ist cOJ.J~try2-Big Brother·~ •. modlls,)qpetaadi~coo•~ts of 
bringiJ:!g down theJuiJ migh\ of the government upon any un,Iucky ·~citizen" that crosses p~ths 
with its divine agenda (absol~te ownership and control of anpr,Pperty and pepple). 'Few, if 
any, can withstand such an assault. Operating in limited liabiflw witffofficial immunity, Big 
Brother's operatives wreak: holy hell on a ~aily basis aga~~l. al)y they choose, but 
contiAuallywalk away from the carnage 'rJOscat~ed.3 Fq~tl;)QS$Wp() f~~qwth~.~re~_:pts ~ 
presenteddnthis manual, ,such qays are numbered,Jf notgv:er .• Thet~r:9p~Q~re~.aP.peatin~ 
in ,this volume, if scrupulously followeg,. can remd&;r any legaLaU.~~er.iJ:rlme;fl,fiat~J~ liat:l~ ~nd 
fully pers.onaiJy,a?co~ntab.le·.for hislhet actions ~Jlpuld hels;~~ proc~(f,,,tbe,r!Qhi medjcine 
for anyone suffenllgJrom a case ofthe "Mofe Equal4 Than Thou Syndrpmt:i'~nd the best 
reason to halt all proceedings. · ·· · 

CrackJng the Code Third Edition~ offers, a !!lew P·lateal,f ·of st~bility ar.:~d i~. orders -of 
magnitude beyond the first two editiol'l$-. .This process i&>·tr~g: ,and ,tru~t aflR:, camwt be 
defeated if followed without alteration; Th,e non~udicial lJ~i~r~ .commercial Cocle bas 
been. cracked and is now utterly a,ccessib1e for any whp would e~mine the QQnlents.,pf .this 
manuaL As you will' discover, the assurances made in tf:te .preceding .paraar~ph$ .a~e not 
lTollow.ctiatter. thistextcan setyou free. 

The treatises, essays, and historical material contained in this book are all on soUd legal 
gr()und. It 1s not a niatter of ifwe are on the right t~:ail or nQt; itjs rather:& matte.r o{.how well 
we read the trail markings we enc()unter--because the F,«tt;nedaes described .in this manual 
·are working Hke crazy north, east, south and west,' and: the SIJccesses contained herein will 

1 Redemptor: Latin. One who buys back, reclairns(one who has reG!airnedlegaL~itle overhis)ife anqproperty)., 
2 AlLlO phmks oft\le .Comm1Jl)~stMa)l:ife!lto ar~ fundy e)\tren.~}led,ip. d.ailyAmt(rican)ife, d,eeply implanteq in 
America's psyche, and thoroughly dispersed in an ocean of code, i.e. "{aw." · , · 
3 As well as innumerable, eminently q~!l,lified judges, a prime exrupple of 9lis p~nomenonj.s $e fo~r ~~lifornia 
Insurance Conunissioiter, Chuck Quack~nb.ush .. .Jn, addition to, pad,ding his 0~11 j>C)lif~cal c,are~r, an~llikelyl#'lfug his 
own pockets and th~ pockets of hjs cohorts, .this. man wa!i .p~rspnally ,accowtahle ·ror the rilination pf the lives of 
thousands (if not tens of thousands). of California families whose homes w~e damagedldest;r:oy~d .. in the 1994 
Northridge Earthquake, by officially .letting insurance comp,anie!i off the hook.:......,io:.the tlnl~. of billions of dollars. 
Chuck Quackenbush has quietly slipped into obscurity without so much as a ~lap on the. wrist. 
4 In Animal Farm, the brilliant little allegory of communism by George Orwell, the· original, sacred. "Seven 
Commandments" were continually altered/deleted for favoring the pigs {the leaders)wtil, in the end, there w~ only 
one commandment left: "ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL, BUT SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE:EQUALTHAN OTHERS." 
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XX 

free you. of the ranting of any critic,5 The main faiting with professional (and amateur) critics 
is that that particular vocation does rrotinvolve.·nelping people and getting things done. It 
just involves tearing down things that might he;lp, and stopping others from breaking free of 
B.ig Brother's clut~~es---an occupational calling/hobby with a marginal sanity index. When 
Yc;>u com~ .~cr~~s'·someone \rVh~ is preoccupiedLwith stopping this process and saying ttow 
bad it· an is, realize that the critic is a "company man·," obsessed with infecting all with the 
ver1,9m ()f stati~m,6 anddo.~s ·not haveyour best interests at heart-and like~y never will? 
An· honorable: critic \yc>Uid bring fortH an eSther solution, i.e. another remedy for the· situation at 
hand, rather thanj~~t sounding a genera1 hue and cry8 and proclaiming that all (sheep) 
should stand stbqksti119 and accept their fate~as "part of life." 

A_s with the firs1 two edjtion~. the initial aim ofthis volume is ·fully· acquainting you with the 
ptocess. of' regaining control ·or the all-capifal:.letters juristic10 name/TRADE' NAME that 
began appearing ()n legal. documents, such· as the Social· Security card in yout possession, 
foU<>wintttl16·regiStrstioti of;youlbirth. This name is "yours" only in the sense that;it;be/ongs 
to you; it does not identify you. The problem with such a name' is that:' even though it 
belong~ to you, and was created expressly. to reference you, someone. else has custody of 
it-meaning that so:meone else can control the travels ·that particuJar piece of inteUectual 
property (the . ~11-c~ps TRADE NAMI;) ·and has been using . it for financial gain courtesy of 
your.labor. ThJs hand,book shows you how to rectifY this situation. 

Having accomplished th&foregoing, the main objective of this manual betomes provi(jing 
you with the ·. means for fortifying your existence ahd 'deflecting all ·lemaJc.arnf' financial 
assaults on your freedom, family, wealth, property, and peace of mind. Thetlegality. of the 
issues addressed herein is wen substantiated in the common law and the'UCC, and you .are 
Uriiih:~d onfY'bY. your laek 6f understanding of them.· The Glossary, contained ,t:lerein has 
IS~h.specifibalrj created and annotated to assist you in a'<:q'uiring a working·knowledge of 
the key issues. 

Material has been laid out so that the reader can go straight into the practical applicat~on .of 
the filing instructions, adapt •the sample documents ·with the. details of his/her life; and 
successfully~ file the ·documents without doing· anything else. However, such ·;pr;aetice is 
basically ."treating the sfmptom" and is not recommended \because the• cause of· the 
condition-··. unwanted victimization at the hands of the system-· is stiU unresolved; son of 
like being lost in the jungle, finding a compass, but then .not kMowing;which direQiion is tile 
best way out. 

The thedry portion ·of this volume, as well as· the items in the Appendix; affords a ·tre~top 
percl:lfo'r those who mighf be·lost in the legal/commerciallpolit~cal jurtgle: one with a bird's
eye view ofthe·whole territory as neve·r before. Once a1bewildered trave1er gets a compas:& 
reading on the right landmark, he can thereafter successfully negotiate. any difficulties 
encountered on ·his way out of the jungle because of acquired certa!inty of where :he· is 
headed and the fun expectation that he will make 'it. Whether you do your filing(s~ soaner 

5 For conclusive, unimpeachable documentary evidence (from the Federal Reserve) of the correctness of the 
procedures set forth in this manual? see ('How-to Sign· When 'Your Signature is·Demanded'! in 'Appimdix. 
6 Statism: A theory of government wliich Holds' that the return~r from 'group of indiVidual enterpr.ise are vested in the 
state, as in communism. Funk & Wagnall's New College Standard Dictionary, 1'947. 
7 "Remember, a statue has never been setup in honor of a ctitic." Jean Sibelius (renowned composer),. Oxford 
Dictionary of Twentieth Century.Quotatiohs. · 
8 Hue and cry: A great stir and clamor about any matter. 
9 Stockstill: As still as a stock or post; motionless. 
10 Juristic: Of or relating to law. 
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rather than later, st~ady progress between the covers at ,this manuat~ ~however unhurried, 
will give you a new perspective on the same old Jllrrol!lndirfgs itlt:tfioct~~e a couraga and a 
confidence that can fuel your journey all the way out of the "jungle" and onto the highroad 
for a better life. 

Because 'the Code has been cracked, the filing procedures, arn:t baekgt:ound' mateliiW'tare 
now simpl~; (\A attars have" now been .. temovect. from the private:, Mon.ttstic, ~~,juttieial 
system, and: players within that arena have ·become 'person~Hif zeomm•rcia1ty accoontable 
for ·their actions. These·breakthrougtfs have thereby"greattyLremed1ed0the nuisance''Of 
dealing with the courts, the courts' extreme· for-malism, and:the ··$oecret·rituals11 of the Inner 
sanctum ofthe l~!fal frat~rnity, "the Brotherhood." . . . 

For those reading this .page that . may have the misfortune of being.,,imv,olved in an ongoing 
legal dileR\ma; some wordstaf encouragement: the'procedwe Cm'ltained .het:ein .1$ .. b~eficial 
at any stage of the game.12 The more entangled one has ·became; the mote com~~ted' it 
can seem to be to extricate oneself from the tentacles of those who would gleefully destroy 
one's' life'. Obvibuslj;'the further along on thejutt1cfSI cGmveyor.bet, •the~mo.:lflffict~lt things 
can become. However, irrespective ·of what has'happened~:'the Jiberatiobrprooedure ~is 
essentially~ the same no matter what stage of·the game you afe<in. :.A .healthy .(and 
WorkaBle) apprba'ch is 'simply to write off everything thatft\a~Falreaay ~pp$mrd,:eha4k it up 
tcfexperien.ce, and start -afresh and anew with a elean heart. ·· What iifoffEtred ,here carr be 
completely 'locked into place in very short order and can serve:you therea1terJn many 
different circumstances.13 

• • .. 

This manual will also introduce you with the very real possibility of person~) ind~pendence 
and functibnsl sdvereignty. Beli&'/e it or not, it)vl.nisthe ·~erei~ af ~il11t!ferent ~gn 
right to "decide'' with ~whom you· woulttcontract that" gat you· intq this mess·,in~~4irstptaee. 
The· ~rst . step. in regt:tining ·. sovereignty is reestablishing ·ovmet&MpJ a:nd omatf'6~ ctlf) the 
'Corporately ·tQ'Ibred property identtfied as your all-capital-letters T~J\DE'r'N'A"ME (and af!ly 
and all other corruptions/permutations thereof). That, ·antr the, pwcedure· to fortify· your 
freedom and'· maintain control· of your worldly. possessions ttteteafter, has been presented 
here in· detail to ensure your understanding of the.subject and assist you in yeur efforts to 
create a pleasa!'lt and wor,.Y;,;free life for yourself. · 

Wishing yo~ happier times ... 

The Authors · 

11 "The characteristic of the earHer Roman law was its extreme follllalism. From its :ftrstsecret~d¢~i$~n~ the 
law of the privileged ~~~ses it expanded until it became the basis of all civilized legal systems." 'Clith()lic 
Encyclops-dia. . ·. . . ·. . . . . , . .. . . 
12 As of' this writing these breakthrough ·procedures have already stopped the leVying • of a bank· account after 
judgment had been f1Ilallzed. ·. ' . ·· 
13 Professional assistance, support, and (non-legal) document preparation smices ar.e available through the 
publisher. 
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Important Note: The banking system in America, to mention one area addressed by this 
manual, :is , a , frauquJent enterprise. That is why th~s(!t proeeSS!I!i are so ,,effective at 
eliminating claims of debt. Credit lenders,,never loan anything pf su~tance,,aod hence 
cannoLwithstand the simple~t examination of t~eir practices, cannot legally, support their 
claims,·- :and give- up sooner. or ,later, depending on their• i.nlerest level in t~, paJ1icular 
transaction. The. monetary system has been designeq expressly for creating ctef&)uJts ~nd 
foreclosures and bankruptcies, and it is working e)(actty as itJs s~ppo~Aoi;peopte·.{and 
companies) are being picked off left and right in greater and greater numbers. We are in 
the middle of a natiofial. epidemic at the hands (!)fthe Money PoW(!tr and its minion~s1 ; the 
only reason you· do· not hear more about it is because of the managed news media1 another 
vitatcostin·Big Bother's machinery. 

' 

The main reason there is,· not a large number of testimonials in this se9tioo of the book is 
three-fold: (·1) fulf.,.scaJe application of the proce<;turescontained hereil') .. t)as been.underway 
less than a year, based on the time required to research, develop,,test, and perfect .the 
documents and. procedure& contained herein; (2) there is a time lag inv«;)l¥ed, in . actually 
acquiring the legal. title-for both houses and cars,· even though former cr~ditol:$ maY cea$e 
all collection :activity,much .earlier in the .process; .. amif {3) there is nothing ve,w ex;citing to 
write about when credit card companies and other debt collectors simply drop aU-.claims, 
stop communicating, and go away. 

Creditcard,cornpanies are· th.e easiest toJ:tandlebecause cr;e,dit cards:bave no. value, and 
c;redit card 'claims;.are 1 00% unt>upJ;>ortable apd ·.evaporiite. upon ·:Proper ~Uenge. Q~bt,.. 
eollectar-type debt (wllen aoother compan.y has purel'tased the accountfrQrl'l~the .. original 
.creditor) i$ also ve~ easy. The Qnly::time things get~licky is when ihes~:tYf)e~;Qf~pcioWJts 
end up in a lawsuit) ~nd the courts have gott-en involved. Even then, th~ litd$.guv canstill 
prevait; it just takes a bit more effort. MQ(tgages, .on .tllle other. hand, are.~nqtt}er m~tter~ 
because of·tllevalue jpvolyed. Mortgage lenders aremoreUke.ly togo down: figh~ing,' b!Jt-.. 
so far:-they always go down, because they cannot prove that they have. a vali~ claim in the 
loan transaction. 

A tiny minority of situations are not within the realm of rescue because of fatal mistakes 
made by the debtor, and so are not attempted. Butof those taken on, there are factua.lly no 
failures (because handlings are based on the truth of the matter); some just take a little 
longer than others. They can get drawn out because some. creditors just don't want to let 
go and give up (it may be too much of a shock when a lender realizes that someone has 
figured out his racket and that he might have to stop robbing people and find honest work). 

Another definite factor causing creditors, and judges and attorneys alike, to beat a hasty 
retreat is the penalty for unauthorized use of the "borrower's" private, common-law
copyrighted property, his name. For various reasons, this system is bringing the activities of 
financial pirates under control. It also works in other situations where one~s name is being 
used for ·financial.gain, but handling"lenders" seems to be· its most·popularuse tight now. 

c • ,, • - ,.,,' ' ,.., 

Below is a sampling . of different types . of. successes. There are many more th'af have 
crushed the initial assault, but have not yet arrived at final coml)!etton with title in-hand. 

1 Minion: A servile favorite or follower: a term of contempt. 
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1. ·After .getting involved iri a certain business opportunity; Mark from. Missouri gradually 
poured in over $100;000 and one day found himself hurting for cash. He got a- quick 
$15,000 loan from,a prominent national lending company at a hefty interest rate, but 
was not worried because he expected the business deal to come through. He put up 
the certificate of title for each of his three vehicles as cotlatetal for the loan. 

Mark made monthly payments .of $500 on tbe loan for about a year, hoping that 
something wo.uld work out wUh the investment, but it never· did.' As wert, his payments 
were apparently not making much of a dent in the loan because the lern:Ung :company 
informed:ehim that he .. still owed about $17 ;000. He had lots :of bills, :little· cash; got three 
months: behind on payments, and realiz'&d that the lending company was profi>ably 
thinking about picking up the ·cars. 

He began placing. the· autos in a secluded place to inhibit the lender from just coming 
over and taking them, but before he could secure ~he last Qne, they repossessed it. 
Shortly after that, Mark hooked up with SecuredParty~org, did hi$. Gopytight Notice and 
UCC Financing Statement, and then issued the lending company a. .promissory note in 
the form of a draft (a one-page, abbreviated version of the Certified Promissory Note 
t-hat appears on .page 10 of th.e·14-page Validation of Debt Packagein Section 10, 
Handling Presentments) .in the amount of $16;948,27, along with a ·certified copy of all 
his UCC paperwork. 

A few days later Mark received another statement from the firm, listing the unpaid 
balance at $41.07. He purchased a money order in that.amo~nt and showed up at the 
local office to tender payment. The people th'ere were shocked to see him. They told 
him that his account had been shifted to the national office, that they no longer had the 
capability of accepting payment from him on their computers, and instructed him to call 
the main office. 

When he made contact with the account rep at national headquarters he asked what he 
· needed to do to get the balance cleared off: 

Rep: As far as what I can see here In your file; you're line. You're done. 
You're taken care of. You got a statementfrom us? 

Mark: Yes. 

Rep: Does it have a date on it? 

Mark: It was about a week ago. 

Rep: Oh, that must be some computer error. Just disregard that. Just 
forget it. You're taken care of. 

Mark: Well, I have a couple of otherproblems. 

Rep: What's that? 

Mark: Your local office still has my certificates of ·title; and" they also 
repossessed one of my cars. 

Rep: Well, give them a. couple of weeks to straigf1,ten out the pfJ.perwork and 
then go in and talk to them, and if you don't get satisfied-you have 
my name and number--just call me back and I'll see to it that you are 
satisfied. 
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A few weeks later he,checked in as directed, and was told he could pick .up his titles 
and g~ bis.carbackas~ongas he paid the towing and storage fees a:t•theJmpound.lot, 
atotal:of$230,Which he did inNovember. He has never heardJrom them:again. 

2. Dan, a knowledgeable fellow in UCC matters, set up new business relationships after 
relocating in his old hometown., Muskegon, Michigan, having been gone for many years. 
One thing he needed was a bank account and he decided on the~.aredit union where his 
mother. and s·tepfather banked. After proving that that famUy. members were already 
banking there,Jhe new accounts clerk cheerfully handed over an application, Since the 
new {non-intere.st>bearing) account would be in the straw man's TRADE NAMEi tnat's 
oow Dan filled out the app: printiRg the straw man's aiJ.,-caps name arid ·placing a "©" 
copyright symbol immediately after the last letter .. of the name: When' the straw man 
"finished filling out the form," the Secured Party, i.e. flesh-and-blood Dan, wrote across 
the sighature card in red ink: "Accepted for value, exempt frdm levy,"·'fifted in his EIO tf, 
.dated it<8eptembet 23, 2001, and signed it. ·He then supplied a .oopy of his UCC 
Financing 'Slatement and Security Agreement and turned them in withdhe signature 
card, requesting acphotocopy of the card,'front and back .. 

T:he next mernir.tg Dan received a call from the ·president ofth~ .bank: "I'm sorry, .but we 
wtll mot be able to open the account. Our ·legal department says we can!t have a 
copyrighted name on an account." Shortly thereafter, Dan shows upat1he bank. Here 
is a portion of his conversation with the president: . . . 

President: If you will simply remov~ the copyright symbol fr6m the name there 

Dan: 

President: 

Dan: 

President: 

Dan: 

President: 

Dan: 

President: 

Dan: 

President: 

will be no pro/;Jiem in opening the ~ccount. . ' 

Will it be a secured account? 

Yes. 

What happens if someone takes money out of this account?·. 

That will not happen. 

Let's just say hypothetically that ... 

I will not let that happen. 

Even if the IRS wants to take some money? 

Even the IRS. This account will be permanently flagged "PRIVATE" 
in the computer and will nev~r be. touched by anyone other than you 
without your permission. Sincetlile accounfwould bei'fl your name, 
even ·your wife could · not remove money without ,your official 
authorization. 

Let's just say someone DID take some mooey out of my account. 
Who would be Hable? 

' ' 

The credit union. 

Dan opened the,account. He receives checking services with nQmonthlyfees and pays 
nothing for money orders and other such servi~es. JNo fe~s of .~ny kind are deducted 
from . his account. .·The. president also confided that the tegal department had 
cornmented that this was tile strongest Security Agreement they had ever seen. 

2 EID #: "Employer Identification Number'' of the Secured Party, derived from the straw man's Social Security 
Account Number (SSAN); e.g. EID # 1234-56789, derived from SSAN 123-45•6789; a number uniquely identifying 
the Secured Party. 
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3. Dan·decided,he wanted·his funds in a 401{k) for helpin{fwith the·costs of:getting set up 
and relocated· in Muskegon. When he visited the .brokeraQe house ·that· managed the 
account he was told that there would be a 30% levy for liquidating the account, a. chunk 
of .more than $4,000 ofthe total. He left and returned with a secretary ~f state-certified 
copy· of his UCC Financing Statement and Security Agreement, pointing out that he, the 
Secured Party, had the .supreme claim on the account, was exempt from lev.y, and 
would return in three days for a check in the full amount ofthe balance. 

Two days later he received a phone call and was told his wishes couldnotbe·honored. 
With tape recorder in hand he went into the bank and asked for the account specialist 
and served her with a "Notice by Declaration/Security Agreement"3

: . 

Dan: You are now on notice, and I want my money now. If you remove 
any funds from the balance due me you are liable for $500,000.00, 
and the same goes for,the IRS. 

Acct Spec: I would be happy to transfer 100% of the money this second if you 
would just open an IRA at another bank. 

Dan visited another l:lank where he already had an account (and was known); National 
City Bank, and opened an tRA account in the straw man's name as usual, then 
accepting for value the signature card, noting "exempt from !levy" and placing EID #and 
-aating and signing as before, all in red ink. The brokerage firm was provided with bank 
c6ordinates for the new· IRA with National City Bank and the ·funds were immediately 
wired in. Less than an hour later Dan walked oLifthe door with a cashiers check for the 
fLill·$13,800.00. 

No financial institution could levy any of oa·n•s money without first 'placing his straw 
man's name on at least one piece of paper. The straw man'sl'RADE'NAME, in any 
form, is Dan's pftvate, copyrighted property. Without Dan's peFmission, no one may use 
the name without incurring a $500,000.00 obligation for each such use; hence all the 
cooperation from the banks. 

4. On November 17, 2000 the balance ori Dan's MBNA credit card was $12;507.71. 
~aving recently learned of. the fraudulent business practices of credit card companies, 

·Dan was not amenable with paying MBNA his ·hard-earned cash. He sent MBNA a 
"Validation of Debt" package4 requesting that 1hey prove that he owed the money they 
were asking for and included a certified promissory note ~written in strict .accordance 
with UCC mandates for a negotiable instrument) as bona fide payment if the debt could 

3 Now designated "Notice·by Written Communication/Security Agreement." A tl,Jrbo~chargecl and. lengthier version 
of the Copyright Notice that is enclose!;l herein,, with intimate detl'!ils on the workings of the self-ex:ecutmg Security 
Agreement in the event the recipient uses the name without authorization. :Fee for usage is $500,000.00 per 
occurrence of use, secured by all tangible and iiltangible property ofthe recipient( this' dottinient, drawn strictly 
froni the UCC and Revised Article 9, is as fmal as a guillotine; available through BB&C of America with purchase 
of the UCC Financing Statement package). 
4 An exacting package of interrehited docume11ts requiring that a credit card CoJl!lpany officer swear out an affidavit 
("true, correct, and complete") in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, ·identifying the 
substance/valuable consideration that was exchanged with the credit card account holder that supports the contract 
and justifies the credit card company's demand that the account holder pay the amount demanded. No fmancial 
institution in America can do this because nothing of value is ever given by any "lender," including all credit card 
companies. The Validation of Debt package· has never failed in stopping a credit card company seeking payment 
(the Validation of Debt package is available through BB&C of America). 
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be validated. Three days after sending. the Validation. caf Debt paokaset·a&n·sentalong 
a Notice by Declaration/Security Agreement, informing, MB~A tflat his,.:, name· was 

. copyrighted . property and ,that •Jf they used it for financial. •gain it would· cost them 
$500,600.00 fGr .e~h such use •• That was a year ato and Dan has ,neither·:h:eard.from 
MBNA since; nor from:any debt collector associated with·them. The'$12,507.71 debt 
disappeared. On .his credit reports with the variou~ credit reporting agencie~Which 
have also been served with a Notice by Declaration/Secur,ity Agreement ...... the ·account 
is marked "PRIVATE." There is no further credit history on any credit report after the 
date .. each agency was served ·with .a· Notice ·by Oec~aratiou. When.Dan wants credit 
extended from some merchant he simply provides bank recmds for the last three years, 
and sometimes letters from other creditors attesting. his ~ment histoey. lthasmever 
been a problem. 

5. In January of this year Dan •received a letter from his :b~nk informing him that an 
attorney had shown up at the bank. With', apparently, a judgMe.r:~t against Dan's wife, 
demanding, tt)at the funds .be paid ot:Jt immediately. A copy of the·"ju(fgment"-which 
had no judge's signatu~e .on it-was also included with tl)e letter from the bank. 
Apparently the attorney felt he could invade Dan's account simplybecause he was the 
spouse of t~e "judgment debtor." The be~n.k., of cour~El. ass~ red Dan that not one penny 
WOUld be .removed from the ·GiCCOUI)t without hi.Sj~UthorizatiOIJ~ 

With Dan.'.s friend Jim's .help, as with all of, Pan·~ other documents, the Noti~ by 
!;;>eclara.tion. was created for DGln>·· As well as ~ajling it Certified 'MaiJs, ~e.turn R•iteipt 
Requested, D~n ,also.faxed the atlorney the Notice~y Deslar~tig:ntSec.urity ,L\g.~eernent 
from the automobile dealership where he worked. Less than ten :min~:~te$ l~t~r the 
attorney was on the line with Dan asserting that, among other things, the faxed 
document, had "nothing; to do with the judicial .. sy~tem." Dan agr~ Y/ft~ toe s~yster 
entire1y1!'That's exaotly right.,, This has nothing to do with the judici$1.~yste~Jli/' ,.;J:hat was 
May 2001., nine~months ago, and E>an·has not.heardfn~m th~ att~r~y sin~e. 

[Note: In this testimonial, as well as in all the others here, the juf;li~i~ syst~m:plays no 
part in the process. These are all private, consensual contracts· containing no 

, controversy that would allow the inte.rventio~:t;,.of any third ... ~rty judgE):~. ,Jiy~hing is 
agreed upon. in~ad~ance .when .the;;aggressorldet>tonexec.utes the conkaGt by~LI$iA9 your 
private.· property {cl,ny version otyour copyrighted name) withoiJt ygur ~~or~~tion. 

·Since it. is your property, any u~er must comply .. .with contra~t terms that you se.t for its 
autharized, as well as its unauthorized, use.] 

' ' 
6. Because of a Notice by Declaration/Security Agreement on file with the county where 

Dan lives the county title insurance office. will not issue a. copy of Ule titl& on one of 
Dan's properties' certifying that if· is held free and clear (wtrich ·it' is):' . The~ have no 
problem issuing a plain pltotocopy of the deed~ecaut)e the. dqcum.~l)t does "!'lot 
constitute legal evidence when, in th,e form of a plf!in photocopf--butwill ~ptissi(e a 
certified document ,with Dan's .copyrighted name on it. ,L\pparently the revenue from 
selling the certified copy of deed is outweighed by tHe half-:milliandoUat:ticketfor using 
Dan's private, copyrighted propertywithout his permi$sion. •. 

5 Though Dan used Certified. Mail here, it is strongly recommended th!lt you always use Registered Mail and s.end 
Return Receipt Requested, Restricted Delivery, with an Affidavifof Service for,proof ofservice. 
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7. Arnold from New Jersey, 86 years of age, had ceased':filirtg tncome tax returns as of 
1991. Using Title 26 United States Code Section-6020; .the Secretary of the Treasury 
had. done an SFR, "substitute for return," for Arnold, signing ~mold's name .on his behalf 
on·. a tax return (authorized by Arnold's signing of the W-4: Form) for each of those 
years. In 1998 a "Notice of Federal Tax Lien'' was filed aga:inst/l:RNOJ...D (not;"Arnold") 
and IRS began levying Arnold's Du Pont-corporation pension from at a clip. of $1,347.68 
a month. Arnold tried every tactic he could think of for twt;>and a half years, but was 
unsuccessful in nullifying the effects of the "Notice of Federa:l Tax Lien,'' 

By good fortune, Arnold . recently met the folks .at Se.curedParty.org (authorized 
distributors of Cracking the Code Third Edition~ and sent IRS a smaller version of the 

. current "VC)Iidatiqn of Debt" Pa~kage (see Secttpn 10, Handling Presentments). Before 
the. next p.ay period Arnold received a ~'Release of Notice ofF'eder:al Ta?< Lien/' and his 
next pension check from DuPont had no deductions for IRSi 

8.. While being admitted. at the hospital followin.g an au~omabile accident in DeceJnber 
1999, Bill from New Jersey was given a consent form by ~he hospital fdr establishing 
financial liability for its services. ~oticing' that tile h.ospital had printe-~ out 'he mime of 
his all-caps straw man on the form as the liab.le party, and knowing. that an .agent is not 
responsible for the principal's liability, Bill signed as follows: 

"WILLIAM QUINCY JONES by 
William Quincy .Jones, A,gent" 

Ev.en though the other driver's insurance company paid ~n full for tne Io.ss ofBiWs car, 
they r_efused.responsibility for a; ;$475;00 bi1~ forx~ra.ys thati~i!(hacj fprvlt~rged after he 
wa&. billed by the hospital's rsdiology departme'rit. The $47:5:00. bUI"'wtl!ntinto. collection 
and Bill was sued in early 2001.. Bill responded using the: all:oaps narne. of. his straw 
man only on all documents, but also entered his ·security Agreement& and UCC 
Financing S\atement into the. record as evidence that he (the flesh-and-blood man) was 
not the party being s.ued and that he heldJhe.supreme clJ!lirn againstthe Uable party, his 
all-caps TRADE NAME. At the April 2001 trial, after nearly an ~our of ve.~b~l ping-pong, 
both judge and hospital attorney realized that Bill. could not be tricked Into taking the 
place of the debtor, nor into becoming a surety7 fOrthe debtclir, ·s6 "the attorney asked for 
default judgment, asserting that the defendant, the TRADE NAME,,had.notrappeared in 
court. The judge immediately granted default judgment in favor of the hospital against 

· Bill. Jt is noW'lFebruary-ten months later....,;,and Bilt has bea~d from fleitherthe co:urt nor 
the 'attorney since the trial. When he recently cheeketf':the court record 1\e discovered 
that no judgment was ever signed by the judge--;-as required 'b>Y New Jersey:,court 
rules-anti· entered in the reQ(1)rd. Despite the ptay-acting in !the' courtro.om by theiUdge, 
Bill actually won the case based on his Security: Agreemer\t and his . .mastery of "legal 
dodge-ball" in avoiding the trickery of the judge and the attorney.8 

9. In March of 2000 the same Bill from above was lassoed· into using his credit card for 
renting a truck for a friend at a rental agency, and theA picking up and delivering some 

·
6 The new Security Agreement, available through BB&C of America, is an impregnable fortress for the interests of 
the Secured Party in his relationship with the Debtor STRAW MAN. 
7 Surety: A person who binds himself for the payment of a sum of money, or for the performance of something else, 
for another. Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition. 
8 For an expose of the Federal Reserve's acknowledgment of the legal distinction between true name and TRADE 
NAME, see "How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability" at the end of Section 10, Handling Presentments. 
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furniture. Bill reluctantly agreed on the credit card use, taking out full insuran~ an the 
truck. On· the way ·back they dipped a telephone pole that was leanin.g s.lightly,"toward 
the·roa€J at a tight~ intersection .. Thinking only the rear view m.irror had,been·damaged 
they were all surprised when they stopped at a diner and notired that tf:le top .of the box 
had been gashed open, as well. Bill's frien€J was worried about the liability, but Bill 
eomforted him by reminding him that they had purchased flill1nsurance coverage on the 
truck. Bill also explained for his friend· how he had signed the rental agre.ement in the 
straw man's name: 

"WILLIAM QUINCY JONES by 
William Quincy Jones, Auth. Rep." 

Upon· arrival back at. the rental agency a damage/incident report waS"Written U1p 'and Bill 
explained what happened for the manager/owner, who noted the dama~e. The rental 
transaction was completed and em and friend departed. i. 

A month later on April 18, 2000 Bill received a blll from the rental agencyJ<>r$1 •. 937.64; 
He then got on the phone and reminded the manager thar'he' was · carrying full 
insurance coverage on the vehtcle at the time bf the accident. The manager then stated 
that the insurance didn't cover overhead damage and that Bill was personally 
responsible for the repair. · ·-

On May. 30th the attorney for the rental agency wr9te a. letter requesting payment in the 
·amount of $2,325.16 and threatening litigation· absent payment in fulL · Bill then sent a 
"Validation of Debt" package requesting validation of the purported d~bt per the. Fair 
Debt Collection Practices Act. · Also included ·was ucc documentation' tn~t pr()\ted Bill 
was the Secured Party/Creditor over the Debtor, Bi:ll's straw man,· ~nd tttat\:Untess the 
attorney could prove a superior claim, he had nothing. Bill received a lettet dated June 
13, 2000'fromthe formerly combative attorney stating as follows: 

" ... A copy of the bill has been previously submitted to you and It is my opinion 
that the debt is valid. If you have'any interest in trying to resolvi:fit amicably, 
please call me. 

"Thank you for your courtesy and cooperation. 

"Very truly yours~··" 

That was the last communication Bill received from the attorn~y. 21·."'~ths .. ago,. From 
the· marked change in substance and tone of. the attorn•y's ~mmunioation he 
apparently recognized that Bill had. figured out th~ UQG ~me ~r p~:ovirtg superior 
knowledge of how it all works (see "How to Sign Your SigoatuJe With~ut Liability" in 
Section 10, page 315, fora full explanation). 
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Foreword 
This manual is about a code. As well as being a system: or collection of rules and 
regulations, a code is also defined as "a system used for secrecy of communication, in 
which arbitrarily chosen words, letters, or symbols are assigned definite meanings." Laws 
today. are called "codes" (Vehicle Code, Internal Revenue Code, Uniform Code of Military 
Justice;· Penal Code, etc.) because they have been encoded fr~m their original form. For 
the man on the street, accessing and utilizing these codes generally req~Jiresthe services of 
a specially trained "decoder," called an attorney. A hundred years ago the average man 
knew the law and was equipped with knowledge for conducting him~elf ·aAd his affairs and 
avoiding unwanted legal situations, thereby protecting himself, his family, and his property 
from legal opportunists. This is no longer the case-and taw is no longer.just "law;" but a 
cornucopia of "code," requiring cavernous libraries with miles of shelving j~Jst for housing its 
billions of pages of print (Library of·Congress has over three million different law books on 
file--approximately 80 linear shelf-miles of law books). 

The Unjform Commercial Code, "UCC," the subje.ct ·Of this manual, is the transcendent, 
paramount achievement of the efforts of a few lhousands of intensely :c:tedjcated and single
minded collaborators (dare we call it "conspiracy"?) over the last two-plus millennia. It is the 
culmination of an almost incomprehensibly complex, systematic, if!ltricate, pervasive~ and 
far-reaching agenda. of strategic and tactical global planning for securing absolute legal, 
financial, social, ecclesiastical, and political dominance over ~the people of Earth. The 
fundamental medium chosen to accomplish these iniquitous aims: Commerce. The. UCC, 
first introduced in 1954, has been developed across the ce111turies with microscopically 
excruciating and painstaking attention to detail for avoiding forever risk· of detection and 
revelation of its true nature. It was fully expected that the Code would never be cracked. 
Proof of this fact is the. absence of any devicelmechanism for the enforced reversal of the 
process and recapture of slaves who manage to break free. 

Incredibly, the development of the UCC has been so brilliantly orchestrated by the Legal 
Masters of the World that even though it permeates and dominates the everyday live~ and 
activities of every man, woman; and child in America from con~ption to. casket-. as well as 
virtually every other living soul on the planet-· and even though it is the most senior form of 
codified law throughout the world; encompassing all others (see UCC § 1-103), the UCC is 
a cultural obscurity, blending in with societal scenery· so well that it does not e¥en raise an 
eyebrow upon mention. Even general members of the bar-i.e .. the lawyers, attorneys, 
solicitors; .advocates, and barristers, i.e. the foot soldiers, snipers, and assassins of the 
banker-generals that wage war on the world-. are for the .. most part. ignorant of its far
reaching applications and implications, which dominate even their liv.es as.weiL Likely.you 
never even heard of the Uniform Commercial Code until it was brought to your attention by 
someone with the express purpose of revealing its influence over your life. 

As an interesting side note: two years ago the authors. of this manual were contacted by a 
"forward-thinking attorney," on behalf of the other attorneys in his law firm, to purchase the 
'first edition as soon as it became available. Apparently they had gotten the word from a 
trusted friend that.the manual was· being written and what it dealt with. The attorney also 
atlowed that he and his partners knew that the con was going down right before their eyes 
everyday in the legal system, and even though witnessing the daily administration of the 
shakedown, they just couldn't figure out exactly how it was being done. 
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The law firm has long since acquired a copy of the first manual, but likely none of the 
attorneys availed themselves of the RfOoess., You see, an attorney occupies a special place 
in the grand scheme of things. Because of an attorney's connection with the Crown-· the 
source ·Of the attorney's British title of nobility,1 "Esquire" (all judges are esquires, as well)
via !lis/her misnamed "license to practice law," and because .only an .. attorne.y can "re
present'~ the banks and corporations (artificial persons) that are owned/eantro11ed by the 
owners/creditors ·of· almost every single government on eartt'l, attorneys ,cannot personally 
access this process. ·Attorneys are hired•'guns, mercenaries, of the>hate,.merchants and 
warmongers'that operate,th.e legal juggernaut that is intent on dei'llouring theclasf shreds of 
personaJWealth and freedom ofthe common folk ofthe world. 

Every whore has·her .price, and this~Jype is' no exception: jadgeJ' a•r\Elttorn~ys· (esquires) 
have literally sold their soul to ·the ·devil for the inside track and a few·,.easy·:buoks. 
Ad:eordingly;· since:they are ownea, they caR never access sovereignty:: Just'·tikettn~whore, 
the~rhave no per~S'onal fre'6dom till the customer is sati'Sfied :that.he g~t,wf\afhe. paid for. 
For esquires it's a ''lifetime affair'' (with the Crown and the powers::Behtnd if); Accressil'fg 
sovereignty requires that an esquire renounce hiS'/tler:so-ca.lted ~liQense to,:praetioe:Jaw" and 
his/her relationship with the privately owned judicial system and cease practicing as an 
esquire altogether-a cure more ·unpleasant·'than ;.bearing the disease for.'· m0st such 
whores. Nearly all will. et:~rry on; a ,few may breakaway. 

Esquires aiso fatuously2 believe' they are immune against attacks from tne "li1ilile peep1e." 
As yourwntleam frt>m ·the· Tin 'Mt:~n (i.e. "T:~I•N;" . Taxpayer-ldentifica}tbn-Number Mafl}·in /ffl.e 
Wizard'of Oz (see:rWi<zard:of Oz, The in G/6Jssa~ 1 and as youwitl:discovet'in the Practical 
portion of this . manual,· the laws of commerce are heartless and, apply e~ually. with· aU
inCluding attorneys ana judges ~for acorriprehet:lslveexpose oftbe sieletonsAn an.escq:uire~s 
tloset, see Section;2, "The truth About Esquires"): Any judge/atbrneywho attempts.using 
your private,. copyrighted TRADE NAME for financial gain without""first 'obtatfl.ing .. your 
express;· wrftte!1 aUthorization and: consent fac~s the same legatloommerclat•coJII·sequ$ntes 
that as anyone else-cataclysmic personal·financial ruin-because il'l colllmerce, '~AU,·are 
equal un~er the law."3 

· 

Judgestttlough also esqutres, are a different creature than attorneys and receive~ special 
training· in Reno, Nevada· (National Judidal Colleme;t 3,500 judges tmn~ eaci:P~ear~: and 
Scottsdale, Ari2!ona-· sometimes hundreds of hours· overtheircareers...;;;..for leat"ning ~r 
ways of'applying the 1JCC in the courtroom, and handling diss1defl.ts at:ld~< U1\'l'fUIY·~atav$&)Ml0 
set a bad· ~ample·for the other ~·paytng customers;~' nrls is.thf} ge.nrus of the tegat.Masters 
of the World: The populace cmd· even· many 0Uhe bar att()rrTeys themselves believe}thaHhe 
law being practiced in thE! courtroom'is "THE'~ law, i.e. the:ONtJY,;IaW being adm1nisterelt in 
the courtroorh_,;.whereas it. is actuany ottly a ca.tefull~ orehestr.ateli shadow of tbe ~Hhing; 
an exhibition'in histrionics par excellence. 

The ucc is not particularly concerned witfi. Social s~ct:u;ity AccOuftti!:'Nombersrandi~dmg 
such is an option on the filing forms. The UCC filing office, located in each state (and 
elsewhere), pmvtdes public notice of private matters, and is concerned primarify·,with 

1 The original, authentic Thirteenth Arti<;le of Amendment of the Constitution pf!;lliibited · anyoqe:;wPo held a title: of 
nobility granted by a foreign, king, prince, or .. state from holding a po.sition of pt!.bll9 trust•(i.~ .. ~Qlitic~l;oftice~· F(tr 
an explanation why this ~endment was never ratified, see paragraphs inun.edia.te~y,precedfug ':$llsAt;.,Co,ating·tlle 
Deceit" jn "The Truth About Esquires," Section 2. · · ·' 
2 Fatuous: Foolish, but self-satisfied. 
3 For alllO commercial maxims see Maxims of Commerce in Glossary. 
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identifying those , registered within by name only--iust like it was .:a hundred years ago 
(before the Federal-Reserve Act~ and Social Security Act) when: a man~s name, honor, and 
reputation were his most valuable personal possessions, and upon which his entire future 
depended in no small-part. ·· 

As··you will discover, the Social Security Account Number is a ~·public" number associated 
with a "public persona," a "person," ·a legal entity different from yourself and artificial, as 
well;. i.e. existing in contemplation of/by force of taw alone; This is your alter ..ego, ALL
CAPITAL-LETTERS TRADE NAME, your STRAWMAN. "~traw man" (see .Glossary) is a 
legal term for a "front man," or nominal party in a transactiori?, existing in name only, through 
which the owner can accomplish some purpose not otherwise permitted. A straw man 
serves its owner/master with slavish devotion, but you did not even· know that you had one. 
He has been running· around obligating you and ·.entering into aU kit'lds of unconscionable 
contracts and' causing you much grief, heartache, ar:td economi¢ misery. It i$time you get 
to know this fellow and set things straight This manual will show:you how to discover your 
straw man and bring him under your control instead of theirs. 

Most people understand that the law is very precise, with legalized· deadly violence 
associated with the words appearing in the textoflhe codes that are enforced by eourts and 
police alike. The English language and its accepted rules of grammar are likewise precise, 
however; and make no accommodation for writing proper nouns in; all.:capital ~letters. The 
all-capitai;.;Jetters-written name that appears· on your Social Sequrity card, drivers license, 
passpo·rt, bank statement, credit cards, etc.-. and wnich is rigidly insisted upon and 
enforced b}l the legal system-is ·not there by mistake, but iUs· not your "true name," which 
consists of the given (Christran) name4 plus the surname (famity name), anct appears with 
only initial .letters capitali:ted. Theall.:caps version is your TRAIDE NAME, the name under 
which you "do business,"and is written in another language entirely: "Legalese.'' 

All names-includtng rtrue names-· constitute property, and• can be copyrighted under the 
common law. Strangely enough, the source of all money in circulation today is your (and 
others') TRADE NAME and your signed, "promise to pay" in exchange for _loans of credit 
(air) issued in that name. Banks are accounting and bookkeeping operations, with only 
enough cash on hand to keep customers satisfied,5 and covertly use your TRADE NAME 
and your "promise to pay" to create money and generate profit The long-term intention of 
the Money Power is to abolish cash completely and leave people with track-able, electronic 
fonds only. 

Because all names are no more than property, no one! is his~ TRADE- NAME, nor is anyone 
his true name. The primary reason we are faced with the current dismal state of affairs is 
people's misunderstanding ofthe nature of their name. Whereas a.sovereign uses a name 
only for purposes of recognizing that someone, else desires c<i>mmunication with him/her, 
nearly all other people ha"e ·Jost sight of their own sovereignt character via confusion about 
the name. Your true name more closely approximates who you.are, but is not "corporate" 

4 "Names are divided into Christian names, as, Benjamin, and surnames, as, Franklin. No man can have more than 
one Christian name; though two or more names usually kept separate, as John and Peter, ma:Y undtmbtedly be 
compounded, so as to form, in contemplatioitoflaw, but one. A letter put between the Christian and surnattle, as an. 
abbreviation of a part of the Christian name, as, John B. Peterson, is no part of either." Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 
Sixth Edition, 1856. 
5 Roughly 2% of the money supply is cash; the rest is "checkbook money" and other "credits." 
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like the TRADE NAME. The Legal Masters of tbe World have capitaU~eQ; on Utis s~mfle 
distinction between true,name,anctTRAD.E NAME to ensure your continuectsubjugatic;m. 

The ·primary pitfall is that an all-capital letters TRADE NAME sounds exactly like a true 
name when spoken (see idem sonans in Glossary). This phenomenon has no particular 
significance in our society-except. in a courtroom, and a courtro.om can be a dangerous 
place to.'be. Thankfully, this manl,Jal can help you· stay out of eourtr0oms,,!Qutnot every.ol':'le 
is s'o . fortunate. Simple observation tells us that a primary function ·of :t<7day!s private, 
foreign-owned and -operated court system is the transftr of personal wea.Jth· and freedom 
i11to the hands .of the courts, banks,· government, corporations, al'ld· tax agencies. 

The judge is calling out a name in one language1. L11gafese (he iS;<feading fliQm the legal 
documents in front of him), and the "customer'' is innocenUy listening· and answering in 
another, "English." This otherwise harmless overlap .of "language" is thren immediately, 
forcefully, and unmercifully applied to the victim's prof(i>.und detFiment Such cteceptian is 
now indispensable in maintaining the current level of. cemmerc~al· profit levels·af the courts 
(e.g. visit any traffic court for an hour and keep a tally of the proceeds( By following the 
procedures Gutlined in this manual, unwanted victimization at the hands of thedudicialllegal 
system can be minimized and even avoided/bypassed altogether. 

The UCC provides ·for filing offices in each state/and eJJewhere .so that a qreditpr may give 
formal public notice .of the legal relationship between .himself amd a debtor. lt<a~o.ws.for the 
creditor, caUed the "secured party," to "perfect" (legall~· establjs~) a ".security interest" (a 
private lien, essentially)-'-above ·all others. iocluding government--· in the· property of the 
debtor,. thereby ensuring repayment or specific. perfoFhlance by the. d$btor c.and off~GiaUy 
pre.cluding any third party from impairing the private ~Jiltract. A.s.sbown ~ersiJh,NPUf: straw
man TRADE NAME is the debtor and you, the secu~' party. ¥our exact (-e~~oship with 
each other is more precisely defined in a "private agreement." A description ofthe prc;>perty 
pledged by the debtor as collateral for securing the obllgatiof;t is contained in a "security 
agreement." 

Significant additions Jn the third edition are the cp;pyrjght notice,( to bet:~ublished l!lt"}der/'legal 
notices" in the newspaper), and·the new security agreement, Which;h~,bee,:rtbFe~.en up into 
three separate; interrelated docurn.ents. In strict accordance with Revised Article 9 dictates 
and the remaining articles. of the UCC, this new security agreementpackag~ afforEts anyone 
the opportunity to fortify his/her position as never before, by reposing alt property in an 
airtight package impervious to legal/commercial attack, including that of IRS. The best time 
for handling trouble is before it,arrives: and this new package affor-cfs.sucht;>ppotttunity .. 

The most dramatic aspect of the third edition, is the facility for 0btaili!iAQ·tnon-judicial 
judgment against· any· legal attacker wh.o,;would ·insist upon Uiing your PfiVa~.-pr~perty 
TRADE NAME .for financial gain without your authoriza~ion-be he/she. a JLJc:Js.e~. prosecutor, 
IRS agent, attorney, traffic cop, government agent,. anyqne . . Heretof:pre, ~~uJch have used 
your TRADE NAME to pad their owl'! bank account. This no longer ne.ed be the case, as 

6 Uncontestable documentary evidence proving this fact is contained within the article entitle<! "Hqw to Sign When 
Your Signature is Demanded" in 4ppendix. . . . 
7 The "U.S. Government" section of the Los. Angeles telephone direotory Blue Pag~s lists a total of 1.21.5 cohun,n
inches of government agencies/offices and phone numbers. The moneymaking machinery qf the fedml co.urt 
system takes up 18.5%, i.e. almost 20%, of the listings for the entlre U.S. Gove11Ull.~nt .. This is wher.e the m~mey is 
made. Even the listings for the 103 U.S. Post Offices located in City of Los Angeles takes up only9.5 column
inches of space, dwarfed by comparison with U.S. District Court listings. 
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each such character will face financial ruin in short order should he/she insist on using your 
copyrighted property without your permission after having been noticed. The non-judicial 
foreclosure process follows closely thereafter-and no one has a monopoly on it. 

The code-encrypting esquires of the Money Power have crafted the UCC, and now Revised 
Article 9, for the high-speed transfer of wealth (yours) into Big Srother's coffers without the 
nuisance of consulting the courts. For this very reason, and because the Code is now 
cracked, regular folks can use the same procedure for thwarting would-be legal marauders 
-and can reverse the wealth-transferal flow against anyone who foolishly believes he can 
take private property without just compensation. 

You need not toil under the threat of "paper terrorism" ofthe legal system any longer. With 
what is available here you can, with certainty and confidence, regain control of your life and 
protect yourself, your family, and your property from the rapacious8 Moloch9 that is 
government-and separate any would-be bandit in the employ thereof from his wealth and 
property if he insists on proceeding without compensating you. ·Helping you accomplish 
these things-by unraveling the mystery, exposing the key elements, and guiding you 
through-is the aim of this manual. 

Hoping your journey is a pleasant one ... 

With admiration, 

The Authors 

8 Rapacious: Excessively greedy or covetous; living on prey. · 
9 Moloch: A Semitic deity, mentioned in the Bible, whose worship was marked by the sacrifice by burning of 
children offered by their own parents; anything conceived as requiring frightful sacrifice. 
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Part I 

Section 1 

Maintuining Fis~atlntegrity 
Fu.nctional Se:vereignty 

'i ' 



2 

Maintaining Fiscal Integrity 
Functional Soyereignty 

~. 

Caveaf: This treatise constitutes neither the practice of law, nor the giving of legal advice, 
and is for informational and educational purposes only. You are responsible for yourself 
and your own actions. If you act on what you do not understand and cannot support 
through knowledge and ability, any adverse consequences you may experience are entirely 
a product of·your own doing/omissions. · 

Preamble. For thousands of years the Legal Masters of the World have been $leadfastly 
constructing the system t?,y v4Jich world cornmerce3 and. law4 ,now opera;te ... t)ley~ have 

~~:r~~~~~·:~i; ~~~~:~i~~t1~~· ~~~: t~~ d~~~:rv~~~~ ·~~~a: ~rt~1:;~•~ '~?::~ 
fundamental,. common-sense principles of commercial law, expressed in the 10 maxims 
found below, underlie every other .form of law in existenee. There i~no type of legal issue, 
controversy, dispute, e&~ilHiit is~not·c~~ref;l1e~r4~~~}tan$1$t ohe of.these 10 maxims 
of commercial law. The creators of the system have achieved preeminence by knowing 
these foundational principles of human interaction and encrypting them into "codes" for their 
own aggrandizement, while keeping the uninitiated ignorant of such knowledge and the 
means for accessing it. The pinnacle of these efforts: is the Uniform Commercial Code, 
"UCC." All of world commerce now functions under, and is thoroughly entrenched in, the 
UCC. However, even though the UCC has been developed and formuiated for 
accommodating mass exploitation ·and subjugation, it is, but a particular codification of the 
universal underlying laws of commerce, and, most importantly, can oow be employed for 
the benefit ofthe layman now that the Code has been substantially "cracked.'' 

The 10 foundational maxims5 of commerce, from which all codes, law, and statutes are 
derived and based upon, are: 

1. A workman is worthy of his hire. 

2. All are equal underthe law (both moral and natural law). 

3. In commerce truth is sovereign. 

4. Truth is. expressed by means of an affidavit. 

5. An unrebutted affidavit stands as the truth in commerce. 

1 Fiscal: Of or pertaining to fmancial matters generally. 
2 Caveat: Latin, let him beware. In general a warning or emphasis for caution. 
3 Commerce: Any and all interchange between people, including, but n()t limited by: the activity normally associated 
with the term, ·i.e. the buying and. selling (trading) of goods and sel'Vices; social intercourse; sexual intercourse 
(original meaning). All law is centract; and in every interchange between people a contract is.fonned; all commerce 
is contract. A timeless and universal maxim of law: "Contract makes the law." · 
4 Law: The rules, or body of rules, defming who alleges possession of what right/authority for using deadly force · 
(violence) against another. 
5 For Biblical origins see Maxims of Commerce iii Glossary. 
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6. An unrebutted affidavit becomes the judgment in commerce. 

7. A matter must be expressed to be resolved. 

8. He who leaves the field of ba~tle first loses by default. · 

9. Sacrifice is the measure of. credibility (if one has neither been darnaged nor 
incurred a risk, and is unwilling to swear an affidavit-i.e. "true, correct, and 
complete," the commercial equivalent of, ·~the truth, the whole truth,·and nothing 
but the truth"-on his unlimited commercial liability for the veracity of his 
statements and the legitimacy of his actions, he has no credibility, and therefore 
no basis for asserting ctaims/charges or claiming auth~rityfi). 

10 .. A lien or claim can be satisfied,only through rebuttal by.countf:M'affidavitpoint-fsr-
psint,. resolution by jury, or payment. 

Preface. The legal/contractual status of virtually every mc:1n, woman, and chil~f.0n Ute planet 
has become that of a slave,7 commercial chattel8 property, a hopelessly indentured servant 
in perr;>etuity. In commercialllegal9 matters there are ornlyJwo kinds of people: debtors 10 and 
creditors.11 It is.an all-or .. nothing affair, with no middle ground .. If you~ want tl;l~ power to 
exercise your innate sovereign!¥: you must access the agreed .. upon rules that provide for 
your recognition as a sovereign 2/creditor: the Articles of the UCC. The program ouUined 
herein is a system of simple contractual procedures providing the foundational steps for 
regaining control of sne's commercial/legal/financial future, and brings forth·the notion of 
functional, if not official, sovereignty.13 

Fundamentals 

Codified law is precise. It revolv~s around how words are defined. The rules of all forms of 
law are set forth in writing, words, syntax, grammar, etc. The way words are legally defined 

6 This issue is so profound that even kn.own felons and perjurers are accorded instant credibility and taken at their 
word if such will swear under oath against another. Career criminals, even susp,ected murderers, are taken at their 
word and put on the witness stand if it will serve the prosecution. When one swears. imder oath one presumably 
invokes the wrath of God for bearing false witness-a dire transgression, from the reciprocal effects of which. there 
is no escape; hence the credibility accorded anyone who so swears. For one ~oup's formal attempt at. cheating 
natural law and escaping any such wrath for bearing false witness/disavowing one's sworn oath, see "Kol Nidre" in 
Glossary. 
7 Slave: A person who is wholly subject to the will of another; one who has no freedom of action, but whose person 
and services are wholly under the control of another. One who is under the power of a master, and who belongs to 
him; so the master may sell and dispose of his person, of his industry, and of his .labor, without his being able to do 
anything, have anything, or acquire anything, but what must belong to his mast~r. Black's law Dictionary, Fourth 
Edition (1951 ). 
8
· Chattel: Personal and moveable property; includes slaves, i.e. permanently indentured servants (commercial chattel 

froperty) by virtue ofcontract, i.e. operation of commercial law. 
Commercial/Legal: Because the people of Earth have (unwittingly) bound· 1hemselves into (unconscionable) 

private contracts, and because "contract makes the law," the terms commercial and legal are essentially 
interchangeable; Courtrooms are private, commercial marketplaces enforcing private corporate policy in the 
administration of the court's business (separating its customers from the fruits of their labor, as'well as dictating 
over customers' freedom of action). 
10 The word "debtor" comes from the Latin debit, literally, "he owes." 
11 The word "creditor" comes from the Latin credit, literally, "he trusts." 
12 Sovereign: One who possesses supreme power; of his own right, not under the power of another. 
13 Sovereignty: Supreme dominion, authority, or rule. Black's 7th. See sovereigaty in Glossary. 
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is the basis of the game. Words used in commercial/legal matters have di"erent meanings 
than the same words used, in eve.ryday ,parlance. ~t>eacHy, destructive; v·i(7fence Js attached 
with the words-and the meanings of said words-used in all legal documents and 
proceedings. 

In commercial/legal matters, simp1y assuming that<,yotr: know the me:a.fting" of:a word can 
cost you dearly ... It is vital that you know how the words. being. used are defined for any hope 
of knowing what is happening. aRd why. Unde~sta11d'1he me1aRi'lllgioftl'le w:arlfs:,and you can 
go. forward with confidence:· and certainty;; remain ··In the .. ttarR'·about the · meilnings of key 
terms' and you can lose'the enti're,game in an ·Instant; 

A Glossary of,pertinent terms, with::listings.:of key. definjtioAS re this preees$,; has been 
provided. The Glossary can save yoe much time;ifi.:.yalflr;quest,fm" understandmg, and the 
value of its annotations cannot be underestimated, bec.ause contained ··therein are 
insights-·· cCJde!'oraol<in~not efftfred, anywhere elte. Howevertit'is,stronglyrree~mmended 
that you supplement your use of the Glossary with one' or more•C>Mhe'.:J:J-erally accepted 
lawdicti(Jnaries, such as Black's, Bouvier's, andBallenffne's. If you ca~ afford it, get a copy 
of both the firsfand rriosfrecent e~ition(as' wen as others, ifp6Ssibl.e). 

As you wilt: soon learn, · no law/codel/$tatute/definitits.~: is· .. aewafly··ever :repealed:: This ~s ·an 
athrent pe.culiariwith the UCC: In thE!~ case of a contro.versy betwe~m an'1.e~i&tiJ1g lawttzocte/ 
statute/definition· and one; that has ,Pee.,, repealed, the;:tepealed 1aw/codtJ(staturteldefinition 
controls (see ucc § 1-10'4). Also, 'fhe'.JCfjfferenoe.'betwi:Jerr"thei;;:firt't::and''i!test·e:dttiORS 
reve·ats how the Legal Masters of ';the ·world atten\pt to QQ:ide· the · dainy: of all;, by 
eontinuously· redefining-'-and confusing the meantngs 0f,_;.cmnmerci$ll/tegat terms. In •ny 
event, find out the meanings of any term of which you are not,tertain. Donotitakeany:mmg 
for granted.14 

.It is also recommendep that you obtain a copy of the Uniform Commercial Code issued by 
your State, . since the UCC reignS' supreme throughout America and<the world. All other 
codes and bodtes cJHaw are mere subsets of. andYe'ncbmpaSUdby, tHe llJOC'(sae tJCC 1-
1 03)-and since no part .of the UCC (as well as all dther bodi~s ·of Jaw, consider.e;d as 
supplementing the UCC) is ever repealed, obtainin~ra cepy of th$ eart~sl edffi<Jn avait,a'ble 
would be a' good idea, as welL Urii~ersaJ cammercial•taw ·i$ th'E! f~octio'ftar~~commonlaw""of 
the ptan~t. and is ingrained in the A.rticles and sectiori.s ·of the UCC., · The··~ntire :"civiliz.d" 
world-i.e. the cumulative mass of all governll)ent~; .. ~(lnk~ •.. c~~ljs. tax aQen¢ie.s: ~hd 
corporations-now ruAs strictly in accordance with the rules of commerce as setforth Jn .the 
UCC. Deal with the source: the UCC.15 

. 

Whereas the first two editions, of this''fnatnial, of neeessity-and. be"a~se ·o:Hhe~tate of the 
art at the time of composition"-dealt extensively with tactical ~asUfes for ,survMn$) the 
ever-present menace af the u.s. judicial and tax systems, this voliume has hith"rJliiJ1'IP'IiPed 
the entire matter, and poiRts th~ w~y, for a more .whol~~om", unint~rrupt~d .~1Y:i~ of liVIng, 
free of the inherent guile, treachel)f, and larcenous · pr~gtices of . c9nt~mJ?:;4raj'y ''l~gal 
professionals," taxmen, and govemment actors, by thwarting meFitle$$ attaeks ;from s.u:eh 
would-be pirates before anything can get rolling.. · · 

14 What you know can never hurt you. What you do not know,,however, can kill yotJ. .. 
15 A good source for a copy of your State's current UCC i!! West Group at (800) 344~5009. 
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The Basis of the Con 

You have been deceived and bletrayed, anct,ravaged for yowr kiodnes.s amq trust. Howev,er, 
by merely confronting the exact:,nature of the: con you. can be"free of,it. 

Life no longer need be a dangerous and unpredictable, affair,. 

Without taking up historical and legal details at this juncture-which are thoroughly 
addre$sed.and documented in the supplementing essays and .treati§.~s .in this manual, and 
which are mandatory reading for a full understanding .of wtlat has fllifl:petled in America, as 
well as in most other countries of the world-suffice. itthat yeu .have been swindled out of 
nothing less valuable than your birthright, your sovereignty, by. an insidious lexical artifice: 
corruption afyour name. · 

An anoient maxim of law states: 

"In order rightly to c01;nprehend a thing, inquire first into ~e names, for. a right knowledge of 
things depends upon their names.'~. · 

Wher~a$; "John Henry Doe" would signifyatrue name16 written in accordance with the rules 
of English .grammar and the prescriptions of law, "JOHN HENRY DOE," .on th'e other hand, 
would not. A harmles.s variant of the original, you might say,.' A variant of fhe true name, 
yeS;-but the operative term is, corruption, and it is arwthing b\Jtjlarrnle$s •. Names of men 
and women (and boys and girls) .appearing . in ALL-CAP1JAL, .LEtTER$, and even 
abbreviated versions (with/without initials, etc.) .of true names with initial letters only 
capitalized, are corporate/corporately colored renditions of a true name and do not identify 
the being associated therewith; such names represent prop'f;Jrty, specifically intellectual 
property, though this fact is overlooked by almost everyone in society but the legal vampires 
whose,existence is predicated on its exploitation. 

Corporate Names 
I • " • 

Checking your driver license, credit' cards, bank statement, IRS correspondence, tr$ffic 
tickets, etc., you will discover that government agencies, banks and. other corporations, 
courts, and taX, ·agencies deal with you exclusiyely through variol.IS ~orrupted.versions .of 
your true name. And tqese four types of organizations rufhles$iy insist 'on dealin~ with you 
only via an all~caps,/,other. corruption of your true. name in any and all key . documents, 
contracts, accounts, and agreement$ . with them. .Th,,eir computers,. are gener.,ally 
geared/formatted forde.aling with nothing else. It is it:lteresting; that the mf!i~ry-·· an asp~ct 
of. government-. also designates its personnel exclusively in all-capital letters. · · 

, "< , I 1 , 

As. you have seen throughout your life, corporations spell their Jracte. names in any format, in 
any .assemblage of .letters-· set in capitals, in lower· case only, i?t~ntlanally misspeU~(with 
numerals, and e.ven arbitrary, .npn-lingual symbols-that they. wish: "SUNOCO," "citibank," 
"U-HAUL," "Office DEPOT," "HdNDA," "FOOD 4 LES$," "RiliE AID Pharmacy," "Kmart," 
"Toys '51' Us," "HEW~ETI PACKARD," "4-Day TIRE STORt:S," . ~'VISA/' "YAMAHA," 
"S/;ARS," "COMPAQ," "Toys. 4 Tots," ''STATE: f=ARM INSURANCE," "Sav:on DRUGS,"'':etc. 

Construction of these man-made, corporate trade names is not restricted by the bounds of 
English grammar and the prescriptions of law because they a~e fanciful trade' names, one-

16 True name: One's given (Christian) name, plus the surname (family name). See true namt) in Glossary. 
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of-a-kind objects of. intellectual property in themselves, and signify a unique, artificial 
person, a legal entity distinct from all others.. Even your personal-computer spellchecker 
acknowledges this fact (type in any random set of upper- and lower-case letters on your 
screen and verify spelling; thert·change all letters into ~pitals and verify ·spelling again: no 
error will be indicated). Names constructed outside the bounds of English grammar and the 
prescriptions of law are corporate/corporately colored trade names. Legally speaking, there 
is a term that identifies such entities: "ens legis," defined as follows: 

"Ens legis. L. Lat. A creature of the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a natural 
person. A}'plied to corporations, considered as deriving their existence entirely from the 
law." Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition; 1951, hereinafter ~'Black's 4th." 

A trade name can also be trademarked, service-marked, and copyrighted by· the owner for 
the purpose of restricting others from unauthorized use and unjust enrichment at the 
expense of the party/parties that invested in and built up the good name and reputation 
(good will) of said trade name in the public mind. Statutory entities. must follow statutory law 
in such matters. Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood men and women, on the other hand, 
need only claim/assert their copyright under the common law. 

"Common Law. As distinguished from Iaw cteafed by the enactment of legislatures, the 
common law comprises the body of those principles and rules of action, relating to the 
government and security of persons and property, which derive their a\ltllority solely from 
usages and customs of immemorial antiquity' or from the judgrlielits and decrees of the courts 
recognizing, affirming, and enforcing such usages and customs; and, in this sense, 
particularly the ancient, unwritten law of England." Black's 4th. 

Meet Your Alter Ego 17 

Everything has two inherent aspects: its physical/mental/spiritual manifestation, and the 
abstract label describing it. This situation is characterized in semantics as the difference 
between the territory and the map, i.e. the thing and 'its label. Whereas water is tangible 
and can actually be exper~enced by the senses, the word "water'' is only a symbol, an 
abstraction of the mind, and cannot be experienced; i.e: one cannot ~rink the word· water. 

The. mind is capable of imagining unlimited varieties and config1urations of abstractions. 
These include non-tangible concepts and mental constracts such tis l'ffle people," "nation," 
"corporation," "limited ltability," "trust," and "government"-all··entith•s ens·4egis. Other legal 
terms describing fictitious. entities are "person"18 and "artificial person:." Such cannot be 
seen, nor touched, nor heard. Proper names set in all.;.capital letters, such as the one 
appearing on your driver license, are trade names and sfg:nify artificial persoris. ¥our name 
in all-capital letters is no different from that of any other corporate trade name and signifies 
a legal entity separate and distinct from you, the living, brea~hing ma~lw~rnan. The 
corporate, banking, taxation, legal, and governmental comn1unft1es,. conectively the 
"industrial community," use this name exclusively when conducting businesl? with you. Via 
this name-and solely because of this special name-all manner df goods and services are 
conveyed/transmitted19 for your benefit by all at:tificiaJ;:.person entities ens legis inf'the 
industrial community. Such can interface with your straw man's aii--'Caps TRADE NAME 

17 Alter ego: A second self; an inseparable friend. · 
18 In law, a "person" is not flesh-and-blood, but artificial-a creature oflaw or contract, i.e. the contractual aspect of 
an actual man/woman, such as a "citizen," "driver," and "officer of a corporation". 
19 For a brief but thorough explanation of this phenomenon, see transmitting utility in Glossary. 
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because aU invo1ved/it:Jterested,parties are artifitial persons. Your role· (aS\'a'man/WQman~ in 
thi~·saheme will be revealed's.liortl)t,·but at this point .in the discwssioA you·ar&mextricably 
li:n:ked with your' all-caps STRAW MAN;. 

Yowr· alter.;ego straw· man is 1defiRed as ·a "fron·t," . a third ·party .·put·. up' •in. name''·~ntly for the 
purpose of taking part in a transaction, i;e. a mere nominal paf1Y· in a •transactiOn. Tille legal 
term describing •such an entity is'·"stramineus homo/' a' Latin tern defined as follows: 

"A man of straw, one of no substanee, put fot:Wl;lrd• as bai120 or surecy21
." Black's Law 

Dictionary, First Edition, 1891, hereinafter "Black's 1st." 

A nominal-party straw man can be very usefLJI beeause its creator can then accomplish 
things· in the name of the straw man that·wowld not otherwise. be permitted~e;g. secretly 
acquire prapertyi do pusiness with on.e!s. enemies, etc. A creator.alwaysvputs forth·a str:aw 
man· far self.;serving plifrposes; and is t:~ormally the omly one that knows the true nature Of 
the straw man. Outsider:partiesin a transaction usua!Uy beUeve.thatttre;straw-man partyts 
unaffiliated with other parties In the trarisactian, thereby giving the creator the advantage af 
ah ·~extraman on•the·field." 

When· your true ·name, written .in .accordance. with the rt~les of English ··grammar . and. the 
prescriptions .of law, is carruptecttnto an alf..capital:.fetfers ft>rrnat,~a mu:tartt straw man~· is 
created. · The·new au~caps NAME is· a leg·al entity ($orporate~eod~Joratety oolored)::eti&t1nct 
from yau, and is the only type of "pen;on" with .whom gove.t(lfll!ent, -OQU;rts, ta~men,.Qanks, 
and corparations will', in ,fact can; do ,~fllsiness. If you do. not·be1i~ye tnis,juS:~t1ax&mme the 
documents yau receive from these types of arganizations (i.e. Saciai·Security car-d;,•court 
records, credit cards, tax bills, permits, driver license, passport, bank statements, etc.). All 
narne.;.e·ntries are~set in/cap'itals e'XChJsiv'ely~ith the·oceasionaJ excer:;tian :{If .upper,_: and 
lower-case abbreviations, i.e. initials, etc., and then ust~ally anlyJn:.oo.rr.e.onefence .. When 
some corporate/governmental entity is coming after yc>u for payment yQuwill never see yaur 
true name 4isted as the account holder ;(initial letters only capitaHzed);ln:ttife·ca'J)tion of their 

··legal briefs, only the TRADE NAME of your straw man~ Why? This is theonly'way they can 
do business-and that is exactly and only what it is: business. 

Many grammar books and legal publicatkms identity, permissible methoda?3 fer d1splaying 
proper nouns (names), one of which is the U.S. Government style manual, A Manwal of 
Stvle (2ooor· Chapter 17, "Gourtwork,". speUs oul·With ':examples,·a"Cceptable·wa.Jj, for 
presenting .names, 52 variations 'in a'll, and never once rect>mmenEI'S an··all~aps name 
format in court ~apelwork'~ 9esptte the conspicuoUs absence ESf'sueh:manctate, th:e:caption 
of every single federal (and ste~te, eount}t, and'city) ceu~ brief.'''wiffl~ufexceJ2tio~C>ntains 
name. of plaintiff and defendant, petitioner' and respondent, etc. in all-capital-letter-format' 
exblusively. ···Since there.Js t~o' legal authority requiri~g'that 'proper nouns/namesbeiet in 
capital letters, why is this practice permitted, indeed enforced, excludtrrg alfofhersq 

20 Bail: One who becomes the surety· [see footnote ilntnediately below] for the appearance1of the: d~end&iHn court. 
21 Surety: A person who is primarily liable for the payment of another's debt or the performance of nether's 
obligation." Black1s Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition, 1990. ·· . 

22 Likewise, any other upper- and lower-case alteration/abbreviation of the true name, e.g. John H. Dde, JohncDoe; J. 
H. :poe, etc.,_ is also a straw man. Your true natne is just that: yo!.U' true name. 'Anything else, at h~ast as regards the 
industrial community, is a straw man. 
23 For a comprehensive, unimpeachable treatment of this subject, see "Memorandum of Law on the Name" in 
Appendix. 
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Th~ pegp,Je:· of the:·:workt h~ve been poUtiqaJi»'· an~,;finaReially ravag•hb•.a:•e tf\e,.:do ·not 
know ottheir jalter-e,gq, .public-~rspna STijAW MAN: E3anJuupt: goV$fnmE!ftls'·OOVertly 
create and use such straw men-TRADE NAMES, actually-.;fQr ;t~e purpose of "d'Qing 
business" with said TRADE. NAMES (without ever openly disclosing the practice) .. •nd 
siphoning ·wealth, .from othef'l!lise s.avelletgn men ·and womS~J.and ·convaymg sueh··pJOcseds 
into the: coffers of their creditorS,, "11¥t"masters of the Federal· R•serve/IMFsyndd,te. After 
Redemption, 24

: .f. e .. afte.r.:rede·eming/reclaiming. ydur inteltectuaJ..,property ·all~eaps s.traw-man 
TRADE NAME, you can use the straw man for your own benefit, rather than endure its 
CO:nlhl!ued, economic exploitation and the concomitant25 economic subj:ugatian associated 
therewith. 

Analyzing the Obvioas 

Ailandmark Supreme Court case of .179.5, PenhaUow v: Doane's:·Adminiltr:,ators '(3 U.S. 54; 
1 LEd. 57·; 3 Dall .. 54), defines governr:nents suecineUy:, ''governtnents arefcorporation&." 
lnasJ'Iiluch as .ewery ·goveFfllment is an ·artificial person·i an ·abstraetion,ana· 'li creaturre of tlle 
mim'f:tdnly, a govemment:can interfade only with other artificlat:p.ersonsP the .imaginary,.,... 
having neither actuality nor substance-is foreclosed from creatlng.,and aftflitlingl)arity with 
the tangible. The legal manifestation of this is that no government~ as wen as any law, 
agerlcy; aspect, court, etc. ~theremf, can,·cencem ttself with a,.Ything';bther ,tf:lan·oorporate, 
artificia~ persons and the'·'t1ontraek·:.between them.· One MiS~ht~immediat~ly:;i€tjspute'.this 
state'Ment- by poirtttng· out that people are: acted· upon . by agents of government and are 
regi!Fiated, fined, imprisoned:, plundered, brutalized; and killed:Qy government officials every 
day. !"froe, but let us step'baek from th.e·fray~and tati&4n the whole macrocosm that we :call 
"modem teivUi:Zation." 

l.t·is fairly obvious that a thing,,oreatedtan never:be·~r-eater thlln the creator·that.brought it 
lmto etxislencE!'.; PleasefoUowalong.wi.th.thissytlogism 6

: . ·. , · 

')' 

1. God crea~dMan, and rul~s over Man; theref(}re Man can. never be g:r;eotteLthan; 
' and can never rule over, God. 

2. Man created government, an artificial entity, as a service facility/slave; therefore 
government can never be greater than, .and· can never rule over; Ma:n. . 

J ' ;, '- " ., . 

~. G-ovemmentthen cre~:tted c9[~orations and corporat~ly CC!iorQd ~lt1~fies: .. (~:lso artificial 
· Persons/slavets); for ~he purpQse ;Of ~uUng over th~m (cqllecting; r;evemlll.~ Wlerefot~ a 
,c9rporation/corp~uately cok),~d ~ntiw.~an nev~r; ·~~ gre~teJ"than; ~f:l~ ~rlne~~r ,~..,J~ 
over\ the .government that, broLJght it if1to exist&r:l.C~. 

~ ' ··: ;: : . . [?: . . . :. '· . : .. , . ·~' ' . ; : 
4. Ther:e.fore: a corpor~tioll{pqrpprately colon~~t,entity c~p n~vf;}r· b~ :g~eater·,~h~nhrJJ,;I~ 

over:g,QyernmeJ1t; can never'be,greater than/rple over Man; cannever.be gre~r 
than/.rule over God. · 

Despite the logic ofthis example, and as pointed out above, anyone can look around and 
see that the above hierarchy of rul.e is certainly not the. case in America, tq~ay, a~;tg UkeVJ:i$e 
---,.----~--. ..........,,.,.,.., -· ~. ' . ' 
24 Redemption: The act of redeeming, or the state ofbeing:redeemed. R,edeem: To recoV.:,er :from·ca.P$1Vi*Y or.from 
total loss or alienation; hence tcHescue-in any way; deli~; ransom; as, to tedetm .goQds tr'Qm,. a pltlwnbro~er, to 
redeem .!!-.nation .. Funk &WagnaDS:New, Standard CGlle® Dictionary, 1947. 
25 Concomitant: .Existing or occurring together; attendant. 
26 Syllogism: A .logical scheme of a fonnal argument consisting of a. major and .minor pr$ise and a ·conclusion, 
which must logically be true if the premises are true. 
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almast everywhere: else;27 SUTlpfe:observation tetts. us that· govemmertt<:rules: over,people, 
not ·the reverse. What, is misiing. 'from ·tne foregoing, :eqoa~ is ttre -saO:tl•"'ttlrihg4.ffat is 
mfsstrtg in your awareness about:your>Ufe: the ·e)dsten~e of your.: straw;;;manlTMDE N~M·E, 
plus your obligations'to.upled therewith; 'lllrthe above·exam:pfe you,rthe mt~Jlflwortt~n. are 
described· in categories 1 and. 2. Your an~caps., ens-legis straw man. fatls in category 3, but 
till now you were hot even aware of its existence at any IEwel. · · 

For purposes of ruling over flesh-and-blood people, such had to besdmetlow corralle<f'1nto 
the artificial sphere, the only. realm. that government-being the slave of the sovereign men 
and. women that created it-'-can dictate over. Here is the tw&-part, governmental artifice 
that facilitated this transformation. Government: 

(1) Corrupte~ the true names Of sovereign men and womeninto corporat~ly colored, 
"mi!""or i!'"a3e," an;.capi~at4e~er·TRAOE. NA~'$S at~'~ne' tfme,.'of1fatsely··~qui~ed") 
regrstratlon of the brologrcal. property vra . the . brrth certrficat~!29 .and omrtted 
informing people of the creation of the. new ne\lirly·created,··ens~{t:ifi/s; cdrpotate
franchise, "citizen of the .United States"30 TRADE NAME; and then. 

'(2) Deceived the."flestl>-and·blood men and wdmeo of.th.e' $'overeign c()nstituency into 
unwittingly ''voluntarily" contracting as surety* for the t~Oit" NAM.E,' concealing 
frqm the victims thek new ,statlJs, but also he§lrtlessly31 enforcing thenew obligations 
without benefit of exptanation. · ·· ·. ,. 

*"Surety.A_person who is,,primarily •liable for tht?_,pay!Pent,of ai1othe~:s_def?t 9r the 
perf~1111an.ce· of an<?tner's' Obligation:" Btack'~ •. taw Dictipb.a~~ ·Sey~ Edition, 
1990;' her6inaftet ''Btack's 7th." · ' ·• · 1 • · , · · · 

The device and praetice under ''(1)" above, comr:ttitted'via an o~ia~ty•atdht>tittd•stt~erfuge 
known as a "legal fiction,"32 O'pens"the' dOOr SO government acfbrs can 1Jltetafty;1ptetend~a 
falsf;J reality into ex~stenp§J a~dtl)en a.cton it witholJt anyobliga~ion otno!ifying. anyof)e 
aodut it Under "(2,," actetrs 1tr govermnenfhave s'ecre~ly creaftd cQntract~'nf~lcSut~snip"'-· 

' ' ,. . ' ' ' ' . ''"': ... ·, 

27 One of only two inhabited jurisdictions 611 the planet where this is noEthe case is til;ly'Sark, a dne~squarel1l!'ile 
island nation m the,English Chat1hel,' an~ the societal,paradigm.'fi!tQSl erosely apprbX.imaf:iti'g utopm,6if this;the''third 
orb fii'om the dwarf stat,. Sol: ptypulation: 550; average Sarkee .net w~rth: appr()xhtlt-ately $;J:O:,.m.iiH:on/U:Sf>; types of 
taxes: alcohol and tobacco only; number of tax collectors other than for alc~l;tol.~d tgbac~~zero•{~prioqs·t~en 
are immediately arrested. and placed in the dungeon, where they spend the night before bein,g put on the frrst ferry 
off the island the next morning); other sources of gove{1UI),ent rey~nu~: ,volUJ1!at}' d~yo11s ,only (the ~ly 
governmental revenue-raismg project undertaken in the last 700 years was for lwo pubHc.toilets-:-all proceeds wc;~re 
voluntarily.dona~e~); nJ.l11l)?~roftaxJrel;lties wi!lt o~er coqn~tes: zero;n!Jn~me~perof:Wt~.at4lt11fl~~Qetary Fund; 
non-member of Uni~~d NatiO,n~l govenirilent ,lea~er~~ .I s~.n~schll:ll an~ I .~~ign~t[;·, Jtientbets o~ .• ~arliament: 40 
freehold (in a:llodium:._seeallddium in Glossarf!) property holtlers; illOlfiltries. ~·. ··. . .·ee~travel ·fdf Satk passport 

·holders: 80 (most of all passports). There areohly iwo''olirer.sueh'politically iilict1tt. litedjutistfretion~·on Earth: 
one is burgeonmg at this writing and the other is uninhabited. . . 
28 Registration of anything· is: a ·voluntary act of surrender of custody of the property and the, eStabliShment e()f an 
account (thatcan be,eharged)in~.thttname given. · · . . · ·· . 
29 The birth certificate js·tl:J,e :()fficial securij;y insti:moent. fQr tl1e pro~erty, t.e. th.e name, wll-ich h~Jq;(in trusf:),by th.e 
custodian, the State Registr~ .. For specifics see bi,rtll ,certi~c~te ifGloss~>Jry. . ..... . . . , , · ... •. • 
30 The. ~l-eap~ TRAQE., N4ME. i~ .a.J 4~h-Am~ndpent,; gl'tifiGic!l-q~rsoiJ, porporatefr'!nch!se "cit~ of ,~e "!Jn!t~d 
States," the only kmd of ~·ttS. citiZen" m exiSterrce-:::-as contrastecr witli an "Miledcan Citizen," a sovereign, ffesh.., 
and-blood man/woman (see "The Demise of the American Consti~tional Republic" in Appendix}--as· well as an 
~''mdividttal," i.e. "U.S. Government empl0yee" (see individual m 6/o&sery). · 
31 For an entertaining perspective on the heartless nature ofoommetee, seeWiz!lrd df>Oz;The,in.Glossary. 
32 Legal {lotion: "Somethmg· assumed in law to .be fact irrespe'cttve of'the1h'Uth or ·acctttacy of·that assumption." 
Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law (1996). · ' 
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but without informing prospective sureties-there b)'; establishing ·an .•. ongoingr;J~hiavellian 
scheme.w~reby a$0vereisn man/woman can~be treated as:theequ1Wtlent.,ti>f•his/her··inert, 
inanimate, artificial, paper~and·ink, oorporately colored counterpart(S:fAA\1\hM»tN). once·,tne 
mark (intemded· victim in a confidence game} has been suckered• into the "contreet.~ 

Suretyship3a 

Sqrety$hip is defimed .as: 

"The legal relation. that arises when one party assumes liability for a debt.,· ~fault, or other 
failing of a second party"; and 

"Tht~liability .of both·Pat}ies begins simultaneously. In other words, upder a contract of 
suretyship, a surety becomes a party to the principal obligation." Black's 't1

\ 

Sur~tysbip i.s further.cclari~~d·as, follows: 

' "The contract of suretyship may be entered into by all persons who are sui }uris*, and 
capable of .ent~ring..ipto other c.op.tracts .... " Bouvier's Law Dictionacy, Sixth Edition, 1856, 

. . . j• : th ' ·:" .. . . . . . .. . . 
hereinafter "Bo\Jviefs· 6 .~~ · · , · · ·· · · · · 

*"Sui juris. Lat. Of his own right; possessing full social a,nd cAyilright; nQfunder any 
legal disability, or the power of another, orgtiardian§hip." Bfack;s 4th. 

A 5,4rety4s equal!}' lic;tbJeJorthe obUgations of the' p:rincipal he.is bood~d ~ith ... However, as 
you. can see in the· Bouviei-'s deffnitlon above,' only a Sf,Ji jut:fs ma[J/w~~ri is capable of 
becoming a surety. Examining the definition of "sui juris" more closely, you can discover 
that this. is ~n art{ully. W(l!tered-down, canJo.uflagecj .. term .fQr" the lega,L ~9Y:tl(;~ien~ ()f a 
sovereign: "Ofhis ovvn fight; ... not under ... the power c)ft another ... " · ··· · · 

.Re,~urety~hJpi whattt\i~.Jl;l~a,ns is that, irl the. ey~~.pfthe'Jaw, poly a ,$Uljqri~, SO'{a):~lSJO, 
self.;goveming, responsible· man/woman possesses; and can e>Cercise, ftil1 rigHt and' power, 
and is legallv qualified and eligible, for being hooctwink,d, .. conr1!3d. d~q~ived, bamboozled, 
swindled,··shafted,. cheated~ .hornswoggled, defrauded, scammeJI) .d:u~<:t. trick~<i. trapped, 
and· suckered intazbecoming a.surety for his/her intangible, artificial, mirror.,.image, paper-
and-ink, straw-man TRADE N}4.ME. · 

Hence, the following inescapabte conclusion: 

Wef,e toLl rtQf si.i¢li~ ~ove,lf#gl;l, ~eJf .. gcJvf!rllilflfl, sul]uris, ~JJf~oJ1.~ifi1e'pa_l'ty 
in tbe, first plaqj, ·· ... YQ-U chuli:l never have, b.ecome a surety tot ~nyqp~. 
anything elsfi (ST'~W MAN) anytime.theret~fJer. · · · · 

Thus, we have uncovered the answ.er for th.e. apparent conundrum cit"td above re 
government ruting over Man: a sovereign man/woman has:the sovereign rig~tat:tdPo~r for 
·eontractingaway hiS/her·sovereign;Ftghts·andpowerif'helshe; int1iSJAtrsovefeigneapaeity, 
so chooses-otherwise legally know11 as ~n·· t.inc~nsc!'ofil!fble barq:c~in;~.<~ut:~U.siness as 
usual" for the Legal Masters of the World~ And your'self~app,c;lintt;!d; rulers n'(!.ed b'flly the 

<j ,, ., ,' ' ·, .;:.' • . . ' ,. ' . 

33 For a comprehensive examination of.this most ,significant of subjects concerning all "citi~ns of the United 
States," see "The Curse of Ce~smety~hip" m this section. , · · , , 
34 Unponscionable bargain: A contract which ne man in his senses,·not under delusion;• would makej. on th~ one 
hand, and which no fair and honest man would accept, on the other. Black's 151

• 
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minutest justification for inflicting' the full fury oftheir wrath upon ybu .. UntiFreoently1 aU such 
"contracts" were secret, invisible,. and unknqwn for every.one but the m~ ... haters that 
devised them and the hellhm.tnds that enforce them. In your particular ,circamstance the 
artifici(il, all-caps STRAW MAN is the principal, and you, the living, breathing, flesh-and
blood man/woman, the unwitting sur:ety. 

The Underlying Con Bene•th the Con 

Likely you are following this essay and have a good grasp of the concepts .. set forth so far 
and are interested in carrying forward and gaining more understanding about how these 
things apply in your life and what you can do about· it. But .Jet us digress for a moment. 

A great number of Americans have figured out that the all-caps gprruption of their true name 
is somehow bein.g used against the.m, and we shall thoreug;hly aqdress that issue 
momentarily. However, there is an even subtlerconunderway concerning the name, and it 
has be.e,;n so well,,~e,s;ig,ned·and or;ehestrated that alrnost no one has even,9onceived. oUhe 
possibility of its existence. Although knowledge of this particular stratagem35 is not 
necessary for application of the practical remedies contained herein, tt);e~eis, no. surety in 
existence that cannot benefitJrom its re)lelation, no matter the .degree:ofunderstanding. It 
reflects the very essence, basis, and nafure of your position in American society. 

Let us take· two entities, .one actual-the man/woman· known as fhe king/queen of the' State 
of Great Britain7-~nd one artificial-. the State of. U!7.ited S,tates36 (a sttb-ju~isdiction under 
aegis of the Crown, a front forthe Legal Masters of the World~an(t examine a peculiar 
right claimed by each. The sovereign in Great Britahl must consent before lie/she can be 
sued .. Jn th~: roy~l ~ourts. l,)nited States, the "p~ocl~iffied sovere!gn''37

, on this .side of the 
Atlantic, must also~consent before it can become the subject of a laWsulffn its own courts: 

"The sovereign, whether the term be used with respect toa state or to the chi¢fruler of one, is 
a~corded an immunity from suit \n courts of justice. This doctrine obtains. both in England 
and in this country; ... It is a gen~ral rule that.the sovereign cannot be stie<l in his own court 
withou~his consenc .. " From the definition of sovereign, Bouvier's 8th. 

< - ' ; ~ ' ' .. : ' ' • ' 

How is it that any such claim of righ.t can be made' by these partles?'i'Wh.y mi,Jstwe obtain 
permissio·n befot~ so in~ eitb~r ·of them? The apswet for Jhese questions <reveals a ;tactical 
sovrce-point ofthe current physical, ment2ll, and;spirih.lal dilemmal,;faeirfg''man1<tnd. · 

· .... , AppeUation" 

Appellation, a rather obscure word in the.EnglishJanguage, is defined as.ifollows: 

"[a. Fr. appellation (13th c., ad. L. appellation~em, of action f. appelliire <to accost, address, 
call upon> ... ] 
"I. Appealing; appeal [from~O.Fr; apeler.] Obs. 
''1. The action of appealing to a higher court or. authority. against the decision. of an inferior 
one; the appeal so made •.. 

35 Stratagem: A maneuver designed to deceive or outwit an enemy in war; a deceptive scheme for obtaining an 
advantage. 
36 United States is a singular proper .noun ~q reprpseny; a cjty,state do111icl}ed in W~;~Shington, PC. 
37 This is a hoax perpetrated via the doctrine of legal fiction, i.e. pretending a. false reality into existence. No 
artificial person can be sovereign/self-determined over an)1hing. The ·.sovereign in America is the sovereign 
constituency, i.e. the people, the American Citizens .. See sovereignty in Glossary. 
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~'b. Ground of appeal, title; claim. Obs. Rare. 
'~2. ge~a. The action: ofappealing or calling on; :entreaty, or eamest address. Bhs. 
"II• Calling, designation [from later Fr. apeller, or L. appelllire.] 
~'3. The action of calling by a name; nomenclature. 
"4. A designation, name or title given: a. to a particular person or thing. 
"b. to a class: A descriptive or connotative name." 

The Oxford English Dictionary, 1971. 

"1. A name or title. 
"2. The act oftiam:ing or calling."· 

Funk & Wagnalls Star1dard Dictionary ofthe English Language, lrit~1Edition, 19'58. 

"Act of calling by aname; ... a name ordesignation't 
· Webster·'s ColfegiateDfctionary, Fifth Edition, 1941; 

. . . 

Appellation·fs spel.led identicatly in both French an:cfEnglish. l'n frenei1Wtl'u~ wdrd;tntlans: . . . . . . ~ r : . , 

"nif.appealfng, calling, naming, appellation." 
·· · Cassell's Fren8h~Ehglish :a.nd English·Ffench.Di~tioflanr; 

·,· "'• . ·•. ·. ,:· $: ' .• " ' - .' . ' . ... ·.:'t _, 

Thc:mg h this word has come our way through French, its ultimate origin is. Latin: 
- '< •• • • •• • ' ~. - • •" , ' - - .-

''Appelllit o, onis,f aqcosfing; appeal; calling by name; name; title; pronunciation." 
, Burt's Latin·Engli~h Oiction.ary, 1926, ' .· ·· .~. 

·' . . ~ •. . ; - - . -·. 

"To speakto first; address; greet ... 
"Mairiteroract of addressing; greetit1g." . . . . . . , . . . . ·. ···... . . . ... · .... · . . . · 

Funk & Wagrialls Standard Dictionary of the English LangUage, Int•l'Ed'ition, 1958. 
; -· • - ' • ' : - • • ' - ' ~ ¢- ' ;; • ' / • - " • 

' ' -~ : ':j '"- ' t - f ~-·. ,;'' ,_-. ' ; 

This and other French words made their way into the ·~nglish-sp!~l<lli'fi;WOf'ld cdiJrtesy of 
the Norman French. attor;r;~eys accqrnp~nying Wil1i~rp .of.Norma:m; .. ~tf!~.Eh.Jke ~fJ·.Jorr;n~ndy 
and WilliamJhE~ Conqueror, foUowinw Jhe Jngloriaus .6,2tttle of H. .·:~.s.(l; · :J~nd,J:~}fle.¥,e.ar 
1066 A.D. · Tl;le ~or~l!pte~LFrench dialept 6fJhe ~ormans. W:CiS~.li.~n:·in!tln . *''Y !fiJl~~Jd;·,iQ 
the legal system, and Englishmen unlearned in'· the new language· (i.e .. nearly aU) were 
thereby effectively· foreclosed from any act.eQ!Ja~, legal defense of themselves. and ·their 
property. against the tyrant king's esquires38 in the courts-and so .. exf'erien~d :economic 
annihilation, As with many .other ··impedi~ent~jn •th~ ~'language. o[th~.!e~~stetn,,,Nor~n 
French attorneys are at the bottom of the obscurity of the word appellation, as well. 

Of the first four definitions of appellation Jn The Oxford English.· Dictiontf¥•• hereinafter 
''QgQ," (the world's most respected lexical. ·authority}; we are to~~·that th~·Of them are 
obsolete ("obs:"}; the only- "valid~' one being "1 ,".!Le. ··~The actiQI'!I of,~eali@s:to a higher 
court or authority against the decision of an inferior one; the app~al '9 ~e/"~~~n though 
the so·called "obsolete" usages are in complete harmony with the only llmod~rn" d~ni~ion~ 

The reason proper usage of this word is labeled "obsolete" by the king's esquires on,staf.f.at 
OED; the reason this word is notdefine~ in lawdicttf>naries; the reason most peepte·t>etie.ve 

38 Esquire: Attorney. 
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that an appellatiOn ris r;)(lething but an . a~ohaic,synbnym: far .;t .(lamt:.~(Jt;g~d10hr!§tian 
appeUation"); the reason people generally have a reverse cimceptt/alul1f!lerstitm/mgtJffthe 
meaning of this obscure term is the same reason that Big Brother calfs himself/itself a 
"so)lereig~," and y~, a~ "sub.P!?~,'' ~"~·:why y~u· h'!ust firet obtaim p~rmni'lgf'l,~fromJh~ 
CrownAJmted States 9 .before sulng:·polltlcal subJugatlc>Al and.compeU~··a~t~ce·'~at¥)t.fter 
word .with·•Norman French :oti~ins~-' ... · · · 

As .can be seen from the etymologies. and .definitions abovfll, :li1Jpellat'tD is:,th$'·J.L.attni'QOt for 
"an appealing. to/~ ~a·· calling out tot '1a pronounaing .of a n~tmei#Nte,~· :~affl:,~~o&tit{Jg (a 
speaking ·to, · a'Gidressing; greeting· of another)";.,....the ·idea of a· ·:n:am•·· J~· a s~coodary, 
derivative aspect. ... Consulting the original Latin m~nint; .ancil.lateJ Frertoh.,usager the 
essence of an aJ!lj\lellation··is llthe':actiGn o" milkiritf".:an aJlpf3B~I!ing:•iflJ4tl;addr«s~ng· 
another," i.e. ''an act for getting another's attention." One makes contaot·withanot.her by 
emitting an. appellation. Even when considered as>a ,.r.tle.~ r$~~ app~~tiol'l is n~Jll·Qrippling,. 
ball-and-chain claim on your existence; as a sovere~g.n, your ~pp~llatiant .. !~.,~er~ly your 
cue/signal that someone is reaching out and desires cpmmuriication"fromJWiWir'you. This is 
why the so-called "soveretgns," the Crown and Umteet~States.~req.uit~>thtit their,appfWal be 
obtained before suit is initiated: they evatuate.the appelllation . .and.decide iftheywant it. 

,{ ..• . ;._, . • 'y" . ! .. '\:' 

Sadly, most.people .. have. identi.fied ·with their name~anel b•lieve: that when it'e .. ~cai.Jed they 
are obtigat~d. -.ip r~p,or\Gfing ¥ .r~que.~ted/oJdertad, as, thQ!Jgh use of the ·nilme somehow 
exerted control over their f~edom of locomotion amd the disposition of t~eir personal 
property. This is wrongt\eatted_:_.l!mt "f~o'Se who controf:;t~e·· pttbfi&hing of td~llks and 
ni.wspapers. and qi¢.ate' d>'f{~r ,Q.overnment, .. J~e. media, .... ~nd . ttle le9a;l,, $~S1~m have 
nevertbetes,s SU£Gessfully·inc,u~cated40 this ,jQfirfl\lity int()f-()Uf'~Ftiv~oonsciousness. 

~··~ 

A name is a piec::e of property-a~d can even be copyrig,hted. You are not vtur properlY! . 
not your name~ ···An·: appeJJAtipQ ;{:l;ff~rs· from a. name: tif that if 1$ s~h:lng <-.~originates 
with'another: it is an earrlestplea for communitatfbh. The 1so .. e81W;obsolete .. qefinition "2" 
in the OED ··is the ,true, modern meaning oHhe term:. 

"The action .of appealing or calliljlg o~: entreaty, or eame~t :address~?' 
' ~· . . - " 

Others· useanappelfat~n for aetdressin~ryou,;;acco&rtif\g you•·.,~Jiir;t.9:'out for you, making. an 
appealofyou, and getting,yo.urattention-:-and What you dp fellowingr'.such appeal is entirely 
your own choosi!Jg., This is·ias true for;your neighbor d~n<-ttl~ &treet as it is for an IRS 
agent ... When sofl'lec;m~ fll8k~s an appellatioo forth~ purJ?O,~ oftakil:lg legal action against 
the ~Ctown, the crown t*kes'nc>r& of thE; appell~ti(m:'a~d.J~S'J:J$s adetision: ··A~~\overeign 
must agree that he can be sued and that he is tiable b~r& another can proce-ed against 
him-and this ·is true for any sovereign, including~you, irrespecthtte: of any:claQk:Iof~.awareness 
on. your part. of your own gmnipotence. 

,, ' . r· • '·., ' I 

People in America have: lost sight of the fact that they are soveri1gns anti th~tnothing can 
be foisted upen them WithOUt their agreement. Thi$,is a~f~:'Qffife, rtot amdJWfinted truth of 
this te>tt. :No one can- be legally vict:imized Without his111t:r: consent;"'ttoV(ever, ·we have been 
beaten do\llin .by the ·leg~a'l systemcwiffl· SUCf'I'Y&hemen·ct,',ta'~d~]('fGb~) Wffh '.SUCh righteOus 
fervor, and brUtattzec;l and even kifted by officers ot·'Oqr awn, g-overnment with .sucn eaUous 

39 United States, Inc. has. ·long since waived. immunity virtually acnos~ . the. boards ~based on: cii)t;p.ol\tKe .status and 
activity. . . .: . , . . 
40 Inculcate: To impress upon the mind by frequent and emphatic repetition, mstill .. 
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indifference for so long that pe~ple have lost sight of who the boss, is ·and whotthe,servantis 
-and who they really ate. · 

A name 'is a piece of property; it is not the:living, breathing, flesh~and::-iM®d ma,n ass~ated 
th~rewith.- When· someone asks for your· nam~--and you gi:ve it to· hi~:..:hjbfA' vofun·tar-ily 
surrender your property and consensually agree with whatever:,he wantSrto,do:with it." In the 
case of a judge, this can be extremely dangerous. All the different names you have gone 
by.·throughouty<>ur:.life are'Simply :means of addressing y'ou,-wayst>f ,cEifltngyou;and·have 
no rnore importance than you accord them. If you choose to respond when s$1>rneone uses 
you~ property (your cornmoh .. Jaw"'copyrighted ~name) to get yeur attentftln-;·a.nd .then :go. into 
contract,:' that. is your sovereign, self.;deterrninedTchoice; Take ~I' look ·at the following 
exchang·e (\Judge" could just as ea$ily be replaced with "Officer," ''Detetitive," Agent;'' etc:): 

Judge: 

·Sovereign: 

··Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

.Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

:, ,, 

Judge: 

·sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

What is your name? 

No, ·it is not. 

What do you mean? 

I mean "What" is not my name. 

I am asking for; your name. 

Well, /have lots ofn21mes. Which one·cfreydutalltirig abollt? 
-:;_,. 0 

I'm talking about your real nar;ne. What isjt? 

My parents call me "son," lny friends calf'·me '~tzeft:y, ~~"and rnj'€ldg ~Is 
me "Woof!"' These names 'are'veryieattome:afftl~ ll!l$ualf1 resjJf!Jnd to 
each. What name are you interested in? . 

I'm not i~terestedin.playing,word:gatr1eS with yp~and you wi(l ,show 
respect for this court! Are you,"JOHN}1EN~.'ll)OJ;,~? ·. · · · · -

The name you just mentio'fled' is. comtnot1:..Jaw~copy-fig#led:,prop$rly, 
and I am the owner of that particular property. In fact, I have given 
public notice of my ownership €Jf that property by pubtfis#ing in the 
newspaper. If you want to use that piece of property. again I need to 
info11'tt you that there is a fee for its use, s-.t·tf:)f'th ~inrjthe''Oopyr:lght 
Notice; · and"it's a faitly >steep fee, 1but I' wllfw'ijVf8' tlniFc.h:a:t:gi!i you.jast 
incurred' if¥ou ·eleCt not to nsl!iit agsin. ··.WJ1at:wouldJ}'~u- like to do~ 

l don't. kri9w .what you think yq[/re qoing,: M#t'ei; ·pat yop~r_e ·~;,but to 
get into deep trouble. ·. ·. · ~- · , · 

11Mister'is not a name ofmine. 

Look, whatever-your-name-is, I am commant1itig you·· td identify 
yourself or be.held in contempt of court! Bailiff! 

1 apologize,.for any misunclerstalil;ding;· b.~atlSe it ~s ~-~IJIY ti1Jlt my · 
intention to Show,·contempt for ·this court. I 'at11>MI¥' :ir#f!rfil:fler:J, in 
protecting my firoperty rights. : AtcEt you CO~Pf;f)fl»djplf ·rrlf)tt• ~uf(ff)/~tiJir , 

· my privatepro(Jerty for your us.e .withovt:cegi!JpeRsft~ffll/lff' · · 

I most certainly am not; I am merely asking for your name. 

·Well, my name is· my propJerty,and I do< ROt give away any af.:my 
names for the use of others without being compensated in accordePTce 

' ··~·· ' 
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Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge:.., 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

Sovereign: 

Judge: 

with the use-fees· as published in my Co!}yri§hi~NotJoe. ·As fat:~slcan 
tell, the only' reason you want the name is to use 1t s9 fhe~rtourt ca.n 
make money. Is that correct? 

Th'Cit ·is ·not cofrectl . tnt;?ed to know wh() You are so we, can proceed 
with the busin~ss of the court. . 

Yoll;tbring up. a good point: If you do .not know:.who, lam, then why do 
you want you do business with me;. and why ar:ewe here? 

You are testing the limits of rriy patience, sir. GIVE ME YCJU'R NAME! 

You want fQ,know what to call me? 

That wocild do fihfJ. 

You can.ca/1 me ~Secure@Party." 

This is\not going to·gb :on rTII!Jah longer, my fltePtd! Vety well; Mr. 
Secured Party. ·Where do you live? · ., 

/live within t9e cqnfines 9f my S!kJO. 
(Dropping his . head ·into his hands, slapping his forehead with both 
palms, then4ooking•up.) WHAT';tS· YOURADfJRES$?! 

1 dontt have .an ac1dre,ss . .,. See· for yourself(slowly r;Joes a 3'60° $Pin. 
.arms hf!J.Id ~way from bodyJ. · 

Where do you "Sleep at night? 

Jr( a bed. usl1aJiy. Sometimes;Jh ~ sleepftig I:J~g. 
., ~ ..... . 

I mean, which ·building do :y(!)u sleep in at ntght? 

Like I sEild,·l don'ts(eepin.,~t:Jutlding. tsle8ffin·a"betl .. 
. "., '.·,. ·.•_, ·. 

Sir, Secured Party, whoever you are ... you can have a sef]t over there 
andWtfe·will take tbis up. after lunch! · 

l : 

Nothing got start~d. and nothing eyer. got start~dr ;even ~fter. Lun~J'l. "Tt;l~,s~yer~jgn was 
truthful·and)Fespe.~tftJI· the whole: time--and he neverpve·a~~y~s.priw~ .. iPF~per:ty for the 
use :of·tl:li CQurt:~.(wlit~ would opelll an account ·and lOdge pe:~\:Jf1iaw~1 ~anall~ in .it). The 
sove.reign: kept his. cool beoause b~ knew that the ,only thing the 'jud,ge:want~. him. to do 
was voluntarily surrender nJs .private propeFty for ,the use. of . tt'le. aolilrt~ithout 
compensation:. The judge knew.;that the sQveeeig~.t~n<ile.-stoid'VIlhat WS$ t:tappening,: ~d so 
gave up. Once you understand that this is an that is ··g·oing ·~n in a aoar:tr'~oljri. (and 
elsewhere), then you will be able to think on your feet and make the right moves, to.o. 

The world runs on the initiative of about 5% of the people (ta:rgeLaudience of this ma:nL!al); 
the rest need orders. Tbe consensus of the other 9.5% on the:cs.lll!aject·Ofi:Gfile's retatif)nship 
with government, banks, tax agencies; courts, and coJ:j)ota~ons·'{aU:;s'J)aif~;·.rea~ms) iS 
defective in that such inert abstractions have be~n accorded stl~ioritY' over;'living b$in;s. 
Governments are transitoryrnel)tat con~rivanaes set.I[J'P bytl;le~ley$F~wf8f~the purp(ise of 
living.· off the. efforts. of the trustin.g ·many-a generali;zation, yes, b:tlt also ttl.ectruth. 

41 Pecuniary: Of or relating to money. 
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That you may have,"''St some, point, J()$t;sight.of thej,fact that you are. sovereign is not a 
denigra·tion4

? of who ~YOtt are;;·~ T;tae.,enttre popt.Uation m this<country~,·:this planet, has been 
systematrcally shafted through inconceivably · complex:;\ mechanisms in the field of 
comm~rce,)aw, andnnance b}.' the same${11alt tribe of brilliant §o~iopatbic m~admem hell
bent ori its~·'Sutljugatioh. You cannot disp~tage JOur§~lf~e~a~$e ;yqufell prey:;'albng with 
others, and were betrayed by those in whom you placed trust. But you can begin dealing 
with ·the situation from the proper viewpoint, . anti that 1s. a$' a self~gav•Jibmg, fuUy 
accountable, responsible m,antwoman· who can .comrol~and is· imGonttbl df.-his/her own 
politipal/economi~.d~sti,ny, despitEtthe apparently overvt~helming odd,s,.stacked ~9~.hstyou. 

' ' ••• '' ' ·, •• • ' ' ., • ' ' ' ~' ' '~ ,< 

Knowing t,hat "you are not your name," that you~.~:the SGVereigJli•O.rrterke1e§al.poss•ssion of 
your name in all its forms (like any ·other piece .. of profi)e.rty) •.. and that the. ~ption of 
accepting/rejecting any "appeltation" from any party that comes yo~r way "is strjht!y yours in 
your sovereign capacity, will speed youf cmfrse. )The:':feEil-life;':pmvan, pr1telicaPsolutions 
contaJned in this ha~dbook are hurnbly t~r:\~er~q:JO[ElliSistiJ:Jg you in accompU~hil\lg these 
aims, actualizing your true nature, and~ef1jOying the;;tjali~ation> pf yqur~dreams. 

Un"revealed Obligatic:fns 

There are 60+ miHion"st~tute"s QIJ1"thfJ";bo0k$;,and .ov~rthreemiflfon diff((rentlaw IJoo'ks on file 
in the Library of Cor)gress.43 Your s.traw man-. and yqu by. default, as . surety-is 
responsible· for knowing,; and· cotllplylhg~fla't!VI~ssly with' the l.!tt• 'ofthe la'w• -in ivery siJ.lQie 
statute in existence,44 because "everyone r&\#resumed to kn'ow the taw" and "ignorance of 
the law is no excuse."45 If the Word Manipulatm~w:ho>claim:'ttitt'~eQa.l title of t~'jlt~aw man 
,with which you are presu~~d contractualty unified, deCide. th.ttheY wnl·taxl fin~,. r~ulate, 
tab, incarcerate, and pbs~lbly·even kif(the abstfac($traw rn~n. 'fhen y'ou,·ffi~·~hysicall 
.biological being, "go alortt:F for the•;tSlat\\d!sry'•ride~··am:t··~~pefiertee'tthe cons.-ttEmces in 
realtty. In such l~gal st~1llS, you are dey9l~ qf<;~(laci~l6 tor ~seJ1h~g/enfor~ng ~J~¥ rights; 
you have no standing in law, i.e. a slave cannorsue'his master/owner. .. '• '· 

Through other such governmental ·legal fic~ions; with~ p$nalties: 'for4hing.s ii,IS innocent as 
paying your straw man's Social Security payrolt taxes, accepting· "free'' detivery of mail from 
the United States.· PostaFServicle, and takil'fg;:out 11ce0$~s issl:led in the .stl!6vr mar:r's ·T~~IDE 
NAME, ·othEnwise.snveMig•Jl\<,men and,.women are>"t~nwitttrtgly- set" "J!f·to <h~/llheirhtiv,es 
utterly ·destroyed4:Jy Bi~~8rether for~<voiO:Fttarily'' tontntotfng as a;surrMY·fer;tffe ~W·'~"· 
As it.turns oat, the S'tRAW MAN is al$0 .. r$$p€1n'sible; jo~t~nd ·sev8fa;J1y;47J;Wi* :otft-r:e:traw
menJ.debtoF SociaJ Secu~ity Acceunt;;:holdet&., ·for paym&nt· ot the "nati~l!taJ kd~~.~r•there!Dy 
makrng.;any 'man/womah.with •Q Sociai·'S&curity arrd' ih hiS/Mer~ posses$iGlil~eqmtly<1rabte, as 
a co .. surety~t9 for payment .of the national debt . ... . . ·· ··· '· · · · 

42
· Denigtate: rre slander, casro,spersions on; sully; deb'e. , 

· 4~ Three mHlion averl;tge-sf~Ja'\1\', b,~:lOkS,~~p ~Jlp~oxiniate1y 8Q lipear miles o{lib~ary bopk~heJI;s~~· 1 
44 At the inception of this. cQ~ a;miilllfaced<a totalof.only thre~ possibl~ cr.in,les: Treason, <::o~erfe;ititlg,,;Pir~cy. 
45: ·: ' ·,; .. .,, ' ','' . ·>f '• '· .-_ ' - ._/ • ~ .. : ,, - . <" -' ·- ··,,:.. -·. . - ; . ' . '1• -, .. , i - . -· • 

Qrigin of this s,axi\\g:.!J¥sing ofthe.Witches, 165$, , "· ... ···. .. f , 

46 
Capacity: Ability; ·qpalificati9,Ili)eg~!j:>o~efor ri@l( See ~I.\ pic!~ iri'G{ossb,.?'· . . .. . , . . . .. ,, , ... ·. . .·. . . , .. .. 

47 Jointly and severally: In u fasltibn both comntori/shared, as well as ~Jil>tmct/separate; meaning thilt.ltile tb,eti'e may 
be multiple debtors who are mutually liable for the same obligation, .the entire obligation may b(;l obtained from any 
single debtor. · · . · 
48 The so-called "National Debt" is the fmancial obligation Of the U.S. Government claimed by the Federal Reserve 
Bank, based on use ofthe Fed's private property, (valueless/unredeemable) Federal Reserve Notes, .as currency. 
49 Co-surety: A surety who shares the cost of performing suretyship obligations with another. 
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The Soeiai'Securily0Ac~oun! ·is· the· straw, man's·account and· i&'li*Ef ·ttlt'Yo\ft:"ftaW"~s 
"TRADE" NAME,"not+your ~·r:rue Name.~ l~;hfetvering v. 'Da\lfsJ301 ··:w::S'f6'19, 57·S~Ot 81 
LEd .. 1307; 904), tne U:$. Swprel!lle qourt .ruled that $oci$1>Security is nelft!t·er,~n itt:SUraflce 
nor a retirement program, ·but.a·.welfare'PI'rog;ram.~~ Beoause.afth~sfact, Sf')lie'atmnfon,.,d 
use of, a Social Security Account Number (SSAN), for one thing, is a tacit confession that 
one is so incompetent in niana{!Jmg' his/h~r own affairs that'h&tsfue·.must •appbint the U.S. 
Government a5 his/her "guatdian'"''~8nd'se~k elit:Jibillty fOr welfare ·payments, Su~& detective 
status is atso known by other names, such as "chtld ot'the $tate~ alWf "ward'of the court,"~1 

and is ·JegaUy knoWn as th.e doctrine bf"'parens paffiae,"52 wl'ierein the~.state· is.'$()nsidefed 
the legal piuentlgtJardian: of those "under disabitityi'' an~<.''umd:He ·to-care for them$e1ves.'' 
When· you paid tne ·fipst'·~ef)lny ofi1he straw.man'sPSaora·l ·security:JntyrbWtax'8$·yew:exeeute'd 
the contract and confirmed thatthe straw man---,ana ri?u b:r4•tew#t{a~:surety)-4vas: a1Gh1141 
of the state, incapable of managing its own affairs, and needful ofguardianship. 

" I ','1-.•C r• l 

Also, in Flemmrntr~f N'estor(assu.,s. 603, 4 LEd.2d 1435, so s.ct. 1367 (1960))53 the 
U.S. Supreme Cou.rt ru!ed thatJhose who havE! pa~cj )n Social· Security t~x~s over their 
lifetime have no veSted1·interast in· Social Securitt·:· ·Nfl vested interesf.> mearrs· that payment 
of Sociaf· S~curitY'"t)eneftts 'from tke Social Security System. is opt1ona11discretill>nary and not 
obligatory .... T~us,. ~y law and .bY contract, when . a ~o.cial .. &epurity. taxpayer. retires, 
FICA/Social sec.~rilY Sys~rrr has no'dt>Ugation1f~r corppet'tsi~thg ~e 're~tree/taxPaYer. · · Ttiis 
· fs another reason Why SoCial Se&urrtf J~ an· un6olistlona~e~batgain1borrtrat;Jt. 54 .•. •· · 

-~ , ~<;_,_ ,·r"' .. 4<:·' '~;-'~ .... ,., ,., t· ~ .. ,_,. ,·~<'' 

All of your accounts, certificates, securities, licens~s; permits, etc. are ih the name of your 
ens-legis, straw-man TRADE NAME. All ctcoo&nts1are the straw man's accounts, not yours. 
You are the surety attached thereto, and the party that everyone goes c;tfter f()rpayment and 
specific performa'nce be.ca.use, between you and the. straw man, ydft arfitheettJt· "Ori~hv"rtn 
the warm .breath qJt:mble of f~ggif1g a mirror., You ·c:~~ a sittinsl au~~ w~.iting to' be blasted 
4ntilyou rectify thissituation-a'r!Ctthis is wherEithe'concept'of"Redetnption" e:r(tets in. 

'•{ 

Doing~usiness Under Ybur TRADE NAME 

Corporate names, corporately colored names, tgi~~'~ri'l~s. marks\ tl'ademark&1i1flritil:service 
marks are private property of someone, and all can be claimed as such. Government 
accepted. custody~· of the· name (propefty)whel'l the ~~~~woom:was· register•i\fia, the &riginal 
birth . record/document The &traw · manJ was. ~born~~~ . oA'!1he •fi*~'ldOOGm1mt· emitted ey 
goVernment that·. referelf&ed tHe.name, if· not. on:;·the···'orlgiflaf4~t:)ordtdefiitlmenf.'•it-selt 
Som'etimes. the initial detwmet.~t is ·the Soc1at Sectl:rity, card; sotfletjme·s it is~ a ·~eeRTtFltCATE 
OF UVE• BI,RTH." ,,l'nete' ar~ltt&rallyid6it!i'efls of.,v~~ti~ti~ns ef thff~~h 't'ertifteate~;,;a'S: hiatm!ess 
as "Hospital" birth certificate ar:~d as profound'''a$·'"0epartlt!.r~ht :of '0otnmentel' ana e\lem 
"Federal Security Agency" birth certificates. However, because everything about you is 
notated/registered/assigned/listed/vested in the name if, :an~facoessed'via~ tfle,straw'man's 
TRADE NAME, all property is considered the straw man's property for purposes of acting 

' ,' ' -. ' ·--- ,- -;, '· --:;'' 

50 See "The Curse of Co~Suretyship" Section 3 for details. 
51 Wards of coutt:.Infants'and petsons ofuhsoundln4nd .. ,Black1s 4!h;· 
57 Parens patriae: [Latin .!!parent ofbis or her :Country"]. The state Fegarded as a sov.ereign; the state itr its eapacity as 
~rovider of protection to those un~ble to C.aU.forthem~ecl~es. ~BlaQklS" 7!1'_ :··· ·· 
3 See "The Curse of C@ .. Sutetyshlpi''Section~3for details. · ··· " · , . 

54'•For a·'bofripreliensive treatm,ent''of the;St:>~ial S.ecurity·,confide:nce ganre; and the enormoil$ .lia.l!>ilities '·Of co
suretyship, see "The Curse of Co-Suretyship!' in. >Section J;must;.reading €Or an)';One,wiith;a:S'Ofiai'Sec'm"ity cariL . . 
55 The legal defmition of the word "birth" in Black's 1 "1 accommodates b@th the an:imated life of: tb:e ':aewbom baby 
and the statutory creation.ef the straw~man TRADE NAME: "Birth: The acf!ofbemg born oro wholly brought into 
separate existence." · 
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out the· charade thatal)-,one· other than the state ow,ns anything;~ Ho~r,sttperf!Qtal·lnfs 
policy maybe in,terms of what.actllallytrans~ires·when a citf.!Em findsh.im$.elf.ttA{t~nerof.8ig 
Brother's shakelfowns, it is neutetheless an essenti;il, public ;relatbns:~tool f« mlfmtainittg 
order within the, flock as indiVIdual sheep are cornered and shorn. 

In teri'.Tls pf·finance, comn:te{ce, a.ndJaw, the entire plan.~t aQtt~all¥ fL:~Qeti~nsio ·a. mir~or
imag, world .of reality; a~;Jchor~d by priv•te .money th.a·t represen~~·liabiJity~nQt·•ab.stan~ 
i.e . . FederaiReserve ~atesr:~'FRNsl Wealllive in.acQr~o~ate~bubble, literalJy;;the"FeEieraJ 
Reserve/IMF ·Plantation." Gov.erruru~nt, a t;,ankri.J,pb;J,ron,t and. sham.,efllty·for,~ttbe·F~~Etl 
Reserve/IMF creditors; has no other way of doing business with YOI.l·~~o"ri!iilttS,gins· tlle 
accounting ledgers· otkeF.than: by··using,the· name .. pf the ar:t~ficial pe~r~·c9,ntt<iM~fli'Jrom~~ur 
tree name set in capitalletters/i~bbreviated: 

True name, initial letters only capitalized = de jure57/solvent/sovereigQ'Jflesh-and-
, • bloo.d/American.q~iz._n~$ied~~ 

AL;L~CAPS/abtk:eviated TRAP~ NAt#E = de la~lo581i)allli9Jup~~~~~Qtlin~~q~-pap~.r/ 
"citizen of Ute United. States." /d$l9tor 

• • • ~ • ' • • ~ ' ,• "{ ' T • 

.. . . ; . ·.' • '·. 59'' : . ; . . > ,,._,, • ' . .., :· . . • . • 

Under th.e 9yrrent Ral'a.;;gm, ·~. t;~re is np oth~:rr ~~¥ ,the, ·irl,Q:~~triaf ;;(l9,~1JQi~,. ·ca" {flo 
business with you60"""'":"and tbaJ !s .~II' it is: busil)esslcpfR(qerc;e .. . Yoljr ."(~~Q~ ~AME is the 
name by which all of your products and services are identified and known in commerce. 

Trademarks 

trademark is defined as: 

"A .-vvord, Pbras~~ lo~o, or o~h,er ~rapl;lic s;ymbol'gsedhy a martdt.aQturet9t s,elJe~.to 
distinguish its product or products'ft.~m those ~f others. • The main put])ose of~ trade~ark 
is to guarantee a prodtict's genuineness;· II) effect, the wad¢rnarl€is·the cornm~rcial substitute 
for one's signature .... In its broadest sense, the term trademark includesa·servicemark.
Often shortened to mark •... " Black's7t1\ 

Your ·true name;•CaRn()t be cJassifwd $S a llword; phrase, IQ§~ · OT·rOtlleF. g,r"'phic SYOO-fll" 
because· it is·oonstructErcNn a.ccardance with the rules o.f.Engli$t:rgral]lmar. Yotlftrue:n~rne 
corrupted 'into· an all~capit~MettersJormat, however,. emir'lently queUfie$ ;as1a• rwWid, ;Ph~Me. 
logo, or :other graphic sy.tnbol~' and also•·a. "co.Qlmeroial sub.itQte fE>J c:m~as ;sif)m~ttlte~" 
because such an.assemblage/ool\l:Coction· of· letters ~nnot .. be :d$fi~ed/:cJa&s.ifted 'if\t any Qther 
way. The ALL-CAPS realmds:a co~p16Jate re.alm and; none ottler .• 

Commc;m-law trade~t7Jt;Jr/< is defioed as: 

"On~ appropriated under common-law rules, regardiess of statutes." BtaJR•s 4th. 

s6 
" ••• The ownership of all property is in the State; individqal so~caUeq o.wnersl4p;i&,.Q1lly ~y 'V~.ot;;s:o~«nm,nt; 

i.e. law amounting to mere user;· and use must be in· acc~tdan:e.e with law and'•subQ[~ate·tO••the:nj~l!ities of the 
State." See Senate Document 43, 73•d Congress,.t·~ SessiG:n in GJoss.ary. · 
57 De jure: Of right; legitimate; lawful; by right and just title, In this:sense it isJhe. oppl!)site G>fde.ffllclfJ. 
58 De facto: This phrase is used to characterize ar:t officer; a govertinrent, a past "-ction, •or a. s~e·.ofoatl'~:tirs wftitll 
must be accepted forallpracticatpurpeses, but is illegal:or illegitim.ate. · 
59 Paradigm: An~, pattern or example; model. · ·" 
6° For documentary proof of this fact from the Federal R.eserve,·,se~'1iow to Sign Yom Signllt\Q!e·With•t~ili:ty" 
on page 315 in Section 10, Handling Presentments. 
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Thisjs why you n.eedri0t consultstatutory law and secure approva·l from ~ny:ggqernmentaJ 
agency in appropriating (claiming)· and · enforcing a common-law :c~tigtit on yout 
trademark,61 i.e. your "TRADE NAME" 

Your services ·(labor) are deUvered, biHed, and paid .for via this •tra~emarklsetvicemark, 
which encompasses everything about you in the world of commerce beQausedtJs via::that 
entity that comme.reic:JI interface is achieved. When . .we lost the gofd•ba~ked .c.(en,ty we 
lost personal accountability· and took on corpor,ate . limited liability; we ,test ·the capabUity for 
extinguishing (terminattng}~a debt with substance (gdld), and took on the· me;ehantsm for 
mer-ely .discharging a ·debt (placing · the ;debt in Jimbolsuspension) . witJ!\• prhtately awned 
liability instruments. (FRNs). Your TRADE NAME/trademark is yo.t~rr .ticket,. for: doing 
business with the modern, bankrupt . industrial cort!lmumity; and uniquely .•iQentiftes aU 
products and services br:ought into. existence,by your. hand .. :; Your only ~eat~hQ~ming··was 
that you were unaware that your TRADE NAME/trademark was just tttat. You have been 
conducting your life as though you were :dealing •With other troe ... name, sovereigi!Q1;Jneft·· and 
women, when in~:actuafity both you ana the peCSple you have been ,dealftg: With baver:been 
operating: via a camouflaged, corporately colored, artificiat~person TRAOENAM:E :trafficking 
in privately owne(fj, valueless Federal Reserve Notes.62 The reason tl:lat· ;aft industrial
community OOMplll~rs,Jlave Olltly ~afl-caps' capability" far displaying' the names ·Of CUStotners 
should now be clear. 

S . . . . h;63 · overe1gn .. 7 • 

"The Federal Reserve is not an agency of Government. ; It is a .,pnv.a~ 
banking monopoly.... The policies of the monarch are always those of his 
ctediters." · 

Congressman John R. Rarick, Congressional Record, February 1, 19.'71 

The dilemma of operating in today's political erivi'rortrnent pans out like this: almost every 
government in e?Cistence . has been bankrupted by ~the same; .:smaJJ tribe ,of l,..uc,iferian 
shysters, and the n()tion ofa trustworthy,· principled, and self2deterrnir}$fi polfttCQ isc~ SUbJeCt 
reserved for the history bo9ks. 64 As Congressman Rarick sQ· ~tute.ly .:ppjnted~~(Jt~Q years 
ago, the actual sovereigns are the creditors in finance/commerce, no:t ~~he .n~onar.'ptrffpets 
promoted on TV and in the newspapers. The djsinformation hircus run b}i.i'hl3hiediEi''(alfc:f ~ 
contr.olled monopply ofthe Money Power) is an in~ispens~ble ~of;npon~:r)t'ofthe; global con 
b~cause the Federal ,Reserve creditors are so few in numb'e.r•'Jhey co1.il~ easily be 

61 "The use of trade-marks is as old as commerce itself. The conventional trade-marl\ is apart ofwhatis called 'the 
symbolism '0f commerce; (Browne on Trade-marks, Second Edition, Sections 1; 26~?' ·Rllbstrat v.: The Peeple 0fthe 
State"oflllmois, 185 Ill. 133; 57 N:EAL . - .· . 
62 The proclaimed "value';, of Federal Reserve Note~, FRNs," js they- S9'-call~~ "pur~!tasing .eow~r/' which amounts 
to nothil}g ntf)re than people's collective lack of awarene~s of, the cQii. For ayerybriet:peripd inhiS;tpcy FRNs could 
be redeel)le(jfor lawful money, but that facility vanished with.the la,\vful moiley. FRNs can no longer be r~d~med 
for anything ofvalue(including the debased,'token metallic coins in circulation). P"eopfe naveit:onjii:lence tliatFRNs 
will continue being accepted in exchange for items of substance, so people keep af"Gepting~FRNs in exchange for the 
goods and services they offer. nte only· "value" of a. FRN is its prospect for l>eing accepted by the next guy in 
exchange f0r the go0ds and serVices he is selling. FRNs are flat (by decree) meneyissued byt~hold., of the 
monopoly on the meditun of exchange, and penalties for their use are· enfon:ed via military ana quas.i·military 
measures. See Seeretary,in Glossary. . · ·. 
63 Sovereignty: Supreme dominion, authority, or rule. Black'~ 7th. "Sovereignty itself.isrofcour.g.e;,,notsul1jectto 
law, for ifis the author andsourceoflaw ... " Yick Wo v. Hopkins,. 118 U.S. 356; 6 S.Ct .. l0.64(1886). . '· 
64 Although others may exist, Congressman Ron Paul from Texas is the only contemporary DC politician that your 
authors are aware ofwho is an exception re this characterization. 
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e)Eterminated~SG>· they bellev9""-if .identified by: even a· small segmetlt .of :the popu1&tion. 
People must be made to b;$1ieve that governmental leaders. are aetingJ~(Ibnomousty;:with 
the best interests of the people at heart, if the scam has+a·ny chanti:fof ert'during. 

Wheh a sovereign .borrrows/aecepts ·credit, .. he/she takes · Qn a creditor~ <and the sred1tor 
intn~rits supreme ;elatm over the sovereign's realm. ·The ~Uaws~ ofthe u.s. G~ernment·ar.e 
tHe pofi(Jies of ·'the Federal Reserve/tMF creditors;.eofficially, corp~rateJy·; 'lega11y, .and 
otherwise:6~ Politiciians al\e now even catted "po;Jicy~rnakers," instead' of4t~St the.ir· otigin.al 
(spurious) mo•hiker, "lawmakers." .~Public policy" is Ut$ watchwor.O and,,ctedq of alb1U'~S. 
political .and judicial. (lege~~ undertakings. The creditors dictate. o){er the fuAI:spectrtlml .of 
governmental actiVity in Amertca•with an .iron fist-·· from.the higJ;testoffiee ;n•thedand, attthe 
way down into a governmental activity as apparently mundane as•·!'parking:tiekets":·~leading 
source: of'revenue for all major, and many smaller, ·American municipalities). 

A soverei§n is the author and :source of all law in Ns awn r;ealtn. a StJbjeat' of no one. Jft~e 
creditor·'!& the qne··wbo. sets the policy .(r:nakes: tf:le laws)~tQf the~Jr'JgBarchl ifJs ea~ily 
drsaerlt·ible that>the' rear savereign•is the cr~ditor Qlthe U.S. Goyen11me.nt nQtthe smiUng 
politician chirping sound· bites and perforr:ning for. the C~:JI,'Rer;a.. H~f)w .do.es one get 
established' as;a,credit.Qr/sovereign and· become the. author an~· sour:ce pf ~Jnaw with wnl~h 
one is associated? Answer: · · · 

65 All U :S·. "law" is copyrighted property of the following British co,rporations: th~ :Thompson Group, LLC;. LTD, 
with offices located in Montreal, Quebec, ·Canada· ownsi inter alillt Wes.t. Publisb~g .Conapatiy; B@r<:Javs..:;:West 
Group; Bancroft Whitney; Clark·Bordman, Callaghan; Legal Soll,ltions; Rutte!l Group; .\\{art'()6, (Jorha:fu &. LamQnt; 
Lawyer's Coop; Reed Elsevier owns, inter alia: Lexis; Deerings Codes. It has also b.~ ~onfll\Qled that BlQ;ck' s 
Law· I!>ictionary is copyrighted British law. . . . . · . · , . ·· · · . · .. · 
66 The U.S. Governmenfincorporated as a for-profit, .commercial enterprise in th.~. L~gis1ative Act .otFebrua:ry, 21, 
1871, Forty-first Congress, Session III, Chapter 62, page 419;·and,charter~<J aF.e.l:l~ral co~p~y e.ptitled.'!United 
States," i.e. "United States [1871]," a/k/a "US Inc.," a "Commercial A~~Jlcy" odgilla"!ydesign~t~.~s:~w~hingt<?n, 
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· ''Goverhli:lents descend to the level of a mere corporation and tak~ on ',t]le','GhSactel''bf ·a 
private citizen [as art\issuer of privat~, corporate; commerCia~ paper; i.e. ·se'i!ui'ities]; .. :For 
purposes of suit, such corporations arid entities ·are regarded' as an entity ·entirely separate· 
from government." · ·· 

When an ·American· sovereign .. is, approached bY' af'ly· of the·nom~rolils''kinds,·ofgovernment, 
revenae ·atent& aetirlg 'On beh~lf oft~ Federt:tl Rese!Ve.:'ere<dit~Fs, ·the ;eoR:tacf is foritn~ 
purpose · t)f • collecting debf7 (Federal. Reserve Notes 1:: debt), · flof ~lawful mottey (gold •and · 
silver coin), and not fur araything as·far-fetched as4securingthEf'no'b1~ ideal~ ·filtot.:tsed:ih me 
DeclaratiOn ·of Independence· and the Constitution, and othet'Wi$$*generat~y assobiatel\fwith 
''the American way oHife. "68 · ' .. .. . 

.I. . , 

When Big Brother's hatchet men come calling, theygtant .you, .full importance and respect 
for the sovereign that you are; i.e. forknowing that aU your actions are self .. determined, and 
for. knoWiflfg exactly what you are d&ing ancFwith wht>m you; a!'e· doin~l it~ You. see, all 
government:and quast~governmental·$ofors are Jl:Jst:tiut,there· beatif\\g'the'bttshes, sca·ring 
up·business, and',it is .fuUyexpected thatybu, thesave.reign, arreawatte bfthf$~faet Giving 
you an educ:atlon . on qMcs and current events (nstionat <bankn.Jptcy;<· non~ubstance" 
·commercial scrip69 for curren'Cy, sham·goven1ment •. o.,cupation by fore1gn:m.Httary·officers/P 
unconscionable co-suretyship obligations71 for the debt of the U.S. Government, etc.) is not 
part of their job de.scripticm. T~refore, whenever you eAter into an exChange with a 
government revenue officer you provide tacit consent and "execute" the · contract 
established thereby. (goveJ'flment's paramount obje'¢tive-abbve'a/l others......:is ,cqui$Hion of 
your wealth/money/property/assets). · · ·· · · 

This phenomenon is no different than walking into a restaurant, examining the menupand 
then placing. an orderwt.eh approached by the waitress:. it ise~pee~dthat.you knowwhat 
you are doing, thalyauknow you are fully liableforthe rneatyeu~orderattd eimsume, and 
that yoltwill pay t~e bilfwhef\ it arrives. The ·contract ·so··fmmed;·is ·oa11EI$·at:t 'ttllf\lfleu 
contract, and is.. ~lased·· sotety on c'Offsensual :conduct; i~rattte,r th·an ~r$s& (written) 
agreernenf_..i.e. if you ptaoe art orcder for food'·y6'u af~ ·tacitly con·sent and·~aceept ·full 
responsibility to. pay· for it ··Government~pe "waiter41Wa1't~~ses''·:(~"~fcirtg revettue' 
officers) do· noth1ng. but "work 'the shop" (patrol· corporate' US turf), ro~fug ,.ffir. ''customei'S" 
(unwary, trusting, sovereign American men and women) wh'O "Wanderln"'(a•re notawarEfbf 
the difference between de facto-"US"-statutory-law and . de Jure .. "American"~common~law 
jurisdictions}, and ''wtlte· up orders'' X cite/assess cod~ i'hfractiomsrwhictfare ev$rituatly ··~aiel 
for by the eustomer'' (extorted from the sovereig~ American) on his way otl(fhe door (in 
exchange for the soverei9,n American's,,fr~edOm oflocorn'Otion). · ··· ·· ·· ·· · · 

D.C.," in accb;dance with tit~ so-called 14th'Ame~drrlent,wbi~h the recotcl ~digat~~ was ni~er l"~tif!e.d,[ti~?'Uttili 
Supreme Court Cases, Dyettv Turner, (1968) 439 P2d 266, 267~ State v Phillips, (1975) 540 P 2d 936i as'~ell as 
Colemanv. Miller,307 U.S. 448, 59S~Ct.972;28 Tulane LawReview,)2; U SouthCarolina LawQuartedy 484; 
CongressionalRecord,Jtine'13, 1967,:pp. IS641-l5646]. · ": .. ·'. · .. ·. . ·. ·· , . · •.. •• .·. ·.··. 
67 Ev'ery single type of attempt at collecting money~ lncludirig income ~ liens; l'evies, and ~ishments adthveh 
parking ticket fines, is legally classified as "debt collection"-and falls under the Fair D~bi'Callection Practices 
Act-because the object of the collection '(currency/1'monef') consists stti.Ctlyofd~btiftstrtmJ.en~ (Federal 'Reserve 
Notes )i Collection of Federal Reserve NOtes== Collection•0'f debt. · · · · 
68 ·"The landofthe•free atid1·the:holrie of the braVe" has fue highest per-capitaincarceration/UUpriSotlrti.entrate·Of lmy 
co\:Ultry in the world, an astonishing fact: · · · · 
69 Scrip: Paper money issuedfoftemporary use in an emergency. 
7° For detailsabout foreign military occupation see Section:2, 'IThe Truth About' Esquires." 
71 See Section 3, "The Curse of Co-Suretyship," for a complete explanation. 
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Before any :contractual encounter commences-i.e. before a code:-~nforcernent.·Qperative 
evokes Your unwitting execution Of~ comtract......,.you are consJd~red a S(;lYEt!~ign~~eing who 
can claim all protections afferde(i by the. Constitution .. from the deJur~;governmen~. one of 
which is contracting with whomever you wish. That the coCJe..,enforcer .~oes not represent 
the de jure government is of no consequence. You are also accorded, as a sovereign, 
respect:for:having full understanding. of what you are getting into andi·With wnem you are 
deal~n~, and for co~tra~ting as you best see .fit.. Th~t~ou_ decide on ·d·oing b.u~tn:e~s~ith a 
mumclpal corporat1on .In Chapter 11 Reorgaruzat1on .? 1s a. bof?a fide~.: ·self~determmed, 
c.ommercial discretion that any businessman can reasonably ·make, an<;J wh·ich is warmly 
welcomed by those soliciting the business. The major discrepancy in the transaction is·thal 
there is no me.eting of the minds, a necessary component in any valid cot'ltract,<but•siAce 
you are a sovereign you are nevertheless respected for any bargains you enter into, 
however unconscionable they may be. 

This all takes place, of course, in the straw man's TRADE NAME, but that. is.a r:ata.er·moot 
pointwhen one is face(bwith such finaltties as garnishment of wages,<e'!liCtio~:rand .the 
business.;.end •of a loaded .38-caliber police special. The systerl'ii justjfie.s abused)f.the. 
American sovereign, indeed thrives on ;it, because the sovereign was duped,.~'fair and 
square"73 into becoming· a surety for the TRADE NAME. ; . 

lhe Cure for "Volunteer-itis" 

If you are not absolutely certaifl that you are a sovereig~n, guess wh~t: yoq are nat a 
sovereign. True sovereignty begins between your ears,. and, .is act4alized· V»;hen Big 
Brother's operatives determine that you are certain of exactly who you are and what you are 
doing. 

',,' . ', if ·;:· ',. ; 

H,pw doef) ,sovereignty manifest in today's w9rld? As of March .9 .• 1933.,.1if~;-;~ no l()l)ger; th~ 
S:ame in Am~rica, CurrenUy, sovereignty Jg. evidenc~d when the· ~v~iy:pay,,contrapts one 
enters into. cease being one-sid~d. unconscionc¥lte bargaiAg.. with gov~mmel}t. agen~s. 
courts, taxmen, banks, and cor;pQ,rationst and unifcumly. b~,gin b~ing self-<:le:t~rt;nined:, 
consensual-, clean .. hcimds'", full:-disclpsur~-type .reJationships wh~re e.ach .pat1y: is ftdfy 
informed of the actual . terms of the contre~ct-·· gqing into the contr,aQt-r~ther than 
discovering after the fact that.one.has been shanghaied. 

How does· one cease being a victim; of gpvernmen~, forced in~0 . co.J!lpl~ing wit~··the 1terrnltof 
endless unconscionabl.e contractg.? .Bv not.consentiDfJ. "Not.corl'$enliilg~' ni@ams.J\:I;$tthat: 
declining participation in the comrri4nicati6n~ not approving . of.t.h•t )Nhlcb is .prop~d; not 
taking part in the dialogue; opting out from the very beginning/first instant, belore anything 
can be construed as having contractually begun; refusing discussion of the merits of the 
situation; informing the code-"enforcing revenue agent that you do not wish doing business 
with hjm/her, etc. · 

The Supreme Court has consistently ruled· that no one ~as any ~ompufsion. to enter into ·~ny 
contract with anypne else~including de facto municipal corporations.like Unite~,state.s Inc. 

72 "Mr. Speaker. We are now.h~re in Chapter 11. Members of Congr~ss are offici~l trus~ee~•pr~$iding,g.y~r the 
greatest reorganization.of any bankrupt entity in world history, the U.S. Govertml.ent. .. 'Z R.epre~ntt}tiye.Ja.tl;le~ .ftt... 
Traficant Jr.,. Congressfonal Record, Mat.ch,l7, 1993, V ol33. See Chapter U B.eorgani2ati91l in Glossary. 
73 "All's fair in love and war," and the U.S. Government officially and legally;decJ~e<;l,\far on th~ Am.erl.can p~ple 
on March 9, 1933 in the Amendatory Act of March 9,1933 to the Trading Withtbeille111YAct of0ctob~r·6, 1917. 
For a detailed explanation of your official "enemy" status see Trading With The E.qemy Aet of Oetober 6., l9t7 in 
Glossary. 
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and ;its~<myriad de4~eto poUtical subdivisions such as "STAtE OF FLOR•FbA" (rather than 
"fHoridaRepuiP,Iic")alled "COUNJYOF OAl:.LAS" {ratherthan{tDallas County"). There is no 
reqtdrem~ntthat tn1¥0ne.consentwith anything; .. the word··itself means·mutl!Jal approval, and 
if you don't approve, no contract commtl!nces. 

There are probably many reasons why otherwise strong~willed Americaf1s (shadow
sovereigns) routinely submit: and· go along with what is forced upcm',them: fe.ar, misplaced 
trust, anticipa,ted: harm, tselif'IQS ofguilt, eta.· ·.Whatis.missed is .. that the.revent~e agent's first 
objective Jn· detnanaiRg ·the money :is forming a contfact---a contract that can be justifiably 
enforce(} at a later .time, if necessary. The judge/cop/atterney/taxman/etc. is raising 
revenue; on ·behalf of· his/treF eor:porafe •employer, • and more times than not sharing in the 
takei74 lt!·s· just business, and anyone can refuse to do business with anyone else....-even 
with ,government. Granted; this can be a terrifying experience •if you are the object of 
something as life-threatening as a "routine traffic stop/' but you can still prevail. despite the 
odds:· · 

Motorist: (Window rolled down about one imch; both hatlds on steering wheel) 
What-seems to be the·problem, officer? 

Policeman: Wouldfou please roll down·yourwindow a little filrther? 

Motorist: How can I help you, officer? 

Policen:1an: . ~j~ense an,d registration, please. 
\', 1 

· Motorist: I do not consent to :this conv~rsation 

'Policeman: I' said, "license and registrati6n,"[JOW. 

Motorist: I cto not consent to this conver${ition. 

· Peiliceman: · ·.·~Placing· tiis'harid ·on ·his senvice revo1ver) ll;yo.u •don't hand over your 
license arld fegistratibh rignt now4'mgonna drag·you out of that car 
ai1i:f take you to jail. · 

Motorist: (Rolling down wi~dow, smll.lng)Oh, we/J,'fn that case thafs an entirely 
different matter. Since ydu ·are using color ·(pretense)" of law. and 
threaten in~ me with bodily harm aTJd forcing me into cJelng business 
with you against rnf'w111, I am 'flappy to dQoperilte .unci#iP di/JYess .. . Here 

· js·mylicense· anclregistrati9n .. · M~y •' haye on~··ofytJur 5n~iness~rds, 
ptease? (Poli~einan;?hancJs'ovet abusfne$sd~~~} ·~'ttdlffelreis•a·copy 
·otth~publishect c6pyi"igHt Nbtice~5 setting the'terms''oN!ieconsensual 
contract for . unatlthoritecr 'Lise... of ftiy ·~mf;ho#:.Jafii~eopyrighted 
property. .·My name. is cdpyrigtit~d under corrimo'ifl Jav/atrtJc:tlfe fee fdp 

74 The telll1. "booty" is legally defm~d, ;~ . "The ;:captqre ofJXrrson,al pr:ope*w b~. a puh:Iic e~mY :0nlanq, . in 
contradistinction to prize, which is a captUre. of such property at s~a .... The right tohootybel0ngs tiithe sovereign; 
but S()ffi~times the rightof;tl1e,.sove~~ign,. or. of th~ publi~,. is transferred to;.t)le S()ldiers, to .e · ura,ge thetn; :- ." 
Bouvier's la:w Dictionacy, ~iglitti,. Edition ( 1914 ). Legal\y <spe@g, at lt;ia~t iJi 'irccqr&l!tee ~itti. ' .... ,mengat~ry ~ct 
of March 9, l933lo th¢ 'trading Witll'the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, Judges and ms·ag~rtts:are public,~mies 
(see public enemy in Glosstzty) ofthe Anterican·sovereign cods'tituency"(Amencan men andwciiren), s<Jfdiersin 
service?.(>f for6ign ·lnastets, and, appropriately, snare h'andsmrlely in the boozy/plurtder'they captumin the''course •. of 
their duties. Judges administer and enforce copyrighted law of British corporations ·exclusively·. (see bar in 
Glossary), and IRS, officially disclaimed as an agency of the Un.ited States· Government by· the .United. States 
Attorney (see Internal Revinue . .Senicedn Glossary), is domiciled in Pu~rto Rico under theiS.ectetacy>of,the 
Treasury ofPuerte Rico (see Secreta., in Glossary). See bol>ty in• Glossary f:or details. ' . . 
75 For the exact text of such a Copyright Notice, see "Copyright Notice" in the Practical portion of this manual. 
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its use is fairly steep [$500,0QO:OO\per occurreneeli':so'W'tl m_tpfltwa('lt; 
to look orver: the •. terms of ~the cemsenswJ t:ontract.thats ~Ol!!i:wo.tJifl'}l1e 
.entering into'by writingmy·copyrigf!J;fed; pJTDperty on ·artyp}ece. of p~ 

. . . . . . . 
Policeman: What the he/tare you talking about? 

Motorist: I do 11otwish to do business with you, officer,· but ify,(!)tJ in$(St,on it th/Jn 
hhave an ollllgation to inform you of the:,l$96· !Jssocitited:'With·the :us.e 
of my name,. Which is. copyrighted. · ·:Shol;fld: you de:cirJedJtt.iit·yQu would: 
like to do buSiness with me and acceptthe oblimatienlor pawn~nt:•(f)f 
the .fees for unauthorized use of. my copyrigh~ Pf!Q,perty then I Will 
send you a· bill, which is ptJyable iil full wi#hirt 1,0 days o6tfte: da#fi,J · 
send it. The terms of. tf1e e-ontFa.tDt stip~;~,.te tb'Elt ¥614· pltM/-: all YI}J41r 
tangible and intangible property ·and intet'S$141!1 properfM ~;·~'PitY fqr 
payment of the debt you tncurdortf!Je unauthi:J:fiz•tJus&. afmy·name.· If 
you do not pay within the 10-day period tnen legal title for all your 
property transfe;rs to me and I am free to take possession of it and 
dispose of ita'S l seelit, in order:tiJ reoovet•the costs you,:incurred 
through the unauthorized use•ofmyname, mycopyrightedproperty. If 
YC)U will giv~ f!Jff!, . .YOUr horn}~, addre~s I will bill. YO.,LI at hqm(!, catber than 
at the station house. ·· · · · · ·· "' 

Policeman: I never heard this one before. Is this some kind of joke? 

Motorist: ·No, sir. This is extremely serious. MY pl.tblii1ed copyright notice is 
a/so filed with ttie county recor:CilJJr. ·rhat'.cor:itract you :h:a¥e'1n your 
hands is official pU,blic record. Here }s a- certilifi!cd .. cqpy JJf t~filing. 
What' I am saying is no secret and no joke. · 'r <J.o · hof wish to do 
business with you,· but if ·you insist ·and ftJrce rnf4.: tntir It I will 
cooperate-bqt you will be lia/!)le fa( the.- un.tf!uthal{ized,~qse. fees for .the 
use of my copyrighted. prqp~y, ,,Since you h;!tv~ thrf,Jat.ened me with 
bodily harm I am very willing to_ cooperate. underduress. At this point 
the choice is entire!y y9urs. What would you like to do? 

Policeman: . Have a nice qay. So. long.: 

Wow. V\/hat; Just happened? T~e ~evertue f!g~nJ ;{~ffi.cer) for . th~ insolv~n\ muni.cipal 
corporatiotl (goverr;tment) put. em a s:how. of forge andaij~rt:tpted. tQ 9oeroe the sovereign 
(motorist) into "v.aluntarUy" .. entedng; · ... • and . th~r,ei~Sr acc~pting fina.npial. -responsibility for-a 
cemr:mercial: contract (t~~ffic ticket) that. the .officer intet:~$:1~ on ·g(!~et~ing. The con never 
got.f.)ftthe ground b~cau.e the matod~t ne~er ac~n~e:any caminunicatitm front.the officer 
until· the issue of d.uress was. established .(ther.eby void:ing, ar:~y ·a.a~raet. formed thereupon 76

), 

adroitly establishing, on the motorist's' terms, the parameters ofthe _notHtiotent, consensual 
contract for the officer's unauthorized use of the common .. law .. copyrighted TRADE NAME. 
The cop then decided against doil'\g busines~witlrthe motorisli · 

Thi$ il? .an example, ho"Ye"~f. viseeral,:7 · o(wflat "elimin&tin9.p·r(~~$(f!l~"t!'. 'ufic;o'!~cipnable 
barg~{ns with govet;nment ·~qtors" ;means~·. ~rease. n()le, ho~e¥~.r.,1'tt;)\s::.exa~ple 11~:t;~n~t 
been; .mcluc:led her.e . as, a· tac1t .. recornmenpatJon ... that the. reade;r W:lildefitab! ,tl,lt~r straJtQY tf 
confronted by a policeman in a·traffic sto~though the abo'!(e is an entftely, p~w.sib~ 

76 For the; fot1r other factors· sufficient for voiding any contract see. contract in Glossaey. . , . 
77 Visceral: Pertaining to the viscera (the internal organs of the body, as the stomttch1 lungs,.hea:tlt, etc~);.J.nstjnctive 
or emotional. · 
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:exchange .. W~~ the r~adet;!fUify,absorbs the knowledge a~aifa&leoh1 this··vQ:Jt.tmerhefstte 
will. be fully capabJe·af making'his/l:ler own decisions about what sf\t>U1d<be $aid, anUJ fliow it 
should be said, if cortfr&nted by· code.-enforcement-type actors/revenue agents bO'If ;in 
person and in writing.' . When someone realizes his/her creditor/sovereign standing, all 
confusion 'evaporates and he/she has· knowtrlgiTess· and certainty of~ what shau1d. be said 
and done rn any circwmstance. ·The· above sarf:tple diato~ue has been 'provided o:nly 
because it is· a viv1d, easily understood illustration af,flow ~pie can avaid:beiiig· ccrereed 
int()doing business·wlth Big Brother at any level of confrontati!f>n. . · 

Re the issue . of copyright infringement: there is really no froblem wtth people using 
· copy•rightetf proJ)erty-unless they use it for cdmmen:JiaJ, gairt, 7 L e: making: m011ey ;through 
the use.of the private property Without the· cbpyrighthe>lder's atJtftorizltion::·;As addte!ised 
elsewhere·· rn· this· manual,''alf derrit:mds ·for payment®nstltute im lsstle of Pt.UI:i,ic ·currency. 
Remember: there is 'no substance money in circulation. UAtil1933; Federal Reserve Notes 
coula be· retleemed in ~lawful 'r'nOt\eY ·of the U nite~f States,~' mean:ing tbat Ftk.t&.rsl: Reserve 
N'otes' neveP were,· and ar& stifl·not, lawful money. Havil'l'g:"left ther:gold'stlftfmard, w• are 
now "dn the "promise to pay"'standard. A promise to pay now creates "money;" and: is: what 
funetsyour'mortgage/allto:'toan, credit card. purcnase$, anef; !f/Jilery ottter kind~ of ''loan~ ;you 
,tak~·out'(inctudfng·traffic tipf(ets): A promise t" payiis at negotiable~ instrument ("mdney'~) 
ar~d is defined atUCC ~~1 014·; The traffic cop in the a~<!>vtfexampte i.ntended on <ttakihg ·out 
a loEnt" in the name'tlfthe rn:Ototist's ~tta\Alman's'fRAQE'N'AMm :fi)y"fl:xtf.41:e\fng*e'fl'lottt11st•s 
bromi$e to {appesrand1!fhen) ~. thussaddliFig'him'With·the· biU as~surety·fOr't'he ."FRADE 
t-lAME. l!'he Copyrigflt;.Notioe $h<!>rt•dir¢aits any(;)ne:from u~1ng.:yourT!iADE NAME for 
unauthorized 1comm6!''eial gain, 79~ tne . primary objective of virtt:Jililly ·eveJ)1, ~ihgl~ govertftne11t 
on the face of the earth. 

Consent = G'Orrtratct 

Had the rnoterist even rorted down the w11'ldav.r upon the offleers 'open1f!l,g' '$tatemet1t he 
wou1dohave.formed a· damr;ihg dontrachvith ~tt~e offlter. · Two timeles8 and'~u-n'wersa·l~'•max:ims 
·of law are ··contra~tmakes the law,"·artd ••offer-+;,Acoeptance ='Contract.", ·The.motorfst1s 
acceptance of/compliaricewith·any offer/ordeffrom.tt1e offi~r.;...:.f)efcre~e$ta1;ili$hi#g;the:fect 
of duress..:....ftnalizes af'COnSeRSUal ~mUtUally approved). oontra:et between ll!fe fw0 WhEW~t)y 
the motorist·hci's "debi1lled" that-he wiU·dO business Withther'1efticef'';i0n;tne~;offtoer's tetms, 
·thefeby provjding···the officer With 'justification for tft~ ·Use<'of. ariy ''ne-ary"\litifEJPIC~ 'in 
cahying out any duties associated with tlie contract ( exproprtating reveniie~; 

Wt)en · ane party-anyome-.:.approaches another party 'Se~ihg cooperati~, iftfo:flt!flatiart,. etc. 
and the approached-party eooperatestprovides informatio~. the• · appi!G:aehing· party··ls 
automatically in• tne;·<:fr.ivet's. seatandts catting the shots;··i.e.~'Jilt$;;o~fs:of.communieatisnrare 
being accepted· and, acted' upon. Police ·and .()ther i&Geh· ;ptofessionaJ JJ;ov<n*IJFs, 

• espeeiatly · judges, are •· experts• in·· inducing, cooperation ,. and·. patticipation,bGlf.f through. the 
,thre.at of violence/intareeration and the use of de¢Efitful· caffimtfnicatian~tech•iq~qesrwJ;t:eneby 
the prey is trieked fhtOentering the "cO:ntract'.lb$fbrebeoominf!) awar:e•:that,any contramptu!ls 

73 Title lTUnited States Code, Chapter li Section 107 (statut6ry law) lists fair utes ofcopyngbt•6material that do 
not constitute copyright infringement. None of the fair·uses.iJih'ludes cornm~rcialr~aiifi See·~pyr1thts in Glossary. 
79 What is not'Scared off with the Copyright Notice· can be 'CrUshed with either ofa-'couple ~f'ne.w docum.ents, 
revealed in the Practical portion of this manual, thatidentify the transgressing party by naine and< set'the,terms of the 
consensual contract. 
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been formed.80 The pretexts used by Big Brother's henchmen fCilr:ssi~JJ; estiablishing 
"contracts" with unwittirng ''customers" are many; the object'lOfYall such .. ao:ns;- however, .is 
always the same: the victim..;citizen'$ wealth (money, property, assets);: 

·Code-enforcement--type actors are seekjng the slightest measure ot}ustitiea.~ion for carrying 
out their agenda. Nearly aJiof ther:n know that,¢onsent is requil'&&every.,S?teJl) of-the way, 
though many will arrogan:tlr'storm ahead without it, th1nk,.ng they ,are ,~cl've,tbe .taw. :::rney 
may be above statutory law/code but· no one is. above _the_ Artic~s · of. the Uoiforrm 
Commercial Code governing private, consensual contracts. 

. . 

A unique aspect of consensual contracts is that the agreed-.JJpom !E!rms rnay ·-e,p~wately 
enforced (true comrnerci_al law) because. there is no' cont,aver~'Wd~pw.Je ®edfwl:·:of 
resolutian by a third party Oudge/cou.rt). The UCC-is pre-j~d~at·.ar:ld:il=t~ri·dudipial.. T;tlat·is 
why · the c-reditor/motorist in the above exarnp.l~ could ,begif:L seizin;g •. ~rt~in prq~J!ty 
registered in ~the· officer's TRADEdWAME: following, the f>ffioer~s oi~fa,ylt endP:~-ent ~f Jhe 
obligation after having .been given the opportunity to .. back eut ~otthe contra~. ana .after 
being · properly invoiced-because it is so stated in :tbe consetls:ual contraot :(both the 
Copyright N.otice and subeequent formal conJract that the cre~it~r/JllOtf;l~iS?t,weujd. ~efl{l .the 
officer if he were issued a citation). The oftiicer woula hav~, cQ~en§.ually eAt~t:eddhe 
contract if, after having been fuUy·naticed of its t~rms;· he did n~tfully.Joimally, .. an<:J-offic;~~Jy 
withdraw an~t'delel&/~ase/Ejest.:oy an trac{!!s of the.rnotorist'.s;eeR~rJg;ht~m~~o,erty·bJi~~ght 
into existence by him (a.nd ,possib,ly ·:evefl surreQder all originaL,d~CIJ;merlts....;.;..written, 
electronic, and ,taped-and aU copies therepf, containing bot~ the pq>lipep7~an's signatJ.Ir~;a"d 
.the motorist's. TRADE NAME-depending on the severity ofthe term,$;4)fthe .contract set by 
the motorist). ·· 

Crediter = Sove.r;eign 

In modern global society, there are few truly severeign, jurisdicti~ns·W:J;lere ou~~~ .~ditors 
(Federal Res~rve!IMF)· do not; have . fi-nal §ay-so over that qpmain ~and e~r~thing in: it. 
When. anyone can aictate the terms of a co.ntr.act with any government's cQde..enfar~r:oent 
personnel, that(3arty is the creditor in the matter and a,.sovereJgn ~Y'i,e(\r::J!tiop.\'J:~i~j~~-·a,n 
ineS¢8pable faGt becau$8, ·based oo the nega~ive':''!alue/Jiability ,a~pecf of,.tt:1.~ 1 currency .• all 
such purporlted "valuable cons.ideration," e.g. FRNs (all FRNs are~-~~ITQ:we,dintQ.,existence 
and F.epresent deflVIiability only), there is, for all ;imtemts ,and P:t!ftpo~es(:·n~"Qtt:l'r w..a,y",9f 
actualizing politi?al. so'(ereJg:l'!ty on_. this.J);Ianet at·thisAime.·- 1he st:>le. f>OSSibte :exceJ?ti0n 
might be using overwhelming military force, but any such undertaking is rare and short-lived 
because•tne. s.ame, _small-group behind the Fed.era_l Resel'lV~tiMF .eon$ortiwm--<lictates• C?~.er 
the armedrforces' of all major. powers of the world, inel~img United ':·~~ti.e>11ts,;fnl)m the tap. 
These •fiends ownlcontrol-all•'·.afficiakmedia of e:xchange:.(ourrencjesJ1lall\d1foreQt~ed on ii-11 
governments of any stature_and instaUed··their.own talkif!lg.-hetllds-d~-A~oturie%,8ge. 
Therefore, the-·fullness of:your own~political powe.rlautonomyfs~v,$F:ii9tll-ris. det~rmtfl~ 
solely by yowr personal abilities in · deElling with government •froil\t: ~~·.WbQ atter:lilPX ·to 
engage you·. in contract at Ute be:be$t of their 'masters, the currepcytgovemme.mt . QVKI:ere,/ 
creditors, for the purpose of expropriating your wealth, assets, and resources without 
exchanging anythimg of value. 

80 This phenom'enon is evidenced• nowhere more clel'Jl'JY than in contempor~ American coumooms.:when a judge 
threatens a "patriot-type~' with contempt if he continues bringing. up the issue. m constitqtipnat r~ghts. Tt'clnlically 
speaking, a traffic citation recipient (shadow-sovereign), for example, abandons the. C;onstitution in favor of the 
Vehicle Code the instant he forks over his driver's license and begins doing business with a traffic co~long befGre 
entering the courtroom. 
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Sovereign political power is wielded when a would-be commercial imla.r/marauder 
withdraws and abandons his/her assault .on your prop.erty/freedom based on the liabflities 
involved in doing busines~ :withyp,u. When. you c;an. enforc~ a<private consensual contract 
against members of the corporate 'government of the country you live in, despite the fact of 
being their dec,are.c:t:.Ememy in war, yo!l have indeed EJ:em~;nu~trjteEf.sovef:Etign~ .• as.WE:fll as it 
can be. ~emonstFated. The· real game is not Jn being.legally detached frop1 ~~ :eomrner(}ial 
intercourse in society; the real ga1;11e is being actively engag•d in any~ ~nd: all, de.slrqble 
socialtcqmmer:cial exchanges in life, just not being p~naJ~ed/p~nishect sol,ely beeause .one 
is a participant-the unfortunate status quo for most fo,lks in America at this time. 

Taldng; Control of the TAADE NA1AE 
". ' 0 'l' ··i 

WhereasJhe Copyright t;lotice officially establi~h.e~. l~gal title r~J~e TRADE.NAME",IJnder 
common law and .sets forth the terms of. the .cpo!?e.nsual contracffor .its Qna~thorj~d use, 
the UCC is what is used for enforcing the t~rms of the contract. ~ven thougft·!~~ qQ~yright 
Notice does not depend on the UCC for its valtdity and enforceability, 'its pt:dvish:>ns are 
written in strict accordance with UCC g,uidelin!(!s: for faeiij~ting e~sy. a.nd.~thorough non
judicial for~closure · proceedings on any who would attempt commercf$1, gain at. your 
expense throug.h unau.thoriz;ed use of your TRADE ~AME .. tiPwever. the.pap~r:Work-::asJ?ect 
of dealing with assa4Jts/attac;ks .on .your freedom/pt~perty ,will' not betaken uP her,~,,. but 
rather under "Handnng. Presentments" in the Practical portion of this manual. · · 

"What's good for the goose is gooa for the gander." If government ~fJents, pt()~cutots, 
judges, attorneys, police, taxmer1, etc. ~n fr~~ly .engage }{O~r en~·legis, artificial-person, 
straw-man TRADE NAMEin'business, then so can yo~r ThaUJ:teir computers.are rigged for 
listing account names in ALL-CAPITAL LErflbRS'tlrfly-a practice falling outside both the 
bounds of ~nglish grammar: and the prescriptions oflaw-when such could just as easiJy t?e 
programm¢d for· wnfing in English; is conclusive·evidence tHat a;di,erent~ .. !'le is:~eing 
played th·an th·e one adve.rtised. · Ever}; conceiiat!>le roal:tblo~~1Gr·:defl~c{irig ,gflftleral 
comprehension of this most ingenious Of subterfuges· has bee·h meticul0us1y installed d6wn 
throu·gh· the centuries, wtth unimaginably complex safeguardS) fbt kti)eping:>iy~11<flw~r-1ev~l 
operatives in the dark. Pleading innocence aria claiming helple$~ness· based"·'on ·feigned, 
archaic, computet.;.programming limitations,81 however, will no longefwastf as' at"'·eXc:use 
from Big Brother's front lllen. 

S:esic.fes copyrighting the· TRADE NA,ME under common law, th'e most1mport~~tobjec~iv~ is 
establishing an equhratent claim under the aegis: oHhe uec. Since yoo;afe c'hfl'lferenfparty 
than the ens-legis TRADE NAME, you 'may do 'business witl'l;it ifyou· desfee,·~ you cah 
also obtain official acknowtedgment of the contract from a gov~rnment agetley: th.e .. UC:C 
filing offiC!e. The following series ·at documents"''lias been .painstakingly··~~~ arid 
formulated for maximal protection of this contractUal relation~hlp, thereby ·~fe\/enting any 
third party from intervening and impairing the privat~'rontracf. · .: ;. 

81 The Na:tional Security A,gency's modem "Ecllelon" computepzed global electronic stitvefUance sy'stem, wjth 
installations in Yakirita, (Washington, USA), Wailhopai (New Zealand), oetalfon (Australia), Hon~·'Kdl\g, aM 
Morwenstow (UK), employing Cniy supercomputers capable of executing a'(b1ilion;tfansaction&c;fi,;s®ond, • ittto 
the system oflntelsat sateHites and currently tracks-,-in real ttme--'iall fax, telex, InterQet; email~Janlilong,dmance 
telepboJile traffic worldwide, using verballelectronic WQI'd~r~o~ition, tecbJ\~!ogy :r" key "tri,gger•r w~;~and 
intercepting/monitoring all such traffic. Governments, fr~:>nt!l~forth,¢it masters,, the F~derflt,~e~~!1Ve!JMF caJ:lal, are 
in business strictly for extorting money from the coastitUency, and rto ex~nse' is spared in' ensi:tritl~ ttuit ~ flock is 
properly fleeced. If the accounting and computer systems are set up in a certain way, then that is,what gtutrantees 
maximum profit. The lame, "That's just the way our computers are set,up {ALL-CJ\PS'1n:Otle r' is a hackneyed ruse 
that will only work on those who still believe that the governm.ent is here for the purpose of helping people. 
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. TbeP,rivate Agreement .. 

Gontractual Basis of the Relationship 

The document that establishes the contractual relationsllip b~M~eh you; tfte living, · 
breathing man/woman as, the creditor, and the TRADE NAME, t~e corpOfitely oblored, ens
legis,· artificial-person straw man as· ttle ·debtor; is caJiea the ~tivate·Atfr-eement." '··As a 
Redemptor;

82 the only requirement for forming this contract is the ·personal certainty that 
you are not the "FRADE NAME al1d'that the TRADE NAME is· a: bona f~e' 1eijaif entjty, 
separate and distinct from yo.u. T~e Private Agreeme"'tis a ~argain of the parties. in fact 
and qualifies as an "agreement" under th'e Code .at UOC '1-102(3). A sample, two.;page 
Private Agreement forthe fictitious character "John Henry Doe" and ,his straw .. man, ''JOHN 
HENRY DOE,''· is provided· in the PraCtical section, and sl'iould be ·stuated for full 
unde~tancji~Q of t~e·ilature of this 'partjcular type of creditbr-debtorrefationsffip .and why 
such ~n agreement' contract is entirely legitimate. · 

. ' 

Your Private Agreement is just that, private, and should hever be filed in the UCC filing 
office nor shared With any adversary . . This document is 'strictly Qet\fl~n you•, and yourstraw 
man and forms the lawful basis of your contraCtual relationstlip with eacr :other. As a 
member of the sdvereign constituency; the Constitution provides·~that'''tfo<SttJtfiJ Shall.,.p~ss 
any.,.Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts:.:" Yourcontractwitflthis partioatar person 
(t3ns /egis)js inviolate and shall remain so, unimpaired by any third party. 

", ••• • • P• -··· >' > • • ','. ,, 

The Hotd~H.atmless ·and lndernliitv Agreement . . •· . . "~ - - . .-.. . 

A Most Vital Component 

O~pite all o!her incredibly positive. aspects. and ~lements of this 'pre~ss, :Jfi~e. foll~w.ing 
single point is· n.ot. fir~Jy ~nd .legally .~ddr~ssed~ 'and estabfish~~c:the whol~ e.f!~rt caJ~(.~ 
nul,lified ... ~s. "l_entione~ earli~r in. this ~s~ay, Big S,;ro~h,~r's entra~rpeots~~~Jl'le.ron~i~fs .of: 
(1) corr\,lptlng .a sovereJgn's. tri;Je name ntto an ~ll..:cctpltal~letter, "ctbl:en qUhe Un,tted ~~~~" 
TRADE NAME,. and tberi~, (2) ~~mnirig .the ·sove{eign into t~nwittjogly ''volunta"rify"' cion.f4!lcCtipg 
~s surety for the TRADE NANU:, concealing from th~ vittirn his/~r pew ~tatus, but' afso 
ruthlessly enforcing the new suretysflip obligations without expl~naticm.,\ '• . . 

. The, Hold,. harmless and ·Indemnity Agreement is a commerciallleg,aJ document wbereinJhe 
T.RADE~NAME debtor·e~pressly .covenants th(it: (1) toe creditor i$;(te{tl1er'a s4~tst,npran 
accammoc;tatio~:~· party.(see.UCC ·,3-4;19).for.the debtor; and ~2) the E(ebtor~~ql. Harmless 
and indemnifie§ tile creditor.~you) frc)m an~ against ~nY and ajl cla!rns •. l~flll}ctloh~, orders, 
warrants, judgments, demands~ liabilities, losses, .. depositions, s~mmoQses,, taws\l!Jts, costs, 
fines, Jiens, .levies,. penaltle~. . ci~lllag~s. interests, and expense$ ·.both . is,stled in .• and 
associated with the debtor's TRADI~ NAME. · 

r.his iss1.1e . is . extremely profound vvhe~ one realizes that a, qtanlwoman injail awaiting 
~rr~ignn'l!i!nt (legal event where toe defendant ent~rs,a pl~a befor~ ti'\~ m~gistrat~tts oqt!~e 
actual defendaRt, but tbe.surety for,.the defet:Jdant .. Tbrougllmore;Jegat'trickEUj,·the unw~ry 
and unwitting · surety is duped into unconscionably .imentify:il'IQ himself~herSelf ast "the 
defendant" when addressed' by .the magistrate· as such, and thereby "votumarily\':,,afld 
magically becomes the defendant from that point forward. In this type ofexdlange:the 

82 Redemptor: Latin. One who buys back or reclaims. FQl'·purpeses of this manqal,:aRedemptor ispne who legally 
establishes the supreme claim (recovers legal title) over his/her straw man's TRADE NAME. · 
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TRADE. NAME (actual def~n~n.t)js les~Hy anq t~chni~i'lty, ~ "(:tummy," and s$rves as the 
legal object, at least on paper, until the surety associated the.rewith can be suckered into 
takihg<it$.; ph!lce, (see dtmlmy: .in Glossary)'> 

The Hoid""harml~ss and······n~erntlli~ ·Agr~ememt i&,;~liche<i with;tfJ~.······eectJff~s:Agreement 
(d~scribed 9elow) andmE!lde fully part theFeof by j"'~l!Jsion in·,f:he:;fil~lgfilfOQe$~.· A cert~fied 
copy·of.a ·filecl UCC >f"jnaacjng Statel]leffl r~fer~n;~~9·.a·.~cudtY~:Ati.reetneJ:lit~~and··HoJ(;t~. 
ha~=mleSS'·and .. lndemnity·Agr.eemel!lt; .as set .fql1h il!l':t~js mafl:\l,al, ¢Wl&#t1it~·:~cumentary 
evidence t.hat .the AlL-CAPS;party parne<Lin any inctit:ttroent •. ;warraf\t, ,~a;··(~ ~ottl;te·:,flesh
and-btood man/woman being·held in captivity, but·Ft\~ner.Jiile art4fiQiaf TtiAtJF·NAMJ:i~Jact 
of enormous legal significance considering the techniques used by the judicial system in 
attracting new customers:, generating repeat business;.and marketi:Q~·.:•tl:lje'ir,;servi.ces. 

· ·The Security A!I'Bel!ient 
ereatidn·ofa:Security Interest,;., lmpott~lice (Jf~the·C<ml~en'Law 

A Security Agreemf3nt is a, consensual agreement w~ereby a.· debtor transfers a security 
tntere'sl in ·'' collateral ·' in :exch~nge for ·. vatii1ible .. : e~n$ideratlorr;/ an<:N:is ·~.defined '':&t "an 
ag.reemeJ'lfthat ·creates· or. proVides for a seeurft\t intlfr~sf' . (UCC . 9-1 O~(~}tr~»: ··.A se011rity 
inter~st is·· an interest in .. propertyJhat se.cuies:'payme~t/pefform_an~e .. iif,aM:®u.ation ttJOC 
1 "1 02(37) ·and is· ttfe ucc:.equival~ttt of a statutory lien; 1fe. a securitY'imefestJiiS· pre-JI!Ioiciat 
and non.:.judicial: ···. · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · ·· 

Whereas ttl& Private··AgreemE:Jt'tf'laystiat the' terms of Ute eomrri~ial•!ag~mel'lt ·t:i~tween 
~he. two parti~$'~and & "wthentfeated1'....:.:meaning :sigmJ€1, see, 00~ 1:.'l~y. eadt, the 
Se~urity A1Jreement· c(tnc~rns cm!Y·Jh~ debtot~s.rptettg~ ·of pra~erty···(tbe··am~l'' and; 
aecordingty,· need ·onlY' be aulneifticmeet··by the,:tfetJtc)r ~t~r~rts '"Muthing'•~;~isntinl .. tne 
secured party from''Signing as Well, as is recommehifel:J'tlerm). ' 

Following·execution of the Security Agreement the creditor is·known as the'fse:e.t.tredrpatty," 
because he has the benefit of a security interest in the property of the cjebtor; i.e. he is 
secured, in the·· event ·the' debtor· does ·Jilbt'·make pay,rriel'1tlpt:tfffrm'~as1iiteed. A secured 
party is a party in whose favor a security interest is created/prov,idedJorunder a Security 
Agreement (UCC 9;;1Q2(a)(72)). · . .: ' · . ,, · T . .~ •· · 

, ·. ·' . ;· ' , ·' . - r ~ ,.. . -

'J\#h&n'the·Sectrrity··tnteresns··s~d:to'"~AUach"t 

Generally, the 5ecurity··in~rest · "attaot:i~~·J and .. :r:Jec:o~•:·:enfbre--~Jgaifl.,~the~.coUateral 
the momerrt·the following• three· reqttirerilems'are;satiSfied~~ ('1llh• ~.;ar:t!adequate·Se~titt 
Agreement. between the parties describing the· ootlaf.rat; •(2)":tFie·;a~reEft1Jaf:ty ( oredUor) 
gives value83 of s.ome kind;. and (3') th~ qebtor has·{ig~ts {ownet~h,p)'in HJe ®flateratlpower 
to transfer rights irf1h" ~dffatel'al (~ee UCt'9~ZOS'(b)). lnfife,ate~4ftoweteft1(tertain types of 
property for which attachment of the security intere~t qan occur only in a certa.in ~ay, other 
than filing-. • meaning thei,t·1mere descrlptjon~'ofthe colfateiraf'·fn ifhet~eotliif)' ;AgarnE!nfis. hot 
adequate. · · · · 

83 Re val~e: Because of the contemporary de facto monetary system, which functions in.a mirror: inrage of reality via 
debt-instruments ~RNs) tli3t carry ~· inherent liabuity ,(interost, income ~•), r~.~;t\lt:r Jltf\11· ~J.jlt).~~y (goJ4 ~d 
silver coin) that carries no such liability, the UCC-defmition of value (a mO!t~igntfic~t t~t.m"~e, tJ'CC) is 1809

-

out from the one found in conventional dictionaries. Th~ bearil,lg of th,is term on U,CC matters .is addresse~" in the 
Practical portion of this manual. · 
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+. Types ofPersonal Property/Collateral 

There are two broad types of personal property, classificatioras: tangible and .'intangible. 
Tangible property is. categorized as "goods," which means "aU things that are movable when 
security interest attaches;" and in-cludes fixtores •(goods that •are attf'Shed: wtth real 
property), some standing timber, unborn anima~ls, crops, ·manufactured· 'homes, and 
cemputer programs embedded· in•geods so•that the software is com~itl.ered.patttM the goods 
{UCC 9-102{a)(44)). All goods are subcategorized at UCC g::1:02{a'); bas'&d,dn thflir use in 
the hands· of the debtor, into one of the following types: (1); consumer gootls; (2) farm 
products; (3) inventory; and (4) equipment. 

tntangible personal property\ on the other hand, is classified by i~ charaoteFistics-rather 
than how the debtor uses it-and .consists of the following subcategories: (1} money; (2) 
investment property; (3) commercial rort claims; (4) lettets 'of credit; (5) letter.;.of-credit rights; 
(6) chattel pap~r;, (7) instruments; .(~)dep.qsit account$; (9) acc:qunts;ct1.0). documents; and 
(11) general intangibles. · · · 

There.are many more $Ub-classifications ofpersonalproperty,84 butall.fall\{lfithinone.ofl~e 
above . 15 categories of tangib~ and. iR\SnQ,ible property. Forctur;ratefy, Ute iotr.ic;:de 
distirncticms of andbetween.all.the diffE7rentkinq,s o~personal property ~r~~J~t;~ si9~ifi~~nt fOr 
our needs than they. (ire forthose of B.1g Brgthe~s henchme(1. V:Je a-~~ Jljl.~~~ly ·. bO:(steno~.h91Jr 
own position for maintaining commercial integrity; Big Brother's ·operative~ are out the,re 
playing the game of swindling people's wealth, while attempting to avoid general detection 
as. being engaged in such aetivity. Remember: t~~ ~ldb$~JtutermoA~V (FRN!) syst$m js 
design.ed expres$1y; for generating >default~ and ban~ruptcies, anl;J · ~har:tn:elit'IQ; .all private 
wealth into. the han~s of t~e. owners gf the goverRmentS,~ ·.That is '¥hY it :iS so .impo~nUhat 
the Money. Power have ensrypted .codes for keeping;:taeopte in then4ark.apd~;~t the Jaw, 
remedy, and recourse; and blackmailed politicians in their pocket{or J?SSSlflg.Otaoon!f1n,85 

totalitarial1 legislation to crush dissenters, thwart popular movements, and establish the 
global plantation. · 

· Perfecting (Legally .Establishing) theSecu~ity IRt~re~t 

Perfection of the security interest after the securitY intere~t. h~~ attached)~ ~~~allY 
accomplished by the filing of a record known as a "UCC Financing Statement"· in the lJCC 
filing office (located in ea~h state; Oi~trict.of Cotur]lbia, and mosLoJ the Territories) of the 
jurisdiction where the debtor is located (considered a resident). Perfection of the security 
interest by, fl1ing is available for most types of ca~ta;teral, and is;disc~sssd furth,er bel'?w~ 
However, a few types 0f Qetlatera.l r~quire tnat th.e,security. interest.be p~q,cteq,.Ji>Y a 
method other than filing, in the UCC fil.ing office. 

Where a Means Other Than Filing ·is Reqoi.recd f~r.P~ection 

A-secured party can ·pelfect'a secllrity interest .in ~ePOsit accP4fiJs (q~ff}~p~,JJme, $,~~in,g,s, 
and passbook accounts maintained with a bank), ··electronic cflattel paper, inves~fllent 
property, and letter-of-credit rights only by control (UCC 9-314). A security h1tetest 'in 
certificated securities in registered form can be perfected .only by delivery into "the 

84 For a comprehensive list of every kind of personal property in existence, see "Coil:ateral'~ section in·Security 
Agreement in the Practical portion of this manual. 
85 Draconian: Pertaining to Draco (an archon [magistrate]· of 'Athens about 621 B.O;; .reputed author of the first 
Athenian written code of laws) or his laws; hence,. inflexible; severe. 
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possession oNhe"secured party (UCC 8;.301). In the:two foregoing:meth'ads:ofp*rfeotron, 
the security interest both attache&. and is eo:nsidered 'perfected ''uporl'' coliJ!rolllffli dei1Mery; 
respeetive~.·with no filing requirement {Uec 9-203(bn~)),86 • • ' 

Also, ·the'filingof a· financing statement against property coveredunder;sany,~ificate·l.of"' 
title statutetas• weU·~s ·any other ·non.:ucc ··central filling statute, .ii$· n'&ittfer;.·neeesary·nor 
effectiVe for·perfecting'the':security interest (see UGC•9'"311 ). Ce'rtifr~];;Of"tlre statutes·, for 
example, proVide for·petif'ection of the:security intef&&tttirectty on1heface'of~tJe:certifi~te 
(where secured' party is calted "Lien Holder'') and cover such tt.tings:as a:utomdliles, tra11ers, 
mobile·homes, boats;·farmtractdrs,and the like. OtnetfederalstatCJf'ts,•edver'items such as 
aircraft, ships, trademarks, copyrights, and ·patents (commoH~taw trademarks. and 
copyr.i!Jhts ·are· riot governed· by sta•tute.), and:· th'e ·fifinQ of ~·.· finan~inf·•st¢1tement;:iS ·Hkewise 
ineffective·~for perfectihg the: .security interest. rhe RecJempmr -ts"·tn a, tltilquts; position· to 
establish legal· control of these types of property in that he can form another contract with 
the. Debtor (e.g~ storage contract) that must be. satisfied befOte~ any lieF! tJ·t::·can' legally 
take possesslon of/sell the property (discussed in thePri;ictica:fportioh ofttifsmanual). 

ThoUgh the filing of :a finan'cing statement will perfect the' secul"ityir~flterestrirt '811 other 
subcategories of conateral, th'e Code ~llows, far ~erfection ofth'e'feourn, interest by 
simple ,possession of ttte following types of cdl'tat~nal: negm~bte:~ooouf!lents, goods, 
instruments, money, tangible chattel paper, a:nd,certlf!Cated 'Seeur:ities~~(~ez;tJCCH9.:313). 
For this reason, the sample Security Agreement; COAtained in· th1s,'lolume contains a 
statemeAt wherein the':debtor (!J'RADE NAME). a¢koowledg.es tllaving$,;df&JiR'ted'*'al1 such 
property inte tt1e' possessie'n of the secured party, 'thus cove1itflg ttrese:partitular types of 
collateral by buth filing and possession; , 

Power ·Of the Common Law 

Perfection by p:osses.sion <is a species of oommoA"'Iaw lien87·,:(~Bl ,nBil-t*ty~;,: and ,is 
effeeted with a s,impie statement atJhe top of th'e :SedtJrity Atlfeement whatSycfl\fe:ilebt~ 
acknowledges delivery, of,all sucb property_;,in. which a security.inte~test can .be, perfected by 
possession.....-into the hands of the, securoo party (oited~.iltl previous:~pai!Sfr8Ph'). 

A "common-law Jien'' is a species· of lien defined as: 
.. 

"On,e known to or: granted by the .cpmmon law, as, ~istinggished froJ11 ~tatuto~, ~q~jta];)le1 
and maritime liens.~ ... It is a right extended to a persoo t~ .retain thit;t·wlii~h i!)l• in hi~ 
,possession: belonging to another, untilthe deman4 or ehal'gf: of the.pe@~n·:in·po~st\W~ion. i~ 
paid qr satisfiedY Black:s 4th. . .. . . •: , · 

Thus, you have the non-statutory, nan-judicial, common~law orfgi~ of your el$im of rig·Ht of 
possession ·of the :.negotiable· Ciipcuments, ,gaocl$; ;i~$trument.J.~; •• flll~:mey, :t~:fl9~Eh.otla~l 
paper" .and certificated securities associated. with Ytl{ar straM~-rrtan debt.~p!s, tRA.Q~ NA~E, 
¥au have a ~ommon-~aw right·, far ~taining poss:.slon ·pf ~l{ ·Slltclit .p~P:~ ~untihthe 
obligation is satisfied·~paid·o(f) bY· the.debtor·•(youn straw ma•o·~~. ~nless !t~nd.u~til .. the 
obligatioR is satis:fie<f.; in full, neither .the:s:traw man; :not an~:e.1se, rlil~YJ~la~t~ r~~ a 
single piece of any of this pooperty:ii i.e~ the .collateral, t)!le;t..flias"been deJiv,~d·~nto. YQtJJ:(the 
secured party's) poss.ession. · 

86 For a complete list of exceptions where filing is not required for perlectillgthe .security interest seeUCC 9'.:g lO@l). 
87 Lien: A qualified right of propertY which a creditor 'has in or ovetT specific pr(}Jierty ofhis<debtor, .as. sec:urity for 
the debt or charge or the performance of some act: Black's 151

• · • · · 
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The- common lawc(see Gl~sary) ·is iancient and immutal:)le, e$ta~ti§lleg':by. ~• ~nd 
c~:~s.tomsince Qefpre. re~ord~d·~ist()ry. /j.fJ ~trang,e as_itm"y· se~em, ~the-·COfllfflPfJI ~l$~~§tJU i~ 
full force and effect today. Peopfe,ju~~ don'tknowitbecause theyhavf!J··Q~~nned:intp 
believing it doesn't exist (courtesy of the Federai-Reserve-Note-cur<re:noj-mono.poly 
schemelc.l}, .and,;Ll,RWittingly consent (~grrenqer priva~y •. grant jUrisdicli~n) ~lth,vfrtQSUy 
eyery ~.iogle adV:lJnce' made again'Stthem by gov.ernm.ent an;Q leg;:tl~~metcjabp~d~tQrs. 
In fact, our impossib.ly complex Jegallju.,dicial system and· its biJJions fl>f·A~~ge&.9f ct~#ied 
law-.-.in~tudi~;~g the ;UCQ-..has~·been,{deyeloped o~er-the. lasl•nWiflfiD8ia.:by th~ .cre'di~fs 
(moneychan;ers)· for thefexpr;ess purpose of circumventing th,.protecti(:)fl$·aftot!RI•d ~1\Jtors 
by the common JaW-.· (through ·lexioal-tricke~¥1 <teceit, and~ obfvsca,tioll'):·'. lhe· ucc js.: the 
culmination• of tl)ese eff<Irts. l;ioweverr,desp:ite th~ .. universal .power,.et:ttle U$£, it~;:i$ stlll 
junior in :the face of the common law, as ·attested ,by this excer:pt from one :~~f~the wo.rld's 
most respected' authorities 01,1 the UCC, Artdersonon the, Uniform C$mmergial£ode(~~81): 

"§t.-1~.:6. Common LaWc. . , .. . . 
. "The Code is 'comple~eptary', to .~e c01nmon law .whi(;h t:~t;naiq~)n force except 

where displaced by the Code. 'In attempting to codify a large body of law it is almost 
impossible,t~ anticipa~ aU the factual si~uations ~.~trnaY arise.. And it;is f0r this reason, that 
court~ 'llave~l!d0pted the. principii~ ofstat~Jtoey o.~l\$tructiqn that a ~tatu,t~.will not be constf!Ued, 
so as to overrul~ a. principle of established co~on law; unle~s'it is made plain by ,tl\t act 
that such a change in, the established law is inte~ded.;89 .. . ... . .. • 

"A statute should:be construeci in harmony;;with the.,~ffl1Jlon law unless ~fte js a 
clear legislative intel1t to abrogate the common law.90 'Courts·should,be besi~t toih:J.~rq~ise 

, ·new remedies outside ;the alrea<ily .intrjcate ':;cheme of Articl$>~"~ and ;.. Uowey~r~ J:h;is l)ew 
cause of action would not interfere with that scheme h\lt extencl. its prir;fcipl~ to: a situa!ion 
not specifically foreseen by the drafters. The Code cannot be read to preclude a common law 
action."'91 

· · 

Whereas,any ite.m of property that is registered in &''Public regfstratio.ll':$Cllerl)e (i:e~with: a 
gouemment agency¥·· shoutEJ,, ~ · specifically identiffed in , the;.,Senqrity' :Ag'reement;, ··a 
descf;ptibn of.' all other personal/real property ·~is $Uffmientc,, whether orr:not it i~•pecific, ifcit 

, reasonably identifieswhatYi&.described," with a few minor e:xceptions,,(UCC 9-408). 

A properly done Security Agreement is vital for.maintaining:,fiscal in.tegrity, Le. maintaining 
control of every single piece of property under the sun, moon, and stars that is considered 
private ·property ;of the TRADE NAME. Hemembl}t: the entire. artificia)t,.persM, insolvent 
industrial community-· ·. funcfior'ling as; it does sofely on debtlliability-instroments (FFWs)-is 
incapable of estabJishing accounts' and 'dOing: business with solvenli sov~reign creditors; 
only. bankrupt, subject debtors, such as your all~caps TRADE N~Mii and'i o:Peourse, the· 
sure!Y{the shadow-sovereign in his inferior, degradedstatus).associated t~erewith. 

The sam~le Security. ;6tgr;.ment · pt~v.ided ·in :the • Practtectf' portion' of ;this<martuaf. bet\Qen 
John 'Henry Doe aAd'JOfiN'HEJN·RY:OOE is certainly:' marty 'liluttdtted~; ,ff,'net thc6\jsands,' of 
man .. hoursj·in ,the maki.n@• ~Bigr:Brothet1s "legal experts~· will ~t J!J~''pleasedLWith ,the 
spundness ·of this' ;document. ('fiult,realizatron ·of. its integri~-and ,,ah .• WiU co_.,e cmiy with 
earne.st study unless, of"course, one simply begtf\s?Using:i~~s· needed'':artd ob.wes;the 
response from the legal prt:)fessillm!lls that are confronted·,\1\fith it. 

88 North Carolina Nat. Bankv McCarley & Co. (1977) 34 NCApp 689 SE2d 583,23 UCCRS4~5. 
89 Stu-key Constr., Inc. v Elcon Inc. (l'l7r0):24S. Ark958, 978A,,457 S:W2p 509,, 7 UCC~ 923. 
90..United ,Bank v Moss N. 0. NelsonCo.'(1979) 121 Ariz438,,590P2d 1184~ 25 U~QRS l}l3 ... 
91 Girard Bank v Mt. Holly State Bank (1979, DC, NJ) 474 f Sqpp 1225, 26 UCC~ I2l0~ 
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'fhe ucc Financi@l\ St1ltemftf1t, ... 

· · · P~ttectin9<~Asauj E~blishi,~g) t~e .$epurityJnte~~stby f:tiJ~g, 
' ' . . ' . ,· ~ .. ' ~- ' . . ""~ " ''.,-"' ' : ,.,'.;;?-

ee~iqes .~~[facti~ by control, de,~v~ry; ·f!l~J~. Po~~t~~J.QQ a{~~'$~(~~~4: 1~~a'V.~}:t#~'\:~.~~Yr~d 
party c~n.·p_ert~crthe. ~ecurity. i.l'll~r~$r'l~, most tyr>~~ ·· o'(Cofh;ate~ar·J>t · · · · · ··; ·1:11~JJ~e]iliog 
office is~· Pc~Piicv~r,;ye Jqr theire~istration,pf nO.t~~ of'priyate ppn ,~~~';t~:,nr9 
le~·al~terlder ~urrency in. ~rn~ric~ ts the ~r!x~te:.s99P oQh·e. F,~sje!.r~l; , '·· . . 4,·~· ~h:~~g' of 
th1s so-called "money"' has private ·;mphcations:· ' Hettce thenadv~nt of tff< tr"e•jtidicli1' art(~ 
non-judicial (i.e. private) UCC in 1954, ana the ucc flting office, which keeps tradl< '(jf the 
ever~incr~asinQ stream of pri~ate contr:~cts GreglsJ~r~p thereif1 J~y. thos.e ,!n the know) 
wbe.rei~, .. Federat Reserv.e ... N.qtes pO;Jlrlpfise the:.".~alua~Je .,gi>,nsjder~tij)n~· .. ~~tween the 
contracting,parties. · . . , · 

UCC filing offices p·roviae a central forum wh'er~ a. cfeaitor/secv~d ·party ~ar receive 
official, governmental acknowleagment of the private contract betw.eelt hims~1f and a 
debtor, as wen as est8bfi·sh·'Senrority over.other!,pqitors .b.secd<an date''a·nd•:time'of filing. 
The. foundational filing decu(Tlef.lt•,is. a' simple form ·J;Ul~n a$l :a ·~VCCl Firiancing:Statement," 
formerly called a "UCC~t Financing· Statement'~;(bef<lite Ju:tv to:lQ01.) .containing; (1) the 
name. oft~e cte~tor; (2) tf:le name of thes~cu~ed P$OY; anp (l,)a s~j(fj~!ent. in(:l~tion of the 
property pledged by'ttte deli>for as collat~r~l in·. tti'e transqetion (~ee tjp~. 9~5Q.2'(;~jr 

' . . . ~ .~. ". ~·" ' ., . ·, . '• . ' ~· 

The financing statement only puts third parties on,nowe ottt)e;.setu~d .paf¥s ·p,erfected 
security Jnterest in .•. ~he• deia,t~n·s ·• gpllateraJ; .. th.f1.,. Sect,tcjty, ~~r~rrtEmt. is.·· "Vh~t ,~9.r~tes the 
security interest, ~nd must reasqoagly identify th:'- ;cofla~er,~J .~~sc~i£>,tf: Wfl~~eas the 
financing statement can ·be general in its description !~f'thE:i:'~ot~jtir!Cts~e\W~ 9~504(2)), 
the Security Agreement must meet certain requirements (see utt f1.;tt)B),. buttfie collateral 
iri.aioated in the financing statement must jib~ (matctf:tlfp ), itill1t'le:~eua•a~~d&scrJbed cin the 
Security Agreement ;for th~ effe~tiveness of ;eittler in s$eurirtfik•the'·i~Uatef!ail~ '~'I.e. the 
financing statement and Security Agreement are complementary comp.onents-· neither is 
effective withoUt the 'oth~r:92 · · · . · ··· · 

"Fhere is 'no req:uirem~nt tliafa copy of the ·Securit,;Agt~eme'ht~bec inctudM.Jtritfl·lth~ filing! of 
.the•UCC Financing·Stateme'nt, only a suffiOientHfifditatton of!tllle' ·cottatEJtakcGN~_.d'(U£.C. 9-
502(a)(3}). The only ··requirement i's .fhatc,the Seettrlty ~g.reementcbe ~~;JJ~q~fl(i'c:ated; ·i.e~ 
signtl!d;··ay the debtor{see UCG 9-203(f!>)(3)(A)). · · · 

Public Filing vs. Privacy 

·When ·a secured· patty ·volunta1:ily makes' pubtie ,fhe•itlftimate• ·deta11s o.f .tbal!pr.~ate·SeGIIIJilty 
Agteeme.t)l (b~en:se&tJJed ·~arty .and debteey ~tlintclutAtrQ.·itJA~the ffif:ingtlflledmaaci~ 
statement in the ucc:fiting office-where anyone'"Gan;'·•e8$ily .o*in the'mtfoJf:nation simply 

. by payiR§ for it_.;lhe/she foregoes any privacy proteclionsl!afforde,hunl!leJi o~ffl$r1Jlaw~·a:nd 
tlle Fourth Artiote •of Ahllendment of the•,ComtiQ.rtion~. 1~te is no;'Com.p:CiiiEJion~ forimakil'lQ 
public the private contractual relationship between secured pa.rty.and. d~btor., T9ere;fQre, it 
is recommended that the Security Agreement be only accurately identified in the UCC 
Financing Statement, and not filed along with it. ' · · · · 

92 The·fman'cing statement tn'ust cover' the collateral described iii th~ S-ecuritY Agreeill~tJ_t,fot va1,itl4>~rf~ctiulfufthe 
security interest by· filing. Iflhe Security Agreement does ·not·'descril!Je the' coit:arotat indicated· irt·. tlfe.• fi:nancing 
statement, perfection cannot not occt:ir ·via filing· because i:lo seclirity · intef~t ·ever> a.tta~fit,d·ife :the· collateral ih 
question. · 
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Here is a real:-life example, from a·Pece,.ber 31 ,, 2001 article in the obituary section ofthe 
Los Angeles Times (p. 8.11) on the late I an Hamiltqn, revealing the liabilitie13 t~t come with 
vqluntarily placing private information in the public record. Hamilton ha(r:createcf notoriety 
for him$elf by writing an UQaMthorized ~iograph~ on J.D. Salinge(, cal~e9 "J.q~ $alir)ger •. A 
Writing Life." SaliQger oppo$ed publication ofthEfbooR for .$,everatreason~;bUll}\eonfflfne 
of attack av~ilable was in s"'ing for H~.{Oilton's U$.~.of sa~l'ingers co)~),mori~law;o!iU>Y;rigt]ted 
materi:PI f9r cortur~t1'rcial gain,. i.e. in$erti6n of about 7q of Sa.ling~r$ private lette~;(,ritt*n to 
publis,hers, editors, and friends betvt(een 1939 and.1962) in'the bc)ok. ttere i~ a poijioll of 
the article: · 

-.''t 

" ... The biowaphei' and publisher won the first.rottitd when a New ·York fe.ral jutlg~ ruled 
'Hamilton's book cannot be dismissed as an act of commercial voy"euHsm o¥ sD;o~pinginto a 
private being's private life for comrn,ercial gain. It is a serious, well-researchetlhist&y of a 
man. who through his own litet:ary accomplishments has become a figure of enormo1,1s publJc 
interest. · · · · · · · 

, • '"'Hamilton's use of. Salinger's Mpyrighted material is llllinimal :and.EinsubsUJ:timal,'· the jJI(Jge 
continued in his 33-page decisi~n; whieh was seen· as a ·victory fotthe 1st Arrlendtnent,J[ and] 
does not exploit,or.appropriate,*eJiterary value ot: S,aHnger' s letters.~ 

''Butin early '1987~a'federal'appellate jud~e overturned th8;t decision and banne~~ublication 
of the letters. The u:S. Supr'eme·coiut hpheld the ban. ·•· 

· "Biography Revised .After CQUrt Feud 

"Both writers~. as it turned. ol!t, won some and lost S~fl1e. Salinger won 'his goa;l to keep •his 
letters out of the biography. ~U:t thanks to his civil suit; the lett~rs oec~mci'patt of the public 
record, more accessible than ever." .. 

f ' ' ' - ,. ' . 

'~Hamilton reQouped, exc:isiJ(I.g. the letters, :but revising.· the . bio.gfaphy Jo jncll!de. insights 
gleaned from. the bitter court feud. He published 'In Search ofJ.O;. Saliflger' inl988 .•. " · 

Salinger's private, common-law copyrighted material was just lh$t~yntil1 .ijl~tc·i~. S,aUng~r 
voluntarily :made it part of the public record by entering it into the lawsurt. Salinger 
·successfully · stqpped · publication· of Hamilton~s. ~ origtnal bof>k ;(b~cCWSEl•. ;it· cont~i~ed .;tbf! 
letters, Sa.li:nger's comrnon.-w copyrighted property); but oliciaUy.p1a~rd into.tt)'e ;public 
domain ttle .. very information be wished kept .confidential. Th(1)ugh the actual lette.rs 
themselves were not used in Hamilton's second book;, all the.infocmati~ co .• if'~,within 
the letters was now in the public realm, fully accessible and available fur anyone's use, 
including Hamilton's. 

Noteworthy points: (1) a common..:law copyright is. a supreme cta,trn; ;an~h(~evoturdaey 
surrenderofinformation is.a waiverotprwacyand security pr6*timnsraffot~.~·~jQlE\IV 
of. the Constitution; However ... tnere·arem~ny more.waysof sur:f:el'ldel!il'lg'f,1one!s pri~~y/ 
sovereign1ty,than anytlling as eRreme:.es a court case anddike J.GkSaHhger, nearly~very 
.sovereign Amerrcan man and woman repeatedly and inaEtverteflltly df!)e&· this Mlrougll~ut 
his/her life on a regular basis.9~ . · 

93 Any degree of agreement with the .advances of an aggressdt.constitutes acceptance of;aH:faffer, .and''forms;'a 
contract. Something as innocent as leaving the front door of your.house (and lik~ise,,the_de.or ofyour car) 
unlocked admits and grants jurisdiction. Even responding with a policeman's demands for coniltiunicati~n through 
a locked door Of your house can form a contract,and just,ify destroying tbe Ciloordy}d>rCO~$:rifl.;an¥way 
( euphemisticaHy .·called. "d~amic · entry").,, Responding with any.r.equest J« infomation ;'~tiap~ ~d""i'lo tp~tter 
how slight-'-from a. code-enforcement agent/officer forms an uncoP.s.cionable c.Qntra.ct ·tba:~~ w;orsen ¥et'Y qvi~ly. 
By consensually participating in the seemingly most harmless of conversations with any type of investigator {even 
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The sample S~;curity Agreement .in this. hand boo~ js designed for.~~eping ,.priv-at~ ca~ much 
information as p0$sit>le .and· neeg not be publicly til~~ along with ttie firt-nbing ''statttrnent; 
rperely authenticcat~~i (sjg·ned) by the debtor: ·. Thi~ · $ecuriJy Agreement is. •lso JieUceved 
legally impregna~le by t~ird. parties-:-:and a ~eq~rhpfqr who und~rst•n(js ~nd. kno~ the 
proper use of th1s. document can begm to enJOY the profound be}lefits a·~$ocilted With its 
use. · · · < ·· ·· ·. :· ' · · 

Final}cing statement is· defined as: 

" ... a. record or. records composed of an initial fihancing s'iatemerit and any filed record 
relating to the initial financing statement' (l:ICC· 9L]tl2(a)t39)): • · · .. 

Modifications, changes, and adjustments of the original finartein~ statemerttL are 
implementeg_~ith wha~ iscallfa(i a "UCC ~inanci'1~ St«tementAmendrnent," formerly called 
a ·:ucc;;3" •(t>efore July 1, 2001) in·niost jurisdictibh'S, and at'''t.lQG-2" in 'others.' As revealed 
in 'the definition bf•llnanding s1aiement above, at1y· ;subsettuenf•treJ!t~d t?Je¢ Financing 
Statement Amen({~ent filed qualifies as " ... anr,.· filed r~cord tf}latihg :to ttre•Vnitiaf financing 
staterhenf'-i.e. any amendment is absorbed by, an<il 'automatically becomes part of,• the 
original' financing statement.~~ · >' ' 

Recap 

P'ubllshing a notice of common-laW copyright re the' straw mlrfs. •traete~narr:tettrade.:.mafk 
establishes common-law control .Of~the'TRADI15' tJAMI5; He: the· >destor in. the· relationship~ 
Filing at t~e county recorder's office further .solfd•ifie~ the ownership of the. cornmo~-law 
copyrfght.' 1~Tfie ·fouheta,tional contractuat':d~timerttbe~tfn debter1a«f"tJrelllib'~~Heet ·th~ 
Private •'Agreement;.,rant:l eviden'ces ·the .commerciah~~i,.ernent::.amt~<ri- ·and 'dt~ijes ··by 
and between the parties in th'e Jmt:ttdally ·beneficial ~consensual''.'emtrmercial trar~&a$lion~ 
The debtor indenihifieS'~the creditodn the Ho/d-'han1fl~ss•and Jilfre1rif:ti[fl6igt:ee{f:lefjt and the 
legal t:tistinctiori'betw~n tfieLtwo is made clear. ·Ttfe credlt0r es1abti~hes a Jiorua fide clatm, 
called a security ihterest· (equivalentof a ;lien), :ln'"th~ pr.Q~rij piSJgeQ;tt;y,4lhe •qebtaf as 
collateral: by gi~h1g valuable donsid~ration ... The Seburity·:AV'J'ieem€mt'·is. a ·document 
authenticated (minimallY' by tfie debtotand··tontaifl~ a aescfip\ion:;of{the'.GQJlatetal that 
secures ; the indebtedness· in favor of·· the creditesr, ·~ho 'iS nW/ caUea ·the setlllre'l party. 
When the debtor authenticates the. Security Agteemtlmt title securitJ·lr:fterest~,.Sffaohesand 
becomes enforceable. Except for a few types of collateral, when ·the seour~. party ;fiJes a 
UCC Financing Statement and references an exr~ti~g;' authenticate'c:f· ·seGUri~. A~reement 
therein, the secured party's security interest in the ·collateral is cdniider•d.\oelfeeted (legally 
established). Generally, the earlier date and time·mfiling Eletermt~s;p,r~fitY<in·':thedebtor's 
collateral between competing creditors. Any desired changes in a finaneing,$tatementare 
effected using a UCC Financing Statement Amendment, which beq.0mes. patt oUhe original 
finaricing.statememt upon filing. "' 

.·-.-·, 

over the,telephone) you~are putting yourself into the line•of fire. .llowdmportant· i& it that ~you pr~we what-a,n4ce, 
cooperative•guy you ate? Any information~about·you coHected.by ~ove~nt'Qlln·CtlEJ.e..enforcetm'ntpers~l· can 
and will be used against you at the fust possible. instant. The ~sol~ purpos'' for .colleC{ing in~ati0n in :the. ftrSt 
place is the extraction of wealth. and the infliction of control. Never ·unnecessQ,Iily voluntatilY · pJ:lblicly· reveal 
anything about youtselfwith Big Brother. · 
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Why Revised Article 9? 

As near a.s is djscernil)l,e, the primaw.air)'l of.the new·~rtjcle 9, whic~i d~~fs}tVith. Secu,r'd 
Transaqtions, is the establishment ofwholesale mett)oq§· for for~plosifi.~·.o.~ ft Cfefautttng 
debtor's prqperty (th,e collatel'al) Withollt):Jsing lb~ cou~s.; i.,e. th~· h{g~:-'$pE!WeJ.~Jt~n$f~{'hf 
wealth. (yo~rs) h1.to tHeharf~s·ofthEfMoney.Pow~r and itS minfOns ... l;y~f)Jhe .. ~CP.~s~lf,·it 
appears, has been formulated as· an ·entirely new system ·tor circl:irnventi'n~ tn~·anC1erlt 
protections in a debtor's property (collateral i~ a tran~action~ affor~ed by·possessi~n.under 
the common law.94 TheUCC, and now Rev1sed Art1cle 9,9 

.• haVeJfltrOdU9,ed.:iO.Rbtsb~~ted 
methods for obtaining the debtor's consent and agreement concernintf'di§position· of th~ 
collateral in event of default at the time the contra.ct. is formed. . This means fewer 
headaches for your friendly cre~lt..,lender ~bank) in sei~ing the p,r,o~e~y .Qf victirptdebtors as 
the defaults rofl in, an inexorable eventuality under the current financial scherne96 (non
substance debt-c~rrency). 

In .. accqrdance wit~ Revi~ed~ Article ~. co~temppr~ry ·C99'ln:lercial'ponttil~ts, n'l~f41~~s. 'lc;>an 
agreements,. cred1t aRptlo~~!QilS., etq. haye .als() be~n.cle.verly fosmul~te~.·~c;>ro.bt~Jmr;tg,the 
borrower's consent for cqnvertiag ~II til~ debtor's :·atte,r-;-acqUire<:f' (aft~r, ex~~ution 9f -~he 
cont~act) prqperty into cc)ll~teral, butwitho!Jt the~po.rrower's.~waren~~ <lf~he fact. an'd"then 
foreclosing on/seizing such property upon default· without any .. f1~.@4, for a ~u{t~ order. 
People who enter into such contracts without a Security Agreement.(agaihstttielr TRADE 
NAME) firmly in place have no protection . QYE!r. property acquired after ,enter1ng into a loan 
agreement should they default-and remernber: the monetary system.is e~pressly designed 
to;.ereate defaults in loaA transadions.:so the owners oUhe ~ystem can "legally;~ exr;>rQpt:iate 
toe victim's propertywith.Qut•arousing-•suspicion ,offoul.play.. n " . ,. 

~;major cha.ra~te~ flaw pf.m.oqern,tl\rneri~ans in g,e~r~t{!h~t th~ ent!r~ qgc is ~e~~.o.~~.to 
PWSY upon). ts t"'e1r pr-apenstty for ~eptmg "loans" of .cres;ttt(''sQm•tbJng for. nothlfltl::t ~n.d 
living beyand their means. The tat<e of ~he credit,.l.~rtQffi\9 .vampi~fil~'W~ij!dc·Jj~: ~Jgpifi,o~ll\W 
dimillished ifpeo:ple stopped askiQg f0r han.d-ou~ .GbQT;FOV¥irt9 •• li~;RQr~~~~t); .~f!d .q!!Qfn 
st~rvMng strictly ,through4heir. owJ'h.e;fforts and living·,~\thitl tl\\,ir :me,'~~·l'·J,~':QllQ.~f me~n .~ 
temporary .r~ucti,(m .. in ••. staf1d8r9 of ,liv~(lg, b~t .fit ;cle,~st o~e~,,~qu~· . b~ on,, ,s91id grqW,gd 
financially, living ·W:ithin•·r~.ality., and free of. tile. int"le;~t. fear of, d,E)faul~,< Jqr~F!P~~re; .~nd 
tinancial:rru,io,that,is part an(it.paFceJ with !'keeping up wi~t\ the Jqne,ae~." 'FhesY~t~f11 cartflOt 
easily dominate those.who.do ncpt.bq.~row. Som~wi~e words from'Willi~EJl Shakes~e~re's 
.Hamlet appearing in.tt\e:front of t~is book ~rere .. ql,Joted here: , . 

'.'JV.either a. borrower;nl)r a, lender. be: 
Fpr loan oft loses b,€Jthitseljai'J(i fr(~ncl, ·· ·· 
.Andborrowipg duftls the. edge of husbandry.':91 

.,__:-· 

91 "PdssesSion is nine-tenths ofthe law;" . · , 
95 Expect revisions fu Article 3i(Negotiable Instruments) and Article4 (Baflk De]!osits ~~ ~Qlle.l:)tions) b,.efor~29l0. 
% Defaults and bankruptcies are a mathematical certafuty in a credit-money system. When money is loaned futo 
circulation, only the principal amount. is created. Any payments of futerest must come from the rupount loaned out, 
the principal. It is easily seen that paying off both prfucipal and futerest is a mathematical impossibility because the 
total money fu circulation consists only of the principal rupount loaned: e.g. a loan of 10 credit-units with an annual 
interest rate of I 0% requires a pay-off, after one year, of 11· credit-units-but there are only lO Ct~dit-units fu 
existence. If futerest payments were made f&l 0 consecutive years {payments totaling·lO eredit"uni~.,:.themoney 
supply would vanish-but the prin'iipal amount wouftlstill be owed. · rrlte onlywa.y Glfsatiscymg.the,t;~quireme.nt of 
making futerest payments yet maintaining an adequate supply of.Cun:en~y in circulaticm is•througb .. boFrowing~ 
ever-worsening·aebt scenario (the''National Debt" is owed to the FederalResewe,Bank) .. , 
97 Husbandry (OE hils house+ bonda freeholder): Economy; thrift. Shakespeare Lexicdnaild QuotatienDictioaary. 
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Benefiting from the UCC and Revised Article 9 

The complexity of today's multi-faceted judicial, taxation, financial, and political systems and 
the breadth and depth of collusion and complicity within and amongst their ranks cannot be 
exaggerated. Management personnel in each, beginning at the bottom and going all the 
way up, know that continued financial gain is predicated solely on the establishment of 
commercial accounts in people's mirror-image, artificial-person, all-capital-letters TRADE 
NAME, and the execution of billing, collection, and foreclosure procedures against said 
name. ··Experience with actors at all levels in each of the above sectors has revealed that all 
are familiar with the nature of the game, and the higher the level, the more knowledgeable 
about ensuring its perpetuation. 

Operatives within the system, each an integral cog in the revenue-extortion conveyor belt, 
are generally afforded virtual, if not complete, immunity by the Powers That Be for crimes 
committed "in the line of duty" Oudges could not operate without immunity). In case you do 
not know it already, the only time an out-of-control bureau-rat will "reform" and change 
his/her ways is when faced with the possibility of personal liability/loss/damage/etc. 
Heretofore, there have been few solutions for bringing about such results. 

The essential difference between those who "work" in modern government and those who 
work in the private sector is that the latter must, for the sake of survival, produce a valuable 
product/deliver a valuable service that someone else will voluntarily exchange money/ 
something of value for. Generally, government and other code-enforcement types (IRS, for 
one, is not part of government-see Glossary) are insulated/exempted from this otherwise 
most basic requirement for survival in today's society, living instead off wealth extorted from 
others who actually do the work and produce articles/services of value. Modern 
governments, using valueless, Federal Reserve/IMF scrip as the exclushle medium of 
exchange, are sanctimonious, self-protecting, se~lf-aggrandizing, parasitic, bankrupt, 
commercial front operations for their shyster-creditor masters. 

Offered herein are simple procedures for using the same techniques against those who 
would deceitfully subjugate you and enrich themselves courtesy of your labor and / 
misplaced trust. The self-preservation process depends on your awareness of (1) your 
True Name and TRADE NAME as legal· entities (artificial persons) separate and distinct 
from you; and (2) your common-Jaw right to be compensated· for the use of your private 
property,98 and·the methods afforded by the UCC for enforcing this right. A reminder of how 
things can actually be, if enough people stop consenting with tyranny in any form: 

" ... We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal; that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty 
and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted 
among Men, deriving their just powers from the cQnsent of the gQverned, -· · That whenever 
any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to 
alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such 
principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect 
their Safety and Happiness .... " Declaration of Independence, 1776. (Underline and bold 
emphasis added) 

98 "Property may not be taken by govemment ... even for public advantage or welfare, withoutjust compensation." 
Louisville Bank v. Radford, 295U.S. 555, 601, 602;United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1; Railroad Retirement Board 
v. Alton R. Co., 295 U.S. 330. 
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The Tru:th About Esquires 
·undressing the u.s~ Judicit~lSystt~m 

Probably the most fundamental, foundational datum thrat must •. b~ cenfronted:by·.today's 
student of the law, if such student has any hope of. ~chieving engoin~ $ttQce.ss. in the 
application of knowledge of law, is that all law-and this' $tatemer:lt includes every;genre of 
codified law in existence, capped off by the U:flifor~.Commercial Co.d~tra$ O.en. stealthily 
ar;~d artfully converted into private, corct>\?r~te ~O.!f6y, and that· the aqminlstrators of. this 
corporate policy are none other than actors :within . ari~ without the insolvent {bankrupt) 
commercial enterprise known as "United S~ates," and its creditors, the F~(ferst Reserve/ 
International Monetary Fund syndic$te. Governments use laws; corporati~ns use policy. 
!his is PP~/~~son ~hy the t~~~. "~u,blic P,.olit,''i~as r~t}~ped,)ts, p~e~~,~Rr:· :l'l;~lic law," 
m comritJbrr~~gal,p~dti~~:the~~itl~~a(:f§:l t&ewtt~:.:~ .. '· · ·•·· ,~.f .. '' ~~. 

\i>;;. " ' ' '"" 

You may have won~~r'd why tne t ··"United. State~" in the.,previou parq[aph is ·nOt 
d d.b · ·~~ · · ··· c~·· .. ~~~.·, ll"T'Ii. ••· · s·Eii.l- .ii.l•"• · · • · ··llio.,.b!!~1"·l"··· ·it..... ···.....,., ·.;. · · ·• ·· ~rece e · ~· M ·'l!'•Ei~tWO'r : : ~~ . ,r.. fjf18· .· •• .&e~ ;.S @'; ... •""~:Jlj;~~ J!J". ,;n:,, . . ;~· tit constant 

use over a long period of time.2 There is nothing .plural about the contemporary use of the 
term, "United States." United States is a singular proper noun, andcorre.ot usagedoes not 
include the antecedent definite article the. United Stat~ is a corpor,te ttade name1 like 
General Motors, and identifies a corporation,3 a,lbeit fedefal and municipal, buta corporation 
nevertheless. Just as "General Motors" does notimply a plural number of "motors" that are 
somehow ''general" in nature, United States does not imply a plutal nurnber of "states" that 
are somehow "united." Just as proper English does not include "thie Canada/' "the Finland," 
"the Egypt," and the Jike in common parlance, it likewise does not include ''ths United 
States"--'and the implication of a plural number of stat• slyly and injuriously irnptants an 
erroneous not.ion in the mind of readers/listeners. Just as "the Sta(E! of Great Britajn" 
appears in the Declaration of Independence (1776)., and "the State of; ls:rael11 is mentioned 
daily in the news media, "the State of United States" Is 'far more acc1.1rate an identifi•r for 
what is erroneously conveyed by use of the solecism, "t~e.United States:" United .States,4 

the proper recital of the name, identiftes the for-profi~. bankrupt, commercial !'hterprj,se 
incorporated on February .21, 1871 il) Washington, DC,5 presently manag~d ·by ttte. receiver 
in bankruptcy, Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico,6 'a/kla/ Secretary of the Treasury.7 

1 Solecism:. An ungrammatical combination of words in a sentence. 
2 "From 1776 to 1789 the United States werea confederation; after 1789i it was a federal nation." Excerpted from 
the defmition of federal in: A 'standard Dictionm: of the English Lantuage, F1111k & WagaallsrCompany; 1903. • 
3 The U.S. Government incorporated as a for-profit, commercial entetjrise in the Legislative Act ofFebruary 21, 
1871, Forty-frrst Congress, Session UI, Chapter 62, p. 419, and chahered a Fedetal company enJtled ''United 
States," i.e. "United States [1871]," a/k/a "US Inc.," a "Commercial Agt$nQy'' origina.liy ~signa~d asf'Washin:gton, 
D.C.," in accordance with the so•called 14th Am¢ndment, which the re'cord indic~es was neverratitied [see Utah 
Supreme Court Cases, Dyettv Turner, (1968) 439 P:Zd 266, 267; Statei.v Phillips, {1975)540P 2d936; as well as 
Coleman v. Miller, 307 u.s, 448, 59,·S. Ct. 972; 28 tulane' Law RevieW, 22; 11 South'Carolirl:a Law Quarterly484; 
Congressional Record, June 13, 1967, pp.l5641-15646]. 
4 "The United States government is a foreign corporation with respect ~o a state." 19 Corpus JurisSeeundum 541. 
5 "Location of United. States. The UnitedStates is located in the District!ofColumbia." Uniform Commercial G.ode, 
"UCC," Section 9·307(h). 
6 Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico was appointed receiver ov• bankrupt United States in Reorganization 
Plan No. 26 (1950), Title 5, United States Code, Section 903) NliJJic LaW 94-564 (LegisJ.a(iveHistocy"'p. 5967). .• 
7 "Secretary. The Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico." Title 27; Code ofFedetal &:egulations, Section 250.11. 
The title, "Secretary of the Treasury," is a euphemistic abbreviatio:o. of the actual title, "Secretary of the Treasury of 
Puerto Rico," also known simply as ·"Secretary" (see Seeretary in Glossary). 
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A N1ost:ln$idious J.urisdiction 

The following legal precept, however simple, reveals the sourc~ of more personal and 
international gr~f,,misery, su~ring, despair, ch;aos, and JossLoftife th:~n can,presently be 
im~~ned by neilriY anyone outside the,Jnner circle~ ,aJ:td that is: "Paiment {consideration) 
sets· the form of law:· .. J. e. th:& mode . of payment ·in, ~my· particular transaction sets the 
applicable jurisdiction for resolution of any dispute/;eentroversy arising, ,)Out· of;;any matter 
concerning that transaction. This unassuming little aphonsrn8 ·points· the way-for the 
serious. student··of history·, politics, .and economics~past aJtthe higbfaJCL.tin9 :"authorities," 
and through the .looking glass, amhinto"the .. s~rawlihg spectaCle. Of'the .mll$t"p~rva$Jve and 
all-consuming confidence game in the history of the world. It· transcends all Rational 
boundaries and establishes venue for the unqualifle.d commerciakconq,i.Jest a.f man1dnd: the 
artificial; priVate, cor;porate {'jurisdiction~~ ol ~ederal Fieseflle Notes. 10 

· ' · 

All courtrooms in America today ~re oommereial marketplaces '.dealing in matt~rs bearing 
exclusively uptln the private, :commercial scrip11 knm¥n:'as '~federal ~eserve NOte.s.'' The 
notion of the "halls 'Of justice" is an ancient fabiEt Today's courtrooms are impersonal 
businesses......;under the jurisdiction of a. foreign •.. occupying, military~2 power......:;that- are 
managed 'from the "bent:t:l"' (from the na.lfan. ·t>anca: .baR~)i by rt'!erehtnt bankers called 
"judges" and" ''magistrates" \Nho enfotce,:p.rivate,,. copyr:igntedl".caTtpora:te p()Jiey ;(kn:own as 
code) wholly ownedi by ,errtish ,,corp~ratiQns:13 The. "budness· of thf) cc;»~.:~.rt'~ ponsists of 
admitting attorneys 14 wishing "to conduct business/' and adjusting and balancing accounts 
oetween debtors and cfeditQ.rstrensactirrgl" Federaf Reserve-Notes, ·~FRN,~s·/' who:·come 
befor~Uand'cohsenHo have dtsputes:iresotved m~~isi ~ricaJs mbdern;jOdictial fbrum. 

&squire&·· 

&squire', from> Miacne Freneh esouier, esqulte s'hield' bearer, .fr:om Lowen Llftih scut.artf1iS·, 
from the Latin scutum sfi'ield + atius ...;;ary~ is definEi!d as: 

• Originally, a shieJd;bearer'orarmor-beaP~t', art ·attendanfon a Imight;'inmodem:times~ a tide 
·'of dignity 'hext in de'gree below knigfit-andal;)ove'gentleman. Welijs•er~s'Revise<l Unabrid@il 
. College·Di6tion¥Y :'(Underline empllasis added) . . . . 

8 Aph()risn\: A shortsaymg stating a. generalnvth. . 
9 Highfalutin: Am.: Slang. Pompous, bom.,~tic. . . . . '· . . . ... .. , .. 
10 Numerovs Caribbean,Central!,Unerican, and evenshutli Ainerican coriiitries hlilv.e agqpt~d the·u.s. D~llaras 
theif national currency. Foreign b8nkstliatkeepFedera1Re~ei"Ve·Notes on deposit are·subjeCttoalfFe,.deral Restiwe 
regulations, examination,· and dfsotbsur• tequii-ements. ·• . · ·. · · ·· •· · ' . · 
11 Scrip: Paper money issue9 for temporary use man emergen-cy::~ M:erriain-Webster:Dictionarr. '. · . , 
12 America is currently under military occupation by the conquering foreigncredjtors oftlie Federal Reserve/IMF 
and its garrison troops, the British esquires of the bench and the bar associations. . The term mission. statement is 
strictly a military designator and any organization with a mission statement is a military wtit. · Alll$ bUl!eaa~: oftlie 
Puerto Rico~based Department of the· TreaSUJ!Y. ~including In~et11al R~enue· S;eNice, Se~llljtie.i ·lltt<i,Ex~ge 
Commission, and Bureau ofAlcobol,: Tobacco and Firearms), allstate tax ~licies1 and:allb.at''8.$~~a~ipns,ep~rate 
under a mission statement. Esquires ijudges· and. att0meys} are. military et}\ic.ers ofthe "Gro:wn ((ln.other fttol'llt for 
Federal Reserve/IMP) carrying ovt the overallmissiQn of th:~'bar; ;It is ir(>nic, thttrthe,.v&ri.QlllS t>ran~hes~of ~e. Unite:d 
States military-the U.S.· Arm)', Navy, Matine Corps;;Air Fmce,111'!1!f;C()astGaard~ not'to:a.t :a missi<m.statement. 
13 The Thompson Group,· LLC, LtD, with offices.located in Montr~l, Quebec,. Canada o;wns., among ·Other things: 
West Publishing Company; BarClays West Group; Bancroft Whitney; Clark 13Qrdnnm-,.Calla~an;,LegaLSolutions; 
Rutter Grpup; .. W~;UTen, Gotham &·Lamont; Lavyyer' s. Co.op;;~eed Elsevier 'Qwns, ·inter alia: Lexia~li>eer.il\gs Co4es. 
Black's Law Dictionary is copyrighted British law and; like all the rest, private, non~public-domain property. 
14 Attorney: Strictly, one who is designated to transact business for another. Black's 7th. . 
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•• . . 

• In English law. A title o~'digilitY next alM#e gerltleinen; !fud below kriight .... Black's Law 
Dictionary, First Edition, 1891. (Underline emphasis added) 

• A man ,belonging' ,to" lhe'higher order.~of Engilii~h. genw§:, :rankit:tg tm#re(llately:'bdo•ht 
·knight: •.. Applie'd to variois 'officers in the service of a :king~~.; • As 'a titl~;;a.c~om:P•yil\l' a 
man?s name .•. ~,lnJthe U$. the title:0befongsofficially to·Ia:wvers.~: 1'1\~ O~llrd·&ngli:sh 
Dictionary,'l971. (Underline emphasis 'added)· · · <· · ' · 

"Dignity" and "nobility" are synonymous~ interchartgeable·terms~ and the WO'fdi:'MamipuJators 
use eaciHo deflect attention from~tlfe oth·erwheneter needed; ' 

• "Nobility. The> persons collective!~·} who enjoy;:nank'ahovC?. c.omm,Qlte£~ *he ;peerage., as fu:e 
English nobility; the qualities. whick constitute ''distin<ttioR o£ ranlt in Qivil s0~,.1 acc.oJGing 
to the customs or laws of the country, that eminence. or dignity which a man derives from 
birth or title conferred,.;and wfiichplaces;him "in an e*P:"ab!o:ve common men,:: .. ~'···Webster~ s 
l823Dictionary, hereinafter~~Webster' s ;l828i"i'~(UnderHne:emphasis added) 

• "'Dignity:. In EnglishJa~. ~honor; a;titte·; station, or disti:mction ofdlo~;,:Bl .. slst. :File 
state of being nOble; an elevated title or position; a personholding, an elexrated.tile; ariglaUo 
hold a;title:ofJ.tobili,ty; :which may be·heredita~yor,for life .. Black~s;;7tf ... ,. Elevatto~.honotable 
·place of rank or elevatioa;·tlmrallk.ottitle ofanobleman." we,bstet's~l82$•' 

As ·can be seen above, ·an esquire is .a title..,~f~l'l"~ility;..,~Jdirtgi slt1f>ld.,.:Pe.~r t.,~ the Kiog/ 
Queen ofEog.land .and. takt$ the'l~d~aga,i:111stan~:tYiitliiVlbPrn tfle .Crow~·d~~irel to'·eng;ag~ 
i~ battle. Officially, all bench officers (bar-member judges and magistrates) andattorneys in 
America are "esquires," officers in servic~pf.theQrown; in legaVcommereiai terms, they are 
foreign;.based merchants in commerce (see U.CC15 2-104) enforcing th~ private corporate 
poHcy. of their Bdtish liege lorcis·.·and employefs16 against !IJA~IlllY ~~t~i~·,,:Pelligere,flts 
(American . "customers") who are decei~ed .··.·and: .9C?ercew. into. u&i•mg . f\e; ~-·i!Gial: $ci:r:jp 
"currency" of the private, foreign ... owned Federal Reserve Bank (FRN'·s), and who· also-out 
of ignorance, b(Wiilder.menti and the )nstim~tive' urge for .swrvivaL:"P~J!lt~liu,tEj'11y :attempt 
avoidance, and , someti~s. even "unlawfut~. ,evasiDn, of the >c;:orp,orate ,ll>Qlicy:;((i;g;~ Internal 
Revenue Code) governing the "privilege" and "benefit" (albeit cornirell,~) O.i.using.,$uch. 

Today, all crimes, including murder, are classified, catesorized, and a9dressed:strictly as 
commerciallpecuniary17 charges by the militaristic 'merChants" whtr«W!I'f ;~dd ri~rate.the 
leg,al sy~tem, . JS!>Ue ~~e CQ,(fes, . ~nd dic~t~. 0\(~r, ,SO~'f.Oill~.nt. t,Ht~··;f~~t i~ .j>Jficially 
acknowle(lged at Title27 of the qo~e otFederal ~~g~lc:jtfon~.:~ection:·t2:l1,.l'lt'fni(~ingf~ 
section of Title 27 alone confirms the undeniable SLtf)remaey and ~ppUc!lJ;bill~ O.ftne UCGJn 
all legal matters·inevery American'coortrQom~ as well as others•1hrougb0t!Jtrthe world. 

1~ UCC: Uniform Commercial Code. ,. 
16 Statutory Instnlrtlent "199':j, No.l773, SOCIAL SECURI~ •• Th~•SocialiSecurity;(tUnJtel Stlltes ofAmerica) 
Order 199'7 ~ Made 22nd July 199'7., ;Coming intofotce 1st SejJtelnber l99~·At 'llae Colnt arBu~mgkam,Palaee&l the 
22nd day of July 1997;.Present, The Que~n's Most Excellesf~ajesty itl:'Co;tinciL.,:FOR 'J'I;IE<&OV.BJOIMEN'iH~F 
THE UNITED·KINGDOMOFGI$AT;BRJ'l'AIN AND NGR'mERN'lRRLAND;WUiiatri Marsden (Ainet,ie8S 
Director, FCO), FOR THE GOVERNMENT. OF THE UNITEO StATES OF AMERICA; Timothy E. Deal, 
(Minister,'Embassy of the Untied States of Am-erica)." For complete· text http:/twww;bmsa~gov.ukllegis.htin. :' 
17 Pecuniary: Ofor~pertaming to money; · , '' · · · · 
18 See "Crime is Commerce" in Apptmdix. Stan looking more closely at the articles in; the new:Spaper, espeeia:Uy in 
the Business section; it is increasingly common for hearing about ernninal charges being~ ''resal.¥ed" oll,tcof court,~ i.e. 
via payment. 
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Debunking, the Mythical "Licens@ to Pt-otic• Law~' · ', , ' ,, ' 

Newspapers and; television .media chantincess:antly about:theso~caUed "rieenstttO practice 
law:" B'ar-a&soeiation. a~ri~ytdo not po~ess ·any such "tie$n$EJ1•to"praotiee law~·.· btif:lhey 
are nevetrhe~s 2iccusetf of'it h1reanfornia Business & ProfessiOn$ Code. In whafcan ·only 
be hailed as lexical legerdemain (brU1iance in the deviol;I.S use of\1\fords) ofthe highest order, 
the code-encrypting esquires irt government ttave successfdJly':fi:Jamboozled even their own 
kind in convincing all of the existence of the almighty "license to practice ·law." The following 
analysis sh9uldt~oroughl¥ disabuse19 anyone of·aoy such mi,eqnc$ption). ·· 

' : . ' '' "'' ~ . 

Whereas the notion of a "licertse to practice law" is scarcely mentioJJed in st.te and federal 
codes, the requirements and parameters surroundJng every other . ktdtt''of ·li~ense in 
existence are spelled out in mind-numbing detail (~.g. Vehiqle Code, ln~~rnal Revenue 
Code, etc.). The sacred "license to practice law," however, is as undefined and elusive as 
the wind: Where it comes from; which ag~ncy of gov.ernrnentjssue~ it; wht)Se sfgnature is. on 
the certification; how it is conferred; whete one goes so he ean see one'ofthese things and 
.examine jt; what th~ tenor (duration, effective period) of the ligense,is; whaUhe cost of the 
lipense is:-,--t~~8e and otherinte~sely.pertin~nt qyestions remaiJl .ur1.answer~d .bY.the Codes 
that foist lhe implication. o[its existence upon us. · 

Here is a. front~row s~af for observing the word-rnaniputatii'lg ~squires~lrmth]n, anp out of 
g()vernmeF1t-· . hi a9tion.. California Business 8i Prof~ssions qt)~e. "C~l: B'&P,"~~he 6p00 
s~rie~ of whicH is. al~Q khOWil as liTh~ State, Bat Act"-;-at S.~ction 600? i$:m~~~lita'ry. e~e 
section in all ofCaiJforriia c·aae tl;tat proclaims that any such license was evlr'l~q«d, buOt 
does not also tell us which· gove'rtrmeht ·agency issuEitt it, anCIIik$Wise whefe one can go. to 
see one of these things. Section 6125·of the same Code discossestheptatlibe of lawtind 
bar membership: 

"6125. Necessity of Activ~ Me111ber$hip .. in~§tate Ba,r •. 
"No person shall practice law in California unless the person is an aptive m~ber of the. State 
Bar." 

"6002. Members. . 
"The. members of the .State Bar are all persons admitted apd ljcensed to· practice law in this 
State •.. " 

These two .cites a~pear innocent ~ou~h,. but a gl.ring oi.JtpoiiJtJ%· ti'Ult tn'y reference 
entirely different jurisdictions: § 6125 is.applicable only rn "Ca!ifdrnia"; §A~125 pe.rtaios only 
"in this St~te." Califom{a means tl:le original, de>jure Calif,rni~ .~~~upli,era,,oQf~~~·;in t~e 
1849 CaUfornJa ... com~tUution. In this .$tatf!1;20 however. per ~alj;fo~ni•~·R~ver:t:y••,&.T~Cl\ion 
Cod~. ~~ns the de facto 4~dera,l terrjtpry . Ull(jer control of Oi$lr~ct ql: C~tun,~ial'~/i<fa/ 
"United Stat~s," aod ·~xpre~sly. excludes the> de· jure .. Calif(lrQia (Californ~. ~·public). 
Whereas California has a sovereign constituenty, i.e. flesh-and:blood rriEm"and· women 
living . on the land ··under the commoR. ·law,jn this .. state .~ignifie' the ffQral "State of 
California,".wJtn its.subject"-"citizen :of the·UnitedStstes" per:sqns e~isting.,under·statute in an 
artificial· realm~ There, is no .other4llau$ili>le,. coherel).t eucptanatiQn f9r nQt;u~iAg .tt\l. ittentical 
term in each Section. For this reason, and this reason alone,§§ 612$ anC!f6()0~ bear no 
meaningful relation with each other. · 

19 Disabuse: To free from error, fallacy, or misconception. ·· 
20 Per California Revenue & Taxation Code§§ 6017, 11205, 17018, and 23034;the tertns ''ilrthis state," "this• state," 
and "State" are defmed for tax jurisdiction purposes as "District of Columbia,'' a/k/a ''United States." 
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Both Sections cite· anLy "pe(fj.gQS .. " ;f:Q~. poly per;soqj· in·i?f4.lilOff1iB :a{eR~~Jorations .and· other 
corporately colored ·entities (TRADE NAMES). Since the de.jure CalifOrnia· EJS&entia.Uy 
disappeareci. fr~~ ·tbe l.egat~cene:with ·!he r;~rrivaL of the ~ .s. bafl:kt:.l.fitw f£1:·:19~3·,· §,;~)(~$ 
Pf,RCfarnatiQn Rl\a~.s.a&: q1u~·~eA~e as. ~~~Vehicle. 99.QEJc ~~JJ9! "Nfi?:iiJSFMm·.fih14/l dr~w 
fjn ·1B ... whee,ler on R:c,ote 6ft1 unless that person is a fl'l:(!{IJ'tbf!JI'G'th~·,T~nlstflr~. Uri~fi!fl." . 

.. =.>· '>- . ' . ' .:/' '\ ' ' :_ ·,· ' ' 

Wllaf~ .'~The State Bar of C..,i:fornia'~i _,' f, '-h ' , ••• •• • ·, ·,._ - ,, •• ,)• 

A potentially fatal disc'ir~~J:l?~ in b~!h. s;.£tio.ns cited a6~ve is th~~. ~~· ~ptt:ty~~ d1: i,~7,t~~ 
"State Bar," a/kla "The State Bar of Cahforma," does not legallyextst. T:l1e.ea nta State 
;Constitu~ion,. ~rtiG!e 6,. Se~tion 9; and the Califo,rrtia state Ja'ar Act, co~ified at Cat B&P 
~001, c~<esp~9ti~ly, make the foUoV1fing .proclamat{o~s: · · ·· . · ·· . · • ., 

''SEC. ,9. ·.The .State ijar ()f California is a"pl)b,Jic co.rpqratiqn.~' 

".60Q 1. The State Bar 9f CaJifornia .is ~ public corpqratiqn,'' 

Ail bona .fide porpqratlPJlS, public a1;19 oth~rw~~~h'ti{ust be,. r~g·l~~~r~~withth~,secret~~of 
·state. The· corporate seen promoted ·an the letf~rh~~d ~f·th~' S.t~ ~~t~fyaD{orQia .i!l'd.Jjfj,d 
bears an incorporation date of July 29, 1927, butthe ~eeretary·otstaft!'s'officEf\lftfortns 'this 
~uthor tbat,. peqpeir records, $lit~ Bar ?f GalifomiG~,il$ a p~blip C,orgora,t,i,qp, ,~P~. ngt.tKi~t 
(~ee "Sta.te .Bar not a R~gfst~recf~.~blic qorporatto~,, in Apperletbt:tor ~ ~tJfitftlf.,dt~~~\~ 
Bar:.s missingJisting as·a·put>llc corporatiQn iil the .CaUfor(lia.Secr . ···oc~~te's orili\l1e 

•. • . "_ ·, "<t:;.'' ·;·· ~-_._; ....• · . ;_" .,~~ ·' "'"'£ :. -~·:t: . '.i· '······ .. -."'__,., . __ ,, __ ~.-·.-)'-~··. -~ ··'•:··, .. Y~-"' .. • 

records Qf, corparations) .. J3peaJ<ing with twelve {12} cf;iffer~nt .~erson· .. . :J.ttle he~aqy~rt~rs 
qf· t~e 1State. Bar in .. San f=rancisco-as high, up 'as tli~ sxect(tive. Oir,e drs .office-rio one 
~n answer~he foUowingqqe;stions: ··' ... 

• What type (legal classification) of organization is the State Bar of Califotnia? · 

•, What is the significance,.0f.the affe!)eddateofittcerf,tOratten, Jtr~IY"29r1:~1. on the 
cotpe'rate1sea~ fcttted by the State Bat of' Caltfornia on;· tfle;r'stafiorrery? 

• Why does the State Bar of California adve.rtise a corporate seal if the" alleged 
corporation attached thereto is non-existent/defunct and unr~.~~~ec:n.i: · 

• . Why is· there no record of tni9 ·State' Bar ~fCalifornia as 2q)tilfJic OOfp~lon ·at the 
secretary of state's office when both the State Bar Act (at Cal. B&P 60'01} and the 
California State Constitutio~. by amendme~t (November 8, 1966), at Article 6, 
section ;9;~ specif}/.that th~: Sfate B~r ofOallfo~hia is a publtt'~oration~ • · 

,, ;-'' ' <0" '·' : ... • ,," ::_~;: ;~: ,•. • ' .<"'f!'o, "'J'{?j.:,· ' 

Asof ttir$:writing (F=e6ruary 4902), the Cffi'ee <;>fthe'ti~ci1i\le"'Directar·oftb,~ .. ~e;''B~r~f 
California is ·ckcutating .a ·m~mo wift11n · State Baf offices. that '~ri!es;Jh"' nit~re of'the 
organization for all employ~es. . . As ~uoted ov~.r.· t~ pnme~ by a· ~. 'h.trt s.nior 
administrative assistant at thffoffices 'Of ·tne· State ea•r {Who sMit·rerh.ait't 'l:mnciftied): . · 

,. ') • ~ • '" "' ;;.o ' ., 

"The State Bar of ·California is a·. constitutiori>aJ' agency . iri . the;jWiti«l' branch · of.?State 
'government, ranet· the ptttpose. of 1He :State Thlir is to act~ as tile, atlmiti'i:Sttaltii\\,e ,'tim:· df •'the 
California JShpreme Court in matters relating to: the regulatioFI; of'the legat~"pl"QfesYion. 
(!Jnderlirie emphasis. added) · · ''' 

21 Route 66: Former un~vided highway running between Chicag~, Illinois an.d Santa Mq.n.ic~· Calif~ia, ofliclaliy 
decommissioned in 1985. · · · 



Ttte. omy problem wittrthe ab'f)ve advis-ory 'r:nemo'is tnat·"constitut~aJtagijtllQy~~ is.,f1ot how 
the Constitution and'c:lhe State,· Bel Aot (Cal. . B&P 6001 }-l&gtthiltiva;actS ·that· ereatetf•;U~te 
State Bar-identify State Bar of California; both specify that it is a public corporation, not a 
"consUtotional agency;" 

Compliqating matt~rs. California Secretary of State refuses tq is$ue a "Certiftcat~ of Non
filing" ($5.00 fee) ~ stan~~rd~ f9rm for any unreg·!stered, norr-ff11~g'J;u6fic ~rpt)ration, for 
"State· Bar of Califorhia," claiming that the State-Bar pub'lic corJ)6ration was· formed by 
statute• '(legislative~ cact); and. tbece:fore< not formed. in apcordaQC$• with the California 
Corporations Code, hence lack of statutory authority for Seeretaryraf StitEhto,·i~sue the 
certificate .. State Bar ofCalifornia is bro~dly and openly touted as ap(Jblic corporation, but 
has cleverly exempted itself frcim registration (to tonq~al its· books and t~chrd$). · Resolving 
the paradox22 and revealing the utter deceit and criminal ihtsn't ofthe' State Sar. and the 
dissemblers23 th.at cre~ted it, is the following, obscure cjte from 7 Corpq$ Juris ~pcuncjqm 9: 

'·::, ... , - ''. ". " ' ' . • /' '"i<, ~ . ·,. •. ' 

'·~'In· view of decision that cres.ltion of public corodrittions By special acts is ptofiibited by state 
constitution, state. bar act creating State' biT corp()ratiifi as pu~lic eQrJ)orafi()B has. D() 
viability and"desigJ!aiti:on ·of state bar·as• 'pltblic.·c()rporatilnti':;has :tr&;legvl eftitaeyi" 
Bridegroom v. State Bar! 550 P.2d 1089, 27 Ariz.App. 47. (Underline and bold emphasis 
added) •·· 

The Sfate Bar Act cweating·the State''Bar'as a public corporation ''hasrno viaemty," and the 
public corporation f0rmed thereby has "no legal efficacy"-but State Bar enjsy.s,thet best of 
both worlds anyway: an apparent agency of government, enjoying.the power and protection 
of. 'the ,state, incltlllifi'g' e.>femjl)tio/1 ·frotrf frax'B'#on; fbut• ln aotualfty a pir4!11e' cinstfiutiolt' wlt#btJt 
legal• easis, a conjlome~te Gf" sycophantic, ftun1des :taHarne,s,.:·at tllte beett,<am\1 cat! of the 
judici.aPsystem (that e'nfoltes copyrighted .law Of'British oorp6ta110hs}.lnperattQQ>00tside~ the 
botl'hds· o'f'taw that ·the .restiof,us most' ccn'ltem:hNitfl .wery.;gaayjU$ttcrr s&tV:NEir How,couldvwe 
expect· anything less from the "profession" whose . very) e)dst{fn.ce is predicated' on the 
ongoing ignorance ofits victim-customers re its practices and policies . 

. t 

Bar .MemberS, hip. 

Section 600~telts·.us ~·rnemberscoftheState I;3ara~e admittedar~d licensed tof!pt.actice law." 
Admitted in~whatT,L.icense,d.bywf'lom?. Thew~r<:J ma$te"i•of ttUst~imp~,pn~clamation in 
both satisfying the reader's perfunctory24

. inquisitiveness, y.etfirtqlyi ;'~ta!'ijSI\tJi:AS···~mbiguity, 
boggles the mind. Reading these •two Cal. B&P Sections, one might get the ideathatState 
Barntembers·arevthe .... only ones·who ean 6V:er. obtain:a <!Jicem8e tit:"JaactiQe'~taw)'· However, 
because of· the way Section tm02 is worded;' R0n"'menttiers ·()f th~ .:JState;:;ta.ar •are .not 
excluded from being "admitt~d);and liee:nsed to pilactice l•w in th~ State:" Similarly, as 
shown below, bar membership is a result of, i.e. follows, being "admitted and licensed to 
practice 'law in this state,'' W·hereupan th'e admitted J!'a:rty'~s·fhen granted membership tn;the 
State Bar and a bar eard=-nbt the e.therway around: 

"Generally. membership· in a bar, association is optional with the indiNiduaj.,:alt{)mey, ·b~t 
where a unified or 'int~grated state bat organizati'olris establis~d~·membePshiP\I!Jn4:p.ayment 
of dues may be required as conditions of practicing la:f.;.tnthe;$tate .•• ,'? .?:~C()rpus Juris 
Secundum 8, In re Gibson, 4 P.2d 643, 35 N.M. 550. · (Underline emphasis added) 

22 P.;ridox: A stateinerit that seerh~.contrary t6"common sense and yetis perhap~ true. 
23 Dissemble: To conceal or disguise one's true naiure,'mtentions, etc: so as to deceive. 
24 Perfunctory: Done merely for the sake of getting through; mechanical and without interest. 
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Cal. B&P §§. 6125 >and 6002 areAhe only. two eode.<seetians that bring <J!>ar-assaciation 
attorneys into the realm. otlegitimacy. A recap ofs·ignificant dlsctepancies: 

• Only State Bar members can practice law in de jure California, wbi~h >.wa;s;<tfor all 
practical purposes, disposed of on March 6, 1933-i.e. § 6125 is pure camouflage; 

•. Though th~ media; and courts 'would h'ave ~S, believe\oth~rwise; ,nbn-State.'Bar 
members are not exclvded.from being '"lic~nseCI to practice law. i9:;this StatEi·~; . 

• State Bar members have been "licensed to practice law," but'when"an~vwhere,and 
how and by Whom weare not told; and ·· 

• Cc:tlifornia Business & PrQfessjons Code requlres IJ:lernbe~hip in a m:ni:-
e)(istent/defunct public corp.otation. · · · · · 

The State Bar of California does not issue licenses-cannofiss(Je licenses;_~i:!c~use it is 
nothing more than a freewheeling, private trade_ unipp .r.>oslngas ag~ncy of gov.,rnment. 
Quoting from a statemenlissLJed by Gove,s;tlor,p,te Wll.son's office, in a~Mf:ty 39, t9.98 article 
from the LA Times entitled "Wilson Suggj9sts Changes to Let Bar Survive": 

"The bar now 'acts as a trade organization promoting the lespltpto-fession, ~e cpntinuing 
to regulate and discipline attorneys-a dual responsibility that many of its 'o~ member 

·attorneys call a conflict oLinterest,' s~id a s~tementcissJ.led by Wilsop-~soffic.~;" (Ut\derline 
emphasis ~dded) 

If the State Bar were .indeedo,the source of th$,m.ysterious "Uc~os~ t@\:'A~cticeJaw," th~n. it 
would be an .absolutely indisp.eRsable component ~of ,the: Ca.lifti>rlllia ;$~-.<:government (~n 
;Impossibility}; without which no .. attorney could be ".licensed." :Pr~ving, th~ 1mpE)teJ;le&,of,~tbe 
State Bar of Calif.omia and;the falsity oUhe licensing myth as~ociatedwit~ it.- iS.;·~he foHo'f.Eing 
articletfrom ,the April 14, 1996 edition of the LA Times:· 

"Beleaguered State Bar Faces Uncertain Fate- Agencies: ltwill begin.gobtg outofbusibess 
as a result of Wilson veto unless LegislatUre a"cts quickly" · 

' " ... Critics two years ago launched a referendutl1·:0n whe.the.F· tluJbolishlthe:bag hut with··iust 
over half the stateis lawyer':s voting. the >bar survived •. ::A:bout1i5o/cr·of.!Wf'respoJilclents 
owosed dismantling it 

·"The bar has e.$caped other ·brushes -wiUt dtath, .. In 1985.·tlle ~g~lature t;efusedfor 
sevel"al months to al·low the bar• asst>cia1iion to· collect dQes ·t>ecause of i~ a,hysll,lalt:eco,rd,in 
diS¥iplining la-wyers." (Bola and Underline elllph:asis add~4) · 

If the existence of the··bar association .hinges oQ a!lHntfiJmaJVJlte oftitisg~uJ!ttlt~cL{tQriti.g~,·~J~. 
bar-association attorneys comp·laining about pa~ing d.£J~s atJd·f1scipliaiflQ~·the~~V$S78f1P 
could have easily been abolished in 1985 and 1996-the State Bar of California can be 
'dismissed·•as irrelevant as- the .source of any· ~o ... caUecil "licen~··t~· PJ'~lee law~~ _.;However, 
the apparent intent is to bring about the idea in the mind of the pobffcahSt :an.,.attorney's bar 
card is his ''license to practice Jaw." 

Regarding the conduct and professional standards of esquires, there is no state or federal 
regulatory agency in America gov~rning such rnatt~rs. Quc;Stihg .O~ean~idfe, CalifOrnia 
Republican Assemblyman Bill Morrow, who $PO.n~or~(,f a. b.lll. for ov~rh$uUtlg and $Orinking 
the bar in 1998, in the same LA Times .art.icle immed~tely above: · 
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"Morrew said that he is>noLworried that lawyer discipline wiU lap-se.;' If'n()>legislative 
breakthrough is•·reaehed my summer,~the legisla•e'will simply tra11if~r·,tlatW¥~~is~ipline to 
the State Department of Consumer Jfff'81ts; the lawm.aker said."· {Underline im:pimsis$a'ddled) 

Bar associations fuAction merety .. as labor:unions,:ifike,the Teamsters.'Just •·membership 
in the Teamsters Union does not co:fllferAhe privHege of· drivil:lg~ .merrilietlhlip in th&'.'bar 
association likewise does not confer the privilege.ofpracticing .law .. Rather, m~mbership in 
the b·ar assochition is"a TfJS:LJit of being "admitted'al\td !licensed, to .practt~ law;" · ;Tf!le. notion 
that a'bar"asseciation .llas ·any obligation to discipUne'its members is f_,tasy,;r""d whatever 
ocou:rs is·.:Qratultou~ ... Sta1eA:>ar :associations·cannot;!De very different than fheir;;parent, the 
Americar::t, B.ar Assoc¥Jtion;{a "vQlu~~ttarJmem,l:>ership ~s~~iati~n Qf;attorm!y$'' p~rtheir web 
site); each is one substantialfy'n(l)thing m·ore thaR a! union of local mercenaj;i.s'&military 
personnel for hire) carrying a foreign title of nobility and operating .under the aegis2 'of the 
j~dicial system~ whieh•kas a vested'pecunlary ihtetest ln the pro1iferationof'atsmembers. 

; ,· 

".Attorneys,at La"" 

Cal. B&P 6067 specifies that it is merely a "person"- not a "member of the State Bar''-that 
must have a:,eertifioate•;of his oath of offioe. inel'G1rsed. upon h:islherJtcens~: 

"Every . .person on .his admissioa>shall take an oath ~o .support tl)e Constitutie.n· of.theJJnited 
· · States~6 and~the:Cbnstirution.of the State <lfCaiitbfjja,27 .and faithfuU~;toldiS(.fh• th' duties 

of an attorney at law to the best of his knowledge and ability. A certificate of the oath shall 
be indors~d upon. hiS'Jicense.". (Underline ehlphasisi added) · · " 

We are not told what is 'meailt by "admission" in this ~ode Ssction·{r:evealed below), but if 
the bar .c~rd w~re Ute sc;>-caUed ~'llcens~ to,practi~ law" tben the ab3V~ti'Sfe:tended oath 
would be inscrib~d uppn it in certificate-form and iod:orsed., No bar, ·Qatd---:a:· credit-card 
sized piece. of Plastic-has· any s.uch indorsed c~rtifrcate of .oath of offie$ 'upon· it.· The· only 
text appearit~g .on thel}ar catd <>(the State. Bar of Calitbmia con~rns a'ril\liJal:unian dues: 

, . ,,, ' ""' ' . : ',. . ·,. _,- ,, . 

. . 
"This certifies th~t the person whose name appears on· this card 'h;J.s paid "the annual fee 
required by statute." . '' · . ·· 

Punctuating this whole matter, your 'autpors flreJ>~rsonally ~cqu,aJnted w~th [rior~.than, on!3 
"practicing attorney at law" who is not a member' ofthe bar. if sucn "attorney$ at law" are 
"admitted ... and Ucensed to,practice law in this $.tate" (Cal. B~P6QP2};;t:-and QQ~~yet are 
not 111ernQ-~rs of the bar a~sociatlon, upc;>n ~xactly which ·~u~ense~ is'Jh~i~ "oath to; support 
the Constitution of the United States" indorsed? · · ·, · · · · 

the *tua#So~Called ·4'Licens.eto .Practice. Law" 

The reason British esquires can practice law without a stal$3-i~ued license ,ill American 
courtrooms is that the courtrooms are . no longer. de jure . government .. inst{1JJ1lentalities/ 
operations, but rather private,· monopolized; comtherdial venuesfma:tketp1ices ~ enforcing 
the private, copyrighted, ·carporate policy {statUtory l~w/eode) of the owners of· the codes 

""':k:, i>'c 

25 Aegis: Shield; protection; patronage; sponsorship. . 
26 The de facto "Constitution of the United State~" (1871) represents the ·legislative democracy; the de jure 
"Constitution of the United States of America" (1787) represents a constitutionalrepublic. 
27 The 1849 California Constitution is the de jure Constitution of California; the post·US .incotperation 1879 
Constitution (containing no effective date) of the State of California is the defaoto, federally coiored'constiwtion. 
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and theFRN's, as.mentioned e•rlier. F?ossessionofa.bar merln:bersnip Qard,;as.;fn\any·labor 
Union,·· means only, t~at a J?B.di$ular eSi!JUire. has;,·C!Jttained 'at least SQ.me dft'ie$ ·of .• ek:pertise 
and, that his/her union dues are current Nothing'el.se. · · . j ·· • 

The answer for tbes.above lfnceftaiftties·apparently lies tn·Gafifornia Bumness&J~rofessio.As 
Code. Section~ 60(64, ."Ad~~sion on examiner's 'Gertifi•tion; Admissior:J;certifie•te!': 

,·.,;~,:: . (:~ '~, ( 

~,'Upon ,,:certification "by the ·. exal'lilining · ,comttiitteft: that 1M . appiita•t.i:ihaS:,. {!lfillfd ·the 
. ,reguitlements; f~ admission to practice law, the 'Sllpre:me. Comt .J11lay,a~fl,~hiappli~atit.~as 

an attomeyJ~t ·la~in ~H .the ~~<tllt:tfof this State:-~mir direst mt,«,der.·t~'he:.*'fed Ul!IJ. its 
··records to .that effec;;t. A te:r,tifi~ate;&f ad.migjoatbqre\JpOQ;'ishall.,gi'\{:e,t\ w:*"~ifpplieant 

. bythe:,clerk,ofthe co.wt." ·(l}nderline andB&ld emph~is·a~) · 

First of aU, the fact that a 'Separate body, f'the examinh)g· :oemmittE!E!/',*lTtust<~i~ · tllat' ·.~ 
appiicant "has fulfilled the requirements for admiE;sion to practice laV(" is further'evidence 
that simple bar membership does not;;comer a\,~',Ji~nte to practice law'';....._othef'WiS!e Section 
6002 would be sufficient in itself, with no further requirement for being '•ticensed.'' · 

Regarding the true··impartance 0f the; so;.catWd "t•amin~ing • eornmltteer"mfe~Jll~.oabove m 
Section 6064: the chief justice of the Supreme Court C:an unitateratly. overrule its d~cision 
:antlr.adrnitany·applicant tlltat has beel't-rejecte~l'a$1 unfJMunquaiifi•, "'A!ltmiss~~tf;Jpractice 
·law" ·is controtledc:ultimately by th~ cnief:jtistice .Of'the SEJpreme.¢ourt o$.8Te jutlsdiction: 

"Supreme CoUrt. has inherentpowerand authority to, admit .an annlica;ntto~acliceJaw in this 
State ... despite unfavorable report upon such applicant by B;oar,h>!G6veinotfo:fState Bar." 
(!Jnderlme"emphasis ad<!ed) Lacey,Jnre(l94.~) l.l.CA7d 6,Q9, &1 P24~~5,; 

"The authority or the ,Comrriittee of Bar Exafitfne~s ·i.~ Jimite(J' td' itrve$tlgat1nij ahd 
recommending for. adl'Ilissiorl· those applicants fiuiid''~y • it t~ he· (W:~e;t>res6tl~d s~dards. 
Only the ·s~pr~me. <~()~ h~s. the]> lena~ ~pwer tp ~ii~l?Jl~iq~~:;~lfd~··i~;;~~op1ni~h ci,f 

· ·the court, meeftn~·prescribeft'tesl, whether or not;the ~ Con;mimee ·agrees ,t1lth~th~eonclusinn 
of the court." Greene v. Zank (1984, 2d Dist) CalApp 3d 497,204 Cal.R.ptr 719, ·(Underline 
emphasis added) ~· ·. · , · · · · · .·· . . ' ,, 

()ther sections of the. Code rev~al that the "license to practipe law". fonowt "ac,tmission to 
practice'~aw,''notrnemt;>er~fliFiin the bar-ass9Cie3~i611: ·· . . ·· ., , · , .. , · :: r\.:: , 

'*;; 

.. "6060.5. Neither. tl1e board, nor any committee authorized By it·,· shallreqtlite t:ffil~'apRHc~ts 
'for _acfmission t6 ptaeti~~; law in iCalifojtriit pa~s different fin~J bl(rZexai,ninatf<i~"ide~~ding 
upon the manner or school in which they acquire tHeir! h~g~t education. ,;, ):Y. ' I • : I 

"6060. To be ce11:ified~to the 'Suf>remeColni'ffft·.aul»dAiea~l'lld a4ii,nse to pra~tiee law, a 
person who has not been adniitted to practice law in a sister state ... shall ... {Bold and 
underline·emphasis~ded) 

"6064,1. No_ pers.~ \\';ho ad~qcates the overtb~g"'pf,~he Gox~ment ~~~e Unii~~i Stat~s or 
pf this State by fore.~, yiolen~e .. or ,_other·,!-fp.Col.'J;stitu~m:tl;m~an~, ~~ll \>.~;:ce,t\\tJ!d to~e 
Supreme Court for admission and a license to practice Ja:w." (Un4erl.ine and b9;ld 
emphasis added) · 

" ~ '> 

28 Plenary: Full in all respects or requisites; .entire;· coillplete; also, complete, as emb~ing aU the p~ or members. 
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A ··~eaklife+example · OJ,tne'true .:nalure •. of fhe ·so~aU~d "license;t01tJ)ra-jslt•·rl'ititlfen'cfrom:a 
Nqvem8er 'tOr 280Y1 arttcle. tn,the LA Times entftled ''Clinton ,Restgtrs ·~Fom Jini§L1''0~rt,'Ba¥': 

~~' ... FonnercPt~swent Clinton hereby respectfully requests' to. rgspl'fmll: the", bJ~;tL0f,fuis, 
court,' his lawyer, David E.KendaU,.saidinJt·two•page letterto ... the:.ldghcourt's:cle&."·''. 

' - ' ; 

"Glinton' s resifPation from #l,e Supreme <Co'~,;tlt bar will J¥!Ye li~le J?raSticali!JlPact. .,Clinton 
has not praotiQt,d; before the Supreme;CoQrt;at\Q1 was not expectedto.~pe all)i cases ~in the. 
future .... " (Underline emphasis added) 

Clirton resigned only fmmJhe St.~preme Courtbar, and from n.O·Oth~rbar:. ,,tm; former SO'
c.a;llled "lic~nse ,to practice ,~,!N1 ~n question .is >the: ~ertificate ,.,of a~mts~iori' {~$uecLby the 
Bri~ish .. e~etuire. chief justieE;l of the Sup.r:eme ;Q,ourt;. just .like,.the 'oAes l~ed in. ,de ifacto" State 
of Pi\ltfOrfilia·, where thep'~}'}ief,justic~·has. final s~y--$0 oyer Wf:lQ Q~ts :~jQ,ns~·· (pbief justice 
is ~pe: &~;~~reme · (r),<>tUI1): . : Ev~ey other "licellS~"·~ p:~tice.law. ;u fflll'~by. ;.C.JioteA for doing 
bu$it1eSsd'f'l, all other equrtro:omS;.~emains·t~act ~T~e only poesib1e,J.'UG,$nse tOf)~~ce .law," 
th~ certifieate.· of admission, does;. not fit the definitia;n of ''liceflse"' pJif s~,;,bUt''is, a ·de· facto 
license, as proven beJoW,,·issUEtdby.,the Supreme Cou.rt ofthej:urisd~ction. 

• .So.Ut:t$Jl»f the "~icense" and the· British TUI•of NobiJit, .. · 

S:i~ce 'therC:ode pilinslak:I'ngly avoifls ~~ve~·aGtt~~l)y r:lafnill9iidentifying, th;e: im~in~ry ''license 
to i practice law," we must look, deeP-er. to ,,cUsca;vef the true na~re Qf ;the c~tficate · of 
adtnission and why it is construed as a "license to practice law." An underlying· aspect of 
the certificate of admi&sion.,-and likely the only reason we .. are,.ever;e~JlJokl Cii)fa· ... ~~li~se 
to. practice law"-. is because it is the equivalent of the "right to ,practice lavv," revealed at 7 
Cdrpus JuritS$ectmdt:Jrtl 4 '(page ~tl1) af:ld tae actual referemoed ,oasfi~ · 

IV ' • '', 

"In this state, ,the right to practice law is conferred by letters .. patent, issued under the 
· greatseaho-f.the stale<.Fzy its·ohief·exe_c\Jliive.;. •a'he;liighH~"•A!•W;l$1 ft"f!rAPertY tdg·ht 
existing by virtue of.. .lette.r&patent;frgm ~he state as the.:Jiyetdlgn. 1~ A. ~29; 114 N.J. 
Eq. 68. (Underline and. bold emphasis added) · ·· · ·· · 

Th~ word·.patent is defined a~.f~Uows: 
!, ' 

:, • . "1, . a. Manifest or apparenftci everyb~4y; ~e,gu{rj.n&. rip searph tp 1g,iscov~r~ dq!).~picuo~s; 
evident; plain; as, the fraud was patent. 2. Covered or protected by' letters pa'teht~ secured 
from. inted!r~~,e ,b~~~oxen.w~~t J?rPtte,ti,~~; ·;,~· 9:p~ior~~l~ns~~ti~~h ~le~e~s 
patent.... fl.; •••• 3. Law"A,grant.Of.any prtv.dege,, (raaqhise,. et,.,.,JBaat;.:J!y.soyel'eign 
autbority.'> A Standard'Dictionarv ·~fthe Engfish;Laninffige, Funk & Wagij.ails Conip~y 

.(1903). (Bold and,U~d~lh,le,jilld•el11pJias1~.ad~d) ······ · · ' · · · · · · 

j . ,,, - ., ' > .·,. "' )' ., • ::: ,c : : • 1 ,· ,.: . . ·J ·, ~ ~-: :'.·; ·"· .. 

· • "1~ Arg9vernU!J-~ntp~ot~f"tjonto:~n in;yentQf,, sQ9MCill~ t~ him for~cSPr~~:tlcti~~,;~e e>5'f~l:lsj~~ 
dght: of manu~~~wi,t,I~. expl:0itit1g, u~i,l}g, . a~ sef\ill;~ an i~t;ent~n;. :t~e ·9~ht' ~~t.~g;,,;~· 

. Bea~e" anx oftl~iatdoc.ent secwing riJht~·~ F~~ ~:.W.&s~lls~Stattilft'd Dic~WM• 
: Internatio~al E~tien,'(l958). (1Jo~c:l.~t1~ lllldewne ~1l1Pha~is al.4d~) '· · 

l:· ' .::·._;.>'.· .f''·;, " .'::. '•.- ... ·. . . ;·~;, ·' ' .. ').·.:·:.·~. ::: :~:~ .. ;: . .. ! .:.::_, <' 

The true relationship between CroWn and United Stat,e~ sbq~Q be .~oming.jntg· f•clt~: t~e 
source of a patemt, a~,Well as Ietter$ ... :p,f3~nt (d:est::t1be9r t>EiJc)~)".from :t~fit,l'~.irttling ha;s 
always been the sovereig·n; the Crown, the· orig'Jnator of.this device .. Beeause the' Crown 
had a supreme need for disguis.ing its commercial interests in AmerJca. while .. continuing to 
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conduct buaine$1• .in tile name of its straw"~"men~P esq1uires, the notion .. of a/J~<Sevehtign" 
artificial p~rsorn~Unit~fli ,States~. a •spo.called ''so.vere.ign· st~,"., had· to bl~f<~l»eled ?aod· 
introduced into the legal world. Officially proclaiming United States a "soverejgn;!1·thereby 
endowed thfl! ttnterpr!$e with . a sense of ;legitimacy and prfipriety,• Wkile, .still cotltrolling 
utterlr, however,· the ttestiny of the new oorporation:· via its esquires. ·Ffat e$;cquk'es, .the 
chain-of-command still runs to the Crown. . [Historical Note: 24 of the 56 Founding 
Fathers-a/most ha/f.,..-were. kif!lg's :esqujrc:ts.] The acWral case· ~d fro.f!O. ·~us Juris 
Secundum above (1·68 A. 229; 11>4'N;";' Eqr 68.) sheds· more light c>rl this·pl!f&mO"meAon: 

"In this state, the right to pract~ce law is conferred by letters-patent, issued under the great 
seal of the state.• by its· chief exe~utive; In re Bra:i:tch:,• •supra; · 'f:his basj·beeri the~custom frorh 
the very beginning'·<>f the ProVince of New Jersey; ·In. re Hahn, supra. S<it5tlmt~llUomey=sL2t~ 
law 'in·· New Jersey ate·the'hoJden o(a fraiiCiils·e granted· hx,the;'Siatet tbtt>ugl!Jtk~4govemot; 
by letters1'patent,. hy"the•samewuthoriw~as fQ'rmertr::Wasl~~';ll!fttft~JI!t·ltlh~wn. 
1 Pol'lock & '•,Maiitand's History .0f .Englistr;Law 191'/'lA~ fn:Rddse ·Is :aJtMJrf::.pt*ltege,:or 
braneli of the king'i'preroaative• suhsistingJn;fhidliands,e.f:a' ·sti'b'Ject; '·.2 Bt Chin. '57; ·A 
special prwileg~cQnfertet1 by government on individuals artd·;whioh do~s not bolong.to the 
citizens .of the country generally b;y common righLAng. & A. Gorp. P 4; ... " 

''Since the ·'fi'ght to prattice an~E>i'dmazy caning, business ot prc:Jfe:ssl{en:<Jis property (State v . 
. Chapman, supra), it follows that the right to practice a!profession:comirre<lby the state as a 
franohise/6y virtue ofiwllat was fit"iginally'tli'eti#ff'·s·vreropti~,e, is t{pr<>t>ett}H·@hi.>e ,[68 
A. 229; 114 N.J.Eq:68. {Underline and tiold·emphasis added) . . ; . ' 

~ ' 

h\'ivestigating letters~patent, we find: 

• [From within the definition of letter:] "Letters patent, an open document underseal of the 
government, granting some special right, authotity,·prWilege,•.()r:·pr,opept¥,·.·orocoDfetdng 
some title;... A Standard Dictionacy; of the English LangJJage, Funk &. WagnaHs Company 
(i9'o3): (Underline ~d boldemphasis added) · · · • · ·· · · 

No attorney ;can produce .. a ~valid, st§te-issued !llh~en'Si to · p~r~i 1ft(,"· 'and' no .. such 
"lieense" e~ists: However; 'there ~~;,'S~h: a tfling'a'S''~(J;;~ri~hftb' pract~ law)' Wflich is a 
spee1al properly tight and; as•conffrm~d· above)wif~m·\ObfpU~ Juri$'Secu!1d~m,':'lat~;right is 
granted by means of letterspatent lhe so"-calfed "'lioahse to pFat:ttce i.W" ~ifb~ none 
otber than. the letters-patent "certificate of admissitm"-a document tt:rat caa. only be 
C.onstraed as.the fabled ·"'license to'praC'fice law,". and tne,n orilycoveftlY:,·'~)f'ia'fldwithirf't.the 
judidaf' systeijT. . As·. donfirt:ned' . irf'Jhe CJ1ctiohaty-deflrlftlgn .· of<te#ttjf!'·'lpa~rit, it11ll!f'1edia.tely 
abbve, the BritiSh-esquke-.f'Un. SIJJPreme.Courf, ~in·t~e'' g#lnt~ng 1iof,,t!tte¥$~~pa~n\; t~itly 
confers the British title''of nobility, Esqaire.'t Attorneys at la\V·-ar~ ffe'e' to','bi!gi~'using their 
new title upon receipt of the Cf!rtificate of admis$ion ..• ,J3ar mernl!~r~hip is inci<iental {non~ 
essehtial re the· ;,..right to practice laW'), fo11ows''il1 tffe· wate':<$f:ttne>t~ft~l'Sr;;.~tlnt, and 
establishes a 'Sham;straw man between the ,judicial system and tffe pe'eple. 

. - ,. ' - ' " 

29 Straw man. A "front"; a third party who is put up in name only to take part in a transaction. Black's 6th. 
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Sine& 1.there iS no cteqliirem~M· that· an ·attorAey at law identify hims'e;tf a$ an ~esquire, there 
must be sorneotiJer tactoF:'at pfay that induces such extraneoos·benavi&r: .. 

._,,_ .1 ,.;, 

··~~is$ion ;tO!,the praoticetof law' is· membershipin a·a·ancient and h~notabie~'pmfession 
diat,has fodts .goal the: furtherance ofthe•admini~tration of justice, aitd th~.ratt£lrney is· an 
insti3Hllent for the;·aebitWent~nt ofsuch noble. purpose.,': McFarland v:,.G~ottle;App., 319 
S.W.2d 662. (Botd:an<}undeflimNirnf'emphasis added) · 

~'PrqfessiQn .ia(Wlud~· ;much more thari the mere mana~ment of.t\ie prosecution and the 
defense of litigated cases." Commonwealth off>ennsvlvania·v. Wheeler, 13 Pa:;Super. 164. 

'"Accepting. employment entails duty to coqrts and faithful perfen:nance of•services.'' 7 
~Corp..li!§Jur.is$ecunflurn4, page 80·1. €Underline.emphasis added)' 

"One who is admitted to practice as attorney at law, both byvirtue of his oath of office and 
cu$toms aB:d:ttaditions·:o:&thetdegalprofessron., owes·to .. flre .court•tJte:;b:ilhest· duty of 

'fid$ity." 97NiW:.:2~287; 255 MihmJ70 Inre: Lord. (UmierlineJand·b:old·emphasis added) 

What better way of advertising one's true colors ("military service," per Merriam-Webster 
Diettona&)-. ·· re tna sc:Juree: of· G'ne's newfound .power than by voluntarily .. affixing the 
addendum, (king~s)·'!EEsquire.~ on the end: of one!s.f:\ame. 

British cdi'pnratioms 'bave ·trow qopyrighted, and own, every}.fype ofQode ·within the entire 
U·.S .. jud1,iat $Jster:Jr·~$.'cited.:i:Jl. Ft>otnote·13· OR the second ·page of•. this··treatise). The 
private' policy~sf·Br:msh. E:o.rp0ratio•i•s beingenforceein;Am~a'I1'CQ!U~ms in,the form .of 
a property right bestowed upon a special class of "citizens" whcl'eeoomeJ,Brit{$h esquires.30 

Black's Law Dictionary is ·copyrighted British law. 

Whereas the bar .association"''is .pr;esented as:the supreme force· inf'th~ legal· realm, it<,1s 
actually only~ a club: of private hetWhmenv:under · *qer•;oenti!QI .pf, the:<SL~cfi)teme Ct>urt, ~bieh 
grants a spec;ial·"prepepty:right" (to practitedaw) in.:letters palentdisgu;seg,1as "~rttfrea·tes ·of 
admission~fJhereby covertly 'conferring the .title Qf "e$quire"· upon r.;pients~ The1eorrupt, 
unregistered, and illegitimate bar association dutifully slinks along behind the master
nevertheless a vitaHool..in tWe designs of\:the L..egal Ma$ters,.of the World......,a ,storefro:ntfor 
deflecting:;pubtic scr:utiny; and. providing ~a semblance of pietya1 within the <'legal 'prof~ssien; 

Esquires carry out the business of the Crown~ ,;.e. e~tra~tion ofc,bothrpartici~tory pa~$0:ts 
arising out of the original commercial joint venture between the Colonies and the. Crown, 
and 'Waf!. reparation.s~alted ·"war contributions". (see war contributions;in G/d.Ssary)-from 
Ameriean Colonial belligerents (you). 

The Fox Guards the Henhouse 

Besides the fact that aJJ; three branQhes a:f what .p~sses for. "g~overJiltnent'' in' ~merica'":'"'" the 
legislative; Ju<ticiaJ," and· e~ecutive brancl!les 'of.bankrupt, de· fa.cte U&;.l ntk-!"'F~ ~r~.rc~tt J~ltnos~ 
exclusi'tel~''~b.y·persomnel. QPet;ating undet:;i!.Bri~isb·titl.~ ofJ)QI:>ility.i eve.rJJ pr:cp~:LJ~~~~ iiltQmey; 
at,every leve1.ofgovemm@tqperat~in·a:.rnSflnfJr·lhat.makes·a··~oo'-fiY·Of,,tJt• .. "$epa~al~n· 
of powers" doctrine. Under "Attorney & Client'~ il1 Corpus Juris Secundum (1980}wehave: 

30 Ex-Mayor of New York Rudy Giuliani is the most re.cent recipient, but apparently the past many American 
~re~idents.ha':eeach been hon?re~with knighthood ("Sit";titlet>foobility)·bestbwed tiythe Crown.· 

1 Ptety: Ftdebtyto·naturalobltgations. ·· ' . ·. 
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'.~~is first .duty is··to.tll~ ~;and the pupl~(;)~. qpt to tbe ~t~;?;Wh!JPVS'<fw dtt\.ie#itQ; 
~Is ~Iient c?ntlict:,;wjth.,:thos.e::he owes as .an<offieer of tb!! e.out ift $lle"ta.l!istjtiati~~ 
JUStice, the former must yield to the latter. The office of attomey is ... vitatto the,wcdl-being 

.. ~f. the court.; .~;.Att6mey~a~·?offieen·of court ·have dl19?;to1~iat8.~ .. Pf8t.•Jie eou.rt 
which duty should:.exeeed that 1m posed upon·the publie. generally and. whi~h dUtfJshould not 
be lo~ked upon. lightly. •nd c.annot he sltirked. und•.•he ~~~~:gtes~mterest.of 
a party litigant. 7 Corpus JuriS: Secundum 4 t&ld and~etlin:eleni;p}tasis,..a~d) 

"Duty of, attooFney, is to 'eoari: illitigantrelrent's.Jnterest 6.t~a~~a~·••~~in1el"est. 7 
Corpus Juris Secundum :41 .. .(Beldan'd'undefline.emphasis added) ·. · · · .. • · 

"One who is admitted to praCtice as att{\rne¥. a~ law, bGth ·IJy.;viettte.;c:>fhis :t?~tll e{.~ce and 
customs and traditiOns 'of the; legal professien, owes•Jtq .. the .~~·tt.:tbedri .. rJluty of 
~delity. 7 Corpus Juris Secundum 4. (Underline and b&hl emphasis added) . 

~., :·-~ ' 'il~ -;~~ 

~'It is. generally accepted. that an attolifiY is .. an 9lfic~tElf,the ~~~:·a~.s~lt~:an.offtoer 
· and 'arm oftbe state:''· fi{JorpusJuris SecundumA, Virgin ISf~~AssociatigQi:v:: :O,nch, 

D.C; Virgin.Islands, 124 F. Supp. 257 (Underline and bold· emphasis added) · · · · 
.. 

The internal memo from the ~ExecutiveiDtrector :of the •Statitia'f'•of~iforniB r.;eferemeed 
earlier is in complete harmony w1th ttre above cites tom Corrpw$ Juri~:S'BclJilltidtrT:/''' · ·· · 

"The ·State2'Bar;· of' CaHfOFn.ia is. a ·con.stitut~onal ~8~ncy. iet::·tke, JQ;~ifl· b•:ofi&tate 
. government.· and the putpose.cof the State baJ;·i~ ·to aeta~ ~the aflililiPM:a·4$-~f$ 
California·. Supreme·.Coart· in, matters. relating t<nitlae regtiation ofi~e '1-'hipr.gfcjSsiC)n. 
(Undedine ;md ·bo:Jtl:emphasisadded) 

/{s abundantly shown above, the duties and obligations of bar~association attorn~y~ lie .,wl~h 
tt1e court and the '\publtc":;<government interests)', and t71Jver tl:le:~t,;:.;~titiHliWh~::ffBltEimr 
fop.:;the wealth-confls68tio.n: and . freeaom-,llstrrpatioFttaetivities:: :ofr;$e1\C~:. ,,~ey$.\;artt;. 
elevated above other&with··a·speeial property· right~::and,;title· of n0blfity>;ii~f!R~tf:emp.Vered:!w.~ 
quas~immunity .to,en&are that the courts get their daily, ratkin of C6d$4ignotal\l,!c~mers;~,: 

Prosecuting attorney~; are, by··deflllliticm,.'f3art:0f·the exebul'fe··brancb~. but becau~,~a/1 
attotoeys · are. "officers oftt:i·e c6urf1;ilRd mem~ers · $1 ,the jli:Sieiahbt:afiletll": f'~--0$us,t 
first gehuflece2 for the· judge---his/her lifeline in the marketplace-and seeond for the 
exec~tive branch,. whid1<1ssue's :hisfh'er paycheck. ' 

"While the att~mey'gerieral is a partof the. executive l>ranelr.oflgo\re,mm~nt~;as,aQ~att•eY'·he 
is also an officer of this court. When he appears in C0urtihifBf~galmatterd:le!is actitl@·aran 
attorney." 255 Minn. 370; 97 N.W.2d 2'87. · 

This factor confirms the most egregious33 conflic~ of interest in gov~rnmettt today, in that a 
prosecuti.ng·'·attorne-.;s:'first:·.·duty is:~drttmrmng·· t)p ~~!imi~S · fcrr··~tij~ oo!.nft~udi~ltl "b~r,ch 
(priVcfle ·oommerciat'enterptise enforting·poticy of•Brltf&h· cerporati•g}·.· .• ,. .... 'alrtngt!JmeM";i" 
a self;.inittating b'winess mfi>nbpoty af9eratiR9 :.unvter tile bharad~ ol ~~-~· .. t-st!n, 
wftere the proseeufing''att:orneyt'S faettJal' agern!Ja is pile'a.Sihg' t~e fU'dfle~,: and~~e jUdg$1s 

. . .. ;" 
32 Genuflect: To bend the knee as an act of reverence or worship. 
33 Egregious: No~bly or,conspicuo11sly bad; ~gr~t. , 
34 As much as one-third of all, court proceeds gO~t!l iptq ajudge~s retire!l!l;ent ftmd, a Wjlrtime practi~tHi,!J~ibe4 in the 
defmition of the term booty: "The capture of personal property by a public eJ10IDy onla,nd, W, G.O~~tin~ion;to 
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for~ign,mast~rs by,~bringing in'B.acrificia<l, eUent-victims from the ,•:enemy eati'lp'~ '(Mairi<Streeti' 
USA)-not in "&tandin:§ guard, as.·~· ''Sentinel ot:.fr~om" ·as a ·member, iOfi:tf.Jerexectiti~ 
branch and ensuring that justice prevails.35 · · · 

This philosophy manifests for non-prosecuting attQtneys, as. well: at a 1999 private get
together, a junior of LA's former ei'Y AttE1mey, Gii:GarE:._tti, revealed in conversation with an 
as~ociate of you~ authors that. his primary duty as "third-in-comm~nd" at the c,ity attorney's 
office was "gerrerating· new bttsiness for ·attdtneys;". 'Tfle jtJdiefal'q;ys*lm · is a'" J1rivafe 
business· monopoly. pdsing' as an ''a€fency of gO'Iiitnment: tHat . 'dls~peA"sf$J just~ 1and 
P.r~senies and'ilpoolds thetJ.S;·Constitatfon;· .. Up01'!'fhvesti9$'ti~n~itslaetuii··~~I\Cfa is found 
to .,be "herding unwary/unwitting vi'Gtims intcrcoutffcw sactifice :~t'the ·jUdiciaFaltar." The 
judge-attorney 'Brothetheod· dea:ts' . in. · secret.:cfubhouse, membe'rs-only '¢oete .. words, 
la~gliage, and ~rocedute'''·S'peciaHy fommtated itQ ~nsuF~ :tt:Jat ool¥1nsiders :dG 'not 
cotr\prehend.·what is transpirtngr··,'Therelis an alm6st infinitet:u.tmber 6f1•Jf~al t~ap ·ftoGrs, 
esCape. tfatche&; · and . secret. diversi~ha'tY · tecf\niq(fe$ used for ·s~ntit'lg kn~Wfe~eable 
cu~tomers when· they gettoo. eloee·wifh the wori~s of·the o·peratfon> : ;· · · · · 

Thb ~rigifial, un .. enacled 13th ·Article Of Ame·ndment of ttre Const.ftatioYf reads asWO:Ilows: 
'~ '. --. , ' . '- - > ;"'. - --- ·' ' -' 

·"If any Citizen· of the Ul1ited'States shall Accept;' claim, receiVe,· or retaifiiany'titlei.of<uobility · 
or honour, or shall without consent of Congress, accept and retain any preseiit,·"}')ems~ 
office, or emolument of any kind whatever, from any emperor, king, prince, or foreign 
power;·such pcirson shall cease to be a citizen of the Unit'¢d States, an'd shall be irteapabl~ of 
holdi~g any office oftrust ofptofitltnder th~:, or either ~flliem." ~tlldc;,~~phasis' added) · . 

Th!~ entire ·purpos,e of tile Crown's (Ehglandis) W!r 1of 181'2 with Amerl~a'{de.pi~ft2lviflg 
si~rred ·the Pa~i~:,'Peace Tr'!att~c~ty''2~year~. e~[!le·r) was~:ttn~.~str~;:~f!!;H~ ~dftrGi~~· 
records contai'nlng' the ~ifst 12 St~tes' 'approV;al Of tntf hew Articl~·t;)f~]lrlendmept; ·hoeed in· 
th$ library of Ql~ngress, .. · Rafifi.tatro'n by three~ctol!irte~ bf tl'ie~+t'sltites·~,neeessary 
befote·the Amendm~nt · eoultt'i!le en'acted'~na · Vlrgini'a \W~· tn~·onty:·~tatetf'tat fl;IB'not ·v6te~: 
THe ~-catted War'of'181~ was:in'ltlated before·tt;ftS~'~9uf~ occur'(altnough·Virgi:n1a·later 
paissed~iheAmerrttrrtent as. r;>ropo·sed) .• 'On·~e 'tt'l~·"6'uif8ing aFid i~' e~Wltenfs 'Were·dejtroyed 
by! fire the "war'' was·dver, 'tfle a.riUsh Witl1ttrew; c:tndmembe~ o1;Gcorig~· ifete~preJ$ufed 
iri V~rtous ways 'to retain ontY extant prohiHit!9ps36•{rn':tn:e· Con~tittifidri';"Vit"iidh :state·m~rely 
th*t ttie U.S. 'Gbvernment .. cannofgrant a title df;flgbility,. antt that !'Consef.rt' orttt~· eoogr&s" 
is required'to accept any suotftitle: ' . . .. . .. ·, .· 

T~e ·moneychangers. overs~etng the.' Crown ~~hereby arran~d ·. fo~· the ·continuing, tJ'nlfllt~tea· 
commercial conquest of America by stacking all ttire:e bra·neh'es' Of. governrilem with· dfi,}factO: 
Br~tish military officers. Had the Library of Congress not been destroyed, we-woulcfhave no 
Bditish agents/esqUires/attorneys holding p61itical· • ofiice · in · Ame'r~~and · no -~1V 

- < ' ' '{ 

prize, which is a capture of suclJ..prop~tty at. sea .. , The ~ight. to bpoW. belE>:Qg!i to the; s0veteigt}i ·. but~soqJ.emn~& the 
right of the sovereign.: ;is transferred to the soldiers, to eno0u.tagetl,.'em .... " Bol:lvi~r' s 8th. . • . ·· • 
35 The supreme prosecuting ~tmmey 1n Ameriea, tl:te U.S. Att:pm~y Geaerai, is also, per"t® 199.441$. Government 
Manual W· 390) " ... the permanent representativ~40trnTERPOL..," INTERPOL is the. Int~rn.~tiqJ\lal Gripijtl~l.Police 
Or~anization; a 169-membet-nation intelligencp-gathering/-di!is~matiQit,;grou-,.whas~ ccmsti~w• requjre~;: ithat 
any sucfrrepresentative expatriate his/her cirl21enship, further identit)ling .the.for~igrt·statu~ o~thi&lp.ar!i~lar~esquire. · 
36 ~'No Title of Nobility shalt be granted,by the.JJnited Slates: And ng Perso!J;.holding any Off~·&f'Frofit or Trust 
under them·, shall, without the Consent of the· Co:JW:ess, accept of; any present;.Ernelum,ent, Offi~e, or Title; of iltlY 
kind whatever, from any King; Prince, Ol' foreign·State. ~· The Gt:mstitutionfor the United States of America, Article 
I, Section 9, Clause 8. 
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Amendmenf,'n01U.S. ina>rporation .ir:f·1871,·noXVlAmendment, no·F:Men:l R•$fll\VeActt.of 
1913·,,. na·U· .. S: bankrupteydn,19'33, .. no·pet$$nal·in~C:)me tax,.ncr$6.:.Tr~ifio•nrnlltion$t~,~ibt; -~ 
no . Sociat Security Ponzi scheme37-and numerous ottfer sociaiJ~conomie1p()litieal 
calamities-aU handiwork of the King's esquires. 

Sugar:-Coating. the D'eceit 

The reason HotlyYJtood cr:a?'ks Olilt so many f~el~good)awyer. mavi~~··Wli~e th~ ~elfless, 
kindhearted, beJ}evolel\)t a~tomey is P!~ye~ by ;;~ bo~~office supef;&t~r; th~ re~o!l· th~li- :~re 
~o many .aijractiv~. papul~!i.,~~tors in an ev.er-ir}Gr~asjflg· numi;)er of en9a$ing so~J®f!l-, 
Judge-., ar:td·a~tprney-relate~ 1¥ !):Qows; th~ • reason afi)M§tges car~ a GJ~~i'1tit1,e .o{ .• gqi:>U~ty, 38 

i.e. uthe Hor:lorabl~ .. ,."; the. reascm the medi.a carries ~ .t~e chara<:fe:diagu~si.n,g.,~e .true 
nature of b •.. associations ·and ·the ph<iJRY:,'i:li9ense. to pr@~tiG~:Iaw.'~·etc •. i~. to. ~fiter~~Y:t~~; 
truth anEl ,petsuade, the• mass~. via ;gQntiJ1U(i)us:bOftlbardll(l"ril~with subli@1illl.al,ffi~.,$~ 
t~at jUd.ges. ~nd attor!J~Y$ ar.e a sweiLbuneh ·.of p,atrioti~ ;5,U¥S and;~~s;~9l:lJ~EMJP fpr4h~. 
little guy·and work tirele~ly for "truU,~ Jl.t$ti,ee, and th~~hAf!ileri§"fl; ~y.", .$,U~fl"~'P:at~l19a 
gush~s forth with increasing frequency as required damage control tor the devastating 
societal ir:rlPllet. of the. wtXolesale de&tr:uctiQOOf lives at<th~ hands p~ e$q~rJires.39 . Jhe~nt1re 
operation, is predicated on keeping victim-customers ignorant of the meanjng ofthe secret 
code :words and rituals employed Jn the process, an unfeeling, coJd .. olooded; reptilian • 40 . . . 
~Rtaht.y. , . 

The.llfe of an esquir~, i.e. all b~nch qffic~rs and . all attorneys, is an t.t(~r~g~ctt~~l, quasi
genocidal undertaki'19 in charlatao,is~ wh~re a successful ~t,eer is, q~~f11JJ\~ ;by the 
esquirre's efficiency in separating the esquire's clients, and sometimes even adversaries of 
th~ .e$quire's clients, from their we~lth/free~om.. .· Esq~J~ir;&s deserve . o.o, ,,y~p;,th,y .frqm 
a.flyone becC!~se theY play by a differ~~tset.of rules·th~f!,eveQtciAe e~SE!; ,jlfa~ni~fwincPmY 
5~% of their,cases, a·m.athematical .. fact; buta rnp.cit pmnf·o~al.lie .attQttt~.s~lw~s:,g:tt 
paid, win or(ose .. Whereas,other.pr,ofessiqn~ls ~,re J?~JR·~~ s~~#~~L:#R .. r$Sp~;:;~~tpe 
quality of their v.(ork,· attorneys .collect thetr:Jnflat~d feesjn fUII·.~~en ."!ll~f'~thl:¥ .. /:alt 'lf!.f1d 
paymer:Jf of attpmey . fees is ftnfor~ bX the ]J.!ftiela~., system~cy;m1?fu.~t~ pr.~.~~Rf ·~pe 
inherently criminal natur,e Qf the U\'S .. judicial system anctiiill its cotlal;)Q~lt~r~. Aft~l~~~~~,:What 
is a .. ctrminal bt,~t SOft1eone in po~ses~i~m of S)!ai,U,Bf~ 09ffl!llOdjb' ~h~t. W~,.acg."tif~.~ ~q~put 
exchanging something ~!se of ·vaiu~ .. for .. it? Half ~f :aiJ, fee~;.coile~ bY .•. I9tn'i~£:~~r~ 
o~tai~teq ~ithou~. fair excf1a~ge.-. not . r:nuc~ diff~felil\ tl,lan .. extoft!gn; raJ.l$6ffldtl1~ ~:fi>li~~~i~J), 
of bnbes. The true nature of the legal Brotherhood gets clearer anc:t ~{~r; ,tpt JUdt~ 
system enforces payment of legal fees by judicial deeree-evet7 when thealiorn~y lails_::._so 
the attarnex . c:ommunity wiJ! cq~tinue ~ring!~g, "PLJ.siness" iJ1to t~~ court.. 'JV!lat other· 
professioo.getS;.paid in full:for corr\plete.failure? 

' · . . '.:' 'r ·, • .. , ", {$'· :' \ 
37 Ponzi schepte:. (pon~.zee ). A fratidtd~\lt ,inves,tm~t sch~m~)n whicl,l .money· contriht!~~\.PY .1~~ iiW~~t9,rS 
generates artificially high dividends for the original· investors, WhOS€i example attractS even laJ!ger :investments. 
Money from the new investors is used directly to repay or pay interest to old investors, usu. without any ep$"~ion or 
revenue~producing activity. other than the' centinual rai~ ·af n:ew funds .. This sclteme t1lk:es'ifrom: CJharT@·Ponzi~ 
who in the late 1920's was convicted for frautlulen:t'schemes he conducted in :8dston~$'latk's 'Jib., Fordetaitstonthe 
true nature of SoCial Security see "The Curse of Co-Sufetysnip,'' in Section 3 of d'ris nran.uaf · , 
38

. Judges are accorded official inlmunity1>ecause conductin~r business would be inip0Ssibl~ without '.Such .1! built~in 
exemption forcrimes.col:lllJlitted; lihe quji$i~t.itle of nobility, ~·The Ji{ott()rable ... ,'' "His Honor,'~ ettb, acc~4edjudges 
is ,an absolute public relations necessity and .a:perm:anent attempfin wnvincmg all that...:....atclellst'acc.~~ding'4o '(he 
esquires of the judieialsystem-the judge is honest; even if few, if any; ·of his/her ;custorilel'S/victim:s would crurcur. 
39 The contemporary legal profession ·actually exerts a negative (parasitic) influence on the ®toss National Prodlrct 
in that its functionaries create n9 value, but continuously siphOn off enottrtous sums ofwealth 'and money. 
40 "Better to be a mouse in the mouth of a cat than a man in the hanas of an attomey.1' Spanish proverb. 
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Money Motivation .. 

WHen'the Fair 9&bt,·Coltection Practises Act,' "FDCPA," was enacted· on '8epfelir$eri20, 
1917. (Public••law' ·95~109) 'tlile Act: exempted from. its· provisions'"anyt atft)rh~~~oledflhf· a 
de~t-as an attorney on l:>ehatf of and 'in' the name. of a ·Ciieht:" Seizimg on,lhe obVious 
ad~alltage• (a debt'5coMe'etor ·eoutth1dt threaten legal aetion; for ~xamf)Je, but an' exempted 
att~rney could), the number of attorneys handling consumer eolleetion accounts qaicl<ly 
surpassed the total number of lay41 90ll~ctors in the ... entire industry. · · 

' " ' ,7-' ' 

RepresentatiV~$.of ·~ major.nationaii,;W firq1. testjfying in a h~.~ring, befgre. ~ .. s~~POR;l~ittee 
of the l.J:,s. Senate on May.,25, 1~63,. .~stimated that in 1.~'8?. ~tc:me irt~~ivf!g 3'~9.~71 
COrl$Umer .. ~CCQUOtS for .coll~ction, '"tepresenting a .total .. dbllat' Value Qrrf:jo'(e than. $365 
million •. rol1ghly,ten·('fOJ}irpes. the .volume .poll.e.ote<Jby tti~ a~&ta~~t.~c~ (Am~rican 
Co!fe~tors As~o~iatign) r;r:t~ber agen~Y •. as deler'rnine~ by nation~! su~y .•. Thi$ law firm 
al~p (~~tjfietf ·tliat neatfY"92% oftfle 2ons.urfler collecti6n ~cC<?~;n}s Jt l'tan~1Et'd'"th'at y~f did 
no~.· involye l~g.~l actio:(l; ;: e. no .la\Nsu;it was.· nec~ssary fo( 92'% of lhe :moo~y it ·· cdfl~cted. 
Quoting frohfthe House Report (9~~405 (19,86)) frm!fl wl1iqh the at)oyEfis t~ken: · 

"The applic~tion:!of.sev~ral provi~iO,Wf. ef :the ~ct to:attorn~ys ¢ollecting ~ebts are ~ot1hr of 
· note. Th~. restrif{tions of sections: 804 .11nd ~O~(h) oq cop~c;ts with thi!d p~rties [~ei;.~bor:s, 

employers] regarding a consU;J11er's,.debtar~)p.tended.m p,;otept t4~ priv~y of co:aspmers; 
financial aff1;lirs. These contacts are not legitimate <:oliection practices artd result in serious 
invasions of privacy, as well as the loss of jobs. Ute €omtt).itt~e'<i\sQerns ).).Q reasoq to make 
any distinction based uponthe identity of the debt collector.'' (Underline erophasis aqded) 

' ~ ' - ' . . ' ; . - . ' • -·-.-1 - d • - . ' ' 

Besides threatening the entire lay collection industry with extirietitin within &fwe·•years of 
inc~ption of the FDCPA, the practices of the ·cie:l9t,.coliettingnesquires?~n~ntted so much· 
enr!nity42 in American consumers/voters that Congr~ss was .beSie,gft~··VItftll·detnapds for help 
and, in 1986, officially removed the attorney exemption .. As cited in the Hous~ Report, the 
original basis 'fdt tfle 'exemption was a' ~elief fhat state, bar asS'ociiitions would ~u·equately 
pollice attomey ~i"<?lationst buUhe ev.idence revecal~d a differernt scenarig: 

" .. ·.the main c~~cem of stii~e. and 16cal oar assoCi4tions is oot the. prQtectio,v of cotisl.uners, 
but the protection oflawyers." · · ' · · 

Despite their setback with the FDCPA, attorneys still have a license for subt~rfuge, 
de~eption, and thie~?;~·· cou:rte~y of the···monopoty •. ~ver .t.hefield: • ()~' l~w ;het&~bY .the,;~licb 
officers, another.covm ·3·of:esquJres .. When you·beQJn .fllt»ng a~ete:E:UlfCtltes .. on J~dg~ ~nd 
90veramenNittorneys, the. magnJtude.oMhe cofibegjrtJ to oo.me•into faeos-•. Many 9f~tb'~~e 
oh~racters aredabulausly wealthy, .. .aod a gre.at many $lf.~hem(~s-~ially iu<ltges) have 
trahsferred;titte 0f :alf.:r$atkproperty. from their name .. into"the neme :iilf~~~t. t~e.potenti~l of 
getting nailed under their own name for misdeeds (crimes) committed against an unending 
stream of unhappy "customers"44 is certainly enough reason to. take such measures .. 

41 Lay: Of or relating to the laity (the mass of people as distinct from those oh particular field); lacking knowledge 
of~ particular subject. · · 
42 Enmity: The spirit of an enemy; hostility·· 
43 Covin: A secret conspiracy or agreement between two Cir more persons to injure or defraud ano~r. BlaCk's l st. 
A secret contrivance·between two or more persons to defraud and prejudice another in his~tights:• B'b:u'viti#si8ili! · 
44 "'We always say that we have the most unhappy customers mthe world;' he s•ale:t: ~'Ilte)f,iare eidiet beirig•~ued or 
are. defendants in a criminal case or are defendants in a rarnily law case;"' Oetald'Kippen, Lo& Angeles County 
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Esquli~es are m?tivated by ·m. o_ney., th~ .. le~E\J·t· t$?r·.~.· ... : ;O,.f1;ro···· o~ivation. , prov·e·n. ·.·by .. illl· • .. e· v ....• ·.;~.··!Y·:· .·. yratu·r. e 
of th~1r professron: an exclusive cult45 wrth forergn allegrances whose membe~ ·thrrve on 

w. ith.· ~old .. ·. iog. v··i.~li·.n·f. onn .... a. j.·.Jon .... · fr@.m ........ ·· e.· ..• lien. ts. '. ad·v. ~r.·s. jild •.. •.·. ·•.• .. · a·.·.l\\.•c:i .. ot .. h .. ~.r ..... ma.:··. r .. ·.ks:· .. (lirt. re .. ···.A.· d.•· · .. ~ .. · ... ··.·. v .•. J .. Q.ti~ ... ·.·.·.·.··.;i~· a. coq·fi~ce·game), ao~:hwflp; w•U,:§8Sua'IIY·•and call<llt.Jslytr~sh ti~~Hifer·pt,anv.qneJ•;~ -~e 
ofpe~sonatf!Rancial.galn, d~pend~pg. utterly. on.the igncuaf:)ce~ of ~ctjm .. ~~rdst~'erpt~;~'t!! 
the 9Pn and stay ind;>~;.tsittess; ·B~~d on firsthand kRowleqg~ an~: Et~Pe.r:ience: tne.J;ft1iu~ the· 
l!lOSit~fi>fl, .the more pertiA'Qu~46 the ~quire. · · . . . 

,< \; 

Goverriment .. Esquire Debt Collectors 

Ev~rti Wpugh re~p~r attqrn,~~$ niust comply, ,W,it~ tfi~, FDCPA Jn fh~' coll~~iib'n .of ~b( 
QQN~rn,b:'ent~esqyire de~rcollectprs~~Q not ·gov~;~m~nt,.offi~i~ls, (;~· .. H;~·. ~.· ··· · .~y~·~.pd 
Ass~tapt u.s. Attorne¥s.~ .are exempted frqm tne l\Cltind labo~(~Qnd~r~·.~ · ··..... .·a(t;t~;il'l 

co···.n·d· .. t··c .. ~ .• i.n·g···· ... b .. u· .. ·.s·i·.·".······e •. ,·~ .. s· .. ·· .. ·.··."~ ..•..•. s.···.··m··.·.···.~." .. ·ti·q·n ... e.•.: .. d.···· ... · .. e .. ar···'!e ... r·.·.· .. ·ar·l··.· ... ·.c •. ·.r ...... i .. tn····e······.·.· .• "·i·.··s.:c····· .. ··o·.···.J11T .. e·rc .. J~ .... , .. I~J .. ·r.··.··.·· ... · .. ··f .... :.1.'G.9 ... ~ ... ·~.· ..• •· .. ·.tJ·.·.·.f Fed~ al RegutatJol{ls. Sectron. 7~.l1), W!~h .. ~ · corftm!:rpial · · ···· .,r~;t~~ .. ,.. t~~ed 
ther~·~:it~~ and, any o:ecupaUorlal ·aema(ld f6r~o~!Y is 91. . ... " . ~&- . ..~. 7ft." 
Gov~rnment-dE!bt-coll.eC?\hig 'esquire~;b~ing'Jn tremEin~v$ su'r'hs of ca~h fqr'tttf!b.11' ~~.·and 
their tnasters, unhindered. by the· resttictions of the' FD~PA. · · · · ·' ' : 

A. re~eatlng, related' fact toncertlfng debt-C?oneeftc)FI personller·aflRS: while g·a'llernment 
offici'Js are expressly exempted& from the'FDCPA, ~~~pffieials are rtpt Se9lion 5:1 .. 1.6 (01-

, 1<, •l ' , .'· . .. , ,· , .'. ~· ·· .. · " . . ·• . ·', . ·. • ·, , " ·. _ '. ·' > , , -. ·' • N ' · 

24.;:2()01 ). of the Internal Reventle Manual reaHs a~ follows: · , ·· 
)" I . , , . ;~" • 

' "Fair Debt <Jolleef:ion ·Practices Act 

"IRC47 6304 req~ireithe IRSto comply with certain sectiotts ofthe Fair Deb~ Collection 
. 1 Practjces Act (FDCPA). These deal \\'ith: 

• ~·contacts regarding ilnpaid tax~ and 
• "Harassment and'· ablilse 'bftaxpayers. 

: "~T:.Q,e law.~ppli~s to.contacts .wit~' all k~P,ayer~,·.iil~Iuqin¥ cgtp,oritjon~ ~~a~~~~ship~ .•. .'" .... 

If lR~ were an agen6y o~the u•.s. Govertttnentth~re w6uldbe no meritiorl"tdftfi~>ftf>C'PA'in 
it~ mcjl~~als. IRS is npt partofgoyernm~nt,48. s9 ~~~.es~.ui~e.s are bol!rtd b~::the.restraints of 

. the FPCPA just like au other n·on-governmental debt collectors. · ·.... · · . · 

Military Courtro.oms 
·r. ,:-,·, :,, ·~. . . ·"·~.,;,-\, 

The lkw•of tt'fe·ftag•tetlsus'tnat the c<.:Jiors,~·(ffai) f1own 'in any fotun;r£a·wan~~eJ;.diqt•~ 
the 1~. <forrn and jurisdictr9h ·und~r"Which<Utat ·entity· is ccmdactfng·:OO$ine&'s;.+t· Or.fg,iifa1 

leg.·Jsl fH:m·.de. Scrtbing.the. Ame .. rtea.n '.·.·.tag .... · i·s ... · ft>u.nd. ·at~7fitle. ·.4 U8 .. ·.C •. {J.1utf)t·i···~.·.··.··.·.;'.·.1·.~:··s .. •.·~. • .; .. 1',,;2.; 
and . 'Flags not meeting·tmese;,e:lOQct specifieatidms~~are expresstyii~Qit*i'as":A%:mericao 
flags.! 'T:he flag· that fltes rf'l tot:tay's co'urtrooms is not the Atne!ltarr'ilagHuescflibt~ibJn:J'Jtle.~4. 

~ 1 . :· 

Superibr Court's Northeast District ~ourt administrator for 40+ years, as quoted in "Manager Keeps O~der inth~ 
Court"i (LA Times, February l,200:Z). •. . 
45 Cul~: A greup ofper~on~~b~v:ing an e~£essiv:e interest in som~tl\j.}\~; ex;trav~ant ~votion,to a p~on, oau$e,; or 
thing. I The Doubleday Dictionary For Home, School, and Office, 1975. . ..•. -, . , . • 
46 Perfxdious (Latin per through + fides faith): Characterized by or guilty of p~dy (tr~,a,O,h~ry.;.·.f~lithles8ness); 
~each'r~lQS; iJwolving:a breach Offaith; con~ary to, loyalty and truth' . 
IRC~ Internal RevenueQode. . · .. . _ . . .: . . .. 

48 IRS l s .two biggest e~penses !P"e postage .and t:ent:-:-b.ut governmeJ¥.agencies do nqt pay p;~}ag:e ,a,nd r,ent, See 
llttern~J R.evenue Service ip;Glpss{lry fot: additional proof. -
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~ut !ather a :·g(!1td~fringe<it,49 military fla~r of war enforcing Jfile· 'pthl2tte, gene(ai''ettutty, 
adrruraltytrnafftime,Jaw:O'ftAe···$ame>mer~tTant··banters···and·sl1ippets·wh<¥8Wlfld~<*l~~s 
gold50 and bankrupted a~·;GPnquered the U;S .. Government b~tween· f9()fl1.(Money<J;t<JAJei of 
1907) and 1933 (depletion of gold stocks and repudiation of obligations, i.e. could· not make 
goed on promise for red~mtng gctrd; eertifiaates = insohleney/bankrYptcy). 

"Placing of fringe on the national flag, the Airilensions ofth,e41ag~ and arrangement of the 
stars are matters of.detai! not contr()lled by statute, bu~ wit!J.in ~he discreti<;m. of the president 
as commander~in-clilef ofthe.Army and Na-vy:" 34,pps. Atty. Gen: 483 (f~25); 1 

American courtrooms are stacked with foreign military petsonnel·{esqlfire$,, irfquestof a 
.military objective I(mission .$latementof tl:le bar a$sopiQtion) doing·.bal\~e ~t.tr enemies 
(debtors) of the Crown (creditor) ~tld extractingw~ri'~Rafations,~\'war.oontrib,dtions"ltaiXes) 
from beltigerents (American sureties51

) in the field (battteg.round/Oofofl!~•J·.· · By:Jaw, a~ 
courtroom flying ,a military. flag is a military c0urtroom/t~bunal underpla,rttal-:la"Y rufe. · 
Admiralty is auniqueJUFls(f\~tttm in that 'it carries· ~timtnal Penalties·fof'tiy;il offf!nses----the 
only jurisdiction where millt~'ry tnigh(is ertiployeCf to enforce p-riv~ coftlracts. Under 
martial law the acablsed is guilty until· proven inn~cent; and 1a, judge (ma$ter of the 
ship/vessel) .rules sut:nmarity.:rrran i~)admiA'istrat1\te" proce.eding WttnQut· 9l twry, asdt~is doneJn 
trc;lffiC and misdemeanor ca~s jn America. ·In ~uah m~tters ltie .. eu~tCJT;rter ba~:~a choices: 
( 1). appear before a bench offic~r and attempt to J~rove himsejf Jn~Q~ijf; '(?j · s,frti~{y .aonoede 
guitt and mail in the payment Failure to convene a jury for fel6h~s· a'hel oertain ·other 
c.ircurnstances,can ma"e for too much bad publigity. anq soJs avoided .. 

•• • "':' ' '' (• ' , ' > I '• • • - l~, • ·,, ' • ' ' 

· conquesfl'hroagh ~ommert'e ;j 
·_1;r - · 

Y·ou may have wondered why Ch1na is' on th~ mind> ;f;f so ma'ny ·Am$1!f~an'~t1ticianst,' and 
why actors witnih'fheU,S. Govetnment;na¥e beenst:rclii V0Ca'1 a'Ad 1-.,fsll,ti-.ehamrlions· of 
Ctfina's. cause' in obtaining "mosl ·falfotecf: rrati0n" ·· tra~ng stltus f.ancr tieing< 'S'Ikmted 
admiftance ;into WGrld TraCie Orgar.li%ation· (WT<i~~ .· ~ci'lina, wh!ich . rep~S8JiJts ~the lal'gest 
source of cheap tabor in the world (C~ina ~can untlerol\Jt Mekiottn liabor'I:Jyfa';""~ch ~s~tiO%)., 
was bankrupted in 1.933 along with America and. every. other· noteworthy government at the 
time,· and was tllereaffer: oonverted: 'into a •· communist state irt'·~·9'49. ·,-h~ ''mother late Gf 
manpower" has n·ow .·been sueeessfu l1y 1Narnessed :for' dtirninatingt·~GJI/t)ut .. pMd.t.tcmg;;,,snd 
uridercuttingi'the labor< force of ever'} Ration in existence) the· planetaty ecohomtt 'ftaet.fcr-'all 

··tnat!quietty::began upon Chirta~s entrance into Ute wro:. 

49 See Army Regulation 840-10 and 260-10, 34 Ops. Atty. Gen. 83, and Presidential Executive Order 10834 of 
August 21; 1959,. Per Army Regulation, only in militazy courtroomsare such flags flow,n. . · 
50 Foran entertaming and insigtitful discourse on the theft of America>s gold~ see W~al'd of'Oz,"Fhe in :cJtosYt!Jfy. 
51 Surety: A person who is primarily liable for the payment of another's debt 'or the'perfortn:~ce of another's 
obligation .. Black's 7th. . . . . . . ·. . . . . · . . .... · . . . · . .·. ·• 
·
52 A distinction existS between"martial•law mfe'?and "martial law/' Marfia/.:lawrolehas been·the'llonnaldperating 
condition in America since 1861, when rulership devolved into the hands of the "President of the United States"'in 
his capacity as Commander.;;in:-Chief of the military. . Mareial ·taw, on .. the other ~hand; is: a· state of express, 
undisguised .militazy ·rule, witlf troops in the street a11d the military serving as•J"olice, go~fllmg.·all civilian: ftmttiot\s. 
Ampricans · wiil ·know. that the: country is offieially under 'fitll:::fledged mvtia:l taw if ;the· president, :in :a . televised 
address from the Oval Office, ever has a red.:.frmged.tlag displayed by his desk. · · 
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The! i.nevitable. denol!ement53 of .the c;:landestine 1ove .affair between ;l$1lway comm;es :afld 
Chtryese1 labor is pol1tended~4 .nowhere rnore'clear:ly th~n in an .ticle~~ftom·:the.cJanua.f¥ta7, 
200~ edition oftt:le-LA.Times ("CranesLiftWpstart:Above Comp.eti*iom"'p;fC~)~~: 

'-'.~·· 

"SAN FRANCISC~Ben~th autumn skies,. a. freighter careyingf<nrr of~e ·werN' s -~est 
container-cargo cranes glided into San Francisco Bay, squeezing under the Golden Gate 
Bridge en route to the decks BfOakland. · · 

"That day, in the fall of 2000 was a spectacular, but qot singular . tt:~ph for an upstart 
Chinese company that dominates manufacturing of the most importanfpiece ()f maritime 

·machinery ()ther than .ships .. ,." 
; ': ' ' ' . ~ 

"The story 6f ZPMC's . .[Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinecy: Uo'/8'] rise1JtJustrstes the 
gathering, and at times controversial, econoinit might of China as it dominates new seet<>rs.of 
global comniercel.-.:" · · 

"After beingJaunched jn 1992, ZPMC took just. six. year~ tg"~ecome the. leading ma,ker ()f 
ship~to~shore crane.s, and the company has remained at or n~ar the'top. ' 

1 

"In U.S. ports, where-the" company sold dozehs-•of towering cranes for:$5 miltion.to-$7 
million, fhe:formula'mr success was simple: Bid low and build altiances. 

"Usingits own Chinese l~bor and its O';Vflfleet of 4eliYery shjpsto cut po$tS, ZPMC 
consistently Ulldetbid the competitionby hundreds of'thoilsands ofd(?tlats or more':~." 

Chi~a·s role in the Chosen Masters' attempted conquest of Earth' is thalbt '"fhe great 
equ~lizer," i.e. the commercial for~ thatcamalga:fl')at~s, all competition into a homogenous 
mass of ineffectual workers and, consumers-ancf the hanker~front men in District of 

G_ ol~mbla_ .. h.a .. ve spare__ d lilO ~-Jfort .toe-nsur7' that c_hina'-$ JJe. ,_e_ ... ds_ .reee~_,_·_ 've m_. ', .P\_P_ .r_ig,,rity .. • ·_·,._.. -~- id. y~u 
eve~ ask.yoursetf how Chma (aAQ Russ1a), end~d uponJhe.U,rst:Seeumy·CoU,A'GI.I a~1ts 
inception? ausiness. a~usu~l for Vle same gang,,that~_Qncei~d •. {b~if'lnJngdn~.1'93t in:,New 
York City), organizedi finan~d. pF~cipi~ated~ orchestrE~;t-ed, anddi.cta~~~~ra.te;y and•tact-ios 
for ltn.ited Naticms's55 "coming out .party," World War 11.~6 · 

Artt41e I, Section 10, Clause 6 of the Constitution say$, "No State_ s~aJt~~··RUS,afly ... l..~w 
.imp,iring. the ObligatiQn of Contracts." Bec~IIJse· trea~ies .. are .\!va.{uflt~IM *lt.Jt~~edn.lnto 
int~~national contraats'~-..and the oblig13tion of contt~ts: . .;s ~ in'\fiplate;~ ~f,e8ties. · ta~e 
preqedence over the Constitution· by default. and we ~Fe,·· .boP~(@S$W·:Ii'if~td• ,im .• tt),e 
entanglements of the political/military/ecological obligations that the oc .. based executive 
sup,rstructure has decided is good for us, i.e. enforcement of the will of its masters, the 
own~rs of the FRN's. The global political landscape is changin,g-· and it do-esn't ha.v.e as 
muqh to do with national boundaries as it does with the most common medium of 

53 D~nouement: · ( dii · noo· mlin ) :The. final unr1,1veling or solption qf the pl9t of &.P~ay: n(lyel, . or,. s.bRJ:t ~t()cy; _isstie; 
outc~me;·any fin;U issue or solution. · . 
54 Pof!end: To give a sign or warning of beforehand. · . .•. .·· .·.. . 
5~ Asi in the case of"United States," "United Nations" is.asingplat, proper npun, re'HJ~W.g ai};apos1{-AAlle-sJor the 
poss~ssive. , . . . . . . · .. . . . . . . 
56 ~e primary. objective behind instigation •Of WW li was, establishment of Unit-ed ,'Nations, a cent:ntlized, globlll 
polic~ force; a secondary objective was the utter decilp.ation, depredation, andqenigt'ation ·ofth~ .German..pe.<>ple .. 8Jld 
the cpmplet. e commercial/fiscal subj~.ga~on of G_e~_an_y (WW P. mH~, coming;only: 20 year$ after'WW Part I, was 
manqated because WW Part I had failed m estabhshmg League ofNatiOns). '· 
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exchange;57 AnyWhere in the world you find· FRN's 'changing" hariCts,yatrwiltatso,fincHRS. 
Why? IRS is a· private, Puerto Rico"based, intelligenee-gathering1 acc~unting, and 
collection agency· responsiBle far policing; the travels·. of every ~iagle FRN. in. ;.existence· and 
penalizing/fining anyone thal comes in eantact with one af these ·tf:iiqgs. 58 Jf· such an 
unwitting recipient does not carrya.·U~S;· passport, no problem: virtually every government 
on earttFis bankrupt to the same bankers, so'U1ere is not too much concern abeutwhere the 
tax is collected. It aU·ends up in the coffers of the owners oUhe:banking::system, 

An Indispensable Tool of the Chosen M•sters 

A major turning p,oint' in the history of W~st~rn Civilization was the 90r¥~·one .. si~d,:Battle of 
Hastings in 1066 A.D, wherein a tranquil English society was forever trar:.sformed by an 
invasion of barbarians under .. th& ·tyrant;. William, JJqke of Normandy (Wi11iam the 
Conqueror), a pawn of the Chosen Masters. The most significant aspects of the conquest 
wer,e those in thefie.ld oflaw: 

. .., ·,,, ~ . 
• AngJo.-Saxons were stripped of rights and privileges they nad enjpyed for 300 y~.ars; 

' . . . ·' " / 

• An effective dictatorship vvas es~blished, with William collectiVlzin~·~the ~ecutive, 
legislative, and jtldicialbrarlehes of government under his solitary oc>ntrol; and · 

,, . ' ' 

• Lastly, but possibly the. most dt!trimental, long-term consequence of· ~II. wal the 
. introduction of Norman·.French.attf:)rne~s;:who brought with .them a,J.l$W la!"lguage 
that ,destabiHzed· the fabric ,of:society •nd made legal•min¢ero$Bt.Qf the defenseless 
EngHshmen unlearned in the new Frenob pialect59

: , 

"Law Fr~nch~ , . .The .. ~onupted form of the .Norman. Fr~n~h ~~~ ·that arose . in 
EQghtnd in the centilries after Williantthe ¢onquer~r iavadeti''Englmtlfin 10:®' and 
that was used for. !everal centuries as the primary language .of the::.Eng·li,sl1i(legal 
system." Black's 7 . . · . . . . 

,.. ' ' ,·. . ' 

All Jhe fon:tgoing ar~ cla$sictactic:s ana "str~tage~~GO of the L~g$1 Ma$ters of th~ VV~rld, a 
moaus operandi that reappeared ltl America; · , · · · 

. . . 

• "The land of the free and the home o.f the brave" has mote1 people;''in ptist:m per 
capita than.ar~y:athercovntry (former f,ights and privileges are now crim~); 

57 FYI: There are three particular items that can be traded cbopght and soltl) only in·:Feqe,ral:~l!erv~.Notes.: g~ld, 0il, 
and medium-tenn notes (medium-tenn notes are Eurodollar~denominated bank <fel:)entufes/obiigatfotis issued in 
face-value amounts oflO-, 25-, 50, and lOO~Million U.S. Dollars with one-year ~4J9~~~.1!ft~1l<?r~) .. , .. 
58 More evidence that IRS is part of a foreign military occupation of the de jure Stales P.f<W¢ Unf9il (imder Secretary 
of the.Treasury and Commissioner of Internal Revenue, both domiciled in Puerto Ri®l)'iS~.atJidavit. signed by 
• Russell, K. . Stewart upon his appointment· as IRS attdtriey .. · ·Tht~ affidavit may be • seeh .·ifi Appeiiliix tmder "IRS 
Appoints Apparent Communist as Attorney.~~ In his standard ~~AJ>P()irtmiettt Afti~it~ ,for securing~ioyment as 
an'IRS attorney, Stewart'lined outfdeleted·the portion o~the•affidavit stating that he,wasinc:i:thet~f"a,sub;t~J,'Sive, nor a 
communist, nor a f~Jscist, and that he was not a n),~m~ey of~y o,.gan'ization,that adv~~ates :t!le ov~ow. of "the 
constitutional fonn of Gov~rnment df the United States." 'The lined;.out segments comprise . approxinuttely fifty 
percent (50%) ofthe affidavit .. Stewart appears to be a subversive/communisWf~cis~and,ajse>P.Ppears'to'advocate 
overthrow of the American constitutional fonn of government, but IRS doesn'thave a problemtwi$ that. What is 
the purpose ofthe·affidavit if it need notbt~ sworn to? . How many other IRS attorney~uihare. SteW:~· s philosophy? 
59 A possible source of inspiration for Shakespeare's !Mnous line: "The ttrst thing: we cio, ;Ie:t''B'·ldlliillthe tawyers." 
The Second Part of King Henry the Sixth, Act IV, Scene 2. 
60 Stratagem: A maneuver designed to deceive or outwit an enemy in war; a deceptive scheme' for obtaining an 
advantage. 
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•).· . Courtesy of,ttte:Tr'8€1iQg:.With.th&Ene~¥Act ptQctaber ·6, 194i'f:;.as arrlendea;';..$nd 
' Emef~ency~·War:Powers (12,Stat i19; SO l1SC §§ 21, 213, .. 215, Appe'ntlix '~·6·;'26 

.·:CFR Ch. 1\' § 303: .. ;1~(a)(and31 CFRCh~ 5 § 500;'7Q1 Pen:aJt~t··~tter~ent 
retains sl,lprelFre>diotat~rial·power ov$rall aspe·ats.:of Amer.~llife)>Jri~rament 
.~ik~:t WUiiam}as .commandef'..;in-chief,of.the: military :(e;g. no Coagressional appyoval 
needed for~war; all: courtrooms in ··~merica flying tmr"'iO•Jd;,.fringed.•;;flag .. ~·lwat are 
military tribunals,·under.tbe .·president's dttept.· .. comm.l.; ·complete powet.o~r··all 
commerce, transportation, agriculture, communication, etc.); and 

e! It is the foreign language of attorneys (Latin) and the encrypted .code~the stock in 
. ! ·· trade'of esquire's.J.::..tnal keep tHem elevfited· above the "sheep·th·at•f!:lusf be sfiotn~" 

~~·, 

F'oun·ding.;.Fatliier Esquires:· 

I - . . . : 

A g~· · ring and alarmingchistorical fact is that the Paris Peace Treaty of".fm'betweE:tn t'?'teat 
Britain and United ·States of. America. was .Qego(iated on Ameri~a~s. b~half. ~y three 
pro 

1

inent King's esquires' Benja.fflin'Frartklln/.John Jay, 1md'John'.Adams;'·inf)",each iS s.o-

.ideJQtifie~l. i.n .. 'th~.· .. T. re·a·ty·· ·1 . • 13 .. \.:g • • "John.Ja ... y, E~r •. " ·.C.· .:.~~i.pu,s .... J.y; ·F .... ~.~kU·I}I···t .. he. p.tifl~j~J. 'fl$9····.· •· otiator, 
sperlt m~t,of his· til1}@; during th:~ ~ar years ~rav~.lin&tR~tween England and Fr~l'lC$, where 
Ge9{ge ru~e~ asking simultaneously over b,oth(a~q lrelahd, as Wf911).. . 

Des~ite apparently h:~vlng just been t:lefeatetf·mwar;, 'it was King' GeorgC!f; not Qongress, 
wf1~ I convened thei:l7reatY ·of Peaq.e. ·'·:He: was teptesented•by.anotlile~:o~'of~tn~ C~wn, 
Davi~ Hartley, Esqr. Since Amerita,supp'Gsedly·won•the;wa•r,'ther:enJ::.be~rtg Great 

B. ·~ .. it .. a.li·n· Js inte~n.atio·n .. a· .. l e.·qu·a·l·.·· it .is. iUog.·iqa.·lth· .. a ..... t .... we v.J.?uld .... aft: ... f'N.a~?s·.·s. ~. :. k . .'.'r.i9~ts.·. '',9 ... r~nta.d.by. Kmg[ George~at th'e j"r~at}i ofPeat;e. HoW to,ulet~Geo.I'Qe' be tn'any pt;stnon 'for graAttng 

j\m~]tic.·.cfanythihg i~the'T···rf!~tY~.s.~~h.~s its. :o~n .. ~~a~~·.·:t~•.·: .. ··.·.'~.n. '.d .. · .. Uta.t'.~~.)~.~~.·~.·.,p··.·.·.·.osedty···.h .. ad;.··J\J .. s .. t 
offie~·fly lost control of··and rehnqoJshed vta mllttary qefeat?· Why•,Wbufd ·Arnenca~s 
."negt' tiators" enter a contract that would effectively nudify:: the·soverei~ we,:had·just 

. a.qt'.! "'~ .. d. ? .The. •·· T~~~ty Vf. p ..... "~'. sign~d .• n~i.thE!r. 0. n ·J.·h· ·.·.e... ~ .• l)if q .. f •.... t·h·~ a.· e ..... ea ...... rr ... n. t·. ·.··.v .•.• ,1.·c .... t·.()·r ... ·.•·· .... (.:All\& ... r.,i~. a. )1·······."0.· r tne. ppare·nt lose'f(Great Brit~Hn); but In a t77trd]urisd,i~~ion·; Ftaf:i~~ .. •tsQ"~~ , · · UP;Qri"t>y 
King George. If we won the war, why were we incapaMe of·aicta'fing the. terms ·.fa treaty 
witt) 

1
a vanquished,forrne.Oa~ from~ .~o~ition of $trength,? 

·The !Jay Treaty of 1796', ·authdredby·one of'thesame negrltlating:es~tiires,'Jcmh~Jay, aiso 
cmiflrms the dubious nature of the outcome of the War. Whereas the l<it:tg promi•es .f'l;a$ty 
with~rawal of his "armies, gatris~ms, and fleets" in the Peace Treaty of 1165; we finti·that his 
forc~s are stilfin place J3 years ·ra.ter: . 

I , «,•,' ·.·'·· - ' ' 

"'TJ1~ Piris'J>e1l~e Treaty 
" .. :Article 7. ;,·. · . ' . ·· . . . • · , . . .· . " : .... · ·• . · ·. · 
"There shall ,b,e .. ·.a,ftrll1 an~i: p~~ual pe~ce .. betw~ef1 hi~~:.~rit~n;~ .. ~Jii,~ty ~~·the s,~id 
staies •. ;and. his Bt:imnnic .Maiesty .shalL .witll. all; ~onvenient speed ..• wita.draw aU hJs•;a!fflies, 
garrisons, and fleets from ·th>e ~said Unite.Q States~ and from:ctevery•'p.ost¥ pll):~e,'.~ ·harbor 
wi!fiin the same· .. :'' (Underline ~rnp~asis ·a.ltded) · 

1 ''Tbe Jay Treaty · ' · - ' 
"' ... ARTICL'F:'II , .. · · .. · .... · .. ·.. . . •· .. . . . . . . . , . . .. . ..• 

. . "His. Maie~ty ~ill~ithdra~ atlhis·troons.~ctg~i~~~~3~m aU~~f~·~~r~~~Witlii~~e 
boundary hues assigned by the Treaty of Peace;to ilie Urut~d ~tates. :~·" (Und:~nlJ.ne e:!1lphasts 

·' added) · 
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The Jay Treaty ais~ reveafswho holds the upper hand in finance·and·commer~e: reqt;liting . 
tt1ei.:J;:S. Goverilment >to repay· certain df!bt owed' British merchantsdaynAmeflfcan civilia'fis 
(Article VI);, ,pronilaitin9 t~aae of moftlsses: sugar~ ·coffee, co~a~ and·~~Qtto,"'¥ir:itH~~¥·CfJW1'4_, 
in the• world·. other .tllan 'Greaf, Britain (Article· XU~;r.arKI outlawing. ·:trade of:ir~reus f\tems 
easily construed ;as.war contraband witlil any enemy of Great B.rttai.J!l! (Article XVUI},. · · ... 

' ' 

An .;indepeftdent.c;of:lfif~tion otc1he United States of America~~ inf~Y&r, ·!l~pt!~J~qg ;stat~Js Is 
c~ntained in an exGet;.Pt from a 1795 Supre:me CQ~rt •Cas.e, .Renh@IIQw· V;·: Qoane't 
Administrators (3.~,t~,;~$4;,l1 LEd. 507; 3 Dafk,54): . 

. . . 

"•::,On t4th J~~a~, .l7J9, Congress, reso~y~d thjt they woul<Ln~t c9qplude' a h,#ceor treaty 
. w1th Great,Bl:JttUn,•.wlthout,.the consent of France .... " . •. ; ' . :~ :" \' ' . : . .. . .· :< ·;. ' . " . . 

.~.e·· plapsib!Uty ..• 'of ~- 'diff~t~nt .. praetica.J outcofue of . the .. ~~oJutionary V"!_•r.'' · if~.·~~t 
c~~ril!!;~iaU¥1 ca6,n9,t . be. g~p~q~ Th.~t; t~~; AT~~~an ".;~~"d~.i~1~f~ }ll t~e Jre.~f~~! ~!a~e 
lfllgaiJy id'nljfy tttems,e,Jv:es ~~ o.Yficers o1 th~ Crown hol{flng a· Br~1s·h t1tle of f!~bdt'fY (!tune 
shdUJd.exdite a thorough investigJ:ltion.61 · · · · · · · ~~ ··' 

~ ., 1>- ;., • ,• i '"'.' ":. '-;. . , " '.' 

World Domination· Tnrotigh Deeeit: 

The Jt~1ti!JPh. of qe!c!it ar\d tt~ea&ht~)'it ootfad~q V(ith ·time.: ,,l'l<f~the,: i~p~~·hpe of th~ 
role of the Norrrian-French.:attorrt'efKihg's esql.iir$§ in ·the ongoing subjUJatio~~·ofm•rtkin51 
cannot be exaggerated. Corporations, artificial creatures of the state ope~ating under 
statutory law, are . under the· exclusive control of attorn~ys, whc"have th~ iin~J· word· in ail 
co.tP~rate ~,~t1Vity. and.~e~fl. ~tt~. :.F!~sh-:~n:~-~~?.2~t rfi~n ·a~a \Y~~Jl~n ~ .. ~n fll;;<~~~r~~~~d,. 
spea~ and· ac~for.tb~m~el¥~··under .. ~~e cqmmonJa'+'.~ . How~,}let, b,as~tt~n, tp~,~~upl~~~~~ 
use o,f people'st.naffied~t'l~ruj)te4into a:corporat-IY• coklf~~~··all~t;t~H*¥ter fo~rfia.t, i~ie& 
·and attorney.s :have:justifft!ld .. procee<liing EIQainst tr~tingl unwa,tV:i~tim' :,~Js .. thaugh .tf!ay 
weT&'a corpor&ti~n, aAd':~ave :convince.d. virtuaJ~ .. att~Americarts·:(a~>~e. 9ut~ ~<·tl!le :rest of 
mankind) 5 ·'by' specious6~· behayior,, · d~liberate. ofniSSion· ··of ther trath, ;and· ()ff~Giii,•itlsisten:ce 
upon contri,Vec;t falseho9ds63---;tllat:they require arl'attorney; .·are boum:J by· the·~rT\e·eot:tes 
and sta~~·s. , ~s · ~orpor•~iqns~ ... · atiq· ;~r;. Jh~ref9[~( :?.t>:,d'ff~fen.fi ·.!~~;rf.,~ . ~~~r· ;~,~~~~ 
corpQratiOFI (slavE?~ otth~ state)~, ... JO,ijo .Qumcy Pu~l~c., (laiV~ly behe~1n~t·fl:Jt1f "TH.~·;'7f~;npfEltlle' 
Judas S. Squire" would1;nev.r mislead tt:im;, now dutifullY s.ee,ks.ao a~rtleY. ig "'.i~J,IY~. ·B:!I 
'16Qa't matters, votuntarily eemeri:ting: his emstaveme:ntas a "ward a:f .. tWe.~outt'~ ''""~7a·,~l>llc$&A 
of.Unso~rtd niin(f:1'64 ahd'C()tiGeding-that he iS inCapable OfS1!)eaking.amlk:actjng;fQr·him&elf. 
With;otif st~crttrfcl<'ry. emf()tced 1 b~: u·nderUngJ~sqtiire, judges an~ ·Elitt$rn~·, ·itt~ the judi~ial 
.system, tti'e Chosen Ma~1:E:!'tr~ cootttnot prevail. · · · .. · · , ·. 

'. ·- ' ,\ ·:. ',- ''·.< •'\ . ·; '· 0 

61 This essay will·not•indt'J!ge in'farther ~os-ition on these issue$,.. Rather, the'read~r ~bould.fo~!his own apin~n 
based on the 'facts. The ·source of most of the 'above .revelation,s. and ll.lOre: concerning this semin~ peJl,i:od ··in 
American history is "The United States is Still a British Colony," byJames Montgomery. : 
6: Specious:'. Seeming d¢sirable, reascmable, oi1 probable, but not real~ so;:pl~ .or attta't'tiVel;ip appearan.Oe~· but 
deceptive; fait-seeming. •.: · · · .. · . ? • • , , • . 

•• 
63 By; use of what is callttd•il.; '.\~gal fi¢tio~' my judge can~literally arbitrarily ;/)11etend•llJ.·.if~lse ~~cy ,into .~i-.~n~e 
·and tlfeti hold y.ou~accouhtabf~•for the. imag~l'fea]jty without:.infum:Jj,Qg•yi)u ofwhat ~ blls$~a . .#.: legalifc#an 
is defmed as "Something assumed; in law to be fatt irrespectwe. of the· truth .or accuracy of that assumption:" 
~erriam..:We~ter's b:icti~nary QfJ:;aw, 1~.6), and;Judges employsucb WlU\ll$ale; ·. . . . ·. . · .. 

Customers of attorneys are .£Qal~ed cljents. "Clients "are al•· eallea ~wards of 'the court' in, regard to .their 
relationship with their attonteys" (Corpus Juris·Secundum1 1980;t~ection 4). "Wards ofscourt: In!ets and persons 
of unsound mind" (Black's 4th). 
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Masters of Commerce and Law 

The icovin,intent on,subjugating aU of mankind began as but a tiny oaba,l6~~aotuaUy.antetite 
hate! group~a, within a rileist cult.....-.determined to swindJ&iaiJ prapedV p•earDw.JJ:om atbnon~ 
gro~p members and rule the world from on high as the . Chosen Mastel$:. Th:E:Jy' gat! their 
initi~l foothold in the: globalcommer¢iall!frena as shippers on the bigh~e~1n:,:th_.ldaJ'I$1!mtie 
beague,67 CIJtting their teeth on the Negotiable Instruments Law, "NIL" That particular form 
of I&W (admiraltylmarttime, genetal equity) was brought ashore in':tflis·dsurttty,irl''1.851 with 
the ~imited. Liability (thsura;n·ce) Act, and Is noW codified: as1he LJ'iniform Ct:immerotaVCol:le 
(aU ,meaningful commercial paper falls undc:!t the headings &f ('8aeumen·t,'uf title"'; and 
"neQotiabJeJnstrument," both of which are jealous subjects of.the UCC)~ Jncredibly, both the 
NIL lanc(the UCC are derived front the same voluminous, ar~~ie;·cqltirl! ·encrypted hate 
manjifesto-with its intricate teachings · on property rights.:....;a!Ntdred bf' the selfsame 
progenitors. of the anti~()~i~l policies that we, as outsiders, miJstcontendwith (ln it$,.r;nyri.ad 
fo!J$) ev~ ·day of ou~ :nfe . for . our very. exi§tenc~, ·· Pebple ha'tef bee!f'~Y~J:ftgJ(lt~ 
.unw,tting,. de facto "men~h~hts'' trading .in wortbl~s~. fia~ "ljllot\ey," f~lJER;N's · · ·' ~· n:tany 
hav~ become obsessed (by necessity) with such. hdUow, ·lif~·dir:fiinl~hl\ig~ . 'ht&,$' ·:as 
"get~ng out of debt," "making rent," and "paying the bills,"" to the ~xetu$ion" d '&rgra~ious, 
ben+volent, aesthetic lifestyle, .and e,yerything .e,lse in between~. 

I " ' ' \ ·,' 

Segjnnin.g wi~hth~F~e. oc.~ R. ev.olution this Jlttle .. cote,rie
68

. of rpa~efa,<;to.r.;~ .. h·a· ~:·b.;,~ee.· .. n.t.·.~.~~·.·.~ ... ·. p.4rce 
of a~l revolutton, .Insurrection, and global warfare69 amongst otherwts~'"f:~*'·~:mal:/Plf&RI$·and 

, ' ,, ' ' ' ~ ' , i -·-" 

65 C~~al: [Fr~I?· the Hebrew c~bala, qabbalah;. a syste,m of es~e~~ llll!~<?llQP:.hY ,~~velo~~~ b~. · . .,t,ea6~~ .. its 
p~ak lm the Mtddle Ages and, based on a mysttcf!l meUlod of mterptetmg tl~ Sen l A,' . t· of persons 
~ecre~

1

ly ooited for some private pUt-pose. FUnk & Wa hlls~New~~taddm-deofi~·' . . . . ·· ·f . ;; · d''; ' 
66 It. as be.en said-and rightnttty so-t~mt virtually all crimes iriay 6e eiai9Sitietr ~1mte••e&b~s0l'mist mUst, 
by d, finiti<m, involve the· eleillent of ha¢: ·. ·llate-erime legi$1aMon:. has· been tnimtp.ete¢'in ind~~e ~~r of 

num~r:o.us: fr.:olir·ts·/guises/causes,. but th. e vezy .. -odgin, .. o ... ft])ie co. nuept. · .... ·at)d. ·.the·,·ul·.tim:al~ ... ·· ~b.~e·."t. ~ve. ; m.·· . .r:t.·ts···.· ;~ .. ·.·.·.·.} ..•. ~.·~.· ,el'ati~ .... «.:is· ... ·t:or 
provi~~g ·le~ized proteetion for:the pree~ment perpetrators of h~te. cf9nes in. the w~orl9,:c ~ rile ;p[int~:4iqeten~.e 
fromilth1s.an~Jes~er hate groups ts-thattlns,pne ha;; access t!), un,ijm,ited f1ll~ce •'~4, ~~.~~ .. ·. · ~ pu a..muc~ 
gran t: scal~far top imm~nse in ~coJ!e ( wodd.war) for ri;iost Jqlks tl), conc~iy.e ~r,~, •:otcli!§~ ~"' . h~( crimes:" 
App etitly, tile culprits cot1~eive that they need prot~ction fr~l'n imy,who·.migllt 1retift1llte tifter~·Ws¢0v'eting'the 
yicio '. illbuman, getiocidal.tacticS'that they systematically wteak against aU nookltlt'·ht~13·i "Besi~et di~g 
over '· squire-politicians tliat vote in such Je~islation,. aS repoited. in;the Dos~:NtgelFs!imres, !a'It·-:~olitico ~ti~e 

wi~ !hiS.'hate:gr?liP. even·helf>e. d write. ~e fi.trst~ate. :trim .. e. s sta:~t~;. M .. em.· ··bet. c. ·.~"af .. tliis· .. : el:i:·,.·te .. ··~llite .... 'gr.:?.Jt·p.?th· ..... ···.ink···.·. ·~. . .· ~ · ... ·.•• g. 
oh~nficmg stgmficantnumbers of:$err own kind (les.s~r, unmtM1etlmeti\J1ers, n0_tp¥fof~e~:th~JTC~~of•tl1e 
cult,t;:~ith no a-wareness ,of1}lew~rkings~~\4e top)forthe l)wPOs~,pt'~Jlr0y~~~,jthat tJt~-J~Ul~h~,~~~'\1'~~~ 
and ~en blaming other, non-cult actors for the deed. As repe,~<\ .in the ~A \W1es~ cult~f,m~~·t~Y~ ~Y~!'J:be~ 
caugl!tt red-handed by police in the conunission of a "hate•crfiiie" (vatidalisni) against tneir 6wn cult-3nd have 

I 

open~y con(essed to the crime. Once wholesJ\}e numbers of people begin figuring out what is going on an.d organize, 
the ;Eosen Masters will need every form of societal insulation, legal indenmifi~ation, ·and bate•.crjme,.legislation 
avail ble just· to stay.· alive--so·. they apparently· believe,.• The spee4' with· Whidl .itfoonation can; be ~adly 

· ~ss~ . . ated over the Internet is a. terrifying aspect of modem life for'this, the suprem.e,ll~ groqp cof all hate J~Qups 
mh~tory. . • . 
67 H~seatic League:' [OH<3. ·hama:military troop, band, company. MHG hanse fellowsbig,;.~~ci(I.Mn, me~~lltlt's 
guildJ A medieval confederacy of German cities and German merchant settlements in '!:l#f,tr ®Untties .th:fl.t was 
orgarlized· for the• protection of their .commercial inter.ests. The ol(igins of the .asseeiation, :wnich jS a)so caJ~d th:e 
HanSrt or Hama, are to be found·in the West German citie.s 'tCil otgiinize and con:ttoi .traele in1the·BS.ltic in tbe 12th 
cen~. A code of maritime laws known as.the laws oftheHansetowns, ortheordinan-t()ftheiHanseatic~wns, 
was frrst published in German, atLub.ee, in 1597. In an: assemblyofdepl:ities~om the.s~e~ttown;s:ol1af4~~Lubec, 
thesei laws were afteiWards (May .23, ·1614) revised andenlar.ged. · ThelBncrtlop~ia:Amerl~aiia.·IiitH B~on •.. ·· 
68 Cqterie: [Med. L. cotarius < cota .a cottage'} An intimate, often exclusive, gtoup .of·persons,·w4tb,·a conunon 
interest. · 
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nations, and whose· e>epress purp'OSe is open.rebellion against aU'~iStin~s(;)~iQt or-~rjand, 
an)idst the;ensuing turbulence, introducing a new order, customized for s~rving the needs of 
th$ instrgatC!Jrs ·of ·the: chaos. ··The advent. of:imttatkm money,. c~lled~"'crtdit;" · a~ng with the 
almost infinite f,number of pemn:~tt:rtions of such· otpretEIAd•money!' lflatJ ha~·emerged 
th~refrom, as wen as· a host of mu,ant institutions that have appearetlt:sGiety fotitrafficking in 
SUCh "currency," e.g. the (rigged) stoCk70 ·ami·bOnd:mafke•; :irisut:ant$:CO~.s; etc., iS 
th~ high-water mark of the legacy of the MoneyPower. 71 Naively unwitting suckers are ted 
aldng anet drawn into,such confidence games by tllle pitchman~s lure;ofgel'tting,sorriething 
for ridttfiAg, i.e. acquiring wealth wtthQuti' exchahgiJ!lg2 ~abor/2 ' {a : pbilfi:Gpfili~l ccmcept 
glorified by the same arch-charlatan racketeers win:> contrived· tttese·~afld ;Qthltr;financial 
schemes, as wen as the judicial and taxation industries. Over time, the end result of such 
peffidy: is ·the same 'story: loss of wealth and freedom by the. m::JMe.JOus; in~~R:Juaf players, 
aFI{I ever,;:increas'ing acquisition ofwealth 'and politioal power by tme money: 11\fmgers that 
created, ~own, and oP&rate the game. 

This tiny tribe of gold-worshipers successfully corrupted, embezzled the gold of; and fiscally 
conquered.every great· .. ehtiUzatian' ·in ·llistory~B$byltm; Byzantium;. Sgyptt··Rome, the 
Bri~ish78· Empire·fthe Cf'IO\Nnds a straw,;marrf0r the 6hosen Masters~; and nOW'Amef!ica....,.in 
the exact same way: from within, i.e. without military force. Because it tis· laasiGatfy 
indonceivable for average folks that any "civilized" group of men couldtbe motivated by such 
abSolute, unbridled hatred for all non-cutt.memb~. these covert, modem-day, white-collar 
barbarians, as a whole, have g.one uncf:tecked over the millennia, save the· pe¥iodic, 
prqvineiaVatpulsitn1ft'Jr an uns~ka!D.ly i:iboitti'Ffable, .un~$dy •so~iQpaln.id~. pracfjce: (which 
wnl not 'be ·<:JiscuS$ed •here):, •S1tll rampanHotitay,·.'bllt higlily,·msuJated~:am.t••itJJtr:ir:t:$S:cret. Tile 
entire· existence· of•thts ;$~g:~t/Mtnu~75~wtt,.,se: leaders ~mm:a .. ·awJD&~:rigtlttto''~" 
·evt!rytt:Ting tftie~isten~isF!iedieated'in'furttrertnglthe·tllt4~'·e&lD1e~·ot~·JDditi081 
an~ commersial•en&lavement of·~!foutSid&ts.; ant"t liq~1datiori''ef:aof,WJ!im·dttYfiOtivftiumifY·~hop 
·oni the treadmill: Exatnine the blueprintuaAd career .of :any eommun~t· cauntr¢iancd·1}«lu ~will 
set9 what;the"Cht>sen Masters have planned·~for America· antf .. tl:te world, as csmt'nunism7e is 
the qurntessenti'al embodiment and manifestation .of theirps~chosis; 

69·"You have not begun to appreciate the depffi:ofo'Urgitilt. We are intrud~; ;\Ve'tiesllbv~rs. We:hmre:ll:a:ken 
yodr 11utural world, yoUF ideals, y:our d'e~iny, .and "played havoc with theni. Wed}ave been atdit.¢"~Q~~;,ofn~t 
metely the latest great war, but of every· other major revolution in your history. We·have brought.discord and 
corifusion and frustration into your personal and public life, We ate stm doing it .. No·one.cantellhow4ong"weshall 
go !on doihg it.· Who knows what ·great' anti' glbrious destiny mtght have beeh yours if we had left y,ou -alone," 
M*celis Eli Ravage, CenturyMagazine,·Febnuuy 1~26: . · · . ·. .··• · 
70 Yoifr ·authors have a :&lase friend of tnany years who has personally sat iti at the highestlel'els :of the !bankin'g 
wotld, where real..;time display .. of all stockei{rrotatio»s in all exch~ges worldwide can. be V,ie\Yed in li:•'Sin~e"toot'l, 
and where insiders· may'fieely sitnultatt.eously buy/sell ide»tical seeurities in different}market$iand ·'realize the 

·difference in prices; generally art illeg~tl·pFactice, kri:owrr as ''arbitrage." 
1
•
1 Despite the domin:atic·e ·• ()f suchJms~imtions tlfi:oughout ~the world, aU are . .dwarfed: itt ·sophisticatioa .by. the 

ele¢tronic-te»tacled, psettdo"governmental; private+mili~Ullit "Department & the Treasury?'· (lRSi·&iciJllities and 
Exchange Commission, Bureau of Alco)lol,Tobacco•and.Fifeaims, U.S. Secret .Service, Bifreau.Ofthe Public Debt, 
Finiatrcial Crimes EnforcementNetwotk (FINCE~~ etc;~·that enforces global·cotitrolover the tlow·ohlFf'RN~.s. 
72 Note for non-karmiC enthusiasts eb;gagetf:..m such' occupations: There is no•such. thin~'as a ftee·ltmch. 

•
73 British: From the Hebrew.B'tith;emrenarlt+. -ishm$1; Britain: ,l1lrith +Hebrew ..;ain'absol:ute. . .. 
74 Sociopathic: [Latin socius companion + Greek pathy disease ofa·(gpecified~ t)q)e};;0f or matmg·to an antisocial 
~e$onality disorder 1( capable of violent acts withour:gailt f.eelmgs). IHtra Lm#ua Net Ottlitle '!)ictionarr. 
5 Societas criminus. Lat. A. partner.smp in crime between tWo or more peop~e a~iJ:l;g to·sbar""prafits and,l'osses. 

76
· In Russia, for exainple; the eco11t>my .. is Dew ·effectively<iun by::regit>natcrimij lords;' and therccU:J.tufe of the 

(Cfuistian} nation has been utterly destroyed; reduced to a shamb1es, be.ginning with the ·~Gl()Pibus People's 
Revolution" (banker-organized/financed/armed/orchestrated coup (l)f 19·l7):.whereilt· (as quoted in the Congressional 
Record) 28 bishops and archbishops, 6,776 .priests, 6,765 Teach:er.s; .S,500 doctors, 54;000 army.oftieers, 260;000 
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Faot~afly:,, communist·philosophy i'now ofiiciatpolioy ofthe U.S. Government: 
) 

.~' ... The oWI\ersbip·ofall ~ro}i1erty i;s in:th~State; individual so~ca:llef!<'Ow'.;e~V>:is·,pD;Jy.by 
virtue;.ofgovel'lllttent, Le: ·l~warnounting tp mere·'nser; a:nd U$~. mus~~':in.t@.~~~at\-:with 
law and suoordiaate to the necessities .ofthe ~tate.'' Senate Documen~43j 73rd '•Co;tl~~ 1st 

1 Session (s~e entry by the same n,amein.Glos~ary): 

A p~ssible·origin·of"tne\U;S. Senate~s oommunist.stan~e· ()n the' issue,lof:p,:i~e ~wnership 
of p~opetty is Bernard ~Baruch (:18t70....:1965), WaiL Street mogukan(:J Arl!lElri~an .-ee·ld•FtttJI 
eco~omic}adviser"for more:than·4$years: . · · . · 

! · "We. are living ·iJ:l· aJ'ti.ghly ot;g~ni~ed statet.of so~i~tJJsm. The state is;.f3ll; ttl~ itt4iv,i(}ual if! .of 
·.· ~pQrtance onlya:fo.he contributes to;the we.l.fate .oUhe state~ .:Hjs~pro~~jsi!?'t't~Y ~is.a~,~ 

. I state does not need it. He must hold his life and his possessiops at't~ ~all:·~f:the s~tt'." 
Bernard M. Ba:ruch(Knickerbocker Press,l918) 

t·' . 
Mr. ~aFUch's philOsophy, sf course~ do.es .not ;apply in the case. of the· inoredit:lle· for1unes 
·ama~sed by· him and his·fellow:.communist,. btlllonamecqomrades~nly re the~af.OI>9rtY •o.Ube 
".tittl~ Ji)'eople.'' · 
. I . 

! 

·' :: ',\. ~· ' \ ' ' ' ., ,, I ' 

·By: ~errn•tion ·the U€C .. qcomp:as$es all reotU'fiet:f/S:~tl.lc>JY . la\N in•· e~tstence;f •:•Y ... flltt!lg;i$11 
rntercoo:rse•. between·andtamonQ$t· @JI peop.le, 'busln•••r ai!:lt1 govEtfn,~s,·•·•l'lf~•&{l:le 
issu~·:ofattrcurrency/marrey, the s.Jngle::rnost ithportant·co~ity•,in.mo<:JW>I~•.ty.; The 
mas~r· merchants.tha~hdeveloped; the'UCG·~tl!e~fixatet:on:·e9liitNemeri~••xrm~J~.·Qf; .. aJJ 
outs~ers by legalleGrm1ter:cialfmilitary, .i.e;,admir~ .. ·.; ;•m~ns. Tb:er·~ ... : ·. ~·Y.O}f.·c.tt&ali~~~. 
deaq"'seFiO\lisness of: •your wauJd~me;· •·se~appoimt~ ·sdtVe' mas.tersl~Uiti~1{; ·and.•faoe 
factst ... of;. "l'tow·the ··world .• ~.goes .. 'rauna~'" ·the:.bekel'• ottanoe yoo"•d,;l!l~z'iQf·"j\&Oi4ing 
victi:tE'a:ation at their handa anq. •enj0ying ,ypup Ufe,q,~Qnee peQple ·$tep,,ag-."':atld stop 
".vol·. teering"78 into coi1'U11ercial. ~ubjugatfon the ... H,oly Mal~rs wm have s9f"l' Sftr~9ll& 
~pr.ob .•.. · s on their hands., As :they .eomprise 'drily a mifi\il!;te. segment .qf the•popuJati~tl (nen• 
the ~eed fo.r:·aJHhe "und'et'dog''·hate .. erime legis~ation.,.whieb they originated;.al'ld atlth.or41nd 

i " • ~ ' 

soldief.s, 1,501,900 police officers, 48,000 ge~d~es, 3$5,000 ,in~llfl¢tuals, l~S,OOO wo~ke;s, .m\d 9l~S~Qf)() p~ts, 
as Wf1ll as Czar Nicholas II and his family, the Romanoff'~luistians all--were,"p.»t,~·to d~ath#n•del'e~t@.«l 

.Oototier),; Breakdown of demographics in ideal communist so~o<iety1 ba,sed on empfrj~m~~se£Vatfo~:qf.th&f~er 
Soviet Union: memlters of. the Communist P~: .. 1% to' 2%; wprk;ets,f~r, serving memb¢ts.·:~ftb:e C~Wlist P~: 
48% ~0 49%; police··and militazy for contro~g workers and prote~tin~:~ootmoists: ~%<t~..49%~. ~eff.,.~. nol1· 
Communist Party millionaires: less than 0.1 %. ·Where,· in .:sucb•a S'Q.eW.sclJ.~me, .do ¥0.\1!1'"' YP!l:ran'filifour f~jly 

fittin .. ~in. :.·.A .• s·rep~rted ~· .. a. Novem. be. r 3:0, 20.· 0.·1 art. icie in.· ... ~e ... L .. ·Ai .. ·01'·;· im.· ·.·~ .. s.·~. ,{!J.~.M.·~u~on:ch.~.·.·.'".·.·.ilfretl··· .... ·· ..... ·.·.JL;.~v.· .• ia ... Ji. ·.~.ip .... ~ .. ·i>."~ ... ·. · ;~.'o. f ·the ·1~ mtlhon children m• E!lBtem .Europe an~ f0rmer Soviet Unft)n c~\ll'Urtes bvmg m povertY; 16,.mtn,on-.....a1!1ost 
90o/o-rlive in former Soviet·bountries; .. Nom: The.·,l'opular;litt~ book, &n,itnaLF~~'ailtg~:·iQr·l@,;-r 
cotn:Jli.Uhisttt written in .1946· by George Orwell, is,also;a shoe~~ly aceurate:~jtt~n 0f life m ~~ie41t-y, '*s 
all I 01 planks· of the Gomm~ist Manifesto have been fully implep:}e'tt~d. ,~W,o,~:Id ConqU;~t!f' ~t~ G.hrisija,nity 
with* virulent passion.and·have.sueceedecJ:,,m·poHuting, eJ.:oding,. ~··cQmlipting:the~~~~f~?.brt~ pfall tlllljor 

· Chrisfan nati~&onearth, begirutingwithFri)ttce in 1189. .. . . . · · ·.. , .. · 
77 

" ••• ~e are today n()tbing els:e put t:qe world's seducers~ its ~~tro~~.its incehdiaries!r~its e~w~~." Dr. ()~.car 
Levy,! Preface, The World'SignifiMnce of;th.e··~ussianJ~evolutioJ; by, Geotge Pitt.dtiYel's:{l920).. ·'·" 
7
·
8 Goyermnent depends utterly oti the co11s¢nt of.the gowrrten~ nb .consent . .:;: no centr-.. "A:lt .~nwe \)y natUre 

free ahd indep'endent, and.have certain inhelient and inalienabl~ rights..,. .among these .atie life;diberty., and the;pUf&uit 
of happiness.. To secure these rights and)lielprotection of.pt•rty, .. g<Wermnents ah1 :insti1\Utedatllloog,men, deriving 
theirj~st powers from the consent of. the go:«emed.''· Constitution of llliftois; Article 11, Section L .·. 
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ins~itute through their lackeys in DC and elsewhere) their influence can be 'tather' easily 
off~et once large numbers of people catch on. The Crown and the U.S. GoVernment are 
ba~krupt front operations. for· these miscreants, . propped up for no other re$ann than to bilk 
and pontically (militarily) subjugate any and all who mistakenly "do business" \tVith either. 

De~pite the best-taid plans of your self-appointed overlords, however, the current 
pr~dicament is now rather easily remedied. Jh.e name of the game is commerce: contracts 
(re~ealed and unrevc:taled), accounting, debits, credits, etc. Commerqiat machinery is 
triggered by (unwittingly) ''votuntarfly" contracting with private, governmental corporations, 
lo~g-since bankrupt and now onl.y shams for Federal Reserve creditors. Consensual 
contracts are enforced both judicially (via the legal system) and privately/non-juaicially (via 
th~ prescriptions of the UCC). When you make ·a self-determined decision '1o do business" 
with corporate g.overnment you will invariably suffer the consequences. In >America, the 
notion of freedom extends no further than "the right to contract with.,whomevetyou wish," 
an~ the right to not contract with those you do not Once a trusting "citi2en" enters a 
cohtract with bankrupt government, however, he ~ecomes a "fiscal subjeof• (economic 
sl~ve) and all other "freedoms" become distant memories . 79 

· 

Th~ onty thing impeding your survival is your grasp of the essence of the basic terms used 
to 1describe any commercial relationship and the rules of c(l)mmerce as: ·embodi.ct· in the 
Uniform Commercial Code. For the owners .of an the currencies of the world, the UCC is 
th~ only game in town~clipsing and engulfing all others (Sefl) UCC 1·103~: Ignore it at 
yo\,Jr peril; heed its tenets for your betterment. Fortunately for all, a .few sturd~·:souls have 
·de~iphered the key. issues and principal factors for Redemptor$ and have chatted the route 
thi'Pugh the uec and Revised Article 9 and made it out the ·oU.r side.. 8onJ~ttbittg)C6tn be 
dohe, and that is arming oneselfwith the sa;me· kind of ammo J;ftJing used apinst one:· the 
silver buHets of the Artictes of the Uniform Commercial Code. · 

Th~ first step is copyrighting. your all-capital-letters TRADE NAM;E under the ·eornmon law 
as! described in detail in the. Practical Section of this manu~t No on.e in the legal 
sy~tem/govemmerlt.....,including any esquire of any .stature-at any .l~yel ........ ~as any rightto t~se 
your common-law copyrighted 'property for comrnerciat gatn without o.omp$nsating you,80 

an~ no law exists that will support such piracy. Those who foolishlY believe, they 'a~ above 
the law and are untouchable by .the "little people" wm quickly discover the ctead~riousness 
of I the consequen,ces of dealing with someone who understands the key elemef'lts of the 
Urliform Commercial Code and how to enforce them. 

Thie objective of this. article is to help the stud•nt of the law with :an understanding of the 
actual nature of the legal ~ystem so he/she Is not tripped up believing th~ propaganda 
issuing therefrom and. trus,ting ther juristic81 dissernblets that specialize in crush:ing r,<ir.eams 
an~ destroying lives. Learn and use the sel~ame weapon of choice of thos'& who would 
cohflscate the very 'air you breathe if they could, the Uniform Commercial Code • .and ,afford 
yo~rself the best chance of prevailing over pernicious82 esquires and the organ~zed criminal 
syndicate that invented them. 

79 "I didn't know I was a slave untillf(jund out I couldn't do the things I wanted." Frederick Douglass 
80 '~Property may not be taken by govehnm:nt ... even for pU.b{ic advantage or welfare, withcrutj\iit eom,pensation. 
LoUisville Bank, v. Radford, 295U:S. 555,601, 602; United States v. Butler,.297 U.S. I. 
81 Juristic: Of ot relating to a jurist (one having a thorough knowledge. of law, esp: .JUDGE) or the profession of law. 
82 Pernicious: (Latin per through + nee-, nex violent death) Having the power of destroying. or irljuring; tep.ding to 
kill or hurt; very injurious; deadly; malicious; wicked. 
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Section3·· 

The Curse of Co..,Surtltysllip 
. . 

JJ[by You are Held Accountable for the.NtztionalDebt 
:' ; '< } ~ ' ' • • 



The Curse of Co...Surety .. 1 

Why You are Held Accountable for the NationJJliJell,r 

In .1 989, Austin Gary Cooper was prosecuted by the Department of Justice. in U.S. District 
Court for "failure to file an income tax return," UNITED STAI;S o'F AME:filCA. vs. AUSttN 
GARY COOPER, Case No. 89-1 09-CR.;HOEYLER (Southern O.iS'trict of Fto.rid'a). In this 
otherwise ordinary tax case, Cooper elicited ·a .staggering disclosure from the judge: that 
there' are simultaneously two citizenship&, "citizen of the United States" and "Arnet<ican 
Citizen." Quoting from the case: 

"I wanta judicial d(!terminaliol'Jl Am I anA!fl.er~fiin q,itiz~n: of!}t:J a4fizen of 
tke' United States?" .. · ·· . ii. 

Judge Hoevler: "You're both." 

The Department of Justice ·prosecutbr, Linda Koslowski, an · Assist~nt Unit~ States 
Attorney, in her closing argument revealed that "United States citizenship" is b~sed strictly 
on contract. Referencing Austin Gary Cooper, the prosecutor revealed: 

Koslowski: "He pays Social Security and he uses the Postal Service; therefore Mr. 
COOPER is a U.S. citizen." 

Koslqwski divulged that the payment of Social Security taxes and the w~e of United States 
Postal Service constituted contracts of "co-surety" [Note: not "co-debtor''] that rendered 
Cooper and anyone else so "contracting" under federal jurisdiction and a subject of 
mandatory federal income taxation. Surety is defined as: 

"A person who is primarily liable for the payment of another's debt or the performance of 
another's obligation ... " Black's 7th. · 

A co,.surety is a surety who shares the cost of suretysh.ip obligations with another/others. 
Assistant United States Attorney Koslowski's assertions revealed that any who pay Jnto 
Social Security and use the Postal Service are considered mutually legally li~ble, as co
sureties, for the debt of United States, i.e. the "National Debt," and thereby obligated to" pay 
income tax. 

Flesh-and~blood men .and women born in one of the 50 several StatfJs Me American 
Citizens, a standing acquired by birth; their artificial alter ego (TRADE NAME) Is a citizen of 
the United States, a status ac.quired via contract. J1.4dge Hoev:ter.a.lso ackno~tedg~ that 
there. are other media (other than ~oing business with Social Security and the Postal 
Service) by which American Citizens regularly contract into becoming a "citizen of the 
United States," but declined commenting further. 

1 Suretyship: "The legal relation that arises when one party assumes liability .for a debt~ default, or other failing ofa 
second party. The .liability ofboth parties b~gins simultaneously. In other words;" under a contract of sUretyship, a 
surety becomes a party to the principal obligation." Black's Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition~ 1999; hereinafter 
"Black's 7th. Co-suretyship means suretyship with other sureties re the same principaVobligation. 
2 The "National Debt" is the fmancial obligation of the U.S. Government claimed by th~ Feqeral Reserve Bank, and 
is based on use of the Fed's private property, (valueless/unredeemable) Federal Reserve Notes, as currency. 
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TWft Act of July Zf"'{~:868" 

The Gooper jutlge~s comments are in harmony with legislation j~asad;,~ the Wn'ited .. States 
Cd~gness formally acknowledging Amerjean Oiti'z,nship :and provld~rn§:o, f:ot ei)'atri~tion of 
American Citi2~ns"from other citi:z:enships they m~y hotd: . ·· '' 

• '< 
'fAn Act cenceming the &ights: of Amer.ican>€itite~jnforei .. ·"S4tte~.,.a~,~t:~11;ftcted,\),y,,tbe 
.Senate and He>use of Repres.el'!tittives of .the l}niteo .. $:tates of ~~_rica:inxq~·~ss ~~~~led, 
That·anydeclaration; instruc!iQn, o:r,der:Ol" ~~eeliit)n of~ny Officers of tlti~ ;go:\'el'lUl).en~~b:~h 
denies, res1i'icts,Ampairs, or questio~the r:i:ght;;~(e~patriation, i$. here})¥ ·~dar~ incon&j~tent·; 
with the fundamental principles,oftDis govemmel).t;" (Underlblle empbusi~J~ed) · . · 

United· $'tate:s. Statutes arr.arge,Vob1~e 15, chapter' 
24(p. 22'3; FortiethCon&:res#('JJ\11y 17,'186~) 

. . 

' ,,i . ' :'·, . . ' ' · .. ' .. " ' •' . ·, " '-,. ,, :. ' ' '' :· ' ·' ," .- ' '·_ ~ 
Tn~· I(Jnguagl=)' used by the FortietH 'Con~re$·s unequiva~ts~$eifies,Amerfolln C:itizens ·. "m 
for~fgn States, .. rather than ''in.foreigh ·Ct>uhtries.'' Wt:lif !leri'; ii'tnJ speeffl,l;lign1fteafice, if 
any, of a foreign State over a foreign. Country? Consulting the Constitution of ttle United 
$t*e~.9fAmert~~; Articl~ I, Sectis>J1~·;·Cia~·~17 we fihd the geogr~h~~~f·U~i!~'an8·'t&aJm 
of~atiti(;al authori~ of the.lJnlted Stat~s ·Gave·rnm,nt:· · · · · ,, ·· . 

' ·~ " , . . ' . ' ' ' ;, ; ~ ' ' ' ' 

''"The • Congress shall have the Power To ... exerciset:·exc~~~~ve . ~gisJ&rttow itf aR,~ases· 
whatsoever, over sueh··District (not'exc¢edfffg·terr Miles''@J~e}~4 as·may,'&y :Cossioli:of 
particular Stales, and the· Accept~nte of'Congtess~ 15ecome t~S~at.M tha:ooverrnnen~ bf the 

·United States, and to ~xercise}ike Authotity over iH Places plirt1haSe<lo~ tHe ObM. ~~the 
LegiSiature of the' State irrwliich the.Sanie'shaJI•be, fortJte R~~etion •of7Fotts, '~ines, 
Arsenals~ dhck~Y ari:ls~ 'and other needful ;fJuifdings ... " (Under}Ut.e(emf)lfasis ad\1~), '·' · t , 

' ' 

l..o¢>kil1g further · in ;the Constit.uUt\>n; · AM!itle IV, ·'6ectiol1 4 · ••Is a' pefiti•1;! aistif\ietion · 
be\w$~n l111ited States and the 'several St§les: : · · . . ·'·· 

"The United ;States sha:il "guarantee to .every State in this Umion:;;a'!~Republio8.ll:: Form of 
Government..." (Underline emphasis added) 

'{ ' " " 

Further, 19 Corpus Juris'Secunclum· 541 (1'900};:$~11$ it out:evart::more·,blearly: 

"The Unite'4t States governmenHs a foreign collporation;with . .respet;;t.to a state.'' 

As1 shown above, it is readily..discemible from this simple, •"amin·;t~r·of ~t~• C9f!Sli~U!tie>cl;l, 
anti Corpus Juris Sect.mdum that the 50 several States are fo@ign .. Stt#te~ in respE!ct of 
"Uhited Sta•s."whieh exists oAlywithin the·" .. ,Di$tri¥tnote.xeeeGU@g.tenJ\4~~.$(:tuilJ:e•·/' of 
Washington, E)~C. This fast is ·echoed vecy:·unantl!$iguousty in ~the UnifGl!m Commercial 
C~de, heratnafter "UCp":. ' · 

"Location o(Uriited'States. The Unit~d States is'locaterl'irrthe Disti'ictorCotumbla." UCC 
('Lt:.;l 

9-307(h). 

T~e· 50 several StattlS :of th~ Union, therefor~. njay ,fightly,'t>~. ~~ilsid~ted ~$. ''fore,igrt Sf,tes" 
in the above excerptJrom the·rAG:t .se~ting :fofthntf;le stanoe.,Q>f.Jt\e U.S, G,.oyernme,nt re 
expatriation of American Cititens in foreign States. 
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''Corpora•" citizenStbip 

Two"~nd a half years der:th• Act of July 2!7:, 1868, ,the U.S. Governmentwentinto\~ness 
as· a· rfor-;pr:ofit, munisipal corp011at~on on R~bruary 21, 187'tt It is int.Jt1ng that ttl~: 
quartEbtly list of expatriates is now :.Gff"ICiaUy. entered·'intc) the FederaJ;fififlistlf(),, "a leeat 

=~:'ntp::::!: ~~~u~=:~:a~~rv~:"~~ng_.to ~~. I:S~~?~~~ 
whos$ two greatest expenses are f!lostage and rent: '(government · agen:dies .. -do not pay 
postage and rent), is an intelligence·gathering, accounting, ·and coltection:lageney for the 
priva~· ·Federal. Reserve, and is domiciled in Puerto Rico under ttJlei .setre~f"Y'~' of the 
Treas1ury. of Pt~e:rto<Rico, al~l "Secretary of the lreasury"-who .is also/Governor of· the 
Worldi· Bank 11nd Goyernor of the. ln~ern~tional Monetary Fund (both of which are 
headquartered in ~~shington,D.C.). The Secretary is also in charge of an the private bank 
pape~i.e. Federal ReserVe Notes, "FRNs,"---.of his Federal Reserye emp.loyers, and 
empl~s ttle full mig~tof "P,~rtm~ptQUhe Tre,S.Lif:Y;.''.~pother non~US;GQV,~rQtf3;t~nt p~iV~~ 
busin~ss, in. monitGring e,Ycery institutionlcorporation/busihess/individual th&lt dialf.Ttl FRfiJs. . 

' 
• i . . .. .' . ' .. · ;' 

Therej is abund.~nt ey!9en~e;th~t U.S; citizen~~iP. isyactu~lly corporat~citi h!R:As ~ell 
as b~ing under the ultimate control of. a. priYcate business (IRS) a$ d.es.: .. • . :~b.99~ .. Jhe. 
officialllist of parties who have renounced U.S. citizenS,hip.also includes a c&rponition:'RSC5 

Reinsprance of· Ganact:~ .. R~G. Rein~ur~nce renounced its U.S. citizen~hip)n.·t~e second 
q.lJarter of 2000.

6
• · Since tlli~, arti~JCial-person~cprporation is listed :~S .. ap exp~,tJ'fllt~rJt. can be 

reasopcab!y assumed that B~c; Reinsurange at Ot;\eJir:t;le immigrcate.d an~,peq, . •~;~ "citizen 
of. thel tllliteq States." .. B~~d', on this, ;and other revelatqry fa~ts,, it ttlc:lY: ije,.sa y surmised 
that:th~, onlv ·type of eptitY that can ever ,.become. a '1citi~eri etrthe OhltCttf ··· ·-r is an 
artifici~l person. Oheeking,ttte,.spel.ling of the n~me pn ycnu; J>A$$po~. dri~f:sl1~fl:$e, sales 
permits. credit cards, certificates of title, etc. 'you 'win . discover that the name~'itnpdnted; 
there~n is written in ~aiJ .. ~pital •letters, . the stand~rd method for: desjQnating_ th~: name·+\9~ 

. corporations and corporately colored entitles, w,b~.h praQtice also.falls, c~·rnPl'~ 7Pt,J!side 
the aqcepted rules of Eng.lish grammar for the spelling of proper names olmEtn ;.rid wom'Em. 
An antcaps name designates an art.ificiaLperson, M3. eorporation/colipor~tely @lirE¥t entity. 

. . . 

Further, the prosecutor in Cooper confirmed in open court that U.S. citizepshtp 'is bas:ed·on 
contrsct rather than·the sitws7 .of.;one's l\>irttl)iqne of tl;le 50 ~ev~ral5tates, {9~~e.-rupta). HThe 
judge I in the Cooper case also admitted of two different types of citizenshJp, simultaneously: 
Amer/pan and U.S. It tantherefore'ae r~sonably.concl~&d;thatllS. citi.~'il1$1llipJs indeed 
some I kind of corporate/corporately colored "citizenship;" and that American Citizenship is 
held tiy·men and womlJn (ancfboys; Snd girls) born in one of the 5~9'several States. , 

3 The ~egislative'Att of February 21, 1871, Congressional Record, F011Y-fl.l'st Congress, Session Ill;>:Cbapter.62; p. 
419, cllart~red a FMetEd .c~mpany e~titled, ~~tJnited B~!~s," i.e., :\UnJt~d S;tat~s Jl871V al!o/a ~'YSJ11c.,";:: 
"CoiDIIiercial Agency" ongmally des1gnated as "Washmgton, D~C.," m accordance Wltllc~e,;~,Q71falled.}4 
Amendl.nent, which the record indicates was never ratified [see Utah'Supreme Court Cases, Dyett v''finner, .(1968) 
439 P2H 266, 267; State v.PllilJip$,(!1975) 54.0 J> 2d 93(i; .. ~Js wellas Coleman v. Mil!;r~,3Q7U.S. 448,, 59 s. Ct. 972; 
28 Tutbe iaw Review,22; 'It South Carolma Law'buarterly484;'congfessionat'RecoM, 11me 13, 1967, pp. 
15641-J5646]. . 
4 IRS ~as officially disclain:Jed a~ ~nag~ncy of the Uf.lited Stat~s Government by United S~tesAttom~yBETTY If· 
RICHAIRDSON (November 18/1993); 'For a certiffed 'cof)y of'~ doeuirtifnt i~ ··us ?lttom~y~Diselaims iJRS as 
Agenc~ c:>f US Government"~in Appendix. ·See alsb Intern:al Rtvenue Service in Glossary. 
5 RBC + Royal Bank of Canada. 
6 For c~mplete expatriation lists, see www.frissell.com/taxpat/taxpats.html. 
7 Situs: !site; situation; place. · 
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AtJfrirnacy method .. by wnJoh··united-States "contracts" with its llcustomer8" is.;throu;l:l~S~cial 
Secpurityr•and <the pa~mem·of payrolhtaxes. Briefly,' taxes are levied upon.t~e:.,I:Jt,of,t.Jnited 
St~tes (Congress) in favor ofthe private Federal Reserve Bank.8 Pre~itl.ent.,Frankfin Delano 
Ro9sevelt and the United States Congress, after declaring bankruptcy, contracted with 
int~rnatlornil'-banker ewnets;oft~ Fed (who caused· the banl«uptcy'by·switldtmg• America•s 
golti) for "loans of c~i't1it" C'moitey," created out bf thin .. air) presented as the'~'N&\v Deal:" · · 

An~ther cash·cew::(other fh2Jfl P:eF$onalincome ta}() was neerJed to.sadti1Je·4t'le,~merican 
pe~pte with'j9iflt re$poM:(bilit;y· (co .. su~rf!tyship obligatioAs) ·fodhe trittioo'S'. efdoltats in interest. 
ch*ges· that· would ·be segetiated cC)ur:tesy· ofthe"'pre~tdet'ltiat/congre$s•t1'~~r~hery. . The 
SOOial{rSeeufity·· Systemr'With: Social SecliJrityc :payrolJ,,;ta~es. was'·devlsed· for'1his purpose. 
Th+ Social Security contract is'·essentially· Em unconscionable. bargain9 •because it binds 
eVf~ry Account holder for the stratospheric debt of the U.S. Government 

;.'-, 

In ~he landmark 1937 case; Hetvering.v; Davis {301 U.S. 6t9, 81· LEd. 1-307, 57 S.Ct. 9.04), 
the! U.S. Supreme Court ruled that~nciai.Security-is·a.form: of weflare: . 

''The-scheme of.old age b(inefits created by Title II Qfthe. Sociel Securittl:Act ofAugust 14, 
19@$ ;:providing. for. the payment of such benetits,•!md authori!:ing,ftltur~ia~pr~ia~ons, .to an 
account. to be set up by the Treasury for such purpose, suffici~nt to ·•provide ·for th~ 
contemplated benefits, is within the power of Congress to spend money in aid. of the general. 

·Welf«Je .. :" Nnd~rlineemphastsadded) · 

Be:taas:e;afthis fact,.·applicatien for, amd .use .of, a·Sa<:il:ll• Security··Aac&aAt.~ .. r :i&, .. ·taeit 
corltession tlat .a~re >is· so in.oompetent in .managing·~ilis/her owm~affaim~at%•eJstte<~'nust 
ap.pot.nt~the lJ;;•S. Goverrfment.as.;h'isJ<hers ·~guardian~~··al!ldseek·eligibitity fot·welfare:payments. 
Su~ru status is also" kA<ilwn by uher:'na:mes, e.g. "Gt!l-ild of. the state;','. ~a~~·'\ttatd _ of..Jhe; 
co~rt."10 Those who are incapable of caring for themsetv.es ~Socia~ s._urity A<l¢ount 
holbers and their surety) are subjects of the doctrine o~ parens patriae, defined as follows: · 

'~[La!~n 'parent of·his or heJ: country'] The s~te .:regar~ed as ,a soverei~n~ tl1e>state in. its. 
capacity as mov·ider of'ipt:mection .·to those unabltUo care·· for thom&e~es .. " Bll:lDk's 7tlt. 
(Underline emphasis added) ·· 

Le!)ally, aceeptanGe ofra benefit (e~·g.,wel#are, the protection of the state) is.the equivalent_of 
acquisition of a·tegaJrjghUn.e~change for a promise, albeit a .taoit·prDmise, but a promise 
nevertheless, without which, any such "benefit" woultl not have been possible: 

· ~ • :':',CG-nstcl:eration' m a contract is a ben.efit to the partY protnising;.,or a:loss or ~ti:itn~rtt to the 
pa.rt)l· toxwhom the; pl!.omise is made;. and 'benefit,' as an element!•thet:eQ;f, ~P.n.s. that the 

> promisot:has, in·remm for his promise1 acquired some legal right tu•wh~h he wQ-\J::ld;,not 
otherwise have been entitled.'' Woolum v. Sizemore, 267 Ky. 384; 102. S;W; 2(1.323,.324. 

8V1rruallyevecy govermn~t o»: ~arth is bankrupt to. this same group ofot!pkers. · . . . .... _ •. 
9.Ubconsciona'&le•bargain: A contract which no man in his senses, not i.mder delusion, would make,·onthe one hand; 
and: which no fair and honest man would accept; ·on: the oilier. Black's baw•DictiQRary, Fifst Ediu6n·(l891 ). · · 
10 Wards of court: Infants and persons of unsound mind. Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 1951. 
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Translation: the fact of having acquired a legal right (welfare, protection (l)f the .state) is 
evidence that you must have m;adesome.kind·ofp,tromiS:etpJe(fge:(respon•jbilfty·f6r.p•ymtnt 
of the debt ofthe u.s. -Gov~rnment) in the beginning that facilitatedc.thiseutct)me and>;the 
enjo~rnent of:'$uch;'llenefit~~.:as weft ;• mere :eltgibility for' sueh. bMefit,~retirtmem ·;Dati•; 
"right~ ·to contributions" from"'Gffier peyroll ~yer~iscuesed ·betow)f · .. (tegat pr~ot~ ._,t 
"i:here. Jsmo ·suoh thil!lg as a free 1tmch. '~) 

This ~once.pt is ·spelled out ,parti~ularl~ cle$rly Jn''the 1960 UrS. Supreme·-'.(l)ourt caae,· 
Flemming v.,Nestor (363 U.Sc. 603, 4 L.Ed.2d 1436, 80 S.Ct:. 1367 (19$t)): 

~'l'he 'right~ to. Soci~l S!;curity benefits is in.~ sen$. ~.ea·.ru!d!l fpr :lh'" ~g.•cr scbeme rest$. on 
.. the legislativejudgnaohts thatthose:who,·in .th$ir ero~1%Yfi@rs;w,~:.fyg~.0n.ig,mf.f!bcrs· 
ofth~·!ec&n&my:,may justly call, unon that•eg»a'Cltlf2Jn theii'Jit&it,;;rem\·f~r:,Jri&!#ol'lffi'om 
the rigors of the ·poorhouse a~.w<::ll:.:trom the~,haut')ting fear that such .:a: lot aw!ritS;th~m' wb""n 
journey1 s end is, near.'' a&nderline and 0014 emp~sis added} 

The reason the words right and &arned appear in quotes within the above passage is 
becawse there is no guaranteed .rigbt.in Social Se~dty ~-mefits, 'cancfnothdng, 'iS, aQtwally 
earned, i.e. novested··intetest. Also.fromf!emmlng v.':Ne$t!t: , .. 

',~To engraft upon the social ~curity system a .CQnwPt oi accM4 pro~,:riS$' WOlitld 
/deprive ·it,of th~ tlexibHity and':boldness in· adjustment to 'ever .. ~hanging: tondiiioll:~hich it 
demands." (UnderliM emphasis added) 

Notice also in the Flemming cite that former "functiDning~bers orfhe 'ect)f'IO!Jflf' ·t;an only 
",callwpon that economy'' (other, then-active, Sociai-Security-payroll·taxpayen•-s afthetilfte ()f 
r;etrrement) .for proteetion:from,the~ ri§o~s ·of the poorh:auset i:•i' >r.e~~8''&r11}t:hape'
tne~ ···ecomnny" wiJI·':supper;t them~mecause Social :$eG:urity soes;tlot,::#llvec&l ·•ncNinst 
decide·: against it. ··As 'documented below, the .so,.caKsd ~econom1! caanet pt!Ovlde '~1 
Secutity .benefits.· for, anyone ;born 'aiter 1'970-+and, tttevast ,ynajofitY}Ofcrother:S blm~:i>ttfc:ire· 
then:;wjtJ receive on~y par:tlal benefits. ··· · 

,f • 

Nobody has any "accrued property ~ights" (i.e. no vest~d i.ntere$t, no gue~ntee(f retir&ment 
benefits) byvirtue.ofpayiRg;:SClfcial Securrity payrontaxes:, as a«este(:Lin:ttafjv,~.hllmilton. 
v. Snook, 281 U.S~ 66::e Knight$ ·v. Jackson, 290 U.S. 12j 1&H10d NMt\¥1lle, . .G .. &~StL Ry. v. 
Wallace, 288 U.S. 249: · · 

"The Constitutional power to, levy· taJG~s~does n~:depend· up~n tftefil:Jo&m.ent:~ihe:taxP'tl~r 
of any speeia1 benefitfrom the use ofthe:proeeeds rais~d!by.taxatianJ'··;,;; · 

,. 

Payment of Social Security benefits from the Social Security System is strictly dl$tfretlortary, 
not obligatory. Thus, by .law >'Elnd by contract,' when a Social :$ecurity ~laa~pay•r 
retires, FICA and the •Sociat Security System. ;js not required to ·''o-.,._te the 
rettre~/Social ·. Seetnity-. payron taxpayer; . .another·, 11eason ·wft¥:'~$'o,eiat. S.eurity is an 
unconscionable bargain. _ 

F.I.C.A. - "Federallnsura:nee-Contrlbutlons:Act" 

On every pay stub of a payroll ch~.ck .you !Nill fi~d(~fl', term "F.J.<;:A."; ·Feder•~·J,nsuran,. 
Contributiqns Act. Tt\is title is misleading for.roore:than (Jne r(l .. on: · 
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• The. word'ln$J!rance Jn the;;title :aoes not involve; any.· lnsuraR~&;pali,ey·fQr. the. :party 
.. paying.th8c'·~~· A&,&tated',absve.in Fle!)'Cnnirgg: lt;Nepr:,• a"Stlttiaf S:ecwrity payroll 

taxpayer has:·no,;M$techinterest .in Social ·Security~ . If thtre"were a vatid:.iasurance 
contr~t inJhe :name of the par:ty·,paying,:the pr&miums, ·that ;JQatty.woqld·have a 

· vested interest rn the·· contract, but such is not the case (payments are taxes, not 
prem.,ums}. Rather, the "insurance" partof the· title means :federat iasurance;.:i;e. 
insurance for the federal government's debt in,favor Clftb.e Federel··R~-Ne·Bank. 

• Re the wo.rd Contributions Jn the title of the. Act: lhi'S:· word <toes not mean what m~st 
people think it means; in legal matters this term has only one connotation, as 
demenstra~ 'by the fmtowirl'g defin'ifrons ofcontriblifion:' 

. "When two or more persons jointly owe· a deb"t;· and one is;.eomp~:'J.ed\to pay the 
whole of it, the others are bound to indemnify him for the payment of their shares; 
this indemnity ~s · ca,l·led a ·contribNtiorr." · 'Botivier'$·Law-Diotioni!l¥,. Sikth Edition, 
185:6, hereinafter "Bouvier's 6th." · :~.,' · · · · ·· ·• ~ • · · . 

"When one of se\'eral debtors pays a debt, the tfeditbr is beuJid ih·c~rtscierice~·if not 
·by cortttaet, to give tQ the p'arty paying the debt all his rehte~U~ aga;itti:S:t tlae -tlti.er 
debtors." Bouvier~ 6th. • · , •· • ·. · . . .. 

'tA right to·'0ontrib\ltion exists in the tase<oftl~rs:who 'OWe a debt jointty whieh 
has 1>eeri. col'leeted .from one ·of them.~··· Bouvier' s~il.a"W I)i"Ct1in!l!Y; >Eighth .•£dition, 
tn'14 ·h ·••· • :0.• "B , .. • . ' ·Slth" . . . .. ···;·· 1:ir r eremauer . 0\lYl~/Sg . · . · .· ... · ·····. • · ; 

. Th~refore, in the Act's title, "Federal Insurance Contributi&ns 4Ct"r•~t;ontn'/J.i!tions ·~ts not 
referencing the Sociili·Security payroll taxes ~hat are paid in by th~ .t~.payer, btd rather the 
ne~ulous ~trigllt" of 'ltie·.taxpayer to·rece/l)e'f~or\trrbutioft~; {t"~ers~<'fJGm .other 
ta~payera(cowde.bl()l'$··andl·,their ~Uret}i) upon·rM~r•ment, after haviFfiJi'Paid'·off•llJSther·entire 
"farr share" 'ofthi·;u.s·. Governm~ta de~t {wifh"a~lifetime of IliitGt')~ Wimot~t ever revealing 
th~ 'tact, what the Social ... Sec~rity s.cheme prov~des the: retirin~t. Social,· SecuritY payroll 
ta~payer is the "right'' to ~ass~Fflex,~ct!hol!)e thal otHer taxpayers', ·wnG'-.neve ~~Y~·ftllfJ paid 

.. th~ir '"fair share''· (by working il!l~fpjyit1G'over a ·lifet,~}~ ·wur at least"reimt;u~eftirnlitfet'wilil 
·the' meager. stipen;d-r:t 'necess~ry for minfmal)survival irt exchjrige for·hls 40-"y~rattefinpt a.t 
· pa~ing off·the N•tii'nal Debt ·(matherrratical · irt1POS$ibiiityt! : C:nance that~· ttte .a\1Eirage 
ta~p~yer Wifl eytl.f ''teCGVer'~ffe ft;l(l 'QMOiJ'ht paid 'JI'f OVe'f~h'e WHI'k yeafs; .Oo/b~ .. ' . 

Th~· second Bouvrets definition of contributiafis:at:Jovereveals the:posttion ,6f the fedet:al 
go~ernment in this mo$:t 111asterful ofcorr:fidehce gam.s: 

• ' . ~ . . ' • r• \ { "' < 

• 'lWhen aml8f'th.e ai!titGrs·pays·a 'debt.:.'' 0A'cea~d~t,'Wa~ ,.id;,6dCilJ'I9eclJrity 
··; paf,ft)tf'taxes ,fofitifetime, ·that' d~r 'hills J)aitleoff :an' 1oflh~e :aeot''thit:netthe 11s 

physically capable of f;raYit'ig (''fair share")... · · ,, · ' · 

• ". .. the credito~:;s)>~und'by Cd~sct~nce, ff'17'Qt bf~cintriict .. ·~ 'The cr~tor; tMe u.s. 
Government (actQ-.uy· ttte Federal RISe~ihe'U .s. ~oven~J!nent 1scja >atr~w rn•'l!t' for 
th~·Fed ~crecfltors}, though having n6· O'&ntrsettiaf ob~atibn'''to"'give~:'lfe reti'rli'fg 
taxpayer any form of Gompensation, is at least "moralty" obligated as foll.ows: 

11 Stipend: A fixed s\un of mo~ey paid periodicallyfor defraying expenses; 



~ ,., ~.do give"to the ~rrly payirtt'.ths1 t!Jebt<all 'f!lis:,med;,.Aagl!fl~t"~~(fJtl!lJII4:.rs." 
-rtre bJ.S~ ·S~~I!J't~t·f~~~a·l': obligatatt;~tti as$i3:t'ca fietiMJit~~e:~~IS$\jial 

·'·Security· · payrefl··· ~ayer <(debtor) in:;;a¢q'uirli'fgr::reifftbl!J:r~•~f ~l!Jll:f,•G\li~f · . co
sur~·dat· ~turijy"ytofl t&Mpayers:•€debters) cl;lr4'elttly~~in~.m_.~:;~~; · 

l'he! ·U• .. S. cGovernmellt tne~by 11ftilfills ·:its· moral: .·obligatkm~ Wittf trelife.es :alldF::dtfratilds . all 
curr$nt· SociaUBecllrityipayf(illa:xpa¥ers by·: · 

(11'). CoUecting.pa}(tQIUaJ<es from current taxpayers; 

(2) Disbursing payrnent&ertefits to: retirees .~uf,f.c~r~~~t c~~~~~~B~Atf~, ... ·· . 

. ', f ' '1 /~ 

Wh~re~S·.most •• p.eQp)e.;beUe~e ;t~af ~~rply~ col~~ions .. Qi>l ~lilt~ ':Sil!H~~~~t ·. ih theit:. Aame, 
, the ~gly truth ,is that Bfg·Broth~r commafteieers tt\Et f~l;)q~,{~r !~QW<!t' · s.: . This Js the 
predis.e reason that the Social SE!curity System will be legally in$olv . aroa·f'rd th~ year 
201.~:, The dRS/llJ ,~s,~ ;Go\1ern~l}tt~eq~nal Res'!¥•~ h~s. ~~o J!Q•MQf~~U'•I •. obU~tion 
ttl\\llrar4t:', ~0iat $ecu1ity pay,rolb\a~pay~s-.. aru;l:'tWhE!~ ,~ummt :fJ~MfflBl~ts Jkceea Clill'rent 
colf~ctions in '2016, the beginning of the end will be reaJ for aU;, · ·. . 

eared in the 
'<Sa1iJ:pt on 

·<. r!'th~rsooi.l 
.. en ''tf:u~t fund" wm 

__ . ~ ,_. 'o. _:,- . . -~-"· _ ~- _ ___ _ _ ; ;_~·:· ___ >·-, :r.:~-~>_ .::;~---c~;~--;-_; _r;,r~~;:?_--~ -~---~·:: 
· "SociaJ S~y~i~ {~ irwrea~tJ~:t\Ra'\!ci~t~tr~ns 1!<S ~~ ;;:P~~l~ b~. ,~Jt.~l~{~, .,~orq · tir()IP. 
H~~tol9~4,··ba,g~s,"~o rA~in.al,o\1~~~~~@4~, ~tfi:l~fl6?,~.~~1f~~~l · .• · .·,.•< ..• ·. 

1 , more ~n :1\l~qe{l$ tl1atlil,~ol\e~ts¥lll:J~s,,tl11d b~~21()~8~~ ~t,~~ ~i~:%~, '". 

If ·a~y. ~o~all~.;tr:~~Pt:}fitl;u:f',;,·E ~~· "te~~·wner~ ,§i.O!~J;·~-~".rlr*M~I~Yirtlt"'taJC.; 
i~ust~ ll!l ,,ttne . name ·~~,.~h.f~J1y" 
and ~he"~~~wnrcould . · · 
.of . t~eir .life" PaYi~g J"'~E!Y 
they,i begin receiVil)£111 o •· · .·~.' .J.1 nort~J~, ~~~JS,r~)fl1Y 
in.m(ertheirlifetime.12 ·•·, ............. -

·tJ!le,iri raa;me, now,:~oulo· the f""lild&:,~\l~:tr,c:li~lta~a.l'?:· 
~,;_· ~"· ·:~· ·' .• '" (''-:(:_ ••. ·-l· ·:~:; -~. ">#¥·~'-,.i,!t· 

The.Jreason peop~ can,. and will, be denied ·soCi~l SecuritY beti'el 
~ar~ j~$:t,,\~at; t:8Kif, ·~QI~,;\)Yfl·~$~~.a tex·o~JJ~~tigq~~fl?C¥~~;\'~: . 
. ·.~ny~~.peciljlt\benef!t.~~f1J·,funs~.;:~~~ tqrpu.Q~d!a~at~on, . at:S··~i~,.~ 
perf!tly, deceit,. and·treachery wilt notllO unnQ~ice,d ~.YGh' I(!)OS~fi~(~IM~~-

The i" .. e ~xhclUS1!ion 
"s~~F~ .. s. Jb .. ~e. ..~t:a.E~.~ • ~~u~.·ll•·ll;ili•"·" -lll·""c~.co. · .'!1 ••• .,., ........ i-13i&iilt~~' Allllo~~.<l~i1 
··"VIl~ t~f:i8·:" rmt1ersh~ .PeQPl,eJ~eQll~,.tl!lWIItlQ. 

. . . . .• . 
12 "Atcording to the presidertt, the average return on Social Security is less th~ 2%, .~d the projrant in :the. long 
run, pays retirees less than 30% of what they earned before ·retiring:" "Bush AgailhPushes.Stock·':'lavestmem:ts for 
Social Security," Los Angeles Times, March::l, 2002. 

. . 
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22'"'year streloh,' ''however, ,taxpayar outrage., should, be fairly' welL dissipated, enough, 
probably\ for avoiding mass insurrection against those ·In charge. 

Pc:nrzi ·Scheme 

M,ost peopl~ are familiar with pyramid schemes and chain l.etters. These ar43. each a breed 
of Ponzi scheme,· in whicti people who mistakenly believe themselves ~investors" are 
ac:tually only suckers making donations for the orgilrli~~rs ofthe cdil. ' ·. ·· 

"Ponzi scheme: ~pon-zee). A fraudulentinvestment scheine ill which monty contributed by 
later investors ge11~rates artificially high dividends for the original investors, whose example 
attracts. even larg~r investments. • 'Money. fro111. the new i11vestots is u~ea d.itectlY to repay or 
pay interest to old inve:stors, usu. without S,ny'operatitni or rev~ttue-pr~<Juclfig a(}fivity other 
than tile continual raising ofnew futids. This scheme takes from Cli'atl~s P01Wi, who in the 
late 1920's was convicted for fraudulent schemes he conducted inBosto11." .Black's 7th. 

This d.efinition i~ echo.ed in a Dece.mber 1 ~. 2001 article. in .tbe I..C>s Angeles Til1'1es, entitled 
"lflvestments Called Lo.'?Qtime S~t\~rne," wherein. a.n, allegetf!' Pqnzr ~ohe1ll,e, is. dissected. 
One line from the article,'reads as follows: · · 

) ,, ' ' ' ' ' / 

"Most of tPe payments were ilCtually. money taken in from other ip.vest9xs--aplassic Ponzi 
scheme." · · · · · ·. · 

Per. the definition front [31ack's 7th,'and ·a.s ccmfirmed:in th~ ~rticle in'theJ.A TilT'~~; the. Social 
Securrty ·payroll taxation/" benefit" prog~r~m meets till qo.afi~eations of:a P.onzi >s&k~e:~;. , 

'' ' ' ' ' ) . 

· •·· Refi'rees and ·other Secial·securlty-benefit recipfents,(originat inve:stQrs) ,ge\'a·:fu11 
payout of Social Security benefits as expected (receive artificially I!J#fh <cttviderms 
compared with those W,hp will get little/nothigg); . . . . ' ' -~ 

• People who are paying Social Security payroll t~xes now (later fnvestors)'face.•no 
hope of receiving Social Sequrity ~enefits (~t.fJJII payout) t:>ecal:J~· as qf 2016, 100% 
of Social Security payroll taxes coflected wilfbe absorbed tjy retirees(o/d investors), 
and even. retirees will be shorted b.ecause of the deficits; and 

.• . ·. . . - - : . .. ,,·- . - ~ - -c.. . 

• There is no other legitimate revenue-producing activity · foi ensuring that current 
: . taxpayers (ne:winvestors) will get anything. · 

In a Ponzi scheme. ljSUajly the,.only ongoinQ act.txity l.s theJ~SiJ'lQ o.t mor~.:fJ,~n(is, from 'new 
v.i(ftjnls.. Ex,p~t for the pit~nce.that h,as be~n eafn\~rked foy; ftle.·~i.tr,dit:l~[do~n period, !~m 
2016 through 2038, the only thing goi·ng on witfl Socilal Se~~t~· is tne eeq~inticnt$ extortion 
of payroll taxes from those who are presently working, i:e. "new investors.~· · · · · 

Your oc Pol.iticians Explain it All for You' 

Frpr:n the. Ju:ly ZQ, 2001 edition. of the LA Times, an article entitled "'The Systen;Hs>.Broken,' 
SociaL Security Pagel Declares":. · 

"'Tl1e systerilis brolt~i' d~iared the·c<;>intl1iss"ion's~o-ch(lim1~P, f<:JrmerDe~~(}tatic Senator 
Daniel Pairfck Moynihan of New Yorkano Richard D. P'arsorls, chie'foperatirlg officer of 
AOL Time Warner, in the report's preface .... " (Underline~mphasis added) · 
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But ~;this,tesilY<"trutt1·.··· $i1G•.we<d!ii'·tatet ,n.;et&t~emeq .ccdeataJJe·ll):J: f ~s~; 
Oom)enici of New Mexido,.~Uf;£ting,te~tin<a•''~teder·.¥rr .·· •• .. . . . . . "'!~~ 
Tim~s. ''Domeni~i··Buc.ks.GOP'~ Poltc~ •• ;~~Y~·T,il~.,~f~ial Security SurplUs." UQf!Aenici·~.~tes 
huge sumlu!>es 1n. Soctal Secunty, rath'erfhan tmpendtn;g doom: 

. ''W1.s~~9TPN ,; ~~n. PeftL\7: ~6m~9ri9i 9£ ~~~. l\1~xi9o;·'tRli~t; 
Senate 'Budget"Co~ittee, Qr~k~.J;~s.~itl,lh~~:p~ ~urriay 1 o~~rtq~; 
issue of the Social'Sectliity ~'sumftis,' sayi~ 1'iliit'ae:saw'''~i) reiso11:'1n,tti~ 
funds .shq.ulcl.n~~ he. used for ~ducat~op or defens~ SP.~p.ding n~xt. y~1;1r." 

i~· o:tf~ 
y~~~~\tive . 
'wh.y"th.~se 

:' ~. :.~frtp~h~ ~lJ ~~t~e.~~~~in, 2~~~~~p ~e.~ivi':ff~T .~o9:i~~·~d~~~~ ~~?~~i;~~s·paid by 
.m~bvtp1J:~;tls1 W•th ·h. u. ' .$DI' J · .. ses . of the · · ve~al. e. :r . . . . $e' .thtfH's ha,\{ been used 
·.lllainly to ied~Jie' q~t\olift.~~~~t:. ,, ·· (Unae . n~~.~t1d.eirf~h.~-~~~~~~~: · ' 

Riddle rrie t~is; Batm~n: ., 

rf'tH~r~, .. 6~'!~!~~r,f~~·~· suf:PrM~is"~!ttr§~~t. ~-~~~f!g.~.~11frii:#~ ·"vi~~~IJ~.~r 
since the 'inception · orS8ciaT Seourity ln· ·1 93 .. · · • · coutJ;•ant ~·~atted·~trust #&nd" 

' ' -. • ' • -~ ,J~,'(Ii,?.. ) ·~- : ', ·'. : -·,·,,\ \ • {o>.?• ·,,.t~;"C-: ' ."''- '\ ,. • • k•('•:-.·•'l ;<:>; ;:o, ;.',.,- • '. • ':'f • 

everbe "exhausted," and how could the sysN · '&W be "b-en~'T• · " "·'·h· ;: · • : 

If th~ system is "bro~eh" tad~. ine'n it. w~s b1clf<en tt,ie .P~Y it w~~·~tawH d}f·e~~·• ~~~htng 
bas changed~and the potentiat for.disas~r. such• as theonenow J$0t~niJ:l~:ij~~1fft~·,harilon, 
;was:~ (?if?ga,ompli

13
f,riti>t;Q·tbe gat ,,,l$pci~f S;ec4~ity.~P;•~:dtlne .. n~tb:r~t:·;pplta-· · ·· ·····~ 

a va~t ,,fhctjQrth'· of J.\rner{c~~\ . . . ..~~ '~a.~ r;;~:matP¥ '· •.. 9\!~~ tttf!tJ~(·. > tl'9t 
benefits fof:a·rnuch tinier ·rn.rm ·. ·. ol' retirees~ and · . blia ~mefioan:: ·. ·.. .. . .. .· ... ;~ 

· }'!¥itt). ! tt;)~. tfillipns of ~o~i~I-Se~uri~YJpayrpiJ;t~ qollars cc>lle~d in. ~JCee~ ~gf ~E;t•;;b·~~ts · 
.b$inSt ''idQtJt? · · .. · · ~. ··.·· .. · ,.,. • · · · 

< •.. , .• ~ ··:;."•, .. ' • ·' . •; 

The !my.stery is resolved . in the legal defini~on 'of tMe. wattf~u$ut;S'Iu~t"' 'iwfficW;,,~f,_.t..,iaa.ny 
. app,$rs·~~llin ~h~Pctr;n~~oJart~9\e• ·. S~~Riu$i$ ~~~.ne~ as: 

. ;'Th~ exce~s.~f,;tec~~ptsqyet~~sh;tlr&emertls.'~ :8la~k's'1th. · 
, -. , >c ·r· ,. .' . ,. .· .-,). ~ - , -,~_-:.,.;;.:, '. -· .~ "·,,, ,. ·.·;·: '>:.· -·, .. , .. ,. <··. • 

"That which is left from a ttm<.f *hicfl lta~·'\1liir~proptiate'ff•f6r''f1~'f-tlf.~se;.the 
t;,eq~~inder of a thing;. the pyerplus, the residue.'' BO'uvi.er' s 6th. · 
/4-''-''•' . ;· ._·-~·; -\"_J~~')~---".·':' . ?.':"' ··, .,-1.f- .~_,··<;'•··<·"~-:-·~: 

The !only reason·Ss9ialSecttrity .can be ~Aect~lfb"'Qirr·andt~f:t:1!\fbltlJfft!.ifJ~~7-·tttte)itst 
tim,e,iinltshi~. li' Q.~O~IJsesun.'fus ~tmds are $kimm~d---ar:u:fhav'· .. ·sHfmtt~eq ~ 

.. ~YilJ~~Jfo(,*e'.. . .. :'~.~~·~:; ; J~~,~~p~et':~!.1!\$'-~t,,_.,. A~l:;t!~!f .. ·~~~- 'I!~"!~ 
'J·~rc;J~; .. e~~~~$- :. ,. sJtP:~1 .. 1... . ... ~~:·~:t·fQrr~ucln9 tffe natioo~t·;d~8t~1 

· o,tya~tqe 
ror tti~·'benefltof'lf1o~e p,ayU\])''th ax~s. ·· · ·· ·.· ... · · · · · · ·. ·.) · · 

. ,, - ~< ;J·) "*• 

The rentire r~cket is cqnJes~d by ·the ~LJpretne.·CqiJ~ jn on~ sentence; if by :omis.sion, in 
Fle.rrirllin.g v. Nestor: · · ,, .,,,,., .... : 

13 Fait accompli: cfre~~h, accmn.plished :f~~t)A thing accomplished a})d p~umabcy::fi.i~vM~ible. 



COifnparing. the fore~ang~~supreme .Court,explanatjon,•·of Social,"S~rUy .. :lQ~f'jem!!Djllg and 
ther following ··securities and. Exchange Commission atlegation .. o~·~a Pi'Mi ·sell'$me, taken 
frorp an August 29, 1999 article in the Los Angeles Times entitled "Two· Qtaton Firms 
N~tjn~d i~ ~ay•P~one fon~i Sc.heme," it is difficult to make any ,me"ning~W. distinction 
betWeen thEHwc>: ·· · ·. . ' ·· · · · • 

'~The.two·:Grant5:' Pass.OteAm:Sed· companiescd;efrauded as many as. 7 ;OO&pe~ple conGentrated 
in· e~Hfel!nia, Texas <and Florida; by. paliug .early inv•t~rs ["reiired and .i#sabled''] from 
deposits of new investors ["persons• ·gatnjully. employe.d; and thos~ who emplay. them"] 
rather than from investment returns [rather than from returns derived from trust-fund 
linve.Jtments ]; the SEC>·~}regedt'i'" (Underline ami bold emphasis added} 

!h';;above:>~uprery.r~G. ,oo .. rt:qoote frum·~b:e,Fiem. m.· i .. ng:c.:. ase ... .teUs.111~tt~at. 'tU .•.· ·.Jiar.s, .cot·leded, 
1n ~xcess of what 1s needed for payment of bene«1ts; tn. any accountlrt@::penod,r($Pr;plu·s~i atte 
not1 part of the equation, and that there is no provision of benefit fotthose aCtually paying 
the I taxeS<. Reop1e payif;lg':: FJCA ¥·pa¥roU taxes; ~are . su~po.Fting .utb:Qse 4i>n. SC1tiEtl Secyrity 
w.eJtate;_ however, nothing:acGEues.for the ·benefit of those~ying ttte.ti)X$8. Sttrp1uscts an~ 
sw.jJpt awayt' · , 

Any first-year accounting student can tell you that once the retiree-benefit dollars to be paid 
out] outnumber worker-.payroll-tax dollars· that are col/ected~:0t.he '$~m wjlf: nJt • :4atat)1e 
of rtteeting its financial obligations, a condition known as insolvency (bankruptcy). This fact 
wa$ known the day the program was::inS,tigated·in'!li93_,'a'nd, based:cort~the ove.T¥11'\.~Iming 
pequniary 14 significance of such aspect (tens bf trillions of dollars funneled out of Social 
Se¢or1tY~.' it·eanft(Jt tie :regardecfin any·t:fght dtrlef··tlian inN!!ftli'eJn81. ·· 

I ~ . ' 

.. 

Th• first.pal'$graph··ofJ"jtlfr'4a.Wnlted States Code· Section,· 401, des~r:ibing~the• ''Federal ·Old-
Ag' and. SvNiVors Insurance Trusf F"und," ;l:)eginsa.s follow.s;:. · 

. . 
'C• •';o," _If •• 

''(a) ;There. is;hereby,.cre;at~P, o~ ~e.b.cwks 9ft® T~\ifY of ~e·U~d:Sta•~S.f~Stt:.fun4,tq 
be known as the 'Fedeli~ Old~Ag.t}J and ..S,urvivorst ~'Usur.ance Irtt,stf:Wld,.~;'ijlei.iAAon~J.J;lld
Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund shall consist of the securities hild bY the SecretarY 
. of'dae Treas\lf)kforthe·Old-.Age;Reserve Account andltb<tmnQ:unt~~ing!WU,eer.miit,of:the 
Old-Age Resetve A~eount ori the;;bpoks of the treasury ... ~) .. £Mnd&-lin~;empll:/ilsi~ adde(J}~, 

. ' 

Tli+ problem with, the so::~caUed;·~ltrw:&t<J~d">is two-,jold: {1),.,\t i& ft;Jnd,-d ~~ptely by<~axes;~.,~Fld 
(2)tplacement of,;apfl)r:Qpriated tax ~dollars into the funr:t is·stl:ietly<d{s:~rc;Nionaryloption~. ;The 
first paragraph continues: 

"There is hereby,appropmatedAo the Federal Old-Age andiSUrvivorS1Insurance Trust Fund for 
the fiscalyearending Jll!le 30, 1941, and for eachfiscal year thereafter,out of.any moneys 
in·fheRTreasury not .t.,.k\r:isei.appFop!iated; atll:bUt\ts eq1fi:valent to-UOO,er oetlltum .of:.-.o-

"(1) the 'taxes .. ;.reGeived'\mdet' subchaptef A of ~hapter 9 of the Jnteh\allt~~eriue Code of 
1939 which are deposited into the Treasury by collectors of internal r.evenue. beforeJanuary 
1,1951., .; and · . 

14 Pecuniary: Of or relating tQmoney:. 
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.~~(~),the taxesi:. ;received unfier,.suoohapter k:ofcmtpte:r'J.afisvcll,;·~eJWlli~~~d: 
into the cTrea&tij;. by, colleetl;n'~ rof internal re~nue'~ ait&ll Dlle"ember':·atc;;,~gs.8',{la('{'ibttQie 
Jarmary 1, t:953 .... ·;:and · · · 

····"(3) mJ\mx6~impd~ed by. subchapter A of cH.apter~9 of such Cod~~~itil"fi~(· t~a$~~~;~~. 
by chapter 21 ... ; a.nd 

"(4)·the tax~s·imposed··by subchapter'E,of'¥Gbapter ·1' 0fthe ~al'&e\terlti•,e• of 1939, 
wiih respect to self:.emptoy~ent· income,· all<t~by cftaf>ter '2 o~\the ·fntemalt.tivifnue ·Code of 
19"54.. ;; ?' (Bold aJ[d urrderline• einphasis added) : ~~ 

The pnly Treasury mt>neys that :90· into· the· so:~1~~ ··"trust. Rtntfi' ateT~~~:Jii~~~ve not 
be~n· "otherwise .~ppropriate4f~-i;e. whatever is I~ after Big ,Brqtf;ier sipf'(lit\S\off tne 
sU~Ik'~ses.: rA~r the 1«1:.·. 'fnr:wet~·#.,sdiWJI .. · .. ge·. ·.$>that aiHsm~ltiS'CIS •a•tt, be(t'olt~·~ift;V!II•~·tt~M!" l"t-' jtf 'i\a'J "1: - t!'' ' ~ ·t ' ~~·' ' 'Glf':'P ' ~~inp;;~t, 
fm"ltows'~;4~pages •ofmiftd.-numbing;sfegef •yewastt. · 

Be~~•e. c>t;the··at~ernels ,with .• ich. wot6f&: aFe defim~/af\diu•:--~.-1~i~ti~ft$ 
and ·~:;:rwhnirig·dog; ~liesW,·people~mtstakertlf drawrtheilnferem~e\ ·wNI;Jfi$-f! ~~~'4 
stete(taa such-that every y.ear's s(:JrpJus is somehoW.·fed h'ltO al'l aceofiifit•fn ~~-~
the ~Federal Old~Age and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund." 

" ' ' ~ ' 

"Phe::....,~'frustftll'ld is:r~'as:: 
' j. ' ~. -

c<ffTlte,property:hetd>in.a trust by.~-ttustft,,~;~\B~k's ~?. 
' 'v- "-' 1c . ··c . , ... ·. ~::.·.~.:; . . . ;:_~;'.;.-<:~;f·:;;_,>,·~'~-- ·-:'_," .. -.-~''\: .· -~· - ·.··: 

Obvipusly we are missjng St>-..ti!W;Ig ,,,e~;nb,c.~ nf) ~ ,!1~ ·~ .-q~{i41;~1.,!~ 
platei and verifred the wher~&l'bouts of all the mi¢sing trillions and trillfl?ifii• 6r.df>l1~ of 
·,su~ses collected sinc'e·1S35; Sw,flftt~doUai'Sl~iel:ift b~ 'Soelat. Seeurifv '"ay"'~'t~Xpafflrs· 
:til<e~ll other tax dollars, are fungible,16 i.e. not earmarked in cmY w~y •. andc:entl.y.fi•wherever 
ttli&:..RetterEit:Ae4~et·~rs dietatei.l TbisJs why,[lO:t'!'lentaii~.!~t. · ·~ .n~.-IJ\\9 
this year's .surplus for "educatum.'•·Qr<d•eA'Se ·&~.-~~·· ,,Jifie~.sDttj•·!jfi' . · .. '; n:'Qf;;~,. 
surplus funds that are automa~ically skimmed from sa,ciat Security has·~r b .. n@fl issue 
until ir~cehtly4beea~e B~byhB-~r8 are approactiills. rettr~f,J:le.nt aAd·\.tna,i~er of a 
bankrapt'Shciat Secu~Jty"·Systemin:·20f6 can no l~nge.rotie igne'Jed,c · . . . 

I • ' , 

The" [notion ··.of',the ... ~f!~ral' Q~~~e·~ ane '.Sor'VNen: J•t)Jratfee .·r~&t .. ~R~ ..• f~in,g,· the 
surp~ses · of. ·the;.la&ti&1·· y~r$ • in,.·*r~Jt~ {pr'the pa~~ 'that··~~ .• jl1~·~flt~~flt~::8l!!•·,heax. 
How,ver, for.the s~ke of avo:iding wh()l~sale taxpayer convuf$ions, "'erare•beinulet.'CfoWn 
easy~ .. Tfirat·is. why sa·· "Windlng·aOWft .fund"'b~s ·beem· ·atktcatetll;t•:;eo~~-stt~fita~~!~ih~~"•~ 
year !Wetefl·· ~tetween ·201'6. ~nd'"·283~an·d' why the · tl)lame .i$;;.1Jsi:£fl:<••;••"·ml#ftipte 
presi~ential administrations and Congresses. · 

··•lnso~venUn&titgtioR$ a.nrJ,yfiv$f"'FU1iJII~i·.:• 
iii.~ ~-; ,~\/3< .· 

It is ilnteresting·thifthe only legal defiDitlon",of •. t~~te~tf:~t1. *J?,l~-~~ic;tly with 
ban~rupt ent~r~rises, (q.~ .. Gf)vernrttept 17

), anti ~~e;tr .eredJtQrs ;{f~d,e~' ~~,~),: 

15 Esq~ire: Atmmey. . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . .·· . .• 1: .·· } " • 
16

· F~ible: Regarded ~ conunerciall_Y interchangeable with other Pf()perty of the s~~~in~• Blaek'~(:· 
17 "Mt; Speaker. We are now herem Chapter 11. Members of Congress are official trustees.pre!i@J.gover the 
greatest reorganization of any bankrupt entity in world history, the U.S. Government•.~':• :-.Rep,reiQ~ti~e J~s A. 
TraficantJr., Congressional Record, March 17, 1993, Vol. 33. See Chapter l}:R~t-jzja.iCU. in.~los$4.19'• · . - - ' 
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"The principle that the a~sets'ofani$nsolventcompany .. ·.are hetd as a trust fund to which the 
company,s creditors may look for payment of their claims.,, Black,s 7th. 

-1,; 
I ' 

Co$p!.ertlentiRg th~· 4eg~l oo.· ncept of trusl-ltfnd doctrine is· S.enate": ID~:Gtiih'. n ... t 43, · 73rd 
C . gress, tst SeSSIOn '(March ·9 ....;• June 16, 1933) issu~d aMhe tlme thlf:U,.s~ ·Goveti\rtlent 
de .lared.bankrtJptcy {:June 5, 1933),which'prGclairned, in part .. · ··· 

! 

"The ownership;of all' property is in the State; individual sq .. oa:Ued;ownersbip is only by 
virtue of government, i.e. law amounting to mere user; and use must be iq. accordance with 
law and subordinate. to the nee'essities of.the State.', ,. 

Sinpe the· U~S:··aovernment iS officiaUy:imsolventtbankrupt,·· aA'd:·•prOJDria~~QnaHze:Gf.•alf 
propepty in America: in t!38; the ootion ;of trust.,funct doetlineds djreotl~.aflllliealle: Any~ so., 
cal~d •"ttust,,:fund" •would apply ir:t, the ~a~.e ofth.e bk;$. (;Qr~emme~·~mtrFU~.·credito&'S:, the 
Fe~eral Reserve.· .Such·a "trUst fund" 'cwuld be sllfj:plementecl:by•.SoGial ··.Seeu~:payroll 
tax~s bilked from "new investors," ·.but would· not be held in trust in th~jr name. 

I 

So¢ial Secu~1ty pay~oll•taXeE;·Srf3'tax~s; 8f1Ci in.~re18 fo~ the benefit ofthe· W.S.~:G@Vefnment, 
no~ tt:le partt.e~ paytng th~ t~e~ .. Ta~p~yers are betng coddled, nurtur~,,and "l~t down 
ge~tly" bS'CFIUSe ~b~f~*,a,~~.28:Q'mi11ipn o(~em.,;._andmost~re •.r~d:::~-n~~h~(t;J~~ for all 
the I psychiatrjc. manu~ptu~ .of m~s~ rii,LJ:rdeJ@rs (V~ithout ex9•Rt!P~!,, eap~. .· on J)'~ychiatric 
drugs at the time of tile murders) to gene,tate the societar climat~f~ne'· ...... Jy to:]~;~stify the 
pa~sage of gun-control legislation. There'are only 535 eiected officials•tnWashf~ton, DC, 
an~ only about three million tot~l s~eriffs .•. Poli9e~ ~rna~~itf· ·. rnilit!~' ~J::I~_,Jedt!rai asents 
nat,onw1de-so the cause· for amE1ety over the populace owmng..g:uns··tst!'as11y grasped. 

NeW$~aper al1i~les. ~lso qyJetly-and legally-ndtice;.\o!S that S~~i~l &~~iJrlt\tb~Befits do not 
come. fro~ tbe so .. calted "trust. fund" .~the s~r;n~.;illu&ory,,t~u~t f489. Jfial.:f~\e have 
supposedly been paying into for their entire. workmg life); current SoculJ Sec;;un:tybenefits 
cortte from current collections, and it is spelled out all too clearly in this excerpt from a June 
15,! 2001 LA Times article entlt~,d, "Social Security~ Ge,tTougb~~: .. 

. "SocialSecurity is aJlay as you,go;program: Tpday,s vayroll,~~~,wndJlenefits fort~y~s 
ti
. ,, 

re re.es .. , 
'\ 

I. e.:. retire~ are. cannibaJizin,g, to~.· taxe~. that, cl1nent .• wage eaf'11e~. rolS,~akep.lfJ;)eliflie are 
going)ntQ,. the. :'tr~ fuoif:' in ~ai~;j::urrent Wa~e. ~arn~rs' name~ .§~ch.·fHfPI.U~\ts;ofh.tM';~s 
aPnropriat~cl. before it ~an i:na'e it ·into th~ "trust fund." . M long as riiQr• ~dollaf$:jl~ 
qol)ected ,ln'~social .. ~c~rit¥ payroll\ta¥es. than ~r~ .. paid out.in. $t1~~t· .. ~ee~rity .b~pef'tl~ 
ey~rything • i$. h·un~y~q!Y:·· :the moment ttiat retir7~s ~e(ltiire one 11Jir8r.dOII~f .i~ ;~·Qe.fl~,th~n 
~ollars: collect~q fr()l!' ··.· ~~rrent w~ge ea_rnf!rs !n, payrq_n Jaxes J~D1~1 .. jfi~. opera,tt~m· .1s 
Insolvent. and ~h~ s~hcaJled ''$urplus" ruse 1s .. blpwn .and can IJ'ver be u$ed agatn; 

. ' -· .· ;- ~ ' '7:. ' . . . :;: ' . ' 

Th•· ~ffust fund". is the dantflng carrot· thal attracts "n~ ·jn~$tqrs" lfitq.; the 'Pb~zi sch•rhEt 
sin be wage earners pay in taxes. an· average 4Q;ye,ats over 'thelfUfeJillt~;. itJs JTIJJh;efhati~lly 
impossible that anyone's "trusf fund" account· could ever l>e 'exffauited · l'i$f6r6 :reaehing 
retJrement age if the funds are allowed to accumulate in his/her name. allt that is exactly 
thei case for every single taxpayer born after .1970, as shown--below. · 

18 Inure: To become of advantage; to pass into use; to be applied. 
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., . :; ,,· ,· • ' ' ··- ; ·..;_, ~ .;,_''.:;:~,);J :.·, .:;. 

In 1 ~35,the,averag~ ag~ of death, inAmeric.a was 65. BE!sed ott this statietic, th-~-~rs 
otUt~ ·Soei•lf---~~:.&-em~.·rle,f:hby:,;:an e~pfillilt·by·•t{le.~ma-.Q~·.B·~~~~i~.et 
tne,~oe:,ofs~llgibtNt~~fb~··~ciaf; Seettfitybel'IWfits at<65: This way, tfiiJ~ti--~· ~tt.t"'e~pw.te 
.at. m~ximulll~ profitabiJiW 1leca·tllset ·can>tf:llt:tsWerage; .. ;P~ial. :f:Jtlf1fti_,ieS'·~~--~~ 
time !the first paymenfbecsme. due, thus ensuring a clean sweep. ef allrtaas ,_({, In'· Over 
tf;le Uifetime .pUhe mark;:6ntended victim in a confidenee ~§$m_,~1wi:th.no:tfJ•b;rH~t$. 

Unfortunately for SociaFSecurity, people·cace n.ow: N~if{g:di:lt.age ·11., ara,;u.a~Willtedffor, .12-
yearj Sociai-:Security-benefits payout ·period~ Accordingly, system profits n.•w r.efl$ct ·a 
ma~r· ttiscr8pabey·.· fr.eml';~L:ptQ1jection~.·l)$~-~~~--~e .{w•,,•,•·~;shtJ~I.Uit,f,'-~:be 
plll$hling upr·••tsffS;· are.'iout;· swmgitltg., g$1f·;clups ·.'an•ft=tillirt"g tlteM:C~~'i~>i$ftl¥:Ebc\)Mectfng 
SOci.tx Security: b*-fit$'; ;B•• c~l1 th.e fi>Fegain~2--i~. ·"-~gl'ltJiAi•;th~"l\fS1'~·-t .. 
elflillJititJ''''JQ.e;~r,peopler: ta~rA·:efter,;ttliO· is·:now, ·&1'(but:•wil' ikefy,see:n. ·1)8\set~$. 7'G~'f·•·ftm 
dem~graphics oftbe;20&8 '~trustlund''?deatH knelt!Cifael.4ike th1s~i~<.·.·· · . 

~ :~P.sg@ta.sorm .. 
· · · · s~t~ie:194d . 

. . Aff$r. ''1939 "lltbef6te 1952 · ·~~:·: · .·.-;.· . , .:~ ;. ~~c;; :r[ :·.:.:;> -·- '< '1~ ·-.,i<. · .. , 

:A'fter. · r9'511;lutbefot~~·'f97t· 
A~~t '197() ' .. ' ' 

auo~mg fronflhf''BtacWI ·7•h'dE!fittlt~n cit P~ntisoftem~: 
- . , , . <L· .~:·. - -, .·· . , -. -;,.. "" ··~: > ' , - .. t:'- ~:t 

"Money frpm the new ipvesfprs fpeople born aft~r 1!)70! is used,dire~tlytb:l'•pa~···;:old 
investors fpdfJ]itel· born) befor(/ i9'~fJ, ·usti. · Withouf.any :dper~ti~l1~~01't~~·~toltttiril 
ad:i"vi~ oth:e~th~ 9fe contit1tx~t ttaising .ofnew runas. [ ci>llec(iQfilii/'S~I!i~t:'tf~fftri:&Pilfoioll 
ta.tes]~·~ · · · '· · · · 

How :can. Social Securlty be an1fhihg·otHetf'than lPonzt scnem.-7 

The" has :beeri a.st.i~ph.r~:Cin Soeial·seeudty every'yeJr·for th.eJ1tf~tJ3'7c.'·y reatis:til~o&El 
dona were collected in, taxes than were paid out in benefits durJng .. evefY 

.r!:ttiM:lr:. than .•rna•ll'l"' . .::..·l"'it tt11.::. 

·I ' earners In 
cammalgn, .if not sooner ..•... 
t~ar$20' orr·:qoe a~ fne~ i · . 
Ameticc:t:·S.t\'ould·have no, ..... ~.- ....... 
" : '· ~I ···,;;· ~ r· ' ·._,·' "•.; ~,"' s· ·. ' 

19 Sav~t: A man of exceptional learning, 
2° Crocodile tears: Simulated Q<r pretended weeping; hypocritical grief: from the tale of the aneient tr,avelers tb.atthe 
crocodile weeps over those he devours. · 



r. 

Co-Suretyship Obligations Incurred Via Acceptance of Free Delivery of Mail 

Until 1863 there was virtually no delivery of mail in America. Although "city delivery" was 
authorized as early as 1794, comparatively little of it was done. At the time; all posta~e was 
so high that the additional fee for home delivery made the service undesirable.2 Mail 
matter was received at the destina~ion post office and stocked alphabetically in boxes/slots 
(as it is still done today) and handed over when a postal patron called at the General 
Delivery window. No disclosure of identity has ever been required for pick-up of mail by 
postal patrons at General Delivery, and Postal Regulations still support this custom today: 

"'6(c) Subsection (b)(1) ofthis section shallnot require the disclosure of.- (1) the name or 
address past or present, of any postal patron ... "' (Underline emphasis added) 

POSTAL REORGANIZATION ACT OF AUGUST 12, 1970, 39 USC 
§ 410, Public Law 91-375, Sec. 2, 84 Stat. 719 

Wheh the seven Southern States walked.out of Congress on March 27, 1861 there was no 
longer a quorum22 and the existence of the de jure "United States of America" went into 
suspension. Exercising his power as commander-in-chief of the military, Lincoln issued the 
first Executive Order and the counitry officially went under martial law. This condition has 
never been reversed. To secure control of a sovereign constituency. that w~s not aware: of 
the disappearance of its de jure government, a device was needed that would secretly 
obligate. each member in favor of tlile new de· facto (illegitimate) military government without 
his knowledge. 

During the !)regress of the Civil War (the day of the Battle of Appomattox) under the Lincoln 
stratocracy,23 on July 1, 1863,24 the United States Post Office Departme11t proudly 
announced "free city delivery service" of mail, and city patrons could, from that time forward, 
receive free city delivery25 of mail at home, if they so chose: 

"Citizens had the option of accepting this service or rejecting it by giving proper notice to the 
postmaster." (Underline emphasis added) ' 

Old Post Bags - The Story of The Sending of a Letter in Ancient and 
Moderri Times, by Alvin F. Harlow, 1928, Introduction by Joseph 
Stewart, Executive Assistant to the·Postmaster..:General, U.S.A. 

City postal patrons accepting free :delivery, however, were reclassified as "customers," the 
first time in history a commercial• term was used as an identifier .fer ·American Citizens. 
Whereas postal patrons were expressly excepted from identity-disclosure requirements 
when retrieving mail matter, postal customers were not (and are still not). Despite the 
apparent advantage of the new free service the idea took off very slowly, with long lines of 
patrons seen in front of the General Delivery window decades later: · 

21 By law, letter carriers could collect a two-cent (lawful money) fee for each letter delivered because letter carriers 
received no salary for this service. 
22 Quorum: The number of members of an:y deliberative or corporate body necessary for the legal transaction of 
business. 
23 Stratocracy: A military government; government by military chiefs of an army. Black's 6th. 
24 Congress passes a tremendous amount of controversial legislation dtiring times ofwar and turmoil, thus avoiding 
the scrutiny of voters that attends Congressional actions in less chaotic times. 
25 The first experimental routes for rural free delivery of mail, "RFD," were commenced in West Virginia in 1896, 
with letter carriers working out of Charlestown, Halltown, and Uvilla. 
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"The general delivery clerk,has to deal with the family that will never allow its mail to be 
delivered by carrier, and with a man who brings his family with him to the post office two or 
three times a day and inquires for the mail for each one, of which, of course, there isn't 
any ... " (Underline emphasis added) 

The Story of Our Post Office - The Greatest Government Department 
in all its Phases, by Marshall Cushing, 1893 

"Not only in our larger cities before the days of free delivery, but again and again throughout 
our history has the long queue appeared, awaiting its letters at a delivery window ... " 
(Underline emphasis added) 

Old Post Bags - The Story of The Sending of a Letter in Ancient and 
Modem Times, by Alvin F. Harlow, 1928, Introduction by Joseph 
Stewart, Executive Assistant to the Postmaster-General, U.S.A. 

Privatization of Free Delivery of Mail 

The Postal Reorganization Act of August 12, 1970 (Public Law 91-375; 84 Stat. 720) 
abolished the United States Post Office Department and transferred all personnel into the 
private United States Postal Service, "USPS," which was reorganized a year later. 
Whereas the former Post Office Department was an "executive department of government," 
the Postal Service is a "s~mi-autonomous operation independent of congress [sic] operating 
under executive branch."26 USPS, the world's biggest employer,27 is a private corporation 
("New Postal Rates Go Into Effect This Sunday," LA Times, January 17, 1999). 

The Postal Service handles roughly 500 million pieces of mail every day, delivering bills 
from IRS debt collectors and slave-of~state corporations, and payments from credit .. starved 
customers-all for "free." Without this facility, the wheels of commerce ~would turn much 
slower-as much as 95% slower-· with far less tax generated and collected and far fewer 
defaults and foreclosures, thereby defeating the purpose of the credit-based economy 
foisted upon us by the Chosen Masters. 

USPS, like the Post Office Department before it, bears no obligation for delivery of mail, a 
"free" service since 1863 and still openly advertised as such. Operation of the General 
Delivery window is a common-law right; delivery of mail (into P.O. Boxes and mail boxes) 
constitutes "free delivery," and is a USPS function. Postage fees cover the transit of mail 
matter only as far as the destination post office,28 where postal patrons can legally retrieve 
mail indefinitely at the General Delivery window (under the common law): 

76 "Postal Reorganization Act of 1971 had as purpose conversion of postal organization into semi-autonomous 
operation independent of congress [sic] operating under executive branch .... Baker v Hazen (1975) 133 Vt 433, 341 
A2d 707." 39 USC 201. 
27 There are approximately 800,000 USPS employees, 240,000 of which are members of the National Association of 
Letter Carriers (trade union). 
28 Historical note: Cost of postage, set by statute at Title 12 United States Statutes at Large, Chapter 71, Sections 22 
and 23, has never been repealed and is still in force today: two cents per half-ounce when mailed within the several 
States of the Union, and three cents per half-ounce mailed in United States (District of Columbia). The private 
policy of a profit-making corporation, i.e. United States Postal Service, can never supersede a U.S. Government 
statute. The key is that the current U.S. Government is de facto, not de jure (see Glossary for these terms), and we 
no longer enjoy organic law, but private, copyrighted law/policy of British corporations under the control of the 
owners of the Federal Reserve. The reason postage prices continually go up is two-fold: (1) to keep up with 
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"Applicants ... may receive indefinite general delivery service as provided in Domestic Mail 
Manual (DMM) D930 (see also Postal Bulletin 21870, 6/23/94, page 7) ... Note: The 30-day 
limit in DMM 0930.1.4 refers to how long mail is usually held in the General Delivery 
section, not to how long a person can receive general delivery service. -Operations 
Support, 9-29-94" (Underline .and bold emphasis added) 

POSTALBULLETIN21817, 9-29-94, PAGE 7 

"The use of the general delivery should be discouraged if it is possible to receive mail 
otherwise, but if a patron insists on receiving his or her mail through the general delivery the 
request must be complied with .... " (Underline and bold emphasis added) 

Postal Laws and Regulations, 1932, Sections 776 - 797, Delivery of 
Mail, Methods-Transients-Box Renters 

Intent Behind "Free" Delivery of Mail 

As proclaimed by Congressman Clyde Kelly, Post-Office and Post-Roads Committee 
Member, in United States Postal Policy (D. Appleton and Company, 1931), discussing the 
subject of the "great postal highway," i.e. post roads for the free delivery of mail: 

"Every American is the benefjciary of this postal highway and of those leaders who insisted 
upon its being built on the service foundation. Its very existence is proof that the true 
objective of the Post Office is service, not money-making ... " 

"There never was any other motive than the public welfare behind the establishment of the 
rural free delivery service .... The one test in changes in routes must be: 'Will the service be 
as good or better than formerly.' The test of self-support should not determine.the future of 
this facility which brings benefit to every citizen of the United States, whether he lives in 
city or country .... " (Underline and bold emphasis added) 

A more accurate version of the first sentence above: " ... those leaders who insisted upon its 
being built on the 'free' service foundation." The cost of the postal highway was a "loss 
leader'' for Lincoln, a giveaway that secured an infinitely greater bounty: unwitting sureties 
for co-debtor, TRADE-NAME "citizens of the United States." Because sovereign Americans 
also benefit from mail that is delivered free-of-charge in the all-caps TRADE NAME of their 
"citizen of the United States" straw .man, the sovereign Americans are doubly hooked in?9 

Military Aspects of the Postal System 

USPS, as a semi-autonomous operation (free of Congressional oversight) with a stated 
mission30 (military objective) under the president as commander-in-chief of the current 
military regime, is a de facto military unit. Throughout history the postal system has 
performed numerous military and quasi-military functions: 

inflation (built-in featUre of a credit-money system); and (2) to ensure that the salaries of the 240,000 letter carriers 
that "deliver the mail for free" meet/exceed .the current rate of inflation (also known as the "Cost of Living Index"). 
29 The constitution of the United States of America is ... not merely a league of sovereign States for their common 
defence against external and internal violence, but a supreme federal government or compositive State, acting not 
only upon the sovereign members of the Union, but directly upon all its citizens in their individual and corporate 
capacities. WHEATON Elements International Law§ 52, p. 78 [L. B. & CO. 1866] 
30 "The Postal Service shall have ... the obligation .[to commander-in-chief] to provide postal services to bind the 
Nation together through the ... correspondence of the people ... " USPS web site (Underline emphasis added) 
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"During World War I, the Post Office ... was called upon to perform a bewildering number of 
nonpostal functions ... The postal establishment sold Liberty bonds and war savings 
certificates. Post offices registered enemy aliens. They handled, without charge., millions of 
tons of government mail, such as draft questionnaires and appeals for food conservation .... 
The money order system (authorized by the Act of May 17, 1864) was a wartime measure 
that achieved permanent acceptance .... " 

The Post Office Department, by Gerald Cullinan 

Postal clerks, now identified as "S.ales Associates" on their nametag, are authorized to 
accept and process passport applications (beginning in 1971, immediately after conversion 
into the private USPS) for the U.S. Department of State, headed by the U.S. Secretary of 
State, who administers the War Powers. Passport is defined as: 

"A license ... issued during the progress of a war authorizing a person to remove himself or 
his effects from the territory of one of the belligerent nations to another country, or to travel 
from country to country without arrest or detention on account of the war .... " Black's 1st. 
(Underline emphasis added) 

Selective Service registrants filling o~;~t the "Selective Service System Registration Form," 
SSS·Form 1 (Oct 91), are directed as follows: 

" ... Block 8- When you have co~pleted your form, to this point, recheck it and take it to the 
postal clerk for vel!ification, then sign and date in the presence of a postal 
clerk." (Underline ~mphasis added) 

In 1931, when Congressman Clyde K;elly introduced United States Postal Policy (referenced 
~bove), the Army and Navy (Marine Corps is a branch of the Navy) comprised the tota1ity of the 
armed forces of the country. Despite ~he enormity of this fact, Kelly, in describing the value 
of the "postal highway," proclaimed: 

"It is the highway of service designed by a democracl1 with faith for a social institution of 
vital importance ina people's na~ion .... It is more essenti_alfor the protection of the nation 
than the Army or the Navy; it is :the democratic instrument of a democracy ... " Underline 
emphasis added) 

By virtue of the "postal highway" all American Citizens (a much greater number than the 
total enlistment of the Army and Navy) became accountable/responsible for United States, 
Inc. Indeed, once one accepts free delivery of mail intended for his "citizen of the United 
States" straw man, he/she incurs an obligation for military service .as co-beneficiary
surety-for the "person" whose TRAD~ NAME appears.on the draft notice. 

Another obvious discrepancy in Kelly's Postal Policy is the fact that the de jure United 
States of America is not a democracy, but a republic (guaranteed at Article IV Section 4 of 

31 Until the incorporation of the U.S. Governmeht February 21, 1871 America flourished as a de jure constitutional 
republic. Despite the fact that a republican form, of government is guaranteed by the Constitution, we now have a de 
facto "legislative democracy," the form of government in District of Columbia/United States, Inc. Congress 
controls Washington, DC by "mob rule" (51% rules 49%), i.e. "democracy." DC is not part of the United States of 
America, which, although virtually functionally defunct, still exists and is still a constitutional republic. That "the 
State of United States" (DC) is not part of the United States of America can be proven in a number ofways, one of 
which is the fact that residents of Washington, DC cannot participate in presidential elections. 
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the Constitution, cited earlier in this treatise). Congressman Kelly is not talking about the 
defunct Republic; rather, he is telling us in no uncertain terms that the postal highway
which is used only for "free" delivery of mail-is an instrument of the de facto (illegitimate) 
democracy (military government, stratocracy) instituted by Lincoln. 

Sifting Out the Key Issues 

• The postal system was not ,created as a moneymaking operation, but as a service 
facility, where operating at a profit was not a prime consideration; 

• Cost of postage covers transit of mail no farther than the destination post office, 
where postal patrons can retrieve mail matter at .the General Delivery window; 

• No one can be denied general-delivery service, a traditionally vested, common-law 
right established by usage and custom since ancient times; 

• Postal patrons-but not postal customers-can use general delivery indefinitely for 
retrieving mail and need not disclose their identity (produce government-issued I D); 

• "General Delivery" has never been the subject of legislation of the de facto 
(illegitimate) stratocracy, which came into existence with the first Executive Order 
issued by Lincoln in his capacity as commander-in-chief ofthe military; 

• Maxim of law: "No one is obliged to accept a benefit against his consent." (Dig. 50. 
17. 69; Broom, Max. 699); ) 

• Those who accept a benefit consent, and do so voluntarily; 

• Maxim of law: "Consent makes the law." (Branch, Prine.; 8 Mont. ,32); 

• Delivery of mail matter is, and has been since July 1, 1863,-a benefit, a mutually 
agreed upon (consensual) arrangement, and a voluntarily accepted. free service; 

• Public welfare was the solitary motive behind the establishment of "free city delivery" 
during the Civil War in 1863; 

• Public welfare was the sqlitary motive behind the.· establishment of "rural free 
delivery" of mail in 1896, when 90% of the population lived in the country; 

• Acceptance offree delivery of mail matter from USPS (under commander-in-chief of 
the military) makes one a bE!neficiary of public welfare and protection of the state; 

• Anyone accepting the penefit of public welfare and the protection of the state 
establishes that he/she is mentally incapable of caring for himself/herself; and 

• Those who cannot care for themselves are subjects of the doctrine of parens patriae, 
as discussed earlier in this essay in the section on Social Security. 

People are dragged into this contract through the back door, whereby the "promise" is 
extracted, as explained in 13 Corpus Juris Secundum 311 (cited in Woolum v. Sizemore): 

"Various definitions of 'consi<;letation' are to be found in the text-books of judicial opinions. 
A sufficient one is: A benefit ,[free delivery of mail] to the party promising[mail recipient], 
or a loss or detriment [costs, injuries, losses incurred delivering mail] to whom the promise is 
made [Government]. 'Benefit,' as thus employed, means that the promisor has, in return for 
his promise, acquired some legal right [welfare, protection of the state] to which he would 
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not otherwise [without conceding mental incompetence upon acceptance of free delivery] 
have been entitled, And 'detriment' means that the promisee [Government] has, in return for 
the promise, forborne some legal right [to charge for delivery of mail, as was done from 1794 
through June 30, 1863] which he would have otherwise been entitled to exercise." 

Conclusion: As asserted by the Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Cooper case, use of the 
United States Postal Service constitutes a contract of "co,..sutety" that renders anyone so 
"contracting" under federal jurisdiction and a subject of mandatory federal income taxation. 

Welcome to the club! 

Co-Suretyship Through Licensing 

In America, a person with a name designated in all-capital letters is legally classified as an 
"individual." The legal definition of individual is: "citizen of the United States" (5 USC 
552a(a)(2)). A citizen of the United States must be licensed for almost every activity under 
the sun-proven by the appearance of its name exclusively on every type of issue of 
license. License is defined as follows: 

"In International Law. Permission granted by a belli§erent state to its own subjects, or to the 
subjects of the enemy, to carry on a trade interdicted3 by war." Bouvier's 8th. 

As mentioned earlier in this book, the common law is ancient and immutable and predates 
all codified law, its principles having been established by usage and custom since before 
recorded history. Based on principles of the common law, no flesh-and-blood man/woman 
need obtai.n the permission of any abstract "contrivance of the mind," such as a 
gpvernment, for fulfilling basic needs for survival and keeping his/her body alive. The only 
way artificial governments can "govern" and "rule over'' a living, breathing man is by 
convincing him that he is a subject33 of another/others far wiser than he in deciding what is 
best for him (and then administering "legalized" deadly violence against him should he stray 
too far from the herd). 

Making a man believe that he is a subject can be accomplished in many ways, one of which 
is corruption of the name, as discussed in the first essay in this manual. As a sovereign, 
your ultimate remedy is in .the common law and international law (i.e. trade/commerce/ 
exchange with other sovereigns), and, when involved in commerce (intercourse of any 
kind), the greatest power resides in your true name. Of course, anyone can forego these 
options and pursue remedy in the name of his/her bankrupt "citizen of the United 
States"/debtor TRADE NAME-· which .is always welcomed by government, but eminently 
ineffective in achieving one's objectives. However, as is discernible from the definition of 
license above, licensing of "subjects" comes into play when a trade/occupational calling is 
interdicted (prohibited, forbidden) by war, as is presently the case in America. 

Trading With the Enemy is defined as: 

"The federal offense of carrying on commerce with a nation or with a subject or ally of a 
nation with which the United States is at war." Black's 7th. 

32 Interdict: To prohibit or restraiti authoritatively; forbid. 
33 Subject: One who owes allegiance to a sovereign and is governed by that sovereign's laws. Black's 7th. 
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The Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917 (H.R. 4960, Public Law 91), though 
admitting of the possibility that "citizens of the United States" could be· considered as the 
enemy when involved in monetary transactions "within the United States," also expressly 
excluded them from such categorization in the following passage: 

"(c) Such other individuals, or body or class of individuals, as may be natives, citizens, or 
subjects of any nation with whi~h the United States is at war, other than citizens of the United 
States, wherever resident or wherever doing business ... " (Underline emphasis added) 

However, the Amendatory Act to the Trading With the Enemy Act, also known as the 
Emergency Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933 (48 Stat. 1), amended the Trading With the 
Enemy Acf.-at a time when United States was not in a shooting war with any foreign foe
omitting the clause excluding "ci~izens of the United States" as enemies in war, and 
including them as such instead, via insertion of the following innocuous little passage: 

" ... by any person within the Uhited States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof; ... " 
Chapter 1, Title 1, Section 1(b). · 

By operation of law, all persons ("citizens of the United States") involved in monetary 
transactions "within the United States" were now official enemies of the U.S. Government 
and, as such, required a license for almost every type of commercial activity34 imaginable. 
The above definition of license frorr\ Bouvier's ath now becomes more understandable: 

"In International Law. Permission granted by a belligerent state to its own subjects, or to the 
subjects of the enemy, to carry on a trade interdicted by war." (Underline emphasis added) 

The fact that sovereign Americans ,do not qualify as "persons within the United States," and 
hence are not subjects of the legislation, was not explained for them by the U.S. 
Government in 1933, nor anytime thereafter (and never will be). Using this legislation as 
justification, however, federal and state-government agencies launched a nationwide 
campaign to convince all Americans that they needed a license for virtually every activity 
they were involved in and managed successfully inculcating35 the stratagem36 into society 
over the ensuing decades.37 

34 There is no requirement in any vehicle code requiring a driver license for anyone not engaged in the commercial 
activity of ''the transportation or persons oriproperty for hire or compensation" (cab drivers, bus drivers, limousine 
drivers, and truck drivers). The code-encrypting esquires that write the vehicle code, however, have very cleverly 
circumvented this non-requirement via the .federal defmition of "motor vehicle." Motor vehicle is a commercial 
term and signifies that any automobile, motor home, bus, truck, van, motorcycle, etc. that is registered with l!llY 
Motor Vehicle Department is a vehicle used in ''the transportation of persons or property for hire or compensation," 
and therefore requires a license for its operation. Even though the "driver'' (another commercial term) is not directly 
involved in commerce, he/she is operating a "commercial motor vehicle" ("involved in the transportation of persons 
or property for hire or compensation"), thus•the "need" for a license. No judge and no attorney an:d no police officer 
can identify any section of any vehicle code that requires that a private, for-pleasure automobile, used strictly for 
non-commercial purposes, be registered with the state. Registration of a private-use-only automobile is voluntary. 
35 Inculcate: To impress upon the mind by frequent and emphatic repetition, instill. 
36 Stratagem: A maneuver designed to deceive or outwit an enemy in wai. 
37 The introduction of the need for licensing, and the enforcement thereof, was instigated over a longish period of 
time, thereby avoiding mass . resistance from the populace. People in California, for example, were not 
propagandized re the need for a driver lice~se for non-commercial purposes (i.e. for private, for~pleasure use only) 
until 1957, 24 years following the Amendatory Act, when the "driver license" was introduced. The commercial 
"chauffeur license" and commercial "operator license" were combined into the new "driver license," artfully 
confusing the public over the need for a driver license in order to "drive." 
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Licensing =. Legal Liability 

When a sovereign American "voluntarily" applies for, accepts, .indorses in his name, and 
uses as his own, a license issued in .the all-capital;.letter TRAQE NAME of his straw man, 
that party is signing for accommodation, because the straw man is incapable of signing, and 
has cemented his status as surety for the citizen-of-the-United-States enemy-debtor
individual named thereon-because every accommodation party is ever and always a 
surety.38 It cannot be any other way: . . · 

"An accommodation party is always a surety." UCC 3-419, Note 3, paragraph 2. 

The STRAW MAN named on the license has neither the hand nor the body required for 
applying a signature. Another party must perform these acts on its behalf, someone 
capable of assuming legal liability for the "person" in whose name the license is issued, an 
accommodation party. The voluntary act of applying for a license that is issued in the straw 
man's TRADE NAME, by executing one's own signature 1n place of the straw man's-is 
concrete evidence of voluntary assumption of the status of surety: 

"One who undertakes to pay money or perform other acts in the event that his principal fails 
to do so; the surety is directly' and immediately liable for the debt." Barron's L.aw 
Dictionary, Third Edition, 1991. 

As asserted by the Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Cooper case, the act of paying Social 
Security payroll taxes into the Social Security Account of the individual named on the Social 
Security card constitutes a contract of "co-surety" that places anyone so "contracting" in the 
federal jurisdiction and a subject of mandatory federal income taxation. Since the entity 
listed on every license that you carry is the same as that on the Social Security card in your 
possession, there is no reason to believe that the same liabilities do not apply. 

"Volunteering" and Co-Suretyship 

The Internal Revenue Code (Title 26 United States Code Annotated) states that our system 
of taxation is based upon "voluntary compliance." As everyone knows from the cavalcade 
of cases that are enthusiastically reported by the news media, those who do not "voluntarily'' 
comply and file income tax returns and pay income tax are forced into complying and 
paying, with fines, indictments, seizures of property, garnishments, and incarceration. 

Q: When did the voluntary part come into the picture? 

A: (Though by no means an exhaustive list:) 

The moment you voluntarily paid in your first penny of Social$ecurity payroll tax 
(which was, of course preceded by your parents "voluntarily" enrolling you in the 
Social Security System when you were a minor, and your subsequent failure, 
upon attaining the age of majority, to withdraw from the program and 
nullify/cancel the contract, thereby tacitly consenting with the terms of the 
contract in full-. albeit unwittingly-and making yourself welfare-eligible); 

The first time you voluntarily accepted "free home delivery" of mail matter from 
an agent of the commander-in-chief, i.e. de facto military personnel of the United 

38 For a conclusive treatment on this subject, see "How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability" in Appendix. 
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States Postal Service [Note: although you can officially notice the postmaster 
that you have been acc~pting free delivery of mail matter under mistake and no 
longer wish free delivery, the headaches that come with such a move are 
significant; capture of legal title of the TRADE NAME under the common law and 
control of same througn the UCC allows both use of the Postal Service and 
control of the destiny of the "citizen of the United States" TRADE NAME]; 

The first time you voluntarily applied for and signed for and paid for and received 
a license for a "privileged activity" .in the all-capital-letters name of your citizen-of
the-United-States/individUal/United-States-Government-employee TRADE NAME 
and assumed responsibility for payment and performance of the straw man's 
obligations associated therewith by signing for accommodation; and 

The first time you undertbok numerous other voluntary acts, such as applying for 
and paying for and receiving a passport from "UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 
OF STATE" and registering to vote, in the all-capital-letters "citizen of the United 
States" TRADE NAME; and then affixing your own personal signature as 
accommodation party, and therefore surety, on each document. 

The Situation 

The only reason you have suffered at the hands of those who would bleed every ounce of 
economic lifeblood from your withered carcass is because you were unaware of the 
artificially manufactured justification technique used by such con men for wreaking holy hell 
with your life: corruption of your name. It has taken over 2,000 years, but this little band of 
extortionists has put together quite an operation for itself-and it all depends on your 
continued ignorance of your name as personal property and the significance of your true 
name spelled in an ALL-CAPITAL-LETTER/abbreviated format. 

The reason government, bank, corporate, court, and tax-agency computers spit out bills, 
statements, and threatening correspondence with your name corrupted into an ALL-CAPS 
format is because the entity named therein is the actual target, the account holder, the 
"customer." They are utterly dependent on your mistakenly believing that the ALL-CAPS 
name identifies you, so you will assume the role of accommodation party and surety for the 
artificial person they have created. Such is the depth of their deceit: their entire earthly 
objective, every waking moment 'of every single day of their hideous little existence, 
predicated on keeping you and your family and your friends ignorant of the real meaning 
behind your name set in CAPITAL LETTERS, and the significance of applying your own 
signature when it's (the straw man's) is required. 

For those afflicted with the curse of co-suretyship, the pathologl9 can be grim: loss of 
wealth, loss of possessions, loss of shelter, loss of family, loss of self-respect, loss of 
health, and even loss of life. It matters not whether one willingly submits and acts in 
accordance with the agenda of the: Chosen Masters and does eas one is told; the foregoing 
milestones comprise the schedule of events for one and alh The only difference is the 
timing. There is no logic in these p'lans, and this is the very reason that most people cannot 
conceive that anyone else could have such evil intentions. However, if unchecked, 
everyone, including the perpetrators, will lose in the end. 

39 Pathology: The sum of the morbid conditions, processes, and results in the course of a disease. 
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Probably the most tragic and regrettable fact of all is that none of the statements contained 
in this volume constitute hyperbole.40 Your authors wish it were not so, but such is the 
gravity of the situation we are faced with. 

Relief 

No matter how black it may be for some, there is abundant hope for those who are capable 
of seeing what is in front of them.· For such people, the curse of co-suretyship is as 
temporary as the common cold and more easily treated, as well. 

Capture and control-· under the common law-of the TRADE NAME that others have been 
exploiting at your expense requires nothing more than asserting that fact in writing. Taking 
the steps of filing the statement in the legal notices section of the newspaper and with the 
county clerk/recorder establishes "public notice" and makes it that much better. 

Following public notice of your new common-law-copyrighted TRADE NAME, creation of the 
legal relationship between .. , the two of you via a Private Agreement and a Security 
Agreement, and execution and filing of a UCC Financing Statement to perfect the matter 
can be completed in days. These documents legally distinguish you from the TRADE 
NAME and give you legal control over it in all financial and legal matters-including those 
involving government actors who carried out the ugly plot (at the behest of the. Chosen 
Masters) that put us in this mess in the first place. 

The degree of control over your economic life depends only on your understanding of the 
power that resides in legal ownership of your true name and TRADE NAME, and your 
effectiveness in communicating it. Mere notification of the relationship between you and the 
TRADE NAME is sometimes sufficient to stop a would-be predator. For others that require 
more persuasion, the material in the Presentment Handling section will take care of the vast 
majority. For the minute percentage that insists on kicking and screaming every step of the 
way until closure, the publisher can suggest other contacts that can assist you in your 
needs. 

Full speed ahead! 

40 Hyperbole: Poetic or rhetorical overstatement; exaggeration. 
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Annotated Glossary of Terms 

"Cracking the Code" 

Note. "UCC" means Uniform Commercial Code. Per UCC §§ 1-104, when there arises a 
conflict between current code and a deleted ~ection, the deleted section controls; i.e. 
nothing is ever actually deleted. Therefore, earlier editions of the UCC would be useful. 

Introduction. Do not expect to understand the UCC at a glance. It is the culmination of 
thousands of years of effort by countless collaborators and was never supposed to have 
been deciphered. Understanding the Code can be likened to solving a giant jigsaw puzzle: 
one is not going to see the picture with all the pieces. in disarray. A few pieces must be 
connected before one can gain awareness of the fundamental issues at hand, build on 
them, and eventually solve the puzzle--but this need not take an inordinate amount of time. 
One good way to go about it is to follow the annotations accompanying the definitions of 
terms that direct you to see and compare other related terms in the Glossary. By gathering 
bits of understanding from different places and from different points of view, the pieces of 
the puzzle begin to fit together and the big picture can take shape very quickly. 

There are a number of key terms that will provide a good entrance point to the Glossary for 
gaining an understanding of the Redemption Process. Some of those terms would be: 
straw man, birth certificate, transmitting utility, value, redemption, and House Joint 
Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. An entertaining and all-inclusive definition is found at 
Wizard of Oz, The. Do not be daunted by the size of this Glossary. All terms have bearing 
.on what has happened, and is currently happening, thereby making it very interesting 
material for anyone concerned about survival and freedom. 

Key. ACED = American College Encyclo~edic Dictionarv, 1959 
AHD = American Heritage Dictionary, 1969 
Barron's 3rd = Barron's Law Dictionary, Third Edition, 1991 
BOLT = Barron's Dictionarv of Legal Terms, 1983 
Black's 1st = Black's Law Dictionary, First Edition, 1891 
Black's 4tfi = Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 1951 
Black's 5tfi = Black's Law Dictionary, Fifth Edition, 1979 
Black's stn = Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1990 
Black's tn = Black's Law Dictionarv, Seventh Edition, 1999 
Bouvier's 6th = Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1856 
Bouvier's 81fi = Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition, Third Rev., 1914 
F&W = Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionarv, lnt'l Edition, 1958 
OED = The Oxford English Dictionarv, 1971 
ucc = Uniform Commercial Code, 1996 
Webster's = Webster's Encyclo~edic Unabridged Dictionarv, 1996 
W&P = Words and Phrases (90 Volumes), 1968 
WSUG = Wash. State Uniform Comm. Code User's Guide, 1999 
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Glossary 
AB INITIO. adv. [Latin] From the beginning; from the first act. Black's 15t. 

ABSOLUTE RIGHTS. As regards ri$Jht to interfere with contractual obligations of another, 
"absolute rights" which individual may exercise without reference. to motive are rights 
incident to ownership of property, ~ights growing out of contractual relations, and right to 
enter or refuse to enter contractual relations. By the "absolute rights" of individuals is 
meant those Which are in their primary and strictest sense, such as would belong to their 
persons merely in a state of nature, and which every man is entitled to enjoy, whether out of 
society or in it. The rights of personal security, of personal liberty, and private property do 
not depend upon the Constitution for their existence. They existed before the Constitution 
was made, or the government was organized. These are what are termed the "absolute 
rights" of individuals, which belong to them independently of all government, and which all 
governments which derive their power from the consent of the governed were instituted to 
protect. W&P, Vol. 1. Compare drbit-droit. 

ACCEPTANCE. [< L accept( are), equiv. to ac- + cep take+ -t- freq. suffix] The voluntary act 
of receiving something or agreeing to certain terms. In contract law, acceptance is consent 
to the terms of an offer, creating a binding contract; the taking and receiving of anything in 
good part, and as if it were a tacit agreement to a preceding act, which might have been 
defeated or avoided if such acceptance had not been made. The act of a person to whom a 
thing is offered or tendered by another, whereby he receives the thing with the intention of 
retaining it, such intention being evidenced by a sufficient act. Black's 6th. An agreement, 
either by express act or by implication from conduct, to the terms of an offer so that a 
binding contract is formed. • If an· acceptance. modifies the terms or adds new ones, it 
generally operates as a counteroffer. Black's th. A negotiable instrument, especially a bill 
of exchange, that has been accepted for payment. Black's th. 

ACCEPTANCE BY SILENCE. When the court "implies a promise" or holds that good faith 
requires a party not to violate these expectations, it is recognizing that sometimes silence 
says more than words, and it is understanding its duty to the spirit of the bargain is higher 
than its duty to the te.chnicalities of the language. Corbin on Contracts. See Note. 

ACCEPTANCE FOR VALUE. See' Note, remedy, acceptance, value, holder in due 
course, banker's acceptance. 

Note: By acceptance for value is implied a taking, an "acceptance" of something, 
in exchange for another thing previously provided, e.g. a using credit .balance 
previously established to purchase something. Value, as peculiarly defined within 
the UCC, is an esoteric term, and implies that some sort of credit has been 
established beforehand, whereby the party with the credit may take/accept/purchase 
some item in commerce based on his credit, i.e. what is owed. It applies in 
numerous types of situations. Basically, if a party has established his position as a 
creditor of some sort, he cart unilaterally accept (purchase/take) anything that would 
help reconcile the credit discrepancy by executing that particular transaction. Such a 
creditor, having essentially 'a credit balance, need not obtain anyone's approval 
before so acting. One example of this is the acceptance for value of a document 
bearing the creditor's TRADE NAME, e.g. the birth certificate. The source of all 
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credit and accountability (value) associated with the TRADE NAME is the sovereign, 
flesh-and-blood man/woman from whose true name the TRADE NAME was derived. 

ACCEPTANCE OF A BILL OF EXCHANGE. In mercantile law. The act by which the person 
on whom a bill of exchange is drawn (called the "drawee") assents to the request of the 
drawer to pay it, or, in other words, engages, or makes himself liable to pay it when due. It 
may be by parol or in writing, and either general or special, absolute or unconditional; and it 
may be impliedly, as well as expressly, given. But the usual and regular mode of 
acceptance is by the drawee's writing across the face of the bill the word "acceptance," 
and subscribing his name; after which he is termed the acceptor. Black's 1st. See banker's 
acceptance, bill of exchange, sight draft. 

*PAROL. a word; speech; hence, oral or verbal; expressed or evidenced by speech 
only; not expressed by writing .... Black's 4th. 

ACCEPTANCE OF DRAFT; CERTIFIED CHECK. {a) means the drawee's signed agreement 
to pay a draft as presented. It shall be written on the draft and may consist of the drawee's 
signature alone. Acceptance may be made at any time and becomes effective when 
notification pursuant to instructions is given or the accepted draft is delivered for the 
purpose of giving rights on the acceptance to any person. (b) A draft may be accepted 
although it has not been signed by t~e drawer, is otherwise incomplete, is overdue, or has 
been dishonored. (c) If a draft is payable at a fixed period after sight and the acceptor fails 
to date the acceptance, the holder may complete the acceptance by supplying a date in 
.good faith,. (d) "Certified check" means a check accepted by the bank on which it is 
drawn. Acceptance may be made.as stated in subdivision (a) or by a writing .on the check 
which indicates that the check is certified. The drawee of a check has no obligation to 
certify the check, and refusal to certify is not dishonor of the check. UCC 3-409. 

ACCEPTOR. "Acceptor'' means a drawee who has accepted a draft. UCC 3-103(1). The 
person who accepts a bill of exchange, (generally the drawee,) or who engages to be 
primarily responsible for its payment. Black's 1st. See Note. 

ACCOMMODATION. An arrangement or engagement made as a favor to another, not upon 
a consideration received. Something done to oblige, usually spoken of a loan of money or 
commercial paper; also a friendly agreement or composition of differences. The word 
implies no consideration. While a party's intent may be to aid a maker of note by lending 
his credit, if he seeks to accomplish thereby legitimate objectives of his own, and not simply 
to aid maker, the act is not for accommodation. Black's 61h. n. 1. A loan or other financial 
favor. 2. The act of signing an accommodation paper as surety for another. Black's 7th. 
See Note. 

Note: All of your licenses, permits, utilities services, bank accounts, travel 
documents, W-4 Forms, tax returns, paychecks, etc. are in your straw man's 
fictitious TRADE NAME, not your true name. Until now, when you signed any of 
these items, you were signing for accommodation and obligating yourself, albeit 
unwittingly, on behalf of the TRADE NAME. See straw man. 

ACCOMMODATION INDORSER. A party who places his name to a note without 
consideration for purposes of benefiting or accommodating some other party. Black's 61h. 
See Note, accommodation, accommodation maker. 
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ACCOMMODATION LOAN. A loan for which the lender receives no consideration in return. 
Black's ih. See accommodation. 

ACCOMODATION MAKER. One who puts his name to a note without any consideration with 
the intention of lending his credit to the accommodated party. Black's 6th. See Note. 

Note: When you sign a traffic citation, which is a "promise to (appear and then) pay," 
i.e. a promissory note, you are the accommodation maker, your straw man the 
accommodated party. 

ACCOMMODATION NOTE. One to which accommodating party has put his name, without 
consideration; to accommodate some other party, who is to issue it and is expected to pay 
it. Black's 6th, UCC 3-419. See Note. 

Note: All promises to pay are done by accommodation. The flesh-and-blood man 
or woman signs the note for' accommodation on behalf of the TRADE NAME. The 
fictitious straw man (TRADE NAME), an artificial person created by government, is 
the "transmitting utility" (see 'transmitting utility) whereby all goods and services of 
the industrial society flow into and out of the possession of the flesh-and-blood 
man/woman. The straw m~n. having no life, no brain, and no body with which to 
apply a signature, must be accommodated by the actual/attached man/woman, also 
known, in this context, as a surety (see surety). 

ACCOMMODATION PARTY. One who signs commercial paper in any capacity for purpose 
of lendin~ his name (i.e. credit) td another party to instrument. Such party is a surety. 
Black's 6 , UCC 3-419. See Note, surety. 

Note: When you sign a traffic citation, IRS Form 1040, etc., you are the 
accommodation party. You are the source of all credit for the party whose name 
appears on the driver license, Social Security card, etc. in your possession. You 
have provided the TRADE NAME with value (credit) your entire life. 

ACCOMMODATION SURETY. See voluntary surety under surety. 

ACCOUNT. "Account," accept as used in "account for," means a right to payment of a 
monetary obligation, whether or not: earned by performance, (i) for property that has been or 
is to be sold, leased, licensed, assi~ned, or otherwise disposed of, (ii) for services rendered 
or to be rendered, (iii) for a policy of insurance issued or to be issued, (iv) for a secondary 
obligation incurred or to be incurred, (v) for energy provided or to be provided, (vi) for the 
use or hire of a vessel under a charter or other contract, (vii) arising out of the use of a 
credit or charge card or for information contained on or for use with the card, or (viii) as 
winnings in a lottery or other game of chance operated or sponsored by a state, 
governmental unit of a state, or p~rson licensed or authorized to operate the game by a 
state or governmental unit of a state. The term includes healthcare insurance receivables. 
The term does not include (i) rights to payment evidenced by chattel paper or an instrument, 
(ii) commercial tort claims, (iii) deposit accounts, (iv) investment property, (v) letter-of-credit 
rights or letters of credit, or (vi) rights to payment for money or funds advanced or sold, 
other than rights arising out of the use of a credit or charge card or information contained on 
or for use with the card. UCC 9-102(a)(2). See consumer transaction. 
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ACCOUNT NUMBER. See Note. 

Note: Same as account (2). The sovereign creditor's mirror-image, private-side (of 
the governmental doubl~-entry bookkeeping ledger) account number (e.g. 
123456789) of the straw man .. debtor's public-side Social Security Account Number 
(e.g. 123-45-6789). All IR$ (and state tax agency) correspondence references the 
account number as the dash.:.less version of the Social Security Account Number. 

ACCOUNT DEBTOR. "Account debtor" means a person obligated on an account, chattel 
paper, or general intangible. The term does not include persons obligated to pay a 
negotiable instrument, even if the instrument constitutes part of chattel paper. UCC 9-
102(a)(3). 

ACCOUNTING. "Accounting," except as used in "accounting .for," means a record that is 
all of the following: (A) Authenticated .bY a secured. party. (B) Indicating the aggregate 
unpaid secured obligations as Qf a date not more than 35 days earlier or 35 days later than 
the date of record. (C) Identifying the components ofthe obligations in reasonable detail. 
UCC 9-102(a)(4). 

ACCUSATION. A formal charge against a person, to the effect that he is guilty of a 
punishable offense, laid before a court or magistrate having jurisdiction to inquire into the · 
alleged crime. Black's 6th. 

Note: Per listing of "lnformer''l'lnformant" on the birth document, and as subscribed 
thereto by one's mother, one has, by definition, had an accusation preferred against 
one. This is also very possibly the basis for all subsequent insistences by Big 
Brother that the all-capital letters TRADE NAME references the man or woman so 
identified by the birth document. See informer, identification of goods, proper, 
all-capital letters-written. 

ACTION. "Action" in the sense of a judicial proceeding includes recoupment, counter-claim, 
set-off, suit in equity, and any other proceedings in which rights are determined. UCC 1· 
201(1). Seesetoff. 

ADHESION CONTRACT. A contract so heavily restrictive of one party, while so non
restrictive of another, that doubts arise as to its representation as a voluntary and 
uncoerced agreement; implies a gra'l(e inequality of bargaining power. The concept often 
arises in the context of "standard-form printed contracts prepared by one party and 
submitted to the other on a 'take it or leave it' basis. The law has recognized there is often 
no true equality in bargaining power in such contracts and has accommodated. that reality 
in construing them." Barron's 3rd. See Note. 

Note: A driver license application and an IRS Form 1040 are examples of .an 
adhesion contract. 

ADMIRALTY. A court which has a very extensive jurisdiction of maritime causes, civil and 
criminal. See Note, admiralty law, maritime. 

Note: Admiralty courts, i.e. Municipal Court, Superior Court, etc., comprise the only 
jurisdiction that can enforce a criminal penalty for a civil offense. No other type of 
jurisdiction has this capability. This is why people must post bail prior to arraignment 
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or trial and are sometimes sentenced to jail time (two aspects of criminal procedure) 
for civil "offenses," such as traffic citations, wherein no party is injured and no 
property damaged. All courts in America operate as admiralty courts. · 

ADMIRALTY LAW. The terms "admiralty" and "maritime" are virtually synonymous. Black's 
6th. 

AFFIANT. The person who makes. and subscribes an affidavit. The word is used, in this 
sense, interchangeably with "deponent." But the latter term should be reserved as the 
designation of one who makes a deposition. Black's 1st. See Note, affidavit: 

Note: As relates to the Redemption Process, "affiant" is defined as the natural-born, 
flesh and blood, sentient being whose name is designated in upper- and lower-case 
letters (one's true name) in accordance with the rules of English grammar, who 
executes and signs an affidavit under oath. 

AFFIDAVIT. A written or printed declaration or statement of facts, made voluntarily, and 
confirmed by the oath or affirmation of the party making it, taken before an officer with 
authority to administer such oath. Black's 1st. See Note, commerce. 

Note: The capacity to issue one's solemn declaration of truth, one's sacred word is 
the most basic, fundamental, underlying, foundational concept of all commerce, 
society, and civilization. An "affidavit" is a written statement under oath executed 
and sworn to before an authorized officer on the maker's commercial liability that all 
assertions contained within the affidavit are true, correct, and complete, not 
misleading, the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. An affidavit is the 
most solemn, unequivocal, and ceremonial means extant to express truth without 
evasion, concealment, deception, or insincerity. As distinguished from "testimony," 
an affidavit is not subject to cross-examination and is intended. to be a complete, 
self-contained document. All truth is subjective, and only each free-will being 
possesses the right, duty, privilege, and capacity to state that affiant's own truth in 
accordance with the unique nature, perspectives, and priorities of the affiant. No 
one has the authority nor the ability to state the truth of another. As per the maxim 
of law: "The order of things is confounded if everyone preserves not his jurisdiction." 
Because truth is suprema in Commerce, an affidavit is the most important 
document in Commerce and stands as the truth unless rebutted point-fpr-point by 
counteraffidavlt signed and certified on the executing party's commercial liability as 
true, correct, and complete (i.e. not misleading, the truth, the whole truth, and 

. nothing but the truth). Exod,us 20:16, the "Ninth Commandment," states: "Thou shalt 
not bear false witness against thy neighbor." The Bible is especially harsh on those 
who bear false witness. ~lies are weapons that are easy to utter, difficult if not 
impossible to undo when spread as rumors, and can destroy lives. People often act 
on what is told to them and kill or are killed on the basis thereof, such as by 
marching off to war, believing "authorities," or blindly obeying one's "superiors." 
Caveat emptor. is as wise an attitude in the field of words and ideas as it is 
concerning goods or services. For one group's official attempt at avoiding the 
consequences of bearing false witness, see "Kol Nidre." 

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE. An affidavit intended to certify the service of a writ, notice, or 
other document. Black's 1st. See Note. 
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Note. When using the mails/United States Postal Service for service of commercial 
process, it is always wise to include (the original of) an affidavit of service along 
with the item served. In so doing, one averts the potential claim by the recipient: "I 
received the envelope, but it was empty/' A sample affidavit of service is found in 
Part II under "Handling Presentments." 

AGREEMENT. "Agreement " means the bargain of the parties in fact as found in their 
language or by implication from other circumstances including course of dealing or usage of 
trade or course ofperformance as provided in this code. Whether an agreement has legal 
consequences is determined by the provisions of this code, if applicable; otherwise by the 
law of contracts (Section 1-103). UCC 1-201(3). Compare contract. See Note. 

Note: In other words, you have formed an agreement in fact and are inextricably 
linked with the TRADE NAME by course of dealing, usage, trade, and course of 
performance. The legal consequences of the "marriage" with your straw-man 
TRADE NAME is spelled out in the code, where applicable; where not applicable, it 
references Section 1-103, which states that all other forms of law " ... shall 
supplement its provisions." The UCC is the supreme codified law on the planet. 
Legal consequences are dictated under the UCC. In law, and the UCC is the 
supreme law, there are only tWo kinds of people: debtors and creditors. 

ALL-CAPITAL-LETTERS-WRITTEN. See Note. 

Note: A proper name appearing in all-capital letters falls outside the ·rules of 
English grammar, which authorizes the use of a capitalized letter only for a very 
limited number of well-defined uses, such as the initial letter of a proper name. A 
capital letter is defined as: "(of letters) of the large size used at the beginning of a 
sentence or as the first letter of a proper name." (ACED) No lexical authority for use 
of all-capital letters in the name of a man or woman has yet been referenced by 
those who would insist on corrupting the true names of men and women by 
displaying their name in all-capital letters. An all-capital letters-written version of 
one's name is not one's true name, but an artificial construct, existing by force of law 
only. No authority of English! grammar recognizes such a contrivance. The legal 
term, in propia persona, means "in one's own proper person." How can one do 
anything outside of "one's own proper person" unless there exists some other 
"person" by whom/which one could act? Using the juristic artifice kn.own as "legal 
fiction," parties identified by their proper-noun name have been ascribed corrupted, 
all-capital-letter names. All legal pleadings, court records, and licenses use only 
names appearing in all-capital letters-i.e. "newborn" artificial persons existing in 
contemplation of or by force of law alone. See legal fiction, proper, fictitious 
name, artificial, artificial person, idem sonans, informer. 

ALLODIAL. [< ML al/odial(is); equiv. to al/odi(um), ALLODIUM + a/is -AL; see allodium] 
Free; not holden of any lord or superior; owned without obligation of vassalage or fealty; the 
opposite of feudal. Black's 1st. See Note, allodium. Compare feudal. 

ALLODIUM. [< ML < OG allod (all ALL+ -od patrimony, c., lceL oth-, OE eth- in ethel. akin 
(by graduation) to ath- of ATHELING)] Land held absolutely in one's own right, and not of any 
lord or superior; land not subject to feudal duties or burdens. An estate held by absolute 
ownership, without recognizing any superior to whom any duty is due on account thereof. 
Black's 1st. See Note at allodial. 
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APPEARANCE. A coming into cou!ft as party to a suit, whether as plaintiff or defendant. The 
former proceeding by which a de.fendant submits himself to the jurisdiction of the court. 
Bouvier's ath, · 

Note: There are two kinds of appearance: general and special. See bail. 
i 

APPELLATION. [Appellat o, on is, f. accosting; appeal; calling by name; name, title; 
pronunciation. Burt's Latin-English Dictionary, 1926.] [a. Fr. appellation (13th c., ad. L. 
appellation-em, of action f. appe/lare <to accost,* address, call upon> ... ] I. Appealing, 
appeal [from O.Fr. apeler.] Obs.1.: The action of appealing to a higher court or authority 
against the decision of an inferior: one; the appeal so made... b. Ground of appeal, title, 
claim. Obs. Rare. 2. gen. The ~ction of appealing or calling on; entreaty, or earnest 
address. Obs. II. Calling, designation [from later Fr. apeller, or L. appellare.] 3. The action 
of calling by a name; nomenclatur~. 4. A designation, name or title given: a. to a particular 
person or thing. b. to a class: A d'scriptive or connotative name." OED. 1. A name or title. 
2. The act of naming or calling." F,&W. Act of calling by a name; ... a name or designation 
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary; ;Fifth Edition, 1947. n.f. appealing, calling, naming, 
appellation. Cassell's French-English and English-French Dictionary. See Note, Section 
entitled "The Gon Beneath the Con:" in "Maintaining Fiscal Integrity" in Part I of this manual. 

I 

*ACCOST. To speak to first; address; greet... Manner or act of addressing; greeting. 
F&W. ' 

Note: The significance of this term in your quest for personal sovereignty cannot be 
e.xagg.erated. Appellation rinay be construed as simply a name, but its. true meaning 
is infinitely more profound. 'ts actual meaning is "that which is used by others for the 
purpose of gaining your attention"; how you then respond after receiving such 
greeting/address is the prerogative of a sovereign. 

ART. [L ars .skill, art] A principle put in practice and applied to some art, machine, 
manufacture, or composition of matter. Black's 1st. 

ARTIFICIAL. Created by art, or by: law; existing only by force of or in contemplation of law. 
Black's 1st. See Note. ·. : 

Note: Names of persons appearing in all-capital letters are not written in English and 
exist only by force of or in ~contemplation of law. Persons so-named are artificial 
persons. See juristic per;son, person, proper, all-capital-letters-written, idem 
sonans, fictitious name. · 

ARTIFICIAL PERSON. See artificial, person. 

ASSIGNEE. The person or business to whom a security interest in collateral is transferred. 
WSUG. 

ATTACHMENT. A security interst attaches to collateral when it becomes enforceable 
against the debtor with respect to 

1
the collateral, unless an agreement expressly postpones 

the time of attachment. UCC 9-20~(a). See Note. 

Note: Depending on the type of collateral, a security interest attaches and becomes 
enforceable under different circumstances. See UCC 9-203 for details. Under 
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Previous Article 9, which is still essentially in harmony with Revised Article 9, when 
the three basic prerequisites of a security interest exist, i.e. agreement, value, and 
collateral, the security agreement became enforceable between the parties and was 
said to "attach." 

ATTORN. v. Law [a. OF. atorne-r, aturne-r, atourne-r (whence law Latin attornare) to turn, 
turn to, assign, attribute, dispose, arrange, order, appoint, constitute, ordain, decree, f. a to 
+ tourner to Turn. rhe analogical spelling is a(t)turn; but under the influence of Med.L. 
attornare, the late AF, became attomer, whence attorn passed into the Eng. law-books.] 1. 
Trans. To turn over to another; to assign, transfer (goods, tenants' service, allegia;nce, etc.) 
2. To transfer oneself (i.e. one's homage and allegiance) from one lord to another; to yield 
allegiance, or do homage to, as lord. 3. Mod. Law. To agree formally to be the tenant of one 
into whose possession the estate has passed; to do some act which constitutes a legal 
acknowledgment of the new landlord.'' OED. 

ATTORNEY. [a. OF. atome, atume, atoume, pa. pple. masc. of atoumerto ATTORN, in sense 
of 'one appointed or one constituted,' whence all the specific uses. (The :statement found in 
the law dictionaries for the last 200 years, that the word means 'one who acts in the tum of 
another' is a bad guess.) For spelling cf. ATTORN.] 1. One appointed or ordained to act for 
another; an agent, deputy, commissioner. In later times only fig. and ·perhaps with 
conscious reference to sense 2. obs. 2. (Attorney in fact, private attorney;) One duly 
appointed or constituted (by Letter or Power of Attorney) to act for another in business and 
legal matters, either generally, as in payment, receipt, and investment of money, in suing 
and being sued, etc., or in some specific act, which the principal, by reasorfof absence, is 
unable to perform in person. Hence the contrast in 'in person' and 'by attorney,' frequent 
also in fig. senses. 3. (Attorney-at~Law, public attorney) A professional and properly
qualified legal agent practicing in the courts of Common Law (as a solicitor practiced in the 
courts of Equity); one who conducted litigation in these courts, preparing the case for 
barristers or counsel, whose duty and privilege it is to plead and argue in open court. 4. 
Transf. An advocate, pleader, mediator. 5. Specific title of the law officer of various councils, 
etc., and the clerk of various courts. 6. The King's Attorney. (earlier) descriptive 
designation of the legal officer now .called ATTORNEY-GENERAL. Mr. Attorney, the 'style' 
used in addressing (formerly also in speaking of) him. 7. attrib., as in attorney-cunning, 
etc. OED. See "The Truth About Esquires" in Part I ofthis manual; also attorney & client. 

ATTORNEY & CLIENT. His first duty is to the courts and the public, notto the client,55 and 
wherever the duties to his client conflict with those he owes as an officer of the court in the 
administration of justice, the former must yield to the latter.56 The office of attorney is 
indispensable to the administration of justice and is intimate and peculiar in its relation to, 
and vital to the well-being of, the court. 57 An attorney has a duty to aid the tourt in seeing 
that actions and proceedings in which he is engaged as counsel are conducted in a 
digAified and orderly manner, free from passion and personal animosities, and that all 
causes brought to an issue are tried and decided on their merits only58 

... Duty not looked 
on lightly. Attorneys as officers of court have duty to maintain respect due court which 
duty should exceed that imposed upon the public generally and which duty should not be 
looked upon lightly and cannot be shirked under the guise of representing .interest of a party 
litigant.. .. Arm of State. As attorney, is an officer of the court and as such an officer and 
arm of the state (124 F. Supp. 257).... Nature and duty of obligation. One who is 
admitted to practice as attorney at law, both by virtue of his oath of office and customs and 
traditions of the legal profession, owes to the court the highest duty of fidelity (97 N.W. 2d 
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287; 255 Minn. 370 In re: Lord). ~ccepting employment entails duty to courts and faithful 
performance of services .... Vital Rublic Interest. The relation of attorney and client is 
affected by vital public interest. ... Letters Patent. Right to practice law is a property right, 
existing by virtue of letters paterlt (168 A. 229; 114 N.J. Eq. 68).... 7 Corpus Juris 
Secundum4 (1980). Practicing AUorney. Ability which is greater than that possessed by 
average citizen .... 7 Corpus Juris Secundum 29 (1980). Accepting employment entails duty 
to courts and faithful performance of services .... See Note. 

55 U.S.-U.S. v. Frank, D.C.N.J.: 53 F. 2d 128, reversed on other grounds Loughlin v. U.S., 57 
F. 2d 1080, and reversed on qther ground Pearse v. U.S., 59 F. 2d 518-In re Kelly, D.C. 
Mont. 243 F. 696; Fla.-Petitioq of Florida State Bar Ass'n, 186 So. 280, 134 Fla. 851; Neb.
State ex rei. Nebraska State Biar Ass'n v. Jensen, 105 N.W. 2d 459, 171 Neb. 1, certiorari 
denied 81 S.Ct. 905,365 U.S. !870, 5L. ed. 2d 860; N.D.-State v. Stokes, 243 N.W. 2d 372; 
Wis.-Petition of Board of Law Examiners, Examination of 1928, 210 N.W. 710, 191 Wis. 
359. 
56 ·~ 

Va.-Holt v. Com., 138 S.E. 29 809, 205 Va., 332, reversed on other grounds 85 S. Ct 1375, 
381 U.S. 131, 14 L. Ed 2d 290. 
57 La.-State v. Woodville, 108 So. 309, 161 La. 125 
58 Min.-Hoppe v. Klapperich, 28 N.W. 2d 780, 224 Minn. 224, 173 A.L.R. 622. 

Note: By definition, the obligations and duties of attorneys are toward the court and 
the "public" (abstraction ot the mind that favors government) never the client. 
Clients are fodder for the freedom-usurpation and wealth-confiscation activities of 
the court. Attorneys are there to ensure that the court is well stocked with paying 
customers. It is a rigged game, with attorneys enjoying many special privileges 
(such as having their fees: enforced by judicial decree, even when they lose) in 
exchange for shepherding u'nwitting client-victims into court at the sacrificial judicial 
altar. Clients are also "wards of the court" and therefore "persons of unsound mind." 
See client, wards of court.' 

ATTORNMENT. Law. Forms: see ATTORN v. [a. OF. atournement, f. atoumer: see ATTORN 

and -MENT.] 1. A turning over, transference, assignment. 2. spec. The transference of his 
homage and service by a tenant to a new feudal lord; hence, legal acknowledgment of the 
ne~ landlord. OED. 

AUTHENTICATE. "Authenticate" means to do either of the following: (A) To sign .. (B) To 
execute or ·otherwise adopt a symbol, or encrypt or similarly process a record in whole or in 
part, with the present intent of the :authenticating person to identify the person and adopt 
or accept a record. UCC 9-102(a)((}. · 

i 

AVER. In pleading. To declare or ~ssert; to set out distinctly and formally; to allege. Black's 
1st. , 
- ' 

BAIL. (Fr. bailer, to deliver). By bail is understood sureties, given according to law, to 
insure the appearance of a party in court. The persons who become surety are called bail. 
Sometimes the term is applied, With a want of exactness, to the security given by a 
defendant, in order to obtain a stay! of execution, after judgme,nt, in civil cases. Bail is either 
civil or criminal. Bouvier's 6th. One who becomes the surety for the appearance of the 
defendant in court. Bouvier's 8th. To deliver the defendant to persons who, in the manner 
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prescribed by law, become security for his appearance in court. Bouvier's ath. n. Monetary 
amount for or condition of pretrial release from custody, normally set by a judge at the initial 
appearance. The purpose of bail is to ensure the appearance of the accused at 
subsequent proceedings. If the accused is unable to make.bail, or otherwise unable to be 
released on his or her own recognizance, he or she is detained in custody. The Eighth 
Amendment (U.S. Const.) provides that excessive bail shall not be required. Black's 6th. 

The surety or sureties who procure the release of a person under arrest, by becoming 
responsible for his appearance at the time and place designated. Those persons who 
become sureties for the appearance of the defendant in court. Black's 6th. See Note. 

Note: If a straw man/TRADE NAME/defendant cannot make/pay bail then the man/ 
woman attached with that str~w man/TRADE NAME/defendant becomes the bail. 
This is formal legal recognition/acknowledgment that this particular man/woman is 
the surety for the appearance of the dummy/straw man/TRADE NAME/defendant 
(artificial person) in court. Seedummy, surety, appearance. 

BAILEE. "Bailee" means the person who, by a warehouse receipt, bill of lading, or other 
document of title, acknowledges possession of goods and contracts to deliver them. UCC 
7-102(1)(a). 

BAILMENT. A delivery of something of a personal nature by one party to another, to be held 
according to the purpose or object of the delivery, and to be returned or delivered over 
when that purpose is accomplished. Bouvier's ath. 

Note: A cycle of bailment commences when a mother delivers a baby ('~something 
of a personal nature") to the state by signing the birth certificate and registering and 
surrendering legal title to the biological property, i.e. the baby's body. See dummy, 
surety, appearance. 

BANK. "Bank" means an organization that is engaged in the business of banking. The 
term includes savings banks, savings and loan associations, credit unions, and trust 
companies. UCC 9-102(a)(8). See person. 

BANK ACCEPTANCE. Draft drawn on and accepted by bank. Bouvier's 8th. 

BANKER. In general sense person that engages in business of banking. In narrower 
meaning, a private person who keeps a bank; one who is engaged in the business of 
banking without being incorporated. One who carries on the business of banking by 
receiving money on deposit with or without interest, by buying and selling bills of exchange, 
promissory notes, bonds or stock, or other securities, and by loaning money without being 
incorporated. Under some statutes, an individual banker, as distinguished from a "private 
banker'' (q. v.), is a person who, having complied with the statutory requirements, has 
received authority from the state to engage in the business of banking, while a private 
banker is a person engaged in banking without having any special privileges or authority 
from the state. Black's 6th. See private bank. 

BANKER'S ACCEPTANCE .... A bill ofexchange draft payable at maturity that is drawn by a 
creditor against his or her debtor. Banker's acceptances are short-term credit instruments 
most commonly used by persons or firms engaged in international trade. They are 
comparable to short-term government securities (for example, Treasury Bills) and may be 
sold on the open market at a discount. Black's 6th. A bill of exchange drawn on and 
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accepted by a commercial bank ... ,. Black's ih. See bank, banker, private bank, House 
Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. 

BANKER'S NOTE. A commercial! instrument resembling a bank-note in every particular 
except that it is given by a private banker or unincorporated banking institution. Black's 1st. 
See banker, private bank. · 

BANKRUPTCY. Popularly defined as insolvency, the inability of a debtor to pay his debts as 
they become due. Technically,: however, it is the legal process under the Federal 
Bankruptcy Act by which assets ~f the debtor are liquidated as quickly as possible to pay 
off his creditors and to discharge ithe bankrupt, or free him of his debts, so he can start 
anew. In reorganization, on the other hand, liquidation may be avoided and the debtor may 
continue to function, pay his credi~ors, and carry on business. Barron's 3rd .. "Mr. Speaker. 
We are now here· in Chapter 11. Members of Congress are official trustees presiding over 
the greatest reorganization in worl~ history, the U.S. Government.. .. It is an established fact 
that the United States Federal Government has been dissolved by the Emergency Banking 
Act, March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 1, Public Law 89-719; declared by President Roosevelt, being 
bankrupt and insolvent. H.J.R. • 192, 73rd Congress in session June 5, 1933 - Joint 
Resolution to Suspend the Gold Standard and Abrogate the Gold Clause dissolved the 
Sovereign Authority of the Uniteq States and the official capacities of all United States 
Governmental Offices, Officers, and Departments and is further evidence that the United 
States Federal Government exists today in name only .... " Congressional Record, March 
17, 1993, Vol. 33. See Chapter 11 Reorganization. · 

BAR. 1. A partition or railing runni11g across a court-room, intending to separate the general 
public from the space occupied by the judges, counsel, jury, and others concerned in the 
trial of a cause .... the whole body M attorneys and counselors, or the members of the legal 
profession, collectively, who are figuratively called the "bar." They are thus distinguished 
from the "bench," which term denotes the whole body of judges .... Black's 6th. 

BARRATRY. In maritime law. An act committed by the master or mariners of a vessel, for 
some unlawful or fraudulent purpm~e. contrary to their duty to the owners, whereby the latter 
sustain injury. It may include negli'gence, if so gross as to evidence Fraud. In criminal law. 
Common barratry is the practice of exciting groundless judicial proceedings. Black's 1st. 
See Note. · 

Note: Both definitions apply· equally in the courtroom: In the first, the "master" is the 
judge (in some jurisdictions judges are called "masters"), the "mariners" are the 
attorneys, the "vessel" is your TRADE NAME, the only rightful "owner'' of the "vessel" 
is you, and the "injury" to you, the owner, is the loss of wealth or freedom. In the 
second, the judges and attorneys proceed against you without the requisite claim to 
do so, acting on behalf offiqtitious entities, i.e. corporations/ governments. 

Per Erie Railroad v Tompkins (1938) 304 U.S. 64-92, the bankruptcy of 1933 had 
placed everything under the 14th Amendment. Erie's ruling that there was "no more 
general federal common law" was open admission of anarchy/tyranny. Law and 
contracts fell under a private, colorable law merchant in colorable admiralty
maritime, the "special federal common law" (see special) of the Uniform Commercial 
Code. Issues are decided in general (see general) equity (conscience of the court), 
not special equity (explicit t~rms of express contracts). Adopting private commercial 
paper as money resulted ~in an "at law" mixture of public, maritime, bankruptcy, 
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equity, etc. in the same court. The judge moves between one and the other as the 
situation indicates, including shifting from equity into admiralty in order to impose 
criminal penalties in civil matters, This is why you must "post a bond"-something 
normally reserved for civil proceedings-on a rriisdemeanor traffic citation, ·a criminal 
proceeding (even though the matter is actually civil in nature). Arguing the 
Constitution is frivolous since one has long since consented with what is happening. 

BEARER. "Bearer'' means the person in possession of an instrument, document of title, or 
certificated security payable to bearer or indorsed in b.lank. UCC 1-201 (5). 

BILL Commercial transactions. A written statement of the terms of a contract, or 
specification of the items .of a contract or of a demand. Also, a general name for any item of 
indebtedness, whether receivable or payable ... Black's 6th. Also, the creditor's written 
statement of his claim, specifying t~e items .... · Black's 1st.· In Mercantile Law. The 
creditor's written statement of his claim, specifying the items. It differs from .an account 
stated in this, that a bill is the creditor'$ statement; an account stated is a statement that has 
been assented to by both parties. Bouvier's ath. 

BILL OF EXCI:iANGE. A written order from A to B., directing B. to pay C. a certain sum of 
money therein named. A bill of exchange is an ,instrument, negotiable in form, by which 
one, who is called the "drawer," requests another\ called the "drawee," to pay a specified 
sum of money. A bill of exchange is an order by one person, called the "drawer" or 
"maker," to another, called the "drawee" or "acceptor," to pay money to another, (who may 
be the drawer himself,) called the ·~payee," or his order, or to the bearer. If the payee, or a 
bearer, transfers the bill by indorsement, he then becomes the "indorser." Black's 1st. See 
Note, payee. 

Note: It has recently been discovered that the IRS has its own bank ac.count (semi
secret), called a "Treasury Tax 'and Loan Account," or TTL, in every banking/financial 
institution that deals in Federal Reserve Notes. It has also been verified that IRS 
levies are effected from the. "Special Procedures Function Department (or Office)" 
via simple fax (bill of exchange) instructing the particular bank, savings & loan, 
credit union, brokerage house, etc., to debit the depositor's/taxpayer's account and 
credit the TTL. 

BILL OF LADING. In common law. The written evidence for the contract and carriage and 
delivery of goods sent by sea for a certain freight. 1 H. Bl. 359. Black's 1st. See Note. 

BIRTH. The act of being born or wholly brought ihto separate existence. Black's 1st. See 
Note, and Note at birth record. 

Note: A man or a woman is "born"; TRADE NAMES are "wholly brought into 
separate existence." Each event qualifies as a "birth." The birth certificate 
documents a muddied mixture of the two events that allows the system to both claim 
that it is "your'' birth certificate yet also claim to hold legal title of (not ownership of) 
the corporately colored TRADE' NAME. 

BIRTH CERTIFICATE. A formal document which certifies as to the date and place of one's 
birth and a recitation of his or her parentage, as issued by an official in charge of such 
records. Furnishing of such is often required to prove one's age. Black's 6th. See Note, 
birth, birth record, document of title, field warehouse receipt, bond. 
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Note: A birth certificate is a negotiable document (see document), a registered 
security (see securities), pedigree chattel (see chattel) document that establishes 
the existence of the straw :man (see straw man), a distinct artificial person (see 
artificial person, person) with a fictitious TRADE NAME (see fictitious name); 
document of title for a straw: man; warehouse receipt (see field warehouse receipt) 
for your body; delivery receipt. For many years the designator, "U.S. DEPT. OF 
COMMERCE - BUREAU dF THE CENSUS," appeared on birth certificates.· In 
America, the original birth document is generally created at county level (sometimes 
at city level) via birth documents from the hospital. 

The source of the followir:tg information is U.S. Vital Statistics System, Major 
Activities and Developments, 1950,.. 95; (published by U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services). Begi,nning with the 1939 revision, the bi.rth certificate became 
the Standard Certificate of Live Birth, and there have been 11 different subsequent 
issues of this document. The National Office of Vital Statistics had its beginnings in 
1935 when the Division of Vital Statistics, then in the Bureau of the Census, was 
mandated to promote a cooli>erative system of vital statistics and vital records. From 
the earliest days of their existence, the American Bar Association and American 
Medical Association provided strong support for establishing offices to collect vital 
statistics. From page 47 of ~he book: 

"From this time [1836] forward, the course of registration and vital statistics was to 
be recognized as basic to the development of public health organization and practice. 
Part of the motivation of the act was to improve vital records as legal documents 'for 
the security of property, ... "' (Underline emphasis added) 

Vital records are legal documents for the security of your private property: your true 
name and TRADE NAME(S)-whatever name appears on the documents. 

The source of the following information is the Model State Vital Statistics Act and 
Regulations, 1992 Revision (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services). Live 
birth is defined as follows: : 

"Live birth means the eomplete expulsion or extraction from its mother of a product 
of human conception,,ittespective of the duration ofthe pregnancy, which after such 
expulsion or extraction; breathes or shows any other evidence of life, such as beating 
of the heart, pulsation, of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of voluntary 
muscles, whether or not the umbilical cord has been cut or the placenta is attached. 
Heartbeats are to be distinguished from transient cardiac contractions; respirations are 
to be distinguished from fleeting respiratory efforts .or gasps." (Underline emphasis 
added) 

The National Office of Vital Statistics was established in the Public Health Service in 
1946, with the head of the office reporting directly to the Surgeon General, a military 
commander. This means that collection, maintenance, and dissemination of all vital 
statistical information are in the hands of the military, as dictated over by the 
commander-in-chief. · 
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Section 24 of the Act, "Copies 1from the System of Vital Statistics," contains this most 
revelatory passage: 

"(a) The State Registrar [~nd other custodians of vital records authorized by the State 
Registrar to issue certified copies] shall, upon receipt of an application, issue a 
certified copy of· a vita~ record ·in his or her custody or a part thereof to the 
registrant, his or her spouse, children, parents, or guardian, or their respective 
authorized representative~ Others may be authorized to obtain certified copies when 
they demonstrate that the 1record is needed for the determination or protection of his 
or her personal or property right. The State Agency may adopt regulations to 
further define those who may obtain copies of vital records filed under this Act." 
Underline and bold emphasis added) 

Per the Act, all State Registrars are merely custodians of property, and look after 
your personal property, i.e. the true name and TRADE NAME(S). You are the 
rightful owner of that property. The so-called "custodian" can be lawfully 
commanded by the rightful owner (you) not to give out the property to anyone else. 
Such an order would put a p~rmanent roadblock in the path of any who would use 
the name to make money at any level of government. That property could not be 
touched by anyone other than' the State Registrar and you-and you might even be 
able to demand surrender of c~stodianship of the property, and receive it. Note also 
that the Act uses the non-judicial (common law) term, "authorized representative," 
instead of a statutory term. 

The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, the American Bar 
Association, and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws 
received acknowledgment from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
for their input in the revision of1the Act. (End of data from Model State.Vital Statistics 
Act and Regulations) 

Per the definition of "birth" above, the document references both the newborn baby 
and the straw man/TRADE ~AME. A certified birth certificate may usually be 
obtained at county/state leveil, depending on the state in question. Your birth 
certificate is one kind of security instrument in which your property is reposed. The 
first known evidence of gover111ment placing a dollar-value on people ("per head") is 
contained in the draft of proposed legislation (which is supposed to originate within 
the Legislative Branch at the. House of Representatives) from President Abraham 
Lincoln on July 14, 1862, contained on page 3285 of Messages and Papers of the 
Presidents: 

Glossary 

"Fellow-Citizens of the Senatif and House of representatives: 

"Herewith is a draft of a'bill to compensate any State which may abolish slavery within its 
limits, the passage of which substantially as presented I respectfully and earnestly recommend. 

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN. 

"Be it enactedby the Senqte and lfouse of Representatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, That whenever the President of the United States shall be satisfied that any 
State shall have lawfully abolished slavery withih and throughout such State, either immediately 
or gradually, it shall be the duty of the President, assisted by the Secretary of the Treasury, to 
prepare and deliver to such State· an amount of 6 percent interest bearing-bonds of the United 
States equal to the aggregate value at $-- per head of all the slaves within such State as 
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reported by the census of the year 1860; the whole amount for any one State to be delivered at 
once if the abolishment be: immediate, or in equal annual installments if it be gradual, interest to 
begin running on each bond at the time of its delivery and not before. 

"And be it further enacted, That if any State, having received any such bonds, shall at any time 
afterwards by law reintrod~ce or tolerate slavery within it limits contrary to the act of abolishment 
upon which such bonds shall have been received, said bonds received by said State shall at once 
be null and void, in whosever hands they may be, and such State shall refund to the United States 
all interest which may have been paid on such bonds." (Underline and bold emphasis added) 

A man in Santa Barbara, C~lifornia who obtained his original birth record/document 
from the Department of Co~merce some years ago via a Freedom of Information 
Act request reported indorsements of 17 different foreign countries on the document. 
There may also be other types of birth documents used by the U.S. Government, 
and others, to obtain loans of credit. 

BIRTH RECORD. Official statistical, data concerning dates and places of persons' birth, as 
well as parentage, kept by local government officials. Black's 1st. See Note, birth 
certificate. 

1 

Note: Under "birth certificate" the definition references "one's birth," and under 
"birth record" the definition: references a "persons' birth." "One" means flesh-and
blood man/woman; "person" ,means artificial entity/juristic person. See individual. 

BLANK. See blank indorsement, in blank. 

BLANK INDORSEMENT. The indorsement of a bill of exchange or promissory note, by 
merely writing the name of the indorser*, without mentioning any person to whom the bill or 
note is to be paid; called "blank" because a blank or space is left over it for the name of the 
insertion of the indorsee**, or of any subsequent holder. Otherwise called an indorsement 
"in blank." Black's 1st. i 

*INDORSER. He who indor$es; i.e. being the payee or holder, writes his name on 
the back of a bill of exchan:ge, etc. Black's 1st. 

** INDORSEE. The person to: whom a bill of exchange, promissory note, bill of lading, 
etc. is assigned by indorsement, giving him a right to sue thereon. Black's 1st. 

BONA FIDE PURCHASER. A "bon~ fide purchaser'' is a purchaser for value in good faith 
and without notice of any adverse claim who takes delivery of a security in bearer form or of 
one in registered form issued to him or indorsed to him or in blank. UCC 8-302. One who 
has purchased property for value without any notice of any defects in the title of the seller. 
Black's 6th. "One who pays a valuable consideration, has no notice of outstanding rights of 
others and acts in good faith concerning the purchase." Barron's 3rd. See Note. 

Note: When you consumr11ate the Redemption process you are a bona fide 
purchaser of your birth certificate and TRADE NAME. 

BOND. A certificate or evidence of a debt on which the issuing company or governmental 
body promises to pay the bondholders a specified amount of interest for a specified length 
of time, and to repay the loan on: the expiration date. A long term debt instrument that 
promises to pay the lender a series of periodic interest payments in addition to returning the 
principal at maturity. In every cas~ a bond represents debt-its holder is a creditor of the 
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corporation and not a part owner as is the" shareholder. ... Black's 6th. See Note, birth 
certificate, industrial bond. · 

Note: The birth certificate is ~he bond instrument employed by the government to 
secure loans. 

BOOTY. The capture of personal property by a public enemy on land, in contradistinction to 
prize, which is a capture of such property at sea. After booty has been in complete 
possession of the enemy for twenty-{our hours, it becomes absolutely his; without any right 
of postliminy* in favor of the original owner, particularly when it has passed bona fide into 
the hands of a neutral; ... The right to booty belongs to the sovereign; but sometimes the 
right of the sovereign, or of the public, is transferred to the. soldiers,. to encourage them .... 
Bouvier's ath. See Note, vice-admiralty courts, prize, prize taw. 

*(POSTLIMINY) POSTLIMINIUM .. A fiction of the civil law, by which persons or things 
taken by the enemy were restored to their former status on comin~ again under the 
power of the nation to which they formerly belonged .... Bouvier's 8 . 

Note: Literally and legally, property tal<en from you by the IRS or the courts is 
booty. IRS "soldiers" are "encouraged" to capture booty by offering them rights in 
the booty they capture. It is believed the agent on a particular case takes the 
taxpayer's first six payments, in toto (and a significant percentage of any lump-sum 
settlement proceeds). It is believed that one-third of the booty captured in a 
maritime vice-admiralty court (e.g. traffic .. court) by the judge end,s up in the judge's 
personal retirement fund. This would also explain the dramatic increl:lse in the 
application of "forfeiture laws" and "seizure laws" in America over the last decade. 

CAPACITY. Legal capacity is the attribute of a person who can acquire new rights, or 
transfer rights, or assume duties according to the mere dictates of his own will, as 
manifested in juristic acts, without any restraint or hindrance arising from his status or legal 
condition. Ability; qualification; legal power or right.. Applied in this sense to the attribute of 
persons (natural or artificial) growing out of their status or juristic condition, which enables 
them to perform civil acts; as capacity to hold lands, capacity to devise, etc. Black's 1st. 

CAPITAL (LETTER). adj. (of letters) of the large size used at the beginning of a sentence or 
as the first letter of a proper name." ACED. 

Note: Names written in all-~apital letters are artificially constructed names of 
.. artificial persons. See all-capital letters-written, proper. 

CASH PROCEEDS. "Cash proceeds" means proceeds that are money, checks, deposit 
accounts, or the like. UCC 9-102(a)(9). 

CENSUS. The official counting or enumeration of the people of a state or nation, with 
statistics of wealth, commerce, education, etc. In Roman Law. A numbering or enrollment 
of the people with a valuation of their fortunes. Black's 1st. See Note, census regalis, tax, 
taxpayer. See Note. 

Glossary 

Note: The first definition (modern) above does not preclude the. se.cond (ancient). 
Please also note that the UCC filing offices operate in the private realm, and that 
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filings therein are not conti111gent upon the provision of identifying serial numbers, 
such as Social Security Account Numbers. 

CENSUS REGALIS. The royal property (or revenue). Bouvier's ath. 
I 

CERTIFICATE. A document in whkh a fact is formally attested. Black's ih. A written 
assurance, or official representatidn, that some act has or has not been done, or some 
event occurred, or some legal formality complied with. Black's 1st_ 

CERTIFICATE OF TITLE. "Certificate of title" means a certificate of title with respect to 
which a statute provides for the security interest in question to be indicated on the certificate 
as a condition or result of the security interest's obtaining priority over the rights of a lien 
creditor with respect to the collateral. UCC 9-102(a)(10). 

CERTIFIED CHECK. See acceptance of draft. 

CESTUI, CESTUY. He. Used frequently in composition in law French phrases. Black's 1st. 

CESTUI QUE TRUST. (set-ee [or: ses-twee] kee [or k] tr st). [Law French] One who 
possesses equitable rights in prop~rty and receives the rents, issues, and profi.ts from it; 
BENEFICIARY.... Black's ih. He who has a right to a beneficial interest in and out of an 
estate the legal title to which is vest~d in another. The person who possesses the equitable 
right to property and receives the re:nts, issues, and profi.ts thereof, the legal estate of which 
is vested in a trustee. Black's 1st. See cestui, cestui que use, Note. 

Note: "Cestui que trust' is French for, literally, "he that trusts." This particular 
species oftrust is known as 'a "constructive 'trust'' and is constructed by operation of 
law (fi.at55

). Such a trust is ~eally only the appearance of a trust, i.e. it only looks as 
if it is a trust, but has no 4reator/trustor/grantor/settlor, the flesh-and-blood party 
normally responsible for bringing a trust into existence. Per Corpus Juris Secundum 
every government is a conS,tructive trust, concerning which, Black's 5th states: "A 
trust raised by construction <Pf law, or arising by operation of law, as distinguished by 
an express trust .... Construcptive trusts do notarise by agreement or from intention, 
but by operation of law and [and, not or] fraud, active or constructive .... " 

The U.S. Government creates by operation of its "law," the colorable "cestui que 
trust' and is, as the creator,' or "constructer," of the trust, the (non-flesh-and-blood) 
owner thereof. Every corpo~ate entity, such as your straw-man TRADE NAME, has 
two diametrically opposite kil[lds of status concerning this tru$t. Every "citizen of the 
United States," is simultanedusly a co-trustee and co-beneficiary by operation of law. 
As co-trustee,· your straw rryan has duties and obligations, such as paying taxes, 
obeying laws, and obtaining P license for almost every normal activity of life. As co
beneficiary, your juristic-person straw man is has benefits, privileges, and 
opportunities, such as welfare, protection of the state, free delivery of mail, and use 
of the courts, etc. 

In court the judge acts as executor/administrator of the trust, managing the estates 
of the people who function as "persons" through the all-capital-letters juri,stic TRADE 

55 Fiat: [L. let it be done] A positive and authoritative command that something be done; an order or decree; 
authorization. F&W. 
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NAMES existing as fictitious entities under limited liability. Through a court 
proceeding, the judge decides which corporate debtor entity owes which other 
corporate creditor entity what money/specific performance, thereby constructing the 
terms of the constructive trust on the spot. The straw man is a non-living-.· and 
therefore "dead"-entity and, as a "citizen of the United States," based on the 1933 
U.S. bankruptcy, also "civilly dead in the law," i.e. no standing in law/insolvent. Such 
persons are thereby completely foreclosed from accessing substance, law, and 
sovereignty, and can possess only government-granted, limited-liability privileges 
(e.g. a "driving privilege") .. 

CESTUI QUE USE. The person for whose use and benefit property is b~ing held by another, 
who holds legal title to the property. 'Black's 7th. He for whose use and benefit lands and 
tenements are held by another. The cestui que. use has the right to receive the profits and 
benefits of the estate, but the legal title and possession (as well as the duty of defending the 
same) reside in another. Black's 1st. See cestui que trust. 

CFR. See Code of Federal Regulations. 

CHAPTER .11 REORGANIZATION. In addition to voluntary and involuntary proceedings in 
which a debtor is adjudged bankrupt, under Chapter 11 a debtor is permitted to postpone 
all payments on debts so that .he can reorganize his business. While other bankruptcy 
proceedings seek to have the debtor's assets sold and to have all the creditors paid to the 
extent possible, Chapter 11 seeks to give the debtor a breathing spell with the hope that. his 
business will recover and all his creditors will be fully repaid. Barron's 3ro. "Mr. Speaker. 
We are now here in Chapter 11. Members of Congress are .official trustees presiding over 
the greatest reorganization in world history, the U.S. Government." James A. Traficant Jr., 
Congressional Record, March 17, 1993, Vol. 33. See Note, bankruptcy. 

Note: The US Government, a/kla "United States, Inc.," a/kla "Washington, DC," is 
legally bankrupt and in Chapter 11 Reotganization. The Secretary of the Treasury 
is the receiver in bankruptcy (Reorganization Plan No. 26 (1950), 5 U.S.C.A. 903, 
Public Law 94-564, Legislative History, page 5967) and runs the corporation on 
behalf of the creditor, the Federal Reserve. See also United States. 

CHARGE. [< OF charg(i)e(r) < LL carricare to load a wagon] v. To impose a burden, 
obligation, or lien; to create a claim against property; to claim, to demand; to instruct a jury 
on matters of law. n. In general. An,incumbrance, lien, or burden; an obligation, or duty; a 
liability; an accusation. In contracts. An obligation, binding upon him who enters into it, 
which may be removed or taken away by a discharge. Black's 1st. · 

CHARGE BACK. The action of a bank in debiting or otherwise revoking a credit given to a 
customer's account, which credit usually has been given for a check deposited in the 
account. See Note, charge-back. 

CHARGE-BACK. ...(a) A collecting bank has a security interest in an item and any 
accompanying documents or the proceeds of either: ... (2) In case of an item for which it has 
given credit available for withdrawal as of right; to the extent of the credit given, whether or 
notthe credit is drawn upon or there is a right of* * * charge-back. UCC 4-21 O(a)(2). 
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CHATTEL. An article of personal property; any species of property not amounting to a 
freehold or fee in land .... The term "chattels" is a more comprehensive one than "goods," 
as it includes animate as well as inanimate property. Black's 15t. 

CHATTEL MORTGAGE. An absolute pledge, to become an absolute interest if not 
redeemed at a fixed time. Bouvier's ath. 

CHATTEL PAPER. "Chattel pap$r" means a record or records that evidence both a 
monetary obligation and a security· interest in specific goods, a security interest in specific 
goods and software used in the g~ods, a security interest in specific goods and license of 
software used in the goods, .. a lease of specific goods, or a lease of specific goods and 
license of software used in the gobds. In this paragraph "monetary obligation" means a 
monetary obligation secured by theigoods or owed under a lease of the goods a·nd includes 
a monetary obligation with respec~ to software used in the goods. The term does not 
include ill charters or other contracts involving the use or hire of avessel or(ii) records that 
evidence a right to payment arising out of the use of a credit or charge card or information 
contained on or for use with the card. If a transaction is evidenced by records that.include 
an instrument or series of instruments, the group of records taken together constitutes 
chattel paper. UCC 9-102(a)(11). 

CITIZEN. In American Law. One of the sovereign people. A constituent member of the 
sovereignty, synonYtmous with the ~eople. Scott v. Sandford 19 How. (U.S.) 404, 15 L. Ed. 
691. Bouvier's 8 h. "Citizens" are members of a political community who, in their 
associated capacity, have established or submitted themselves to the dominion of a 
government for the promotion of their general welfare and the protection of their individual 
as well a collective rights. Black's 6th. 

CIVIL LAW. That body of law wh!ich every particular nation, commonwealth, or city has 
established peculiarly for itself; more properly called "municipal" law, to distinguish it from 
the "law of nature," and from international law ... The system of jurisprudence held and 
administered in the Roman Empire, particularly as set fort in the compilation of Justinian 
and his successors-Comprising the Institutes, Code, Digest, and Novels, and collectively 
denominated the "Corpus Juris Civf/is,"-as distinguished from the common law of England 
and canon law. Black's 6th. See municipal, citizen. Compare common law. 

CLAIM. A challenge of property dr. owner~hip of a thin~ which is wrongfully withheld; to 
demand as one's own; to assert. Anght or t1tle. Black's 4 h. See Note. 

Note: A claim is a dispute over title, most fundamentally, concerning "who holds the 
legal title to your TRADE NAME." The holder of legal title to your TRADE NAME is 
the master and creditor; your straw man is the slave and debtor. We must reclaim 
and reunite right and title ,to our straw man in order to dissolve the bonds of 
indentured servitude. The "~ubject/citizen" is the straw man; you are the sovereign. 
Per the UCC, acquiring rights evidences value. You acquired rights to title of your 
straw man at the moment of his birth. See value, droit-droit. 

CLEARFIELD TRUST DOCTRINE. : Governments descend to the level of a mere private 
corporation, and take on the characteristics of a mere private citizen... Where private 
corporate commercial paper [Federal Reserve Notes] and securities [checks] is 
concerned... For purposes of suit, such corporations and individuals are regarded as 
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entities entirely separate from government. Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States, 318 U.S. 
363-371 (1942). 

*STARE DECISIS. n. [Latin "to: stand by things decided"] The doctrine of precedent, 
under which it is necessary for a court to follow earlier judicial decisions when the 
same points arise again in litigation. Black's ylh. 

CLIENT. A client is one who applies to a lawyer or counselor for advice and direction in a 
question of law, or commits his cause to his management in presenting a claim or defending 
against a suit in a court ofjustice; one who retains the attorney, is responsible to him for his 
fees, and to whom the attorney is ~esponsible for the management of the suit; one who 
communicates facts to an attorney expecting professional advice. Clients are also called 
"wards of the court" in regard to their relationship with their attorneys. Corpus Juris 
Secundum, 1980, Section 4. See Note, attorney & client. 

Note: Clients are "wards of the court," i.e. "infants and persons of unsound mind." 
The Scarecrow/Straw Man in "The Wizard of Oz" was a "person of unsound mind." 
See wards of court, Attorney & Client, Wizard of Oz, The. 

CODE. A system used for brevity or secrecy of communication, in which arbitrarily chosen 
words, letters, or symbols are assigned definite meanings. Webster's. A collection, · 
compendium or revision of laws. A complete system of positive law, scientifically arranged 
and promulgated by legislative authority. Black's 4th. See Note. 

Note: All "law" today is code, and as such must be deciphered/decoded. 

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS. The annual of executive-agency regulations published 
in the daily Federal Reg.ister, combined with previously issued regulations that are still in 
effect. - Abbr. CFR. Black's ylh. 

CODE OF HAMIVIURABI. The oldest known written legal code, produced in Mesopotamia 
during the rule of Hammurabi (who reigned from 1792 to 1750 B.C.). Slack's 7th. (A king 
of Babylonia who expanded his kingdom into the first great Babylonian empire. He also 
established one of the earliest written collections of laws.) ... Hammurabi based his code of 
laws on older collections of Sumerian and Akkadian laws, which. he revi.sed and expanded. 
One principle of the Code of Hammurabi is that "the strong shall not oppress the· weak." 
The code begins with a prologue introduction celebrating Hammurabi's military victories. 
He promises· to treat conquered peoples justly and says he honors their gods. The 
provisions of the code cover many legal matters, including false accusation. Witchcraft, 
military service, land and business regulations, family laws, tariffs, wages, trades, loans, 
and debts .... The World Book Encyclopedia; 2000. 

COLLATERAL. "Collateral" means the property subject to a security interest or agricultural 
lien. The term includes all of the ,following: (A) Proceeds to which a security interest 
attaches. (B) Accounts, chattel paper, payment intangibles, and promissory notes that have 
been sold. (C) Goods that are the subject of a consignment. UCC 9-102{a)(12). Anything 
that is\ used to guarantee the payment of a loan or the fulfillment of some other obligation. 
WSUG. See Note. 

Glossary 

Note: The property "subject to a security interest," the collateral, is your TRADE 
NAME and, by implication, your body, labor, and property. Your birth certificate is 
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chattel paper (a security). , "Accounts" does not exclude Social Security Account 
Numbers (SSANs). The U~ government has a legal security interest in both your 
TRADE NAME and its SSAN. 

COLOR. Semblance; disguise. Co:lor is often used to designate the hiding of a set of facts 
behind a sham, taking advantage pf the confittence but technically proper, legal theory or 
legal right. Barron's 3rd. See color' oflaw. 

COLOR OF LAW. The appearan~e or semblance, without the substance, of legal right. 
Misuse of power, possessed by virtue of state law and made possible only because 
wrongdoer is clothed with authority of state, is action taken under. "color of law." Black's 
5th: 

COLORABLE. That which is in appearance only, and not in reality., what it purports to be, 
hence counterfeit, feigned, having the appearance .of truth. Black's sth. In the Jaw of 
trademarks, this phrase denotes sl;Jch a close. or ingenious imitation as to be calculated to 
deceive ordinary persons. Black's 5th. See Note: 

Note: Colorable = phony. 

COMMERCE. [< MF < L commerc(ium), equivalent to commerc(ari) (to) trade together (com
+ mercari, derivative of mere-, sing~lar of merx goods+ -ium noun suffix)] The,exchange of 
goods, productions, or property of any kind; the buying, selling, and exchanging of articles. 
The transportation of persons or property by land, water and air. The various agreements 
which have for their· object facilitating the exchange of the products of the earth or the 
industry of man, with an intentto realize a profit. Black's 1st. An interchange of goods or 
commodities, esp. on a large scale between different countries (foreign commerce), or 
between different parts of the same country (domestic commerce); sexual intercourse. 
Webster's. Commerce is a term of the largest import. It comprehends intercourse for the 
purposes of trade in any and all its forms, including the transportation, purchase, sale and 
exchange of commodities between the citizens of our country or the citizens or subjects of 
other countries, and between the citizens of different states. The power to regulate it 
embraces all the instruments by which such commerce may be conducted. Black's 1st. 
The exchange of goods, productions, or property of any kind; the buying, selling, and 
exchanging of articles .... Intercourse by way of trade and traffic between different peoples 
or states ... including not only the purchase, sale, and exchange of commodities, but also the 
instrumentalities and agencies by which it is promoted and the means .and appliances by 
which it is carried on, and transportation of persons as well as of goods, both by land and 
sea .... Also interchange of ideas, sentiments, etc., as between man and man." Black's 5th. 

See Note, Maxims of Commerce. 

Note: Commerce in everyday life is the vehicle or glue (bond, tissue) that holds, or 
biRds, the corporate body politic (society as a whole) together. Per Title 27 United 
States Code, "USC," § 72.11, all crime is classified as commercial in nature (this is 
admiraUy jurisdiction). See UCC definition of defendant in this Glossary, and the 
item entitled "Pr1soners, Prisons, and Courts," as well as the above-mentioned 27 
USC 72.11 under "Crime is Commerce" in Appendix for examples of this. 

More specifically, commerce consists of a mode of interacting, doing business, 
resolving disputes, etc. whereby all matters are executed under oath, certified on 
each party's commercial liability by sworn affidavit, or what is intended to possess 
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the same effect, as true, correct, and complete, not misleading, the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth. This affidavit format is usually required in written 
matters such as an IRS Form 11040, an application form for a Driver's License, Voter 
Registration, a Treasury Direct Account, a Notary's "Copy Certification by Document 
Custodian" form, and on nearly every single document upon which those in the 
System desire others to be bound/obligated. Such means of signing is a sworn oath, 
i.e. affidavit, executed under penalty of perjury "true, correct, and complete," 
whereas in a court setting, testimony (oral affidavit) is stated in judicial terms by 
being sworn to be "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help me 
God." In addition to asse'rting all matters under solemn oath of personal, 
commercial, financial, and legal liability for the validity of each and every statement, 
the participant must provide material evidence, i.e. ledgering/bookkeeping, proving 
the truth, validity, relevance, and verifiability of each and every particular assertion to 
sustain credibility. In society, ~ommerce comes before, and is more essential than, 
a legal system, and can exist independently of and function without need of legal 
systems. Commercial Law, the non-statutory variety as presented in maxims 1-10 
under Maxims of Commercial Law, is the economic extension of natural law into 
man's social world, and is universal in nature. See Maxims of Commercial Law: 

COMMERCIAL LAW. A phrase used to designate the whole body of substantive 
jurisprudence (e.g. Uniform Comme:rcial Code, Truth in Lending Act) applicable to the 
ri~hts, intercourse, of persons engaged in commerce, trade or mercantile pursuits. Black's 
§__. See Note, Commerce, Maxims of Commercial Law. 

Note: Commercial Law is the economic extension of natural law into man's social 
world and deals with the fundamental principles of human interaction concerning 
proof of claim (dispute over title) and resolution of disputes. The fundamental 
purpose of Commercial Law is "to maintain the commercial harmony, integrity, and 
continuity of society," sometimes also stated as "to maintain the peace and dignity of 
the State." Over the millennia these principles have been discovered through 
experience and distilled and codified into ten (1 0) fundamental maxims. There is no 
legal issue or dispute possible which is not a function of one or more of these 
principles. The ten maxims underlying commerce and all Commercial Law, 
including the· UCC, are listed· above under commerce. The UCC is a particular 
codification of Commercial l.,aw, oriented towards the contemporary legal, financial, 
monetary, and banking syste1111s. The entirety of world commerce now functions in 
accordance with the UCC-version of Commercial Law. 

COMMERCIAL TORT CLAIM. "Commercial tort claim" means a claim arising . .in tort with 
respect to which either of the following conditions is satisfied: (A) The claimant is an 
organization. (B) The claimant is an individual arid both of the following conditions are 
satisfied regarding the claim: (i) It :arose in the course of the claimant's business or 
profession. (ii) It does not include darnages arising out of personal injury to or the death of 
an individual.. UCC 9-1 02(a)(13). 

COMMON LAW. The common law is that which derives its force and authority from the 
universal consent and immemorial practice of the people. It has never received the 
sanction of the legislature, by an express act, wbich is the criterion by which it is 
distinguished from the statute law. It has never been reduced to writing; by this expression, 
however, it is not meant that all those laws are at present merely oral, or communicated 
from former ages to the present solely by word of mouth, but that the evidence of our 
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common law is contained in our books of Reports, and depends on the general practice 
and judicial adjudications ·Of our courts. 2. The common law is derived from two sources, 
the common law of England, and the practice and decision of our own courts. In some 
states the English common law h~s been adopted by statute. There is no general rule to 
ascertain what part of the English: common law is valid and binding. To run the line of 
distinction is a subject of embarra$sment to courts, and the want of it a great perplexity to 
the student. It may, however, be observed generally, that it is binding where it has not been 
superseded by the constitution of rthe United States, or of the several states, or by their 
legislative enactments, or varied · by custom, and where it is founded in reason and 
consonant to the genius and manners of the people. 3. The phrase "-common law" occurs 
in the seventh article of the amendments of the constitution of the United States. In suits at 
common law, where the value in: controversy shall not exceed twenty dollars ·says that 
article, "the right of trial by jury shall be preserved." The "common law" here mentioned is 
the common law of England, and not of any particular state. The term is used in 
contradistinction to equity, admiralty, and maritime law. 4. The common law of England is 
not in all respects to be taken as' that of the United States, or of the several states; its 
general principles are adopted only so far as they are applicable to our situation. Bouvier's 
6th. See Note. ! 

Note: System of jurisprudence that originated in England and was later applied in 
United States and the several States, originally based on the procedures developed 
by free, sovereign, allodial landowners to resolve disputes over land, such as 
borders and ownership. After the Norman Conquest of 1066, "common law'' came 
to be based on judicial prebedent (court decisions) that was increasingly absorbed 
into the Crown. By such rheans, what is called "common law'' in name became 
increasingly Roman civil law. True common law is completely independent of all 
governmental involvement. All governments are variants of Roman civil law, the law 
of kings, princes, and rulers. Nevertheless, common law remained based on 
transmitted, established principles rather than legislative enactment (statutes, 
statutory law, codes). Great care should be used concerning the precise manner in 
which the term, "common: law," is defined, understood, and used. One should 
ascertain the implication o( the words, e.g. "what law is common where and to 
what?" Traditionally, in the 1 absence of statutory law regarding a particular subject, 
the judge-made rules of common law are the laws on that subject. Thus the 
traditional phrase "at law" refers to the state of the law in a particular field prior to the 
enactment of legislation in that field. Compare statute, Roman Civil Law. 

COMMUNICATE. "Communicate" means to do any of the following: (A) To send a written or 
other tangible record. (B) To transmit a record by any means agreed upon by the persons 
sending and receiving the record. (C) In the case of transmission of a record to or by a filing 
office, to transmit a record by any means prescribed by filing-office rule. ucc 9-1 02(a)(18). 

COMPLAINT. In civil practice. In those states having a Code of Civil Procedure, the 
complaint is the first or iniatiatory pleading on the part of the plaintiff in a civil action. It 
corresponds to the declaration in the common-law practice .... In criminal law. A charge, 
preferred before a magistrate having jurisdiction, that a person named (or an unknown 
person) has committed a specified offense, with an offer to prove the fact, to the end that a 
prosecution may be instituted. It 'is a technical term, descriptive of proceedings before a 
magistrate .... The complaint is an allegation, made before a proper magistrate, that a 
person has been guilty of a designated public offense.... Black's 1st. 
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Note: A private man cannot c9mmit a public offense-only a public man (straw-man 
TRADE NAME) can commit a public offense. 

CONFERENCE OF GOVERNORS, MARCH 6, 1933. See Note. 

Note.: Accommodation of the Federal Bankruptcy, whereby the Governors of the 48 
several states of the Union pledged their faith and credit to the aid of the National 
Government, and there~fter formed numerous socialist programs such as the 
"Counc:il of State Governments," Social Security Administration, etc., purportedly to 
deal with the economic "Emergency." They operated under the "Declaration of 
Interdependence" of January 22, 1937 and published some of their activities in the 
"Book of the States," Vol. II, page 144. See "in this state." 

CONSTITUTOR. In Civil Law. He who promised by a simple pact to pay the debt of another; 
and this is always a principal obligation. lnst. .4, 6, .9. Bouvier's at11

• ln the civil law. One 
who, by a simple agreement, becomes responsible for the payment of another's debt. 
Black's 15

t. [Latin an orderer, arranger] Roman Jaw. A person who, by agreement, becomes 
responsible for the payment of another's debt. Black's ih. 

Note: When you.l)ign a traffic ticket you become the constitutor for the ~ebt created 
by the policeman (see Senate Document 43, 73RD Congress 18r Session and 
House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933 for clarification of why this is so). 
Money is brought into existen~e by borrowing. The cop creates the new money by 
issuing a. charge in his name {he signs the ticket first}. His iotent is to transfer the 
debt to you as constitutor. If you adopt the role of "Authorized Representative" or 
"Agent" you incur no liability for signing-, because you are not signing as a principal. 
Signing the ticket "By Order of: [NAME OF COP], JOHN HENRY DOE®, by~ 
~~ 'Doe®, Auth .. Rep" [or Agent]" leaves you without responsibility for payment/ 
performance, as you are not a constitutor. See "How to Sign Your Signature Without 
Liability" on page 315 in Section 10, for further explanation 

CONSTRUCTIVE. That which is established by the mind of the law in its act of construing 
facts, conduct, circumstances, or instruments; that which has not the character assigned to 
it in its own essential nature but acquires such character in consequence of the way in 
which it is regarded by a rule or policy of law; hence, inferred, implied, made out by legal 
interpretation;-the word "legal" being used sometimes in lieu of"constructive." Black's 
4th. See Note. . 

Note: Corpus Juris Secundum defines a government as a "constructive trust." 
Black's 5tn defines "constructive trust" as a mixture of "law and fraud." Today all 
"courts" are private commercial tribunals 'collecting from the "assets," i.e. every 
"citizen of the United States," in the Chapter 11 Reorganization,.in bankruptcy of the 
US. As such, every court today is a court of general equity wherein the judge can 
"pick and choose" from any body of law on earth in forming his decision, with the 
final basis of decision-making being the "conscience of the court" (meaning whatever 
the judge feels). All such courts are corporate contract courts, dealing with fictitious 
entities and contracts between them. The straw man o.f each disputant, or party to 
the controversy,' is within the bankruptcy and the corporate US, which is a "public 
trust" under the 14th Amendment. Such an arrangement has only two parties: co
trustee and co-beneficiary. A public trust has no creator/trustor/grantor/settlor as 
with an express trust (which involves three parties, not two, as with a public trust). In 
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sifting, sorting, and selecting from the law and facts of a case, a judge forms a 
"constructive trust" in which the judge "constructs" the terms of the particular trust 
contract emerging out of th~ dispute. A "trustee"· of a public trust has duties and 
obligations; a "beneficiary" receives or derives benefits from the trust. Every straw
man TRADE NAME today· has duties as a co-trustee, along with privileges as a co
beneficiary, of the public tru~t. C~msequently, in every court case today the judge is 
"constructing" the terms of the "constructive trust" to decide which ·straw man 
owes the other straw man what recompense/specific performance. 

' 

CONSUMER GOODS. "Consumer. goods" means goods that are used or bought for use 
primarily for personal, family, or household purposes. UCC 9-102(a)(23). See Note. 

Note: Per this definition, an automobile used primarily for personal, family, or 
household purposes qualifies as consumer goods. 

CONSUMER TRANSACTION. "Consumer transaction" means a transaction in which (i) an 
individual incurs an obligation primarily for personal, family, or household purposes, (ii) a 
security interest secures the obligation, and (iii) the collateral is held or acquired primarily 
for personal, family, or household purposes. The term includes consumer-goods 
transactions. UCC 9:-1 02(a)(26). "Assignments of commercial deposit accounts are 
governed by Revised Article 9, although assignments of deposit accounts in consumer 
transactions remain excluded, notes Penelope Christophorou of Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & 
Hamilton in New York City. 'The definition of 'consumer transaction' in Revised Article 9 
does not include a monetary component,' sh~ says, and as a result, 'Certain pledges of 
deposit accounts by high net-worth individuals in transactions entered into for personal, 
family, or household purposes would be excluded from Revised Article 9's coverage, 
notwithstanding the size of the financing."' William C .. Smith, ABA (American Bar 
Association) Journal, August 2001 ,: page 54. See Note. 

Note: Assignment of deposit (checking, savings, passbook, time) accounts in 
transactions entered into ~rimarily for personal, family, or household purposes are 
not addressed in Revised Article 9. 

CONTRACT. An agreement between two or more persons which creates an obligation to do 
or not to do a particular thing. Its 'essentials are competent parties, subject matter, a legal 
consideration, mutuality of agreement, and mutuality of obligation. Black's 5th. 

Note: All contracts, whether express or implied, are subject to the universal 
essentials of contract law, pertaining to the fundameotals of the·interaction between 
the parties. These fundamentals are well codified in many places, e.g. the California 
Civil Code, Sections 1549 et seq.: 

§ 1549. Contract, what ~ 
A contract is an agreement to do or not to do a certain thing. 

§ 1550. Essential elements of contract 
It is essential to the existence of a contract that there should be: 
1. Parties capable of contracting; 
2. Their consent; 
3. Lawful object; and, 
4. A sufficient cause or consideration. 
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§ 1.556. Who may contract 
All persons are capable of contractir:Jg, except minors, persons of 
unsound mind, ar:1d persons deprived of civil rights. 

§ 1565. Essentials of consent 
The consent of the parties to a contract must be: 
1. Free; · · 
2. Mutual; and, 
3. Communicated by each to the other. 

§ 1567. An apparent consent is not real or free when obtained .through: 
1. Duress; 
2. Menace; 
3. Fraud; 
4. Undue influence; or 
5. Mistake. 

§ 1598. When contract wholly void 
Where a contract has but a singl~ object, and such object is unlawful, 
whether in whole: or in part, or whplly impossible of performance, or so 
vaguely expressed as to be wholly unascertainable, the entire cohtract is 
void. 

§ 1608. Effect of its illegality 
If any part of sin{!Jie consideration for one or more objects, or of several 
considerations for a single object, is unlawful, the entire contract is void. 

§ 1620. Express contraet, what 
An express contract is one, the terms of which are stated in words. 

§ 1621. Implied contract, what 
An implied contl!act is one, the existence and terms of which are 
manifested by cor~duct. 

§ 1441.1mpossible or unlawful conditions void 
A condition in a contract, the fulfillment of which is impossible or unlawful, 
within the meanil')g of the article on the object of contracts, or which is 
repugnant to the mature of the interest created by the contract, is void. 

§ 1636. Contracts, how to be interpreted 
A contract must be so interpreted as to give effect to the mutual intention 
of the parties as it existed at the time of contracting, so far as the same is 
ascertainable and lawful. 

§ 1668. Certain contracts unlawful 
All contracts which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt 
anyone from responsibility for his own fraud, or willful injury to the person 
or property of another, or violation of law, whether willful or negligent, are 
against the· policy 'of the law. 

§ 1709. Fraudulent deceit . 
One who willfully ·deceives another with intent to induce him to alter his 
position to his injury or risk, is liable for any damage which he thereby 
suffers. · 
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CONTRIBUTION. Contracts. When two or more persons jointly owe a debt, and one is 
compelled to pay the whole of it, the others are bound to indemni~ him for the payment of 
their shares; this indemnity is called a contribution. Bouvier's 6t . When one of several 
debtors pays a debt, the creditor is bound in conscience, if not by contract,. to give to the 
party paying the debt all his remedies against the other debtors. Bouvier's 6th. A right to 
contribution exists in the case of debtors who owe a debt jointly which has been collected 
from one of them. Bouvier's ath. The right that gives one of several persons who are liable 
on a common debt the ability to recover ratably from each of the others when that one 
person discharges the debt for the benefit of aiL .. " Black's ih. War contribution. Black's 
ih. See war contribution, Ponzi scheme, "The Curse of Co-Suretyship" in Part I of this 
manuaL 

CONVEY. [ME convey(en) < AF convie(r) < VL conviare, equiv. to con- CON- + -viare, 
deriv. of via way ... ] to transfer, as property or title to property, from one person to another. 
American Heritage Dictionary. 

CORPORATION. An artificial person or legal entity created by or under the authority or laws 
of a state. An association of persons created by statute as a legal entity. The law treats the 
corporation itself as a person that can sue and be sued. The corporation is distinct from 
the individuals who comprise' it (shareholders). The corporation survives the death of its 
investors, as the shares can usually be transferred. Black's 6th. See corporation 
aggregate, corporation sole, public corporation. 

CORPORATION AGGREGATE. A corporation aggregate is one composed of a number of 
individuals vested with corporate powers; and a "corporation," as the word is used in 
general popular and legal speech and as defined at the head of this title, means 
"corporation aggregate." Black's 6th. Compare corporation sole. 

CORPORATION SOlE. A corporation consisting of one person only, and his successors in 
some particular station, who is incorporated by law in order to give his successors in office 
some legal capacities and advantages, particularly that of perpetuity, which in their natural 
persons they could not have had. In this sense the sovereign in England is .a sole 
corporation, so is a bishop, so are some deans distinct from their several chapters, and so 
is every parson and vicar. A corp9ration sole consists of a single person, who is made a 
body corporate and politic, in order to give him some legal capacities and advantages and 
especially that of perpetuity; as a bishop, dean, etc. Black's 15

t. Compare corporation 
aggregate. 

CORRUPTION. An act done with an intent to give some advantage inconsistentwith official 
duty and the rights of others. The act of an official or fiduciary person who unlawfully and 
wrongfully uses his station or character to procure some benefit for himself or for another 
person, contrary to duty and the rights of others." Black's 5th. 

CO-SURETIES. Joint sureties; two or more sureties to the same obligation. Black's 4th. 
See surety, suretyship. 

CO-SURETY. A surety who shares the cost of performing suretyship obligations with 
another. Black's ih. See surety, suretyship. 

CO-SURETYSHIP. See suretyship. 
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COVIN. A secret conspiracy or agreement between two or more persons to injure or 
defraud another. Black's 6th. A secret contrivance between two or more persons to defraud 
and prejudice another in his rights. Bouvier's ath. . .. 

COVINOUS. Deceitful; fraudulent; having the nature of, or tainted by covin. Black's 6th." 

CREDIT. The credit of an individual is the. trust repm~ed in him by those who deal with him 
that he is of ability to meet his engagements; and he. is trusted because through the 
tribunals of the country he may be made to pay .... Black's 1st. See Note. 

Note: "Credit" means belief. It comes from the Latin word credere: believe, trust. It 
is also inextricably linked with one's name. If one examines the above abstract from 
Black's 1st, the inherent fraudulent nature of the current credit system is .abundantly 
clear: The only reason "trust" is reposed in anyone by the folks at the Federal 
Reserve is because an individual "can be made to pay" via "the tribunals of the 
country," a type of transaction requiring no trust, with a built-in insurance policy for 
the con. Credit= belief= no substance= Federal Reserve Notes. 

CREDITOR. "Creditor'' includes a general creditor, a secured creditor, a lien creditor and 
any representative of creditors, including an assignee for the benefit of creditors, a trustee 
in bankruptcy, a receiver in equity and an executor or administrator of an insolvent debtor's 
or assignor's estate. UCC 1-201(12). See Note. 

Note; Each type of "representative of creditor'' listed above is, in itself, a precise 
description of Secretary of the Treasury, who is the official receiver in bankruptcy 
over the bankrupt US Government (Reorganization Plan No. 26 (1950), 5 U.S.C.A. 
903, Public Law 94-564, Legi$lative ·History, page 5967). Such also describes the 
underlings of Secretary of the Treasury, one of whom is the Commissioner of 
Internal Revenue. In law (the most senior form of codified law on the planet is the 
UCC) there are only two kinds of people: Debtors and Creditors. The same is true 
in any statutory court. Judges and attorneys are also included in this definition. 
"Creditor," per the Internal Revenue Code, also means "employer." See Note at 
employer. 

DE FACTO. In fact, in deed, actually. This phrase is used to characterize an officer, a 
government, a past action, or a state of affairs which must be accepted for all practical 
purposes, but is illegal or illegitimate. Thus, an office, position or status existing under a 
claim or color of right such as a de facto corporation. Black's 6th. Compare de jure. See 
Note, color, color of law. 

Note: The US Government is a de. facto corporation (bankrupt/insolvent). 

DE JURE. [Law Latin "as a matter of law"} Existing by right or according to law. Black's th. 
Descriptive of a condition in which there has been total compliance with all requirements of 
law. Of right; legitimate; lawful; by right and just title. In this sense it is the contrary of de 
facto. Black's 6th. Compare de facto. · 

DEBT. Not defined in the UCC. 

DEBTOR. "Debtor" means any of the following: (A) A person having an interest, other than 
a security interest or other lien, in the collateral, whether or not the person is an obligor. (8) 
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A seller of accounts, chattel paper, payment intangibles, or promissory notes. (C) A 
consignee. UCC 9-1 02(a)(28). A person or business that owes money or is otherwise 
obligated to another party. WSUG. • See Note, location of debtor. 

Note: Your straw man fits in (A) above. A debtor is as enslaved as he is obligated. 
The Federal Reserve issued credit to the United States\government against the (all
capital-letters) TRADE NAME of your straw man shortly after the birth of the two of 
you (see birth), thus incurring the obligation to repay the credit (Federal Reserve 
Notes) that was loaned. However, since the straw man has no body and no means 
of repaying anything, the burden becomes yours as the physical recipient of all the 
"benefits" (transmitting-utility benefits) that have been bestowed upon you 
throughout your entire life in exchange for the government's use of your TRADE 
NAME. Your straw man's all-caps TRADE NAME is referenced above as "your" 
name only because it is a piece of property that you own (but legal title is held by 
government before Redemption). Your straw man's TRADE NAME is an artifice 
existing only by force of/in contemplation of law and neither references you, nor 
identifies you. Your "true name" (see true name), written in accordance with the 
rules of English grammar, more closely identifies you, but is still only another piece 
of property. See appellation. ~ 

DEFAULT. The omission or failure to fulfill a duty, observe a promise, discharge an 
obligation, or perform an agreement. In practice. Omission; neglect or failure. When a 
defendant in an action at law omits to plead within the time allowed him for.that purpose, or 
fails to appear on the trial, he is said to make default, and the judgment entered in the 
former case is technically called a "judgment by default." Black's 1st. See defaulter, 
defendant. 

DEFAULTER. One who makes default. One who misappropriates money held by him in an 
official or fiduciary character, or fails to account for such money. Black's 1s1

. 

DEFENDANT. "Defendant" includes a person in the position of defendant in a cross-action 
or counterclaim. UCC 1-201(13). See action, $etoff. 

DELIVERY. With respect to instruments, documents of title, chattel paper or certificated 
securities means voluntary transfer of possession. UCC 1-201 (14); a voluntary transfer of 
title or possession from one party to another; a legally recognized handing-over of one's 
possessory rights to another. Where actual delivery would be cumbersome or impossible, 
the courts will find a constructive delivery sufficient, provided the intention is clearly to 
transfer title. Barron's 3rd. See Note, pledge. 

Note: Did your mother "voluntarily" "deliver" you into the warehouse district/county? 
Another delivery occurs when the US Government accepts th.e document of title 
(birth certificate) associated with the TRADE NAME/sovereign newborn is pledged/ 
transferred by written indorsement, receiving in return a birth "certificate" (i.e. token)/ 
warehouse receipt/field warehouse receipt as evidence of said delivery/pledge/ 
deposit/transfer. The UCC authorizes your mother to do this as your representative 
at Section 3-402. ·· 

DENIAL. A traverse in the pleading of one party of an allegation of fact set up by the other; 
a defense .... Black's 4th. See traverse, traverser. 
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DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. "Deposit account" means a demand, time, savings, passbook, or 
similar account maintained with a bank. The term does not include investment property or 
accounts evidenced by an instrument. UCC 9-102(a)(29). 

DIGNITY. In English law. An honor; a title, station, or distinction of honor. Dignities are a 
species of incorporeal hereditaments, in which a person may have a property or estate. 
Black's 1st. n. 1. The state of being noble; the state of being dignified. 2. An elevated title 
or position. 3. A person holding an elevated title; a dignitary. 4. A right tc> hold a title of 
nobility, which may be hereditary or for life. Black's th. 

Note: An attorney's English title of nobility comes from his/her "dignity." 

DISCHARGE. The opposite of charge; hence to release; liberate; annul; unburden; 
disincumber. In the law of contracts. To cancel or unloose the obligation of a contract; to 
make an agreement or contract null and inoperative. Di$charge is a generic term; its 
principal species are rescission, release, accord and satisfaction, performance, judgment, 
composition, bankruptcy, merger... Black's 1st. To satisfy or dismiss the obligations of 
contract or debt; the method by which a legal duty is extinguished. BOLT, 1983. ·See Note. 

Note: Because of the bankruptcy of the US Government, as memorialized in House 
Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933 (HJR-192), it is no longer possible to pay 
off/extinguish debts. We used to be able to pay debts using specie (gold and silver 
coin), but that was declared against public policy in HJR-192. Now we can only 
"discharge" debts by passing debt paper (Federal Reserve Notes) as"legal tender." 

DISHONOR. A term applied to the non-fulfillment of commercial engagements. To 
dishonor a bill of exchange or promissory note, is to refuse or neglect to pay it at maturity. 
Bouvier's ath. In mercantile law and usage. To refuse or decline to accept a bill of 
exchange, or to refuse or neglect to pay a bill or note at maturity. A negotiable instrument is 
dishonored when it is either not paid or not accepted, according to its tenor*, on 
presentment for that purpose, or without presentment, where that is excused. Civil Code 
Cal.§ 3141. Black's 1st. 

* TENOR. By the tenor of an instrument signifies the true meaning of the matter 
therein contained. Cowell. Bouvier's ath. 

DISPUTABLE PRESUMPTION. A species of evidence that may be ac.cepted and acted upon 
when there is no other evidence to uphold contention for which it stands; and when 
evidence is introduced supporting such contention, evidence takes place of presumption, 
and there is no necessity for indulging in any presumption. A rule of law to be laid down 
by the court, which shifts to the party against whom it operates the burden of evidence 
merely. Black's 6th. See Note, rebuttable presumption, presumption, legal fiction. 

Note: Right to legal title of your straw man is a disputable/rebuttable presumption 
that was presumed by the US Government, and can be successfully disputed/ 
rebutted. No one holds a higher claim re title of your TRADE NAME than you, 
because you comprise the sole source of its existence and have acted as surety for 
its misadventures since you attained the age of majority and became legally 
responsible for your own actions. 
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (D.C.). A territory situated on the Potomac River, and being the 
seat of government of the United States. It was originally ten miles square, and was 
composed of portion of Maryland and Virginia ceded by those state.s to the United States; 
but in 1846 the tract coming from Virginia was retroceded. Legally it is neither a state nor a 
territory, but is made subject, by the constitution, to the exclusive jurisdiction of congress. 
Black's 1st. A portion of the country, originally ten miles square, which was ceded to the 
United States by the states of Virginia and Maryland, over which the national government 
has exclusive jurisdiction. Bouvier's 8th. See United States. See Note. 

Note: A municipal corporation, incorporated February 21, 1871 (16 Stat 419, Chap. 
LXII, 41st Congress, 3rd Ses$ion, "An Act to provide a Government for the District of 
Columbia"); Reorganized June 8, 1878 (20 Stat. 102, Chap 180, 45th Congress, 2"d 
Session, "An Act providing a permanent form of government for the District of 
Columbia"). 

DOCUMENT. "Document" means a document of title or a receipt of the type described in 
subdivision (2) of S~ction 7201. UCC 9-1 02(a)(30). See Note. 

Note: A birth certificate is a document of title for a TRADE NAME. A "receipt of the 
kind described in subdivision (2) of Section 7-201" is a warehouse receipt. 
Therefore, a birth certificate-a document of title-is a warehouse receipt. See 
ucc 7-202. . 

DOCUMENT OF TITLE. "Document of title" includes bill of lading, dock warrant, dock 
receipt, warehouse receipt, or order for delivery of goods ... evidencing that· the person 
entitled under the document. .. has the right to receive, hold and dispose of the document 
and the goods it covers. UCC 1-201(15). See Note, title. 

Note: A birth certificate qualifies as a document of title because it is both a 
warehouse receipt and a dock receipt. 

DRAFT. An order in writing directing a person other than the maker to pay a specified sum 
to a named person ... Drafts may or may not be negotiable instruments, depending on 
whether the elements of negotiapility are satisfied. Draft is synonymous with bill of 
exchange. Barron's 3rd. "Draft" means a draft as defined in Section 3-104 or an item, 
other than an instrument*, that is an order. UCC 4-1 04(7). An instrument is a "note'' if it is a 
promise, and is a "draft" if it is an order. UCC 3-104(e). Compare sight draft. 

*INSTRUMENT. "Instrument" means a negotiable instrument. UCC 3-104(b). 

DRAWEE. "Drawee" means a person ordered in a draft to ma.ke payment. UCC 3-103(2). 
One to whom a bill of exchange or a check directs a request to pay a certain sum of money 
specified therein. In the typical checking account situatiqn, the bank is the drawee, the 
person writing the check is the maker or drawer, and the person to whom the check is 
written is the payee. Barron's 3rd. Compare acceptor. See Note. 

DRAWER. "Drawer" means a person who signs or is identified in a draft as a person 
ordering payment. UCC 3-103(3). See Note. 

Note: When you sign a check, you are the drawer and you are ordering your bank, 
the drawee, to pay a sum certain to the order of the payee. 
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DROIT. (drwah or droyt). [French "right"] 1. A legal right or claim. 2. The whole body of law. 
Black's ih. See droit-droit. . 

DROIT-DROIT. (drwah-drwah), n. [Law French "double right"] Hist. The unification of the 
right of possession with the right of property. - Also termed jus duplicatum; dreit dreit. 
Black's ih. See Note. Compare absolute rights. 

Note: As with the cestui que trust this term also comes to us from Norman French 
attorneys. You have had the "right of possession" of your juristic, straw-man TRADE 
NAME your entire life, but you have been denied title (the name as property) 
because it is held in custody elsewhere (State Registrar). The process contained 
herein unites right of possession with right to hold your property (TRADE NAME). 

DULOCRACY. (d[y]oo-lok-r -see), n. [fr. Greek doulos "servant" + kratein "to rule"] A 
government in which servants or slaves hav~ so many privileges that they essentially rule. 
-Also spelled doulocracy. Black's·th. Compare mixed war. 

DUMMY. n. One who purchases property and holds legal title for another, usually to conceal 
the identity of the true owner; a straw man. adj. Sham; make-believe; pretended; imitation. 
Person who serves in place of another, or who serves .until the proper person is named or 
available to take his place (e.g. dummy corporate officers; dummy owners of real estate). 
Black's 6th. See Note, dummy corporation. 

Note: Your straw man is a dummy and "serves in the place of another'': you. When 
the straw man's TRADf: NAME is called. in court and you answer up, you become 
the "proper person" and are '!available to take his place," and do. This. is how the 
switch takes place. See in propria persona. 

DUMMY CORPORATION. Corporation formed for sham purposes and not for conduct of 
legitimate business; e.g. formed for sole reason of avoiding personal liability. Black's 6th. 
See Note. 

Note: The United States government formed the dummy corporation identified. as 
your TRADE NAME (with neither your mother's, nor your, knowledge/consent) for 
the purpose of making you personally liable for repayment of loans of credit from the 
Federal Reserve. 

E.G. (Lexempligratia) for example. ACED. 

EID NUMBER. See Note. 

Note: "EID Numbe.r'' ·is a unique numerical identifier bearing similarity with Employer 
Identification Number, "EIN," and Social Security Account Number, "SSAN." Just as 
IRS and state tax agencies denote the dash-less SSAN (e.g. 123456789) as the 
"Account Number'' and "Case Number," we insert a single dash after the fourth digit 
and call it the EID Number (e.g. 1234-56789) .. Once you achieve standing as 
creditor over your straw-man-debtor TRADE NAME, you also acquire standing as 
"employer" because you, as creditor, are accorded the same standing as any other 
creditor. It is not .unfeasible to consider your straw man's Social Security Account 
Number, with a single, repositioned dash, as a unique "EID Number'' for you, the 
new "employer." 
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EMPLOYEE. For purposes of this chapter, the term "employee" includes an officer, 
employee, or elected official of the United States, a State, or any political subdivision 
thereof, or the District of Columbia, or any agency or instrumentality of any .one or more of 
the foregoing. The term "employee" also includes an officer of a corporation. Internal 
Revenue Code, Sec. 3401 (d) Subtitle C. 

EMPLOYER. For purposes of this chapter, the term "employer'' means the person for whom 
an individual performs or performed any service, of whatever nature, as the employee of 
such person, except that. .. (1) if the person for whom the individual performs or performed 
the services does not have control of the payment of the wages for such services, the term 
"employer'' means the person having control of the payment of such wages .... " Internal 
Revenue Code Sec. 3401(d) Subtitte C. 

EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. See EID Number. 

ENS LEGIS. L. Lat. A creature of the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a natural 
person. Applied to corporations, qonsidered as deriving their existence entirely from the 
law. Black's 4th. See Note. 

Note: This is a precise lega!l description of the all-capital letters-named, s.traw-man 
TRADE NAME. 

EQUITY. [ME equite, t. L: m.s. aequitas equity, justice] Law. a. the application of the 
dictates of conscience or the principles of natural justiqe to the settlement of controversies. 
b. a system of jurisprudence or a body of doctrines ~nd rules developed in England and 
followed in the United States, serving to supplement and remedy the limitations and the 
inflexibility of the common law .... ACED. most generally, "justice.'' Historically, "equity" 
developed as a separate body of law in England in reaction to the inability of the common 
law courts, in their strict adherence to writs and forms of action, to entertain or provide a 
remedy for every injury. The King therefore established the high court of chancery, the 
purpose of which was to administer justice according to principles of fairness in cases 
where the common law would give no or inadequate redress. Equity law, to a large extent, 
was formulated in maxims, such as "equity suffers not a right without a remedy," or "equity 
follows the law," meaning that equity will derive a means to achieve a lawful .result when 
legal procedure is inadequate. Equity and law are no longer bifurcated56 but are now 
merged in most jurisdictions, though equity jurisprudence and equitable doctrines are still 
independently viable. Barron's 3rd. 'See Note. · 

Note: This is a very nobly described and apparently altruistic form oflaw, and may 
have even been so at one time. Today, equity has much more insidious 
implications because it is founded entirely on the "conscience of the court," i.e. 
literally whatever the judge wants to do. See admiralty law, vice-admiralty courts, 
Note at barratry. 

ESCROW. [ME < AF escro(u).we < OF escro(u)e scroll] A written instrument, such as a 
deed, temporarily deposited with a neutral third party, the ~scrow agent, by the agreement 
of two parties to a valid contract., The escrow agent will deliver the document to the 
benefited party when the conditions of the contract have been rnet. The· depositor has no 
control over the instrument in escrow. In commoh law, escrow applied to the deposits of 

56 Bifurcated: [Latin: bi- Bl- + furca fork] Divided into two branches. 
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instruments for conveyance of land! but now it applies to all instruments so deposited. 
Money or· property so deposited is also loosely referred to as escrow. Barron's 3rd. 

ESQUIRE. [ME esquire, esquire, squire, fr. MF escuier, esquire shield bearer, squire, fr. LL 
scutarius, fr. L scutum shield + ariu~ -ary; akin to OHG sceida sheath] A member 'of the 
English gentry ranking immediately i below a knight. Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged, 1976. A man belonging to the higher order 
of English gentry, ranking immediately below a knight. ... Applied to various officers in the 
service of a king ... In the U.S. the title belongs officially to lawyers ... OED. Originally, a 
shield-bearer or armor-bearer, an attendant on a knight; in modern times, a title of dignity 
next in degree below knight and above gentleman: Webster's Revised Unabridged College 
Dictionary. In English law. A title of dignity next above gentleman, and below knight.. .. 
Black's 1st. See "The Truth About Esquires" in Part I (Section 2) of this Manual for a full 
expose. 

ESTOP. To stop, bar, or impede; to prevent; to preclude. Black's 1st. 

ESTOPPEL. Party is prevented by h's own acts from claiming a right to detriment of other 
party who was entitled to rely on s4ch conduct and has acted accordingly. An estoppel 
arises when one is concluded and forbidden by law to speak against his own actor deed .... 
Estoppel is a bar or impediment which precludes allegation or denial of a certain fact or 
state of facts, in consequence of previous allegation or denial or conduct or admission, or in 
consequence of a final adjudication of the matter in a court of law. It operates to put party 
entitled to its benefits in same position as if thing represented were true .... Estoppel is or 
may be based on ... actual or const~uctive fraudulent conduct, admissions or denials by 
which another is induced to act to his injury, agre.ement on and settlement of facts by force 
of entering into contract, concealment of facts. Black's 5th. 

ET SEQ. An abbreviation for et sequ~ntia, "and the followin~." Thus a reference to "p. 1, et 
seq.,"means "page first and the following pages." Black's 1s. 

EX PARTE.· One side only; by or for :one party; done for, in behalf of, or on the applicati.on 
of, one party only. Black's 1st. • 

FAULT. In the civil law. Negligence; l'Vant of care. An improper act or omission, injurious to 
another and transpiring through negligence, rashness, or ignorance. There are three 
degrees of faults,- the gross, the slight, and the very slight fault. The gross fault is that 
which proceeds from inexcusable negligence or ignorance; it is considered as nearly equal 
to fraud. The slight fault is that want of care which a prudent man usually takes of his 
business; The vety slight fault is that which is excusable, and for which no responsibility is 
incurred. Black's 1st. , 

FEDERAL. Of or pertaining to, or founded upon and organized by a compact or act of union 
between separate sovereign states, ~s (1 ). by a league for common interest and defense as 
regards external relations, the internal sovereignty of each member remaining unimpaired, 
as the Hanseatic League or the Gerrhan Confederation; or (2) by a permanent act of union 
founded on the consent of the people duly expressed, constituting a government supreme 
within the sphere of the powers granted to it by that act of union, as the United States of 
America. - The constitution of the United States of America is of a very different nature 
than that of the German Confederation. It is not merely a league of sovereign States for 
their common defence against external and internal violence, but a supreme federal 
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government or compositive State,. acting not only upon the sovereign members of the 
Union, but directly upon all its citizens in their individual and corporate capacities. WHEATON 
Elements International Law § 52, p. 78 [L. B. & co. '66] - From 1776 to 1789 the United 
States were a confederation; after 1789 it was a federal nation. A Standard Dictionary of 
the English Language, Funk & Waghalls Company, 1903. See Note. 

Note: Observe the·last two entries above for what·they reveal and confirm: (1) that it 
was acknowledged no later than 1866 (date of publication of Elements International 
Law) that people have ·both' a private ("individual") and corporate capacity. This is 
the essence of the difference between true name ahd TRADE NAME, flesh-and
blood man and straw man; and (2) the several States were nations/countries unto 
themselves-and reference~ in the plural-between 1776 and 1789, but following 
the unanimous adoption of the Constitution (Rhode Island was last to adopt, May 20, 
1790) they were unified into a single federal nation and spoken of in the singular. 

FEDERAL INSURANCE CONTRIBUtiONS ACT (F.I.C.A.). See "The Curse of Co-Suretyship" 
in Part. I of this manual, insurance, 'contribution,' Ponzi scheme. 

FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE. The, highest example of a commercial lien is a Federal 
Reserve Note, commonly found in' commercial circulation, and is a commercial lien upon 
the labor and industry of all Anilericans by the International Banking System. The 
Fundamental Principles and Processes of Commercial Law, by Hartford VanDyke. See 
Note. 

Note: The monetary unit for most of the world's. trade, Federal Reserve Note, 
"FRN," is not defined in laW dictionaries, though the former "United States Notes" 
are. FRNs are commercial, military*, ·private, Federal Reserve reinsurance** 
scrip***. They are permaneiltly unfulfilled, irredeemable, evidence of debt. All FRNs 
are loaned/borrowed into e~istence. It is a closed system .and, as in the board 
game, Monopoly™, bankruptcies are inevitable. Only the principal amount is 
loaned/borrowed into circulation. However, because interest payments must be 
tendered, the only source :for these payments is the original principal amount, 
thereby making it mathematically impossibl~ to ever pay off the total debt of principal 
plus interest. More FRNs must be borrowed into circulation Jn order to make interest 
payments and yet still be able to retire the principal amount of the original loan, thus 
pushing the borrower further into debt; a never-ending, ever-worsening cycle. 
Federal Reserve notes are "promises to pay," as described above,. but they are 
corporate promises to pay., There is no such thing as "personal' income." For a 
comprehensive technical treatment of the nature of Federal Reserve nptes see "A 
Memorandum of Law" in Appendix. See Monopoly™. · 
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*MILITARY. Pertain in~ to war or to the. army; concerned with war. Black's 6th. 
See Note. 

Note: The Amendatory Act (March 9, 1933) to the Trading With the 
Enemy Act df October 6, 1917-namely the Emergency Banking 
Relief Act of i March 9, 1933~efined the American people as the 
enemy, legally, of the Uoited States Government because of the. US 
bankruptcy, t~rough which the private, ·international Federal Reserve 
System "became the Government" (creditor of United States). See 
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"Ramifications Qf the Bankruptcy - The Nature of .Federal Reserve 
Notes''. in Appendix. 

**REINSURANCE. sharing of risk among insurance companies. Part of the 
insurer's risk is assumed by the other companies in return for part of the 
premium fee paid by the insured. By. spreading the risk, reinsurance allows 
an individual company to take on clients whose coverage would be too great 
a burden .for one insurer to carry alone. Barron's Dictionary of Finance and 
Investment Terms, 1991. See Note. 

Note: For a comprehensive treatment of how you have b~come the 
"reinsur~ar" of loans of FRNs, and a chapter of American History that is 
not taught . in schools, see "Ramifications of the Bankruptcy - The 
Nature of Federal Reserve Notes" in Appendix. 

**REINSURE. To insure. under a contract by which a first insurer relieves 
himself from a part or from all of the risk and devolves it upon another insurer. 
ACED~ See Note. 

Note: See "Ramifications of the Bankruptcy -The Nature of Federal 
Reserve Notes'~ in Appendix. 

***SCRIP. A certificate to be exchanged for goods, as at a company store. 
Webster's. See Note. • 

Note: "Cfompany store" = any place using FRNs/in US jurisdiction. 

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDl)RE. The rules governing proceedings instituted in the 
U.S. District Courts. Black's ih. . · 

FEDERAL ZONE. See·Note. 

Note: The terms "in this state," ''this state," and ''State,"* the two-capital-letter federal 
postal designation (CA, NY, TX,. FL, etc.), and the five-digit ZIP (Zoning 
Improvement Plan) Code sigoify "United States" jurisdiction. See ''in this state," 
Senate Document No. 43, 73rd Congress, 1st Session, District of Columbia, 
United States. 

*Per California Revenue & Taxation Code§§ 6017, 11205, 17018, and 23034. 

FEUDAL. [< OHG fehida; c. OE faehth enmity] Pertaining to feuds or fees; relating to or 
growing out of the feudal system or feudal law; having the quality of a feud, as 
distinguished from "allodial." Black's 15

t. Compare allodial. 

FIAT. [Latin "let it be done") An order or decree, especially an arbitrary one. Black's ih. 

FICTITIOUS NAME. A counterfeit, feigned, or pretended name taken by a person, differing 
in some essential particular from his true name, (consisting of Christian name and 
patronymic*,) with the implication that it is meant to deceive or mislead. Black's 4th. See 
Note. 
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*PATRONYMIC. Name of the house/father/family; surname. 

Note: Opposite of a "true mime." Your all-c~pital-letters, straw-man TRADE NAME 
is a fictitious name created by the bankrupt, corporate US CSovernment at the time 
of your birth (see birth) and "wholly brought into separate existence" via the birth 
record/document. You have mistakenly believed that the fictitious, all-capital-letters 
TRADE NAME referenced/identified you when, in fact, it is only a piece of property 
(corporation; corporately colored) that is inextricably linked with you and your true 
name. The US Government presently holds legal title (original birth document) re 
the fictitious name, but title' is easily recovered by your redemption of the document 
of title, i.e. the birth certificate. See legal fiction, capital letter, all-capital letters
written, idem sonans, artificial person, proper. 

FIELD* WAREHOUSE RECEIPT. Document issued by warehouseman evidencing receipt of 
goods which have been stored. Such may be used as collateral for loans. Black's sth. See 
Note. 

*FIELD. Mil. a. A sphere of action or place of contest. b. A battleground. F&W. 

Note: The term "field" is a military term signifying battlefield. The county recorder 
issues a field warehouse • receipt "evidencing receipt of goods [newborn baby] 
which have been stored" [delivered] in the warehouse [county]. The birth certificate 
is a field warehouse receipt and, as such, may be used as "collateral for loans." 

FILE NUMBER. "File number'' means the number assigned to an initial financing statement 
pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 9519. UCC 9-102(a)(36). 

FILING OFFICE. "Filing office" means an office designated in Section 9501 as the place to 
file a financing statement. UCC 9-1i02(a)(37) .. 

FINANCING STATEMENT. "Financing statement" means a record or records.composed of 
an initial financing statement and any filed record relating to the initial financing 
statement. UCC 9-102.(a)(39). A document filed with the UCC office, or in some cases the 
county auditor, that details the money and/or goods pledged by one party to guarantee the 
fulfillment of an obligation to another party. WSUG. 

FIXTURE FILING. "Fixture filing" means the filing of a financing statement covering goods 
that are or are to become fixtures and satisfying subdivisions (a) and (b) of Section 9502. 
The term includes the filing of a fin•ancing statement covering goods of a transmitting utility 
which are or are to become fixtures. UCC 9-102(a)(40). 

FIXTURES. "Fixtures" means goods that have become so related to particular real property 
that an interest in them arises under real property law. UCC 9-102(a)(41). 

FLAG, LAW OF. In maritime law. The l.aw of that nation or country whose flag is flown by a 
particular vessel. "A shipowner who sends his vessel into a foreign port gives notice by his 
flag to all who enter into· contracts with the master that he intends the law of that flag to 
regulate such contracts, and that they must either submit to its operation or not contract with 
him." Black's 4th. See Note. · 
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Note: The law of flag pertains to the legal and lawful import or use of a non-verbal, 
symbolic notice defining jurisdiction and applicable law. The significance in 
admiralty and maritime jurisdictions is stated above in quotes and identifies the 
current legal system in America. This aspect of law more closely approaches the 
true essence of the nature and significance of "names" than any other. In a 
courtroom the judge wants to, recognize only your "all-capital letters" flag (i.e. your 
corporately colored, juristic, TRADE-NAME flag). See trademark. 

FRAUD. An intentional perversion of truth for the purpose of inducing another in reliance 
upon it to part with some valuable t~ing belonging to him or to surren.der a legal right. A 
false representation of a matter of, fact, w,hether by words or. by conduct, by false or 
misleading allegations, or by concealment of that which should have been disclosed, which 
deceives and is intended to deceive another so thatthe shall act upon it to .his legal injury. 
Any kind of artifice employed by one person to deceive another .... A generic term, 
embracing all multifarious means which human ingenuity can devise, and which are 
resorted to by one individual to get advantage over another by false suggestions or by 
suppression of truth, and includes all surprise, trick, cunning, dissembling, and any unfair 
way by which another is cheated. Black's 51

h. Fraud vitiates every transaction and all 
contracts. Indeed, the principle is often stated, in broad and sweeping language, that fraud 
destroys the validity of everything intb which it enters, and that it vitiates the most solemn 
contracts, documents, and even judgments. Fraud, as it is sometimes said, vitiates every 
act, which statement embodies a thoroughly sound doctrine when it is properly applied to 
the subject matter in controversy and to the parties thereto and in proper forum. 37 
American Jurisprudence 2d, Fraud, § 8. 

FRCP. See Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

GENERAL. Pertaining to or designating the genus or class, as distinguished from that 
which characterizes the species, or individual. Universal, not particularized; as opposed to 
special. Principal or central; as opposed tolocal. Open or available to all; as opposed to 
select. Obtaining commonly, or recognized universally; as opposed to particular. Universal 
or unbounded; as opposed to limiteo. Comprehending the whole; as distinguished from 
anything applying to or designated for a portion only. Black's 151

• Compare special. 

GENERAL APPEARANCE. An appearance for general purposes, which waives a party's ability 
later to dispute the court's personal jurisdiction. Black's ih. ·· . 

GENERAL INTANGIBLES. "General ·intangibles" means any personal property, including 
things in action, other than accounts, chattel paper, commercial tort claims, deposit 
accounts, documents, goods, instruments, investment property, letter-of-credit rights, letters 
of credit, money, and oil, gas, or. ather minerals before extraction. The term inclt~des 
payment intangibles and software. UCC 9-102(a)(a)(42). 

GENTILE. adj. of or pertaining to ant people not Jewish. ACED~ n. A person who is not 
Jewish, esp. a Christian.... Webster's. '"The Torah outlawed the issue [offspring] of a 
Gentile as that of a beast.' (Mik. viii rralmud] referring to Ezek. /.c.)." Jewish Encyclopedia 
(1901) VoL 5, page 621. See Note, goy, goyim; goods. 

Note: Per the Jewish Encyclopedia, and the Torah (first five Books of the Old 
Testament) by reference, Gentiles, i.e. non-Jews, are beasts. 
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GOOD FAITH. "Good faith" means honesty in fact and the observance of reasonable 
commercial standards of fair dealing. UCC 9-1 02(a)(43). See Note 

Note: Good faith is sincere inner intent to be honest, truthful, and open in all aspects 
of a contract offered or being negotiated. 

GOODS,. "Goods" means all things that are movable wh~n security interest .attaches. The 
term includes . . . (iii) the unborn young of animals, . . . The term also includes a comput~r 
program embedded in goods and ~ny supporting information provided in connection with a 
transaction relating to the program,if (i) the program is associated with the,goods in such a 
manner that it is customarily consic:;lered part of the goods, or (ii) by becoming the owner of 
the goods, a person acquires a right to use the program in connection with the goods. The 
term does not include a computer program embedded in good$ that consist selely of the 
medium in which the program is embedded. The term also does not include accounts, 
chattel paper, commercial tort claims, deposit accounts, documents, general intangibles, 
instruments, investment property, l~tter-of-credit rights, letters of credit, money, or oil, gas, 
or other minerals before extraction. UCC 9-102(a)(44). A term of variable content and 
meaning .... All things ... which are movable at the time of identification to the contract for 
sale . . . , investment securities, and things in action. Also includes the unborn young of 
animals .... Black's 6th. See Note. 

Note: "all things which are movable" = newborn children; "at the time the security 
interest attaches" = birth, and execution/registration of the birth document/certificate; 
"identification to the contract" = newborn's footprints and informer's (mother's) 
signature; "contract" = birth; certificate; "things in action" = human fetuses, newborn 
babies; "unborn young of animals" = human fetuses. According to STRONG"S, in 
goyim below, goyim= "animals." According to the Jewish Encyclopedia in Gentile 
above, a Gentile is a beast. See field warehouse receipt, identification of goods, 
Gentile, goyim. 

GOY. n. pl. goyim (goy'im), goys. Often disparaging. a non-Jewish person; gentile. Also, 
goi: [< Yiddish < Heb goi people, non-Jews] Webster's. See goyim, Gentile. 

GOYIM. " ... a foreign nation; hence a Gentile; also (fig.) a troop of animals, or a flight.of 
locusts:- Gentile,,~ heathen, nation, people." THE NEW . STRONG'S EXHAUSTIVE 
CONCORDANCE OF THE BIBLE (1995). See Note, goy, Gentile. 

Note: Literally, goyim m~ans "nation." It is also J~wish slang for "cattle" or 
"animals." Per Jewish thinking there are only two nations in the world: the Jewish 
nation and the Gentile (non-:Jewish) nation, i.e. goyim. See Gentile, goods. 

GUARANTOR. One who makes a guaranty or gives security for a debt. · While a surety's 
liability begins with that , of the pl"inci~al, a guarantor's liability does not begin until the 
principal debtor is in default. Black's 7 . 

GUARANTY. A promise to answer for the payment of some debt, or the performance of 
some duty, in case of the failure of another who is liable in the first instance. Black's ih. 

HOLD-HARMLESS AGREEMENT. A contract in which one party agrees to indemnify the 
other~ Black's ih. 
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HOLDER. The holder of a bill of exchange, promissory note, check, or other commercial 
paper, is the person who has legally acquired possession of the same, by endorsement or 
delivery, and who is entitled to receive payment of the instrument. Person who is in 
possession of a document of title or an instrument or an investment security drawn, issued 
or endorsed to him or to his order, or to bearer or in blank. Black's 6th. With respect to a 
negotiable instrument, means the person in possession if the instrument is payable to 
bearer or, in the case of an instrument payable to an identified persoo, if the identified 
person is in possession. "Holder," with respect to a document of title means the person in 
possession if the goods . are deliverable to bearer or to the order of the person in 
possession: UCC 1-201(20). See holder in due course. · 

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE. A person who .in good faith has given. value for a negotiable 
instrument that is complete and regular on its· face, is not overdue, and, to the posessor's 
knowledge, has not been dishonored. Black's 7th. In commercial law, a holder of an 
instrument who took it for value, in gbod faith, and without notice of any claim .or defense 
against it [UCC 3-302{1 )], and who can enforce the instrument free from all claims and 
personal defenses [UCC 3-305]. A payee may be a holder in due course. A holder does 
not become a holder in due course of an instrument by purchase of it at a judicial sale or 
by taking it under legal process, or by acquiring it in taking over an estate, or by purchasing 
it as part of a bulk transaction not ,in regular course of business of the transferor. A 
purchaser of· a lim'ited interest can be a holder in due course only to the extent of the 
interest purchased. Black's 6th. Compare bona fide purchaser. See Note. 

Note: A "holder'' is not necessarily the holder in due· course. Per the first definition 
above, you are the only one who can be the holder in due course of negotiable 
instruments bearing your straw man's TRADE NAME. In commercial. law, the 
phrase "holder in due course" signifies the operation and standing of one with 
supreme and irrefutable claim on a negotiable instrument. 

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 192 OF ,JUNE 5, 1933. " ... Resolved by the Senate and the 
House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled: That (a) 
every provision contained in or made with respect to any obligation which purports to give 
the obligee the right to require payment in gold or a particular kind of coin or currency, or in 
an amount in money of the United States measured thereby, is declared to be against 
public policy, and no such provision shall be contained in or made with respect to any 
obligation hereafter incurred. Every obligation heretofore or hereafter incurred, whether or 
not any such provision is contained therein or made with respect thereto; shall be 
discharged upon payment, dollar for dollar, in any such coin or currency, which at the time 
of payment is legal.tender for public and private debts .... " Public Law 73-10. See Note, 
and Note at escrow. 

Note: As a result of House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933 (HJR 192), a 
debt can no longer be "paid" because the only way lawful payment can be made
with gold/silver coin/currency-. was made "illegal." Since the new "legal tender'' 
consists solely of private Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs), which are private 
commercial scrip representing debt, transference of such scrip between users 
merely "discharges" the relative debt between them. No matter how much exchange 
of FRNs transpires between users, the debt incurred in the creation of ·those FRNs 
still exists, and interest is still owed. For the "privilege" of receiving F8Ns (tnstead of 
United States Notes) in one's corporately colored TRADE NAME, one must pay a 
fine, as the surety of the TRADE NAME, called income tax, out of the supply of 
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FRNs at one's disposal, to the owners of the FRNs, the. Federal Reserve Bank 
(FRS). The more FRNs one acquires-i.e. the more liability one accumblates -the 
more one is fined. Internal Revenue Service, unregistered foreign collection agency, 
private accountancy firm, and intelligence-gathering unit of the FRB, collects the 
fines. 

How do FRNs come into existence? The sureties of the TRADE NAMES ("owners" 
ofthe birth certificates, i.e. American men and women) "borrow" credit via a pledge. 
How is the pledge actualized? By signing and promising to pay. Before the 
bankruptcy in 1933, money was backed by substance. After the Wizard (see Wizard 
of Oz, The) conned us qut of our unalienable right to pay debts with gold 
(substance), and hence our sovereignty, there had to be something else to back the 
currency. The bankrupt US Government fabricated a juristic, mirror-image name 
from our true name (see tr~nsmitting utility), inscribed it on our birth certificate, 
used the birth certificate as ~ negotiable document of title (a security) for the newly 
created TRADE NAME and hypothecated our body, labor, and property (see 
hypothecate) with·the Federal Reserve in exchange for credit, gave us transmitting
utility "benefits" in exchange for use of our property (the TRADE NAME), thereby 
hooking us into the cycle and obligating us, our labor, and ol.lr property as surety for 
the "loan"-all without our knowledge, and without our consent. In other words, the 
bankrupt federal governm,ent has hypothecated everything you own, including your 
labor, for credit (belief/air/FRNs) frorn the Federal Reserve. All wealth. in the nation 
was nationalized ("legally" usurped) by the U.S. Government (see "Executive Order 
Outlawing Gold" in Appendix, and Senate Document No. 43, 73rd Congress, 1st 
Session), people, as sureties for the TRADE NAME, were converted into chattel 
property, and juristic-name STRAW MAN was "wholly brought' into separate 
existence" on our bi.rth certificate and other subsequent documents, such as the 
Social Security card. Thepolitic~l.;industrial society was then set up to run strictly via 
TRADE NAMES. One can fl!OW e,njoy the benefits of the American industrial society 
(buying and selling) only in t~e TRADE NAME of one's straw man. Before HJR 192 
money represented substan~e. Now "money" represents debt because it is issued 
as "credit." How does on.e obtain money now? By getting a "loan of credit" 
(belief/air) from the creditors in bankruptcy. How does one get such a loan? Simply 
by signing one's signature .on a "promise to pay." The foundational instrument for all 
money-the endorsed document-is thereby created, and the FRB creditors issue 
the credit-purely an accounting procedure-against the pledged assets, i.e. you, 
your labor, and your property. The "lender" (FRB) has no stake and no risk in the 
process (see promissory note.for exact text from the Federal Reserve publication). 

Since the. basis of all monE)y-creation is the common signature and a "promise to 
pay," this very process can be employed for one's benefit when faced with a demand 
for paymenVperformance (called a "presentment"; see presentment), and is outlined 
in the Presentment Handling section in Part II of this manual. 

If one carefully reads through the legalese above in HJR 192, one can see that no 
obligee (the one who is owed money) can "require payment...in ... a particular kind of 
coin orcurrency ~ .. " The fadt thafdebts can be discharged through the use of FRNs 
does not also authorize an obligee to require payment in FRNs (and likewise any 
other particular/specific currency). When an artificial person requires that you pay in 
FRNs, he is in violation of HJR 192 and acting "against public policy." 
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HUMAN BEING. See monster. Ballentine's Law Dictionary, 1930. 

HYPOTHECATE. ['"Hypotheca' was a term of the Roman law, and denoted a pledge or 
mortgage .... " Black's 1st.] 1. To pledge to a creditor as security without delivering over; 
mortgage. 2. To put in pledge by delivery, as stocks given as security for a loan. ACED. 
To pledge something as security without turning over possession of it. Hypothecation 
creates a right in the creditor to have the thing pledged sold in order that the claim may be 
satisfied out of the sale proceeds. Barron's. 3ra. To pledge a thing without delivering the 
possession of it to the .pledgee. "The master, when abroad, and in the absence of the 
owner; . may hypothecate the ship, freight, and cargo, to raise money requisite for the 
completion of the voyage .... " Black's .1st. See Note. 

Note: Your body, labor, and property have been "put in pledge," "mortgaged," 
hypothecated to the Federal Reserve creditors courtesy of the US Government 
borrowing credit (Federal Reserve Notes) against your birth certificate. Your body, 
labor, and property comprise the substance (collateral) that guarantees repayment of 
the loan. The TRADE NAME of the straw man is derived from the birth .certificate, 
which has the name inscribed on it, and is used as the security instrument in the 
transaction. 

IDEM SONANS. (Latin): Sounding the same or alike; having the same sound. A term 
applied to names which are substantially the same, though slightly varied in the spelling, as 
"Lawrence" and "Lawrance," and the.like. Black's 1st. See Note. 

Note: Your straw man's TRADE NAME (in all-capital letters) sounds exactly like your 
true name (initial letters only capitalized) when spoken. When written, however, the 
two names represent two entirely different entities: One is a legal construct,· the 
name of an artificial person under whose TRADE NAME you conduct business; the 
other is your true name and' references . and identifi~s you, and expresses your 
standing as a sovereign. Both names constitute property, however, and may be 
copyrighted under the common law. See fictitious name, all-capital letters
written, proper, artificial per£;on. 

IDENTIFICATION. Proof of identity .... •Black's 6th. See identification of goods. 

IDENTIFICATION OF GOODS .. " ... goods to which the contract refers even though the goods 
so identified are non-conforming... Such identification carl be made at any time and in any 
manner explicitly agreed to by the parties. U.C.C. §2-501. Black's 6th. See Note. 

Note: "Goods'' = people; "contract" = birth certificate; "non-conforming" = the man or 
woman described on the original birth document/contract no longer conforms to the 
identification factors (foot prints, eye color, hair color, height, weight, etc.) 
described on the original birth' document/contract; "identification can be made at 
any time" = identification can be made at birth and at any time subsequent thereto; 
"in any manner explicitly agreed to by the parties"= any way you can be persuaded 
to accept the accusation and identify yourself with the name on the birth certificate. 
The mother is the party who usually signs the birth document in the box designated 
"informer'' or "informant." Per Black's, an informer "prefers an accusation" (a criminal 
matter). This is the seminal 1 incident of being "accused" of having/owning/being 
associated with an all-capital letters name. You "own" the straw man's name, but it 
neither references nor identifies you; the name that more closely references and 
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identifies you is your true name. The U.S. Government holds the title of the TRADE 
NAME in the form of the or;iginal birth. document until it is redeemed by you. See 
goods, informer, information, accusation. 

I.E. An abbreviation for "id est," that is; that is to say. Black's 6th. 

IMPAIRING THE OBLIGATION OF CONTRACT. A law which impairs the obliga~ion of a 
contract is one which renders the contract in itself less valuable or less enforceable, 
whether. by changing its terms and stipulations, its legal qualities and conditions, or by 
regulating the remedy for its enforcement. To "impair an obligation of a contract", within 
prohibition of Art. I,§ 10, U.S. Canst., is to weaken it, lessen its valu~. or make it worse in 
any respect or in any degree, and any law which changes the intention and legal effect of 
the parties, giving to one a greater and to the other a less interest or benefit, or which 
imposes conditions not incluqed in the contract or dispenses with the performance of those 
included, impairs the obligation of the contract. A statute "impairs the obligation of a 
contract" when by its terms it nullifies or materially changes existing contract obligations." 
Black's 5th. 

IN BAR. See bar. 

IN BLANK. A term applied to the indorsement of a bill or note, where it consists merely of 
the indorser's name, without restriction to any particular indorsee.... Black's 1st. See blank 
indorsement. 

IN PERSONAM. Lat: into or against the person. Barron's 3rd. 

IN PROP/A PERSONA. In one's own proper person. Black's 1st. See proper, dummy. 

IN REM. A technical terrn used to designate proceedings instituted against the thing, in 
contradistinction to personal actions, which are said to be in personam. Black's 1st. 

Note: All IRS proceedings and actions are in rem under admiralty law, by definition a 
subset of the UCC (see UCC 1-103). 

"IN THIS STATE". See Note, Federal Zone; Senate Document No. 43, 73rd Congress, 1st 
Session; Conference of Governors, March 6, 1933. 

Note: Per California Revenue & Taxation Code§§ 6017, 11205, 17018, and 23034, 
the terms "in this state," "thi~ state," and "State" are defined for tax jurisdiction 
purposes as "District ofColumbia" (a/kla "United States"). Accordingly, "California" 
is not included in "this state" within the above-cited sections of the California 
Revenue & Taxation Code. The federal postal designation "CA," how~ver, is 
included in "this state." 

INDIRECT CONFESSION. A confession that is inferred from the defendant's conduct. 
Black'.s 7th. 

INDIVIDUAL The term "individual" means a citizen of the United States ... " 5 USC 
552a(a)(2). See Note. 
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INDORSEMENT. "lndorsemenf' me~ns a signature o.ther than that as a signer as maker, 
drawer, or acceptor, that alone or accompanied by other words is made on an Jnstrument 
for the purpose of (1) negotiating the instrument, (2) restricting payment of the instrument, 
or (3) incurring indorser's liability on the instrument, but regardless·· of the intent of the 
signer, a signature and its accompanying words is an indorsement unless the 
accompahyiRg WOrdS, terms of the instrument, place of the Signature, or other 
circumstances unambiguously indicate that the signature was made for a purpose other 
than ·indorsement. For the purpose of determining whether a signature is made on. an 
instrument, a paper affixed to the instrument is a part of the instrument. UCC 3~204(a). 
The act of a payee, drawee, accommodation indorser, or holder of a bill, note, check, or 
other negotiable instrument, in writing: his name upon the back.ofthe same, with or without 
qualifying words, whereby the property in the same is assigne~ and transferred to another. 
Black's 1st. 

INDORSER. "Indorser" means a person who makes an indorsement. UCC 3-2b4(b). He 
who indorses; i.e. being the payee or holder, writes his name on the back of a bill of 
exchange, etc. Black's 1st. · 

INDORSEE. The person to whom a bill of exchange, promissory note, bill of lading, etc. is 
assigned by indorsement, giving him a right to sue thereon. Black's 1st. 

INFORMANT. See informer. 

INFORMATION. In practice. An accusation exhibited against a person for a criminal 
offense, without an indictment. An accusation in the nature of an indictment, from which it 
differs only in being presented by a competent public officer on his oath of office, instead of 
a grand jury on their oath.... In French Law. The act or instrument which contains the 
depositions ofwitnesses against the accused. Black's 1st. See Note. 

Note: The birth certificate fulfills all above definitions of an information. 

INFORMER. A person who informs or prefers* an accusation against another, whom he 
suspects of the violation of some penal statute.... Black's 1st. See Note. 

*PREFER. To bring before; to prosecute; to try; to proceed with. Thus, preferring an 
indictment signifies prosecuting or trying an indictment. ... Black's 6th. 

Note: Flesh-and-blood men a net women are ruled neither by penal statutes nor any 
other kind of statute-unless they are acting as surety for the TRADE NAME, in 
which case they are held accountable exactly as it would be. Statutes obtain only in 
the case of artifici~l persons, such as corporations and corporately colored entities 
like the TRADE NAME. On some birth certificates the signatory is listed as 
"Informer" or "Informant," a term that carries criminal implications: Legally, a 
newborn is an undocumented enemy of the state, a public enemy, according to the 
Amendatory Act (March 9, 1933) to the Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 
1917. Any such informer (usually the mother) is "informing" on-i.e. lodging a 
formal complainttaccusation by deposition and identif1cation of.-· the baby. If an all
capital letters TRADE NAME appears on the document, the informer .may also 
"prefer an accusation" that the name, as inscribed, is attached with the infant 
associated therewith. This can serve as the basis for any subsequent insistence that 
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the all-capital-letters TRADE: NAME directly concerns you, the flesh-and-blood man/ 
woman. See information, birth, accusation. 

INSTRUMENT. "Instrument" means a negotiable instrument or any other writing that 
evidences the right to the payment of a monetary obligation, is not itself a security 
agreement or lease, and is of a type that in ordinary course of business is transferred by 
delivery with any necessary indorsement or 'assignment. The term does .. not include (i) 
investment property, (ii) letters of credit, or (iii) writings that evidence a right to payment 
arising out of the use of a credit or charge card or information contained on or for use with 
the card. UCC 9-1 02(a)(47). An histrument is a "note" ifit is a promise and is a "draft" if it 
is an order. If an instrument fallsi within the definition of both "note" and "draft," a person 
entitled to enforce the instrument may treat it as either. UCC 3-104(e). "Instrument" 
means a negotiable instrument. UCC 3•104(b). 

INSURANCE. n. 1. An agreement by which one party (the insurer) commits ,to do something 
of value for another party (the insured) upon the occurrence of some specified contingency; 
esp. an agreement by which one party assumes a risk faced by another party in return for a 
premium payment. 2. The amount for which something or someone is covered by such an 
agreement. Black's ih. A contract whereby, for an agreed premium, one party undertakes 
to compensate the other for loss on a specified subject by specified perils. Bouvier's 8th. 
See Note. · 

Note: "F.I.C.A." (Federal Insurance Contributions Act), i.e. Social Security payroll tax, 
is not an insurance policy iri the ·name of the party paying the premiums. See "The 
Curse of Co-Suretyship" in Section 3 of Part I of this manual. 

INTER ALIA. lat.: among other thin:gs ... Barron's 3rd. 

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS). "U.S.C., title 26, sec. 1164. (62) Puerto Rico special 
fund (Internal Revenue)." 73rd :Congress, Session II, Chapter 756, June 26, 1934, 
Congressional Record, page 1234; "The United States of America, through undersigned 
counsel, hereby responds to the numbered paragraphs of plaintiffs complaint as follows: ... 
4. Denies that the Internal Revenue Service is an agency of the United .States 
Government. .. " UNITED STATES' ANSWER AND CLAIM, November 18; 1993, BETTY H. 
RICHARDSON, United States Attorney, Diversified Metal Products. Inc. v. T-Bow Company 
Trust. Internal Revenue Service. and Steve Morgan. See Note. 

Note: As revealed above, IRS is domiciled in Puerto Rico under Secretary of the 
Treasury of Puerto Rico, a/kta/Secretary ofthe Treasury. IRS officers, agents, and 
employees are unregistered foreign agents, conducting. business in America in 
violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938. Per signed brief 
{referenced above) from the United States Attorney, IRS is not an agency of the U.S. 
Government. 

INVESTMENT PROPERTY. "Investment property" means a security, whether certificated or 
uncertificated, security entitlement; securities account, commodity contract, or commodity 
account. UCC 9-104(49). · · 

INVOLUNTARY SURETYSHIP. See suretyship. 
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JURAT. [fr. Latin jurare "to swear''] A certification added· to an affidavit or deposition stating 
when and before what authority the affidavit or deposition was made. • A jurat typically says 
"subscribed and sworn to before me this __ day of [month], [year]"... Black's 7th. 

JURISTIC. adj. ... Of or relating to law <a corporation is a typical example of a juristic 
person>. Black's 7th. Pertaining or belonging to, or characteristic of, jurisprudence, or a 
jurist, or the legal profession. Black's 4th. See Note, juristic person. 

Note. Your corporation-of-one, artificial-person straw man has a juristic TRADE 
NAME and pertains and belongs strictly to jurisprudence and is a juristic person. 

JURISTIC PERSON. See Note. 

Note: Black's ih mentions juristic person under the definition of "artificial person," 
which is defined under "person": 

PERSON .... An entity (such as a corporation) having the rights and duties of a human 
being.... Black's ih .. 

ARTIFICIAL PERSON. An entity, such as a corporation, created by law and given 
certain legal rights and duties of a human being; a being, real or imaginary, who for 
the purpose of legal reasonin'g is treated more or less as a human being. -Also 
termed fictitious person; juristic person; legal.person ... Black's ih. ·. 

Note: The legal definition of "human being" is conveniently missing from the 
law dictionary containing the above d.efinitions. The difference between a 
human being and an artificial person has been so blurred-intentionally and 
legally-by those who enrich themselves at your expense via the legal 
system, that the two terms are so overlapped they are essentially 
indistinguishable. Treating people as numbers, corporations, etc. is the order 
of the day for governments, and the virulent hatred of mankind espoused by 
those who dominate the world has been legally justified through such 
specious subterfuge as the above "definitions." See monster. 

JUSTICIABLE. Proper to being examined in courts of justice. Subject to action of court of 
justice. Black's 4th. See Note: 

Note: Matters strictly in the realm of common law and the UCC are not justiciable 
matters; they are pre-judicial, non-judicial matters of private, consensual contract. 

KANGAROO COURT. A sham legal proceeding in which a person's (ights are totally 
disregarded and in which the result is a foregone conclusion because of the bias of the 
court or other tribunal. Black's 5th. 

"KOL NIDRE" (•1, -,,). " ... the opening prayer recited on the eve of Yom Kippur*, containing 
a declaration of the annulment of personal vows and oaths." AHD. "All vows, obligations, 
oaths, and anathemas**, whether called 'konam,' 'konas,' or by any other name, which we 
may vow, or swear, or pledge, or whereby we may be bound, from this Day. of Atonement 
until the next (whose happy coming we await),· we do repent. May they be deemed 
absolved, forgiven, annulled and void, and made of no effect; they shall not bind us nor 
have power over us. The vows shall not be reckoned vows; the obligations shall not be 
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obligatory; nor the oaths be oaths." Jewish Encyclopedia (1901 ), Vol. V, page 539. See 
Note. 

*vOM KIPPUR. The Jewish Day of Atonement, a holiday marked by prayer and fasting, 
celebrated in late September or in October. The Doubleday Dictionary (1975). 

**ANATHEMA. A formal ecclesiastical ban or curse; also, any curse. Funk & Wagnalls 
New College Standard Dictionary (1947). 

Note: "Kol Nidre" is Hebrew for "all vows." Per the Jewish Encyclopedia, any Jew 
invoking the prayer of "Kol Nidre" forswears all oaths, vows, obligations, etc. that 
will be taken in the coming year, thereby absolving himself in advance for 
dishonoring his sworn oath/word. Children have a similar ritual for playing games 
wherein a child will cross his fingers and then hide his hand behind his back before 
giving his word/promising something. When confronted about the truth of his sworn 
statement, the child reveals that he had his fingers cros.sed and therefore was under 
no obligation to tell the truth at the time the oath/vow was given. Potentially 
extremely dangerous consequences are afoot when dealing with someone who has 
taken the prayer of "Kol Nidre"-such as in a courtroom when one is dealing with 
judges, prosecutors, plaintiffs, and attorneys, as well as in any other honor~ 
contingent, trust-dependent situation-· because such devotees essentially have a 
self-issued license forlying, bearing false witness, and ignoring obligations; thus, the 
door is wide open for duplicity, deceit, and betrayal. However, adherents of this 
practice are nevertheless dependent upon its general unknown ness for profiting from 
its application. Masons, also known to inhabit courtrooms, have a similar dishonor of 
oaths (by the same name) tnat is called into action for assisting and protecting fellow 
Masons in legal matters (Masonic Handbook, page 183). Re the Jewish Day of 
Atonement, Yom Kippur: as· revealed in a comparative article on Islam, Christianity, 
and Judaism appearing in the September 24, 2001 edition ofthe Los Angeles Times 
entitled "Articles of the Faiths," Jews make amends and ask forgiveness (for the 
purpose of restoring relations) only with other Jews, i.e. "by being reconciled with 
each other, Je'ws are reconciled with God." 

LAW MERCHANT. A system of customary law that developed in Europe during the Middle 
Ages and regulated the dealings of mariners and merchants in all the commercial countries 
of the world until the 1 ih century. Many of the law merchant's principles came ·to be 
incorporated into the common law, which in turn formed the basis of the Uniform 
Commercial Code.- Also termed commercia/law; lex mercatoria. Black's 7th. 

LAW OF NATIONS. A system of rules and principles established among nations, and 
intended for the regulation of their mutual intercourse; otherwise called "international law." 
Black's 1st. 

LAW OF NATURE. See natural law. 

LAW OF THE FLAG. See flag, law of. 

LAW OF THE LAND. Due process of law. Black's 1st. 

LEGAL FICTION. Something assumed* in law to be fact irrespective of the truth or accuracy 
of that assumption. Example: the legal fiction that a day has no fractions -- Fields V. 
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Fairbanks North Star Borough, 818 1?.2d 658(1991). Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law, 
1996. n. A presumption of fact assumed by a court for convenience, consistency or to 
.achieve justice. There is an old adage: ~Fictions arise from the Jaw, and not law from 
fictions. The Real Life Dictionary 10f the. Law. A legal fiction i.s an assumption** that 
something that is (or may be) fals'e or nonexistent is true or real. Legal fictions are 
assumed or invented to help do justice. For example, bringing a lawsuit to throw a 
nonexistent "John Doe" off your property used to be the only way .to establish a clear right to 
the property when legal title was uncertain. Oran's Dictionary of the Law. See Note. 

*ASSUME. 1. To take· up or take respons·ibility for; to receive; to undertake. See 
assumption. 2. To pretend. 3. To accept without proof. Oran's Dictionary ofthe Law. 

**ASSUMPTION. Formally transforming someone else's debt into your own debt. 
Compare with guaranty. The ~ssumption of a mortgage usu~lly involves taking over 
the seller's "mortgage debt" when buying a property (often a house). Oran's 
Dictionary of the Law. 

Note: Per the dictionary, a fiction is something created by the imagination. In the 
field of law, judges have used their imagination to develop an artifice that allows 
them to call the.truth a lie, and a lie the truth. This particular type of fiction i.s termed 
a "legal" fiction because it was fabricated within the legal profession; essentially, it 
is the"Doctrine of Pretending." Judges operate their court basedon "let's pretend" 
and· do so with license, butwi~hout the inconvenience of having to inform you of what 
they have decided to pretend~ Judges live in an .artificial world bas.ed on pretense, 
lies, and deceit, and are professional dissemblers***. A legal fic.tion is an 
assumptiol'! of purported fact without having shown the fact to be true/valid, i.e. an 

,acceptance with no proof. lfione do.es not wish to be the victim of such chicanery 
one must forever be on guard to challenge/rebut a judge's arbitrary presumptions 
and assumptions, such as the aU-caps TRADE NAME. Also, .there is a widespread 
misconception that a corporation is a "legal fiction." A corporation is not a legal 
fiction; rather, it is a "legal fact," but a fictitious entity nevertheless .. 

***DISSEMBLE. To conceal or ~isguise the true nature of (intentions, feelings, etc.) so 
as to deceive .... To conceal one's true. nature, intentions, etc.; act hypocritically. 
F&W. 

LEGAL NAME. A person's full name as recognized in law, consisting of a first name (usu. 
given at birth or at a baptism or christening) and a last name (usu. a family name). Black's 
ih (under "name"). 

Note: One's "legal name" is the name of the legal person "recognized in law." The 
only names recognized in law are those of artificial persons and are written in all
capital letters. Your straw man's TRADE NAME is your true name corrupted into. an 
all-capital-letters format. "Recognized in law" = existing by force of, or in 
contemplation of, law = legal name = juristic name = juristic person = artificial 
person. 

LEVY. n. 1. The imposition of a fine or tax; the fine or tax so imposed. 2. The enlistment of 
soldiers into the military; the soldiers :so enlisted. 3. The legally sanctioned seizure and sale 
of property; the money obtained from such a sale. vb. 1. To impose or assess (a fine or tax) 
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by legal authority. 2. To enlist for service in the military. 3. To declare or wage (a war). 4. To 
take or seize property in execution of a judgment. Black's 7th. 

LICENSE. In international law. Permission granted by a belligerent state to its own 
subjects, or to the subjects of the enemy, to carry on a trade interdicted by war. In 
Governmental Regulation. Authority to do some act or carry on some trade or business, in 
its nature lawful but prohibited by statute, except with the permission of the civil authority or 
which would otherwise be unlawful. Bouvier's ath. When the power is exercised by 
municipal corporations, a license is the requirement by the municipality, of the payment of a 
certain sum by a person for the privilege. of pursuing his profession or calling, whether 
harmful or innocent, for the general purpose of producing a reliable source of revenue. 
Bouvier's 8th. A license fee is a tax. Bouvier's 8

1
h. In the law of ccmtracts. A permission, 

granted by a competent authority, conferring the right to do some act which without such 
authorization would be illegal, or would be a trespass or tort. Also the written evidence of 
such permission. Black's 1st. A permit, granted by an appropriate governmental body, 
generally for a consideration, to a person, firm, or corporation to pursue some occupation or 
to carry on some business subject to regulation under the police power. A license is not a 
contract between the state and the licensee, but is a mere personal permit. Black's 6th. A 
revocable permission to commit some act that would otherwise be unlawful. Black's ih. 
See Note. Compare marque, mark, Mark of the Beast. 

Note: Government has, via licensing, statutorily outlawed working and exchanging 
.with others-i.e. the process of surviving-except as a privilege. Privileges can be 
denied, suspended, and revoked. Licenses are issued only in the name of the 
artificial-person TRADE NAME. When one applies for a driver license one is doing 
so in the name of the straw man, and one is also affirming/attesting that the straw 
man is a "driver'' (a special commercial status) involved in the "transportation of 
persons or property for hire or compensation," an occupation that is a subject of 
regulation under the police power. Police seek to enforce/maintain "person control." 

LIEN. [< L ligament tie, bandage] A qualified right of property which a creditor has in or over 
specific property of his debtor, as security for the debt or charge or the performance of 
some act. Black's 1st. A claim, encumbrance, or charge on property for payment of some 
debt, obligation or duty. Black's :6th. "A fine imposed pursuant to the provisions of 
subchapter C of chapter 227 of this title ... and is a lien in favor of the United States ... " 
POSTSENTENCE ADMINISTRATION 18. USC § 3613 Ch. 229. A charge, hold, or claim 
upon the property of another as security for some debt or charge. The term connotes the 
right the law gives to have a debt ·satisfied out of the property to which it attaches, if 
necessary by the sale of the property. Barron's 3rd. A charge or security or incumbrance 
upon property.... Black's 4th. See Commercial Lien, Note at House Joint Resolution 
192 of June 5, 1933. 

LIEN, COMMERCIAL, or COMMERCIAL LIEN. See commercial lien. 

LIEN CREDITOR. (A) "Lien creditor'' means any of the following: (i) A creditor that has 
acquired a lien on the property involved by attachment, levy, or the like. (ii) An assignee for 
benefit of creditors from the time of assignment. (iii) A trustee in bankruptcy from the date 
of the filing of the petition. (iv) A receiver in equity from the time of appointment. (B) "Lien 
creditor'' does not include a creditor who by filing a notice with the Secretary of State has 
acquired only an attachment or judgment lien on personal property, or both. UCC 9-
102(a)(52). 
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LIMITED LIABILITY. Liability restricted by law or contract; esp. the liability of a company's 
owners for nothing more than the capital they have invested in the business. See Note. 

Note: "Limited liability" is a fabrication and a fraud. No statute of limitations and no 
limited liability exists in commerce as per the maxims of law: "Once a fraud, always 
a fraud," and "A thing void in the beginning does not become valid by lapse of time." 
A limited liability person is: .(1) a creature of contract; required to be insured and 
bonded; bound to and limited by the contractual terms and conditions of the 
insurance policy and bond creating, defining, and underwriting the person's office; 
(2) obligated to prove solvency to participate in any public forum or jurisdiction by 
providing to any adverse party upon demand a copy of the insurance policy and 
boncil re said person's office prior to any court proceeding; and (3) defined by the 
insurance policy and bond re the contractual terms and conditions of said person's 
office, scope of authority, basis of functioning, identity, rank, liability, and solvency. 
The principles of equality under the law and the integrity of contracts demand that all 
"public officials" alleging legal authority to use deadly force exercise scrupulous 
integrity in the enforcement ~f the law said officials administer, in compliance with 
contracts referencing and defining oath of office, job description, and the insurance 
policy and bond that define, limit, and underwrite said official's office. 

LIVE BIRTH. Live birth means the complete expulsion or extraction from its mother of a 
product of human conception, irrespective of the duration of the pregnancy, which after 
such expulsion or extraction, breathes or shows any other evidence of life; such as beating 
of the heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of voluntary muscles, 
whether or not the umbilical cord has been cut or the placenta is attached. Heartbeats are 
to be distinguished from transient cardiac contractions; respirations are to be distinguished 
ftom fleeting respiratory efforts or gasps. Model State Vital Statistics Act and Regulations, 
1992 Revision (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services). See Note. 

Note: Per above, you are a "product" of human conception, i.e. "goods." See goods. 

LOCATION OF DEBTOR. (a) Place of business. In this section, "place of business" means a 
place where a debtor conducts its affairs. (b) Debtor's location: general rules. Except as 
otherwise provided in this section, the following rules determine a debtor's location: (1) A 
debtor who is an individual is located at the individual's principal residence~ (2) A debtor 
that is an organization and has only one place of business is located at its place of 
business. (3) A debtor that is an organization and has more than one place of. business is 
located at its chief executive office. (c) Limitation of applicability of subsection (b). 
Subdivision (b) applies only if a debtor's residence, place of business, or chief executive 
office, as applicable, is located in a jurisdictio,n whose law generally requires information 
concerning the existence of a nonpossessory security interest to be made generally 
available in a filing, recording, or registration system as a condition or result of the security 
interest's obtaining priority over the rights of a lien creditor with respect to the collateral. If 
subsection (b) does not apply, the debtor is located in the District of Columbia .... UCC 9-
307. 

MAKER. "Maker'' means a persorn who signs or is identified in a note as a person 
undertaking to pay. UCC 3-1 03(5). : The person who creates or executes a note, that is, 
issues it, and in signing the instrument makes the promise of payment contained therein. 
One who signs a check; in this context, synonymous with drawer. Black's 6th. 
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MAN. A human being. This definition includes not only the adult male sex of the human 
species, but women and children;, examples: "of offences against man, some are more 
immediately against the king, other's more immediately against the subject." Hawk. P.C. 
book 1, c. 2, s. 1. Offences against the life of man come under the general name of 
homicide, which in our law signifies the killing of a man by a man ... ld. book 1, c. 8, s. 2. 2. 
In a more confined sense, man means a person of the male sex; and sometimes it signifies 
a male of the human species above the age of puberty. Vide Rape. It was considered in the 
civil or Roman law, that although man and person are synonymous in grammar, they had a 
different acceptation in law; all persons were men, but an men, for example, slaves, were 
not persons, but things. Vide Barr. on the Stat. 216, note. Bouvier's 6th. 

MARITIME. Pertaining to navigable waters, i.e. to the sea, ocean, great lakes, navigable 
rivers, or the navigation or commerce thereof. Black's 6th. See navigable waters. 

MARITIME JURISDICTION. Jurisdiction over maritime causes is granted to Federal district 
courts. Procedure in maritime actions is governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
and Supp. Admiralty Rules. Black's 6th. 

MARITIME LAW. That system of law which particularly relates to commerce and navigation, 
to business transacted atsea or relating to navigation, to ships and shipping, to seamen, to 
the transportation of persons and property by sea, and to mariane affairs generally. Black's 
4th. That which the Congress has enacted or the Federal courts, sitting in admiralty, or in 
the exercise of their maritime jurisdiction, have declared and would apply .... Substantively, 
in the United States, it is federal law, and jurisdiction to administer it is vested in the federal 
courts, though not to the entire exclusion of the courts of the states. Black's 6th. 

MARK. A license to make repris(ils. See LETTER OF MARQUE. F&W. n. 1. A symbol, 
impression, or feature on something, usu. to identify it or distinguish it from something else. 
2. TRADEMARK (1). 3. SERVICEMARK. Black;s th. Compare marque, letter of marque, 
Mark of the Beast, servicemark, trademark. 

MARK OF THE BEAST. "And that "o man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or 
the name of the beast, or the number of his name." Revelation 13:17, New Testament. 
See Note, Gentile, Note at goods. 

Note: The word "mark" is synonymous with "marque" and both words have the same 
etymology. A common definition of the two is "a·license of reprisal." The definition 
of license in Black's 1st is: "in international law [i.e. trade or commerce] Permission 
granted by a belligerent state to its own subjects, or to the subjects of the enemy, to 
carry on a trade interdicted • by war." As we have seen in the Amendatory Act of 
March 9, 1933 to the Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917 (see Trading 
With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, and license) "citizens of the United 
States" were legally classified as enemies of their own government. To "do 
business" with its new enemy, the U.S. Government thereafter instituted wholesale 
licensing and issued marks/marques, or licenses, "to the subjects of the enemy, to 
carry on a trade interdicted by war," thus enabling American men and women to "buy 
or sell" and otherwise engage in "trading with the enemy" despite being at war. 

The Chosen Masters consider you nothing more than an animal, a beast (see 
Gentile), to be birthed and bred, herded and harvested, and sold and slaughtered as 
they see fit. For you, as a beast, to be identified and validated and permitted to "buy 
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or sell" in today's industrial ~ociety you must have a special mark, without which you 
are not allowed to participate. It is interesting that the word "mark" is also a 
synonym for the terms "~ervicemark" and "trademark" (see servicel11ark, 
trademark), the special marks used to identify and distinguish "the services of a 
certain provider," and products of a certain "manufacturer or seller." See Note at 
goods. 

MARQUE A letter of reprisal on an ~nemy, as at sea in wartime, chiefly in the phrase Jetter 
of marque. F&W. See letter of marque. Compare mark. 

MATERNITY ACT OF 1921. See Note. 

Note: In 1921, the federal Maternity Act created birth "registration," or what we now 
know as the "birth certificate... It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to 
the American people as a law to improve maternal and infant mortality, for protecting 
the health of mothers and infants, al1d for "other purposes." One of those other 
purposes provided for the establishment of a federal bureau designed to cooperate 
with state agencies in the overseeing of it~ operations and. expenditures. The 
Maternity Act was eventually repealed, but parts of it have been found in other 
legislative acts. 

MAXIMS OF COMMERCE. See Note, commerce. 

Glossary 

Note: Commerce is antecedent to and more fundamental to society than courts or 
legal systems, and exists and functions without respect to courts or legal systems, 
but not vice versa. Commercial Law, the non-statutory variety as presented below 
in Maxims 1-10, is the economic extension of Natural Law into man's social world 
and is universal in nature. The foundational, invariant, necessary, and sufficient 
principles or "Max.ims of Commerce" are: 

1. A workman is worthy of his hire (Exodus 20:15; Lev. 19:13; Matt. 10:10; 
Luke 1 0:7; II Tim. 2:6. Legal maxim: "It is against equity for freemen not 
to have the free disposal of their own property."). 

2. All are equal under the Law (God's Law - Moral and Natural Law). 
(Exodus 21:23-25; Lev. 24:17-21; Deut. 1:17, 19:21; Matt., 22:36-40; Luke 
10:17; Col. 3:25. Legal maxims: "No one is above the law."; "Commerce, 
by the law of nations, ought to be common, and not to be converted into a 
monopoly and the private gain of a few."). 

3. In Commerce truth is sovereign (Exodus 20:16; Ps. 117:2; John 8:32; II 
.Cor. 13:8. Legal maxim: "To lie is to go against the mind." Oriental 
proverb: "Of all that is good, sublimity is supreme."). 

4. Truth is expressed by means of an affidavit (Lev. 5:4-5; Lev. 6:3-5; Lev 
19:11-13; Num. 30:2; Matt. 5:33; James 5:12). 

5. An unrebutted affidavit stands as the truth in Commerce (1 Pet. 1 :25; 
Heb. 6:13-15. Legal maxim: "He who does not deny, admits."). 
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6. An unrebutted affidavit becomes the judgment in Commerce (Heb. 6:16-
17. Any proceeding in a court, tribunal, or arbitration forum consists of a 
contest, or "duel," of commercial affidavits wherein the points remaining 
unrebutted in the end stand as the truth and the matters to which the 
judgment of the law is applied.). 

7. A matter must be expressed to be resolved (Heb. 4:16; Phil. 4:6; Eph. 
6:19-21. Legal maxim: "He who fails to assert his rights has none."). 

8. He who leaves the field of battle first loses by default (Book of Job; Matt. 
10:22. Legal maxim: "He who does not repel a wrong when he can, 
occasions it."). 

9. Sacrifice is the measure of credibility (One who is not damaged, put at 
risk, or willing to swear an oath on his commercial liability for the truth of 
his statements and legitimacy of his actions has no basis to assert claims 
or charges and forfeits all credibility and right to claim authority.) (Acts 7, 
life/death of Stephen, Legal maxim: "He who bears the burden ought also 
to derive the benefit."). 

10. A lien or claim can be satisfied only through rebuttal by Counteraffidavit 
point-for-point, resolution by jury, or payment (Gen. 2-3; Matt 4; 
Revelation. L.egal maxim: "If the plaintiff does not prove his case, the 
defendant is absolved."). 

Because truth is sovereign in commerce, and everyone is responsible for 
propagating the truth in all speaking, writing, and acting, all commercial processes 
function via affidavit certified and sworn on each affiant's commercial liability as 
"true, correct, and complete," attesting under oath re the validity, relevance, and 
veracity of all matters stated, and likewise demanded. Usually in written matters, 
such as on an IRS Form ~040, 8300, etc., voter registration application, driver's 
license application, notary form for document certification, application for a Treasury 
Direct Account, and on nearly every document that those who run the System desire 
anyone to. sign in a commercially binding matter, signature is required under penalty 
of perjury "true, correct, and complete." In a court setting, however, testimony (oral 
commercial affidavit) is stated in the judicial equivalent by being sworn to be "the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help me God." As well as the 
need for asserting all matters under solemn oath of personal, commercial, financial, 
and legal liability for the yalidity of each and every statement, participant must 
provide· material evidence, i.e. ledgering/bookkeeping, substantiating ·that each fact 
or entry is true, valid, relevant, and verifiable. Without said acceptance of liability 
and facts provided to sdpport one's assertions, no credibility is established. 
Inasmuch as commerce existed before, and can continue to exist irrespective of 
courts and legal systems-'but not vice versa-commerce is a more fundamental 
aspect of life than courts and legal systems. 

MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE. A substance used to transfer energy from one source to another. 
American Heritage Dictionary. 

MISSION. A definite task assigned to an individual or unit of the armed forces. F&W. See 
Note. 
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Note: Apparently Department of the Treasury (IRS, BATF, SEC, etc.) and other 
quasi-governmental and governmental agencies are de facto military units because 
they each operate off a prescribed "mission." 

MIXED WAR. Mixed war is war carried on between a nation on one side and private 
individuals on the other. W&P, VoL 27. See Note, "Mixed War'' in Appendix. Compare 
dulocracy. 

Note: Mixed war occurs whenever the government of a nation is an enemy of, and at 
war against, its own people. The most insidious and perfidious type of mixed war 
exists when the government acts against the people under guise of protecting the 
people's rights and upholding the nation's most cherished values and ideals. In such 
case government officials are "wolves in sheep's clothing," occupying positions of 
prestige and power, with the support ofthe people, while treasonously betraying that 
trust. This is an ideal confidence game whereby arch ... charlatan criminals can engage 
in piracy on an ongoing basis under color of law and be tolerated or even treated as 
heroes. by their victims. (For a more comprehensive treatment of this subject see 
article in Appendix entitled "Mixed War.") 

MONEY. "Money" means a medium of exchange authorized or adopted by ... government..." 
UCC 1-201 (24). See Note. · 

Note: Before the 1933 bankruptcy of the US Government, money consisted of gold 
and silver specie, as well as their equivalent in certificate form. Gold-which is 
portable land, substance-is the money of sovereigns. Fiat money, i.e. "money by 
decree," "Monopoly™ money," is the money of artificial persons, called banks, 
corporations (governments), trusts, and "individuals" (see individual), etc. 

MONOPOL v™ .. Trademark. A board game in which a player attempts to gain a monopoly 
of real estate by advancing around the board and purchasing property, acquiring capital by 
collecting rent from other players who'se pieces land on his property. Webster's. See Note, 
Federal Reserve Notes. 

Note: First copyrighted in 1935 by Parker Brothers. Logo includes the caricature of 
an English banker, replete with top hat, tails, and cane. Another allegorical clue from 
the Powers That Be as to what is actually going on (monopolization of an ownership 
of real estate/land and wealth). The objective in the game of Monopoly™ is to drive 
into bankruptcy all other players, an arrangement otherwise known as a "tontine* 
wagering scheme." If you examine the nature of economics in America today you 
will see that all land is owned by the state (see Senate Document 43, 73rd 
Congress, 1st Session), and ,everyone is competing for the same,, fixed amount of 
"MonopolyTM money," called Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs), and attempting to "stay 
above water" and avoid bankruptcy. This is, by definition, a de facto state of war 
between participants-in both the board game and the game of life. The only way to 
stay in the game of Monopoly TM and avoid bankruptcy is to obtain more 
Monopoly™ money from other players. The only way to stay in the game of life and 
avoid bankruptcy is to somehow obtain more FRNs (acquire more liability/debt 
instruments/debt) called "money" from those around you. 

Glossary 

*TONTINE. [lt. tontina, after its inventor, Lorenzo Tonti, a Neapolitan] A 
financial arrangement in which a group of participants share in the 
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arrangement's advantages until all but one has died or defaulted, at which 
time the whole goes to that survivor. 

MONSTER. A human-being by birth, but in some part resembling a lower animal. A monster 
hath no inheritable blood. and cannot be heir to any land. Ballentine's Law Dictionary, 1930. A 
prodigious birth; a human birth or offspring not having the shape of mankind; which cannot be 
heir to any land, albeit it be brought forth in marriage. Black's 15t. See Note. 

Note: Under "human being" Ballentine's says only "See monster." Neither of the 
above major law dictionaries defines "human being," only "monster." 

MORTGAGE. "Mortgage" means a consensual interest in real property, including fixtures, 
which secures payment or performance of an obligation. UCC 9-1 02(a)(55). See Note. 

Note: Mortgage, another "gift" of Norman French attorneys, comes from the French 
mort dead+ gage pledge, "dead pledge," i.e. killing of the pledge through payment. 

NAME. Names are divided into Christian names, as, Benjamin, and surnames, as, 
Franklin. No man can have more than one Christian name; though two or more names 
usually kept separate, as John and Peter, may undoubtedly be compounded, so as to form, 
in contemplation of law, but one. A letter put between the Christian and surname, as an 
abbreviation of a part of the Christian name, as, John B. Peterson, is no part of either. 
Bouvier's 6th. ~ . 

NATURAL LAW. Law which so necessarily agrees with the nature and state of man, that 
without observing its maxims, the peace and happiness of society can never be 
preserved .... [K]nowledge of [natural laws] may be attained merely by the light of reason, 
from the facts of their essential agreeableness with the constitution of human nature. 
Natural law exists regardless of Vl(hether it is enacted as positive law, although there may 
be instances where natural law cahnot be judicially enforced. Barron's 3rd. 

NATURAL PERSON. A human beirig, as opposed to artificial or fictitious "persons," such as 
corporations. The phrase "natural person" does not include corporate entities, but the 
phrase "person," without qualification, may or may not include artificial persons, depending 
on the context. Thus, the phrase "no person" in the Fourteenth Amendment's equal 
protection clause has been held to include natural and artificial persons, but the same 
phrase "no person" in the Fifth Amendment's "privilege against self-incrimination" clause 
has been held to include only natural persons and not corporations since the privilege is 
personal and may not be asserted by an artificial person. Barron's 3rd. See Note. 

Note: This is how.the IRS justifies insisting that flesh-and-blood men and women 
testify against themselves: people answer up when the name of their fictitious 
TRADE NAME is called and the IRS enforces its commercial agenda against people 
by treating them like their TRADE NAME. The above definition is enlightening, but it 
is taken from a law dictionary. Please realize that, in the scheme of life, it is just as 
impossible for a "person" to be "natural" as it is for a man to be artificial. 

NATURE AND CAUSE. See below. 

NATURE. A fundamental quality that distinguishes one thing from another; the essence 
of something. Black's th. See Note. 
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CAUSE. That which produces a~ effect; whatever moves, impels, or. leads. The origin or 
foundation of a thing, as of a suit or action; a ground of action. Black's 1st. See Note. 

Note: The right of an accused party to be informed of the "nature and cause" of any 
criminal accusation is secured !by the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution. This term 
concerns the two (2) absolutely essential elements necessary to establish claims, 
charges, and demands as commercially and lawfully valid, both criminal and civil, and 
without which any matter affirmed is devoid of credibility and legal force and effect: 

• NATURE. The nature ofan accusation is the proof, i.e. ledgering/bookkeeping 
set forth with a one-to-:-one accounting of goods or services provided or 
offenses committed with corresponding monetary values, with .each and every 
matter established by: affidavit sworn on the commercial liability of the 
executing party. 

• CAUSE. Only individual free-will men and women can act; nations, 
governments, and agencies cannot act. At the origin of each and every 
allegation and act is the man/woman who is the cause thereof. The cause of 
an accusation is the~efore the particular man/woman who can initiate 
allegations, claims, and charges, the credibility of which is established by the 
degree of commercial: liability the alleging party stakes on what he/she 
asserts. By initiating • something that can cause another harm/loss, the 
alleging party simultaneously agrees to be held personally, legally, and 
commercially accountable and liable for the accuracy, validity, relevance, and 
verifiability of everything stated, claimed, and demanded in the Affidavit. The 
degree of credibility of alleged statements, claims, and charges is established 
by tne extent of the liability the accuser places at risk, to be forfeited in the 
event anything he/she !states is untrue, in accordance with the Commercial 
Maxim: "Sacrifice is the:measure of credibility." 

NEGOTIABLE. [< L negotiatus tradeq, equivalent to negoti(um) business (neg- not+ otium 
liesure) + -ABLE] "Negotiable" me:ans that which is capable of being transferred by 
assignment; a thing which may be transferred by a sale and indorsement or delivery. 
Black's 1s1

; adj. (of bills, securitie.s, etc.) transferable by delivery, with or without 
endorsement, according to the circumstances, the title passing to the transferee. 
Webster's. 

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT. A writing which is signed by the maker or drawer, contains an 
unconditional promise or order to paya sum certain in money, is payable on demand or at a 
definite time, and is payable to order or to bearer. Barron's 3rd. (a) Except as provided in 
subdivisions (c) and (d), "negotiable instrument" means an unconditional promise or order 
to pay a fixed amount of money, witH or without interest or other charges described in the 
promise or order, ifit is all of the following: (1) It is payable to bearer or to order at the time it 
is issued or first comes into possession of a holder. (2) Is payable on demand or at a 
definite time. (3) Does not state any other undertaking or instruction by the person 
promising or ordering payment to do :any act in addition to the payment of money, but the 
promise or order may contain (i) an undertaking or power to give, maintain, or protect 
collateral to secure payment, (ii) an authorization or power to the holder to confess 
judgment or realize on or dispose of collateral, or (iii) a waiver of the benefit of any law 
intended for the advantage or protection of an obligor. (b) "lnstru111ent" means a 
negotiable instrument. (c) An order that meets all the requirements of subdivision (a), 
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except paragraph (1) and otherwise falls with the definition of "check" in subdivision (f) is a 
negotiable instrument and a check. (d) A promise or order other than a check is not an 
instrument if, at the time it is issued or first comes into possession of a holder, it contains a 
conspicuous statement, however expressed, to the effect that the promise or order is not 
negotiable or is not an instrument. governed by this division .... UCC 3-104. A negotiable 
instrument is a written promise or request for the payment of a certain sum of money to 
order or to bearer. A general name for bills, notes, checks, transferable bonds or coupons, 
letters of credit and other negotiable written securities. Black's 1st. See Note. 

NEW DEBTOR. "New debtor" means a person that becomes bound as debtor under 
subdivision (d) of Section 9203 by a security agreement previously entered into by another 
person. UCC 9-102(a)(56). 

NOBILITY. An order of men in several countries to whom privileges are granted at the 
expense of the rest of the people. Bouvier's 6th. n. pl. 1. Persons of social or political 
preeminence, usu. derived by in~eritance or from the sovereign... Black's ih. The 
constitution of the United States pro~ides that no state shall "grant any title of nobility; and no 
person can become a citizen of the :United States until he has renounced all titles of nobility." 
The Federalist, No. 84; 2 Stor)l, Law~ U. S. 851. Bouvier's 6th (1856). 

Note: Judges and attorneys hold a British title of nobility from the Crown and act as 
esquires, or shield-bearers/for and between the king/queen and those whom the 
king/queen wishes to engage in battle. 

NOM. Used in expressions demotimg a pseudonym, a false or assumed name. OED. See 
nom de guerre. 

NOM DE GUERRE. [F, lit., war name] A fictitious name. Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged, 1976. Lit. 'war name', a name assumed 
by, or a name assigned to, a person engaged in some action or enterprise. OED. See 
Note. Compare nom. 

Note: Any fictitious name is ·a war name, or nom de guerre. The U.S. government, 
formally at war with you since the Amendatory Act (March 9, 1933) to the Trading 
With the Enemy Act (October 6, 1917), used the legal..;fiction artifice of the "right to 
presume" on your behalf, and assigned you a false name, a war name in the form of 
your all-capital-letters, straw-man name, nom de guerre TRADE NAME. See legal 
fiction. 

NON-NEGOTIABLE. Not negotiabl~; not capable of passing title or property by indorsement 
and delivery. Black's 1st. Any do;cument'of title that is not a negotiable document. An 
instrument which may not be transferred by indorsement and delivery or by delivery alone, 
though it may be assigned. Black's 6th. See Note, negotiable .. 

Note: The word "Non-Negotiable," appearing on what might otherwise look like a 
negotiable instrument, sigtJifies that (1) the contract is not negotiable and strictly 
private; (2) both between drawer and drawee and obligor and obligee only; and (3) 
the debtor/payee may pas~ title/transfer the document neither by delivery nor by 
indorsement, but only through assignment. See drawee, preferred stock. 
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NON PROSEQUITUR. Lat. He does not follow up, or pursue. If, in the proceedings in an 
action at law, the plaintiff neglects any of those steps which he ought to take within the time 
prescribed by the practice of the court for that purpose, the defendant may enter judgment 
of non pros against him, whereby it is adjudged that the plaintiff does not follow up (non 
prosequitur) his suit as he ought •. to do, and therefore the defendant ought to have 
judgment against him. Under current rules practice such failure would result in a dismissal 
of the action or in a default judgment for defendant. Fed;R. Civil P. 41, 55. Black's sth. See 
Note: 

Note: When any plaintiff fails to respond as required, under the principle of non 
prosequitur the defendant may enter judgment for dismissal for plaintiff's failure in 
following up as he/she should. · 

NOTARY PUBLIC. A public officer whose function is to attest and certify, by his hand and 
official seal, certain classes of documents, in order to give them credit and authenticity in 
foreign jurisdictions, to take acknowledgments of deeds and other conveyances, and certify 
the same; and to perform certain official acts, chiefly in commercial matters, such as the 
protesting of notes and bills, the nodng of foreign drafts, and marine protests in cases of 
loss or damage. Black's 15

t. An officer appointed by the executive, or other appointing 
power, under the laws of different s~ates. Their duties are generally prescribed by such 
laws. The most usual of which are, 1; To attest deeds, agreements and other instruments, 
in order to give them authenticity. 2. To protest notes .• bills of exchange, and the like. 3. To 
certify copies of agreements and other instruments. Bouvier's sth. Notaries are of very 
ancient origin they were well known among the Romans, and exist in every state of Europe, 
and particularly on the continent. Bouvier's sth. Their acts have long been respected by the 
custom of merchants and by the courts of all nations. Bouvier's 6th. 

l 

Note: .Notaries public are "officers of the state" and, in some States, notaries may' 
become officers of the court, as well. The seal of a notary public gives a document 
credit and authenticity in foreig,n jurisdictions, i.e. international jurisdiction; hence the 
apostille (see apostille). A notary public performs certain official acts "chiefly in 
commercial matters." Commerce is pre-judicial and non-judicial. Notaries public 
once played a major role in world commerce, and still retain the same powers, 
though many have fallen out of use since America began using private, non-: 
substance, fiat (by decree) momey (Federal Reserve Notes). 

NOTE. A writing acknowledging a debt and promising payment. For the instrument to be 
negotiable it must be signed by the maker and contain an unconditional promise to pay a 
sum certain in money on demand or at a definite .time to order or to bearer. A note is not 
payment but only a promise to pay. The term note is synonymous with promissory note. 
The term may be qualified by its unique characteristics. For example, a note that is backed 
by a pledge of collateral such as real or personal property is called a secured note. 
Barron's 3rct. 

OATH. An affirmation of truth of a statement, which renders one willfully asserting untrue 
statements punishable for perjury. An outward pledge by the person taking it that his 
attestation or promise is made under an immediate sense of responsibility to God. A 
solemn appeal to the Supreme Being: in attestation of the truth of some statement. Black's 
5th. 

OBLIGATION. Not defined in the UCC. 
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OBLIGEE. One who is entitled to receive a sum of money or to have an act or deed 
performed as promised or agreed to by the obligor. Barron's 3rd. Compare obligor. 

OBLIGOR. "Obligor" means a person that, with respect to an obligation secured by a 
security interest in or an agricultural lien on the collateral, (i) owes payment or other 
performance of the obligation, (ii) has provided property other than the collateral to secure 
payment or other performance of the obligation, or (iii) is otherwise accountable in whole or 
in part for payment or other performance of the obligation. The term does not include 
issuers or nominated persons under a letter of credit. UCC 9-1 02(a)(59). One who has 
promised or is otherwise obligated to perform an act or deed, such as the payment of a sum 
of money under a promissory note or other contract. Barron's 3ro. Compare obligee. 

OFFER. A proposal to do a thing. A proposal to make a contract. Also an attempt. Black's 
1st. 

ORDER. In a general sense. A mandate; precept; a command or direction authoritatively 
given; a rule or regulation. In practice. Every direction of a court or judge made or entered 
in writing, and not included in a judgment is denominated an "of;'der." An application for an 
order is a motion. An order is also an informal bill of exchange ... It is further a desi~nation 
to whom a bill of exchange or negotiable promissory note is to be paid. Black's 15

• See 
Note. 

Note: None of the above definitions are incompatible with each other as regards the 
courtroom setting. The "Order of the court" is a pecuniary mandate for funds and is 
directly related with "charges." In this sense it is not dissimilar with a "money order." 

ORGANIZATION. "Organization" includes a corporation, government or governmental 
subdivision or agency, business trust, partnership or association, two or more persons 
having a joint or common interest, or any other legal or commercial entity. UCC 1-201(28). 
See Note. 

Note: The term applies when "two or more persons" are involved in a specific 
commercial/contractual relationship, as well as with any other entity involved in 
commerce; all "individuals," i.e. all straw men TRADE NAMES, fall under the 
definition of organization. 

ORDER. "Order" means a written instruction to pay money signed by the person giving the 
instruction. The instruction may be addressed to any person, including the person giving 
the instruction, or to one or more persons jointly or in the alternative, but not in succession. 
An authorization to pay is not ah order unless the person authorized to pay is also 
instructed to pay. UCC 3-103(6). 

ORIGINAL DEBTOR. "Original debtor," except as used in subdivision (c) of Section 9310. 
means a person that, as debtor, entered into a security agreement to which a new debtor 
has become bound under subdivision (d) of Section 9203. UCC 9-1 02(a)(60). 

PARTY. "Party" means a party to an instrument. UCC 3-103(8). 

PASSPORT. In international law. A document issued to a neutral merchant vessel, by her 
own government, during .the progress of a war, and to be carried on the voyage, containing 
a sufficient description of the vessel, master, voyage, and cargo to evidence her nationality 
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and protect her against the cruiser~ .of the belligerent powers. This paper. is otherwise 
called a "pass," sea-pass," sea-letter," or "sea-brief." A license or safe conduct, issued 
during the progress of a war authori21ing a person to remove himself or his effects from the 
territory of one of the belligerent nations to another country, or to travel from country to 
country without arrest or detention on account of the war.... Black's 15t. ··' In most 
countries of continental Europe passports are given to travellers (sic). These are intended 
to protect them on their journey to protect them from all molestation while they are obedient 
to the laws. The secretary of state mpy issue, or cause to be issued, in foreign countries by 
such diplomatic or consular officers~ of the United States, and under such rules as the 
president may prescribe, passports, but only to citizens of the United States. Bouvier's ath. 
Seevessel. · 

Note: A passport is issued "to a ... vessel," i.e. "citizen of the United States" TRADE 
NAMES in times of war. The US government officially declared war on all "citizens 
of the United States" persons in the Amendatory Act of March 91 1933 (a/kla 
Emergency Banking Relief Acrt) to the Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 
1917. See Monopoly™, "Executive Order Outlawing Ownership of Gold" in 
Appendix, i.e. "Under Executive Order of the President," issued April5, 1933. 

PAY. v. To discharge a debt by tender of payment due; to deliver to a creditor the value of 
a debt, either in money or in goods ,for his acceptance. UCC 2-511, 3-604. Black's ath. 
See payment, redemption. 

PAYEE. In mercantile law. The person in whose favor a bill of exchange, promissory note, 
or check is made or drawn; the person to whom or to whose order a bill, note, or check is 
made payable. Black's 1st. See Notet 

PAYMENT. The fulfillment of a promise, or the performance of an agreement. · A discharge 
of an obligation or debt. .. In a more restricted legal sense payment is the performance of a 
duty, promise, or obligation, or discharge of a debt or a liability, by the delivery of money or 
other value by a debtor to a creditor, where the money or other valuable thing is tendered 
and accepted as extinguishing debt <t>r obligation in whole or in part. Also, the money or 
other thing so delivered. UCC 2-511, 3-604. Black's 6th. See redemption. 

PAYMENT INTANGIBLE. "Payment intangible" means a general intangible under which 
the account debtor's principal obligation is a monetary obligation. UCC 9-1 02(a)(61 ). ·~ 

PECUNIARY. Of or relating to money; monetary. Black's ih. 

PEONAGE. The condition of a peon [formerly, a debtor kept in virtual servitude until he ha<;i 
worked out his debt], or the system ofemploying this form of labor. F&W. 

' 

PERFECT. v. To legally establish. ' Security interest in collateral is perfe~ted when a 
document describing the collateral is entered into the records ofthe UCC office. WSUG. 
Compare attach. 

PERFECTION OF SECURITY INTEREST. In secured transactions law, the process whereby a 
security interest is protected, as far as the law permits, against competing claims to the 
collateral, which usually requires the secured party to give notice ofthe interest as by filing 
in a government office (e.g. in office of Secretary of State). Perfection of a security 
interest deals with those steps legally required to give a secured party interest in subject 
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property against debtor's creditors .. Black's 6th. A security interest is perfected when it 
has attached and when all the applicable steps required for perfection have been taken~ 
Such steps are specified in Sections 9-302, 9-304, 9-305 ·and 9-306. If such steps are 
taken before the security interest attaches, it is perfected at the time when it attaches. 
UCC 9-303(1). See attach. 

PERSON. "noun. per'sn. [Latin persona; said to be compounded of per, through or by, and 
sonus, sound; a Latin word signifying primarily a mask used by actors on the stage.]" 
Webster's 1828 Dictionary. [< L persona mask] Persons are divided by law into natural 
and artificial. Natural persons are such as the God of nature formed us; artificial persons 
are such as are created and devised by human laws, for the purposes of society and 
government, which are called "corporations" or "bodies politic." Black's 18t. "Persons" are 
of two kinds, natural and artificiaL In law, a human being is called a "natural person." 
Artificial persons include a collection [corporation aggregate] or succession of natural 
persons [successive officeholders .in a corporation sole] forming a corporation. Black's 4th. 
In law, an individual or incorporated group having certain legal rights and responsibilities. 
This has been held to include foreign and domestic corporations. Precise definition and 
delineation of the term has been necessary for purposes of ascertaining those to whom the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution affords its protection, since that 
amendment expressly applies to "persons." Barron's 3rd. Compare natural person. See 
Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law, § 191; Uniform Sales Act, § 76; Uniform Warehouse 
Receipts Act, §58. See Note. 

Note: The TRADE NAME is a "person,"a "mask" for the sentient, living being who 
uses it. The TRADE NAME is a fictitious person whose name is written in "legalese," 
i.e. a language foreign constructed outside the bounds of English grammar. The 
true names of men and women, written properly, i.e. initial letters only capitalized, 
are sometimes called "natural persons." However, it is just as impossible for a 
"person" to be "natural" as1 it is for a man to be artificial. "Person" is a moniker 
hatched by lawyers, introduced for generating confusion in the mind of non-esquire 
victims betwe.en the actual (;lnd the artificial. See straw man. 

PLEDGE. A deposit of personal property as security for a debt; delivery of goods by a 
debtor to a creditor until the debt is repaid; generally defined as a lien or contract that calls 
for the transfer of personal property only as security. The pledgor can pledge intangible as 
well as tangible personal property as long as it is capable of delivery, and it can confer 
ownership rights upon the person to whom delivery is made. Barron's 3rd. See Note.· 

Note: The bankrupt US Government pledged your body, labor, and property as 
collateral for a loan of credit (Federal Reserve Notes) using your birth certificate 
(negotiable document, docum~nt of title) as the security for the loan. 

PONZI SCHEME. (pon...:zee). A fraudulent investment scheme in which money contributed by 
later investors generates artificially high dividends for the original investors, whose example 
attracts even larger investments. • Money from the new investors is used directly to repay or 
pay interest to old investors, usu. without any operation or revenue-producing activity other 
than the continual raising of new funds. This scheme takes from Charles Ponzi, who in the 
late 1920's was convicted for fraudulentschemes he conducted in Boston. Black's ]'h, See 
"The Curse of Co-Suretyship" in P~rt I of this manual. 
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POSITIVE LAW. Law actually and specifically enacted or adopted by proper authority for the 
government of an organized jural society. Black's sth. 

POSSESSORY. Relating to possession; founded on possession; contemplating or claiming 
possession. Black's 15t. · 

POSSESSORY LIEN. A lien allowing the creditor to keep possession of the encumbered 
property until the debt is. satisfied. Black's ih. See "UCC 9-333. Priority of certain liens 
arising by operation of law." in this Glossary. 

Note: The new security agreement in this manual evidences a possessory lien 
(common-law lien) re certain eollateral, giving the secured party rig.ht ofpos~ession of 
every such item of a debtor's property until the obligation is satisfied. A possessory 
lien has priority over a security interest in goods. 

POSTLIMINIUM. A fiction of the civil law, by which persons or things taken by the enemy 
were restored to their former status on coming again under the power of the nation to which 
they formerly belonged .... Bouvier's ath. Compare postliminy. 

POSTLIMINY. "The right of 'postlimini,' says Vattel, is. that in virtue of which persons and 
things taken by the enemy are restored to their former state on coming actually ioto the 
power of the nation to which they belong .... " "Postliminy" is defined to be the principle of 
the law of nations under which property, if taken by the enemy in time of war, is restored to 
its former state upon coming again und~r the power of the nation to which it formerly 
belonged .. ., W&P, Vol. 33. Compar~ postliminium. 

PREFERRED. Possessing or accorded a priority, advantage, or privilege. Generally 
denoting a prior or superior cla.im or right of payment as against another thing of the same 
kind or class. Black's 4th. See stock. . . 

PRESENTMENT. . .. 2. A formal written accusation returned by a grand jury on its own 
initiative, without a prosecutor's previo.us indictment request. "A grand jury has only two 
functions, e.ither to indict or to rett,Jrn a 'no bill.' The. Constitution speaks also of a 
'presentment;' but this is a term with a distinct historical meaning now not well.understood. 
Historically presentment was the process by which .a grand jury initi~ted an independent 
investigation and asked that a charg~ be drawn to cover the facts should they constitute a 
crime. With United States attorneys now always available to advise grand juries, 
proceeding by presentment is now an outmoded practice. 1 Charles Alan Wright, Federal 
Practice and Procedure § 110, at 459 (3rd ed. 1999)." 3. The formal production of a 
negotiable instrument for acceptance or payment. "Presentment and dishonor occur, for 
instance, when the holder of a check attempts to cash it at the drawee bank but payment is 
refused because the drawer lacks su,fficient funds on deposit. The demand for payment is 
the presentment. The bank's refusal to pay is dishonor. 2 James J. White & RobertS. 
Summers, Uniform Commercial Code, § 16-8, at 100 (4th ed. 1995)." Black's ih. 
"Presentment" means a demand mad.e by or on behalf of a person entitled to enforce an 
instrument (1) to pay the instrument made to the drawee or a party obliged to pay the 
instrument, or in the case of a note or accepted draft payable at a bank, to the bank, or (2) 
to accept a draft made to the drawee.... UCC 3-501(a). . .. may be made by any 
commercially reasonable means, including an oral, written, or electronic communication; is 
effective when the demand for payment or acceptance is received by the person to whom 
presentment is made .... UCC 3-501(1). The production of a negotiable instrument [bill of 
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exchange] to the drawee for his acceptance, or to the drawer or acceptor for payment; or of 
a promissory note to the party liable, for payment of the same. Presentment is a demand 
for acceptance or payment made upon the maker, acceptor, drawee or other payor by or on 
behalf of the holder. U.C.C. § 3-504(1). Black's 6th. See Note, summary proceeding. 

Note: Notice that the identical terms are used in the definitions when speaking both 
of criminal matters and financial/commercial matters. In criminal matters, a bill, 
called a "true bill," is issued by the grand jury. A bill is a list of charges, both 
criminally and financially; a true bill is a list of charges that is sworn "true, correct, 
and complete" (affidavit). In financial matters, a presentment can only be one of the 
following: ( 1) a demand for payment of a negotiable instrument; (2) a demand for 
acceptance (of responsibility for payment/performance) re a negotiable instrument. 

PRESUMPTIONS; NATURE. Except as otherwise provided in section 1-202, the 
presumptions established by this code are presumptions affecting the burden of 
producing evidence. UCC 1-210. 

PRESUMPTION. A presumption is an assumption of fact that the law requires to be made 
from another fact or group of facts found or otherwise established in the action. A 
presumption is not evidence. A presumption is either conclusive or rebuttable. Every 
rebuttable presumption is either .(a) a presumption affecting the burden of producing 
evidence or (b) a presumption affecting the burden of proof. Black's 6th. A disputable 
presumption, called also an "inconclusive" or "rebuttable" presumption, is an inference of 
law which holds good until it is invalidated by proof or a stronger presumption. Black's 4th. 
See Note, disputable presumption, rebuttable presumption, legal fiction. 

Note: Re ownership of your TRADE NAME, a presumption of ownership was made 
and title thereto (birth certificate) was taken without knowledge and consent of both 
your mother and you. Such presumption is nullified via the publication of the 
copyright notice under common law, and is further amplified with the filing of a UCC 
Financing Statement. 

PRIORITY. Precedence; going before. A legal preference or precedence. When two 
persons have similar rights in respect of the same subject-matter, but one is entitled to 
exercise his right to the exclusion of the other, he is said to have priority. Black's 4th. 

PRIVATE BANK. An unincorporated banking institution owned by an individual or 
partnership and, depending on state statutes, subject to or free from state regulation. 
Black's 1st. See banker. 

PRIVATE BANKER. A private banker is one who conducts the business of banking without 
incorporation, and without any special privilege or authority of law (Perkins v. Smith, 116 
N.Y. 441; People v. Doty, 80 N.Y. 225). A private banker may, when not prohibited by law, 
conduct the business of banking, and may make such lawful contracts with his dealers in 
relation thereto, as to receiving and the repayment of money, as may be mutually agreed 
upon between the parties. A private banker, then, is one who conducts the business of 
banking without incorporation, or a fixed capital stock invested; which is by law required of 
all duly incorporated banks, excepting mutual savings banks which, under the law as 
enacted by some of the States, may become incorporations for the purpose of doing a 
savings bank business, without capital stock. Magee on Banks and Banking -· A Treatise 
on the Law of National and State Banks, 1906. 
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Note: Per 31 USC 5312(a)(2)(C) every private individual is a "financial institution" 
and a "private banker." In 'Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13 pet (US) 519, the court 
ruled, "A Private Individual has as much privilege as banks ... " 

PRIZE. In admiralty law. A vessel.or cargo, belonging to one of tvvo belligerent powers, 
apprehended or forcibly captured. at sea by a war vessel or privateer of the other belligerent, 
and claimed as enemy's property. and therefore liable to appropriation and condemnation 
under the laws of war. Black's 15

• See prize law, booty, vice~admiralty courts. · 

Note: Prize on land is called "booty." See booty. 

PRIZE LAW. The system of laws and rules applicable to the capture of prize at sea; its 
condemnation, rights of the captors, distribution of the proceeds, etc. Black's 15t. See vice
admiralty courts, booty. 

PROCEEDS. "Proceeds," except as used in subdivision (b) of Section 9609, means any of 
the following property (A) Whatever is acquired upon the sale, lease, license, exchange, or 
other disposition of .collateral. (B) Whatever is collected on, or distributed on account of, 
collateral. (C) Rights arising out of collateral. (D) To the extent ofthe value of the collateral, 
claims arising out of the loss, .nonconformity, or interference with the use of, defects or 
infringement of rights in, or damage 'to, .. the collateral. (E) To the extent of the value of the 
collateral and to the extent payable to the debtor or the secured party, insurance payable by 
reason of the loss or nonconformity of, defects or infringement of rights in, or damage to, 
the collateral. UCC 9-102(a)(64). Anything that is used to guarantee the payment of a loan 
or the fulfillment of some other obligation. WSUG . 

.PROMISE. "Promise" means a written undertaking to pay money signed by the person 
undertaking to pay. An acknowledgment of an obligation by the obligor is not a promise 
unless the obligor also undertakes to. pay the obligation." UCC 3-103(9). · 

PROMISSORY NOTE. "Promissory note"* means an instrument that evidences a promise 
to pay a monetary obligation, does not evidence an order to pay, and does not contain an 
acknowledgment by a bank that the bank has received for deposit a sum of money or funds. 
UCC 9-102(~)(65). A note; a kind. of negotiable instrument wherein the maker agrees 
(promises) to pay a sum certain at a definite time. Barron's 3rd. See Note. 

*" ... What they [banks] do when theymake loans is to accept promissory notes in 
exchange for credits to the· borrowers' transaction accounts .... " Modern Money 
Mechanics, page 6, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, 1992. 

Note: )'Promissory no~e·; is synonymous with "note." The last section of the first 
definition above tacitly acknowledges that a "borrower's" promissory note 
constitutes funds/money. Banks do not loan substance. Per banking regulations 
and "generally accepted accounting principles" banks are forbidden from loaning the 
bank's assets and likewise the assets of the bank's d~positors. As confirmed in the 
above excerpt from Modern Money Mechanics, The signed promissory note 
constitutes the sole source of the funds that are "loaned" for the benefit of the 
"borrower." No substance is !paned. The so-called "transaction account" referenced 
in the above. excerpt from Modern Money Mechanics goes on the bank's books 
exactly as a demand deposit (checking, savings, passbook, time) account would. 
The "borrower''/customer is actually the lender' and creditor of the bank; the bank is 
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actually the borrower and debtor of the customer. The bank issues a "pretend loan" 
which is actually the borrower's/depositor's own funds taken from the "transaction 
account" created upon the "borrower's"/customer's execution of the promissory 
note and the bank's subsequent "deposit" of the promissory note (the "money") 
into the account. See House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. 

PROPER. Gram. a. (of a name, noun, or adjective) designating a particular person or thing, 
written in English with an initial capital letter: John, Chicago, Monday, American .... ACED. 
in grammar, used to designate a specific individual, place, etc.: Donald, Rover, Boston, etc. 
are proper nouns, written with an initial capital letter. WEBSTER'S NEW TWENTIETH 
CENTURY DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, Unabridged Second Edition, 1975. 

Note: A true name has an initial capital letter only. There is no provision in the rules 
of English grammar for proper nouns to be written any other way, including an all
capital letters format. An all-capital letters name is a legal artifice, existing only "by 
force of or in contemplation of law." See capital letter, all-capital letters-written, 
artificial. 

PROP/A PERSONA. See in propia persona. 

PROPOSAL. "Proposal" means a record authenticated by a secured party that includes the 
terms on which the secured party is willing to accept collateral in full or partial satisfaction of 
the obligation it secures pursuant toiSections 9620, 9621, and 9622. UCC 9-t02(a)(66). 

PROTEST .... A notarial act, being a formalstatement in writing made by a notary under his 
seal of office, at the request of a • holder of a bill or note, in which such bill or note is 
described, and it is declared that the same was on a certain day presented for payment (or 
acceptance, as the case may be,) and that such payment Or acceptance was refused, and 
stating the reasons, if any, given for' such refusal, whereupon the notary protests against all 
parties to such instrument, and declares that they will be held responsible for all loss or 
damage arising from its dishonor.... Black's 1st. 

PROVE. "Prove" with respect to a fact means to meet the burden of establishing the fact 
(subdivision (8) of Section 1-201). WCC 3-103(10). 

PUBLIC. adj. Pertaining to a state, nation, or whole community; proceeding from, relating 
to, or affecting the whole body of J!)eople or an entire community. Open to all; notorious. 
Common to all or many; general; open to common use. Belonging to the people at large; 
relating to or affecting the whole people of a state, nation, or community; not limited or 
restricted to any particular class of the community. Black's 6th. "That vast multitude, which 
includes the ignorant, the unthinking, and the credulous, who in making a purchase, do not 
stop to analyze, but are governed by general appearance and General impressions. J. W 
Collins Co. v. F.M. Paist Co. (DCPa) 14 F2d614). Ballentine's Law Dictionary. 

PUBLIC CORPORATION. Public corporations are those which are exclusively instruments 
of the public jnterest. Bouvier's 8th. An artificial person ... created for the administration of 
public affairs. Unlike a private corporation it has no protection against legislative acts 
altering or even repealing its charter. Instrumentalities created by state, formed and owned 
by it in public interest, supported in whole or in part by public funds, and governed by 
managers, deriving their authority from state. Black's 6th. See Note. 
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PUBLIC DEBT. That which is due or 0wing by the government. Bouvier's 6th. 

PUBLIC ENEMY. This word, us~d in the singular number, designates a nation at war with the 
United States, and includes every m~mber of such nation. To make a public enemy, the 
government of the foreign country must be at war with the United States; for a mob, 
howsoever numerous it may be, or robbers, whoever they may be, are never considered as 
a public enemy. Bouvier's 6th. See Note. 

Note: Declared public enemif!S of the United States are, by definition, citizens of a 
foreign country/nation. 

PUBLIC LAW. That branch or department of law which is concerned with the state in its 
political or sovereign capacity, includ;ing constitutional. and administrative law, and with the 
definition, regulation, and enforcement of rights in cases where the state is regarded as the 
subject of the right or object·of the duty,----,including criminal law and criminal procedure,
and the law of the state, considered in its quasi-private personality, i.e. as capable of 
holding and exercising rights, or acquiring and dealing with property, in the character of an 
individual. Black's 15

t. See Note. 

Note: If the term "state" is meant to designate a "government" associated with a 
collective "body politic," it is a: fictitious entity and therefore cannot be sovereign. In 
Juilliard v. Greenman, (1884) 110 U.S. 421, the Supreme Court states: 

"Congress can exercise no power by virtue of any supposed inherent 
sovereignty in the General Government. Indeed, it may be doubted whether 
the power can be correctly s.aid to appertain to sovereignty in any proper 
sense as an attribute of an independent political community. The power to 
commit violence, perpetrate injustice, take private property by force without 
compensation to the owner, and compel the re~eipt of promises to pay in 
place of money, may be exercised, as it often has been, by irresponsible 
authority, but it cannot be considered as belonging to a government founded 
upon law. But be that as it may, there is no such thing as a power of inherent 
sovereignty in the Government of the United States." 

The fact that Black's states "the state in its ... sovereign capacity" tacitly confirms that 
every man and woman is a state, as only a real being with free will can be sovereign. 

PUBLIC POLICY. 1. Broadly, principles and standards regarded by the legislature or the 
courts as being of fundamental co11cern to the state and he whole of society. • Courts 
sometimes use the term to justify ' their decisions, as when declaring a contract void 
because it is "contrary to public pplicy." 2. More narrowly, the principle that a person 
should not do anything that would tend to injure the public at large. Black's ih. 
Community common sense and common conscience, extended and applied throughout the 
state to matter of public morals, health, safety, welfare, and the like; it is that general and 
well-settled public opinion relating to man's plain, palpable duty to his. fellowmen, having 
due regard to all circumstances of each particular relation and situation. Black's 6th. Public 
policy is manifested by public acts, legislative and judicial, and not by private opinion, 
however eminent.... It is said to be determined from legislative declarations, or, in their 
absence, from judicial decisions. Bouvier's 8th. See Note, public law. 
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Note: ·A general concept, taking in the whole of society considered as a single, 
abstract, collective entity, as contrasted with the same benevolent principles applied 
on behalf of individual members of society. The "public" cannot be harmed; only 
individual men and women can be harmed. Since Erie Railroad vTompkins in 1938, 
shortly after the declared bankruptcy of the United States Government, we have had 
only public policy, not public law. The above definition from Black's 6th (1990) 
cannot be found in Black's 4th (1957), which was printed at the time the subject of 
public policy was being implemented and replacing public law. I.e. the switch has 
taken place and the institution of "public policy" is now entrenched. E.g. as well as 
the "UCLA School of Law" tnere is also a "UCLA School of Public Policy and Social 
Research." Look around and see for yourself. 

PUBLIC PROPERTY. That which is dedicated to the use of the public, and/or that over 
which the state has dominion and control. Thus the term may be used either to describe 
the use to which the property is put, or to describe the character of its ownership. Barron's 
3rd. 

PUBLIC VESSEL. One owned and used by a nation or government for its public service, 
whether in its navy, its revenue service, or otherwise. Black's ath. See Note. 

Note: Your corporately colored TRADE NAME may be construed as a vessel, a 
public vessel, and is used by the US Government in its revenue service and 
otherwise. See vessel. 

PURCHASE. "Purchase" includes taking by sale, discount negotiation, mortgage, pledge, 
lien, issue or re-issue, gift, or any other voluntary transaction creating an interest in 
property. UCC 1-201 (32). The term "purchase" includes any contract to purchase or 
otherwise acquire. Securities Exchange Act 3. See Note. 

PURCHASE MONEY SECURITY INTEREST. A secured interest which is created when a 
buyer uses the money of the lender to make the purchase and immediately gives to the 
lender a security interest. UCC 9.,;107. Compare security interest. See Note. 

Note: When you borrow to purchase a new automobile, the "purchase money" for 
the car comes from the lending bank. The lending bank is listed on the certificate of 
title as "Lien Holder." This is a designation of the lending bank's purchase money 
security interest in the car; The funny thing is, however, when a loan takes place 
at a Federal Reserve Member-bank "the money of the lender" does not come from 
the "lender''/bank; it comes from the borrower. Banks do not loan their own money; 
i.e. no account belonging to the bank is debited in the loan transaction. The banker 
does a banker's acceptance of the borrower's promissory note (cash) and "loans" it 
back to the "borrower'' at interest: 

" ... What they [banks] do when they make loans is to accept promissory notes 
in exchange for credits to the borrowers' transaction accounts .... " Modern 
Money Mechanics, page 6, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago; 1992. 

RANSOM. (Heb. i!:l:l, kofer) The compensation required to avoid bodily punishment or to 
free oneself from an undesirable state or condition (lsa. 43:3). The term kofer is related to 
the Akkadian kaparu ("to wipe off') or kuppuru ("to expiate"). The substitution for a penal 
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sum for corporal punishment was wi~espread in the ancient world. Thus, the Hittite Code 
provides for fixed damages for bodily harm; and the Bedouin, too, allowed for ransom as an 
alternative to blood vengeance. Except in th~ case of murder (NI.Jm. 35:31-34), the 
Israelites followed this practice ... too, though fixed sums do not seem to have existed in early 
times. Instead the principle of "measure for measure" was employed (Ex. 21 :36; Lev. 
24:18), together with specific standards for determining the compensation (Ex. 21:19; 
22:16). Later, set amounts were established (Deut. 22:29), such as the "redemption" fees 
for those consecrated to YHWH (Lev. 27). To pe distinguished from kofer in the sense of 
"ransom," which is paid to an aggrieved party, is kofer in the sense of "bribe,'' which is paid 
to a judge in the hope of influencing his decision (I Sam. 12:3; Amos 5:12). See also 
"Captives, Ransoming of. Encyclopaedia Judaica, 1972. Compare redemption. 

REAL PARTY IN INTEREST. The person who will be entitled to benefits of a :court action if 
successful; one who is actually and substantially interested in the subject matter, as 
opposed to one who has only a nominal, formal, or technical interest in or connection with it. 
Barron's 3rd. See Real Party of Interest. 

REAL PARTY OF INTEREST. See Note. 

Note: This term is not defined in law dictionaries, just as "Federal Reserve Notes" is 
notdefined. Big Brother's operation cannot withstand the light of day, and so, must 
remain in the shadows. The Real Party/Parties of Interest are unknown. A Real 
Party in Interest, defined directly above, is merely an intermediate link in the chain. 
The actual boss is the Real Party of Interest. 

REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION. An ordinary presumption which must, as a matter of law, 
be made once certain facts have been proved, and which is thus said to establish a prima 
facie conclusion; it may be rebutted or overcome through the introduction of contrary 
evidence, but if it is not, it become~ conclusive. After rebutting evidence is introduced, 
under prevailing doctrine the competing facts are weighed on their own merits, without 
further reference to the presumption. Barron's 3rd. See also disputable presumption, 
presumption, legal fiction. 

RECORD. "Record," except as used ,in "for record," "of record," "recor~ or legal. title," and 
"record owner," means information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or which is stored 
in an electronic or other medi1,.1m and is retrievable in perceivable form. UCC 9-1 02(a)(69). 

REDEEM. [< L redimere buy back, re + -imere to buy, variant of emere, to purchase] To 
buy back. To free property or article ;from mortgage or pledge by paying the debt for which 
it stood as security. To repurchase in a literal sense; as, to redeem one's land from a tax
sale. It implies the existence of a debt and means to rid property of that encumbrance. 
Black's 6th. 

REDEMPTION. Salvation from the states or circumstances that destroy the value of human 
existence or human existence itself .. The word "redeemer" and its related terms "redeem" 
and "redemption" appear in the Bible some 130 times and are derived from two Hebrew 
roots: pdh (i1"'H>) and g~l ('m~). Though used to describe divine activity as well, they arose in 
ordinary .human affairs and it is in this context in which they must :first be understood, Pdh 
is the more general of the two, with cognates* of related meaning in Akkadian, Arabic, and 
Ethiopic. It belongs to the domain of commercial Jaw, and refers to the payment of an 
equivalent for what is released or secured. The verb pdh, unlike g'/, indicates nothing about 
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the relation of the agent to the object of redemption, which in the Bible is always a person 
or another living being. Its usage does not differ in cultic activity from that of a normal 
commercial transaction. In both cases a person or an animal is released in return for 
money or an acceptable replacement (cf. Ex. 13:13; 34:20; Lev. 27:27; I Sam. 14:45 with 
Ex. 21:7-8; Lev. 19:20; Job 6:23). G'/ is more restricted in usage and does not appear to 
have cognates in other Semitic languages. It is connected with family law and reflects the 
Israelite conception of the importance of preserving ttie solidarity of the clan. The go'el 
("redeemer") is the next of kin who acts to maintain the vitality of his extended family group 
by preventing any breaches from occurring in it. Thus he acquires the alienated property of 
his kinsman (Lev. 25:25) or purchases it when it is in danger of being lost to a stranger (cf. 
Jer. 32:6ff.).... While the Bible uses both padah and ga'a/ for redemption, the Talmud 
applies padah to ransom (see * .Ransom) and ga'al to redemption.... Encyclopaedia 
Judaica, 1972. See Note. Compare ransom. See pay, payment. 

*COGNATE. A person or thing related in origin. 

Note: Per Encyclopaedia Judaica, the subject of Redemption belongs in the 
"domain of commercial law"; has to do with payment of an equivalent for "what is 
released or secured"; is essentially commercial in nature, even if "cultic" (religious, 
sacred), and wherein "a person or an animal is released in return for money or an 
acceptable substitute." 

REGISTER. [< L regere to rule; rex king] To record formally and exactly; to enroll; to enter 
precisely in a list or the like. Black's sth. See Note, reify. 

Note: From the Latin, regere to rule; rex king. Essentially, to register is to "king-ify" 
or to "ruler-ify" oneself or one's property; i.e. to submit and place oneself/one's 
property in a position to be subjected/owned/controlled/regulated, thus facilitating 
taxation. "And it came to pass in those days, that there went out: a decree from 
Caesar Augustus, that all the world should' be taxed." Luke 2:1, Holy Bible (King 
James Version). Registration is the necessary step before taxation. 

REGISTERED. Denoting cattle, horses, dogs, etc., having pedigrees verified and filed by 
authorized associations of breeders. Webster's. 

REIF. A robbery. Cowell. Black's 4th. See reification, reify. 

REI FICA TION. The embodiment of a right to the payment of money in an instrument so that 
transfer of the instrument transfers also the right. The term can also refer generally to the 
embodiment of any other property in a writing, which writing represents the property. 
Black's 6th. See reif, reify. · 

Note: What was once known as simple highway robbery, a reif, is how known as 
reification, or the "registration" of the property-in the juristic TRADE NAME of your 
straw man, of course. Consulting the words "reif' and "reify," one can see that 
government has given itself license to overtly rob and steal from its "subjects" 
(TRADE NAMES) under the euphemism "reification," another term for "registration" 
(per UCC 9-302, registration constitutes surrender of legal title to the property 
registered; an act which precludes the necessity for the registrar (agent for the 
secured-party government) to file a UCC Financing Statement against the registrant 
(debtor) to perfect the security interest in the property. 
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REIFY. [f. L re(s) thing + -(I)FY] v.t. to convert into or regard as a concrete thing: to reify an 
abstract concept. ACED. See Note, reif, Note at register. 

Note: This term is essentially, identical in concept with the word "register," literally 
translated means: to "king-ify,'' or "ruler-ify" oneself or one's property. The "abstract 
concept" that "someone else can claim your body, labor, property, and wealth" is 
converted into a reality when you/your property are/is registered, a phenomenon 
known as a reif/robbery. The fact of registration obviates the need forthe registrar 
to file a financing statement against the registrant/debtor re the property in question. 

REMEDY. "Remedy" means any remedial right to which an aggrieved party is entitled. with 
or without resort to a tribunal. UCC 1-201 (34). Remedy is the means by which the 
violation of a right is prevented, redressed, or compensated. Black's 1st. New. The 
purpose is to make it clear that both remedy and rights (as defined) include those remedial 
rights of "self help" which are among the most important bodies of rights under this Act, 
remedial rights being those which an aggrieved party can resort on his own motion. UCC 
1-201 (34). Compare rights. See excerpt from speech by Theodore Roosevelt at beginning 
of this book, corporation sole. 

REMITTER. "Remitter" means a person who purchases an instrument from its issuer if the 
instrument is payable to an identified person other than the purchaser. UCC 3-1 03(11 ). 

RES. Lat. In the civil law. A thing; ~n object. As a term of the law, this word has a very 
wide and extensive signification, including not only things Which are objects of property, but 
also such as are not capable of individual ownership.... And in old English law it is said to 
have a general import, comprehending both corporeal and incorporeal things of whatever 
kind, nature, or species .... By "res," according to the modern civilians, is meanteverything 
that may form an object of rights, in qpposition to "persona," which is regarded as a subject 
of rights. "Res," therefore, in its general meaning, comprises actions of all kinds; while in its 
restricted sense it comprehends every object of right, except actions .... This has reference 
to the fundamental division of the Institutes, that all law relates either to persons, to things, 
or to actions.... In modern usage, the term is particularly applied to an object, subject 
matter, or status, considered as the defendant in an action, or as an object against which, 
directly, proceedings are taken. Thus, in a prize case*, the captured vessel is "the res." 
And proceedings of this character are: said to be in rem. (See IN PERSONAM, IN REM.) "Res" 
may also denote the action or proceeding, as when a cause, when not between adversary 
parties, is entitled "In re -•-. -." Black's 1st. See Note, in personam, in rem. 

*PRIZE LAW. The system of laws and rules applicable to the capture of prize** at sea; 
its condemnation, rights of the 'Captors, distribution of the proceeds, etc. Black's 1st. 

**PRIZE. In admiralty law. A vessel or cargo, belonging to one of two belligerent 
powers, apprehended or forcibly captured at sea by a war vessel or privateer of the 
other belligerent, and claimed as enemy's property, and therefore liable to 
appropriation and condemnation under the laws of war. Black's 1st. Compare 
booty. See vice admiralty courts. 

Note: Your straw man. is a "vessel" under admiralty law, and also a prize in war (war 
was officially declared against American citizens by the US Government under FOR 
in the Amendatory Act of March 9, 1933 (a/kla Emergency Banking Relief Act) to the 
Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917. Prize on land is called "booty." 
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RES JUDICATA. A matter adjudged; a thing judicially acted upon or decided; a thing or 
matter settled by judgment. ... Black's 1st. 

RESIDENCE. The act or fact of living or regularly staying at or in some place for the 
discharge of a debt or the enjoyment of a benefit." Merriam-Webster's Online Dictionary, 
2002. 

RESOURCES. Money or any property that can be converted to meet needs; means of 
raising money or supplies; capabilities of raising wealth or to supply necessary wants; 
available means or capability of any kind. Black's 6th. See Note. 

Note: The government looks upon "Department of Health and Human Resources" 
as just that. 

RETAIL. To sell by small parcels, and not in the gross. To sell in small quantities. Black's 
1st. Compare wholesale. 

REVENUE. As applied to the income of a government, this is a broad and gene'ral term, 
including all public monies which the state collects and receives; from whatever source, and 
in whatever manner. Black's 1st. See Note. · 

Note: Government income-revenue-. is a "re-venue" of funds from the private 
venue into the public venue. 

REVENUE AGENT. Any duly authorized Commonwealth Internal Revenue Agent of the 
Department of the Treasury of Puerto Rico. 27 CFR § 250.11. See Note below. 

Note: The above is the only definition of "Revenue Agent" in all of the Code of 
Federal Regulations and elsewhere (Puerto Rico is a Commonwealth). The IRS is 
ensconced in a private trust (Puerto Rico Trust # 62) that operates out of Puerto 
Rico. A Revenue Agent is an unregistered foreign agent operating on American 
soil in violation of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938. "Secretary of the 
Treasury" is an abbreviation of the actual title, "Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto 
Rico." See Secretary, Internal Revenue Service. 

REVISED ARTICLE 9. [Revised] "Article 9 governs any transaction that creates a security 
interest in personal property or fixtures by contract, consignments, agricultural liens, sales 
of accounts, chattel paper, payment intangibles, promissory notes and other ucc security 
interests. Section 9-109." William C. Smith, ABA (American Bar Association) Journal, 
August 2001, page 53. 

RIGHT(S). "Rights" includes remedies. UCC 1-201(36). As a noun, and taken in a 
concrete sense; a right signifies a power, privilege, faculty, or demand, inherent in one 
person and incident upon another. "Rights" are defined generally as "powers of free 
action." And the primal rights pertaining to men are undoubtedly enjoyed by human beings 
purely as such, being grounded in pen:;onality, and existing antecedently to their recognition 
by positive law. But leaving the abstract moral sphere, and giving to the term a juristic 
content, a "right" is well defined as "a capacity residing in one man of controlling, with the 
assent and assistance of the state,, the actions of others." Black's 1st~ Compare remedy. 
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Note: Rights can only descend upon one in a corporate capacity and are inescapably 
linked with remedy. The concept of a remedy-the alter ego of a right-immediately 
involves corporate entities and officers, with the aggrieved party accessing his rights. 
Autonomous, sovereign being!s neither have nor need "rights," and a true sovereign 
neither relies on, nor draws fmm, nor hopes for the slightest shred of a right. Rather, 
a sovereign governs himself/herself without intervention of any party other than God, 
and exercises the power that inheres within him/her without compunction.57 See 
corporation sole, quote from Theodore Roosevelt under "On Sovereigns" at the 
beginning of this book. 

ROMAN CIVIL LAW. See Note. 

Note: There are fundamentally only two kinds of law in human society: "real law," of 
which original English common law, as well as commercial law, are particular 
cultural styles and developments, and "Roman civil law." The latter is a perversion 
of the former. Common law and commercial law, as expressions of real law 
pertaining to free, sovereign people, are independent of organized gevemments. In 
common law, for instance, a king cannot access, without permission; the meanest 
commoner's hovel, which is the source of the phrase: "A man's home is his castle." 
Roman civil law is the "law" of government rulers-kings, princes, emperors, 
dictators, etc. Over the centuries governments have usurped the forms, trappings, 
and genius of common law and commercial law, transmuting them into forms of 
Roman civil law as tools of rulership. The spirit of truth, fairness, and justice of real 
law have been stifled and distorted from their just intent into means to implement 
tyranny. 

The principles of both real law and Roman Civil Law are simple. Real law is 
expression of two fundamental precepts: 

1) Every man has free will and is therefore sovereign over himself and his own 
domain. A man is fully' entitled to do whatever he wishes with his life except 
transgress against the similar inherent right of others. A man who damages 
another loses his sovereignty proportionate with that which is necessary to 
provide rectitude and recompense for the one wronged. In short: "Thou shalt 
not transgress against the rights of thy neighbor." 

2) All social intercourse, both express (written, bilateral) and implied (unwritten, 
ratified by acts not signature), is contract. Therefore, whatever contracts you 
enter into you are obligated to fulfill. 

Roman Civil Law has but one; principle: 

"The will oHhe ruler has the force and effect of law." 
' 

All human governments are necessarily some form of Roman Civil. Law, because 
no basis in real law can exist fbr any "ruler'' to "rule" (i.e. to usurp, enforced by force, 
the rights, options, or property of) another man. Also, the fact that all life is contract 
is the source of the timeless maxim of law: Contract makes the law. This maxim is 
found in virtually every culture. language, and legal system in the world. All law, 

57 Compunction: Anxiety arising from guilt. 
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both express and implied, is inherently contract. An express contract is formalized in 
writing, specifying the various rights and duties of the parties and all.the terms and 
conditions. upon which the parties agree, with the voluntary consent of each party 
indicated by his signature. An implied contract is ratified by act instead of signature. 
An implied contract is formed, for instance, when one goes into .a restaurant and 
orders a meal. Although no written contract is signed, a contract is formed 
nonetheless by the act of ordering and consuming the meal, on the basis of which 
one.non-verbally consents to pay for it. 

Roman Civil Law functions chiefly by implied contract, ratified by the presumed 
"implied assent" of the "ruled" through: (1) omitting to assert.and preserve their own 
rights and freedom vis-a-vis the ruler; (2) accepting "benefits" that the government 
offers, thereby incurring whatever obligations are contractually implied by the 
acceptance. The creditors of the bankrupt US Government operate against you via 
the presumption that they hold legal title of the property registered on the birth 
document/certificate, and thereafter the mirror-image TRADE NAME, and that it is an 
open-ended Hen against your rights, property, and labor as security to pay on the 
national debt. Redemption of the birth certificate and TRADE NAME eliminates all 
other claims concerning each. · 

SALE. . .. a "sale" consists in the passing of title. from the seller to the buyer for a price 
(Section 2-401 ). A "present sale" means a sale which is accomplished by the making of the 
contract. UCC 2.,1 06(1 ). 

SECRETARY. The Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico. · 27 CFR § 250.11. 
Ratification of acts of President and Secretary of the Treasury under section 95a - "The 
actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations heretofore or hereafter taken, 
promulgated, made, or issued by the President of the United States or the Secretary of the 
Treasury since March 4, 1933, pursuant to the authority conferred by section 95a of this 
title, are approved and confirmed." 12 USC 95b. See Note, Revenue Agent. 

Note: The title "Secretary of the Treasury" is an abbreviation of the actual title: 
"Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico." IRS is domiciled in Puerto Rico under 
Puerto .Rico Trust# 62, which makes Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico, Paul 
H. O'Neill, Trustee thereof.. Secretary of the Treasury is not a U.S. government 
employee. He is an unregistered foreign agent operating in America in violation of 
the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, and is the receiver in bankruptcy 
(Reorganization Plan No. 26 (1950), Title 5 USC 903, Public Law 94-564, Legislative 
History, page 5967) for the U.S. Government on behalf of the Federal Reserve 
creditors, and the· Governor of both World Bank and International Monetary Fund, 
which are headquartered in Washington, D.C. As is easily discernible from the 
second cite above from 12 USC 95b, Secretary of the Treasury is openly accorded 
equal status with the President of the U.nited States re all "actions; regulations, rules, 
licenses, orders and proclamations," thus confirming the Secretary's receiver status 
over United States. 

The Department of the Treasury's web site states that "The Secretary oversees the 
activities of the Department in ... serving as the financial agent for the United States 
Government.. .. " Treasury Department claims a number of "bureaus" through which 
the Secretary administers the Chapter 11 bankruptcy: Comptroller of the Currency; 
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center; Internal Revenue Service; United States 
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Secret Service; United States Customs Service; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and 
Firearms; Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN); Treasury Forfeiture 
Fund; Bureau of the Public Debt; United States Mint; Financial Management Service; 
Bureau ofEngraving and Printing; Office of Thrift Supervision; United States Savings 
Bonds Division; and .Community Development Financial Institutions. Each bureau is 
assigned and engaged in its own "mission" (military objective) ascribed by the 
Secret~ry and openly publishes such. These bureaus and the personnel operating 
within them are unregistered foreign agencies and agents on American soil, also in 
violati<m of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938. The identifier, "United 
States," is not a part of the official title for either "Department of the Treasury" or 
"SecrE~tary of the Treasury." 

In the popular TV series "Mission: Impossible" (and in the movies by the same 
name), after "Mr. Phelps" (or his motion-picture counterpart) receives his instructions 
for the~ next "impossible mission," the voice announces "Your mission, should you 
decide to accept it, ... " and later, in the event that Mr. Phelps or his Impossible 
Mission Team are caught, the admonishment: "the 'Secretary' will disavow all 
knowiE!dge of you and your team ... " A mission (see mission) is "a specific task or 
objective assigned to a member of a military unit, or the unit itself." The Secretary is 
Secretary of the Treasury of Puerto Rico, a/kla Secretary of the Treasury, presently 
Paul H. O'Neill, who runs the de facto military units under him in military-style 
"missions" with his Impossible Mission Force, a/kla "IMF," a/kla "International 
Monetary Fund" (of which O'Neill is governor); and also by managing each "IMF ," i.e. 
"Individual Master File," in the Puerto Rico-based IRS, and of which there is one 
Individual Master File for every "citizen of the United States"-TRADE NAME with a 
Social Security Account Number printed on a Social Security card along with the 
straw man's all-capital-letters nom de guerre (war name, see nom de guerre, Mark 
of the Beast) TRADE NAME printed thereon. The Wizard has owned outright the 
United States Government since 1933, and has "owned" Hollywood, an 
indispEmsable resource in achieving the "Impossible Mission," since 1938. 

SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. See Note, Secretary. 

Note: An abbreviated form of the actual title, "Secretary of The Treasury of Puerto 
Rico." 

SECURED PARTY. "Secured party" means any of the following: (A) A person in whose 
favor a security interest is created or provided for under a security agreement, whether or 
not any obligation to be secured is outstanding. (B) A person that holds an agricultural lien. 
(C) A consignor. (D) A person to which accounts, chattel paper, payment intangibles, or 
promissory notes have been sold. (E) A trustee, indenture trustee, agent, collateral agent, 
or other repmsentative in whose favor a security interest or agricultural lien is created or 
provided for. (F) A person that holds a security interest arising under Section 2401, 2505, 
4210, or 5118, or under subdivision (3) of Section 2711 or subdivision (5) of Section 10508. 
UCC 9-102(a)(72). A person or business that has a legal right to designated money and/or 
goods of another. WSUG. 

SECURITIES. Stock certificates, bonds or other evidence of a secured indebtedness or of a 
right created in the holder to participate in the profits or assets distribution of a profit-making 
enterprise; more generally, written assurances for the return or payment of money; 
instruments ~Jiving to their legal holders right to money or other property. 'As such, 
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securities have value and are used in regular channels of commerce. The basic jurpose 
of the sale of securities is to raise capital for business and government. Barron's 3r . 

SECURITY AGREEMENT. "Security agreement" means an agreement that creates or 
provides for a security interest. UCC 9,.102(a)(73). An agreement granting a creditor a 
security interest in personal property, which security interest is normally perfected either 
by the creditor taking possession of the collateral or by filing financing statements in the 
proper public records. Black's 6th. See attach, security interest, fidelity bond, 
possessory lien. 

SECURITY INTEREST. "Security interest" means an interest in personal property or 
fixtures which secures payment or performance of an obligation.... UCC 1,.201 (37)(a). 
Interest in property obtained pursuant to security agreement. Black's 6th. Lien created by 
an agreement. Bankruptcy Code § 101. The legal right of one party to take, possess, or 
use the pledged money and/or goods of a second party if the second party does not fulfill its 
obligation to the first party. WSUG. See attach, security agreement, perfection of 
security interest. 

SENATE DOCUMENT NO. 43, 73Ro CONGRESS, 1sr SESSION. (March 9- June 16, 1933) 
" ... The ownership of all property is in the State; individual so,.called ownership is only by 
virtue of government, i.e. law amounting to mere user; and use must be in accordance with 
law and subordinate to the necessities of the State." See Note, "in this state," Conference 
of Governors, March 6, 1933. 

Note: A likely source of the foregoing is Bernard M. Baruch, The Knickerbocker 
Press, Albany, N.Y., Augusta, 1918: 

"We are living in a highly organized state of socialism. The state is all; the 
individual is of importance only as he contributes to the welfare of the state. 
His property is only his as the state does not need it. He must hold his life 
and his possessions at the call of the state." 

) 

All objects and spaces, and tangible and intangible property, including "money," in 
America and most of the world, represent debf.-that is, all such things that have not 
presently been claimed under the UCC by a Redemptor (sovereign). Non,. 
sovereigns are "mere users" of everything they "own." Everything is "legally" owned 
by the State .. If yoLI do not believe this, just stop paying property taxes or automobile 
registration fees and see what happens. Read in the background of the annual 
renewal sticker (with the year printed on it) on the license plate of your car. It says 
"Official Use Only." The state holds a perfected security interest in your car because 
you chose to register it with the DMV [see UCC 9,.303]. Basically, the state has the 
assets (title), and the "owner'' has the liabilities (accountability for use)-unless, of 
course, the owner captures his or her straw man and sets things straight. If you 
examine the Vehicle Code of your state you will find that there is no code/law 
requiring registration of any automobile that is not used for the "transportation of 
persons or property for hire or compensation." Registration of an automobile with 
the Department of Motor Vehicles is legal identification of the character of the 
property, i.e. non-private, and is strictly voluntary ... 

SEND. "Send," in connection with a record or notification, means to do either of the 
following: (A) To deposit in the mail, deliver for transmission, or transmit by any other usual 
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means of communication, with postage or cost of transmission provided for, addressed to 
any address reasonable under the circumstances. (B) To cause the record or notification to 
be rece.ived within the time that it would have been received if properly sent under 
subparagraph (A). UCC 9-102(a)(74). 

SERVICEMAF~K. A name, phrase, or other device used to identify and distinguish the 
services of a certain provider. • Servicemarks identify and afford protection to intangible 
things such ~:ts services, as distinguished from the protection already provided for marks 
affixed to tangible things such as goods and products. - Often shortened to mark. - Also 
spelled service mark; service-mark. Cf. TRADEMARK (1). Black's 7'h. See Note. Compare 
trademark, nnark. 

SETOFF, SET-OFF. A debtor's right to reduce the amount of a debt by any sum the creditor 
owes the debtor; the counterbalancing sum owed by the creditor. Black's ih. A counter
claim or cross-demand; a claim or demand which the defendant in an action sets off 
against the cllaim of the plaintiff, as being his due, whereby he may extinguish the plaintiff's 
demand, either in whole or in part, according to the amount of the set-off.. Set-off is a 
defense whic:h goes not to the justice of the plaintiff's demand, but sets up a demand 
against the pllaintiff to counterbalance his in whole or in part. Black's 11it. See Note, action, 
defendant. 

SEVEN-POINT INSTRUMENTS. See Note. 

Note: In commercial law, any document or instrument (including legal briefs, 
securities, promissory notes, affidavits, and contracts) must contain seven (7) 
essential elements to be valid. If any of these elements is missing the paper is 
commercially defective, void, or expressly fraudulent. These essential elements are: 

1. Accurate identification of the parties to the instrument, contract, or dispute. 

2. Nature and content of the allegations or claims set forth with particularity. 

3. Ledgering-accounting of the remedy or relief sought as recompense or 
compensation for specific wrongs or contractual violations or defaults. 

4. Evidence of solvency-identification .of the property soughVpledged as the 
stakes over which the dispute occurs, to be forfeited to the prevailing party 
to pay the debVdamage and satisfy the judgment. 

5. Facts and law-. specific laws violated and facts set in evidence by exhibit. 

6. Certification-statement under oath by party asserting an allegation or 
claim that everything asserted is "true, correct, and complete," whether 
criminal or civil. 

7. Witnesses-third party certification substantiating the legal identity of the 
party executing the instrument (notary): 

SIGHT DRAFT. A bill of exchange for the immediate payment of money. Barron's 3rd. A bill 
of exchange for the immediate collection.of money. Black's 6th. 

~ / 
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SIGNATURE. (a) A person is not liable on an instrument unless (1) the person signed the 
instrument, or (2) the person is represented by an agent or representative who signed the 
instrument and the signature is binding on the represented person under section 3402. (b) .A 
signature may be made (1) manually or by means of a device or machine and (2) by the use 
of any name, including a trade or assumed name, or by a word, mark, or symbol executed 
or adopted by a person with present intention to authenticate a writing. UCC 3-401. 

SIGNED. "Signed" includes any symbol executed or adopted by a party with present 
intention to authenticate a writing. UCC 1-201 (39). 

SLAVE. 1 . A person who is wholly subject to the will of another; one who has no freedom 
of action, but whose person and services are wholly under the control of another. 2. One 
who is under the power of a ·master, and who belongs to him; so the master may sell and 
dispose of his person, of his industry, and. of his labor, without his being able to do anything, 
have anything, or acquire anything, but what must belong to his master. Civ.Code La. 1838, 
art. 35. Black's 4th. 

SOFTWARE. "Software" means a computer program and any supporting information 
provided in. connection with a transaction relating to the program. The term does not 
include a computer program that is included in the definition ofgoods; . UCC 9-1 02(a)(7 4). 

SOVEREIGN. n. One who possesses supreme authority... F&W. adj. chief or highest; 
supreme; supreme in power; supreme in position to all others; independent of, and 
unlimited by, any other ... Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Fifth Edition, 1947. See Note. 

Note: Possibly the best (and simplest) definition of what a sovereign actually is, is 
contained within the definition of the term "sui juris": "Of his own right; .possessing full 
social and civil right; not under any legal disability, or the power of another, or 
guardianship." (Underline emphasis added) The unit of sovereignty, autonomy, 
and government is each free-will being: See sui juris, quote from Theodore 
Roosevelt under "On Sovereigns" at the beginning o this book. 

SOVEREIGN PEOPLE. The political body consisting of the entire number of citizens and 
qualified electors, who, in tehir collective capacity, possess, the powers of sovereignty and 
exercise them through their chosen representatives. Manion v. State, 303 Mich.1, 5 
N.W.2d, 527, 528. Black's 4th. 

SOVEREIGN POWER, OR SOVEREIGNTY. That power in a state to which none other is 
superior or equal. Black's 1st. See Note. 

SOVEREIGNTY. Supreme dominion, authority, or rule. Black's. 7th. The possession power; 
supreme political authority; paramount control of the constitution and frame of government 
and its administration; the self-sufficient source of political power, fmm which all specific 
political powers are derived; the international independence of a state, combined with the 
right and power of regulating its internal affairs without foreign dictation; also a political 
society or state which is sovereign and independent. Black's 1st. "Congress can exercis:e 
no power by virtue of any supposed inherent sovereignty in the General Government. 
Indeed, it may be doubted whether the power can be correctly said to appertain to 
sovereignty in any proper sense as an attribute of an independent political community. 
The power to commit violence, perpetrate injustice, take private property by force without 
compensation to the owner, and compel the receipt of promises to pay in place of money, 
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may be exelrcised, as it often has been, by irresponsible authority, but it cannot be 
considered as belonging to a government founded upon law. But be that as it may, there is 
no such thing as a power of inherent sovereignty in the Government of the United States." 
Juilliard v. G1reenman, 110 U.S. 421 (1884). See Note. 

Note: Regaining personal sovereignty is a matter of: (1) taking complete legal 
control of the use of both your true name and TRADE NAME-each of which is an 
article~ of property-under the common law; and (2) contracting only with those with 
whom you desire to transact business upon receiving an appellation. See 
appellation. 

SPECIAL. Relating to or designating· a species, kind, or sort; designated for a particular 
purpose; confined to a particular purpose, object, person, or class. The opposite of general. 
Black's 1st. Compare general. 

SPECIAL APPEARANCE. 1. A defendant's pleading that either claims that the court lacks 
personal jurisdiction over the defendant or objects to improper service of process. 2. A 
defendant's l;howing up in court for the sole purpose of contesting the court's assertion of 
personal jurisdiction over the defendant.. .. " Black's ih. 

SPECIE. Coin of the precious metals, of a certain weight and fineness, and bearing the 
stamp of the government, denoting its value as currency. Black's 1st. 

STARE DECISIS. n. [Latin "to stand by things decided"] The doctrine of precedent, under 
.which it is necessary for a court to follow earlier judicial decisions when the same points 
arise again in litigation. Black's ih. 

STATE. "State" means a state of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, 
the United States Virgin Islands, or any territory or insular possession subject to the 
jurisdiction of the United States. UCC 9•102(a)(76)~ See Note. 

Note: The above definition, as presented, is not inclusive of the 50 several States. 
Furthe~r. UCC 9-307(h) reads: "Location of United States~ The United States is 
located in th~ District of Columbia." 

STATUTE. An act of the legislature, adopted under its constitutional authority, by prescribed 
means and in certain form, so that it becomes the law governing conduct within its scope. 
Statute$ arel enacted to prescribe conduct, define crimes, create inferior government 
bodies, appropriate public monies, and in general to promote the public welfare. Barron's 
3rd. ComparE~ civil law, common law. See Note. 

Note: Statutory law is concerned with persons (artificial) and their privileges, duties, 
and obligations re collective public/government welfare. It does not, and cannot, 
deal with sovereign. men and women (people), unless, of course, such sovereigns 
"voluntarily" contract way their sovereignty. 

STRAMINEUS HOMO. A man of straw, one of no substance, put forward as bail or surety. 
Black's 1st. See straw man. 

STRATOCRACY. A military government; government by military chiefs of an army. Black's 
6th. 
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STRAW MAN or PARTY. A "front"; a third party who is put up in name only to take part in a 
transaction. Nominal party to a transaction... Black's 61

h. The term is also used in 
commercial and property contexts when a transfer is made to a third party, the straw man 
[person], simply for the purpose of retransferring to the transferor in order to. accomplish 
some other purpose not otherwise permitted. Barron's 3rd. See Note, stramineus homo. 

Note: The straw man is an artificial person (see artificial person) created by law 
shortly after one's birth via registration of the biological property in a birth record/ 
document/certificate, a document of title (see birth certificate), and the inscription 
on other documents thereafter of a "mirror image," ALL-CAPITAL-LETTERS TRADE 
NAME (see all-capital letters-written). The straw man has a fictitious name (see 
fictitious name) written in a manner not provided for in the rules of English grammar 
(see proper). Your straw man has a same-sounding (see idem sonans) name as 
your true name, but is artificial and exists only "by force of or in contemplation of law" 
(see person). A straw man is a distinct legal entity (corporate) that benefits the 
creator (US Government) because the creator can then accomplish things in the 
name of the straw man that would not otherwise be permitted-e.g. secretly acquire 
property, do business with one's enemies, etc. The people of the world have been 
politically and financially ravaged because they did not know of their alter ego*, 
public-persona straw m~n. Bankrupt governments use such straw men for th.e 
purpose of siphoning wealth from otherwise sovereign men and women on behalf of 
their creditor, the Federal Reserve/IMF. After Redemption, the straw-man TRADE 
NAME can be used for your benefit, rather than your continued exploitation. 

Under the UCC, our straw man is defined as, and serves as, a "transmitting utility" 
(see transmitting utility). The operators/controllers of the political/economic/ 
industrial system have set. it up so that the only way that flesh-and-blood men, 
women, and children can access the industrial goods and services of the nation is 
through a nominal third party, a front man, a dummy (see dummy), a public 
corporation of one (see public corporation); a corporately colored juristic person, a 
straw man, a utility-through which said goods and services may be transmitted. 
I.e. the only way one can acquire the goods and services of the nation is through the 
straw man. You cannot keep your body alive and survive in the world today without 
the industrial goods and services of the nation, so you are forced to interface through 
your straw man in order to partake of them. Because the straw man has no body, 
and because you are the one actually benefiting from the consumption/use of the 
industrial goods and services of the nation, and because, before Redemption, you 
do not hold title re your straw man, you are the one responsible for discharging the 
public liability associated with the "benefits" that you enjoy courtesy your straw man. 

One "purpose not otherwise'permitted" mentioned above is "extraction of 'income tax 
from a sovereign," i.e. you-something for which you would not otherwise give 
consent. All "income" is "corporate income," and the straw man is a dummy public 
corporation. Because the straw man is registered (birth certificate), and because 
you cannot work for anothe~ except via his labor license (Social Security card), and 
cannot have a bank account except through his serial number (Social Security 
Account Number), taxes are relatively easily monitored, assessed, and collected. All 
claims made against you, both civil and criminal, are instituted in your straw man's 
TRADE NAME, which is he,ld in custody by the State Registrar. Accordingly, upon 
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reaffirming legal title, you gain capacity to protect your interests so that others 
cannot come against you via your straw man's TRADE NAME and perfect a claim. 

A stl'aw man is a construct of law is a fictitious entity is a person is an artificial 
person is a juristic person is a dummy is a dummy corporation is a public corporation 
is a public vessel is a vessel is a transmitting utility is an employee is an individual is 
a citizen of the United States. 

*ALTER EGO. [L: literally, another I] 1. A second self. 2. An inseparable friend. 
ACED. 

STRICT FORECLOSURE. A rare procedure that gives the mortgagee title to the mortgaged 
property - without first conducting a sale - after a defaulting mortgagor fails to pay the 
mortgage debt within a court-specified period. • The use of strict foreclosure is limited to 
special situations except in those few states that permit the remedy generally. Black's ih. 
See Note. 

Note: The above is a statutory definition, but strict foreclosure is also referenced in 
the UCC. A highly obscure term, this so-called "rare" procedure is the one that is 
used every single time by .IRS and banks when conducting non-judicial foreclosures 
on homes and automobil~s. The misdirector, "court-specified period," mentioned in 
the definition is a lame attempt at making the reader believe that the courts 
somehow have a hand in this; however, no court is involved in a strict foreclosure. 
The so-called court-specified period references only the statutory (not contractual/ 
commercial) "redemption period," i.e. the period of time specified by a participating 
court, during which defaulting debtors may recover the property after foreclosure 
sales and tax sales by paying the outstanding debt/charges. Since courts are not 
involved in commercial strict foreclosures, its. inclusion here is moot. Strict 
foreclosures are based on consensual contract and the terms are all agreed upon 
in advance, thus obviating potential disputes, as well as the need for any third-party 
arbiter. It is also the process used by a Redemptor for satisfaction of the .commercial 
default (and failure to cure the default) of any absconding debtor who does business 
with the Redemptor through unauthorized use of the Redemptor's common-law
copyrighted TRADE NAME. 

SUI JURIS. Lat. Of his own right; possessing full social and civil right; not under any legal 
disability, or the power of another, or guardianship. Black's 4th. 

Note: The Legal masters of the World cannot have it both ways, and could not stop 
this one from slipping out. No one can be. held accountable as a surety (for the 
TRADE NAME) without also being sui juris (sovereign). This defines what a 
sovereign is better than any other definition. 

SUMMARY. Immediate; preemptory; off-hand; without a jury; provisional; statutory. Black's 
1st. 

SUMMARY PROCEEDING. Any proceeding by which a controversy is settled, case 
disposed of, or trial conducted, in a prompt and simple manner, without the aid of a jury, 
without presentment of indictment, or in other aspects out of the regular course of the 
common law. Black's 1st. 
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SUM CERTAIN. "Sum certain" is any amount that is settled, stated, or exact; renegotiable 
instruments: the sum must be ascertainable at the time the instrument is made and 
computable solely by examination of it; in commercial law, in order for an instrument to be 
negotiable, it must contain an unconditional promise to pay a sum certain. UCG 3-
104(1)(b). 

SUPRA. Lat. Above; upon. This word occurring by itself in a book refers the reader to a 
previous part of the book, like ante; it is also the initial word of several Latin phrases. Black's 

fu . 
4. 

SUPRA PROTEST. In mercantile law. A term applied to an acceptance of a bill by a third 
person, after protest for nonacceptance by the drawee. Black's 4th. 

SURETY. 1. A p~rson who is primarily liable for the payment of another's debt or the 
performance of another's obligation. • Although a surety is similar to an insurer, on~ 
important difference is that a surety often receives no compensation for assuming liability .... 
Black's ih. One who has contracted himself to be answerable for the debt, default, or 
miscarriage of another. ACED. "Surety" includes guarantor. UCC1-201(40). A person 
who binds himself for the payment of a sum of money, or for the performance of something 
else, for another. Bouvier's ath. A person who is primarily liable for the payment of 
another's debt or the performance of another's obligation. Black's ih~ One who undertakes 
to pay money or perform other acts in the event that his principal fails to do so; the surety is 
directly and immediately liable for the debt. Barron's 3rd. A surety is one who at the 
request of another, and for the purpose of securing to him a benefit, becomes responsible 
for the performance by the latter, of some act in favor of a third person, or hypothecates 
property as security therefor. Black's 15t. Contracts. 1. A person who binds himself forth~ 
payment of a sum of money or for :the performance of something else, for another, who is 
already bound for the same. A surety differs from a guarantor, and the latter cannot be 
sued until after a suit against the principal. 2. The surety differs from bail in this, that the 
latter actually has, or is by law presumed to have, the custody of his principal, while the 
former has no control over him. The bail may surrender his principal in dischar~e of his 
obligation; the surety cannot be discharged by such surrender. Bouvier's 6 h. See 
voluntary surety, co-sureties, co-surety, suretyship, bail, guarantor, Note. 

VOLUNTARY SURETY. A surety who receives no consideration for the promise to act 
as a surety. Black's ih. . 

CO-SURETIES. Joint sureties; two or more sureties to the same obligation. Black's 
4th. See surety, suretyship. 

co-SURETY. A surety who shares the cost of performing suretyship obligations with 
another. Black's ih. See surety, suretyship. 

Note: You have unwittingly become, through various chicaneries, the surety for the 
straw man, "wholly brought into separate existence" ("birth") via registration of your 
biological "property" as described on your birth certificate. See bail. 

SURETYSHIP. 1. The legal relation. that arises when one party assumes liability for a debt, 
default, or other failing of a second party~ • The liability of both parties begins 
simultaneously. In other words, under a contract of suretyship, a surety becomes a party 
to the principal obligation. 2. The lending of credit to aid a principal who does not have 
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sufficient credit. • The purpose is to guard against loss if the principal debtor were to default. 
3. The position or status of a surety. Black's th. Contracts. 1. An accessory agreement 
by which a person binds himself for another already bound, either in whole or in part, as for 
his debt, default or miscarriage.... 4. The contract of suretyship may be entered into by all 
persons who are sui juris, and capable of entering into other contracts.... 7. Where the 
statute of frauds, 29 Car. II., c. 3, is in force, or its principles have been adopted, the 
contract of suretyship "to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage of another person," 
must be in writing, &c .... 8. The contract of suretyship is discharged and becomes extinct, 
1st. Either by the terms of the contract itself. 2d. By the acts to which both the creditor and 
principal alone are parties. 3d. By the acts of the creditor and sureties. 4th. By fraud. 5th. 
By operation of law .... 10.- 2. The contract of suretyship becomes extinct or discharged 
by the acts e>f the principal and of the creditor without any act of the surety. This may be 
done, 1. By payment, by the principal. 2. By release of the principal. 3. By tender made by 
principal to the creditor. 4. By compromise. 5. By accord and satisfaction. 6. By novation*. 7. 
By delegation. 8. By set-off. 9. By alteration of the contract. ... 12.- 2. As the release of the 
principal discharges the obligation, the surety is also discharged by it.... 13. - 3. A lawful 
tender made by the principal or his authorized agent, to the creditor or his authorized agent, 
will discharge~ the surety.... 18. - 8. When the principal has a just set-off to the whole claim 
of the creditor, the surety is discharged .... 20.- 3. The contract is discharged by the acts 
of the creditor and surety, 1. By payment made by the surety. 2. By release of the surety 
by the creditor. 3. By compromise between them. 4. By accord and satisfaction. 5. By set
off.... 21. - 4. Fraud by the creditor in relation to the obligation of the surety, or by the 
debtor with the knowledge or assent of the creditor, will discharge the liability of the 
surety.... 22. - 5. The contract of suretyship is discharged by operation of law, 1. By 
confusion. 2. By prescription, or the act of limitations. 3. By bankruptcy.... 23. - 1. The 
'Contract of suretyship is discharged by confusion .or merger of rights; as, where the obligee 
marries the obligor.... 24. - 2. The act of limitations or prescription is a perfect bar to a 
recovery against a surety, after a sufficient lapse of time, when the creditor was sui juris 
and of a capacity to sue .... 25.- 3~ ·The discharge of the surety under the bankruptcy laws 
will put an end to his liability, unless otherwise provided for in the law .... 27. Co-sureties 
are in general bound in solido** to pay the debt, when the principal fails, and if one be 
compelled to pay the Whole, he may demand contribution from the rest, and recover from 
them their several pro~ortions of their common liability in an action for money paid by him to 
their use. Bouvier's 6 . 

*NOVATION. The act of substituting for an old obligation a new one that either 
replaces an existing obligation with a hew obligation or replaces an original party 
with a new party. Black's th. 

**IN SOLIDO. [Latin "as a whole"] (Of an obligation) creating joint and several liability. 
The term is used in civil-law jurisdictions such as Louisiana. - Also termed in 
solidum. 

INVOLUNTARY SURETYSHIP. A suretyship that arises incidentally, when the chief 
object of the contract is to accomplish some other purpose. Black's th. 

SURE1YSHIP BY OPERATION OF LAW. A suretyship that the law creates when a third 
party promises a debtor to assume and pay the debt that the debtor owes to a 
credit<>r. Black's th. 
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VOLUNTARY SURETYSHIP. A suretyship in which the chief object of the contract is to 
make one party a surety. Black's ih. 

SURNAME. A name which is added to the Christian name, and which, in modern times, 
have become family names. 2. They are called surnames, because originally they were 
written over the name in judicial writings and contracts. They were and are still used for the 
purpose of distinguishing persons of the same name. They were taken from something 
attached to the ~ersons assuming . them, as John Carpenter, ·Joseph Black, Samuel Little, 
&c. Bouvier's 6 h. The family name; the name over and above the Christian name. The 
part of the name which is not given in baptism; the name of a person which is derived from 
the common name of his parents. Black's 4th. See name. 

SURPLUS. That which is left from a fund which has been appropriated for a particular 
purpose; the remainder of a thing; the overplus, the residue. Bouvier's 6th. 

TAX. [< ML taxare to tax, appraise, L to appraise, handle, tangere to touch] a rate or sum 
of money assessed on a citizen's person, property, or activity for the support of a 
government levied upon real assets or real property (property tax), upon income derived 
from wages, etc. (income tax), or upon sale or purchase of goods (sales tax). Barron's 3rd. 
See Note, census, census regalis. 

Note: Under the current debt-based system and commercial law, tax, lien, and fine 
are synonymous terms. 

TAX RETURN. The form on which an individual, corporation or other entity reports income, 
deductions and exemptions and ca'lculates their tax liability. A tax return is generally for a 
one year period, however, in some cases, the period may be less th~n a year. A federal tax 
return is filed with the Internal Revenue Service, and a .state return is filed with the revenue 
department of the state. Black's 6th. See Note. 

Note: It is called a "return" because a portion of the Federal Reserve Notes that 
have "come in" are sent back, restored, re-delivered-i.e. returned-· to their lawful 
owner, the Federal Reserve Bank, in exchange for the privilege of their use. 
President Ronald Reagan's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control, on the subject of 
"income taxes," reported as follows: 

"100% of what is collected is absorbed solely by interest on the Federal debt and by 
Federal Government contributions to transfer payments. In other words, all 
individual income tax revenues are gone before one, nickel is spent on the services 
which taxpayers expect from their government." 

Grace Commission Report to the President, January 15, 1984 

Note that the two entities cited in the definition above are both corporate, artificial 
persons: an "individual" is a public corporation of one; a "corporation" is a 
corporation aggregate. This is why "officer of a corporation" is the only extraneous 
entity cited in Internal Revenue Code definition of "employee." See individual, 
public corporation, artificial person, dummy, dummy corporation, employee, 
straw man. 
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TAXPAYER. One who is subject to a tax on income, regardless of whether or not he or she 
pays the tax. Internal Revenue Code 7701(a)14. See Note, census, census regalis, 
transmitting utility, individual, empiQyee, employer. 

Note: Being a public corporation and an individual, the TRADE NAME is the "One 
who is subject to a tax on income ... ," but the straw man does not, indeed cannot, 
pay the tax. You, as the straw man's surety (see surety), pay the tax on its behalf. 

TENOR. By the tenor of an instrument signifies the true meaning of the matter therein 
contained. Cowell. Bouvier's ath. 

TITLE (1). [< ME variantof titel, OE titul < L titul(us) superscription, title] Law. a legal right 
to the possession of property, esp. real property; the ground or evidence of such right; the 
instrument constituting evidence of such right; a unity combining all of the requisites of 
complete legal ownership. Also: ownership; a term used. in property law to denote the 
composite of facts that will permit one to recover or to retain possession of a thing. 
Webster's. See Note. 

Note: Your birth certificate is only a certificate of title re your straw man, and 
confirms only that the issuer of the certificate held the actual title at the time of 
registration (the issuer may have since assigned/sold/transferred the original birth . 
document). You are the source, origin, and cause of the property registered in the 
birth certificate: the corporate, all-capital-letter TRADE NAME of your straw man. As 
its surety (see surety), you bear all liability for its misadventures in the public 
sphere, including being personally financially responsible for its "fair share" of the 
National Debt and any other penalties and charges associated with its name. You 
are also the only one referenced/identified on the original birth document (mother, 
father, place of birth, exact minute of birth, footprints, handprints, eye color, weight, 
height/length, blood type, etc.). Accordingly, you have the supreme claim retitle of 
your birth certificate. To reclaim it and redeem it, all you need to do is speak up in 
the proper forum and in the proper manner. See document of title. 

TITLE (2). The radical meaning of this word appears to be that of a mark, style, or 
designation; a distinctive appellation; the name by which anything is known. Thus, in the 
law of persons, a title is an appellation of dignity or distinction, a name denoting the social 
rank of the person bearing it; as "duke" or "count." ... Black's 18

t. See Note. 

Note: The title "esquire," flaunted by most attorneys in America, is a title of 
nobility-the granting of which is prohibited by the Constitution-· in the British class 
system of contemporary feudalism signifying status above the rank of "gentleman" 
and below the rank of "knight." 

TORT. Wrong; injury; the opposite ofright. So called, according to Lord Coke, because it is 
wrested, or crooked, being contrary to that which. is right and straight. ... In modern practice, 
torl is constantly used as an English word to denote a wrong or wrongful act, for which an 
action will lie, as distinguished from a contract .... A tort is a legal wrong committed upon the 
person or property independent of contract. It may be either (1) a direct invasion of some 
legal right of the individual; (2) the infraction of some public duty by which special damage 
accrues to the individual; (3) the violation of some private obligation by which like damage 
accrues to the individual. In the former case, no special damage is necessary to entitle the 
party to recover. In the two latter cases, such damage is necessary. See Note. 
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Note: "Torts" are a fabrication and a fraud. In order to keep judges from having 
criminal charges filed against them, a way of cheating on the rllles was needed (in 
order to stay in business' within the system) wherein a .civil charge could be 
converted into a criminal charge, and vice versa. The solution was a third system of 
law within the courts called ~·torts." "Tort" means "a twisting." When words such as 
"accused of," "counts," and "fraud," appear in a civil complaint it is said to be "in the 
nature of a criminal process:" Since it is in the nature of a criminal process, one can 
respectfully reserve the right to remain silent and not be a witness against himself. 
All interrogatories are thereby thwarted-there is no discovery-and the'tort claim is 
killed. They must proceed criminally with a jury trial-·· and.it's all over because it isn't 
simple for them anymore and it's no longer profitable. That's how tort claims are 
stopped. 

TRADE-NAME. A trade-name is a name which by user and reputation has acquired the 
property of indicating that a certain trade or occupation is carried on by a particular person. 
The name may be that of a person, place, or thing, or it may be what is called a "fancy 
name," (i.e. a name having no sense as applied to the particular trade,) or word invented for 
the occasion, and having no sense at all. Seb. Trade.:.Marks, 37 Sweet. Black's 15t. See 
Note. 

Note: Any alphabetical variant of someone's true name set forth in ALL-CAPITAL 
LETTER/abbreviated format so as to express an idem sonans legal construct that 
signifies a juristic person, a corporate entity, as well as any other type of artificial 
contrivance such as a corporation, trust, partnership, "doing business as (dba)," and 
the like. A TRADE NAME functions as a "transmitting utility" in commerce for and on 
behalf of the man/woman. In accordance with the "Law of the Flag," a TRADE 
NAME is artificial, abstract, and corporate in nature while a man has physical 
existence. TRADE NAMES are not the equivalent of the man/woman on whose 
behalf the TRADE NAME functions as a flag, transmitting utility, proprietary 
trademark, etc. 

TRADEMARK. n. 1. A word, phrase, logo, or other graphic symbol used by a manufacturer 
or seller to distinguish its product or products from those of others. • The main purpose of a 
trademark is to guarantee a product's genuineness. In effect, the trademark is the 
commercial substitute for one's signature.... In its broadest sense, the term trademark 
includes a servicemark. - Often shortened to mark .... Black's ih. Compare servicemark. 

TRADING WITH THE ENEMY ACT OF OCTOBER 6, 1917. (H.R. 4960, Public, No. 91) " ... (b) 
During time of war or during any other period of national emergency declared by the 
President, the President may, through any agency that he may designate, or otherwise, 
investigate, regulate, o~ prohibit, under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, by 
means of licenses or otherwise, any transactions in foreign exchange, transfers of credit 
between or payments by banking institutions as defined by the President, and export, 
hoarding, melting, or earmarking of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency, by any person 
within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof; and the President 
may require any person engaged in any transaction referred to in. this subdivision to furnish 
under oath, complete information relative thereto, including the production of any books of 
account, contracts, letters or other papers, in connection therewith in the custody or control 
ofsu.ch person, either before or after such transaction is completed .... " and "(c) Such other 
individuals, or body or class of individu~ls, as may be natives, citizens, or subjects of any 
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nation with which the United States is at war, other than .citizens of .the United States, 
wherever resident or wherever doing business, as the President, if he shall find the safety of 
the United States or the successful prosecution of the war shall so require, may, by 
proclamation, include within the term 'enemy'." [Underline emphasis added.] See Note. 

Glossary 

Note: A Government's tactic of fostering emergencies and stepping in as hero to 
extricate the people from the "difficulty" by dramatically increasing state power is as 
old as governments themselves. The U.S. bankruptcy occurring in 1861 placed the 
country under Emergency War Powers (12 Stat 319), which has never been 
repealled and exists in Title 50 United States Code (USC) §§212, 213, 215, Appendix 
16, 2E> Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Chapter 1 § 303.1-6(a), and 31 CFR 
Chapter 5 § 500.701 Penalties. The "Civil War'' was not fought over slavery, but 
over private bank control of America. On October 6, 191.7, the United Stales 
passed the Trading With the Enemy Act (H.R. 4960, Public Law 91), granting itself 
extraordinary additional powers under the cover of WWI. 

On March 9, 1933, just after Roosevelt's Inauguration, Congress passed the 
Amendatory Act (48 Stat. 1) to the Trading With the Enemy Act, at a time when the 
United States was not in a shooting war with any foreign foe (Government had 
become an administration for the creditors in bankruptcy). The amended version 
prov.ided legal justification for dramatic increases in the power, scope, and authority 
of the U.S. Government (now owned by, and an administrative agency of, the 
Federal .Reserve/IMF bankers). Aspects of such increase are: 

The President became "King" via Section 1 of Title I of the Act: 

"The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations 
heretofore or hereinafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the 
President of the United States or the Secretary of the Treasury, 
pursuant to the authority conferred by subdivision (b) of section 5 of 
the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby approved and 
confirmed. 

This means that anything the President wants to do is "approved and 
confirmed" automatically, in advance (i.e. "hereinafter'') and backed by the full 
force, effect, and power of the "Government." Title 12 USC 95(a) states in 
part: 

"(a) In order to provide for the safer and more effective operation of the 
National Banking System and the Federal Reserve System [indicating 
that the President acts for. on behalf of. and under the direction of the 
Federal Reserve] ... during such emergency period as the President of 
the United States by proclamation may prescribe, ... " 

Every President since Roosevelt has reaffirmed the "national emergency" and 
issued "Executive Orders" under 12 USC 95(a), and continued the 
"reorganization" of the country in favor of the Federal Reserve/IMF bankers. 
Since March 18, 1968, 31 USC 5112 (84 Stat. 1769; 1970) and 31 USC 
5119, FRNs have not been redeemable in silver. In 1971-1973 President 
Nixon declared total international bankruptcy, rendering private Federal 
Reserve "Notes" unredeemable, non-negotiable ("floating") pieces of paper as 
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a medium of exchange. These Notes are listed in 26 USC 165(g) as 
"worthless securities." 

The original Trading With. the Enemy Act excluded citizens of the United 
States from being treated as. the enemy when involved in transactions wholly 
within the United States. The Amendatory Act of March 9, 1933, however, 
included the people of the United States as the enemy by inserting the 
following: 

" ... by any person within the United States or any place subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof; ... " Chapter 1, Title 1, Section 1 (b). 

By operation of law, all persons ("citizens of the United States") involved in 
monetary transactions "within the United States" became official enemies of 
the U.S. Government and, as such, required a license for almost every type 
of commercial activity imaginable. The fact that sovereign Americans do not 
qualify as "persons within the United States," and hence are not subjects of 
the legislation, was not explained for them by the U.S. Government in 1933, 
nor anytime thereafter (and never will be). 

TRADING WITH THE ENEMY. The federal offense of carrying on commerce with a nation or 
with a subject or ally of a nation with which the United States is at war. Black's ih. See 
mark, marque, Mark of the Beast. 

TRANSMIT. [ME transmitte < L transmitte(re) (to) send across, equiv. to trans- TRANS-+ 
mittere to send] v.t. to convey or pass along (an impulse, force, motion, etc.). Webster's. 
See convey. 

TRANSFERRED FOR VALUE. See UCC 3-303, Value and Consideration. 

TRANSMITTING UTILI.TY. "Transmitting utility" means a means a person primarily 
engaged in the business of any of the following: (A) Operating a railroad, subway, street 
railway, or trolley bus. (B) Transmitting communications electrically, electromagnetically, or 
by light. (C) Transmitting goods by pipeline or sewer. (D) Transmitting or producing and 
transmitting electricity, steam, gas, or water. UCC 9-102(a)(80). Filing office for 
transmitting utilities. The office in which to file a financing statement to perfect a security 
interest in collateral, including fixtures, .of a transmitting utility, is the office of is the office 
of the Secretary of State.... UCC 9-501 (b). Transmitting Utility financing statement. If a 
debtor is a transmitting utility and a filed financing statement so indicates, the financing 
statement is effective until a termination statement is filed. UCC 9-515(f). See Note, 
transmit, utility. 

Note: We all use, in some degree, electricity, steam, gas, water, telephone service, 
sewer service, etc. in our life. The bills for these services come in the TRADE 
NAME of our straw man, ~ut we are the ones who must pay. These services are 
accessed-i.e. "transmitted"-by virtue of the straw man TRADE NAME, in whose 
all-capital letters-written fictitious name we have a nexus with the public venue. Your 
straw man interfaces between you and the public industrial society. He transmits 
on your behalf from the pu~lic venue into the private venue, all manner of services 
that are available only from the public venue via artificial-person TRADE NAMES, 
i.e. straw men whose names appear in all-capital letters. The term "utility" in patent 
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law means: "Industrial value; the capability of being so applied in practical affairs as 
to prove advantageous in the ordinary pursuits in life, or add to the enjoyment of 
mankind." Flesh-and-blood men and women can enjoy value from the industrial 
community that is conveyed/sent/transferred/tran~mitted for their use by a 
transmitting utility. The proper venue for filing When the debtor is a transmitting 
utility, including fixtures (goods intimately related with real property), is the office of 
the secretary of state per both Revised Article 9 UCC 9-501 and Previous Article 9 
UCC 9-401 (5)-and not the county recorder's office, as with all other types of debtor 
filings. However, anyone with real estate holding should also file a financing 
statement in the office of the county recorder/clerk wherein the real estate is located. 
Also, there is nothing prohibiting anyone from re-filing/recording such filing in the 
office of the county clerk/recorder if desired. Under Revised Article 9 the location of 
the de~btor, not the collateral, is the proper jurisdiction for almost all filings, but in 
case of any~ doubt, a filing could be filed in any jurisdiction where collateral is located, 
as well I. Per Revised Article 9 UCC 9-307 individual debtors are considered located 
at the individual's residence; corporations and limited partnerships are located in 
their state of organization. The transmitting utility filing is also permanent per both 
RevisE~d Article 9 UCC 9-515(f) and Previous Article 9 UCC 9~403(6) and need not 
be renewed every five years like other types of filings-more evidence that this route 
constitutes remedy. See straw man. 

TRAVERSE. In the language of pleading, a traverse signifies a denial. Thus, where a 
defendant denies any material allegations of fact in the plaintiff's declaration, he is said to 
traverse it, and the plea itself is thence frequently termed a "traverse."... Black's 1st. See 
traverser. 

TRAVERSER. In pleading. One who traverses or denies. A prisoner or party indicted; so 
called from his traversing the indictment. 

TRUE. Conformable to fact; correct; exact; actual; genuine; honest. In one sense, that only 
is "true" which is conformable· to the actual state of things. In that sense a statement is 
"untrue" whic:h does not express things exactly as they are. But in another and broader 
sense the wmd "true" as a synonym·of "honest," "sincere," not "fraudulent." Black's 1st. 

TRUE BILL In criminal practice. The indorsement made by a grand jury upon a bill of 
indictment, when they find it sustained by the evidence laid before them, and are satisfied 
with the truth of the accusation. 4 Bl. Comm. 306. Black's 1st. See Note. 

Note: A true bill, both in criminal practice and in commerce is a ledgering, a 
bookkE~eping/accounting, with every entry established via affidavit certified and 
sworn on the responsible party's commercial liability as true, correct, and complete, 
and always contains and is characterized by a one-to-one correspondence between 
items/services purchased and offenses committed and the corresponding debt 
owed. This commercial relationship is what is known as "just compensation" (Fifth 
Article of Amendment of the Constitution). In the relationship between the 
Government and the American people, a true bitl is called a warrant (Fourth Article 
of Amemdment of the Constitution), and the direct taking of property by legislative act 
(e.g. by the Federal Reserve's Internal Revenue Code) is called a "Bill of Pains and 
Penames" (Constitution, Article I, Section 10, Clause 1, and Article I, Section 9, 
Clause 3-"Bill of Attainder''). 
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TRUE NAME. When a defendant is indicted or prosecuted by a fictitious or erroneous name, 
and i.n any stage of the proceedings his true name is discovered, it must be inserted in the 
subsequent proceedings, referring to the fact of his being charged by the name mentioned 
in the indictment or information. Oklahoma Statutes, Chapter 22, § 403. "17b If you 
checked the 'Yes' box in line 17a, give applicant's true name and trade name, if different 
than name shown on prior application." Internal Revenue Service Form SS-4 (Rev. April 
1991), Application for Employer Identification Number. "2. PLEASE TELL us ABOUT 
YOURSELF: Use your true full name ... " California Department of Motor Vehicles Form DL 
44 {REV. 8/2000), DRIVER LICENSE OR IDENTIFICATION CARD APPLICATION. See Note, 
legal fiction. Compare fictitious name. · 

Note: The term, "true name," is used whenever such inclusion may benefit actors in 
government, but is not specifically defined as such in the law dictionaries that 
government actors draw from. Defined in Black's 4th within the definition of another 
term, "fictitious name" (see fictitious name). Per the rules of English grammar and 
the prescriptions of law, only initial letters of the name of men/women (a proper 
noun) are capitalized. The combination of one's Christian/given name(s), plus one's 
family name/surname, when written in this manner, constitutes one's true name. 
Newspapers, when naming, defendants and those convicted of a crime, always 
properly state the trl,le name (in proper English) of the targeted party. "Names" 
falling outside the rules of English grammar are artificial constructs and exist only "by 
force of or in contemplation of law," i.e. are corporate/corporately colored. 
Governmental/judicial use of an all-caps spelling is a presumption irrespective of the 
facts (see legal fiction). A true name, like a TRADE NAME, is property, and can 
be copyrighted. "Appellation" is a superior concept re both true name and TRADE 
NAME, and must be grasped to enjoy sovereignty. 

TRUST FUND. The property held in a trust by a trustee. Black's th. 

TRUST-FUND DOCTRINE. The principle that the assets of an insolvent company, including 
paid and unpaid subscriptions to the capital stock, are held as atrust fund to which the 
company's creditors may look for payment of their claims." Black's th. 

TRUTH IN LENDING ACT. "This regulation, known as Regulation Z, is issued by the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System to implement the Federal Truth in Lending Act, 
which is contained in title 1 of the Consumer Credit Protection Act as amended (15 U.S.C. 
1601 et seq.).... The consumer may exercise the right to rescind until midnight of the third 
business day following consummation, delivery of the notice required by paragraph (b) of 
this section, or delivery of all material disclosures, whichever occurs last. ... " Title 12 Code 
of Federal Regulations Chapter II (1-1-98 Edition) PART 226-TRUTH IN LENDING 
(REGULATION Z). 

UCC. Uniform Commercial Code. 

UCC § 1-103. Supplementary General Principles of Law Applicable. Unless displaced by the 
particuhu provisions of this code, the principles of law and equity, including the law 
merchant and the law relative to capacity to contract, principal and agent, estoppel, fraud, 
misrepresentation, duress, coercion, mistake, bankruptcy, or other validating or invalidating 
cause shall supplement its provisions. 
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UCC § 1-104. Construction Against Implicit Repeal. This code being a general act intended 
as a unified coverage of its subject matter, no part of it shall be deemed to be impliedly 
repealed by subsequent legislation if such construction can reasonably be avoided. UCC. 
See Note. 

Note: Nothing in the UCC has ever been repealed, nor can it ever be. In the event of 
conflict between a deleted section and a current section, the deleted section 
controls. If this is examined one will see that it cannot be any other way. Potentially 
countless commercial transactions can be consummated based on the current UCC 
at any given time. To "cancel" any portion of the UCC at a later point is to throw into 
upheaval and chaos all commercial agreements that were based on the deleted 
portion, an act that would carry unimaginably astronomical liability for any of the 
actors who attempted to effect such change. 

ULTRA VIRES. Unauthorized; beyond the scope of power allowed or granted by a corporate 
charter or by law. Black's ?'h. 

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (UCC). One of the Uniform Laws drafted by the National 
Conference of Commissioners. on Uniform State Laws. and the American Law Institute 
governing commercial transactions (including sales and leasing ofgoods, transfer of funds, 
commercial paper, bank deposits and collections, letters of credit, bulk transfers, warehouse 
receipts, bills of lading, investment securities, and secured transactions). The UCC has 
been adopted in whole or substantially by all states. Black's 6th. A code of laws governing 
various commercial transactions, including the sale of goods, banking transactions, 
secured transactions in personal property, and other matters, that was designed to bring 
uniformity in these areas to the laws of the various states, and that has been adopted, with 
some modifications, in all states, as well as in the District of Columbia and in the Virgin 
Islands. Barron's 3rd. Unless displaced by the particular provisions of this· code, the 
principles of law and equity, including the law merchant and the law relative to capacity to 
contract, principal and agent, estoppel, fraud, misrepresentation, duress, coercion, mistake, 
bankruptcy, or other validating or invalidating cause shall supplement its provisions. UCC 
1-103. See Note. 

Note: To paraphrase the third definition above, the UCC is the supreme codified law 
on the planet, and all other forms of law are encompassed by it and included in it. 
Pennsylvania was the first state to adopt the UCC (July 1, 1954), and Louisiana the 
last (January 1, 1975). 

UNITED STATES (U.S., US). "United States" means- (A) a federal corporation ... 28 USC 
§ 3002(15), Ch. 176. It is clear that the United States ... is a corporation ... 534 FEDERAL 
SUPPLEMENT 724. The United States of America is a corporation endowed with the 
capacity to sue and be sued, to convey and receive property. 1 Marsh Dec. 177, 181. 
Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Fifth Edition. This term has several meanings. It may be merely 
the name of a sovereign occupying the position analogous to that of other sovereigns in 
family of nations, it may designate territory over which sovereignty of United States 
extends, or it may be collective name of the states which are united by and under the 
Constitution. Black's 6th_ The United States Government is a Foreign Corporation with 
respect to a State. 19 Corpus Juris Secundum§ 884, In re: Merriam's Estate, 36 N.Y. 505, 
141 N.Y. 479, Affirmed in U.S. v. Perkins 163 U.S. 625. "What is included in terms 'United 
States' and 'Possessions of United States,'-Hawaii and Alaska are included in the term 
'United Stat,~s.' Porto Rico, the Virgin Islands of the United States, the Philippine 
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Archipelago; Guam, Tutuila and Manua and other islands of the Samoan group east of 
longitude 171 o west of Greenwich, and the Canal Zone are included in the term 
'Possessions of United States ... ' UNITED STATES OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE, JULY 1929. 
"The Code has become one of the United States's important exports: ... " The ABC's of the 
UCC, by Russell A Hakes (2000). See Note, District of Columbia, "in this state," 
bankruptcy. Compare United States of America. 

Note: It is well settled that "United States" et a/ is a corporation, originally 
incorporated February 21, 1871 under the name "District of Columbia," 16 Stat. 419 
Chap. 62 (reorganized June 11, 1878); a bankrupt organization per House Joint 
Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933, Senate Report 93-549, and Executive Orders 6072, 
6102, 6111, and 6246; a de facto (see de facto) government; originally the 1 a
square miles tract ceded by Maryland and Virginia and comprising Washington, 
D.C., plus the possessions, territories, forts, docks, and arsenals (tract fr:om Virginia 
was retroceded in 1846). It is also abundantly clear that, in postal matters, the term, 
United States, is a political entity distinct from the 50 freely associated compact 
States (the several States) of the Union. From the last cite in the definition above, 
one can also see that United States is a singular proper noun; Just as corporate 
General Motors is not plural, neither is corporate United States. For a corporate 
history of "United States, Inc." see "Demise of the American Constitutional 
Republic" in Appendix. 

UNITED STATES CODE (USC). A multi-volume published codification of federal statutory 
law. • In a citation, it is abbreviated as USC, as in 42 USC§ 1983. Black's ih. 

UNITED STATES NOTES. Promissory notes, resembling bank .. notes, issued by the 
government of the United States. Black's 6th. Compare Federal Reserve Notes See Note. 

Note: The last president to print United States Notes was JFK. Lincoln, Garfield, 
McKinley, and Kennedy were assassinated for the same reason: they were making 
significant changes in the monetary system. Assassinations were attempted on 
other presidents by the same people for the same reason, but were unsuccessful. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (U.S.A., USA). The. republic whose organic law is the 
constitution adopted by the people of the thirteen states that declared their independence 
of the government of Great Britain on the fourth day of July, 1776 .... lfthe nation comes 
down from its position of sovereignty and enters the domain of commerce, it submits itself to 
the same laws of commerce that govern individuals therein. It assumes the position of 
ordinary citizen and it cannot recede from the fulfillment of its obligations. Bouvier's 8th. A 
federal republic formed after the War of Independence and made up of 48 conterminous* 
states, plus the state of Alaska and the District of Columbia in North America, plus the 
state of Hawaii in the Pacific. Black's ih. "Of or pertaining to, or founded upon and 
organized by a compact or act of union between separate sovereign. states, as (1) by a 
league for common interest and defense as regards external relations, the internal 
sovereignty of each member remaining unimpaired, as the Hanseatic League or the 
German Confederation; or (2) by a permanent act of union founded on the consent of the 
people duly expressed, constituting a government supreme within the sphere of the powers 
granted to it by that act of union, as the United States of America, - The constitution of 
the United States of America is of a very different nature than that of the German 
Confederation. It is not merely a league of sovereign States for their common defence 
against external and internal violence, but a supreme federal government or compositive 
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State, acting not only upon the sovereign members of the Union, but directly upon all its 
citizens in their individual and corporate capacities. WHEATON Elements International Law§ 
52, p. 78 [L. 13. & co. '66] - ·From 1776 to 1789 the United States were a confederation; 
after 1789 it was a federal nation." Excerpted from the definition of federal in: A Standard 
Dictionary of the English Language, Funk & WagAalls Company, 1903. Compare United 
States, Distriict of Columbia. See Note, Clearfield Trust Doctrine .. 

*CONTI:RMINOUS. Adi 1. Sharing a common boundary. 2. Enclosed within a common 
boundary. Black's 7 . 

Note: INotice that the 1903 Funk & Wagnalls affirms that the term, "United States," 
was a plural designation between 1776 and 1789, but that after 1789 it was singular. 

usc. See United States .. Code. 

UTILITY. [ME utilite < OF utelite < L utilitat- (s. of utilitas), equiv. to util(is) useful... + -itat
ITY] something useful; a useful thing. Webster's. "Utility is said to be ~bsence of frivolity 
and mischievousness, and utility for some beneficial purpose; Rob. Pat. § 339; and the 
degree of utiility is not material; Gibbs vs. Heefner, 19 Fed. 323." Bouvier's 8th. See 
transmitting utility. 

VALUE. [< L valere, to be worth] equivalent worth or return in money, material, services, 
etc. Webster"s. "(44) ... a person gives "value" for rights if he or she acquires them in any of 
the following ways: (a) In return for a binding commitment to extend credit or for the 
extension of immediately available credit whether or not drawn upon and whether or not a 
chargeback i~; provided for in the event of difficulties in collection: (b) As security for, or in 
total or partial satisfaction of, a preexisting claim. (c) By accepting delivery pursuant to a 
preexisting ccmtract for purchase, (d) Generally, in return for any consideration sufficient to 
support a simple contract." UCC 1-201(44). (a) An instrument is issued or transferred for 
value if any of the following apply ... (3) The instrument is issued or transferred ... as security 
for, an antecedent claim against any person ... UCC 3-303(a)(3). See Note. 

Note: A necessary provision of law is "remedy" (see remedy). The operation of 
"Acceptance For Value" is, by deduction,. remedy. When you file a UCC Financing 
Statement and redeem your original birth document and claim the straw man's 
TRADE NAME no one can dispute/challenge the claim, and title passes. You have, 
by definition, the supreme right to reclaim title of the birth-certificate straw man and 
TRADE NAME-over all others-because its very existence is derived entirely from 
you, thereby evidencing value; In fact, every one of the above definitions applies 
directly in the case of you and your TRADE NAME. A good exercise would be to 
work through all the definitions until you understand how the value aspect applies; 
sub-paragraphs "(a)," "(b)," and "(c)" of the sample Private Agreement qffered herein 
are taken directly from the above definitions of value. Once you fully understand 
how you have given, and continue to give, value you will know how you acquired 
your rights, and you will also achieve an unshakable certainty of your true standing 
in the societal scheme of things. The fact that you have "given value" is confirmed 
and tacitly acknowledged and validated by government in its silence and registration 
of the UCC Financing Statement. Among other things: "The instrument [your birth 
document] is ... transferred [redeemed by you] ... as security for, an antecedent claim 
against any person [your TRADE NAME]" based on your preexisting claim. See 
acceptance by silence, remedy, presumption. 
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VEHICLE. That in or on which persons, goods, etc. may be carried from one place to 
another, especially along the ground .... That which is used as an instrument of conveyance, 
transmission or communication. Term refers to every device in, upon or by which a person 
or property is or may be transported upon a highway .... Black's 6t11

• See Note. 

Note: Per the above definition, a"transmitting utility is a straw man is a vehicle. 
Another definition of vehicle is "inland vessel in admiralty." See vessel, admiralty. 

VESSEL. ... the term "vessel," in admiralty law, is not limited to ships or vessels engaged in 
commerce. Black's 6th. See Note, res. 

Note: In admiralty, names of vessels are designated in all-capital letters. 
Whenever you appear in any public forum it is always via your straw man, your all
capital-letters vessel, much like an officer stands on the bridge of his ship and sails 
it into port. All law is now admiralty/maritime and you can no longer go into court as 
a man/woman, only by "sailing your vessel" into the jurisdiction of the court. 
Everyone speaks from his/her vessel, with one vessel-officer transacting with 
another. Each is trying to get the other officer to recognize the condition of his/her 
vessel; i.e. its registration. If a vessel is unregistered on the high seas in time of 
war it is presumed/assumed to be a pirate vessel to be confiscated and 
investigated. If the vessel is registered, the exact issue is with which public entity is 
it registered? Your straw man is a transmitting utility is a vessel is an inland vessel 
in admiralty is a public vessel is a vehicle. In times of war (now) neutral vessels 
(TRADE NAMES) require passports. See public vessel, passport. 

VICE-ADMIRAL TV COURTS. In English law. Courts established in the quean's possessions 
beyond the seas, with jurisdiction over maritime causes, including those relating to prize. 
See Note, prize, prize law, booty. 

Note: All courts in America are vice-admiralty courts in the Crown's private 
commerce. See Note barratry. 

VOLUNTARY SURETY. See surety. 

VOLUNTARY SURETYSHIP. See suretyship. 

WAR. Hostile conflict by means of armed forces, carried on between nations, states, or 
rulers, or sometimes by parties within the same nation or state; a period of such conflict. 
Black's 7th. See Note. · 

Note: The above definition includes the war currently being conducted by the US 
Government against the American people as sureties of their "citizen of the United 
States" TRADE NAME, as deClared in the Amendatory Act (March 9, 1933) to the 
Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917. See Trading With the Enemy Act 
of October 6, 1917. · 

WAR CONTRIBUTION. lnt'llaw. An extraordinary payment imposed· by an occupying power 
on the population of an occupied territory during wartime. Black's ih. See Note. 

Note: Social Security payroll taxes are war contributions. See contribution, Ponzi 
scheme. 
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WAR, MIXED. See mixed war. 

WAR POWERS. See Trading With the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917. 

WARDS OF COURT. Infants and persons of unsound mind. Black's 4th. 

Note: Per Corpus Juris Secundum clients of attorneys are "wards of the court," 
thereby also qualifying them as persons of unsound mind (non compos mentis). See 
client, attorney & client. 

WAREHOUSEMAN. A "warehouseman" is a person engaged in the business of storing 
goods for hire. UCC 7-102(h). See Note, goods. 

Note: Some birth certificates have two sets numbers printed on the back of them. 
One of the numbers identifies the state "warehouse district" where the birth took 
place. The state is the warehouse. Each county is a warehouse district. The 
Governor is the main warehouseman. The county recorder of each county is the 
district warehouseman. The birth certificate is a warehouse receipt, and a field 
warehouse receipt. It is also a dock receipt. The "ship," the "vessel in admiralty," 
the TRADE NAME, was berthed (birthed) at a specific warehouse (hospital) in a 
specific warehouse district (county), and the "goods" (your body) were "delivered" 
therein. See warehouse receipt, field warehouse receipt, delivery. 

WAREHOUSE RECEIPT. A receipt issued by a person (bailee) engaged in the business of 
storing goods for hire. U.C.C. § 1-201(45). A warehouse receipt constitutes a document of 
title under the Uniform Commercial Code, which evidences that the person in possession of 
the document is entitled to receive, hold, and dispose of the document and the goods it 
covers U.C.C. § 1-201(15). A warehouse receipt may be a negotiable instrument, 
depending on its terms. Barron's 3rd. "A warehouse receipt...or other document of title is 
negotiable (a) If by its terms, the goods are to be delivered to bearer or to the order of a 
named person; or (b) Where recognized in overseas trade, if it runs to a named person or 
assigns." UCC 7-104(1). See field warehouse receipt, former California Civil Code § 
1858.04. 

WHOLESALE. To sell by wholesale is to sell by large parcels, generally in original 
packages, and not by retail. Black's 15t. Compare retail. 

Note: The US government acquired birth-certificate straw-men titles in wholesale, 
bulk purchase. 

WIZARD OF OZ, THE. Motion Picture. 1939. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Book by L. Frank 
Baum; Adaptation by Noel Langley; Screenplay by Noel Langley, Florence Ryerson, and 
Edgar Allan Woolf; Lyrics by E. Y. Harburg; Produced by Mervyn LeRoy; Directed by Victor 
Fleming. See Note. 

Note: Just as you can read between the gory lines in the newspaper on any day and 
discover clues issued by the Powers That Be-. if you look hard enough-as to what 
is actually going on, such notice can also be found in lighter fare, like the movies. 
Such a movie was The Wizard of Oz, an allegory for the new state of affairs in 
America in the 1930s following the stock market crash and factual bankruptcy of the 
US Government immediately thereafter. 
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The setting was Kansas: Heartland America, and geographical center of the USA. In 
comes the twister, the tornado, i.e. whirling confusion-the stock market crash, theft 
of America's gold, US bankruptcy, the Great Depression-and whisks Dorothy and 
Toto up into a new, artificial dimension somewhere. above the solid ground of 
Kansas. When they finally land in Oz, Dorothy comments to her little companion: 

"Toto, I have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore." 

After the bankruptcy, Kansas was no longer just plain old "Kansas"-it was now 
"KS," artificial corporate venue of the bankrupt United States, newly established 
"federal territory," part of the "Federal Zone," and Dorothy and Toto were "in this 
statE~" (see "in this state"). 

In the 1930s, the all-capital letters-written (see all-capital letters-written) straw man 
(see straw man), newly created artificial aspect of the former American sovereigns, 
had no brain-and Americans were too confused and distracted by all the 
commotion to figure out that they even had a straw man (TRADE NAME). The 
Scal!'ecrow identified his straw-man persona for Dorothy: 

"Some people without brains do an awful lot of talking. Of course, I'm not 
bright about doing things." 

And in his classic song, "If I Only Had a Brain," the Scarecrow/Straw Man succinctly 
augured: / 

"I'd unravel every riddle, 
For every 'individdle,' (see individual) 
In trouble or in pain." 

Translation: Once one discovers that his straw man exists, all political and legal 
mysteries, complexities, and confusions are resolved-and once one reclaims the 
legal title attached thereto, he can protect himself from legal trouble and damage. 

The Tin Man, or "T-1-N"-Taxpayer Identification Number--Man, was a hollow man 
of metal, a "vessel," a "vehicle" (see vessel, vehicle), newly created commercial 
codE~ words for the straw man. Just like the Scarecrow/Straw Man had no brain, this 
Tin Man vessel had no heart. Both were "artificial persons" (see person). One of 
the definitions of "tin" in Webster's is "counterfeit." The Tin Man also represented the 
mechanical and heartless aspect of commerce and commercial law. Just like they 
say in the Mafia: "Nothing personal-it's just business." The heartless Tin Man also 
carried an ax, traditional symbol for God-i.e. modern commercial law-in most 
earliier, dominant civilizations, including fascist states. In the words of the Tin Man, 
expressing relief after Dorothy had oiled his. arm: 

"I've held that ax up for ages." 

The word "ace" is etymologically related with the word "ax," and in a deck of cards 
the only one above the Kin~ is the Ace, i.e. Gqd. One of the "Axis" Powers of World 
War II, Italy, was a fascist state. The symbol for fascism is the "fasces," a bundle 

58 The root word of "fascist" is fas, defined in Black's 6th as: "Lat. Right; justice; the divine law. In primitive times it 
was the will of the gods, embodied in rules regulating not only ceremonials but the conduct of all men." 
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of rods with an ax bound up in the middle and its blade projecting. The fasces may 
be found on the reverse of the American Mercury-head Dime (the Roman deity 
Mercury was the God of Commerce), and on the wall behind, and on each side of, 
the speaker's podium in the US Senate (eachgilded fasces is approximately six feet 
in height; at the base of the seal of the US Senate are two crossed fasces), and 
directly below Lincoln's hands on the face of the arms of the chair in which Lincoln is 
sitting at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, DC. 

The Lion, or "king of beasts" (see Gentile; some members of society regard you and 
your family and friends as nothing more than animals, "cattle," to be bred and 
birthed, herded and harvested, and sold and slaughtered according to the whims of 
those who run the global plantation)-a denigration in itself-representing the once
fearless American people, had lost his courage. After your first round with the UCC
constituted IRS "defending" your T-I-N-man dummy-corporation vessel/vehicle, 
individual-employee public corporation, all-capital-letters-written juristic name, 
artificial-person straw-man TRADE NAME, you probably lost some of your courage 
too. You didn't know it, but the IRS has been dealing with you strictly under the laws 
of Commerce-and just like the Tin Man, Commerce is heartless. 

To find the Wizard you had to "follow the yellow brick road," i.e. follow the trail of 
America's stolen gold and you will find the thief who stole it. In the beginning ofthe 
movie the Wizard was represented by the traveling mystic, "Professor Marvel," 
whom Dorothy encountered when she ran away with Toto. His macabre shingle 
touted that he was "Acclaimed By The Crowned Heads of Europe, Past, Present, 
and Future." Boy, that Professor Marvel must have been a regular wizard to be 
acclaimed by the future crowned heads of Europe-· before they were even crowned! 
Before the bankers stole America, they had long since disempowered the Christian 
monarchies of Europe and looted their kingdoms. Maybe this "Professor Marvel" 
fellow knew something about the future that other folks didn't. With a human skull 
peering down from its painted perch above the door inside his wagon, the good 
professor lectured Dorothy of the priests of Isis and Osiris and the days of the 
pharaohs of Egypt. 

When Dorothy Gale and her new friends emerged from the forest they were elated to 
see Emerald City before them, only a short jaunt away. The Wicked Witch of the 
West, desperate for the ruby slippers that Dorothy was wearing, would have to make 
her move before our heroes were inside the walls. A significant point here is that in 
the original book, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, published in 1900, (39 years 
earlier), the slippers were not ruby, or red, but silver. At the time the book was 
written America still had all its gold and silver, and the value of one ounce of gold 
was set at 15 ounces of silver, silver being the more plentiful of the two metals. Just 
as the silver slippers carried Dorothy, America's stockpile of silver, and gold, backing 
the currency carried the country to a position of preeminence throughout the world at 
that time. But, as mentioned, when the movie came out in 1939 the slippers were 
not silver, but red. 

Between 1916 and 1933, virtually all of America's gold ended up in England and 
Germany, as directed by the owners of the private Federal Reserve Bank. The 
reason for this was that Federal Reserve Notes could be redeemed in gold and the 
use of Federal Reserve Notes carried an interest penalty that could only be paid in 
gold. We traded our gold in exchange for the use of (worthless) paper with green ink 
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on it, whereas our original currency, United States Notes, carried no such interest 
requirement-but such was the bargain that came with the Federal Reserve Notes. 
When bankruptcy was declared in 1933, Americans were required to turn in all gold 
coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates by May 1st_· May Day (the birthday of 
Communism in Bavaria in 1776, the birthday of IRS, and celebrated worldwide as 
the "International Workers Holiday"-a holy day to thie Wizard and his tribe). 
Consulting people who were alive at that time, you may find out that the general 
sentiment toward such thievery bordered on a second revolution. Maybe it was just 
too much of a clue, too much salt in the wound, for Dorothy to be skipping down the 
"Yellow Brick Road" in a pair of "silver slippers" so, for whatever reason, a color less 
likely to annoy and provoke was selected. 

Regarding the choice of "ruby" (red-colored) slippers: Red's primary significance, at 
least on documents and the like, is that it is the color of blood, as in flesh-and-blood, 
and symbolizes a living, breathing man/woman, i.e~ non-corporate/artificial. It also 
signifies "private," rather than public "public." The new Social Security card has a 
red serial number on the reverse, likely signifying the private-side account 
associated with your TRADE NAME'S public-side Social Security Account Number 
(before Redemption). For 'postal employees, red-sticker Registered Mail means 
"personal accountability" (private)-all other mail carries "limited liability" (public). It 
is likely that the ruby slippers symbolized the American people with blood in their 
veins-and not "citizen of the United States"-straw men TRADE NAMES with the 
counterfeit "corporate blood" of blue/black ink on a birth certificate. No matter their 
color in the movie, the Wicked Witch of the West wanted those·slippers at any cost 
and had to move fast before Dorothy and crew could make it into Emerald City. 

Her tactic was to cover the countryside with poppy flowers, or "poppies," the source 
of heroin, opium, and morphine, symbolically drugging them into unconsciousness, 
and then just waltz in and snatch the slippers. In other words, the best way to 
subjugate the American people and boost the goods was to dull their senses by 
getting them hooked on drugs (Note: LSD was created the same year, 1939, by Dr. 
Albert Hoffman). The poppies/drugs worked on Dorothy, the Lion and Toto, our 
flesh-and-blood friends, but had no effect on the Scarecrow or the Tin Man, the 
artificial entities. The two ofthem cried out for help and Glenda, the Good Witch of 
the North, answered their prayers with a blanket of snow-i.e. cocaine, a stimulant
nullifying the narcoticeffect of the poppies/opium on Dorothy, the Lion and Toto. At 
this writing, aside from marijuana, the two most available drug~ on the. streets of 
America are heroin and cocaine in their various forms. · 

As they all scampered toward Ernerald City, the city of green jFederal Reserve 
Notes, the new fiat "money," or "money by decree"), we heard the Munchkins singing 
on the glory of the Wizard's creation: 
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"You're out of the woods, 
You're out of the dark, 
You're out of the night, 
Step into the sun, step into the light, 
Keep. straight ahead for, 
The most glorious place on the face. of the Earth or the stars!" 
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The foregoing jingle abounds with llluminist-Luciferian symbols and metaphors re 
darkness and light. 

The VVicked Witch of the West made her home in a round, medieval watchtower, 
ancient symbol of the Knights Templar of Freemasonry., who are given to practice 
witchcraft and also credited as the originators of modern banking, circa.1099 A.D. 
The Wicked Witch of the West was also dressed in black, the cG>Ior symboli;zing the 
planet: Saturn, sacred icon of the Knights Templar, and the color of cho.ice of judges 
and p1riests for their robes. Who was the Wicked Witch of the West? Remember, in 
the first part of the film her counterpart was "Almira Gulch," who, according to Aunt 
Em, "owned half 'the county." Miss Gulch alleged that Dorothy's dog, Toto, had 
bitten her. She came to the farm with an "order from the sheriff' demanding that 
they surrender Toto into her custody. Aunt Em was not immediately cooperative, 
and answered Miss Gulch's allegations that Toto had bitten her: 

"He's really gentle. With gentle people, that is." 

Could "gentle" really mean "G~ntile"? (see Gentile) When Miss GI,Jich defied them 
to withhold Toto and "go against the law," dear old Aunt Em was relegated to 
"pushing the Party line" for Big Brother. She dutifully succumbed underthe pressure 
and counseled Dorothy reluctantly: 

"We can't go against the law, Dorothy. I'm afraid poor Toto will have to go." 

When Dorothy refused to surrender Toto, Miss Gulch lashed out: 

"If you don't hand over that dog I'll bring a damned suit that'll take your whole 
farm!" 

Today, 70% of all attorneys in the world reside in the West-America, to be exact
and 9~5% of all lawsuits in the world are filed under US jurisdiction. The Wicked Witch 
of the West and Miss Gulch, my dear friends, represent Esquires ijudges and 
attorneys); i.e. the American legal system (including tne attorney-run US Congress 
and White House), executioner and primary henchman for transferring all wealth in 
America-everything-from the people into the possession of banks and the 
government. The Wicked Witch of th'e Wesfwanted the silver slippers-the precious 
metal~;-and her counterpart, Miss Gulch, wanted Toto. What does the word "toto" 
mean in "attorney language," i.e. Latin? "Everything!" · 

Glossary 

Dorothy and the gang fell for the Wizard's illusion in the beginning, but·soon wised 
up and discovered the Wizard for what he was: a confidence man. When asked 
about helping the Scarecrow/Straw Man, among other babblings about "getting a 
brain" and "universities" the Wizard also cited "the land of 'E Plufibus Unum,"' which 
is Latin for "one out of many." I.e. converting the many into one =New World Order, 
Novus Ordo Seclorum, a Latin phrase placed on the American One Dollar Bill shortly 
after the bankruptcy. He also proudly revealed/confessed that he was: 

"Born and bred in the heart of the Western wilderness, an old Kansas man 
myself!" 
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The bankers did pretty well in Europe, but as the Wizard pointed out, they made a 
killing in the "Western wilderness," i.e. America, with the theft of American gold, 
labor, and property from the-quoting John D. Rockefeller-"grateful and responsive 
rural folk" who populated the country at that time. 

When Dorothy asked Glenda, the Good Witch of the North (Santa Claus, 
Christianity), for help in getting back to Kansas, Glenda replied: 

"You don't need to be helped. You've always had the power to go back to 
Kansas." 

Translation: you've always had the right and power to exercise your sovereignty, you 
just forgot. The actual act of asserting your sovereignty-remedy (see remedy)-a 
common-law copyright notice and a UCC Financing Statement for filing with the 
secretary of state can be completed from scratch in no time. 

America and Americans have intimate, firsthand knowledge of the heartless 
meclhanics of the laws of commerce, religiously applied by the unregistered foreign 
agents at Internal Revenue Service.59 The IRS, accountancy firm and collection 
agency for the private Federal Reserve Bank, was constituted under the UCC at its 
inception in 1954 and has been operating strictly in that realm ever since. 

You may have wondered what is the meaning behind the words in the title "The 
Wizard of Oz." Look them up in a dictionary. Like almost everything else, it's right 
out there in the open for you to see if you will just look closely enough. One 
definition of "wizard" is: "a very clever or skillful person;" "0-z" is an abbreviation of 
"onza," o-n-z-a, the Italian word for "ounce," or "ounces," the unit of measurement of 
gold, silver, and other precious metals. No matter how large the quantity of 
gold/silver being discussed, the amount is always expressed in ounces. E.g. rather 
than "hundreds of tons" of gold, it's "so many million ounces" of gold. As attested by 
the factual history of this country: the "Wizard of Oz" was the Wizard of Ounces. 

Everything worked out for Dorothy, i.e. the American people, in the end and she 
"made it home." Meaning: there is remedy in law (see remedy). It's there-it was 
just encoded and disguised and camouflaged. Fortunately, the code has been 
cracked, and there is a way home, just like in the movie. Like Dorothy said, "There's 
no place like home"-and there isn't! There's nothing like sovereignty for a 
sovereign! We have commercial remedy in the Redemption Process. Will you 
continue to be conned by the confidence men and worship the Wizard's Light Show, 
or wiill you wise up like Dorothy did and "look behind the scenes"? 

59 See Revenue Agent. 
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Copyright Notice Instructions 
I. Introduction. 

A. The power of the Copyright Notice is the common law: unwritten, ancient, and 
immutable. The Copyright Notice forms the basis of your ability to enforce ownership 
rights over all property associated with, and registered in the TRADE NAME of, your 
straw man. For this reason it is vital that you formally establish your claim of right of 
ownership of property under the common law on the public record. Ideally you would 
file your Copyright Notice at the county clerk/recorder's office, but this office, like all 
government offices, has been set up not for the purpose of enhancing the quality of life 
for the little guy, but for functioning as an integral cog in Big Brother's property- and 
wealth-confiscation machinery. 

The common law is alive and well and underlies all intercourse amongst all Americans, 
and all law forms as well, including the Uniform Commercial Code, but the criminal 
brilliance of the Chosen Masters in the legal, commercial, and financial arenas has 
completely obliterated people's awareness of it. The Norman French attorneys that 
destroyed the quality of life and property rights in England beginning in 1066 have 
carried forward across the centuries and have accomplished the same feat on this side 
of the Atlantic. By switching the language, the whole of English society was thrown into 
upheaval and the king's esquires, with force of arms backing them, legally ravaged the 
population. The same tribe of miscreants is now wreaking its wrath on America and the 
rest of the world: the new attorney language is Latin, not French, and people are 
drowning in an endless ocean of "code." Most people are too overwhelmed by the 
rigors of staying alive and paying their bills and taxes to even mount a defense-to even 
know what, exactly, is wrong. No matter the amount of grief, misery, and chaos inflicted 
by the man-haters of the Money Power, however, accessing the common law instantly 
levels the. entire playing field. 

All names constitute property; nothing more, nothing less. The esquire shysters that 
enforce the agenda of the Legal Masters of the World have gotten one and all to identify 
with the name, have gotten people to believe that they are their own name. A name is 
useful communication tool for getting someone's attention-but response is voluntary 
(and this is what sovereignty is all about). When Big Brother's operatives ask you for 
your name, they are asking you to turn over your private property, they are asking for 
you to voluntarily surrender control of your private property so they can use the name 
you give them to create an account and lodge a charge in it-the private property that 
you voluntarily give them. If they do not get a name, guess what: there is no account 
and there is no charge. 

On the other side of the coin: when someone takes your property without 
authorization--i.e. without you voluntarily giving it to them- and uses it for commercial 
gain, you have an innate right (the nature of common law) to charge them for it. The 
UCC is expre~ssly designed by esquire front men to facilitate this undertaking (you just 
weren't supposed to find out about it). All you need is the perpetrator's name (and 
address) and the UCC to enforce your common-law property rights. Pretty nifty. 
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The common-law copyright of the name has been constructed so as to align perfectly 
with the agreed~upon tenets of the UCC, thereby augmenting your common-law right to 
require and obtain just compensation for the (unauthorized) use of your private property. 
The thoroughness of the Copyright Notice in spelling out the minute details of the terms 
ofdoing business with you demonstrates sincerity and ''full disclosure" on your part
because the intention is to follow through exactly as stated in the Copyright Notice and 
do' what you say will do if someone decides he wants to use your.property. 

II. • Creating the Copyright Notice. 

A. Two Copyright Notices, one for a single man/woman and one for a family, have been 
included here. Whichever you choose will need to be adapted for your situation. 

B. You are retyping 1 the Copyright Notice for the purpose of having it published in a 
newspaper. The newspaper can take your Copyright Notice in written form, but if so it 
will have to be re-typed by someone at the newspaper, thus opening the door for errors 
in the text. The best way to transmit the document to the newspaper is electronically via 
email, but computer diskette will work just as well. 

C. Beginning at the top, go through the sample Copyright Notice word by word, clearing 
up the meaning of any terms you are not sure of, and plug in your particulars in place of 
those of Jotm Henry Doe's. Placement of the copyright symbol, "©,"which appears 
throughout, is important for the power of the Copyright Notice. Sometimes the symbol 
is superscripted for aesthetic reasons, as in "JOHN HENRY DOE©," but the regular 
version of the symbol will work just as well. 

111. Peculiarities of the Copyright Notice. 

A. Manner of dating the document. The date of the Copyright Notice is reflected in the 
date of another document cited within .the Copyright Notice called the "Hold-harmless 
and Indemnity Agreement," and is spelled out common,.law style, e.g. "The Fourth Day 
of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy
three," the common-law designation for March 4, 1973 (done so .for removing the 
document from the statutory dating system, which is also an indication of grant of 
jurisdiction, however slight). The numerical designation of the number of the Hold
harmless and Indemnity Agreement also matches up with this date, e.g. ~'JHD-030473-
HHIA," i.e, [Redemptor's INITIALS]-[MMDDYY]-[DOCUMENT INITIALS]. 

B. Selecting the date. There is nq restriction on the document date, no. matter when 
published, but the nearer the 18th birthday the better. However, this is not always 
feasible. Your,parents.were accountable for you until you turned 18 (14, actually, under 
common law, but this will not be contested), and then you took over. Your first day of 
full legal accountability in the eyes of the government was your 18th birthday. For 
obvious logical reasons, the earlier you can claim the existence of the common-law 
copyri~ht of the TRADE NAME, the better.· .. However, dating the Copyright Notice as of 
the 18 birthday will not work for most people, as discussed be.low. 

1 See compact disk accompanying this manual for Copyright Notice in electronic form, and save yourself the trouble 
of retyping it. 
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For examplE~. in the case of a family where the husband/father is copyrighting all the 
TRADE NAMES of the family, the date of the document will need to be no earlier than 
the day the youngest child Was born. It must be this way if the document is to have 
legality, because it is·legally impossible for a child's name to be included· in a document 
dated beforE~ the child is born. For the same reason, in the case of a marriage but no 
children, the document date would need to come after the wife adopted the husband's 
surname, i.e. after the wedding day. All events implied within the Copyright Notice must 
come before the date stated as the date of the Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement, which matches up with the Security Agreement of the same date. 

There are also circumstances where it might serve for the husband/father to leave out a 
child/children, and even the wife, from the Copyright Notice for the purpose of 
establishing the copyright before the date of execution of a certain legal document, such 
as a mortgage contract. In such instance, the copyright of the TRADE NAMES of the 
other family members could be done in a . separate document at a later date by cthe 
husband/father-at additional cost, of course, but the benefit of establishing the 
copyright before the mortgage was executed could easily outweigh the additional costs 
of publishing. This factor would also apply in the case of a single man/woman who 
wanted to include certain events within the scope of the Copyright Notice; the date 
chosen must come after any event that is implied/included in the Copyright Notice. The 
sample Copyright Notice is dated after the marriage and birth .of the daughter, but 
before the execution date of the mortgage contract. 

IV. Deciding! on a Newspaper. 

A What type of newspaper. Large metropolitan areas have scores of newspapers, and 
most have a "Legal Notices" section. When you call around for price quotes, tell the 
newspaper agent that you would like to publish a notice once a week for four (4) 
consecutive weeks in the 'legal notices" section of their' newspaper, and that you need 
to know if they are a newspaper of "general circulation." The prestige of the newspaper 
that you choose has absolutely no bearing on the validity of the Copyright Notice-so 
find the lowest quote you can. As well, you are free to use any newspaper in America 
for your filing; it does not matter in which county/state the Copyright Notice is published. 

B. Costs. The more space required for publishing your Copyright Notice, the greater 
the expense. For this reason you should have the Copyright Notice done in 6"-point font, 
the smallest print that the newspaper will allow, and in "Arial Narrow," a readable, 
slender font. The sample single-party Copyright Notice in this manual takes up 
approximately 29 square inches in 6-point Arial Narrow; the family;;of-three Copyright 
Notice takes up .about 33 square inches. A copyright notice for a husband and wife 
only, and for a larger family (with more TRADE,NAMES), will vary accordingly. Cite the 
approximate square-inch figure for the Copyright Notice you want to use-·· and tell the 
newspaper "6:..point Arial Narrow font"-when requesting price quotes. This way you 
should be able to check with many newspapers very quickly and find the best deal. 
Prices can run as little as $100 and as much as $3,000 for the four publishing's. Find 
the least expensive newspaper. 
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C. Payment. Most newspapers are happy to bill you after completion of the run, rather 
than bill you up front, but this may not always be the case. If you will be bHied, be sure 
to set aside the funds ahead of tirne so you can pay timely (to keep your karma intact). 

E. Instructions for the newspaper. When you select a newspaper, give them written 
instructions on what you need, such as the information contained in the sample email 
correspondence provided following these instructions. Let the newspaper know that 
you will pay the extra charges, if there are any, for extra copies of the affidavit .of 
publishing (sworn statement that the Copyright Notice was published). Newspapers 
generally provide one original affidavit upon completion of the run, but tell them that you 
want three (3) original (not photocopies) affidavits of publishing. 

V. The Affidavit of Publishing. 

A. Public record. The Affidavit of Publishing provided by the newspaper is a profound 
and powerful document in that it confirms your common-law claim re TRADE NAME and 
tru~ name on the public record, the modern equivalent of "Hear Ye! Hear Ye!" of 
yesteryear. 

B. County clerk/recorder. If possible, you should file at county level, and get a certified 
copy of, the newspaper affidavit of publishing. This is another widely recognized form of 
giving public notice and, based on the current de facto governmental set-up, has its own 
advantages over simply publishing in the newspaper. However, many county clerk/ 
recorder offices are resistive about filing such affidavits. They are in business to make 
money off the TRADE NAME and do not generally respond. kindly when former slaves 
start breaking away. For this reasQn it may be difficult to get your Copyright Notice filed, 
but there are other techniques besides justa straight filing. 

C. Filing at county level. If you encounter difficulty in getting your newspaper affidavit 
of publishing of the Copyright Notice filed at the county, here are some techniques that 
may assist you in obtaining a certified copy of the public notice filing: 

1. File under "Miscellaneous"; 

2. File the Copyright Notice as an attachment with a "Fictitious Business Name" 
filing under the exact same TRADE NAME; and 

3. If you own real estate, you may include the filing of the newspaper affidavit of 
publishing along with your UCC Financing Statement, as well as in any UCC 
Fin.ancing Statement Amendment thereafter. 

D. Certified Copies: .Using the "COPY CERTIFICATION BY DOCUMENT CUSTODIAN" 
notary form, which is described in detail. in the next section, "Vital General 
Instructions for All UCC Filings," you can make multiple certified copies of the 
affidavit of publishing with the help of a notary· public. If you can get your Copyright 
Notice filed at county level, and can get a certified copy of that filing, you can use 
the same notary form to make multiple copies of the county-certified copy for use as 
needed-and there will be uses for the affidavit of publishing of the Copyright 
Notice. 
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Copyright Notice 
Copyright Notice: All rights reserved re common~law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN 
HENRY DOE@-as well as any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade
name/trade-mark-Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe©. Said common-law trade
name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be used, nor reproduced', neither in whole nor in 
part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgement 
of John Henry Doe© as signified by the red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter "Secured 
Party.". With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, as well as the agent of 
said juristic person, consents and agrees by this Copyright Notiqe that neither said juristic person, nor 
the agent of said juristic person, shall display, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law 
trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor the common-law copyright described herein, nor any 
derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DQE© withoutthe prior, express, written 
consent and acknowledgment of Secured Party, as signified by Secured Party's signature in red ink. 
Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Secured Party is not now, 
nor has Secure!d Party ever been, an accommodation party, nor a surety, for the purported debtor, i.e. 
"JOHN HENRY DOE," nor for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, said name, nor 
for any other juristic person, and is so-indemnified and held harmless by Debtor, i.e. "JOHN HENRY 
DOE," in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA dated the Fourth Day of the 
Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-:three against any and all 
claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, 
summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and . expenses 
whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become due, now existing and as 
might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by Debtor for any and 
every reason, ·purpose, and cause whatsoever. Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in 
Event of Unauthorized Use: By this Copyright Notice, both the juristic person and the agent of said 
juristic person, . hereinafter jointly and severally "User," consent and agree that any use of JOHN 
HENRY DOE© other than authorized use as set forth above constitutes unauthorized use, 
counterfeiting, of Secured Party's common-law copyrighted property, contractually binds User, renders 
this Copyright Notice a Security Agreement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured 
Party, and signifies that User: (1) grants Secured Party a security interest in .all of User's assets, land, 
and personal property, and all of User's interest in assets, land, and personal property, in the sum 
certain amount of $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of the common-law-copyrighted trade
name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, as wen as .for each and every occurrence of use of any and all 
derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, plus costs, plus triple damages; 
(2) authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured 
Party, and wherein User pledges all of User's assets, land, consumer goods, farm products, inventory, 
equipment, money, investment property, commercial tort claims, letters of credit, letter-of-credit rights, 
chattel paper, instruments, deposit accounts, accounts, documents, and general intangibles, and all 
User's interest in all such foregoing property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and 
hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral for securing User's contractual obligation in favor 
of Secured Party for User's unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted property; (3) 
consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, 
as well as in any county recorder's office, wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured 
Party; (4) consents and agrees that said UCC ·Financing Statement described above in paragraph "(3)" 
is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of any 
continuation statement necessary for maintaining Secured Party's perfected security interest in all of 
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User's property and interest in property, pledged as collateral in this Security Agreement and described 
above in paragraph "(2)," until User's contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been fully 
satisfied; (5) consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as 
described above in paragraphs "(3)" and "(4)," as well as the filing of any Security Agreement, as 
described above in paragraph "(2)," in the UCC filing office, as well as in any.county recorder's office; 
(6) consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs "(4)" and "(5)" above are 
not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is bogus; (7) 
waives all defenses; and (8) appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective 
upon User's default re User's contractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under 
"Payment Terms" and "Default Terms," granting Secured Party full authorization and power for 
engaging in any and all actions -on behalf of User including, but not limited by, authentication of a 
record on behalf of ,User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, and 
User further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured Party as Authorized Representative 
for User, effective upon User's default, is irrevocable and coupled with a security interest. · User further 
consents and agrees with all . of . the ·following · additional terms · of Self-executing 
Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use: Payment Terms: In accordance with 
fees for unauthorized use of JOHN HENRY DOE© as set forth above, User hereby consents and 
agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of the 
date User is sent Secured Party's invoice, hereinafter "Invoice," itemizing said fees. Default Terms: In 
event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date Invoice is 
sent, User shall be deemed in default and; (a) all of User's property and property pledged as.collateral 
by User, as set forth in above in paragraph "(2)," immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured 
Party; (b) Secured Party is appointed User's Authorized Representative as set forth above in 
paragraph "(8)"; and (c) User consents .and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well 
as otherwise dispose of in any manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems 
appropriate, including, but not limited by, sale at auction, at any time following Us~r's default, and 
without further notice, any and all of User's property and interest, described above in paragraph "(2)," 
formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, in respect ofthis "Self~executing 
Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use," that Secured· Party, again in Secured 
Party's sate discretion, deems appropriate. Terms for Curing Default: Upon event of default, as set 
forth above under "Default Terms," irrespective of any and all of User's former property and interest in 
property, described above in paragraph "(2)," in the possession of, as well as disposed of by, Secured 
Party, as authorized above under "Default Terms," User may cure User's default only re the remainder 
of User's said former property and interest property, formerly pledged as collateral that is neither in the 
possession of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party within twenty (20) days of date of User's 
default only by payment in full. Terms of Strict Foreclosure: User's non-payment in full of all 
unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set 
forth above under "Terms for Curing Default" authorizes Secured Party's · immediate non-judicial strict 
foreclosure on any and all remaining former property and interest in property, formerly pledged as 
collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the. possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. 
Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and Security Agreement 
filed with the UCC filing office. Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright 
© 1973. Unauthorized use of "John Henry Doe" incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those 
associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, as set forth above in paragraph "(1)" under "Self-executing 
Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use." 
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Copyright Notice . 
Copyright Not~: All rig~ts reserved re common-law copyright of trade-names/trade-marks JOHN HENRY 
DOE©, SARAH JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©......;.as well as any and all derivatives and variations in 
the spelling of any of said trade-names/trade-marks, not excluding "John Henry Doe," "Sarah Jane Doe," 
and "Anna Marie Doe," respectively-Common Law Copyright© 1973, 1985, and 1990, respectively, by 
John Henry Doe©. Said common-law trade-names/trade-marks, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH JANE 
DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©, may neither be used, nor reproduced, neither in whole nor in part, nor in 
any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written· consent and acknowledgement of John Henry 
Doe© as signified by the red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter "Secured Party." With the 
intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, as well as the agent of said juristic person, 
consents and agrees by this Copyright Notice that neither said juristic person, nor the agent of said juristic 
person, shall display, nor otherwise use in any manner, any of the common-law trade-names/trade-marks 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©, nor the common-law copyright 
described herein, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH 
JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©, .without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of 
Secured Party, as signified by Secured Party's signature in red ink. Secured Party neither grants, not 
implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of any of JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH 
JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©, and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Secured Party 
is not now, nor has Secured Party ever been, an accommodation party, nor a surety, for any of the 
purported debtors, i.e. "JOHN HENRY DOE/' "SARAH JANE DOE," and "ANNA MARIE DOE," nor for any 
derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, any of said names, nor for any other juristic person, and 
is so-indemnified and held harmless by JOHN HENRY DOE©, Debtor in Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement No. JHD-050690-HHIA dated the Sixth Day Day of the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One 
Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety against any and all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, 
demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, penalties, 
damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might 
become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and 
incurred by Debtor JOHN HENRY DOE© for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. Self· 
executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use: By this Copyright Notice, both 
the juristic person and the agent of said juristic person, hereinafter jointly and severally "User," consent and 
agree that any use of any of JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©, other 
than authorized use as set forth above constitutes unauthorized use, counterfeiting, of Secured Party's 
common-law copyrighted property, contractually binds User, renders this Copyright Notice a Security 
Agreement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe is Secured Party, and signifies that User: (1) grants 
Secured Party a security interest in all of User's assets, land, and personal property, and all of User's 
interest in assets, land, and personal property, in the sum certain amount of $500,000.00 per each 
occurrence of use of any of the common-law-copyrighted trade-names/trade-marks JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
SARAH JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE©, as well as for each and every occurrence of use of any 
and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, respectively, JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH JANE 
DOE©, .and ANNA MARIE DOE©, not excluding "John Henry Doe," "Sarah Jane Doe," and "Anna Marie 
Doe," respectively, plus costs, plus triple damages; (2) authenticates this Security Agreement wherein. User 
is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User pledges all of User's property, i.e. all 
assets, land, consumer goods, farm products, inventory, equipment, money, investment property, 
commercial tort claims, letters of credit, letter-of-credit rights, chattel paper, instruments, deposit accounts, 
accounts, documents, and general intangibles, and all User's interest in all such foregoing property, now 
owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral for 
securing User's contractual obligation in favor of Secured Party for User's unauthorized use of Secured 
Party's common-law copyrighted property; (3) consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of a UCC 
Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder's office, wherein User is 
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debtor and .John Henry Doe© is Secured Party; (4) consents and agrees that said UCC Financing 
Statement described above in paragraph "(3)" is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and 
agrees with Secured Party's filing of any continuation statement: necessary for maintaining Secured Party's 
perfected security interest in all of User's property and interest property, pledged as collateral in this 
Security Agmement and described above in paragraph u(2)," until User's contractual obligation theretofore 
incurred has been fully satisfied; (5) consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of any UCC Financing 
Statement, as described above in paragraphs "(3)" and "(4}," as well as the filing of any Security 
Agreement, as described above in paragraph "(2)," in the UCC filing office, as well as in any county 
recorder's office; (6) consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs "(4)" and 
"(5)" above are not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is 
bogus; (7) waives all defenses; and {8) appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, 
effective upon User's default re User's contractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below 
under "Payment Terms" and "Default Terms," granting Secured Party full authorization and power for 
engaging in any and all actions on behalf. of User including, but not limited by, authentication of a record on 
behalf of UsElr, as Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, and User further 
consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, 
effective upon User's default, is irrevocable and coupled with a security interest. User further consents 
and agrees with all of the following additional terms of Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement 
in Event of !Unauthorized Use: Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of any of 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, SARAH JANE DOE©, and ANNA MARIE DOE© as set forth above, User hereby 
consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days 
of the date User is sent Secured Party's invoice, hereinafter"lnvoice," itemizing said fees; Default Terms: 
In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date Invoice is 
sent, User shall be deemed in default and: (a) all of User's property and interest in properttpledged as 
collateral by User, as described above in paragraph "(2)," immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured 
Party; (b) Secured Party is appointed User's Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph 
"(8)"; and (c) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise 
dispose of in any manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, 
including, but not limited by, sale at auction, at any time following User's default, andwithoutfurther notice, 
any and all of User's former property and interest in property, as described above in paragraph "(2}," 
formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, in respect of this "Self-executing 
Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use," that Secured Party, again in Secured Party's 
sole discretion, deems appropriate. Terms for Curing Default: Upon event of default, as set forth above 
under "Default Terms," irrespective of any and all of User's former property and interest in property, in the 
possession of, as well as disposed of by, Secured Party, as authorized above under "Default Terms," User 
may cure User's default re only the remainder of User's former property and interest in property formerly 
pledged as collateral that is neither in the possession of, nor otherwise disposed of by; Secured Party 
within twenty (20) days of date of User's default only by payment in full. Terms of Strict Foreclosure: 
User's non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said twenty- (20) day 
period for curing default as set forth above under "Terms for Curing Default" authorizes Secured Party's 
immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and interest in property formerly 
pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor 
otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. 
Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and Security Agreement filed 
with the UCC filing office. Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright© 1973. 
Unauthorized use of any of "John Henry Doe," "Sarah Jane Doe," and "Anna Marie Doe" incurs same 
unauthorized-use fees as those associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, ·SARAH JANE DOE©, .and ANNA 
MARIE DOE©, respectively, as set forth above in paragraph "(1)" under "Self-executing Contract/Security 
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use." 
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(Text of Sample Email Letter for Newspaper) 

March 1 , 20()2 

Dear Friend: 

Please publish the attached Copyright Notice in the "Legal Notices" section of your 
newspaper once a week for four (4) consecutive weeks. 

Please use SIX- (6) POINT ARIAL NARROW FONT in al.l four publishing's (for the sake 
of economy of space). The attached Copyright Notice is in 6-point Arial Narrow font for 
your convenience. 

Upon the first publishing, please send me a copy of the newspaper at my billing 
address: 

John HenryDoe 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Upon comple~tion of all four (4) publishing's, please send me a total of three (3) 
ORIGINAL affidavits of publishing re my filing. 

If there are any extra costs for any of the above-requested services/products, beyond 
the publishing costs, please include this cost on the invoice/bill and it will be paid. · 

Thank you in advance for your conscientious service. 

Sincerely, 

John Henry Doe 

PS. Please remember that I need three (3) ORIGINAL affidavits of publishing upon 
completion of the four runs. I will pay any extra cost associated therewith. 
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Vital General Instructions for 
All UCC Filings 

I. Introduction. 

A. Source book for UCC filings. It is recommended that you obtain the book entitled 
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE AND RELATED PROCEDURES GUIDE, retailing for 
$39.95 and published by Registre, Box 218, Anoka MN 55303, (763) 421-1713. 
This book shows how to obtain forms from every state, and how to file in every state. 
It is vefY useful. Registre accepts pre-payment, credit cards over the phone, and 30-
day billing in the name of a business. They ship UPS. ground, but also offer UPS 
Next Day and Second Day Air for an additional fee. They can ship FedEx and 
Airborne Express using your account (and also by using your credit card for shipping 
with these two carriers, as well). They answer their phone live and are very helpful. 

B. Obtaining forms. Forms for all UCC filings may generally be obtained: 

1 . Over the Internet; 

2. From Registre (described above); 

3. At most stationery stores; and 

4. Over-the-counter from the UCC Division/Section of the Office of the Secretary of 
State. 

C. Filling modes. Though you should always verify first, most states accept filings by: 

1. Personal appearance at the UCC filing office; 

2. Fax; 

3. Electronically; 

4. Mail/courier; and 

5. Local document-filing-service organizations. 

D. Transmitting-utility filings. Item 18 on the Addendum Page of the National Form 
UCC Financing Statement (the recommended form for all initial filings) has a box 
marked "Transmitting Utility." Many times this .is the only reason that the Addendum 
Page is used. Your TRADE NAME fits the UCC definition of a transmitting utility, but 
it is important that you why this is so. Look up any necessary related terms to 
achieve Glarification on this. Transmitting Utility status is beneficial in that the filing is 
permanent and need not be renewed every five years-as with ·all other types of 
debtors (more evidence that this is the right path). 
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E. Filing fees. You will need to check with your state's UCC filing office for current filing 
fees for the particular type of filing you are doing. A list of contact telephone 
numbers, email addresses, and web sites for all American and Canadian UCC filing 
offices is included in the Appendix under the title, "UCC Filing Office Information." 

F. There is no requirement that the Social Security Account Number, "SSAN," of the 
Debtor lbe provided in Box 1 d of the UCC Financing Statement form. However, 
since the Social Security Account Number officially differentiates, you from the 
TRADE-·NAME debtor, it is recommended that the SSAN always be included when 
referencing the TRADE NAME. 

II. Obtaining Legal Evidence of Your Standing as "Secured Party". 

A. Relief. The UCC offers you the opportunity to improve the quality of your life by 
getting proofed up against those who would gleefully steal everything you own. 

If you wish to guarantee yourself the best possible chance of protecting 
yourself, your family, and your property from predatory attorneys, banks, 
government officials, judges, and taxmen you will need to secure legal 
evidence of your new standing-and a UCC-filing-office certified copy of all 
pertinent UCC filings constitutes such legal evidence. 

B. Documenting your position. Plain photocopies and fax copies of a filing do not 
qualify as evidence. Therefore, it is imperative that you obtain bona fide legal 
evidence of all UCC filings, because it is a virtual 1 00% certainty that you will one 
day need to provide such documentation. 

1. Certified Copy. This is the best way to document your new standing, and it is 
recommended that you secure a certified copy of a filing as soon as possible. 
Include the appropriate fees with every filing, along with instructions for 
transmittal of the certified copy (this could include overnight courier 
arrangements, as well). If the time. comes when you need to prove standing, you 
will 11ot want to wait a single day for certified copies to arrive from the UCC filing 
office. A certified copy of a filing is admissible as evidence in the courts of the 
state of issue and can be made into valid evidence for aU other states with .the 
help of a notary public (described below in paragraph C, "Copy Certification"). 

2. Certificate of Information. A Certificate of Information is a signed, computer-print
out certification issued by a UCC Filing Officer of a particular state containing the 
results of (a) name searches, and (b) records searches for a particular filing. The 
Search Request is valuable because it shows (usually) no other filings against 
the TRADE NAME. However, UCC filing offices do not make the distinction 
between the all-caps TRADE NAME of the Debtor and the initial-letters
capitalized-only true name of the Secured Party; all search results show the 
Secured Party's name in capital letters. The real advantage of a Certificate of 
Information is that it proves that there is no other Secured Party with a superior 
claim re the TRADE-NAME Debtor. Actual proof of your supreme claim can be 
shown with a certified copy of the Security Agreement that is referenced in 
Line/Box 4 (Collateral Description) of the UCC Financing Statement. 
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C. Copy Certification. A notary public is an "officer of the state" and any document 
bearing a notary's seal and signature must be admitted as evidence (testimony) in 
the courts of that and any other state (a judge must take judicial notice of a notarial 
acknowledgment). The National Notary Association form used to make a legally 
valid photocopy of a document in all but one state (Florida) is called "COPY 
CERTIFICATION BY DOCUMENT CUSTODIAN." However, California and 
Washington State have their own form by the same name, Form No. 5923; all other 
states except Florida use the same form, Form No. 5177. Florida's form is entitled 
"FLORIDA CERTIFICATION OF PHOTOCOPY," Form No. 5187. A blank original of 
the proper form for your state has, been included with this manual. These forms are 
not particularly common with notaries public, so you may want to make multiple 
(color) photocopies ofthe blank form provided before using it to ensure you have a 
form on hand when needed, even if the notary does not. 

A notary public cannot personally certify a photocopy of publicly recordable 
instruments and public records, but can take a sworn statement from someone else 
who wants to certify a copy of such a document in the role of "Document Custodian" 
(anyone can serve as Document Custodian). The Document Custodian makes a 
sworn statement that the copy is a "true, correct, and complete photocopy" of the 
original, and is the equivalent of sworn testimony. The notarized photocopy is then 
admissible as evidence in the courts of any state. This form is especially handy 
when you need multiple certified copies of an original certified copy that you 
obtained from the UCC filing office: make photocopies of the original certified copy 
and use a "COPY CERTIFICATION BY DOCUMENT CUSTODIAN" form to certify 
each photocopy, retaining the original certified copy for future use in the same way 
again, if needed. 

The lower portion of each form is marked "OPTIONAL." Use this section of the form 
to identify as precisely as possible the attached photocopy so as to "marry" the 
notary form with the document. Conversely, it is wise to omit any unnecessary 
information that could compromise your privacy/security (such as providing a 
thumbprint and giving the location where the original document is kept), but these 
are personal choices. 

Ill. New Developments. 

A. Signatures. For distinguishing between the TRADE-NAME Debtor and the Secured 
Party, it is recommended that Secured Party always sign in red ink (symbolic of 
blood). It is also recommended that printed signatures of the straw man's TRADE 
NAME be done in blue ink (black is OK, but not as easily recognized as an original, 
ink signature. Your authors also recommend red-ink signatures exclusively on all 
legal documents where the flesh-and-blood man/woman is signing. 

B. Maintaining privacy. For privacy reasons (discussed in the first essay in this manual, 
"Maintaining Commercial Integrity"), it is not prudent to include any other documents 
and information along with the filing of your UCC Financing Statement (and 
subsequent UCC Financing Statement Amendments). Voluntarily placing such data 
in the public record relinquishes all privacy the property connected therewith. The 
financing statement form, properly completed, is all that is required. 
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IV. Creating Your Paperwork and Assembling Your Filings. 

A Work in a relaxed atmosphere where you will not be disturbed, preferably with a 
large surface area where documents can be spread out and properly organized. 
Work on your filing when you can set everything else aside and concentrate solely 
on the task at hand. Be thorough and unhurried, making sure that all details are 
covered before sending. Any error in any filing can be corrected with a UCC 
Financing Statement Amendment, but it is just as easy to get it right the first time. 

B. As you study the Instructions for a particular filing, it is good practice to flip back and 
forth between instruction page and the sample filing provided so as not to "drown" in 
the words of the explanation. I.e. if you are trying to learn about sailboats, don't just 
read about them: go and look at an actual sailboat from time to time. 

Bon voyage! 
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Information Request Instructions 
I. Introduction. 

A. Information Request. The "Information Request" is a UCC name-search utility that is 
used for obtaining from the Secretary of State's office a record that documents all 
filings (by filing number) against a particular debtor by any and all creditors, and also 
for retrieving certified copies of certain filings. For our purposes, the latter 
constitutes the more typical use. 

It is not an accident that the legal definition of "information" is: 

"An accusation exhibited against a person for a criminal offense, without an 
indictment. An accusation in the nature of an indictment, from which it differs only 
in being presented by a competent public officer on his oath of office, instead of a 
grand jury on their oath .... Black's Law Dictionary, First Edition, 1891. 

The Legal Masters of the World look upon all outsiders as debtors, i.e. criminals and 
slaves, and this choice of terms for named debtors is apropos of this philosophy. 

B. The form_. To file an Information Request you will need form by the same name 
(former LJCC-11 R). As described in Section 6, "Vital General Instructions for All 
UCC Filings," forms may generally be obtained via the Internet, from Registre, at 
most stationery stores, and over-the-counter and (generally) by fax from your state's 
UCC Section of the Office of the Secretary of State. 

II. Completing the Information Request. 

A. Familiarization. Please look over the form and read the official instructions for the 
Information Request, found immediately following these instructions, and then return 
to this point. 

B. Filling out the Information Request form: 

1. Filing offices prefer 12-point Ariai/Helvetica font, so use this font size and type 
whenever possible. Anything smaller than 1 0-point font will be rejected (and 
sometimes even 1 0-point). 

2. Box A is optional. It is recommended that you leave this blank. 

3. Box B contains the desired return mailing location of the requesting party. Enter 
any name and any mailing location you desire for return of the requested data. 

4. In Box 1 b, fill in the last, first, and middle name of your straw man where 
indicated, in CAPITAL LETTERS. 

5. In Box 2a, check "CERTIFIED" and "ALL" if you are seeking a certified copy of a 
list of all financing statements filed against the named debtor (your TRADE 
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NAME). You will need to determine the cost of this service at the UCC filing 
office where the request is to be submitted. Phone number, email address, and 
web site for all American and Canadian filing offices can be found in Appendix 
under "UCC Filing Offices" and "UCC Filing Offices in Canada." 

6. Box 2b gives the choice of obtaining a certified copy of all filings and all unlapsed 
(current) filings. The need for using Box 2b should never arise, i.e. for the 
Redemptor's needs, because it is recommended that a certified copy of each 
filing be obtained as each filing is submitted. 

7. Box 2c is for obtaining a certified copy of a particular filing already filed in the 
filing office, and this will be the primary use of the Information Request (if certified 
copies of a filing cannot be obtained otherwise). Rather than just a certified 
record listing all financing statements filed against the TRADE NAME, Box 2c 
allows you to obtain a certified copy of a specific filing, which is a very useful 
document when dealing with credit .. lenders demanding payment. In some 
instances this will be the only way that a certified copy of a filing can be secured: 
UCC filing offices. have had a general change in policy and have cut back in 
offering a certified copy at the time ·of filing (this service is discretionary at most 
filing offices, so if you treat them right and make a friend of someone, you may 
get what you want-especially if you do your filing in person). 

If the UCC filing office does not offer a certified copy (of UCC Financing 
Statements and UCC Financing Statement Amendments) at the time of filing, you 
will need to complete the filing of the financing statement/amendment first, obtain 
the filing number of the filing, and then send in an Information Request 
requesting a certified copy of that particular filing by filling in the data in box 2c. 
"Type of Record and Additional Identifying Information" will always be either of 
the "UCC Financing Statement" (the former the UCC-1) and the "UCC Financing 
Statement Amendment" (the former UCC-3). 

8. Box 3 will not be needed. 

9. Box 4 contains your specific instructions for return of the information requested if 
other than First-Class mail. You have many options, including pick-up at the 
counter, courier service (using your account with the courier), etc. Please read 
the instructions in the lower portion of the Box 4, make your choices, and fill in 
your instructions if you wish to receive the requested information faster than via 
First-Class mail. 
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Instructions for National Information Request (Form UCC11) 

Please type or laser-print this form. Be sure it is completely legible. Read all Instructions. Follow Instructions complete y. 
Fill in form very carefully; mistakes may have important legal consequences. If you have questions, consult your attorney. F ling office cannot give legal advice. 
Do not insert anything in the open space in the upper portion of this form; it is reserved for filing office use. 
When properly completed, send form parts 1 and 2 (labeled Filing Office Copy (1} and (2}}, with required fee, to filing office Always detach Requestor Copy. 
Filing office may offer additional information options. Contact filing office or use form specially designed by filing office to obtain additional information options. 
A. To assist filing officers that might wish to communicate with requestor, requestor may provide information in item A. This tem is optional. 
B. Enter name and address of requestor in item B. This item is NOT optional. 

1. Debtor nam1 : Enter only one Debtorname in jtem 1, an organization's name (1 a) .QLan individual's name (1 b). Enter Debtor's exact full legal name. Don't 
abbreviate. 

1 a. Organjzatjon Debtor. "Organization" means an entity having a legal identity separate from its owner .. A partnership is an organization; a sole proprietorship 
is not an organization, even if it does business under a trade name. If Debtor is a partnership, enter exact full legal name of partnership; you need not enter 
names of partners as additional Debtors. If Debtor is a registered organization (e.g., corporation, limited partnership, limited liability company), it is advisable 
to examine Debtor's current filed charter documents to determine Debtor's correct name, organization type, and jurisdiction of organization. 

1 b. Individual Debtor. "Individual" means a natural person; this includes a sole proprietorship, whether or not operating under a trade name. Don't use prefixes 
(Mr., Mrs., Ms.). Usesuffixboxonlyfortitlesoflineage (Jr., Sr., Ill) and notforothersuffixesortitles (e.g., M.D.). Use married woman's personal name 
(Mary Smith, not Mrs. John Smith). Enter individual Debtor's family name (surname) in Last Name box, first given name in First Name box, and all additional 
given names in Middle Name box. 

For both organjzatjon and jndjvjdyal Debtors: Don't use Debtor's trade name, DBA, AKA, FKA, Division name, etc. in place of or combined with Debtor's 
legal name; you may add such other riames as additional Debtors if you wish (butthis is neither required nor recommended). 

2. Information options relating to UCCfilings and other notices on file in the filing office that include as a Debtor name the name identified in item 1. Please 
note that it is permissible to select an option in 2a and also check an option in 2b. Check the "CERTIFIED (Optional)" box appropriately in items 2a, 2b, 
or2c. 

2a. Check appropriate box in item 2a; the box"ALL" if you are requesting a search of all active records, including lapsed filings, or the box "UNLAPSED" if 
you requesting a search of only active records that have not lapsed. 

2b. Check appropriate box in item 2b to request copies of records appearing on the search response; the box"ALL" if you are requesting copies of all active 
records, including lapsed filings, or the box "UN LAPSED" if you are requesting copies of only active records that have not lapsed. 

2c. Complete item 2c if you are ordering copies of specific records by record number. 

3. Some filing offices offer service options in addition to those offered in item 2. These may be shown on the face of this form or may otherwise be publicized 
by1he particular filing office. ~: if any of these additional service options introduces a search criterion (e.g., limiting search to named Debtor at an 
address in a specified city and state) that narrows the scope ofthe search, this may result in an incomplete search (that fails to list all filings against the 
named Debtor) and you may fail to learn information that might be of value to you. 

4. Delivery Instructions: Unless otherwise instructed, filing office will mail information to the name and address in item B. If information will be picked up 
from the filing office, check the "Pick Up" box. Contact filing office concerning availability of other delivery options. For other than mail or pick up, check 
the "Other" box and specify the other delivery method that you are requesting. If requesting delivery service, provide delivery service's name and requestor's 
account number to bill for delivery charge. Filing office will not deliver by delivery service unless prepaid waybill or account number for billing is provided. 
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INFORMATION REQUEST 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT [optional] 

B. RETURN TO: (Name and Address) 

L 

In care of: 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California 
John Henry Doe 

I FILING OFFICE ACCT # 

_j 
THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

1. DEBTOR NAME to be searched - msert only JlD.ll debtor name (1a or 1b) -do not abbreviate or combine names 
1a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 1 b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

DOE JOHN 
MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

HENRY 
2. INFORMATION OPTIONS relating to UCC filings and other notices on file in the filing office that include as a Debtor name the name identified in item 1: 

2a. SEARCH RESPONSE 0 CERTIFIED (Optional) 

ALL (Check this box to request a response that is complete, including filings that have lapsed.) UN LAPSED 

2b. COPY REQUEST CERTIFIED (Optional) 

Select 2W! of the following two options: ALL UN LAPSED 

2c. SPECIFIED COPIES ONLY 

Record Number Date Record Filed (if required) Type of Record and Additionalldenti_fyin_g_lnformation (if required) 

2002-030-0123 January 30, 2002 UCC Financin~ Statement 

3. ADDITIONAL SERVICES: 

4. DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS (request will be completed and mailed to the address shown in item B unless otheiWise instructed here): 

4a. 0 PickUp 

4b.liJ other Please return Information Request in enclosed, self-addressed, pre-paid FedEx envelope. 
Specify desired me1hod blWI (~available from 1his office): provide delivel)' infonnation (e.g., delivel)' seiVice's name, addressee's account# with delivel)' seiVioe, addressee's phone #, etc.) 

FILING OFFICE COPY {1)- NATIONAL INFORMATION REQUEST (FORM UCC11) (REV. 05/09/01) 
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UCC Financing Statement 
In.structions 

I. Preliminary Filing Considerations for UCC Financing Statement. 

A. Certified copy of all filings. You will need to obtain a certified copy of all your UCC 
filings, both at state level and county level, if you expect to be able to prove your 
position in the event you are attacked in the future. Availability of a certified copy at 
the time of filing has generally been diminished across the country, but we know 
from personal experience that it is still possible. If a filing office neither offers a 
certified cbpy at time of filing, nor the procedure. to· order a. certified cqpy at time of 
filing, you will need to utilize the process described in· Section 7, Information 
Request, described below in paragraph B. 

B. Obtaining certified copy of filing via Information Request. In this method, the key is 
obtaining the original filing number from the filing office as soon as possible: 

1. By regularly going online and checking the UCC debtor filings in your state's 
UCC Section of the Secretary of State's web site; 

2. By calling in and requesting the original filing number from the filing officer by 
providing the debtor's complete name; and 

3. By waiting for the Acknowledgment Copy of the filing to arrive in the mail. Once 
received, the filing office will record and index (file) the filing and then microfilm 
it-and can take as much as a month. This process can also be expedited by 
enclosing a self-addressed, pre-paid, overnight envelope for return of the 
Acknowledgment Copy. In this case, actually establishing contact (and making 
friends) with filing office personnel can greatly assist you. 

Once you know the original filing number, you can order a certified copy of that 
particular filing using an Information Request and the procedure set forth in Section 
7. The copy you receive will likely be a photograph of the microfilm of your filing, 
with a grayish, filmy appearance-nowhere near as aesthetic and readable as a 
regular photocopy. For this reason alone it is advisable to do your best to obtain a 
certified copy associated with the time of filing, discussed below in paragraph C. 

C. Certified copy based on the original filing. If the filing office offers a certified copy in 
connection with the actual filing, you can file in person or by mail/courier. 

1. In person. If you have a time crunch and need the certified copy immediately, it 
is best to visit the UCC filing office in person, taking along an extra copy of the 
filing. It is easier to make friends this way, too. Sometimes the copy you bring 
will be certified, and other times the filing officer will make a copy of the filed 
original and then certify it. If you cannot get your certified copy the same day, 
you will probably be able to get it the following morning. Their procedure is not 
predictable, but this is the fastest way to obtain a certified copy of your filing. 
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2. Via mail/courier. Going online and checking the web site of a particular UCC 
filing office (see ~~ucc Filing Offices" and uucc Filing Offices in Canada" in 
Appendix for phone numbers, email addresses, and web site URL's) is many 
times sufficient to verify that a certified copy. of a filing can be ordered and paid 
for at the time of filing, but you can also call in and get other answers generally 
not available on the web. You can also make friends over the phone. 

Send in the appropriate fee for a certified copy and, if instructed, a photocopy of 
your filing. Sometimes the certified copy is sent as soon as a couple of days 
later, sometimes it takes as much as four (4) weeks-depending on the office 
policy for providing certified copies and the backlog of microfilming. For this 
reason you may also want to enclose a self-addressed, pre-paid, overnight 
envelope for the filing officer so he/she gets the message that this is important 
and does his/her best to expedite the process. Otherwise, your filing will be 
returned by First-Class mail and will not stand out from the other hundreds of 
filings that the filing officer handles every day. 

D. Acceptance/refusal of filings. There seems to be a continuous metamorphosis 
among UCC filing offices regarding the filing of UCC Financing Statements of 
Redemptors: some states have no problem with accepting and filing the forms, and 
then a filing officer will start kicking them back. This has played out as a fairly up
and-down situation across the country, with a number of offices going back and forth 
on the issue, but most filing without incident. 

One thing that can assist you is the new cover sheet for all filings, which lets the 
filing office personnel know that you are a knowledgeable filer. A sample form 
follows in this Section just before the first sample UCC Financing Statement, and a 
blank form can be found in Part IV, Blank Forms & Form Letters. The new cover 
sheet points out for the filing officer that you are aware of the only legitimate reasons 
for refusal of a filing. Filing officers are not free to reject filings at their whim, and are 
restricted by the limitations imposed by UCC 9-520, which states: 

"(a) Mandatory refusal to accept record. A filing office shall refuse to 
accept a record for filing for a reason set forth in Section 9-516(b) and may refuse to 
accept a record for filing only for a reason set forth in Section 9;.;516(b). 

"(b) Communication concerning refusal. If a filing office refuses to accept· 
a record for filing, it shall communicate to the person that presented the record the 
fact of and reason for the refusal and the date and time the record would have been 
filed had the filing office accepted it. The communication must be made at the time 

· and in the manner prescribed by filing-office rule, but .. .in no event no more than two 
business days after the filing office receives the record. 

"(c) When filed financing statement effective. A filed financing statement 
satisfying Section 9-502(a) and (b) is effective, even ifthe filing off'ice is required to 
refuse to accept it for filing under subsection (a). However, Section 9-338 applies to 
a filed financing statement providing information described in Section 9-516(b )( 5) 
which is incorrect at the time the financing statement is filed. 

"(d) Separate application to multiple debtors. If a record communicated 
to a filing office provides information that relates to more than one debtor, this part 
applies as to each debtor separately." (Underline emphasis added) 
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Sections "(a)" and "(b)" ofUCC 9-520 concern our needs more than do Sections "(c)" 
and "(d)." [Note: Section 9-502(a) and (b), referenced in 9-520(c) above, concerns 
mortgages as a financing statement, and as':"extracted timber, respectively; Section 
9-338 concerns agricultural liens.] Obviously, Section 9-516(b) is the most important 
section regarding refusals to file. There are seven (7) valid categories of reasons in 
Section 9-516(b) for refusal of a filing, with numerous sub-categories within the main 
seven. You need not know everything about them for purposes of filing, but the 
more you know about the process, the smoother things will go for you generally. 

For this reason, you need to obtain a copy of your state's UCC, called the "[Name of 
your state] Commercial Code," as soon as possible-not for the sake of learning the 
whole thing, but for having it handy as a reference guide for acute issues as they 
may arise. A good source for a copy of your state's UCC is West Group, at (800) 
344-5009-and they are only too happy to ship you a copy immediately. 

States that refuse Redemptor filings generally do so based on the claim that the 
debtor and secured party are the same "person." This is very much not the case (for 
official confirmation of this fact, see federal in Glossary, i.e. " ... not only upon the 
sovereign members of the Union, but directly upon all its citizens in their individual 
and corporate capacities." 1866). Most states acknowledge the difference, but a few 
do not. For those that do not, we will need to file using one of the two methods 
outlined below in paragraph E. Those states that do not rely on this philosophy are 
bound by the limitations imposed by Section 9-516(b). Get your own copy of the 
UCC so you can learn these key points. 

E. Options in the case of non-acceptance of Redemptor filings by your state. If the 
UCC Financing Statement is rejected as a Redemption filing, the situation can be 
remedied in a couple of ways: 

1. By doing what is called a "cross-filing," where your TRADE NAME is the debtor 
and the secured party is a different party (close friend, family member) with an 
entirely different name than your true name, thereby drawing no concern upon 
filing; and 

2. In the case where the Redemptor owns real estate in the filing state, by doing a 
standard Redemptor's UCC Financing Statement against the real property in the 
office of the county clerk/recorder of the county where the property is located. In 
this case, a certified copy of the filing would be obtained from the county at the 
time of filing (standard procedure at county level). 

Sample filings for both of these filings are contained in this Section under the 
headings "Cross-Filing" and "Real Estate Filing," respectively. If you need to do 
either, simply duplicate the contents of the appropriate form, substituting your 
particulars for those in the sample form. 

F. Required follow;.up filings after a cross-filing. In the case of a cross-filing there will 
need to be two follow-up filings: 

1. One to convert you into the secured party, called an "ASSIGNMENT (PARTY 
INFORMATION)"-. where there is a change·inthe parties; and 
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2. A second to get the proper security agreement (between your true name and 
TRADE NAME) entered on the record after the initial secured party {friend, family 
member) is no longer in the picture-called an "ASSIGNMENT (COLLATERAL 
CHANGE)"-where there is a change in the collateral description. 

Sample filings for both of the above two follow-up filings are contained in the next 
Section, "UCC Financing Statement Amendments" under "Cross-Filing Amendment 
#1" and "Cross-Filing Amendment #2." 

G. Follow-up filing after a real estate filing at county level. The first step is to do a 
standard UCC Financing Statement filing against the Redemptor's real estate at 
county level, and obtain a certified copy at the time of filing (take along an extra copy 
of the filing for the convenience of the county filing officer). Then visit a notary public 
and, using the certified copy from the county as the. original, do a "Copy Certification 
by Document Custodian" of this document. The "Copy Certification by Document 
Custodian" form and its use are described in Section 6, Vital General Instructions for 
All UCC Filings, in paragraph C. [Note: There is also included with this manual an 
original blank copy of one of these forms for use in your state at the beginning of 
Section 12, Blank Forms & Form Letters.] You should now have the original 
certified copy from the county, and a second certified copy that you personally 
certified at the notary's. The certified copy that you made is yours to keep, so file it 
in a safe place; the original from the county gets filed in the UCC filing office. 

The next step would be to file the actual original certified copy of the filing from the 
county in the UCC filing office at state level. Follow the remaining instructions in this 
Section and file your county-certified copy at state level. The reason is this: the 
state must accept UCC filings from any county filing office, but may reject those that 
can be invalidated over authenticity issues. The genuineness of the original certified 
£QQY. from the county is beyond reproach, so those states that would otherwise reject 
Redemptor filings, whisk these in and file them without blinking. There is another 
benefit, as well: anyone with real estate needs to file a UCC Financing Statement in 
every county where he/she owns real property, This needs to be done sooner or 
later-in this case it is done sooner. 

Note: The procedures described above are not intended to address completing the 
actual UCC Financing Statement form, but are necessary to cover preliminary issues 
you need to understand before commencing the filing process, which begins now. 

II. Instructions for Completing the UCC Financing Statement Form. 

A. Official UCC Instructions. Please read "Instructions for National UCC Financing 
Statement (Form UCC1)" and "Instructions for National UCC Financing Statement 
Addendum (Form UCC1Ad)" immediately following this set of Instructions, and then 
return and continue reading at paragraph B immediately below. 

B. No ink-jet printers. Do not use an ink-jet printer for printing your documents--laser
jet printers and typewriters only. Filing officers will reject ink-jet-printed documents 
because their UCC-filing-office computers are unable to read the text. 
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C. Completing the form (standard UCC Financing Statement). As well as the standard 
filing, these instructions also cover the cross-filings and real estate filings discussed 
above. Please consult the sample UCC Financing Statement form for John Henry 
Doe as often as needed to confirm your understanding of the following Instructions: 

1. Box A. Providing data in this box is optional. We recommend you leave it blank. 

2. Box B. Box B is for return of the UCC Financing Statement form after it has been 
indexed (filed) and microfilmed. You may place any name and mailing location 
you desire for return of the form. Because some states resist doing. Redemption 
filings, you should select the most appropriate data for Box B. 

3. Box 1a. Not applicable for our purposes, hereinafter "N/A." 

4. Box 1 b. Enter all-capital-letters TRADE NAME of your straw man, military style, 
i.e. "LAST, FIRST MIDDLE," as requested. 

5. Box 1 c. Enter the statutory address, complete with two-letter postal designation 
ofthe state, and the ZIP ("Zoning Improvement Plan") Code. You may also put 
"US" in the country slot if you desire. 

6. Box 1d. To further differentiate between the true name and the TRADE NAME, 
enter TRADE NAME'S Social Security Account Number in this box. 

7. Box 1e- 1g. N/A. 

8. 'Box 2a. N/A. 

9. Box 2b. This would come into play only in the case of the secured-party parent 
naming as an official debtor, the wife, as well as any son/daughter under the age 
of 18 (husband can claim wife's TRADE NAME, but wife cannot claim 
husband's). The need for having to list multiple family-member debtors on the 
UCC Financing Statement can be avoided by the secured-party spouse/parent 
simply claiming all birth certificates and TRADE NAMES of desired family 
members as shown in the sample security agreement. 

10. Box 2c. Using the technique described in Box 2b immediately above (paragraph 
9), this box would not need to be completed. If you decide to list multiple 
debtors, please follow the same instructions for addresses given above for Box 
1 c (paragraph 5). 

11. Box 3a. N/A. · 

12. Box 3b. There are a number of options re filling in the secured party's true name, 
depending on the nature of the filing and any eccentricities of the UCC filing 
office that you are aware of: 

(a) Standard filing. Surname in box marked "INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME"; initial 
part of given name box marked "FIRST NAME"; second part of given name in 
box marked :B.RST NAME"; and any suffix in box marked "SUFFIX." Though 

j\.1\\\:)'i)U:: 
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many Redemptors may pull back from this style, we have not discovered a 
detriment in any proceedings. This style would undoubtedly cause less 
concern for a filing officer than placing the entire true name in one box as 
shown immediately below in paragraph 12(b). 

(b) Optional· Redemptor filing. Complete true name (given name + surname; 
initial letters only capitalized) appearing completely within the box marked 
"INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME." This would be done where the filer was 
confident that the filing officer would not kick it back. Note: Because the 
indexing of the secured party's name is not a crucial issue with the filing office 
(only secured party's surname gets indexed) filing offices are not too stringent 
about this, and many people prefer not to enter their true name "military 
style," as is done with TRADE NAMES and other corporately colored entities. 
The choice is yours. 

(c) Cross-filing. Since this secured party will disappear as soon as the first 
Amendment is filed, you are free to write out this name any way you like, 
including placing the entire name in capital letters (which draws less attention 
than upper- and lower-case letters). [Note: Some filing offices do not 
appreciate forms that are completed in anything other than capital letters. 
The UCC does not make this distinction, but a few filing offices are realizing 
that this is· a ploy that can be used to cause delay in the filing of the financing 
statements of some Redemptors' and so are using it. There is· no basis for 
this policy.] It is recommended that you follow the form as presented in 
military style, i.e. last, first, middle, in ALL-CAPITAL LETTERS. Once the 
filing is taken and a filing number issued, there is nothing to discuss. 

(d) Real Estate filing. Same as "Standard filing" in paragraph 12(a) above. 

13. Box 3c. Knowing what we know about the Postal Service (see "The Curse of Co
Suretyship" in Section 3), designations of an "address" and use of a ZIP Code 
certainly pale in comparison with the incalculable financial liabilities associated 
with accepting free delivery of mail matter. However, these factors probably 
have some kind of bearing on how government looks at its "subjects." As well, it 
probably just "feels better" to abstain from participating in the statutory mailing 
scheme. The final choice rests with the reader; the authors recommend the 
following: 

(a) Standard filing. "In care of: [Number and Street]" in box marked "MAILING 
ADDRESS"; "[City]" in box marked "CITY"; "[de jure two-, three-, four-, or five
letter State-abbreviation as found in the dictionary and in the datelines of 
newspaper articles, complete with a period following, if possible] in box 
marked "STATE"; "Near [[ZIP Code in brackets]] in box marked "POSTAL 
CODE"; "USA" in box marked "COUNTRY." 

(b) Cross-filing. Again, since this party and his/her mailing location will vanish 
upon the filing of the first UCC Financing Statement Amendment, it is 
recommended that the filer enter address designations as done normally by 
non-Redemptors. 
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(c) Real Estate filing. Same as "Standard filing" in paragraph 13(a) above. 

14. Box 4. Here is the standard, blanket collateral description for each type of filing: 

(a) Standard filing. The literal spelling-out in words of the document date as 
shown below is a common-law (non-statutory) designation of the date, i.e. a 
way of distinguishing between the common law and statutory law. 

r~-~'ht£. 
"All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest 
in said assets, land, and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, 
now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, described fully in 
Security Agreement No. [Your INITIALS]-[MMDDYY of document date]
SA dated the [Sequential, spelled out] Day of the [Sequential, spelled out] 
Month in the Year of Our Lord [Year, spelled out]. Inquiring parties may 
consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial 
relationship and contractual obligations associated with this commercial 
transaction, identified in security agreement referenced above. Adjustment of 
this filing is in accord with uee §§ 1-103, 1-104, and House Joint Resolution 
192 of June 5, 1933. Secured Party accepts Debtor's signatqre in accord with 
vee§§ 1-201(39), 3-401." 

(b) Cross-filing. This is the text for the initial cross-filing only (collateral 
descriptions for subsequent cross-filings are provided in the next section: 
Section 9, UCC Financing Statement Amendment. 

~~h-\s 
"All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's it-test 
in said assets, land, and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, 
now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, described fully in 
Security Agreement No. [Any number designation other than the final one that 
will be used by You]-SA dated the [Any date earlier than the date thatwill be. 
used by You]." 

(c) Real estate filing. Same as "Standard filing" in paragraph 14(a) above. 

15. Box 5. N/A. 

16. Box 6. This concerns only real estate filings, done only at county level. 

(a) Standard filing. N/A. 

(b) Cross:..filing. N/A. 

(c) Real estate filing. This is an important entry for real estate filings. Place an 
"X" in the box in Box 6. 

17. Box 7. N/A. 

18. Box 8. N/A. 

19. ADDENDUM Box 9a. N/A. 
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20. ADDENDUM Box 9b. Same name designation for debtor as that for Box 1c, 
described in paragraph ~bove. 

4 

21. ADDENDUM Box 10. N/A 

22. ADDENDUM Box 11a -11g. N/A. 

23~ ADDENDUM Box 12a - 12c. N/A. 

24. ADDENDUM Box 13. Always place an "X" in the box for "fixture filing" (last of the 
three boxes) in every UCC Financing Statement filing you do at both state and 
county level. This is a very important entry in that it places a security interest in 
all fixtures. Fixtures is defined as follows: 

'"Fixtures' means goods that have become so related to particular real property 
that an interest in them arises under real property law." UCC 9-102(a)(41). 

This can be a somewhat fuzzy area, but basically, fixtures are anything that has 
to do with a house, building, structure, etc. except for immovable components, 
such as the foundation, walls, roof, etc.-the "shell" house essentially. 
Everything else can be construed as fixtures. Some examples of fixtures are: 
dishwashing machine, satellite dish, lighting fixtures, garbage disposal, weather 
vane, mail box, electric garage door opener, sprinkler system, electrical wiring 
system, water heater, oven, refrigerator, etc. The bank only has an interest in 
the paper that identifies the house-not the house itself. If you have a security 
interest in the fixtures on a piece of property, you automatically have leverage 
with the financial institution that holds the paper. · 

25. ADDENDUM Box 14. This box applies only in the case of a real estate filing at 
county level. Fill in the precise legal description of the property. Remember also 
that no matter when it is filed, anyone with real estate holdings needs to file a 
UCC Financing Statement in the county where property is located. 

26. ADDENDUM Box 15. N/A. 

27. ADDENDUM Box 16. Used for additional space when a collateral description 
runs over from the first page. Generally does not come into play in our filings. 

28. ADDENDUM Box 17. N/A. 

29. ADDENDUM Box 18. Always place an "X" in the box marked, "Debtor is a 
TRANSMITTING UTILITY." See transmitting utility in Glossary if you are not 
certain why this is always done in Redemption filings. A transmitting-utility filing 
is a permanent filing, and need not be renewed every five years, as is the case 
with all other types of debtor-filings. If for no other reason-and there generally 
is no other reason in Redemptor filings-the Addendum page should always be 
used for designating the debtor as a transmitting utility. The remaining two boxes 
in Box 18 are not applicable for our purposes and so should be left blank. 
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Ill. Completing Your Private, Contractual Documents. 

A. Maintaining privacy. None of the following documents is ever filed along with a 
financing statement in the UCC filing office. Voluntary filing in the public record of 
your private information makes it public, i.e. no longer private. For a real-life 
example of how filing private data in the public record can harm your interests, see 
"Public Filing vs. Privacy" near the end of Section 1, Maintaining Fiscal Integrity. 

B. Certifying your documents. Since none of these documents are ever filed in the 
UCC filing office, none of them will ever be time-/date-stamped and certified, as will 
be the case with an actual financing statement. However, certification of any of 
these documents can easily be 'done with the notary's "Copy Certification by 
Document Custodian'' form. Your notarized certification of your documents, 
combined with a UCC-filing-office certified copy of the financing statement-which 
precisely identifies your documents-is all the evidence you need to prove your 
claim. 

C. Nature of each document. Understanding of these documents can only come 
through diligent study of their contents. The first three, the Private Agreement, the 
Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement, and the Security Agreement, are 
described more fully in Section 1, Maintaining Fiscal Integrity than herein below. 
Please see those descriptions for any uncertainties you may have about the 
essence of each. The other two, Attachment Sheet and Private Collateral List, are 
described below. 

D. Creating your documents. The only way that these documents can be converted for 
your private use is by going through each one, word by word, and plugging in your 
particulars in place of John Henry Doe's (and those of his family). Since none of 
these documents will ever be filed, it is not unreasonable that you complete and file 
your UCC Financing Statement in the filing office before your documents are ever 
completed. The only caveat (warning) is that you select the proper date for your 
documents in accordance with the history of your life with spouse, children, binding 
contracts, etc., so key events are included within the scope of the documents time
wise. Sample documents are all dated so as to come after .a marriage and birth of a 
daughter, but before execution of a mortgage contract). Mistakes are not fatal-any 
error can be corrected with an amendment-. but you do not want to put yourself in a 
vulnerable position, so just get it right the first time. 

E. Description of documents. 

1. Private Agreement. Foundation of contractual relationship between creditor and 
debtor; seminal document. Never allowed to be seen by anyone else; for your 
use only; confirms the nature of the private relationship; no third party has any 
right to impair the obligation of this contract. 

2. Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. Differentiates between the parties; 
constitutes debtor's pledge to hold· harmless and indemnify the secured party for 
any alleged mischief that debtor is tagged for; officially declares that creditor is 
not now, nor has creditor ever been, an accommodation party, and likewise a 
surety, for debtor. 
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3. Security Agreement. Comprehensive statement of pledge of collateral by debtor; 
covers all eventualities, both by debtor and those by any third party, in favor of 
secured party in respect of all collateral. 

4 .. Attachment Sheet. Allows for itemized description of collateral without including 
it in Security Agreement-proper. In event you ever need to prove your claim by 
using your Security Agreement, you need not worry about inadvertently 
disclosing unrelated private information about you (and your family). The Security 
Agreement can be employed without revealing these things. When only a 
particular piece of property need be verified via the Attachment She.et-integral 
component of the Security Agreement; attached thereto, made fully part thereof, 
and included therein by reference-other, non-pertinent items of property may be 
vetted (lined/blacked) out. You may even re-create the Attachment Sheet and 
include only the property in question, thereby omitting all other semi-confidential 
information that could be used by attacking party to harm your interests. 

5. Private Collateral List. Another layer of privacy insulation for strict confidentiality; 
not supposed to be known by anyone other than the party with whom TRADE 
NAME is contracting. Examples: bank accounts, credit card accounts, email 
addresses, unlisted telephone numbers, legally unregistered weapons, etc. As 
with the Attachment Sheet, non-pertinent items can be vetted, and even 
excluded altogether if desired, from any Private Collateral List supplied for the 
purpose of proving your claim in the matter of a particular item of property. 

IV. Instructions for Getting Your UCC Financing Statement Filed. 

A. Proper UCC filing office. The financing statement must be filed in the debtor's 
location, i.e. the jurisdiction of the TRADE NAME'S (not your) residence. Legally, a 
person can have only one residence at any given time. For most people, this will be 
the jurisdiction where the TRADE NAME rindividual") is registered to vote, has its 
driver license, etc. , 

"(b) Debtor's location: general rules .. Except as otherwise provided in this section, 
the following rules determine a debtor's location: (1) A debtor who is an individual is 
located at the individual's principal residence .... " UCC 9-307. 

For those who still believe that Big Brother is just here to help: 

"Residence. The act or fact of living or regularly staying at or in some place for the 
discharge of a debt or the enjoyment ofa benefiC' Merriam-Webster's Online 
Dictionary, 2002. (Underline and bold emphasis added) 

B. Filing in birth state. It has recently been confirmed that the State Registrar of the 
birth state is the official "custodian" (trustee) of the property contained in the birth 
certificate, i.e. the name (see birth certificate in Glossary for a full discussion). For 
this reason, no matter where the TRADE NAME is currently a resident, it is 
recommended that you also file in the birth state. When the residence state is the 
same as the birth state, there will be only one filing; otherwise, there will be two. 
After reading under birth certificate in Glossary, see "Letter for State Registrar re 
Birth Certificate" in Appendix for putting the State Registrar on notice that he/she is 
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forbidden to share your property (name) with anyone other than you (a death blow 
for those in government who depend on these records as the "source" of your name, 
and use it for financial gain). 

C. Mailing/courier location of UCG filing office. Based on debtor-TRADE NAME'S 
location, use the list of filing offices in Appendix under "UCC Filing Offices" (and 
"UCC Filing Offices in Canada"). and contact the appropriate filing office and find out 
the exact filing. fee for your two-page UCC Financing Statement, as well as the fee 
and procedure for obtaining a certified copy of your filing as soon as possible. 
Establishing a phone relationship with one of the filing personnel is a good idea 
because he/she can rescue you from unwanted situations, if necessary, in the 
future. If he/she likes you, he/she will remember you. 

D. Compiling the package for transmittal. 

1. Cover sheet. Make a photocopy of the blank cover sheet in Section 12, under 
"Cover Sheet for Filing by Mail/Courier," and fill in the blank spaces by hand in 
accordance with your filing. You can see a completed sample cover sheet just 
before the sample UCC Financing Statement in this Section. 

2. UCC Financing Statement. Place the cover sheet on top of the two (2) stapled 
pages of.· the UCC Financing Statement (financing statement page plus 
Addendum page). 

3. Mode of transmitting your filing. As stated in "Vital General Instructions for All 
UCC Filings" in Section 6, you generally have the following choices of 
transmitting and getting your UCC Financing Statement filed: 

(a) In person. Best, if you have a deadline and need your certified copy 
immediately and the filing office offers a certified copy at time of filing. If you 
really need the filing done in person (for certified-copy advantages) but 
cannot make the trip, you can always use a local document filing service that 
will do the same thing you could have (see below). Unless time is of the 
essence, filing in person is not necessary. 

(b) Mail. First-Class mail works fine, but sending by Certified/Registered Mail 
gives you an automatic temporary "filing number," i.e. the article number on 
the sticker, in the event the filing is rejected for an invalid reason (other than 
one of those in UCC 9-516(b)). Meaning, if the filing is rejected for a bogus 
reason, you can use the mailing number for filing until the situation is rectified. 
If you decide on Registered Mail for this mailing, please read the instructions 
for Registered Mail appearing at the top of the sample Registered Mail receipt 
form in Section 10, Handling Presentments. 

(c) Courier. Most dependable and expeditious method. The Airbill number can 
work like Certified/Registered Mail number in event filing is rejected (see 3(b) 
above). If not filing in person, this is the recommended method. 

(d) Electronically. We never file electronically, but that is no reason that you 
shouldn't. Check out the options online and make your choice. 
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(e) Fax. If you have an extreme situation and cannot file electronically, fax may 
be the answer. You would need to make contact with the filing office and.find 
out all particulars, including payment details. Filing offices usually fax back 
time-/date-stamped copies of the fax-filing, sometimes for an extra fee. The 
return fax you receive will be a second-generation copy, so print quality will 
be inferior. Also, there may be no method of obtaining a certified copy of a 
fax-filing other than submitting an Information Request (described in Section 
7) and waiting for it to be processed. Providing an overnight envelope can 
accelerate return of the certified copy, but the main delay will be in getting the 
fax-filing microfilmed. 

(f) Local document filing service. If there are advantages with filing in person but 
you are unable to make the trip, this may be the answer. There are local 
document filing services in every American jurisdiction (and in Canada, as 
well). You can locate these organizations through UCC filing qffice personnel 
(best), sometimes through the Secretary of State's web site, by searching the 
web, and in the Yellow Pages under "Messenger Services" and "Delivery 
Services." Fees are generally very reasonable, although such companies 
generally require payment up front for individual parties; businesses can 
usually be billed. One firm, Diligenz, offers filing services in every jurisdiction. 
They can be reached at (800) 858-5924. Fax: (800) 345-6059. Web site: 
www.diligenz.com. 

4. Planning for return of filed UCC Financing Statement from the filing office. We 
feel it is important to control the travels of the UCC Financing Statement. 
Therefore, we recommend inserting a self-addressed, pre-paid, overnight 
envelope in your transmittal package. If you are filing in person, just provide the 
filing officer with the overnight envelope. This is another reason to.make friends 
with someone in the filing office: he/she will generally go the extra mile for 
someone he/she is familiar with, whereas he/she might not for someone else. 
You need to account for return of as many as two (2) documents: 

(a) Acknowledgment copy. This is your original copy of your UCC Financing 
Statement, date-/time-stamped by the filing office and returned upon 
completion of microfilming. If you do not make other arrangements, the 
Acknowledgment copy will be sent by First-Class mail. Once you receive this 
copy from the filing office you can make a certified copy using the notary's 
"Copy Certification by Document Custodian" form, but such would only be for 
temporary use until you obtained an original certified copy. 

(b) Certified Copy. This is the legal proof of your claims. Each filing office will 
have its own policy re providing certified copies, so work with your new friend 
at the filing office, find out the best way of getting your certified copy as soon 
as possible, and comply with the guidelines given. Providing a self
addressed, pre-paid, overnight envelope has proven to be the most 
dependable way, unless you retrieve the certified copy in person. 

5. Transmitting your filing. Select the best method of transmission and get your 
package filed and a certified copy of the filing in-hand as soon as possible. 
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Instructions for National UCC Financing Statement (Form UCC1) 

Please type or laser-print this form. Be sure it is completely legible. Read all Instructions, especially Instruction 1; correct Debtor name is crucial. Follow 
Instructions completely. 

Fill in form very carefully: mistakes may have important legal consequences, If you have questions, consult your attorney: .Filing office cannot give legal advice. 
Do not insert anything in the open space in the upper portion of this form; it is reserved for filing office use. 
When properly completed, send Filing Office Copy, with required fee, to filing office. If you want an acknowledgment, complete item Band, iffiling in a filing 

office that returns an acknowledgment copy furnished by filer, you may also send Acknowledgment Copy; otherwise detach. If you want to make a search 
request, complete item7 (after reading Instruction 7 below) and send Search Report Copy, otherwise detach. Always detach Debtor and Secured Party 
Copies. 

If you need to use attachments, use 8-1/2 X 11 inch sheets and put at the top of each sheet the name of the first Debtor, formatted exactly as it appears in 
item 1 of this form; you are encouraged to use Addendum (Form UCC1Ad). 

A. To assist filing offices that might wish to communicate with filer, filer may provide information in item A. This item is optional. 
8. Complete item 8 if you want an acknowledgment sent to you. If filing in a filing office that returns an acknowledgment copy furnished by filer, present 

simultaneously with this form a carbon or other copy of this form for use as an acknowledgment copy. 

1. Debtor name: Enteronly one Debtor name in item 1, an organization's 
name (1a)m: an individual's name (1b). Enter Debtor's exact full legal 
!li!.[!1~. Don'tabbreviate. 

1a. Organization Debtor. "Organization" means an entity having a legal 
identity separate from its owner. A partnership is an organization: a sole 
proprietorship is not an organization, even if it does business under a 
trade name. If Debtor is a partnership, enter exact full legal name of 
partnership; you need not enter names of partners as additional Debtors. 
If Debtor is a registered organization (e.g., corporation, limited partnership, 
limited liability company), it is advisable to examine Debtor's current filed 
charter documents to.determine Debtor's correct name, organization 
type, and jurisdiction of organization. 

1b. Individual Debtor. "Individual" means a natural person; this includes a 
sole proprietorship, whether or not operating under a trade name. Don't 
use prefixes (Mr., Mrs., Ms.). Use suffix box only for titles of lineage (Jr., 
Sr., Ill) and not for other suffixes or titles (e.g., M.D.). Use married 
woman's personal name (Mary Smith, not Mrs. John Smith). Enter 
individual Debtor's family name (surname) in Last Name box, first given 
name in First Name box, and all additional given names in Middle Name 
.box. 
For both organization and individual Debtors: Don't use Debtor's trade 
name, DBA, AKA, FKA, Division name, etc. in place of orcor:nbined with 
Debtor's legal name: you may add such other names as additional 
Debtors if you wish (but this is neither required nor recommended). 

1 c. An address is always required for the Debtor named in 1 a or 1 b. 

1d. Debtor's taxpayer identification number (tax ID #)-social security 
number or employer identification number- may be required in some 
states. 

1 e,f,g. "Additional information reorganization Debtor" is always required. Type 
of organization and jurisdiction of organization as well as Debtor's exact 
legal name can be determined from Debtor's current filed charter document. 
OrganizationaiiD #,if any, is assigned by the agency where the charter 
document was filed; this is different from tax ID #;this should be entered 
preceded by the 2-character U.S. Postal identification of state of 
organization if one ofthe United States (e.g., CA 12345, for a California 
corporation whose organizationaiiD #is 12345): if agency does not 
assign organizationaiiD #,check box in item 1 g indicating "none. • 

Note: If Debtor is a trust or a trustee acting with respect to property held in trust, 
enter Debtor's name in item 1 and attach Addendum (Form UCC1Ad) and 
check appropriate box in item 17. If Debtor is a decedent's estate, enter name 
of deceased individual in item 1 band attach Addendum (Form UCC 1 Ad) and 
check appropriate box in item 17. If Debtor is a transmitting utility or this 
Financing Statement is filed in connection with a Manufactured-Home 
Transaction or a Public-Finance Transaction as defined in applicable 
Commercial Code, attach Addendum (Form UCC 1 Ad) and check appropriate 
box in item 18. 
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2. If an additional Debtor is included, complete item 2, determined and 
formatted per Instruction 1. To include further additional Debtors, or one 
or more additional Secured Parties, attach either Addendum (Form 
UCC1Ad)orother additional page(s), using correct name format. Follow 
Instruction 1 for determining and formatting additional names. 

3. Enter information for Secured Party or Total Assignee, determined and 
formatted per Instruction 1. If there is-more than one Secured Party, see 
Instruction 2. lflhere has been a total assignment of the Secured Party's 
interest prior to filing this form, you may either (1) enter Assignor SIP's 
name and address in item 3 and file an Amendment (Form UCC3) [see 
item 5 of that form); or (2) enter Total Assignee's name and address in 
item 3 and, if you wish, also attaching Addendum (Form UCC 1 Ad) giving 
Assignor SIP's name and address in item 12. 

4. ·use item 4 to indicate the collateral covered by this Financing Statement. 
If space in item 4 Is insufficient, put the entire collateral description or 
continuation of the collateral description on either Addendum (Form 
UCC1Ad) or other attached additional page(s). 

5. If filer desires (at filer's option) to use titles of lessee and lessor, or 
consignee and consignor, or seller and bl!yer (in the case of accounts or 
chattel paper), or bailee and bailor instead of Debtor and Secured Party, 
check the appropriate box in item 5. If this is an agricultural lien (as 
defined in applicable Commercial Code)filing or is otherwise not a UCC 
security interest filing (e.g., a tax lien, judgment lien, etc.), check the 
appropriate box in ite'm 5, complete items 1-7 as applicable and attach any 
other items required under other law. 

6. If this Financing S.tatement is filed as a fixture filing or if the collateral 
consists oftimber to be cut or as-extracted collateral, complete items 1-
5, check the box in item 6, and complete the required information (items 
13, 14 and/or 15) on Addendum (Form UCC1Ad). 

7. This item is optional. Check appropriate box in item 7 to request Search 
Report(s) on all or some oflhe Debtors named in this Financing Statement. 
The Report will list all Financing Statements on file against the designated 
Debtor on the date of the Report, including this Financing Statement. 
There is an additional fee for each Report: If you have checked a box in 
item 7, file Search Report Copy together with Filing Officer Copy (and 
Acknowledgment Copy). Note: Not all states do searches and not all 

· states will' honor a search request made via this form: some states require 
a separate request form. 

8. This item is optional and is for filer's use only. For filer's convenience of 
reference, filer may enter in item 8 any identifying information (e.g., 
Secured Party's loan number. law firm file number. Debtor's name or 
other identification, state in which form is being filed, etc.) that filer may 
find useful. 



Instructions for National UCC Financing Statement Addendum (Form UCC1Ad) 

9. Insert name of first Debtor shown on Financing Statement to which this Addendum is related, exactly as shown in iter:n 1 of Financing Statement. 

10. Miscellaneous: Under certain circumstances, additional information not provided on Financing Statement may be reQuire,d, Also, some states have 
non-uniform requirements. Use this space to provide such additional information or to comply with such requirements; otherwise,leave blank. 

11. lfthis Addendum adds an additional Debtor, complete item 11 in accordance with Instruction 1 on Financing Statement. To add more than one additional 
Debtor, either use an additional Addendum form for each additional Debtor or replicate for each additional Debtor the formatting of Financing Statement 
item 1 on an 8-1/2 X 11 inch sheet (showing at the top of the sheet the name of the first Debtor shown on the Financing Statement), and in either case 
give complete information for each additional Debtor in accordance with Instruction 1 on Financing Statement. All additional Debtor information, 
especially the name, must be presented in proper format exactly identical to the format of item 1 of Financing Statement. 

12. If this Addendum adds an additional Secured Party, complete item 12 in accordance with Instruction 3 on Financing Statement. In the case of a total 
assignment ofthe Secured Party's interest before the filing of this Financing Statement, if filer has given the name and address ofthe Total Assignee 
in item 3 of the Financing Statement, filer may give the Assignor SIP's name and address in item 12. 

13-15. If collateral is timber to be cut or as-extracted collateral, or ifthis Financing Statement is filed as a fixture filing, check appropriate box in item 13; provide 
description of real estate in item 14; and, if Debtor is not a record owner ofthe described real estate, also provide, in item 15, the name and address 
of a record owner. Also provide collateral description in item 4 of Financing Statement. Also check box 6 on Financing Statement. Description of real 
estate must be sufficient under the applicable law of the jurisdiction where the real estate is located. 

16. Use this space to provide continued description of collateral, if you cannot complete description in item 4 of Financing Statement. 

17. If Debtor is a trust or a trustee acting with respect to property held in trust or is a decedent's estate, check the appropriate box. 

18. If Debtor is a transmitting utility or if the Financing Statement relates to a Manufactured-Home Transaction or a Public-Finance Transaction as defined 
in the applicable Commercial Code, check the appropriate box. 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and bac~) CAREFULLY 

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional] 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

lin care of: 

L 

Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California 
John Henry Doe _j 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

1. DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- insert only l!!l§ debtor name (1a or 1b)- do not abbreviate or combine names 

1a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 1b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

DOE JOHN HENRY 
1c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

P.O. Box 9999 Los Angeles CA 90010 us 
1d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN I ADD'L INFO RE 11e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 11. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 1g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any 

123-45-6789 ORGANIZATION I 
I I QNONE DEBTOR 

2 ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME insert only l!!l§ debtor name (2a or 2b)- do not abbreviate or combine names 

2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
2b. 'INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

2c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE rOSTAL CODE COUNTRY 

2d. TAX ID#: SSN OR EIN I ADD'L INFO RE 12e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 2f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZAiiON 2g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #,a any 
ORGANIZATION 

0NONE DEBTOR I I I 
3 SECURED PARTY'S NAME (or NAME of TOTAL ASSIGNEE of ASSIGNOR S/P) insert only l!!l§ secured party name (3a or 3b) 

3a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

Doe John Henry 
3c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE [OSTAL CODE COUNTRY 

In care of: Post Office Box 9999 Los Angeles CaL Near [90010] USA 
4. ThiS FINANCING STATEMENT covers the follOWing collateral: 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in said,.assets, land, 
and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and 
wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. JHD-030473-SA dated the Fourth Day 
of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred evnty-three. Inquiring 
parties may consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship and 
contractual obligations associated with this commercial transaction, identified in security agreement 
referenced above. Adjustment of this filing is in accord with UCC §§ 1-1 03, 1-1 04, and House Joint 
Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 
1-201 (39), 3-401. 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS {front and back) CAREFULLY 

9. NAME OF FIRST DEBTOR (1a or 1b) ON RELATEO FINANCING STATEMENT 

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME IFIRSTNAME 

riHENRYuFFix DOE JOHN 
10. MISCELLANEOUS: 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

11 ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- insert only 2Dll name (11a or 11b)- do not abbreviate or combine names 

11a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
11b.INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

11c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE rOSTAL CODE , COUNTRY 

11d.TAXID#: SSN OR EIN I :DD'L INFO RE j11e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 11f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 11 g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any 
ORGANIZATION I 

I I nNONE DEBTOR 

12. l ADDITIONAL SECURED PARTY'S l!l: lJ ASSIGNOR SIP'S NAME- insert only 2Dll name (12a or 12b) 
128. ORGANIZATION'S NAME -

OR 
12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

12c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE rOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

13. This FINANCING STATEMENT cover~.P timber to be cut or O as-extracted 16. Additional collateral description: 

collateral, or Is filed as a II fixture filing. 

14. Description of real estate: 

15. Nama and address of a RECORD OWNER of above-described real estate 
(W Debtor does not have a record interest): 

17. Chect< l!lJh( W applicable and check l!lJh( one box. 

Debtor is a_O Trust or Q Trustee acting with respect to property held in trust or n Decedent's Estate 

18. , Chect< l!lJh( if applicable and check l!lJh( one box. 

~ Debtor is a TRANSMITIING UTILITY 

1- Filed in connection with a Manufactured-Home Transaction -effective 30 years 

Fi,led in connection with a Public-Finance Transaction-:- effective 30 years 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER (optional] 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

L 

Blake M. Osborne 
P.O. Box 2222 
Los Angeles, CA 90022 

_j 
THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME. insert only ll!ll! debtor name (1a or 1b). do not abbreviate or combine names 
1a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 1b.INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

DOE JOHN HENRY 
1c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

P.O. Box 9999 Los Angeles CA 90010 
1d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN rDD'L INFO RE pe. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 11. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 1g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any 

123-45-6789 g~~~ZATION I I I nNONE 

2 ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- insert only ll!ll! debtor name (2a or 2b)- do not abbreviate or combine names 
2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 2b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDL.E.NAME SUFFIX 

" 

2c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

2d. TAX 10#: SSN OR EIN I ADD'L INFO RE 12e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 21. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 2g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, ff any 
ORGANIZATION 

DNONE DEBTOR I I I 
3 SECURED PARTY'S NAME (or NAME ofTOTAL ASSIGNEE of ASSIGNOR SIP)- insert only ll!ll! secured party name (3a or3b) 

3a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

Osborne Blake Michael 
3c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTAL CODE COUNTRY 

P.O. Box 2222 Los Angeles CA 90022 USA 
4. Th1s FINANCING STATEMENT covers the following collateral: 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in said assets, land, 
and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and 
wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. BM0-030102-SA dated March 1, 
2002. 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENTADDENOUM 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

9. NAME OF FIRST DEBTOR (1a or 1b) ON RELATED FINANCING STATEMENT 

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

IFjOHN 
~~EN R~,SUFFIX DOE 

10. MISCELLANEOUS: 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

11 ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME. Insert only Q!)§ name (11a or 11b)· do nol abbreviate or combine names 
11a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
11b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

11c. MAILING ADORE~$ CllY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

11d. TAXID#; SSN OREIN 1:DD'LINFO RE 1 11e.1YPEOFORGANIZATION 111. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 11g. ORGANIZATIONAL 10#, if any 

g;~~ZATION I 
I • I nNONE 

12. l ADDITIONAL SECURED PARTY'S m 1 J ASSIGNOR SIP'S NAME· Insert only Q!)§ name (12a or 12b) 
12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

12c. MAILING ADDRESS CllY STATE . rOSTAL CODE COUNTRY 

13. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers_O timber to be cui or U as-exlracled 16. Additional collateral description: 

collateral, or is filed as a I fixture filing. 

14. Description of real estate: 

15. Name and address of a RECORD OWNER of above-described real estate 
(if Debtor does nol have a record interest): 

17. Check lliJb! if applicable and check lliJb! one box. 

Debtor is a 0 Trust or 0 Trus)ee acting .;ith respect to property held in trust orO Decedent's Estate 

·. 18. Check lliJb! if applie~~ble .and check lliJb! one box. 

~ Debtor is a TRANSMITTING ~TILilY 
F= Filed in connection with a Manufactured-Home Transaction- effective 30 years 

Filed in conneclion with a Public-Finance Jransaclion- effective 30 years 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

A NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optionaij 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

L 

In care of: 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 9001 0 
California 
John Henry Doe _] 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- insert only .QJl§ debtor name (1a or 1b)- do not abbreviate or combine names 

1a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 1b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

DOE JOHN HENRY 
1c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE rOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

P.O. Box 9999 Los Angeles CA 90010 us 
1d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN 11DD'L INFO RE pe. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 11. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 1g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #,If any 

12345-6789 ORGANIZATION 
nNONE DEBTOR I I I 

2 ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- onsert only ll!li debtor name (2a or 2b) ·do not abbrevoate or combone names 

2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 2b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME ·. MIDDLE NAME SI;JFFIX 

·. 

2c. MAILING ADDRESS ciTY ·· Sl'ATE IPOSTALCODE CO\JNTRY 

' 
2f.JUR1SDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 2d. TAXID#: SSNOREIN rDD'L INFO RE 12e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 2g. ORGANIZATIONAI..ID#~ Wany. 

ORGANIZATION 

I I .DNONE DEBTOR I . 
3 SECURED PARTY S NAME (or NAME of TOTAL ASSIGNEE of ASSIGNOR S/P)- onsert only lllli S!ICUred party name (3a or 3b) 

3a: ORGANIZATION'S NAME ' 

OR 3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

Doe John Henry 
3c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

In care of: Post Office Box 9999 Los Angeles Cal. Near [9001 0) USA 
4. Thos FINANCING STATEMENT covers the followong collateral: 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in said assets, land, 
and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and 
wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. JHD-060996-SA dated the Ninth Day 
of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six. Inquiring 
parties may consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship and 
contractual obligations associated with this commercial transaction, identified in security agreement 
referenced above. Adjustment of this filing is in accord with UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, and House Joint 
Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 
1-201 (39), 3-401. 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM 
FQLLOW INSJR:UCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

9. NAME OF FIRST DEBTOR (1a· or 1b) ON RELATED FINANCiNG STAtEMENT 

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

IFjOHN 
~~E~N~~SUFFIX DOE 

10. MISCELLANEOUS: 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

11 ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME insert only Q!!J! name (11a or 11b) -do not abbreviate or combine names -
11a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
11b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

11c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

11d.TAXID#: SSN OR EIN I:DD'LINFORE 111e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 111. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 11g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #,if any 

g~~~~TION I I I nNONE 

12. 1 ADDITIONAL SECURED PARTY'S m lJ ASSIGNOR SIP'S NAME- insert only !1!!J! name (12a or 12bl 
12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
12b.INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

12c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE rOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

13. This FINANCING STATEMENT cover~.P· timber to be cut or O as-extracted 16. Additional collateral description: 

collateral, or is filed as a I fixture filing. 

14. Description of real estate: 

WESTCHESTERACRES, PH 1 C, 
BLK 12 LT 14 ACS 0.350, 
VOL96136/0927 DD070199 
CO-LOSANG, 243150000 22825009 
(Deed transfer date: 1996061 0) 

15. Name and address of a RECORD OWNER of above-described real estate 
(if Debtor does not have a record interest): 

17. Check !!!lb£ if applicable and check !!!lb£ one box. 

Debtor is a 0 Trust or 0 Trustee acting with respect to property held in trust or 0 Decedent's. Estate 

18. Check !!!lb£ if applicable and check !!!1b£ one box. 

~ Debtor is a TRANSMITIING.UTILITY 

t] Filed in connection with a Manufactured-Home T ransaclion - effective 30 years 

Filed in connection with a Public-Finance Transaclion- effective 30 years 
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Date: Ma.n:.h I) a~ 

Filing Officer 

Secre.-lur'f ofS+b.+e- Ucc Oi". 
15'00- U -l-It S-treet 

1 
ROCIM ~, 

$o.c:coMe..ia1 CA q5Pl4 

Re: Referenced Commercial Transaction 

Greetings: 

Please find enclosed: 

0 UCC Information Request 
K UCC Financing Statement 

IJ( Certified Copy requested ($ ~ + $~per page) 
0 UCC Financing Statement Amendment 

0 Certified Copy requested ($ __ + $ __ per page) 

Please take the following actions re the enclosed: 

Fee:$ 
Fee:$ 10 ... 
Fee:$ s,_ 
Fee:$ 
Fee:$ 

Total Fees: $ IS' 

0 Search Response 0 Certified 0 All 0 Unlapsed 
0 Copy Request 0 Certified 0 All 0 Unlapsed 
0 Specified Copies Only 0 Certified 
It Record and index* 

0 Real Estate Records filing 
0 Search Report 0 All Debtors 0 Debtor 1 0 Debtor 2 

Please return acknowledgment copy/requested records as follows: 

0 First-Class Mail 
0 Express Mail (pre-paid Express Mail mailing label enclosed) 
k Federal Express (pre-paid FedEx USA Airbill enclosed) 

Thank you. 

P.o. 9o)C. q 

(UCC 9-525) 
(UCC 9-525) 

(Local tule) 
(UCC 9-525) 

(Local rule) 

. (UCC 9-523) 
(UCC 9-523) 
(UCC 9-523) 

(UCC 9-516(b); 9-519) 
(UCC 519(d)(e), 521(a)) 

(UCC 5-921(a)) 

* Filing Officer: In the event the enclosed fmancing statement/amendment is rejected for filing, please provide seemed party 
with the specific reason(s) for any such refusal in writing within two (2) business days of filing office's receipt of said 
fmancing statement/amendment in accordance with UCC § 9-520(b ). If said refusal is for a reason other than as authorized at 
UCC § 9-516(b), the person(s) responsible for said refusal should adequately identify himself/herself in the aforementioned 
written communication and provide secured party with the Code authority permitting said refusal. 
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PRIVATE AGREEMENT No. JHD-060996-PA 
Non-Negotiable - Private Between the Parties 

PARTIES 
Debtor: DOE, JOHN HENRY® trade-name (*) Creditor: In care of: Post Office Box 9999 

Los Angeles 90010 P.O. Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 9001 0 
(*JOHN HENRY DOE®, and any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name.) 
Debtor's Social Security Account Number: 123-45-6789 

California Republic 
John Henry Doe® 

This Private Agreement is mutually agreed upon and entered into on this Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand 
Nine Hundred Ninety-six between the juristic person, JOHN HENRY DOE©, and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said 
name except "John Henry Doe," hereinafter jointly and severally "Debtor," and the living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, known by the 
distinctive appellation John Henry Doe®, hereinafter "Creditor," 

In consideration for Creditor (a) constituting the source; origin, substance, and being, i.e. basis of "preexisting claim," from which the 
existence of Debtor is derived, and the basis upon which Debtor functions as a transmitting utility, i.e. serves as a conduit, granting Creditor 
capacity for interacting, contracting, and exchanging goods and services in commerce with other artificial~uristic persons; (b) constituting 
the source of Debtor's assets, via the sentient existence, exercise of faculties, and labor of Creditor, which provides valuable consideration 
sufficient for supporting any contract whatsoever that Debtor may execute and concerning which Debtor may be regarded as bound, and 
(c) providing the security for payment of all sums now due and owing, and as might become due and owing, by Debtor, Debtor, for valuable 
consideration, does hereby and herewith Agree and Covenant that Debtor shall undertake the obligation of (i) functioning and serving as a 
transmitting utility for the benefit of Creditor, granting Creditor ability for engaging in commerce with other juristic persons, and (ii) 
indemnifying, defending, and holding Creditor harmless. from and against any and all liability, claims, demands, orders, summonses, warrants, 
judgments, damages, costs, losses, liens, levies, depositions, lawsuits, legal actions, penalties, fines, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both 
absolute and contingent, due and as might become due, now existing and hereafter arising, howsoever evidenced, suffered, incurred by, and 
imposed on Debtor, and for whatever reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. Debtor, for valuable consideration, does also hereby and 
herewith expressly acknowledge, consent, and agree that Creditor cannot and must not, under any circumstance, nor in any manner 
whatsoever, be deemed an accommodation party, nor a surety, for Debtor. 
Words Defined: Glossary of Terms. As used in this Private Agreement, the following words and terms express the meanings set forth as 
follows, non obstante: 

Appellation. In this Private Agreement the term "appellation" means: A general term that introduces and specifies a particular term which 
may be used in addressing, greeting, calling out for, and making appeals of a particular living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man. 
Conduit. In this Private Agreement the term "conduit" signifies a means of transmitting and distributing energy and the 
effects/produce of labor, such as goods and services, via the name "JOHN HENRY DOE," also known by any and all derivatives and 
variations in the spelling of said name of Debtor except "John Henry Doe." 
Creditor. In this Private Agreement the term "Creditor" means John Henry Doe®. 
Debtor. In this Private Agreement the term "Debtor" means JOHN HENRY DOE®, also known by any and all derivatives and variations 
in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe." 
Derivative. In this Private Agreement the word "derivative" means coming from another; taken from something preceding; 
secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more primal and 
fundamental nature; anything derived from another, 
Ens legis. In this Private Agreement the term "ens legis" means a creature of the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a natural 
person, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely from the law. 
JOHN HENRY DOE. In this Private Agreement the term "JOHN HENRY DOE" means JOHN HENRY DOE®, and any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe®. 
All Rights Reserved. 
John Henry Doe. In this Private Agreement the term "John Henry Doe" means the sentient, living being known by the distinctive 
appellation "John Henry Doe." All rights are reserved reuse of John Henry Doe®, Autograph Common-law Copyright© 1973 by John 
Henry Doe®. 
Juristic person. In this Private Agreement the term "juristic person" means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, such as a corporation, 
created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human being; an imaginary entity, such 
as Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE®, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is legally treated as a human being for the purpose of 
conductin commercial activit for the benefit of a biolo ical, livin bein , such as Creditor. 

"From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept- by 
recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings. The theories by which this mode of legal 
o eration has develo ed, has been ·ustified, ualified, and defined are the sub'ect matter of a ve sizable 
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library. The historic roots of a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their 
share in the law's response to the ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar 
device of the corporation. ------ Attribution of legal rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is 
necessarily a metaphorical process. And none the worse for it. No doubt, "Metaphors in law are to be 
narrowly watched." Cardozo. J .. in Berkey v. Third Avenue R. Co .. 244 N.Y. 84. 94. "But all instruments of 
thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused and fail in their service to reason." See U.S. v. 
SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S." 

Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man. In this Private Agreement the term "living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man" means the 
Creditor, John Henry Doe®, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic person, 
created by construct of law. 

Non obstante. In this Private Agreement the term "non obstante" means: Words anciently used in public and private instruments 
with the intent of recludin , in advance, an inter retation other than certain declared ob"ects, ur oses. 

"There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by any 
institutions formed b his fellowmen without his consent." CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 1796 2 S.E. 70. 

Private Agreement. In this Private Agreement the term "Private Agreement" means the written, express, Private Agreement No. 
JHD-060996-PA dated the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six, between 
Creditor and Debtor, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Private Agreement. 
Sentient, living, being. In this Private Agreement the term "sentient, living being" means the Creditor, i.e. John Henry Doe®, a living, 
breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct such as an artificial entity, juristic person, 
corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 
Signature. See UCC § 3-401(b) (what is considered signature). 

Signed. See UCC §1-201(39) (what is considered signed). 
Transmitting Utility. In this Private Agreement the term "transmitting utility" means a conduit, e.g. the Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY 
DOE®. 

UCC. In this Private Agreement the term "UCC" means Uniform Commercial Code. 
This is a continuing Private Agreement and perpetuates in effect until the death, i.e. the permanent cessation of all vital functions and 
faculties, of Creditor. 
This Private Agreement No. JHD-060996-PA is dated: the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred 
Ninety~six 

Debtor: JOHN HENRY DOE® 

JOHN HENRY DOE® 
Debtor'sSignalUI9 

Creditor accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401(b). 
Creditor's Signature ~ e 
2:!::-~f1'!rlrt!lt!> 1973 by John Henry Doe". I'JI R~hls Reserved. 
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PARTIES 

HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT 
Non-Negotiable - Private Between the Parties 

No. JHD-060996-HHIA 

Debtor: DOE, JOHN HENRY® trade-name(*) Creditor: In care of: Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 9001 0 P.O. Box 9999 

Los Angeles, CA 90010 
(*JOHN HENRY DOE®, and any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name.) 
Debtor's Social Security Account Number:.123-45-6789 

California Republic 
John Henry Doe® 

This Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement is mutually agreed upon and entered into in this Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our 
Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six between the juristic person, JOHN HENRY DOE©, and any and all derivatives and variations in 
the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," hereinafter jointly and severally "Debtor," and the living, breathing, flesh-and-blood 
man, known by the distinctive appellation John Henry Doe©, hereinafter "Creditor." 

For valuable consideration Debtor hereby expressly agrees and covenants, without benefit of discussion, and without division, that Debtor holds 
harmless and undertakes the indemnification of Creditor from and against any and all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, 
demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses 
whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be 
suffered/incurred by, as well as imposed on, Debtor for any reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. Debtor does hereby and herewith 
expressly covenant and agree that Creditor shall not under any circumstance, nor in any manner whatsoever, be considered an 
accommodation party, nor a surety, for Debtor. 
Words Defined: Glossary of Terms. As used in this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement, the following words and terms express the 
meanings set forth as follows, non obstante: 

Appellation. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "appellation" means: A general term that introduces and 
specifies a particular term which may be used in addressing, greeting, calling out for, and making appeals of a particular living, 
breathing, flesh-and-blood man. 
Conduit. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "conduit" signifies a means of transmitting and distributing energy 
and the effects/produce of labor, such as goods and services, via the name "JOHN HENRY DOE," also known by any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name of Debtor except" John Henry Doe." 
Creditor. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "Creditor" means John Henry Doe co. 

Debtor. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "Debtor" means JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe." 
Derivative. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the word "derivative" means coming from another; taken from something 
preceding; secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more primal and 
fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 
Ens legis. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "ens legis" means a creature of the law; an artificial being, as 
contrasted with a natural person, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely from the law. 
Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreemenf' means this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-060996-HHIA, as this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement 
may be amended and modified in accordance with the agreement of the parties signing hereunder, together with all attachments, exhibits, 
documents, endorsements, and schedules re this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement attached hereto. 
JOHN HENRY DOE. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "JOHN HENRY DOE" means JOHN HENRY DOE®, 
and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John 
Henry Doe©. All Rights Reserved. 

John Henry Doe. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "John Henry Doe" means the sentient, living, flesh-and
blood man identified by the distinctive appellation "John Henry Doe." All rights are reserved re use of John Henry Doe®, Autograph 
Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Juristic person. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "juristic person" means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, 
such as a corporation, created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human being; an 
imaginary entity, such as Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is legally treated as a human 
being for the ur ose of conductin commercial activi for the benefit of a biolo ical, livin bein , such as Creditor. 

"From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept
by recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings. The theories by which this mode of legal 
operation has developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject matter of a very sizable 
library. The historic roots of a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their 
share in the law's response to the ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar 
device of the cor oration. ------ Attribution of le al ri hts and duties to a ·uristic erson other than man is 
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necessarily a metaphorical process. And none the worse for it. No doubt, "Metaphors in law are to be 
narrowly watched." Cardozo. J., in Berkey v. Third Avenue R. Co .. 244 N.Y. 84. 94. "But all instruments of 
thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused and fail in their service to reason." See U.S. v. 
SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S." 

Living, breathing, flesh-and~blood man. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "living, breathing, flesh-and
blood man" means the Creditor, John Henry Doe©, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal construct, ens 
legis, i.e. a juristic erson, created b construct of law. 

"There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by any 
institutions formed b his fellowmen without his consent." CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 1796 2 S.E. 70. 

Non o.bstante. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "non obstante" means: Words anciently used in public and 
private instruments with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 
Sentient, living being. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "sentient, living being" means the Creditor, i.e. John 
Henry Doe©, a living, breathing, flesh"and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct such as an artificial entity, 
juristic person, corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 
Transmitting Utility. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "transmitting utility" means a conduit, e.g. the Debtor, 
i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©. 

UCC. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "UCC" means Uniform Commercial Code. 
This Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-060996-HHIA is dated: the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in.the Year of Our Lord 
One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six 

Debtor: JOHN HENRY DOE© 

JOHN HENRY DOE© 
O.bto(s Signature 

Creditor accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401(b). 
Creditor's Signature ~ e 
l!::::!!:::::t-Cu;Jyright@1973 by John Henry Doe0

. All Rights Reserve!!. 
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SECURITY AGREEMENT No. JHD-060996-SA 
Non-Negotiable - Private Between the Parties 

PARTIES 
Debtor: DOE, JOHN HENRY® trade-name(*) 

P.O. Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
(*JOHN HENRY DOE®, also known by any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name.) 
Debtor's Social Security Account Number: .123,45-6789 

Secured Party: In care of: Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 9001 0 
California Republic 
John Henry Doe® 

This Security Agreement is mutually agreed upon and entered into on this Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand 
Nine Hundred Ninety-six between the juristic person, JOHN HENRY DOE®, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of 
said name except "John Henry Doe," hereinafter jointly and. severally "Debtor," and the living, breathing, flesh"and-blood man, known by the 
distinctive appellation John Henry Doe®, hereinafter "Secured Party." 

For valuable consideration, Debtor (a) grants Secured Party a security interest in Collateral described herein below for the purpose of securing 
the indebtedness; (b) delivers all of Debtor's negotiable documents, instruments, money, tangible chattel paper, certificated securities, and 
goods, except those goods for which a security interest cannot be perfected by the filing of a financing statement, into the possession of Secured 
Party for the purpose of securing the indebtedness; (c) authorizes that all of Debtor's certificated securities in registered form be delivered into the 
possession of Secured Party as of the date of this Security Agreement for the purpose of securing the indebtedness; (d) agrees concerning 
having Debtor's name entered and registered in the records of the UCC filing office as a transmitting-utility debtor; and (e) agrees that Secured 
Party possesses the rights stated in this Security Agreement re Collateral, as well as any and all other rights that Secured Party may have. 
This Security Agreement secures the following: 

(a) Obligation of Debtor in favor of Secured Party as set forth in the express, written Private Agreement No. JHD-060996-PA; amount of 
said obligation: Ten Billion United States Dollars ($10,000,000,000.00); 

(b) Repayment of (i) any amounts that Secured Party may advance, spend, and otherwise convey for the maintenance, preservation, 
upkeep, and the like of the Collateral, and (ii) any other expenditures that Secured Party may make under the provisions of this 
Security Agreement in particular and for the benefit of Debtor in general; 

(c) All amounts owed under any modification, renewals, extensions, and the like of any of the foregoing obligations; 
(d) All other amounts owed Secured Party, both now and in the future, by Debtor; · 
(e) All indebtedness and liabilities, whatsoever, owed Secured Party by Debtor, both direct and indirect, absolute and contingent, due and 

as might become due, now existing and hereafter arising, and however evidenced; 
m Any other debts that may be owed Secured Party by Debtor, arising upon occasion as stated herein. 

Debtor c6nsents and agrees that all Collateral/property is held in the· possession of Secured Party until Secured Party terminates this Security 
Agreement in writing. · 
Words Defined; Glossary of Terms. As used in this Security Agreement, the following words and terms are as defined in this section, non 
obstante: 

All. In this Security Agreement the word "all" means everything one has: the whole number; totality, including both all and sundry; 
everyone; without restriction. 

Appellation. In this Security Agreement the term "appellation" means: A general term that introduces and specifies a particular term which 
may be used in addressing, greeting, calling out for, and making appeals of a particular living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man. 
Artificial person. In this Security Agreement the term "artificial person" means a juristic person, such as Debtor, JOHN HENRY DOE®, 
also known by any and all derivatives and variatiOns in the spelling of said name except"John Henry Doe." See also juristic person. 
Authorized Representative. In this Security .A:greement the term "Authorized Representative" means the Secured Party, John Henry 
Doe®, authorized by Debtor for signing Debtor's signature, without liability and without recourse. 
Claim. In this Security Agreement the word "claim" means: 1. Right of payment, both when such right is rendered into the form of a 
judgment, and for damages that are liquidated, un-liquidated, fixed, contingent, matured, un-matured, disputed, undisputed, legal, 
equitable, secured, and unsecured, as well as rulings regarding an equitable remedy for breach of performance if such breach results 
in a right of payment, both when an equitable remedy is rendered into the form of a judgment and for debts/obligations that are fixed, 
contingent, matured, un~matured, disputed, undisputed, secured, unsecured. 2. Demanding as one's own any challenge of property, 
and ownership of a thing, that is wrongfully withheld. [See Hill v. Henrv. 66 N.J. Eq.150, 57 Atl. 555. Also, a claim is to state. See 
Douglas v. Beasley, 40 Ala. 147; Prigg v. Pennsylvania, 16 pet.615, 10 LEd. 1060.] 
Conduit. In this Security Agreement the term "conduit" signifies a means of transmitting and distributing energy and the 
effects/produce of labor, such as goods and services, via the name "JOHN HENRY DOE," also known by any and all derivatives and 
variations in the spelling of said name of Debtor except "John Henry Doe." 
Creditor. In this Security Agreement the term "Creditor" means John Henry Doe®. · 
Debtor. In this Security Agreement the term "Debtor" means JOHN HENRY DOE®, also known by any and all derivatives and 
variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe." 
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Default. In this Security Agreement the term "default" means Debtor's non-performance of a duty arising under this Security 
Agreement, specifically any event described below under "Event of Default." 

Derivative. In this Security Agreement the word "derivative" means coming from another; taken from something preceding; 
secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and· of a more primal and 
fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 

Ens legis. In this Security Agreement the term "ens legis" means a creature of the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a natural 
person, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely from the law. 

Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. In this Security Agreement the term "Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement" means 
the written, express, Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-060996-HHIA dated the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the 
Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six, between Secured Party and Debtor, together with all modifications of and 
substitutions for said Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement, attached hereto and included herein by reference. 
John Henry Doe. In this Security Agreement the term "John Henry Doe" means the sentient, living being known by the distinctive 
appellation "John Henry Doe." All rights are reserved reuse of John Henry Doe®, Autograph Common Law Copyright© 1973by John 
Henry Doe®. 

JOHN HENRY DOE. In this Security Agreement the term "JOHN HENRY DOE" means JOHN HENRY DOE®, and any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe®. 
All Rights Reserved. 
Juristic person. In this Security Agreement the term "juristic person" means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, such as a 
corporation, created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties ofa human being; an imaginary 
entity, such as Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE®, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is legally treated as a human being for the 
purpose of conductio commercial activi for the benefit of a biolo ical, livin bein , such as Secured Pa . 

"From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept- by 
recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings. The theories by which this mode of legal 
operation has. developed, has been justified, qualified, and defioed are the subject matter of a very sizable 
library. The historic roots of a particular.society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their 
share in the law's response to the ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar 
device of the corporation. ------ Attribution of legal rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is 
necessarily a metaphorical process. And none the worse for it. No doubt, "Metaphors in law are to be narrowly 
watched." Cardozo. J .. in Berkey v. Third Avenue. R. Co .. 244' N.Y. 84. 94. "But all instruments of thought 
should be narrowly watched lest they be abused and fail in their service to re~son." See U.S. li. SCOPHONY 
CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S." 

Land. In this Security Agreement the word "land" means any and all ground, soil, and earth whatsoever, including pastures, fields, 
meadows, woods, moors, waters, marshes, rock, and sand. 
Legal.entity. In this Security Agreement the term "legal entity" means an entity other than a natural person, with sufficient existence 
in legal contemplation that said entity can function legally, sue and be sued, and make decisions through agents. 
Liability. In this Security Agreement the word "liability" means every kind of legal obligation, responsibility, and duty. Also the state 
of being bound and obligated in law for doing, paying a debt, fulfilling an obligation, rendering committed specific performance, and 
the like. [See Mayfield v. First Nat'l Bank of Chattanooga. Tenn. C.C.A. Tenn., 137 F.2d 1013, 1019; Feil v. City of Coeurd' Alene, 
231daho 32, 129 P: 643,649,43 L.R.A. N.S. 1095; Breslaw v. Rightmire, 196 N.Y.S: 539,541, 119 Misc. 833.] · 
Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man. In this Security Agreement the term "living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man" means the 
Secured Party, John Henry Doe®, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic 
person, created b construct of law. 

"There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by any 
institutions formed b his fellowmen without his consent." CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 1796 2 S.E. 70. 

Natural person. In this Security Agreement the term "natural person" means a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as 
distinguished from artificial persons, juristic persons, ,and the like. 
Non obstante. In this Security Agreement the term "non obstante" means: Words anciently used in public and private instruments 
with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 
Private Agreement. In this Security Agreement the term "Private Agreement" means the written, express Private Agreement No. 
JHD-060996-PA dated the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six between 
Secured Party and Debtor, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Private Agreement. 
Rents, wages, salaries, and otherincome, from1whatever source derived. In this Security Agreement the term "rents, wages, 
salaries, and other income, from whatever source derived" means all rents, wages, salaries, and other income, from whatever source 
derived, being owed, and becoming owed for the benefit of Debtor. 
Secured Party. In this Security Agreement the term "Secured Party" means John Henry Doe®, a living, sentient being as 
distinguished from a juristic person created by construct of law. · 
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Security Agreement. In this Security Agreement the term "Security Agreemenf' means this Security Agreement No. JHD-06099~SA, as 
this Security Agreement may be amended and modified by agreement of the parties, together with all attachments, exhibits, documents, 
endorsements, and schedules attached hereto. 

Sentient, living being. In this Security Agreement the term "sentient, living being" means the Secured Party, i.e. John Henry Doe®, a 
living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct, such as an artificial entity, juristic person, 
corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 

Signature. See UCC § 3-401 (what is considered signature). 

Signed. See UCC §1-20)(39}(what is considered signed}. (57) 
Trade-name .. In this Security Agreement the term "trade-name" means·any and all of the following juristic persons: JOHN HENRY 
DOE®, SARAH JANE DOE®, and ANNA MARIE. DOE®, as well as any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name(s}, 
respectively, except "John Henry Doe," "Sarah Jane Doe," and "Anna Marie Doe," respectively. 

Transmitting utility. In this Security Agreement the term "transmitting utility" means a conduit, e.g. the Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY 
DOE®. 

UCC. In this Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement the term "UCC" means Uniform Commercial Code. 

Collateral. In this Security Agreement the term "Collateral" means any and all items of property of Debtor, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located: (a) referenced within any of the following categories-i.e. all: 
motor vehicles, aircraft, vessels, ships, trademarks, copyrights, patents, consumer goods, firearms, farm products, inventory, 
equipment, money, investment property, commercial tort claims, letters of credit, letter-of-credit rights, chattel paper, electronic chattel 
paper, tangible chattel paper, certificated securities, uncertificated securities, ·promissory notes, payment intangibles, software, 
health-care-insurance receivables, instruments, deposit accounts, accounts, documents, livestock, real estate and real property
including all buildings, structures, fixtures, and appurtenances situated thereon, as well as affixed thereto-fixtures, manufactured 
homes, timber, crops, and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the 
sale of these substances, both at wellhead and minehead; (b) described/identified within a particular, numbered paragraph under the 
heading "Paragraph '{b)' List" below; (c) described/identified within any document of title, certificate, form, and the like, a photocopy of 
which has been appended with this Security Agreement, attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference; 
(d) described/identified in "Attachment Sheet No. JHD-060996-AS" attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by 
reference; (e) described/identified in "Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL," made fully part hereof, and included herein by 
reference; (n described/classified within any of the following: (i) accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and 
substitutions for, any of the property described in this Collateral section; (ii) products, produce, and proceeds of any of the property 
described in this Collateral section; (iii) accounts, general intangibles, instruments,monies, payments, and contract rights, and all 
other rights, arising out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described in this Collateral section; (iv) proceeds, 
including insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any 
of the property described in this Collateral section; and (v) records and data involving any of the property described in this Collateral 
section, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, and the like, together with all of 
Debtor's right, title, and interest in all computer software and hardware required for utilizing, creating, maintaining, and processing any 
such records and data in any electronic media. Each foregoing separate item of property referenced/describedfldentified/classified 
within any of the six (6) preceding paragraphs, i.e. "(a)," "(b)," "(c)," "(d)," "(e)," and "{n,· in this Collateral section secures the entire 
obligation/amount of indebtedness, i.e. Ten Billion United States Dollars ($10,000,000,000.00), 

Paragraph "{b)"List 

1. The trade-name, mark, and trade-mark of Debtor: i.e. "JOHN HENRY DOE," and any and all other assemblages of letters and 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent of identifying/referencing the Debtor, JOHN HENRY 
DOE®, except "John Henry Doe"; 

2. Any and every alleged birth document/record re John Henry Doe®, such as THE STATE OF TEXAS, BUREAU OF VITAL 
STATISTICS, DALLAS, TEXAS, CITY OF DALLAS, CERTIFICATION OF VITAL RECORD, FILE NO.: 111222-55, "ISSUED 05-
05-75," i.e. any and every "CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH," "STANDARD CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH," "CERTIFICATE OF LIVE 
BIRTH," "STANDARD CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH," "NOTIFICATION OF BIRtH REGISTRATION," "NOTIFICATION OF 
REGISTRATION OF BIRTH," "CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION OF BIRTH," "CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH REGISTRATION," 
and any other otherwise-entitled birth document/record~ssued at any of the following levels: hospital, city, county, state, federal, 
other-allegedly involving, concerning, binding, derived from, etc. the name consisting of any assemblage of letters regarded as 
identifying/referencing Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE®, for any reason whatsoever; 

3. Debtor's Social Security Account Number, 123-45-6789, and all related documents, instruments, and endorsements, front and 
back, except the paper card-but not the ink and printing on either side of said paper card-issued by Social Security 
Administration and bearing Social Security Account Number 123-45-6789 on the obverse thereof; 

4. All related accounts, trusts, documents, instruments, and endorsements, front and back, re Debtor's Social Security Account Number 
123-45-6789; 

5. All Social Security income from Social Security Account Number 123-45-6789; 

6. Account Number 123456789; 
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7. Case Number 123456789; 

8. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA PASSPORT No. 098765432; 
9. CALIFORNIA DRIVER LICENSE N87654321; 

10. STATE OF CALifORNIA, ORANGE COUNTY CLERK-RECORDER, CERTIFIED ABSTRACT OF MARRIAGE, LOCAL 
REGISTRATION NUMBER 85-006543 "DATE OF MARRIAGE: JUNE 12, 1985," "DATE FILED: JUNE 1985"; 

11. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION- FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION PRIVATE 
PILOT CERT. NO. 567898765; . I 

12. All military/naval records, documentation, discharge papers, files, licenses, and the. like referencing Debtor; 
13. All land and real property; ' 

14. All buildings, structures, and fixtures, and the appurtenances situated thereon and affixed thereto; 
15. All documents involving all real property in which Debtor has an interest, inCluding all buildings, structures, fixtures, and 

appurtenances situated on and affixed thereto; 

16. All motor vehicles and wheeled conveyances of any kind, motorized and otherwise, in which Debtor has an interest; 
17. All vessels and all equipment, accoutrements, baggage, and cargo affixed thereto, pertaining thereto, stowed therein, and the like, 

including but not limited by: all motors, engines, ancillary equipment, accessories, parts, tools, instruments, electronic equipment, 
navigation aids, service equipment, lubricants, and fuels and fuel additives; 

18. All aircraft and all equipment, accoutrements, baggage, and cargo affixed thereto, pertaining thereto, stowed therein, and the like, 
including but not limited by: all motors, engines, ancillary equipment, accessories, parts, tools, instruments, electronic equipment, 
navigation aids, service eq\lipment, lubricants, and fuels and fuel additives; 

19. All deposit accounts, i.e. all demand, time, savings, passbook, and other accounts maintained with a bank ofany kind whatsoever; 
20. All credit card accounts; 
21. All charge accounts; 

22. All brokerage accounts, i.e. all stock, bond, mutual fund, and money-market accounts, and the like; 
23. All retirement plan accounts, Individual Retirement Accounts, 401 (k)'s, pension plans, and the like; 
44. All precious metals and bullion, and any storage box and receptacle within which such is stored; 
25. All stockpiles, collections, build-ups, amassments, and accumulations, however small, of Federal Reserve Notes, gold certificates, 

and silver certificates and all other types and kinds of castl, coin, currency, and money (delivered into possession of Secured 
Party as of date of this Security Agreement as described in subparagraph "(b)" of second paragraph on page 1 of this Security 
Agreement); 

26. All stocks, bonds, drafts, futures, insurance policies, investment securities, notes, options, puts, calls, warrants, securities, and 
benefits from trust, and the like; 

27. All bank "safety" deposit boxes, the contents therein, and the box numbers associated therewith, and the keys, combinations, 
security codes, passwords, and the like associated therewith; 

28. All credit of Debtor; 
29. All proceeds, products, accounts, and fixtures from crops, mine head, wellhead, etc.; 
30. All rents, wages, salaries, and other income, from whatever source derived; 
31. All land, mineral, water, and air rights; 

32. All documents, records, and certificates re cottages, cabins, houses, and buildings in which Debtor has an interest; 
33. All inventory in any source; 
34. All machinery, both farm and industrial; 
35. All trailers, mobile homes, and re.ereational vehicles, and house, cargo, and traVel trailers, and all equipment, accoutrements, 

baggage, and cargo affixed thereto, pertaining thereto, stowed therein, and in any manner attached thereto, including but not 
limited by: all ancillary equipment, accessories, parts, service equipment, lubricants, and fuels and fuel additives; 

36. All livestock and animals, and all things required for the care, feeding, use, transportation, and husbandry thereof; 
37. All computers, computer-related equipment and accessories, electronically stored files and data, telephones, electronic 

equipment, and office equipment and machines; 
38. All visual reproduction systems, aural reproduction systems, motion pictures, films, video tapes, audio tapes, sound tracks, 

compact discs, phonograph records, film, video and aural production equipment, cameras, projectors, and musical instruments; 
39. All books, booklets, pamphlets, treatises, essays, treatments, monographs, stories, written material, libraries, plays, screenplays, 

lyrics, songs, and music; 
40. All financial books and records; 
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41. All proprietary data and technology, inventions, royalties, and good will; 
42. All scholastic degrees, diplomas, honors, awards, and meritorious citations; 
43. All records, diaries, journals, photographs, negatives, transparencies, images, video footage, film footage, drawings, sound 

records, audio tapes, video tapes, and computer production and storage facility of any kind; 

44. All fingerprints, footprints, palm prints, thumbprints, RNA materials, DNA materials, blood and blood fractions, biopsies, surgically 
removed tissue, body parts, organs, hair, teeth, nails, semen, urine, other bodily fluids and matter, voice-print, retinal image, and 
the descriptions thereof, and all other corporal identification factors, and said factors' physical counterparts, in any form, and all 
records, record numbers, and information pertaining thereto; re Debtor; 

45. All biometrics data, records, information,· and processes not elsewhere described, the use thereof, and the use of the information 
contained therein, pertaining thereto, and otherwise; · 

46. All rights for requesting, refusing, authorizing, and disallowing the administration of, any drug, manipulation, material, process, 
procedure, ray, and wave that Secured Party considers might alter the state of the body, mind, spirit, will, and any other aspect of 
being, by any means, method, and process whatsoever; 

47. All rights for obtaining, using, requesting, refusing, and authorizing the administration of, any food, beverage, nourishment, water, 
and the like, that might be infused into, such as by injection, swallowing, and the like into the body, and any substance that might 
affect the body in any manner whatsoever; 

48. All keys, locks, lock combinations, encryption codes, safes, and secured places, and security devices, security programs, and all 
software, machinery, and devices associated therewith and related thereto; 

49. All rights for accessing and using utilities upon payment of the same unit costs as the comparable units of usage offered for the 
benefit of most-favored customers, including cable, electricity, garbage, gas, internet, satellite, sewer, telephone, water, Internet, 
e-mail, and all other methods of communication, energy transmission, and food and water distribution; 

50. All rights for bartering, buying, contracting, selling, and trading ideas, products, services, and work; 
51. All rights for creating, inventing, adopting, utilizing, and promulgating any system and means of currency, money, medium of 

exchange, coinage, barter, economic exchange, bookkeeping, record-keeping, and the like; 
52. All rights for using all free, rented, leased, fixed, and mobile domiciles, as if each were a permanent domicile, free from 

requirement for applying for, and otherwise securing, any government license, permission, permit, and otherwise, and free from 
entry, intrusion, and surveillance, by any means, regardless of duration of lease period, so along as any required lease is currently 
paid, but wherein the alternative, a subsequent three-day grace period has not expired; 

53. All rights for managing, maneuvering, directing, guiding, and traveling in any form of motorized conveyance whatsoever, e.g. 
automobile, truck, motorcycle, and the like, without any requirement for applying for, and without the obligation for obtaining, any 
government license, permit, certificate, permission, and the like, of any kind whatsoever; 

54. All rights for marrying and procreating children, and rearing, educating, training, guiding, and spiritually, enlightening any such 
children, without any requirement for applying for, and without the obligation for obtaining, any government-issued license, 
number, serial number, permit, certificate, permission, and the like, of any kind whatsoever; 

55. All rights for buying, selling, trading, gathering, growing, hunting, raising, angling, and trapping food, fiber, and raw materials for 
shelter, clothing, and survival; 

56. All rights for exercising and enjoying freedom of religion, worship, use of sacraments, spiritual practice, and expression without 
any abridgment of freedom of speech, publishing, peaceable assembly, and petitioning Government for.redress of grievances, 
and also petitioning any military force of the United States, as well as any other group, agency, and organization,· and otherwise 
for physical protection from threats involving the safety and integrity of the person, as well as all property, of Secured Party from 
any source, both "public" and "private"; 

57. All rights for keeping and bearing arms for self-defense of self, family, and parties requesting physical protection of person and 
property; 

58. All rights for creating, preserving, and maintaining inviolable spiritual sanctuary and receiving into same any and all parties 
requesting safety, shelter, and sanctuary; 

59. All rights involving privacy and security in person and property, including all rights such as the.safety and security of all household 
members, sanctuary dwellers, and guests,, and all papers and ef(ects of Debtor and all household and sanctuary dwellers and 
guests, against governmental, quasi-governmental, and private intrusion, detainer, entry, seizure, search, surveillance, trespass, 
assault, summons, and warrant, except with proof of superior claim duly filed in the UCC filing office by any such intruding party in 
the private capacity of said intruding party, notwithstanding whatever purported authority,· warrant, order, law, pretense issued 
under color of law may be promulgated as the authority for any such intrusion, detainer, entry, seizure, search, surveillance, 
trespass, assault, summons, warrant, and the like; 

60. All claims of ownership and certificates of title involving corporeal and incorporeal hereditaments, hereditary succession, and all 
innate aspects of being, i.e. mind, body, soul, free will, faculties, and self; 

61. All names used and all corporations sole executed and filed, as well as might be executed and filed, under said names; 
· SECURITY AGREEMENT No. JHD-060996-SA 
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62. All intellectual property, including all speaking, writing, and other media; 
63. All signatures and autographs; 

64. All present and future retirement incomes, and rights in such incomes, deriving from any of Debtor's accounts, deposit accounts, 
and otherwise; 

65. All present and future medical and healthcare rights, and rights owned through survivorship, from any of Debtor's accounts, 
deposit accounts, and otherwise; 

66. All applications, filings, correspondence, information, identifying marks, images, licenses, travel documents, materials, permits, 
registrations, and records and records numbers held by any entity, for any purpose, however acquired, as well as the analyses 
and uses thereof, and any use of any information and images contained therein, regardless of creator, method, location, process, 
and storage form, including all processed algorithms analyzing, Clas$ifying, comparing, compressing, displaying, identifying, 
processing, storing, and transmitting said.applications, filings, correspondence, information, identifying marks, images, licenses, 
travel documents, materials, permits, registrations, records and records numbers, and the like; 

67. All library cards; 

68. All accounts, deposits, escrow accounts, lotteries, overpayments, prepayments, prizes, rebates, refunds,. returns, claimed and 
unclaimed funds, and all records and records numbers, correspondence, and information pertaining thereto, as well as all such 
items construed as being derived therefrom; 

69. All drugs, herbs, medicine, medical supplies, cultivated plants, growing plants, inventory, ancillary equipment, supplies, 
propagating plants, and seeds, and all related storage facilities and supplies; 

70. All products of and for agriculture, and all equipment, inventories, supplies, contracts, and accoutrements involved in the planting, 
tilling, harvesting, processing, preservation, and storage of all products of agriculture; 

71. All farm, lawn, and irrigation equipment, and all accessories, attachments, hand-tools, implements, service equipment, parts, and 
supplies associated therewith and related thereto; 

72. All fuel, fuel tanks, and containers, and all involved and related delivery and transfer systems; 
73. All metal-working, woodworking, and other such machinery, and all ancillary equipment, accessories, consumables, power tools, 

hand tools, inventories, storage cabinets, toolboxes, work benches, shops, and facilities; 
74. All camping, fishing, hunting, and sporting equipment, and all special clothing, materials, supplies, and baggagerelated thereto; 
75. All rifles, guns, bows, and crossbows and related accessories, and the ammunition, projectiles, and integral components thereof; 
76. All radios, televisions, communication equipment, receivers, transceivers, transmitters, antennas, and towers, and all ancillary 

equipment, supplies, computers, software programs, wiring, and related accessories and devices; 
77. All power-generating machines, devices, and the like, and all storage, conditioning, control, distribution, wiring, and ancillary 

equipment as might pertain thereto in any manner; 
78. All computers and computer systems and the information contained therein, as well as all ancillary equipment, printers, and data 

compression and encryption devices and processes; 
79. All office and engineering equipment, furniture, ancillary equipment, drawings, tools, electronic and paper files, and items 

associated therewith and related thereto; 
80. Ali water wells and well-drilling equipment, and all ancillary equipment, chemicals, tools, and supplies; 
81. All shipping, storing, and cargo containers, and all chassis, truck trailers, vans, and the contents thereof, both on-site and in

transit, as well as in storage anywhere; 
82. All building materials and prefabricated buildings, alld all components and materials pertaining thereto, both before and during 

manufacture, transportation, storage, building, erection, and vacancy while awaiting occupancy thereof; 
83. All communications and data, and the methods, devices, and forms of information storage and retrieval, and the products of any 

such stored information; 
84. All books, drawings, magazines, manuals, and reference materials regardless ofphysical form; 
85. All antiques, artwork, paintings, sculptures, etchings, photographic art, lithographs, and serigraphs, and all frames and mounts 

pertaining thereto, affixed thereon, and otherwise; 
86. All food, and all devices, tools, equipment, vehicles, machines, and related accoutrements involved in food preservation, 

preparation, growth, transport, and storage; 
87. All construction machinery and equipment and all ancillary equipment, supplies, materials, fuels, fuel additives, supplies, 

materials, and service equipment pertaining thereto; · 
88. All medical, dental, optical, prescription, and insurance records, records numbers, and information contained in any such records 

pertaining thereto; 
89. All inheritances obtained, as well as all inheritances as might be received; 
90. All wardrobe and toiletries; 
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91. All watches, jewelry, precious jewels, and semi-precious stones, and any mounting attached thereto, and all rings, except wedding 
rings, and all storage boxes within which any of the foregoing items are stored; 

92. All radios, televisions, household goods and appliances, linen, furniture, kitchen utensils, cooking utensils, cutlery, tableware, and 
pottery; 

93. All ownership, equity, property, and rights in property now owned, held, and hereafter acquired, in all businesses, corporations, 
companies, trusts, partnerships, limited partnerships, organizations, proprietorships, and other like entities, and all books and 
records pertaining thereto, all income obtained therefrom, and all accessories, accounts, equipment, information, inventory, 
money, parts, spare parts, and computer software pertaining thereto. 

94. All packages, parcels, envelopes, and labels of any kind whatsoever that are addressed for the benefit of Debtor, both when 
received and when not received by Debtor; 

95. All telephone, fax, and pager numbers; 

96. All email addresses, Internet URL's, Internet web sites, Internet domain names, and Internet Service Provider accounts; 

97. Any item of property not specifically described/named/specified/listed by make, model, serial number, account number, etc. is 
expressly herewith included as an item of property pledged by Debtor as collateral for securing Debtor's contractual obligation in 
favor of Secured Party. 

This Security Agreement expressly herewith includes and encompasses all rights, legal title, equitable title, and interest in property described in 
this Collateral section, ·both when now owned and when hereafter acquired, now existing and such as might hereafter arise, and wherever 
located. 

Held Harmless and Indemnified. In this Security Agreement Secured Party is held harmless and indemnified by Debtor in strict accordance 
with Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-060996-HHIA, attached hereto and included herein by reference. 

Authorized Representative. Debtor hereby appoints Secured Party as Debtor's Authorized Representative and authorizes Secured Party to do 
the following: (a) sign, without liability, Debtor's signatute in all commercial activity between Debtor and any other juristic person, where such 
signature is requested, and if required, for the purpose of authenticating the writing; (b) regarding any deposit account of any kind maintained in 
the name of Debtor, and likewise maintained in/under the SOcial Security Account Number of Debtor, with any bank, without further consent of 
Debtor, and without liability: (i) to originate instructions for the deposit-account bank. and direct the disposition of funds in any such deposit 
account by acting as sole and exclusive signatory on said deposit account (ii) to receive, open, and dispose of all written communication, 
correspondence, and mail concerning any such deposit account sent by any such deposit"account bank; (iii) to compose, finalize, authenticate, 
and send all written communication, correspondence, and mail concerning any such deposit account with any such deposit-account bank; and 
(iv) to maintain exclusive possession of any and all debit cards, ATM (Automated Teller Machine) cards, and other similar types of cards, as well 
as all checkbooks, savings books, passbooks, and other types of account books, re any and all such deposit accounts of any kind whatsoever 
maintained with any bank; (c) to demand, collect, receive, accept receipt for, sue for, and recover all sums of money and other property which are 
now, and may hereafter become, due, owing, and payable in favor of the Debtor; (d) to execute, sign, and indorse any and all claims, 
instruments, receipts, checks, drafts, and warrants issued for, and made payable in favor of, Debtor; (e) to seWe and compromise any and all 
claims, now existing and as might hereafter arise, against Debtor, and against any item of Collateral; and (~ to file any claims, take any action, 
and institute and participate in any proceedings, both in the name of Debtor and under the distinctive appellation of Secured Party, as well as 
otherwise, which, in the sole discretion ofSecured Party, may be deemed necessary and advisable. Secured Party may also receive, open, and 
dispose of mail indicating any alleged .address of Debtor, and change any address concerning which mail and payments should be sent This 
authorization is given as security for the indebtedness, and the authority hereby conferred is irrevocable and remains in full force and effect until 
renounced, in writing, and signed by Secured Party. 
Perfection of Security Interest. (a) Debtor authorizes Secured Party's filing of a financing statement, and continuation statements as needed, 
describing Collateral, as well as any and all agricultural liens and other statutory liens against Debtor held by Secured Party; (b} Debtor also 
authorizes execution of such financing statements by Secured Party, and agrees that Debtor will take all other such actions reasonably 
requested by Secured Party, for perfecting and continuing Secured Party's security interest in Collateral, and also consents and agrees as 
follows: (i) Secured Party may at any time, without further authorization from Debtor, file carbon, photographic, and other types of reproductions 
of any herein-authorized financing statement, as well as this Security Agreement for use as a financing statement; and (ii) Secured Party is 
neither responsible for taking any steps necessary for the preservation of any third-party rights in CoHateral, nor for protecting, preserving, 
maintaining, and the like any security interest granted any third party in Collateral. 
Event of Default. Any event listed within any category below constitutes.default under. this Security Agreement: (a) Insolvency of Debtor, 
appointment of a receiver for any part of Debtor's property, any assignment for the benefit of a third-party creditor, as well as commencement of 
any proceeding under any set of laws, e.g. bankruptcy law, by Debtor, as well as againstDebtor; (b) Commencement of foreclosure by judicial 
proceeding, self-help, repossession, as well as any other method by any third-party creditor of Debtor against any item of Collateral that is the 
subject of this Security Agreement; (c) Attachment, execution, lien, levy, and the like concerning any item of Collateral; (d) Failure of compliance 
of Debtor with any term, obligation, covenant, condition, and the like, contained in (i) the written, express Private Agreement No. JHD-060996-PA 
dated the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six between Debtor, i.e. JOHN HENRY 
DOE®, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," and the Secured Party, John 
Henry Doe®, (ii) this Security Agreement, and (iii) any related document, as well as in any other agreement/contract between Debtor and Secured 
Party. 
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Rights and Remedies in Event of Default. In event of default under this Security Agreement, as well as under all related documents and other 
agreements and contracts between Secured Party and Debtor, as well anytime thereafter, Secured Party shall have an rights of a Secured Party 
in commerce re Debtor. In addition, and without limitation, secured Party may exercise any number of the following rights and remedies: 

Sell Collateral. Secured Party possesses full power tQ sell, lease, transfer, and otherwise deal with Collateral and proceeds thereof both in 
the name of Debtor and under the distinctive appellation of Secured Party. Secured Party may sell CollatE1ral in any manner and at any 
place, such as at public auction, private sale, and otherwise without further notice. All expenses involving the disposition of Collateral, 
including, without limitation, the expenses of holding, insuring, preparing for sale, and selling Collateral, become part of the indebtedness 
secured by this Security Agreement and are payable on demand. 

Appoint Receiver. In accordance withJhe requirements and options permitted by applicable law, Secured Party possesses the following 
rights and remedies regarding appointment of a receiver: (a) Secured Party may have a receiver appointed as a matter of right; (b) the 
receiver may be an employee of Secured Party and may serve without bond; and {c) all fees of receiver, and all fees of any attorney of 
receiver, become part of the indebtedness secured by this Security Agreement and are payable on demand, with interest atthe Note rate, 
unless payment of interest at that rate is not permitted by applicable law, in which event such unpaid fees shall bear interest at the highest 
rate permitted by applicable law from date incurred until repaid. 
Collect Revenues, Apply Accounts. Secured Party, both in Secured Party's personal capacity and through a receiver, may collect the 
payments, rents, incomes, and revenues from Collateral. Secured Party may at any time, at the sole discretion of Secured Party, transfer 
any Collateralunderthe distinctive appellation of Secured Party, as well as into. the name of any nominee of Secured Party, and receive 
the payments, rents, incomes, and revenues therefrom, and may hold same as security for the indebtedness, apply ·payments in favor of 
the indebtedness in any order of priority that Secured Party may determine. Insofar as Collateral consists of accounts, general intangibles, 
deposit accounts, insurance policies, instruments, chattel paper, choses. in action, and any similar prop.f:lrty, Secur13d Party may demand, 
collect, receive, execute receipt for, settle, compromise, adjust, sue for, foreclose, and realize on Collateral as Secured Party may 
determine, concerning both indebtedness and Collateral, whenever due. 
Obtain Deficiency. If Secured Party decides to sell any. item of Collateral, Secured Party may obtain a judgment against Debtor for 
any deficiencies remaining on the indebtedness that Secured Party might ,be owed after application of all amounts received from the 
exercise of the rights provided in this Security Agreement. Debtor is liable for a deficiency even if the transaction described in this 
subsection is a sale of accounts; and likewise, of chattel paper. 
Cumulative Remedies. All of Secured Party's rights and remedies, as evidenced by this Security Agreement, as well as by any 
related documents and by any other writing, are cumulative and may be exercised both singularly and concurrently. Pursuit by 
Secured Party of any remedy does .not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and making expenditures and taking action for 
performing an obligation of Debtor under this Security Agreement, after Debtor's failure of perfor:mance, does not affect Secured 
Party's right to declare a default and exercise the remedies therefor. 
Other Rights and Remedies. Secured Party possesses all rights and remedies of a secured creditor under the Uniform Commercial 
Code, as may be amended upon agreement between the parties. In addition, Secured Party possesses, and may exercise, any and 
all other rights and remedies available at law, in equity, and otherwise. 

Rules of Construction. In this Security Agreement: (a) neither the use of nor the referencing ofthe term "proceeds" authorizes any sale, 
transfer, other disposition, and the like of Collateral by Debtor; (b) the words "include, ""includes," ancf "including" are not limiting; (c) the word "all" 
includes "any" and the word "any" includes "all"; (d) the word "or'' is not exclusive; and (e) words and terms (i) in the singular number include the 
plural, andln the plural, the singular; and (ii) in the masculine gender inClude both the feminine and neuter. 
Miscellaneous Provisions. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Security Agreement: 
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Amendments. This Security Agreement, together with all related documents and endorsements, constitutes the entire 
understanding and agreement of the parties re the matters set forth in this Security Agreement. This Security Agreement may neither 
be changed nor modified in any manner whatsoever unless said change/modification is agreed upon by secured Party in writing and 
signep by Debtor and Secured Party. 
Further Assurances. Upon reasonable request by Secured Party, Debtor consents and agrees that Debtor will execute any further 
documents and take any further actions requested by Secured Party that augment any of the Jollowing: (a) evidencing ·the security 
interest granted herein; (b) perfecting the security interest granted herein; (c) maintaining first priority of the security interest granted 
herein; (d) effectuating rights herein granted Secured Party by Debtor. 
Severability. In the event that a court of original and general jurisdiction at common law, such as an Article 11.1 court of justice arising 
under the Constitution of the United States of America, 1787, with the Bill of Rights of 1791, as lawfully amended by the qualified 
Electors of the several States of this American Union, and laws of the de jure United States of America, and such as a court of justice 
in accordance with the course of the common law arising under the Constitution of the California Republic, as amended by the 
qualified Electors of said California Republic and the laws of the de jure California, judicially determines that any part of this Security 
Agreement, including any amendment; addendum, revision, and the like is unacceptable for any reason, such as on the basis of 
being unlawful, invalid, void, unenforceable, and the like, such provision is .thereby severed from this Security Agreement, but every 
remaining provision continues in full force and effect and may not be affected by such determination. If feasible, any such offending 
provision is deemed modified for inclusion within the limits of enforceability and validity. In the event that the offending provision 
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cannot be so modified, said offending provision is thereby stricken and all other provisions of this Security Agreement in all other 
respects remain valid andenforceable by Secured Party. 
Waiver. Neither Secured Party's actions, nor·secured Party's omissions, may be construed as a waiver of any rights under this 
Security Agreement unless specifically so waived in writing and signed by Secured Party. Neither delay nor omission on the part of 
Secured Party in exercising any right may operate as a waiver of such right, nor may it operate as a waiver of any other right. A 
waiver by Secured Party of a provision of this. Security Agreement neither prejudices, nor constitutes a waiver of, Secured Party's 
right for otherwise demanding strict compliance with that provision, and any other provision, of this Security Agreement. Neither prior 
waiver by Secured Party, nor any course of dealing between Secured Party and Debtor, may constitute a waiver of any of Secured 
Party's rights, nor of any of Debtor's obligations re any future transactions. Whenever the. consent of Secured Party is required under 
this Security Agreement, the granting of such consent by Secured Party in any instance may not be construed as constituting 
continuing consent for subsequent instances where such consent is required, and in all cases such consent may be granted and 
withheld in the sole discretion of Secured Party. 

This Security Agreement is not dischargeable in bankruptcy court. Secured Party is holder in due course of all negotiable instruments 
referencing, bearing upon, and deriving from all property and Collateral referenced herein. All Collateral is exempt from levy and third· 
party lien. 
This Security Agreement secures any and all indebtedness and liability whatsoever that Debtor owes in favor of Secured Party, 
both. direct and indirect, absolute and contingent, due and as might become due, now existing and hereafter arising, and 
howsoever evidenced. This Security Agreement also secures any other debtthat may be owed by Debtor, as arising, upon 
occasion, for the benefit of Secured Party. · 
Debtor acknowledges, consents, and agrees with all provisions of this Security Agreement and agrees that Debtor is bound by all 
terms and conditions as set forth herein. 
This Security Agreement No. JHD-060996-SA is dated: the Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred 
Ninety-six 

Debtor: JOHN HENRY DOE® 

JOHN HENRY DOE® 
Debtor's Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201 {39), 3-401 and accepts for value this Security Agreement. 
Secure.d Party's Signature 

~(i) ~~+htC 1973 by John Henry Doe". All RiglltsReserved. 
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ATTACHMENT SHEET No. JHD-060996-AS 
Re: Security Agreement No. JHD-060996-SA 

1. The trade-name, mark, and trade-mark of Co-Debtor: i.e. "SARAH JANE DOE," and any and all other assemblages of letters and 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name .used with the intent of referencing Co-Debtor, i.e. "SARAH. JANE DOE"; 

2. The trade-name, mark, and trade-mark of Co-Debtor: i.e. "ANNA MARIE DOE," and any and all other assemblages of letters and 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent of referencing Co-Debtor, i.e. "ANNA MARIE DOE"; 

3. Social Security Account Numbers: 459-95-9876, 459-95-2345; 
4. Account Numbers: 459959876, 459952345; 

5. Case Numbers: 459959876, 459952345; 

6; Permits: State of California Board of Equalization SALES PERMIT No. LA-22-0987654; 

7. Land and real property: WESTCHESTER ACRES, PH 1C, BLK 12 LT 14 ACS 0.350, VOL96136/0927 DD070199 CO-LOSANG, 
243150000 22825009 (Deed transfer date: 19960610); 

8. Buildings, structures, and fixtures located on what is commonly known as: BUILDINGS; 

9. Deposit accounts (i.e. demand, time, savings, passbook, and other accounts maintained with a bank of any kind): as authorized in 
paragraph "(b)" under "Authorized Representative" on page "7" of Security Agreement No. JHD-060996-SA dated Fourth Day of the 
Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three, and described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-
060996-PCL; 

10. Credit card accounts: as described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 
11. Charge card accounts: as described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 

12. Brokerage accounts: as described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 

13. Retirement plan accounts, Individual Retirement Accounts, 401(k)'s, pension plans, and the like: as authorized in paragraph "(b)" 
under "Authorized Representative" on page "7" of Security Agreement No. JHD-060996-SA dated Ninth Day of the Sixth Month in the 
Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety-six, and described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 

14. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA PASSPORT Nos.: 567890123, 234567890; 
15. Driver licenses: CALIFORNIA DRIVER LICENSE B8765432; 

16. Miscellaneous licenses: California Cosmetology Commission OPERATOR LICENSE, LICENSE NUMBER 0007775544 re "DOE, 
SARAH JANE";. 

17. All precious metals and bullion, and any storage box and receptacle within which such is stored: as described in Private Collateral List 
No. JHD-060996-PCL; 

18. All keys, locks, lock combinations, encryption codes, safes, and secured places, and security devices, security programs, and all 
software, machinery, and devices associated therewith and related thereto: as described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-
PCL; 

19. All present and future retirement incomes, and rights in such incomes, deriving from any of Debtor's accounts, deposit accounts, and 
otherwise: as described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 

20. All rifles, guns, bows, and crossbows and related accessories, and the ammunition, projectiles, and integral components thereof: as 
described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 

21. All telephone, fax, and pager numbers: as described in Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 
22. Email addresses, Internet URL's, Internet web sites, Internet domain names, and Internet Service Provider accounts: as described in 

Private Collateral List No. JHD-060996-PCL; 
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PRIVATE COLLATERAL L.IST No. JHD-060996-PCL 
Re: Attachment Sheet No. JHD-060996-AS 

1. Deposit accounts (i.e. demand, time, savings, passbook, and other accounts maintained with a bank of any kind): Bank of America 
account no. 54321-12345; Wells Fargo Bank account no. 0525-876543; 

2. Credit card accounts: Capital One account no. 4811-1111-2222-3333; 
3. Charge card accounts: Chevron account no. 4325-9877-44; Sears account no. 234567-876543-2345; 
4. Brokerage accounts: Merrill Lynch account no. 233-456789012; 
5. Retirement plan, and individual retirement account(s), 401 (k)'s, pension plans, and the like: (none listed); 
6. Precious metals and bullion, and any storage box and receptacle within which such is stored: 60 ounces (troy) silver stamped 

"Smithburg Mint"; 
7. Keys, locks, lock combinations, encryption codes, safes, and secured places, and security devices, security programs, and all 

software, machinery, and devices associated therewith and related thereto: (none listed); 
8. All present and future retirement incomes, and rights in such incomes, deriving from any of Debtor's accounts, deposit accounts, and 

otherwise: (none listed); 
9. Rifles, guns, bows, and crossbows and related accessories, and the ammunition, projectiles, and integral components thereof: (none 

listed); 
10. Telephone, fax, and pager numbers: (562) 222-9999, (310) 765-0000; 
11. All email addresses, Internet URL's, Internet web sites, Internet domain names, and Internet Service Provider accounts: (none listed). 
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UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT 
Instructions 

I. Preliminary Filing Considerations. 

A. Certified~- As with the UCC Financing Statement, you will need to obtain a 
certified copy of all Amendment filings, both at state level and county level. If a filing 
office neiither offers a certified copy at time of filing, nor the option to order a certified 
copy at time of filing, you will need to utilize the process described in Section 7, 
Information Request. Otherwise, follow the procedure described in the previous 
Section and take the necessary steps to secure a certified copy of this filing. 

B. Original filing number. To file an Amendment you will need the original filing number 
of your UCC Financing Statement, as discussed in the previous Section. If you do 
not yet have the original filing number, please review paragraph B on the first page 
of the UGC Financing Statement instructions. 

II. Instructions for the UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT Form. 

A. Official UCC Instructions. Please read "Instructions for National UCC Financing 
Statement AMENDMENT (Form UCC3)" and "Instructions for National UCC 
Financing Statement AMENDMENT Addendum (Form UCC3Ad)" immediately 
following this set of Instructions, and then return and continue reading at paragraph 
B immediately below. 

B. ·Completing the UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT form. As well as for a 
standard Amendment, these instructions also cover the two follow-up filings for the 
cross-filing described in the previous Section for the UCC Financing Statement. As 
you go through these instructions, consult the particular sample UCC Financing 
Statement AMENDMENT form for John Henry Doe that matches your needs as 
often as necessary to confirm your understanding of the following Instructions: 

1. Box A. Providing data in this box is optional. We recommend you leave it blank. 

2. Box ~- Box B is for return of the UCC Financing Statement form after it has been 
indexed (filed) and microfilmed. You may place any name and mailing location 
you desire for return of the form. Because some states resist doing Redemption 
filings, you should select the most appropriate data for Box B. 

3. Box 1 a. Place the original filing number of your UCC Financing Statement in this 
box, as well as the exact date and time of filing, if convenient.· 

4. Box 1_Q. The only time this box is checked is when you do an Amendment on a 
UCC Financing Statement filed at county level in a real estate filing. This is not 
applicable for our needs as set forth herein, although the need could certainly 
arise one day for those with real estate holdings. 
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5. Box 2. Used only for termination of a financing statement, wherein secured party 
no longer claims a security interest in collateral. You will likely never do a 
"Termination," so this is not applicable for our needs. 

6. Box 3. Used only for filings where debtor is not a transmitting utility, and must be 
renewed every five (5) years. Does not apply for our purposes because your 
TRADE NAME is a transmitting utility and the filing is permanent. 

7. Box 4 .. This box is checked when there is any change in the secured party of 
record. This box covers both full and partial assignments of security interest in 
the collateral of the debtor. Box 4 also has additional requirements for identifying 
the new assignee, described in "(a)" below. 

(a) Cross-Filing Amendment #1. Box 4 is checked in this, the first cross-filing 
Amendment from the initial cross-filing. Per additional instructions within Box 4: 

i. The name of the assignee (your true name) is entered in Box 7b; 

ii. The mailing loc~tion (address) of the assignee (you) is entered in box 7c; 
and 

iii. The name of the assignor (your friend/family member, original secured 
party of record,) is entered in Box 9b; 

. 8. Box 5. Used for indicating changes in names/addresses of the parties; also to 
indicate addition of new parties and deletion of former parties. Boxes 6 and 7 are 
used to reflect the particular change. Generally not applicable for our purposes. 

9. Box 6. For listing changed names and addresses from Box 9. In case of name 
change, current name is entered in Box 6a/6b; when a party is added/deleted, 
name of party is. entered in. Box 6a/6b. Generally not applicable for our needs. 

10.Box 7. Entries made based on indication in Box 4 (assignee) or Box 5 (new 
party's name/address, and tax 10, in the case of a new debtor; generally not 
applicable). Since you are 'named as assignee in the first cross-filing: 

(a) Cross-Filing Amendment #1. As indicated in Box-4 instructions: 

i. Enter name of assignee (your true name) in Box 7b; 

ii. Enter mailing location (address) of assignee (you) in box 7c; and 

iii. Enter name of the assignor (your friend/family member, original secured 
party of record,) in Box 9b. 

11. Box 8. This box gets an entry whenever there is a change of any kind in the 
collateral. Both Cross-Filing Amendment #1 and #2 will affect the collateral 
because #1 is a full assignment of security interest in the collateraJ.of the debtor, 
and #2 (a subsequent filing) is a restated collateral description (that identifies the 
correct security agreementbetween debtor and secured party): 
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(a) Cross-Filing Amendment #1. When doing the first follow-up cross-filing, i.e. 
Cross-Filing Amendment #1, place an "X" in the last box on the far right (of 
Se>x 8), marked "describe collateral assigned," and enter the following text: 

"Secured party herewith executes a full assignment of collateral, identified in 
Security Agreement No. [Any number designation other tl).an the final one that 
you will use]-SA dated the [Any date earlier than the one you will use] in 
favor of assignee, new secured party of record, [You]. Inquiring parties may 
consult with debtor directly for ascertaining, in detail, the financial 
relationship between debtor and new secured party of record, identified in 
security· agreement referenced above." 

(b) Cross-Filing Amendment #2. This same box is used in the subsequent, 
follow-up cross-filing, i.e. Cross-Filing Amendment #2, but a different box is 
checked. A few days (2 - 3) after Cross:-Filing Amendment #1 is filed you 
may file Cross-Filing Amendment #2. The UCC filing ·office records and 
indexes all filings in sequence based on date received. There will not be a 
mix-up between the second follow-up cross-filing and the first, even if you do 
not get confirmation of the first filing before sending out the second. 

In Cross-Filing Amendment #2, place an "X" in the third box from the left, i.e. 
·box marked, "give entire restated collateral description," and then enter the 
following text in Box 8: 

"All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest 
in said assets, land;· and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, 
now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever focated, described fully in 
Security Agreement No. [Your INITIALS]-[MMDDYY of document date]
SA dated the [Sequential, spelled out] Day of the [Sequential, spelled out] 
Month in the Year of Our Lord [Year, spelled out]. Inquiring parties may 
consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial 
relationship and contractual obligations associated with this commercial 
transaction, identified in security agreement referenced. above. Adjustment of 
this filing is in accord with UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, and House Joint Resolution 
192 of June 5, 1933. Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with 
ucc §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

12.Box 9. This box indicates the particular party that is authorizing the Amendment: 
sometimes it will be the debtor; sometimes it will be the secured party. Neither 
the check-box appearing in the text of Box 9, nor Box 9a, applies for our needs in 
either cross-filing Amendment; only Box 9b. 

(a) Cross-Filing Amendment #1. Since the original secured party of record (your 
friend/family member) is authorizing the full assignment in Box 4, his/her name is 
entered in Box 9b (exactly as it appears in the UCC Financing Statement). 

(b) Cross-Filing Amendment #2. Since the debtor (your TRADE NAME) is 
authorizing the restated collateral description, its name goes in Box 9b (exactly 
as it appears in the UCC Financing Statement and Cross-Filing Amendment #1 ). 
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13. Box 10. N/A. 

14. Note re AMENDMENT ADDENDUM page. Generally speaking; you will not have 
a need to use the UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT ADDENDUM. The 
primary purpose of this page is to provide more space for continuation of the 
collateral description from Box 8, but based on our system this will likely never 
occur. If the need ever arises to use this page~ follow the instructions as given 
below, otherwise, the AMENDMENT ADDENDUM page may be disregarded. 

15.ADDENDUM Box 11. If this page is needed, place the original filing number of 
your UCC Financing Statement in this box, as well as the exact date and time of 
filing, if convenient. This is the same data that appears in Box 1 a. 

16.ADDENDUM Box 12a. N/A. 

17.ADDENDUM Box 12b. If the Addendum page is needed, place the same name 
that appears in Box 9b in Box 12b. 

18.ADDENDUM Box 13. If the collateral description in Box 8 exceeds the space 
given, continue the text in Box 13 of the Addendum page. 

C. Official instructions. Though somewhat difficult to <decipher, the official instructions 
for the UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT are nevertheless accurate. If there 
is ever any doubt about exactly what data goes where, always consult the official 
instructions and get it worked out so you are completely satisfied 

Ill. Subsequent Use of the UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT. 

A. An invaluable tool. The UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT gives you leeway 
to modify the original financing statement any way you like. Mistakes are also easily 
corrected simply by filing an Amendment. The UCC Financing Statement 
AMENDMENT, even though called an "Amendment," immediately becomes part of 
the original UCC Financing Statement as soon as it is filed. So even though it goes 
by a different name, it is only modifying the financing statement in some way. 

B. All other aspects of use identical with those of UCC Financing Statement. The main 
pu'rpose of these. instructions on the Amendment is to cover the entry in each box of 
the form. Peculiarities regarding style of displaying names, addresses, etc., are the. 
same in the Amendment as in the UCC Financing Statement instructions. Consult 
the UCC Financing Statement instructions for any questions other than the data that 
is entered in specific box.es. 
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Instructions for National UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT (Form UCC3) 

Please type or laser-print !!lis form. Be sure it is completely legible. Read all Instructions, especially Instruction 1 a; correct file number of initial financing 
statement is crucial. Follow Instructions completely. 

Fill in form very carefully; mistakes may have important legal consequences. If you have questions, consult your attorney. Filing office cannot give legal advice. 
Do not insert anything in the open space in the upper portion of this form; it is reserved for filing office use. 
An Amendment may relate to only one financing statement. Do not enter more than one file number in item 1 a. 
When properly completed, send Filing Office Copy, with required fee, to filing, office. If you want an acknowledgment, complete item Band, iffiling in a filing 

office that returns an acknowledgment copy furnished by filer, you may also send Acknowledgment Copy, otherwise detach. Always detach Debtor and 
Secured Party Copies. 

If you need to use attachments, use 8-1/2 X 11 inch sheets and put a !the top of each sheet: "AMENDMENT"gng the file number ofthe initial financing statement 
to which this Amendment relates; you are encouraged to use Amendment Addendum (Form UCC3Ad). 

Always complete items 1 a a...ill!.Jt. , 
A. To assist filing offices that might wish to communicate with filer, filer may provide information in item A. This item is optional. 
B. Complete item B if you want an acknowledgment sentto you. If filing in a filing office that returns an acknowledgment copy furnished by filer, present simultaneously 

with this form a carbon or other copy of this form for use as an acknowledgment copy. 

1 a. File number: Enter file number of initial financing statementto which this 
Amendment relates. Enter only one file number. In some states, the file 
number is not unique; in those states, also enter in item 1a, after the file 
number, the date that the initial financing statement was filed. 

1 b. Only ifthisAmendment is to be filed or recorded in the real estate records, 
check box 1b and also, in item 13 of Amendment Addendum, enter 
Debtor's name, in proper format exactly identical to the format of item 1 
of financing statement, and name of record owner if Debtor does not have 
a record interest. 

Note: Show purpose of this Amendment by checking box 2, 3, 4, 5 (in item 5 
you must checktwo boxes) or 8; also complete items 6, 7 and/or 8 as 
appropriate. Filer may use this Amendment form to simultaneously accomplish 
both data changes (items4, 5, and/or 8) and a Continuation (item 3), although 
in some states filer may have to pay a separate fee for each purpose. 

2. To terminate the effectiveness of the identified financing statement with 
respect to.security interest(s) of authorizing Secured Party, check box 2. 
See Instruction 9 below. 

3. To ~the effectiveness of the identified financing statement with 
respect to security interest(s) of authorizing Secured Party, check box 3. 
See Instruction 9 below. 

4. To ~ (i) all of assignor's interest under the identified financing 
statement, or (ii) a partial interest in the security interest covered by the 
identified financing statement, or (iii) assignor's full interest in some (but 
not all) of tHe collateral covered by the identified financing statement: 
Check box in item 4 and enter name of assignee in item 7 a if assignee is 

' an organization, or in item 7b, formatted as indicated, if assignee is an 
individual. Complete 7a or 7b, but not both. Also enter assignee's 
address in item 7c. Also enter name of assignor in item 9. If partial 
Assignment affects only some (but not all) of the collateral covered by the 
identified financing statement, filer may check appropriate box in item 8 
and indicate affected collateral in item 8. 

5,6,7.Tochange the name and/or address of a party: Check box in item 5 to 
indicate whether this Amendment amends information relating to a 
Debtor or a Secured Party; also check box in item 5 to indic~te that this 
is a name and/or address change; also enter name of affected party 
(current record name, in case of name change) in items 6a or 6b as 
appropriate; and also give new name (7 a or 7b) and/or new address (7 c) 
initem7. 

5,6. To~ a party: ChE~ck box in item 5 to indicate whether deleting a 
Debtor or a Secured Party; also check box in item 5 to indicate that this 
is a deletion of a party; and also enter name (6a or 6b) of deleted party in 
item6. 
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5, 7. To S!QQ a party: Check box in item 5 to indicate whether adding a Debtor 
or Secured Party; also check box in item 5 to indicate that this is an 
addition of a party; also enter all required information in item 7: name (7a 
or 7b) and address (7c); also, if adding a Debtor, tax ID # (7d) in those 
states where required, and additional organization Debtor information 
(7e~g) if added Debtor is an organization. Note: The preferred method 
for filing against anew Debtor (an individual or organization not previously 
of record as a Debtor under this file number) is to file a new Financing 
Statement (UCC1) and not an Amendment (UCC3). 

8. Collateral change. To change the collateral covered by the identified 
financing statement, describe the change in item 8. This may be 
accomplished either by describing the collateral to be added or deleted, or 
by setting forth in full the collateral description as it is to be effective after 
the filing ofthis Amendment, indicating clearly the method chosen (check 
the appropriate box). If the space in item 8 is insufficient, use item 13 of 
Amendment Addendum (Form UCC3Ad). A partial release of collateral is 
a deletion. If, due to a full release of all collateral, filer no longer claims a 
security interest under the identified financing statement, check box 2 
(Termination) and not box 8 (Collateral Change). If a partial assignment 
consists ofthe assignment of some (but not all) ofthe collateral covered 
by the identified financing statement, filer may indicate the assigned 
collateral in item 8, check the appropriate box in item 8, and also comply 
.with instruction 4 above. 

9. Always enter name of party of record authorizing this Amendment; in most 
cases1 this will be a Secured Party of record. If more than one authorizing 
Secured Party, give additional name(s). properly formatted, in item 13 of 
Amendment Addendum (Form UCC3Ad). If the indicated financing 
statement refers to the parties as lessee and lessor, or consignee and 
consignor, or seller and buyer, instead of Debtor and Secured Party, 
references in this Amendment shall be deemed likewise so to refer to the 
parties. If this is an assignment, enter assignor's name. If this is an 
Amendment authorized by a Debtor that adds collateral or adds a Debtor, 
or ifthis is a Termination authorized by a Debtor, check the box in item 9 
and enter the name, properly formatted, of the Debtor authorizing this 
Amendment, and, if this Amendment or Termination is to be filed or 
recorded in the real estate records, also enter, in item 13 of Amendment 
Addendum, name of Secured Party of record. 

10. This item is optional and is for filer's use only. For filer's convenience of 
reference, filer may enter in item 10 any identifying information (e.g., 
Secured Party's loan number, law firm file number, Debtor's name or other 
identification, state in which form is being filed, etc.) that filer may find 
useful. 



Instructions for National UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT Addendum (Form tfCC3Ad) 

11. Enter information exactly as given in item 1 a on Amendmentform. 

12. Enter information exactly as given in item 9 on Amendmentform. 

13. If space on Amendment form is insufficient or you must provide additional information, enter additional information in item 13. 



UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional] 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

fin care of: 

L 

Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California 
John Henry Doe _j 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 
1a.INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE# 

2002-059-12~34; 0800 H RS; March 1, 2002 1

1b. This FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT is 

D lo be filed [for record] (or recorded) in the 
REAL ESTATE RECORDS. 

2.lJ TERMINATION: Effectiveness of lhe Financing Slalement identified above is terminated with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Termination Slatement. 

3. U CONTINUATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Slatement identified above with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Continuation Statement is 
continued for the additional period provided by applicable law. 

5. AMENDMENT (PARTY INFORMATION): This Amendment affects Secured Party of record. Check only lllJ§ of these two boxes. 

Also check lllJ§ of the following three boxes i!lli! provide appropriate information in items 6 and/or 7. 

DELETE name: Give record name 
to be deleted in item 6a or 6b. 

OR 6b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 'FIRST NAME I MIDDLE NAME 'SUFFIX 

7. CHANGED (NEW) OR ADDED INFORMATION: 

7a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
7b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

Doe John Henry 
7c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE rOSTALCODE COUNTRY 

In care of: Post Office Box 9999 Los Angeles Cal. Near [9001 0] USA 
7d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN rDD'LINFO RE J7e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 7f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 7g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #,if any 

OFtGANIZATION 
DEBTOR I 

8. AMENDMENT (COLLATERAL CHANGE): check only lllJ§ box. 

Describe collateral D deleted or D added, or give entire D restated collateral description, or describe collateral ~~assigned. 

Secured party herewith executes a full assignment of collateral, i.e. all of debtor's assets, 
land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in said assets, land, and personal 
property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and 
wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. BM0-0301 02-SA dated March 1, 
2002, in favor of assignee, new secured party of record, John Henry Doe. Inquiring parties 
may consult with debtor directly for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship between 
debtor and new secured party of record, identified in security agreement referenced above. 

DNONE 

9. NAME OF SECURED PARTY OF RECORD AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (name of assignor, if this is an Assignment). If this is an Amendment authorized by a Debtor which 

adds collateral or adds the authorizing Debtor, or if this is a Termination authorized by a Debtor, check here and enter name of DEBTOR authorizing this Amendment. 

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

Osborne Blake Michael 
10.0PTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA 

FILING OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (FORM UCC3) (REV. 07/29/98) 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 
11. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE# (same as item Ia on Amendment form) 

2002-059-1234; 0800 HRS; March 1, 2002 
12. NAME OF PARTY AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (same as Item 9 on A;,endment form) 

12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME rRSTNAME I MIDDLE NAME,SUFFIX 

Osborne Blake Michael 
13. Use this space for additional information 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

FILING OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM (FORM UCC3Ad) (REV: 07/29/98) 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) .CAREFULLY 

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional] 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

fin care of: 

L 

Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California 
John Henry Doe _j 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

1a. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE# 

2002-059-1234; 0800 HRS; March 1, 2002 1
1b. This FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT is 

D to be filed [for record] (or recorded) in the 
REAL ESTATE RECORDS. 

2. [ J TERMINATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above is terminated with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Termination Statement. 

3. U CONTINUATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Continuation Statement is 
continued for the additional period provided by applicable law. 

5. AMENDMENT (PARTY INFORMATION): This Amendment affects Secured Party of record. Check only 2IJl! of these two boxes. 

Also check 2lll! of the following three boxes lllli! provide appropriate information in items 6 and/or 7. 

OR 6b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

7. CHANGED (NEW) OR ADDED INFORMATION: 

7a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
7b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

7c. MAILING ADDRESS 

7d. TAXID#: ssN OR EIN I :DD'L INFo RE 11e. TYPE oF oRGANIZATION 
ORGANIZATION 
DEI3TOR I 

8. AMENDMENT (COLLATERAL CHANGE). check only 2lll! box. 

'FIRST NAME 

FIRST NAME 

CITY 

DELETE name: Give record name 
to be deleted in item 6a or 6b. 

7f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 

Describe collateral 0 deleted or 0 added, or give entire Iii restated collateral description, or describe collateral 0 assigned. 

'MIDDLE NAME 

MIDDLE NAME 

STATE rOSTAL COpE 

7g. ORGANIZATIONAL 10 #,if any 

'SUFFIX 

SUFFIX 

COUNTRY 

nNONE 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in said assets, land, 
and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, 
and wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. JHD-031 002-SA dated the 
Tenth Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Two, in favor of assignee, 
new secured party of record, John Henry Doe. Inquiring parties may consult with debtor directly 
for ascertaining, in detail, financial relationship between debtor and new secured party of record, 
identified in security agreement referenced above. Adjustment of this filing is in accord with UCC 

9. NAME OF SECURED PARTY OF RECORD AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (name of assignor, if this is an Assignment). If this is an Amendment authorized by a Debtor which 

adds collateral or adds the authorizing Debtor, or if this is a Termination authorized by a Debtor, check here and enter name of DEBTOR authorizing this Amendment. 

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

DOE JOHN HENRY 
10. OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA 

FILING OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (FORM UCC3) (REV. 07/29/98) 
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UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 
11. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE# (same as item 1a on Amendmentfonn) 

2002-059-1234; 0800 HRS; March 1, 2002 
12. NAME OF PARTY AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (same as item 9 on Amendment form) 

12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME I FIRST NAME I MIDDLE NAME,SUFFIX 

DOE JOHN HENRY 
13. Use this space for additional information 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

§§ 1-103, 1-104, and House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. Secured Party accepts 
Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201 (39), 3-401. 

FILING OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM (FORM UCC3Ad) (REV. 07/29/98) 
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. Handling Presentments 
Instructions 

I. lntroduc:tion. 

A. Understanding presentments. The dictionary definition of presentment concerns both 
criminal matters and financial matters, and the descriptive terms within the definition 
of each type are interchangeable. A presentment is either a demand for acceptance 
or a demand for payment, and is defined as follows: 

• "A formal written accusation rettrrned by a grand jury on its own initiative, without a 
prosecutor's previous indictment request. · · 

"A grand jury has only two functions, either to indict or to return a 'no bill.' The 
Constitution speaks also of a 'pres~ntment,' out this is a term with a distinct 
historical meaning now not well understood. Historically presentment was the 
process by which a grand jury initiated an independent investigation and a.Sked 
that a charge be drawn to cover the facts should they constitute a crime. With 
United States attorneys now always available to advise grand juries, proceeding 
by presentment is now an outmoded practice. Charles Alan Wright, Federal 
Practice and Procedure § llO, at 459 (3rd ed. 1999)." Black's ih. (Bold 
emphasis added) 

• "The formal production of a negotiable instrument for acceptance or payment. 

"Presentment and dishonor occur, for instance, when the holder of a check 
attempts to cash it at the drawee1 bank but payment is refused because the drawer 
lacks sufficient funds on deposit. The demand for payment is the presentment. 
The bank's refusal to pay is dishonor. James J. White & Robert S. Summers, 
Uniform Commercial Code, § 16-8, at 100 (4th ed. 1995).". Black's 7th. (Bold 
emphasis added) 

• "Presentment is a demand for acceptance or payment made upon the maker, 
acceptor, drawee or other payor by or on behalf of the holder. U.C.C. § 3-504(1). 
Black's 6th. (Bold emphasis added) 

In criminal matters, a bill, i.e. charges (like financial charges), in the form of a formal 
written accusation of a crime called an indictment (presentment), is presented to a 
court (by the prosecutor) for prosecution. A true bill is a list of charges that is sworn 
"true, correct, and complete" (affidavit). Based on the sworn charges of the grand 
jury, the prosecutor is indemnified for whatever action he takes based thereon. The 
prosecutor then draws up his own presentment, called a criminal complaint, based 
on the indictment (true bill) and demands that the named party accept responsibility 
for the charges. 

1 Drawee: One to whom a bill of exchange or a check directs a request to pay a certain sum of money specified 
therein. In the typical checking account situation, the bank is the drawee, the person writing the check is the maker 
or drawer, and the person to whom the check is written is the payee. Barron's Law Dictionary, Third Edition, 1991. 
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Because of the U.S. bankruptcy and the institutionalization of fiat (by decree) money 
called Federal Reserve Notes, "FRNs," there have been commensurate changes in 
the realm of jurisprudence. American tribunals are now "Federal-Reserve-Note 
tribunals," dealing exclusively in FRNs and enforcing the private, copyrighted, 
corporate policy of the owners of the FRNs; known as "Code" (all U.S. code/law is 
copyrighted by British .corporations.;......see Footnote 13 at the bottom of page 41 for 

·details). 

Notice in the quoted case under the first definition above that because of the 
influence of United States attorneys, "proceeding by presentment [of the grand jury] 
is now an outmoded practice." We now operate in "summary proceeding" in the vast 
majority of legal undertakings in America, traffic court being the most common: 

"Summary proceeding. Any proceeding by which a controversy is settled, case 
disposed of, or trial conducted, in a prompt and simple manner, without the aid of a 
jury, without presentment· of indictment, or in other aspects out of the regular course 
ofthe common law. Black's l 5

t. 

A "demand · for acceptance" is a demand for acceptance of responsibility (for 
payment, or for performance of some act, and may also entail payment of some kind 
at a later date). A traffic ticket is a combination criminal/commercial instrument. The 
traffic cop makes a demand and the motorist makes a promise. Traffic tickets- are 
negotiable instruments, and negotiable instruments consist strictly of orders to pay 
and promises to pay. The cop issues an order for acceptance (of responsibility to 
pay) against the credit of the TRADE NAME, and the me>torist signs a promise to 
(accept responsibility for the charge, and) appear (and, if necessary, pay the ticket). 
If the motorist fails to accept responsibility for the ultimate payment of the ticket at 
any point in the process, he is arrested and jailed. When anyone in government 
demands that you accept responsibility to perform some act, he is issuing a 
presentment, concerning which there are monetary charges associated with a failure 
to perform. Presentments come in oral, written, and .electronic form; acceptance of 
·any presentment executes a contract. 

In the private sector, presentments usually come from attorneys, but since all 
attorneys are officers of the state,2we are faced with essenti.ally the same situation. 
Courts,-could not function without attorneys, who are enqowed with a special 
"property right" (right to practice law), granted a title of nobility (esquire) via letters 
patent,3 and elevated above "common men" (fees enforced by judicial decree, win or 
lose). 

In order to issue a presentment, a prospective issuer must hav,e an account, where a 
charge can be lodged. For example, if police cannot determine the TRADE NAME 
of a detainee (held for questioning) within a brief period of time they must release 
him. The TRADE NAME is the account name under which a sovereign conducts 

2 "An attorney is an officer of the court, and as such, an officer and arm of the state." 7 Corpus Juris Secundum 4, 
Virgin Islands Bar Association v. Dench, D.C. Virgin Islands, 124 F. Supp. 257. 
3 "Letters patent, an open document under seal of the government, granting some special right, authority, privilege, 
or property, or conferring some title ... " A Standard Dictionary of the English Language, Funk & Wagnalls 
Company, 1903. 
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business-albeit unwittingly. The TRADE NAME, as well as the true name, 
comprises property.4 Registration of your TRADE NAME (via birth, etc.) constitutes 
the voluntary surrender of custody of the property (name) and establishment of an 
account. When a government actor says, "May I have your name, please?" he is 
literally asking you to turn over your property, the TRADE NAME, for him to use 
however he pleases, and to charge the account.5 The flesh-and-:blood man, as 
surety for the party in whose name the account appears, is held accountable for any 
charges leveled against the TRADE NAME. 

The reason the criminal and financial charges seem to run together, overlap, and 
mirror the other is that they are both commerciaf in nature. This is the admiralty 
jurisdictic>n mentioned in Part I (Theory) of this manual. In admiralty, the military (in 
its many forms) is used to enforce criminal penalties for civil offenses. The 
moneychanger-merchants have foreclosed on the U.S. Government and use it 
liberally to prosecute their own private commercial interests. We are under military 
rule, literally by the commander-in-chief of the military, hot the president.7 

A primary reason for the broad appeal and workability of the common law is that 
each man is in control of his own destiny in the social scheme: as long as he does 
not harm another--and thereby form a contract with an obligation-he is free to live 
his life as he sees fit, without interference. from government. These days, however, 
people are penalized for an act even when no one is harmed and no property is 
damaged, e.g. traveling at 35 miles per hour in a 30-miles-per-hour zone. The 
police power is thereby employed for penalizing behavior (such as "thought 
crimes")--not acts and deeds of substance-for the purpose of raising revenue. 

When someone violates his own sense of moral rightness in his conduct as a 
member of society, no matter how justified, he is weakened under the police power 
of the state. For this reason, it is a good idea to reassess your life as you embark on 
this stagE~ of the journey and begin using and relying on the. power of the documents 
and processes offered in herein-which is formidable-and make sure that you are 
giving yourself the best chance for a worry-free existence. Betraying your own 
sense of fair play is the quickest way to undermine all progress. In the end, it is your 
own sense of decency, ethical behavior, and interaction with others that determines 
your fate. Just by trying to do the right thing on a moment-to-moment basis brings 
about clarity of perception not otherwise available, and can easily turn out to be your 
saving grace in a time of need. 

These dc>cuments are all based on the power of the common law, private property 
rights, and consensual contracts, and are enormously successful in crushing 
assaults on your fiscal integrity. Their efficacy has been acknbwledged at both the 

4 Because of the disappearance of substance money-where each man is accountable and there is no private "limited 
liability"-we now have a mutant fmancial system that runs strictly on accounting principles, because all "money" 
is artificial (no substance/reality, as with gold) and debt can no longer be extinguished, butmerely "discharged." 
5 See "Letter for State Registrar re Birth Certificate" in Appendix for one approach to thwart governmental 
monopolization of the use 9fyour mime, both true name and TRADE NAME, in forming accounts. 
6 See "Crime is Commerce," 27 CFR 721.11, in Appendix. 
7 See subsection entitled "Co-Suretyship Obligations Incurred Via Acceptance of Free Delivery of Mail" in Section 
3, "The Curse of Co-Suretyship" 
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lowest and very highest levels of government in this country. They have changed 
the course of every proceeding in which they were introduced, including criminal 
cases where the accused was already convicted. That is because the common law 
still exists and is in full force-it has just been covered over. People have been so 
badly hoodwinked that many do not even believe there is hope of reversing the 
oppressive,: all-engulfing practices of the system. There is hope. It lies in the 
common law and in your ability to maintain in the face of the mendacious8 bent of 
Big Brother's operatives. 

B. Scope of presentment-handling documents contained herein. What has taken many 
thousands of dedicated collaborators over thousands of years to put into position will 
not be fully unraveled in a few hundred pages of exposition-nor do we pretend to 
be able to fully accomplish such a feat. We do, however, get results, and 
consistently, because our approach is based on the timeless principles of human 
dignity and interaction as embodied, primarily, in the common law. The Chosen 
Masters are not pleased that their wealth.,.confiscation and freedom-usurpation 
machinery can be rendered ineffective, and even more upset that their own device 
(the UCC) can be used to victimize them. Even when you are completely right, a 
presenter will sometimes go down kicking and screaming all the way, abusing their 
influence over the utterly corrupt judicial system and its army of charlatan-whore 
esquires to challenge every shred of knowledge about what you are doing. Because 
those actors are inherently dishonest, they have weaknesses that can be exploited. 

The documents as offered herein have paved the way for stopping all collection 
activity effecting strict (non-judicial) foreclosure against those who. would happily 
swindle y.ou out of everything you own. However, this manual does not pretend to 
be able to guide someone through the legal minefields that can arise when one goes 
to foreclose, but we do have people who can assist when it comes time for finishing 
off the job. It's one thing to be able to stop a collection proceeding; it is quite 
another to foreclose on the erstwhile "forecloser," but it can be done. Instructions for 
such enterprise are not included herein, however; please contact the publisher for a 
referral on these matters. 

C. A note on pressure .situations and criminal cases. The material set forth herein is 
private in nature. There is no attempt to give legal advice of any kind in civil and 
criminal matters because we are not licensed to practice law. This material may be 
applied, however, in any circumstance where your private, common-law-copyrighted 
property is being used for commercial gain without your authorization. You are the 
only one who can decide what should be done. If you are faced with a pressure 
situation, a demand for a signature, or even a criminal charge, you can still take 
action in the non-statutory (non-judicial) realm against the individual players coming 
against you, by using the private, contractual, consensual measures set forth in the 
items at the end of this Section, beginning on page 18 of these instructions, under 
part VII, "Protecting Oneself in Pressure Situations and Criminal Proceedings." One 
essay in particular, "How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability," proves utterly the 
correctness of what we are doing ih this manual. 

8 Mendacious: Addicted to lying; characterized by deceit; false. 
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II. Creating Your Response Documents for Handling Presentments. 

A. Demands for acceptance. Such presentments are generally from government 
agents and officers, but can also come from attorneys and individuals ("citizen of the 
United States" TRADE NAMES), and basically constitute unauthorized use of your 
common-law-copyrighted property. Regardless of the fact that there may be 
potential criminal penalties and fines associated with the presentment if from a 
government actor, you have the unalienable common-law right to demand and 
obtain compensation for the (unauthorized) use of your property as set forth in your 
published copyright notice. This is strictly a private matter between you and any 
party who is using your property for financial gain without your authorization. 

1. "Notic:e by Written Communication/Security Agreement". Entitled in non-judicial 
terms so as to align with tenets of the Uniform Commercial Code, the "Notice by 
Written Communication/Security Agreement," hereinafter "Notice by Written 
Communication," is recommended for handling non-pecuniary9 presentments, i.e. 
demands for acceptance. The document is: self-explanatory; contains no 
judicial/statutory jargon; consists of everyday, common-law language; is written 
with a mind toward augmenting the non-judicial foreclosure process of the UCC 
once the debtor defaults on payment after being invoiced for charges (in the form 
of a "Verified Statement of Account," the private equivalent of a grand jury's true 
bil~. It is used against those who issue presentments demanding acceptance (of 
responsibility for payment at a later date, or for specific performance). 

2. Converting sample document. As with all other documents in this manual, there 
is no other way to generate your personal Notice by Written Communication on 
your own other than by going through the sample document word-by-word, 
learning as you go, and replacing John Henry Doe's information with yours. 

3. Mode of sending. We use Registered Mail, sent "Restricted Delivery," "Return 
Receipt Requested" (Green Card), with an affidavit of service exclusively-. but, 
as always, final choice rests with you. A certified copy of your newspaper-filed 
common-law copyright of TRADE NAME© and True Name© is always included 
with the Notice by Written Communication, as well as the other document (used 
with demands for payment), which is discussed further below. 

4. Important: Optional text in two segments. There are two versions of "Procedure 
for Opting Out of Consensual Contract" on page 2, and a subsequent segment, 
entitled "Self-executing Security Agreement." You will need to choose between 
the two options each time a presentment comes your way. Basically, the first 
one gives the unauthorized user a quick and easy way out, with no muss and no 
fuss, thus ending the confrontation. The second is far more stringent and really 
puts the unauthorized user in a pickle, and it is doubtful if he/she will get out of it. 
Note: You are not prohibited from adjusting this paragraph however you see fit, 
but if you make changes you should be absolutely certain that . they do not 
contain any statutory/judicial language, and that the parameters that you set are 
within the UCC for non-judicial foreclosure (also known as strict foreclosure). 

9 Pecuniary: Of or relating to money. 
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(a) Simple opt-out procedure (with subsequent "Self-executing" paragraph). The 
obligation for payment is no less binding than when a customer looks at the 
menu, places an order, and then consumes the meal that is served. 

"Procedure for Opting Out of Consensual Contract 

"JACK JONES'S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured Party's common
law trade-name/trademark and copyright, consensually contractually binds JACK 
JONES with Secured Party, as of JACK JONES'S initial unauthorized use of 
Secured Party's common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright, in respect of fair 
compensation due Secured Party for use of Secured Party's private property. JACK 
JONES can opt out and withdraw from JACK JONES'S consensual contract with 
Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith only by immediate 
cessation of any and all further unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law
copyrighted property. 

"Self-executing Security Agreement 

"By the act of any single instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party's 
common-law-copyrighted property by JACK JONES following JACK JONES'S 
receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, JACK JONES, hereinafter 
"User" only in this "Self-executing Security Agreement" -section, accepts the 
obligation of this consensual contract, . this Notice by Written Communication 
concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter "Security Agreement," 
wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:" 

(b) Difficult opt-out procedure (with subsequent "Self-executing" paragraph). The 
time period referenced within this segment is the 72-hour, Regulation-Z, 
Federal-Truth-in-Lending-Act period that is initiated when someone voluntarily 
incurs an obligation. The party has 72 hours from midnight of the day after 
execution of the transaction to back out of the deal (see Truth in Lending 
Act in Glossary for the Act in pertinent part): 

"Procedure for Opting Out of Consensual Contract 

"JACK JONES'S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured Party's 
common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright consensually contractually 
binds JACK JONES with Secured Party, as of JACK JONES'S initial 
unauthorized use of Secured Party's private property, in respect of fair 
compensation due Secured Party for use of Secured Party's private property. 
JACK JONES can opt out and withdraw from JACK JONES'S consensual 
contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith only by 
JACK JONES'S delivery, at the hereinabove designated mailing location for 
Secured Party no later than 12:01 A.M. of the of the fifth (5th) day following 
JACK JONES'S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, .of any and all 
original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded media 
whatsoever, as well as any and all copies of all such originals in .any form of 
recorded media whatsoever, containing both the signature of JAC,K JONES and 
any counterfeit version of either of: (1) Secured Party's private, common-law
copyrighted trade-name/trademark, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©; (2) Secured 
Party's private, autograph-common-law-copyrighted property, i.e. "John Henry 
Doe©. 
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"Self-executing Security Agreement 

"Absent JACK JONES'S surrender of all original instruments, documents, and 
records in any form of recorded media, as well as all copies of any such original, 
containing both JACK JONES'S signature and any version of any of Secured 
Party's common-law-copyrighted property, as set forth above under' "Procedure 
for Opting Out of Consensual Contract," JACK JONES, hereinafter "User" only 
in this "Self-executing Security Agreement"-section, accepts the obligation of this 
consensual contract at 12:01 A.M. of the of the fifth (5th) day following User's 
receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, this Notice by Written 
Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter 
"Security Agreement," wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured 

. Party, and User:" 

B. Validation of debt package: "Respondent's Private, International, Administrative 
Remedy Demand". Presentments demanding payment are the most common 
because the current financial system is expressly designed to generate defaults, 
foreclosures, and bankruptcies. "Civilization" is on a conveyor belt to Hell, courtesy 
of the instigator-owners of the duplicitous banking system of America and Earth. 
Using government agents called "attorneys at law," people are sitting ducks against 
the might of the state as concentrated in thejudge-attorney Brotherhood. There are 
a few Achilles' heels, however, and "Respondent's Private, International, 
Administrative Remedy Demand," hereinafter "Administrative Remedy Demand," 

·.exploits one of them. 

. 1. Loans of credit. Credit-lenders flourish only because of interest payments: the 
"borrower" is always the source· of the principal amount of any alleged loan by 
virtue of his "promise to pay" (promissory note, credit application), which 
generates a negotiable instrument, i.e. "money," per UCC 3-104, which the 
credit-lender then converts into another form (bank draft, cashier's check)-in 
accordance with Federal Reserve "lending" policies-and· reissues, calling it the 
"loan." This is strictly an accounting procedure: the bank loans nothing of 
substance, indeed is forbidden to loan the bank's assets by banking regulations. 
This can all be verified with any CPA. 

Credit--lenders do not profit from the principal loan amount, only the interest. This 
is why on many loans, and in all mortgage contracts, the "borrower" makes 
payments on interest-charges only for the first many years. This is all gravy for 
credit-llenders. 10 The principal amount never comes into play for the financial 
institution because. that sum is always the property of the "borrower," and 
remains so till the end of the cycle, whether the so-called "loan" is ever paid off or 
not. "Loans" that end in default are simply charged off, i.e. discharged by 
bookkE~eping entry, with no loss incurred by the bank-which is the precise 
reason that the techniques delineated in this Section are effective in nullifying 
loans of credit from banks: the bank has no valid risk in the loan transaction, and 
therefore no valid claim. Banks, mortgage companies, and credit card 

10 On a limited basis, bankers generally make more money duringholidays when the bank is closed than when the 
bank is open for business because there is much less overhead, and interest charges continue accumulating seven 
days a week. 
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companies lend ohly credit: from the Latin credere: believe, trust. Credit-lenders 
believe in you and trust that you will make all interest payments· as you have 
been rightfully suckered into. The entire American financial system, engineered 
and developed into its current state over the last 2,000+ years by the Chosen 
Masters, 11 is an exercise in deceit and treachery of incomprehensible magnitude, 
predicated on the willful and wanton wholesale destruction of the life of one and 
all. and the peace and dignity of mankind based on the worship of money (wealth, 
mammon) and a psychotic impulse to subjugate and dominate the existence of 
all others. 

2. Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. Per this Act, as codified at 15 USC §1692 et 
seq.,12 and as abundantly pointed out within Administrative Remedy Demand, a 
debt collector must, .if requested, provide a verification. of the alleged debt, i.e. 
validate the debt. Per the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, "FDCPA," the debt 
collector is mandated to cease all col.lection activity until verification is provided. 

(a) VerificationNalidation. Verification is defined as: 

"Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or 
deposition. Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of verification is to 
assure good faith in averments or statements of party." Black's Law Dictionary, 
Sixth Edition, 1990. 

What this means is, the debt collector must swear "true, correct, and complete" 
{equivalent of"the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth," i.e. testimony) 
that verifies exchange of valuable consideration that allows him to demand 
repayment. As cited above, banks do not loan substance, only credit (air). No 
bank attorney and no banker can verify a loan of substance; hence they are 
foreclosed from .issuing an affidavit.of any relevance. The system is fraudulent 
by nature; it cannot be made legitimate by a false affidavit. The truth is, the only 
one who can validate a debt is the borrower. This is why IRS prosecutes for 
Failure to File an Income Tax Return: a sworn Form 1040 is a validation of the 
debt. IRS is a debt-collection agency, IRS cannot verify/validate any debt unless 
IRS has a sworn statement from the taxpayer validating the debt. 

3. Other avenues of attack. As well as the impossibility of provid.ing a bona fide 
verification of the debt, debt collectors are hit with other constraints besides 
FDCPA: 

(a) Privacy Act of 1974, as lawfully amended, 12 U.S.C. § 3401; 

(b) Right To Financial Privacy Act of 1978, as lawfully amended, 5 U.S.C. § 
552a;and 

(c) Third Party Summons Act, special procedures, 26 U.S.C. § 760~. 

11 See Section 2, "The Truth About Esquires,'' beginning at the segment entitled "An Indispensable Tool of the 
Chosen Masters" on page 16 of the essay, through "Masters of Commerce and Law," ending on page 23. 
12 Et seq.: An abbreviation for et sequentia, "and the following." Thus a reference to "p. 1, et seq.," means "page 
first and the following pages." Black's ls1• 
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4. Line-up of component documents within the Administrative Remedy Demand. 
The package is a combination of documents of many avenues of attack, any one 
of whiich is sufficient to stop the entire proceeding: 

(a) Internal "Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement". Same Notice 
by Written Communication used with demands for acceptance, except that: 

(i) It is specially. enclosed in its own box within the Administrative Remedy 
Demand, and therefore legally separate from the main document; and 

(ii) Secured party is the author, not the debtor TRADE NAME, as with the 
other documents, recipient incurs a $500,000.00 unauthorized-use fee for 
e~ch and every subsequent use of the name after having been noticed 
(enough encouragement to cease all further communication in itself); and 

(iii) The Privacy Act Notice further restricts options for the debt collector. 

(b) Notice of Tender of Payment. Gives official notice that payment has been 
tendered. See (d)(ii) immediately below for customizing certain data. 

(c) Sworn Offer of Performance. Tells debt collector that if debt collector can 
prove that the debt exists, i.e. verify/validate the debt, debt collector may 
retain the accompanying payment submitted in the form of a Certified 
Promissory Note (bona fide negotiable instrument, per UCC 3-104). See 
4(d)(ii) immediately below for customizing certain data within this document. 

(d) Certified Promissory Note. Fulfills the legal definition of a negotiable 
instrument per UCC 3-104 and discharges any alleged debt, if said alleged 
debt is verified/ validated (which it is not). This is merely a "promise to pay" 
and not a si.ght draft, forged document, bogus instrument, etc. 

(i) If possible, use "certificate paper" to print up the Note; and 

(ii) Find debt collector's internal data appearing on the presentment and plug 
these data into the Note. Examples are "Alleged Market Code," "Alleged 
'Our File No.,"' "Alleged FHA Case," "Alleged Loan No.," etc. In other 
words, customize the Promissory Note, and the other documents within 
the package that mention same (i.e. 4(b) and 4(c) immediately above, 
Notice of Tender of Payment and Sworn Offer of Performance, 
respectively), using the data contained within the presentment. 

(e) Sworn and witnessed Verification of Tender of Payment. Proof of tender of 
payment. Under public policy (House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933), 
a debt is discharged upon tender of payment, even if it is not accepted.13 

(f) Delbt Collector Disclosure Statement. Contains numerous lawful requests for 
information, all of which debt collector is obligated to provide, any one of 
wh~ch can invalidate debt collector's attempt to collect his bogus claim. 

13 For expose on "money" and discharge of debt, see House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933 in Glossary. 
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Ill. Selecting the Correct Party to Receive Your Written Communication. 

1. Re computer printouts. We do not recommend corresponding with computers, 
but it is important to respond. If you get a computer-generated presentment, call 
up the sender organization, feign a cooperative attitude, and find someone who 
will either admit that he/she sent you the computer print-out, or will issue another 
with his/her name on it. If you have no name, use the senior executive of the 
organization. Hopefully you will not see many of these. 

2. Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement. It is recommended that 
you send out at least two (2) of these 14 when you receive a presentment 
demanding acceptance (of responsibility for payment at a later date, or 
responsibility for specific performance): 

(a) One for the agent (unauthorized user) who put his/her name/signature (same 
thing per UCC 3-401) on the presentment; and 

(b) One for the agent's principal, the employing organization (law firm, 
government agency, bank, etc.). This puts them on notice that any additional 
use of your private property by any of their agents automatically executes the 
consensual contract (and obligates them for each use from the beginning). 

3. "Validation of Debt" package; the Administrative Remedy Demand. Used when 
someone is demanding payment of you for a loan of credit, or an unsubstantiated 
debt of some type, such as payment of taxes (as long as you have not already 
inadvertently validated the debt by swearing that you owe it). 

(a) Proper usage. This package will not work when a creditor has given you 
substance in exchange for your promise to pay; only credit. An example of 
this is buying a used car from a dealer who does not use an outside creditor, 
but carries the paper himself. He can validate the debt because he 
personally gave you substance. If the same dealer were to obtain financing 
for you from a credit lender and the credit lender attempted strict foreclosure, 
it would eventually lose-because the "lender'' incurred no risk of Joss in the 
transaction; only the "loss" of anticipated gain (invalid claim). 

(i) Important note on auto loans. Auto loans are issued with the proviso that 
the "lender" can take the car (strict foreclosure) if you fail to make 
payments as agreed. However, if they cannot find the car, they have no 
way to enforce this clause (they can only sue for the balance, plus costs 
and attorney fees). For this reason it is a good idea to keep the car safely 
tucked away in an entirely different location until the matter is concluded
because they will swipe the car if given half a chance, thus forcing you to 
go through their tag-team partners down at the local courthouse if you 
want to get the car back without forking over Federal Reserve Notes. 

(b) You are current on your payments, but want to terminate the loan anyway. In 
this circumstance you can call in and ask for a "payoff balance." Written 

14 For IRS, send three: Charles 0. Rossotti (Commissioner), General Counsel, and agent. 
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notification of a payoff balance does not constitute a presentment (not a 
de~mand), but can be used to ascertain correct dollar-figure. Request a payoff 
balance that is good until a certain date (2 - 3 weeks from date requested). 
Inform agent that you need the balance in writing (not verbally), and you need 
someone to verify the figure because you do not want them coming back 
afterwards and saying, "Oh, there is this other charge we forgot to mention," 
etc. Just tell them you need written verification by a responsible party that the 
payoff balance is accurate. They should have no problem complying. 

(i) Correct recipient for sending in payoff balance. Even though you have a 
verified payoff balance, it is very likely that the sender will be unfamiliar 
with the Certified Promissory Note. However, there is another officer that 
is well acquainted with the significance of such: head of the collection 
department. For this reason, it is not a bad idea to send your package to 
head of collection department. Since payoff balance is not a presentment, 
re-word mentions of "presentment" to "written communication." 

(c) Behind on payments; threats of foreclosure. Even in extreme circumstances, 
cn~dit-lenders like to refrain from sending out actual presentments. They 
especially like to withhold the name of the agEmt sending the correspondence, 
instead using the name of the principal (the name of organization, a 
generality), a department within it, etc., instead of that of the flesh-and-blood 
man/woman. The purpose is to get you into the eleventh hour and then bring 
in a government agent, i.e. an attorney, to finish you off (see Section 2, "The 
Truth About Esquires," segment entitled ''The Fox Guards the Henhouse" for 
proof of an attorney's "government agent" status). Use the first presentment 
you can get your hands on and request that they validate the debt. All 
collection activity must cease-at least according to the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act-until said validation is provided. However, shyster judges and 
attorneys do not like being told that they can no longer pillage and plunder as 
thHy have been doing for their entire career, and may try other tactics to get 
you to trip up. Keep putting their nose back into the validation. 

(d) Courts and attorneys that ignore the FDCPA requirement to validate. This 
issue cannot be addressed in this manual because neither we, nor the 
publisher, are licensed to practice law and, accordingly, do not give out legal 
advice. However, if you run into a particularly sticky situation, the publisher 
may be aple to recommend a consultant that can assist you. 

IV. Preparing Your Package for Transmittal. 

A. Copyright notations. Please always consult sample filings for proper display of 
copyright notations for both True Name© and TRADE NAME©. Each time either 
name appears within your documents it should be qualified with one of the following: 

1. Superscripted copyright symbol. Symbol, i.e. "©,"is touching the last letter of the 
surname for both True Name© and TRADE NAME©. If a name does not have the 
supen;cripted copyright symbol attached, it should be in quotation marks; or 
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2. Quotation marks. True Name© and TRADE NAME© should be set in quotation 
marks when the superscripted copyright symbol is not used; 

B. Signatures. Closely follow sample documents when applying a.signature. Vital note 
re all signatures: See "How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability" in this Section. 

1. 7uu ~©. More closely approximates who you are than TRADE NAME; 
always sign in red ink (symbolizing the blood of a living, breathing man/woman). 

2. TRADE NAME©. TRADE NAME© should always be printed in capital letters, 
preferably in blue ink for ease of identifying the original document (black ink can 
sometimes be indistinguishable from a photocopy without close examination). 

3. Witnesses. Have your witnesses sign their normal, cursive (longhand) signature 
in blue ink, where needed. Not necessary for them to have a copyright symbol 
with their signature, but nothing prohibiting it either. 

D. Attachments. The sample documents indicate which other documents get attached. 
Basically it goes like this: 

1. Five-page, stand-alone Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement: 

(i) Presentment containing unauthorized use of your name. 

2. Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement included within the 14-
page Validation-of-Debt package. Attach both of the following: 

(i) Either the presentment, or the document containing ·the payoff balance 
(modified to replace the term "Presentment" with "written communication" (do 
not capitalize the initial letters; use all lower-case letters)); and 

(ii) Certified copy of UCC Financing Statement ("Copy Certification by Document 
Custodian" of the original certified copy from the UCC filing office; retain the 
UCC-filing-office-certified copy, and attach the new notary-certified copy). 

E. Debtor name and address notation at top of page. Place debtor's TRADE NAME, 
military style, at top of page (requirement for inclusion as attachment in a filing). 

F. Certified copy of affidavit of publishing of Copyright Notice from newspaper. Using 
the "Copy Certification by Document Custodian" form, make a certified copy of the 
newspaper affidavit of publishing for each envelope that you mail. Retain your 
original affidavit of publishing. 

G. Photocopy entire final stack of signed documents before sending. Once you have 
fully assembled the entire package, make a photocopy of everything, staple both 
sets, place the original in the envelope for mailing, and the copy in your records. 

F. Registered Mail envelope and mailing. Best procedure for using Registered Mail is 
described in the instructions appearing at the top of sample Registered Mail receipt 
in this Section. Please read these instructions before sending Registered Mail. 
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(a) Return Receipt Requested. Provides a signature and date of receipt of package 
by recipient. Proof that the package was received; 

(b) Restricted Delivery. Check this box and pay the extra fee. More evidence of fun 
disclosure on your part. 

(c) Affidavit of Mailing. Proof of the contents of the envelope; an indispensable 
component in the process of proving your position and effecting foreclosure on 
any unauthorized user. Always have someone do an affidavit of mailing in these 
matters. Proof that recipient actually received the package is then uncontestable. 
Mail the original; retain a photocopy of the original for your records. 

V. How to Deal With Former Creditors After Paying by Promissory Note. 

A. Typical responses. There are a couple of typical responses that former creditors will 
give upon receiving a certified promissory note (within the 14-page Administrative 
Remedy Demand): 

1. Congratulatory letter for paying off the loan; and 

2. Urgent phone calls, phone messages, or correspondence asserting, demanding, 
or pleading that you call them and speak with them immediately. 

B. Former obligation is discharged. People can be tricked and conned into unwittingly 
re-accepting the obligation if they discuss anything with the creditor once the 
promissory note has been tendered. The debt is discharged upon tender of the 
instrument; it matters not it is accepted or rejected (UCC 3-603). Typically, the 
former creditor will seek a telephone conversation with the former debtor to try to 
convince him/her that the debt must be paid in Federal Reserve Notes "FRNs:" Per 
public policy at House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933, nobody has any 

, 0bligation for paying in FRNs. The promissory note is a negotiable instrument 
(money) constructed in strict accordance with the UCC (§ 3,.104), and legally 
discharges the debt. Once tendered, the debt is discharged. Period. 

C. Vital information. There is no good that can come from discussing the former debt 
with the former creditor after payment has been tendered. 

D. Handling phone calls from former creditors. 

1. Sample telephone conversation. 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

Is this JOHN DOE? 

Who's calling? 

This is JACK from Bank of Texas. Is this JOHN DOE? 

What's the purpose of the call? 

I need to speak with JOHN DOE about a payment we recently 
received on his ... 
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John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

John Henry Doe: 

Former creditor: 

I don't do business over the phone, JACK. If you could put your 
questions in writing and send. me a letter I would be happy to take 
a look at it. 

I just want to go over a couple of things ... 

Like I said, I don't do business over the phone. If you will kindly 
put your questions in writing I will have a look at them. 

I understand, MR. DOE, but this will only take a few minutes, if I 
could just ask you ... 

I'm being as clear as I can, JACK. I only deal with such matters 
in writing. 

You've made that very clear to me MR. DOE, but the thing is your 
last payment on the ... 

What is your surname name, JACK? 

I don't give out my last name. 

Sorry, JACK, but ifyou're not willing to tell me who you are I am 
not willing to continue this conversation. I'm hanging up now, 
JACK.' 

Wait, MR. DOE! Why do you needmy last name? 

Good-bye, JACK. 

Wait! Wait! OK, my last name is "JONES." 

Home address? 

"Home address"? Why do you need my home address? 

I need to know where to send the bill. 

What bill? 

The bill for the use of my property. 

What are you talking about? 

I need your address so I can send you a bill for the use of my 
property. 

Whatever are you referring to, MR. DOE? 

The name you have been using in this conversationto address me 
is private, copyrighted property. So far in this conversation you 
have used my property seven different times without my 
authorization. I need to bill you for the use of my copyrighted 
property. I prefer sending the bill to your home, rather than at the 
bank. Home address, please? 

You've got to be kidding. 

I'm not kidding, JACK. If you're not willing to provide your home 
address this conversation is over. 

You'll be hearing from us, MR. DOE ("click''). 
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2. Your objective. Take it as far as you need to get the caller to hang up. If he 
gives you home address, ask him for home phone number. If he gives you home 
phone number, ask for Social Security Account Number, "SSAN"; tell him that 
you don't know who he is and that you need to verify all the :previous data he 
gave you with the SSAN. He will not call you again. 

3. Caller's objective; Someone else might call again at a later time, but it will be the 
same story. The debt is discharged and their legal department knows it. They 
are only calling for the purpose of trying to persuade you that you can only pay in 
FRNs. If you actually mistakenly engaged in conversation with the caller, he/she 
would try to make you feel bad and scare' you with bogus threats. Anyone who is 
assigned to call you after you have sent in such an instrument knows exactly 
what he/she is doing and has been briefed on how to get you to pay in FRNs. 
Handle them as above and they will stop calling. 

4. ~oints to remember. 

(a) NEwer answer a question; 

(b) NEwer identify yourself; 

(c) NEwer discuss anything that the caller brings up; 

(d) Always interrupt if the caller pursues a conversation/questions you after 
having been noticed that you don't do business over the phone; 

(e) There is no need to be hostile, but you must be firm and not tolerate any 
attempts at getting you into a conversation; and 

(f) Do not consent with anything the caller wants. You can even tell him/her that 
you do not consent for him/her using your copyrighted property, using your 
telephone number, calling you at home, etc. 

E. Correspondence urging you to call. The choice is yours, but anyone who uses your 
copyrighted property to write you a letter deserves a "Notice by Written 
Communiication/Security Agreement." 

F. If you receive a presentment . (demand for payment) afterwards. If a follow-up 
presentment comes in the mail, you should: · · 

1. Mail the sender (agent) a personalized Notice by Written Communication/ 
Security Agreement, and a copy of the served, 14-page Administrative Remedy 
Demand and its proof of mailing (Green Card and Affidavit of Mailing); and 

2. If you also served the principal with notice of the fees for use of your private 
property, you may commence the collection process on the principal using the 
last correspondence (presentment· or not) as proof of execution of the contract.15 

These instructions begin in part VI immediately below. 

15 If the matter is entered into the court as a complaint, it can still be successfully resolved. We are not licensed to 
practice law, but the publisher may be able to suggest a consultant who can assist you. 
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VI. Steps to Take·After Exe.cution of Consensual Contract by Unau~horized User. 

A. Methods ofexecution. It is vital that you recognize the moment the presenter/debt 
collector executes the consensual contract and, incurs the obligation. For this reason 
you need to be familiar with the everyday language in the "Notice by Written 
Communication" that spells out the non-judicial terms of the contract for use of your 
common-law-copyrighted property. A presenter/debt collector can voluntarily enter 
the consensual contract in either of the following ways: 

1. By any ~ubsequent use of your True Name or TRADE NAME after having been 
noticed; 

2. By Failing to comply with the specified terms of opting out of the consensual 
contract and turn over all originals and all copies of any and all records in any 
form (written, electronic, tape) containing your copyrighted property (True Name 
and TRADE NAME). 

B. Steps immediately after presenter/debt collector executes .consensual contract. 

1. File a UCC Financing Statement. 

(a) Timing. This filing is done at the very first possible instant. Determine 
presenter's/debt collector's location in accordance with UCC 9-307 (different 
criteria for individuals and corporations) and, listing your True Name as 
secured party and presenter's/debt collector's TRADE NAME as debtor, 
immediately file a financing statement at: 

(i) State level in the UCC filing office; and · 

(ii) County ··level, if you can locate debtor's real estate holdings. Legal 
description of debtor's real property goes in Box 14on the ADDENDUM 
page (one UCC Financing Statement for each piece of real property). 
Follow guidelines for "Real Estate Filing" listed in Section 8, "UCC 
Financing Statement Instructions." 

(b) Use of ADDENDUM page. Place an "X" in the last check-box in Box 13, 
"fixture filing," for both state and county filings. If you are filing at the county 
as a real estate fiting, place the legal description of the property in Box 14 (not 
a transmitting-utility filing-so do not mark this check-box under Box 18). 

(c) Security Agreement. The "Security Agreemenf' that you will reference within 
the text of the collateral description in Box 4 is ,whichever one you used to 
notice the presenter/debt collector, i.e.: 

(i) The five-page, stand-alone "Notice by Written Communication/Security 
Agreement"; or 

(ii) The "Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement" that is 
included within the comprehensive, 14-page, validation-of-debt 
Administrative Remedy Demand. 
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(d) Collateral description. No matter which "Notice by Written Communication/ 
Security Agreement" you used, in both cases the collateral description in Box 
4 is the same: 

"All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in 
said assets, land, and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now 
existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, described fully in security 
agreement entitled "NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION I SECURITY 
AGREEMENT" dated [Date of the particular Notice By Written Communication/ 
Security· Agreement that you used] by and between debtor and secured party. 
Inquiring parties may consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the 
financial relationship and contractual obligations associated with this commercial 
transaction, identified in security agreement referenced above. Secured party 
accepts debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

(e) Transmitting your filing. Get your UCC Financing Statement filed the fastest 
way possible in both the UCC filing office in the office of the Secretary of 
State; and at the county clerk's/recorder's office if you are also doing a real 
estate filing. 

2. Invoice - Verified Statement of Account. Immediately upon presenter's/debt 
collector's execution of the consensual contract, draw up an invoice to bill the 
new debtor for the unauthorized use of your property. This is a dollar-figure 
calculated by multiplying the total number of uses of True Name and TRADE 
NAME, both before and after the debtor was noticed, by $500,000.00. Debtor 
had the chance to opt out of the deal and walk away, but chose to go forward 
and challenge your right of ownership of your own property. Once he executes 
the contract, all previous unauthorized uses of the property come forward and 
are bmable, and debtor is accountable for each one. When you plug in your 
particulars for those of John Henry Doe's in the sample Invoice, be sure you: 

(a) Precisely identify the document(s) and the number of uses of your property in 
each; 

(b) Make an exact accounting of unauthorized use of the property, leaving no 
margin for error, and 

(c) Make certain that you can back up with verifiable, bona fide, documentary 
evidence everything that you swear to regarding unauthorized use of the 
property; i.e. the only way you can foul up is if you cannot prove the veracity 
of the Invoice, which is a notarized affidavit, the most powerful private/ 
legal/commercial instrument in the world. You cannot afford to make a false 
attestation, nor bear false witness (perjury), so be sure you can legally prove 
what is stated in your affidavit. After doing your accounting, place the 
documentary evidence used to tally the number of unauthorized uses in a 
safe place in your records. 

(d) Give you debtor ten (10) days to tender payment in full. There is no rush on 
this; the days will fly by. 
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(e) Notarize your new "Invoice- Verified Statement of Account." · 

3. Sending the invoice. After notarizing, make a photocopy of the original Invoice, 
as well as any page attached by the notary. Debtor gets only a photocopy of the 
original notarized Invoice; you keep the complete original ahd file it in a safe 
place in your records. Send photocopy of Invoice by Registered Mail, complete 
with Affidavit of Mailing, as described in instructions given above in paragraph IV. 
E, "Registered Mail envelope and mailing." 

B. Defaults. Be sure you understand the default provisions of the Notice by Written 
Communication/Security Agreement. Defaults are inevitable, and debtor will be in 
default ten (1 0) days after Invoice is sent, not 10 days after debtor receives it. Per 
UCC, it is debtor's responsibility to monitor receipt of mail and make sure all financial 
obligations are met. Before 1 0-day period expires, contact the publisher and tell him 
you are ready to initiate foreclosure proceedings, described below in paragraph C. 

C. Non-judicial strict foreclosure and collection. This is an extremely serious 
undertaking, however simple the final execution may end up being, and must be 
approached with the utmost respect for procedure. This is the step that reverses the 
statist, 16 totalitarian, communistic, property-confiscation machinery developed and 
institutionalized by the Legal Masters of the World over the last 2,000+ years, and 
they are not pleased with our progress. For these and other reasons, it is not 
recommended that .anyone attempt this process on a first-time basis without help 
from someone who has already successfully done it. It is not enough just to be 
"right"; you must be perfectly right to avoid retaliation from Big Brother. Legal 
experts in the UCC and Revised Article 9 have written entire books on just this 
subject to guide their fellow esquire-mercenaries in ravaging America because it is 
so significant and easily misunderstood. Even some judges misunderstand the 
default provisions of Revised Article 9. The publisher has been supplied with 
contacts to help you in this wise, so as soon as you knowwhen you will be ready to 
go forward with strict foreclosure, it is time to make contact. 

VII. Protecting Oneself in Pressure Situations and Criminal Proceedings. 

A. Speaking and acting for oneself. See the essays, "Helpful Notes for Pressure 
Situations" and "How to Sign Your Name When Your Signature is Demanded," in 
Appendix for real-life solutions for everyday confrontations with Big Brother. 

1. Affidavit of John Henry Doe, by Special Visitation. 

(a) _Meaning of "Special Visitation". This affidavit does not constitute appearance, 
rather visitation, based on the nature of the relationship between the 
sovereign constituency, of which you are a member and can claim such 
standing, and the slave artificial-person corporation known as "government." 
These words are defined as follows: 

16 Statist: An adherent of statism [A theory of government which holds that the returns from group or individual 
enterprise are vested in the state, as in communism.]. Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary, International Edition, 
1958. 
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"Special. Relating to or designating a species, kind, or sort; designated for a 
particular purpose; confined to a particular purpose, object, person, or class. The 
opposite of general." Black's 1st. 

"Visitation. Inspection; superintendence, direction; regulation. As applied to 
corporations means, in law, the act of a superior or superintending officer who 
visits a corporation to examine into its manner of conducting business and to 
enforce an observance of its laws and regulations." Black's Law Dictionary, 
Fourth Edition, 1951. 

(b) Purpose. Used to obtain a common-law judgment of non prosequitur, also 
called non pros: 

"Non prosequitur; (non pr -sek-w -t r or proh-). [Latin "he does not 
prosecute"] The judgment rendered against a plaintiff who has not pursued the 
case.- Often shortened to non pros." Black's 7th. 

(c) Description. Places parties on notice .of who you are; that you never granted 
permission for using, nor authorized use of, your property (True Name© and 
TRADE NAME©); requires response in like kind (affidavit); and that response 
be sent via a notary public of your designation (explained below). Both agent 
and principal are included. Such notice can be sent by Registered Mail, and 
can be filed in person, as well, depending on the advantage of each method. 
Generally, agents are served by Registered Mail, principals, in person. Some 
principals will prefer that the document be presented in a differeht format. 
Document is dated common-law style. 

(d) Notary public. A notary is an "officer of the state" and has international 
juriisdiction: 

• "Notary public. A public officer whose function is to attest and certify, by his 
hand and official seal, certain classes of documents, in order to give them 
credit and authenticity in foreign jurisdictions; to take acknowledgments of 
deeds and other conveyances, and certify the same; and to perform certain 
official acts, chiefly in commercial matters, such as the protesting of notes and 
bills, the noting of foreign drafts, and marine protests in cases of loss or 
damage. Black's 1st. (Underline emphasis added) 

• "Notaries are of very ancient origin they were well known among the Romans, 
and exist in every state of Europe, and particularly on the continent." Bouvier's 
Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1856, hereinafter Bouvier's 6th. 

• "An officer appointed by the executive, or other appointing power, under the 
laws of different states. Their duties are generally prescribed by such laws. 
The most usual of which are, 1. To attest deeds, agreements and other 
instruments, in order to give them authenticity. 2. To protest notes, bills of 
exchange, and the like. 3. To certify copies of agreements and other 
instruments." Bouvier's 6th. (Underline emphasis added) 
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• "Their acts have long been respected by the custom of merchants and by the 
courts of all nations.:' Bouvier's 6th. 

Noting the title of the 14-page "Validation of Debt" package, i.e. 
"Respondent's Private, International Administrative Remedy Demand," we are 
in the international realm when. dealing with the current de facto 
government-. coincidentally a commercial enterprise overlorded by a lineage 
of former merchant shippers on the high seas who employed the services of 
notaries heavily as an aid in international commerce, primarily for the 
handling of notes (promissory notes) and bills (bills of exchange, i.e. orders to 
pay). The office of notary public is far more powerful than even the average 
notary is aware of; cultivated so for maintaining governmental control in 
economic matters. 

2. Notary's "Certification of Non-Response". A notary is an "officer of the state" 
and, as such, a notary's word carries great weight in state. matters. When the 
notary attests that no correspondence was received from any of the agents and 
principals that have charged (dual significance of legal/commercial terms) you for 
an alleged crime, a common-law judgment of non pros is obtained. Agents and 
principals can avoid the $500,000.00 name-use fee by using the term "Secured 
Party" instead of the sender's True Name©/TRADE NAME© for addressing 
correspondence; but nearly all reject this option. The notary confirms non-receipt 
of correspondence with a simple form called "Certification of Non-Response," a 
sample of which appears in Appendix under Notary's "Certification of Non
Response". You draw up the form, listing each party that you want the notary to 
acknowledge as not having heard from, and bring it to the notary for his/her seal 
and signature. 

3. Enlisting the help of a notary. Ideally, you will have a notary public among your 
friends, family, and associates.1

'
7 If not, if is a simple matterto enlist the help of 

a notary for a Certification of Non-Response. 

(a) Speaking with the notary. Contact a notary in a friendly fashion and tell 
him/her that: 

(i) You are handling a matter in which you need outside, third-party 
verification that your requests for a written response from certain people 
are being ignored; 

(ii) His/her word as notary would remove all doubt in the matter; and 

(iii) You would just drop. by in a couple of weeks with a .short list of people to 
see if the notary had received any correspondence from any of them-and 
pick up any such correspondence that had arrived; and 

17 In fact, becomin 
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(iv) For those who had not sent anything, you would be happy to pay "[you 
choose a number]" dollars [a realistic and agreeable fee] for a simple, one
sentence acknowledgment that nothing had come in from the parties the 
notary had not heard from. 

(b) After securing notary's Certification of Non~Response. Serve each agent and 
principal in the same fashion the original affidavit was served. You now have 
profound evidence on the record that nobody ever had any right to use your 
common-Jaw-copyrighted property without your authorization, and that no 
SUich authorization was ever give. Besides the financial charges for use of 
your property, the attackers are in no-man's land, "up the creek without a 
paddle," because there is no legal foundation/basis for their attack. 

B. Suggestions on what to say when challenged by Big Brother's operatives. See 
"Helpful Notes for Pressure Situations" on page 322 in this Section for ideas on how 
to avoid dealing with Big Brother's altogether, and how to cope with its operatives in 
unavoidable situations. 

C. Doing business with any and all who use your private property. Upon reGeipt of any 
presentment bearing your common-law-copyrighted property, for both civil and 
criminal matters, immediately serve each and every involved party proceeding 
against you (including judges, clerks of court, prosecutors, attorneys, and others) 
with his/her own, personal Notice by Written Communication. Use "Difficult opt-out 
procedure (with subsequent "Self-executing" paragraph)" text described under 
paragraph II. 4(b) of these instructions, and send by Registered Mail. You can also 
send one~ to the presiding/chief judge of a particular courthouse and thereby place 
the entire! courthouse on notice. 

Those who do not surrender all originals and all copies containing your private 
property (in any form of recorded media) into your possession within the 72-hour 
Truth-in-Lending-Act period, thereoy execute the consensual contract. Immediately 
file a UCC Financing Statement against all such parties both at state level and, after 
obtaining a legal description of all their real estate holdings, at county level. Each 
piece of real estate needs its own separate financing statement (you can only file 
against one property in a single real estate filing at county level). Draw up an 
invoice for each party and bill them by Registered Mail (send a copy of the notarized 
original invoice; retain the original), based on the number of uses of your copyrighted 
property multiplied by $500,000.00. 

D. Assistanee. If, despite all the above, you are still having a tough time of it and would 
like assistance from someone familiar with these kinds of situations, you may want 
to contact the publisher, who may be able to recommend a consultant who can help 
you. 
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DOE, JOHN HENRY® 
P.O. Box 9999, Los Angeles, CA90010 

Non-Negotiable 

March 14, 2002 

U.S.P.O. Registered Mail Article No. RR111222333US 

In care of: 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P. 
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California Republic 
John Henry Doe® 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION I SECURITY AGREEMENT 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter "Notice by' Written Communication," is sent for the 
purpose of clearing up a misunderstanding on the part of John Henry Doe®, hereinafter Secured Party. Considering the 
seriousness of this matter Secured Party has determined that it is vital that all communication by and between Secured Party 
and LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL be in written form so that a proper record is maintained for Secured Party's remedy should 
such need ever arise. In event LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL determines that legal advice is necessary, LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL may hire a professional qualified in providing such advice. LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL may correspond with 
Secured Party only by designating addressee on any envelope, package, and the like, intended .for Secured Party as "Secured 
Party." LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S use of any other addressee designation on any correspondence intended for Secured 
Party is not authorized and accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-below
described consensual contract effective the date any such unauthorized correspondence is sent Secured Party by 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and in accordance with other terms set forth herein below under "Acceleration ofAcceptance of 
Obligation of Consensual Contract." 

. It is Secured Party's understanding that LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL does not hold a perfected security interest in any property 
of JOHN HENRY DOE®, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent 
of referencing JOHN HENRY DOE®, and likewise in any secured collateral of Secured Party. In event LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL claims a perfected security interest in any property of JOHN HENRY DOE®, i.e. in any secured collateral of 
Secured Party, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL must provide Secured Party with proof of superiority of any such perfected security 
interest of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S over that of Secured Party's within seventy-two (72) hours of midnight the day 
following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication. 

Secured Party is not now, nor has Secured Party ever been a surety, nor an accommodation party, for JOHN HENRY DOE®, 
nor for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE®, nor for any other juristic person, and is so 
indemnified and held harmless by JOHN HENRY DOE® in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA 
dated the Fourth Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three against any and 
all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, 
fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests,.and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as 
might become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN 
HENRY DOE® for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. 

Unauthorized Use Strictly Prohibited 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trademark JOHN HENRY DOE<~>-as well as any and all derivatives 
and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trademark, not excluding "John Henry Doe"-Common Law Copyright© 1973 
by John Henry Doe®. Said trade-name/trademark, JOHN HENRY DOE®, may neither. be displayed, nor used, nor reproduced 
in whole, nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of 
Secured Party as signified by Secured Party's signature in red ink. 

This Notice by Written Communication provides LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with notice that "JOHN HENRY DOE," is a 
common-law trade-name/trademark and common-law copyright of John Henry Doe®, i.e. Secured Party, that any unauthorized 
use of JOHN HENRY DOE® by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trademark 
copyright infringement, that Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of 
JOHN HENRY DOE®, and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION/SECURITY AGREEMENT NO. JHD-031402-LDM 
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DOE, JOHN HENRY® 
P.O. Box 9999, Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Acceleration of Acceptance of Obligation of Consensual Contract 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, including, but not limited by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P., consents and agrees by this Notice by Written Communication that said juristic person shall 
neither display, nor reproduce, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trademark JOHN HENRY 
DOE©, nor the common-law copyright associated therewith, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, not excluding "John Henry Doe," without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured 
Party as signified by Secured Party's signature in red ink, and that any such additional instance of unauthorized use of 
Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL'S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S acceptance of the 
obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as the unconditional promise of paymentin full of said obligation, 
effective the date of the first instance of additional unauthorized use following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S receipt of this Notice 
by Written Communic:ation, in strict accordance with terms set forth below in paragraphs "(1)" through "(9)" under "Self-executing 
Security Agreement," wherein LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL is "User." 

Procedure for Opting Out of Consensual Contract 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S unauthorized use, i.e: counterfeiting, of Secured Party's common-law trade-name/trademark and 
copyright, consensually contractually binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S 
initial unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright, in respect of fair compensation due 
Secured Party for use of Secured Party's plivate property. LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and withdraw from LAWRENCE 
D. MITCHELL'S consensual contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith onlyby immediate cessation 
of any and all further unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted property. 

Self-Executing Security Agreement 
By the act of any sin!Jie instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, 
hereinafter "User" only in this "Self-executing Security Agreement"-section, accepts the obligation of this consensual contract, 
this Notice by Written Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter "Security Agreement," 
wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:" 
( 1) Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of User's property. and interest in property in· the sum certain amount of 
· $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark JOHN HENRY DOE©, as well 

as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in· the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, not 
excluding "John Henry Doe," plus all reasonable costs associated with enforcing said security interest and collecting the 
indebtedness, plus triple damages, i.e. plus total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 
3 (i.e. Damages in United States Dollars X 3); 

(2) Authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User 
pledges all of User's property, i.e. all: motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer 
goods; firearms; farm products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of 
credit; letter-of-c:redit rights; chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; 
uncertificated securities; promissory notes; payment intangibles;.software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; 
deposit accounts; accounts; documents; livestock; real estate and real property-including all buildings, structures, 
fixtures, and appurtenances situated thereon, as well as affixed thereto-fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; 
and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of 
these substance1s, both at wellhead and minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and 
substitutions for, any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of 
the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and 
contract rights, and all other rights, arising out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the 
sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and 
data involving any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, 
microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, and the like, together with all of User's right, title, and interest in all computer 
software and hardware required for utilizing, creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any 
electronic media, and all of User's interest in all such foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral for securing User's contractual obligation 
in favor of Secured Party for User's unauthorized use of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted property; 
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(3) Consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 
county recorder's office, wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party; 

(4) Consents andl agrees that said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph "(3)" is a continuing financing 
statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of any continuation statement necessary for 
maintaining Secured Party's perfected security interest in all of User's property and interest in property pledged as 
collateral in Security Agreement described above in paragraph "(2)," until User's contractual obligation theretofore incurred 
has been fully satisfied; 

(5) Consents and agrees with Secured Party's filing of any and all UCC Financing Statements, as described hereinabove in 
paragraphs "(3)" and "(4)," and the filing of any Security Agreement, as described hereinabove in paragraph "(2)," in the 
UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder's office; ' 

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs "(4)" and "(5)" above are not, and may not be 
considered, bogus, and that-User will not claim that any such filing is bogus; 

(7) Waives all delfenses; 

(8) Appoints Secured· Party· as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User's default re User's contractual 
obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under "Payment Terms" and "Default Terms," granting Secured 
Party full authority and power for. engaging in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not, limited by 
authentication of a. record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, 
and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and likewise any 
deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security Account Number of User, notwitt:lstanding the 
absence of User's name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained' with any bank in/underthe Social 
Security Account Number of User,, grants Secured Party full authority and power for originating instructions for said 
deposit-account bank and directing the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as sigl)atory on said deposit 
account without further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this appointment 
of Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User's default, is irrevocable and coupled with a 
security interest; 

(9) Consents ancl agrees with all of the following additional terms of this Self~executing Security Agreement: 
(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN HENRY DOE© as set forth above, User 

hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of 
date Secured Party's invoice, hereinafter "Invoice," itemizing said fees, is sent User.· 

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date 
Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and: · 

(i) All of User's property and interest in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth in above in paragraph 
"(2)," immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party; · 

(ii) Secured Party is appointed User's Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph "(8)"; and 

(iii) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, deerns appropriate, including, but not limited by, 
sale at auction, at any' time following User's default, and without further notice, any and all of User's former 
property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, as described above in paragraph "(2)," 
now property of Secured Party, in respect of this "Self-executing Security Agreement," that Secured Party, again 
in S1ecured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate. 

(c) Terms for Curing Default: Upon event of default, as set forth above under "Default Terms," User can cure User's 
default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of User's former property and interest in property that is neither 
in the possession· of Secured Party, nor. otherwise disposed of by .Secured Party, only within twenty (20) days of 
User's default and only by payment in full ofthe balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in 
Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party's possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User's former 
property and interest in property pledged as collateral for securing User's obligation;· 

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure: User's non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said 
twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under "Terms for Curing·Default" authorizes Secured 
Party's immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and interest in property formerly 
pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. · 
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Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and security agreement filed with the UCC filing 
office. Record Owner: John Henry Doe®, Autograph Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe~. 

Words Defined- Glossary of Terms 
As used in this Notice by Written Communication, the following words and terms are as defined in this section, non obstante: 

All. In this Notice by Written Communication the word "all" means everything one has: the whole number; totality, including 
both all and sundry; everyone; without restriction. 

Appellation. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "appellation" means: A general term that introduces and 
specifies a particular term which may be used in addressing, greeting, calling out for, and making appeals of a particular living, 
breathing, flesh-and-blood man. 

Authorized Representative. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "Authorized Representative" means the 
Secured Party, John Henry Doe®, authorized by Debtor, upon Debtor's default, for signing Debtor's signature, without liability 
and without recourse. 

Collateral. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "Collateral" means any and all property ofDebtor identified 
above in paragraph "(2)." 

Debtor. In this Notice. by Written Communication the term "Debtor" means LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, effective upon 
execution of Security Agreement as set forth above under "Self-executing Security Agreement." 

Default .. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "default" means Debtor's non-performance of a duty arising under 
this Notice by Written Communication as set forth above under paragraph "(9)(b),""Default Terms." 

Derivative. In this Notice by Written Communication the word "derivative" means coming from another; taken from something 
preceding; secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more 
primal and fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 

Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement" means the written, express, Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA dated the Fourth 
Day qf the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three, between John Henry Doe~ and 
JOHN HENRY DOE, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. 

John Henry Doe. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "John Henry Doe" means the sentient, living being known 
by the distinctive appellation "John Henry Doe." All rights are reserved re use of John Henry Doe~. Autograph Common Law 
Copyright© 1973 by.John Henry Doe~. 

JOHN HENRY DOE. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "JOHN HENRY DOE" means JOHN HENRY DOE~. 
and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," Common Law Copyright© 1973 
by John Henry Doe®. All Rights Reserved. 

Juristic person. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "juristic person" means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, 
such as a corporation, created by construct of law and .~onsidered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human 
being; an imaginary entity, such as LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is legally treated as a 
human being for the purpose of conducting commercial activity for the benefit of a sentient, living being, such as John Henry 
Doe. 

"From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept
by recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings. The theories by which this mode of legal 
operation has developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject matter of a very sizable 
library. The historic roots of a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their 
share in the law's response to the ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar 
device of the corporation. ------ Attribution of legal rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is 
necessarily a metaphorical process. And none the worse for it.· No doubt, "Metaphors in law are to be 
narrowly watched." Cardozo. J .. in Berkey v. Third Avenue R. Co .. 244 N.Y. 84. 94. "But all instruments of 
thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused and fail in their service to reason." See U.S. v. 
SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S." 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL" means 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, a juristic person. 
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Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "living, breathing, flesh-and
blood man" means the Secured Party, John Henry Doe®, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal 
construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic person, created by construct of law. 

Non obstante. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "non obstante" means: Words anciently used in public and 
private instruments with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 

Secured Party. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "Secured Party" means John Henry Doe©, a living, sentient 
being as distinguished from a juristic person created by construct of law. 

Security Agreement. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "Security Agreement" means the self-executing Security 
Agreement as described above under "Self-executing Security Agreement," together with any and all attachments, exhibits, 
documents, endorsements, and schedules attached thereto. 

Sentient, living being. In this Notice by Written Communication the term "sentient, living being" means the Secured Party, i.e. 
John Henry Doe@, a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct, such as an 
artificial entity, juristic person, corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 

"There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by any 
institutions formed by his fellowmen without his consent." CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 (1796) 2 S.E. 70. 

Additional Provisions 

Any unenforceablle provision of this Notice by Written Communication is severed from this Notice by Written Communication, 
but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect and this Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified 
in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication effective and in full force and effect. In all cases Secured 
Party continues without liability and is held harmless. 

Any prior communication, written document, and the like by and between Respondent and Secured Party containing any 
mistake of Secun~d Party is invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by Respondent against 
Secured Party in this matter. 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees that this Notice by Written Communication is a private, consensual contract 
and may not be impaired by any third party. 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees in full with all terms, conditions, and provisions as stated above. 

With the intent of entering this consensual contract both LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL as Debtor and John Henry Doe as 
Secured Party do herewith execute this Security Agreement. 

Debtor: LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
Debtor's Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201 (39), 3-401. 

Secured Party: John Henry Do/§J 

Sec d Party's Signature 

Au graph Common Law yright © 1973 by John Henry Doe®, EID # 1234-56789. All rights reserved. No part of this common-law 
copyright made be reproduced in any manner without prior, express, written permission from John Henry Doe® as signified by the signature 
of John Henry Doe® in red ink. Unauthorized use of "John Henry Doe" incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those associated with JOHN 
HENRY DOE®, as set forth above in Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement. 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is non-negotiable, is sent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL by United States Post 
Office Registered Mail, and constitutes notice of John Henry Doe's perfected security interest in all property of JOHN HENRY DOE®, 
secured collateral of John Henry Doe®. 

Enclosures: Copy of written communication from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL dated March 11, 2002 
Published Copyright Notice 
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Return Receipt for Mailing 

(Green Card) 

$ENDER: COMPLETE THIS SECTION. 

• Complete items 1, 2, and 3. Also complete 
item 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired. 

• Print your name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 

• Attach this card to the back of the mail piece, 
or on the front if space permits. · 

1. Article Addressed to: 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P. 
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

2. Article Number 

<~QMCI.f;TE THIS SECTION ON DEUVERY 

A Signature 

X 
OAgent 
0· Addressee 

B. Received by (Printed Name) [C. Date of Delivery 

D. Is delivery address different from item 1? 0 Yes 
If YES, enter delivery address below: 0 No 

3. Service Type 
0 Certified Mail 
1!1 Registered 
0 Insured Mail 

0 Express Mail 
0 Return Receipt for Merchandise 
oc.o.o. 

4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) I:BI Yes 

(Transfer from service label) RR111222333US 
PS Form 3811, August 2001 Domestic Return Receipt 102595-01·M·2509 

Note: Check Box 4, Restricted Delivery. 
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Note: Registered Mail is the recommended method of communicating-and this is the best way to do it: The form below is from the USPS "Firm Mailing Book For 
Accountable Mail. " Use of this form is the only way you can obtain Registered Mail stickers/numbers before actually arriving at the Post Office to mail your 
correspondence. Otherwise you will have to fill out a receipt in front of the Postal Clerk and he/she will then issue you a Registered Mail number on the spot-which 
you will have then write in by hand on all appropriate correspondence before sealing your envelope. To acquire the book and a roll of 100 Registered Mail stickers 
simply go to the Post Office and, in a very casual, matter-of-fact manner, i.e. bored, say to the Postal Clerk: "I need a roll of Registered's and a Book." He/she will 
know exactly what you mean, and if you act like you know what you are asking for he/she.will service your request immediately. If this is not to your liking you may 
choose to use Certified Mail, which is much simpler, but also less secure and carries less legal weight. 

In care of: . - --- ' I 

Nameand ~ 
Post Office Box 9999 Indicate type of mail Check appropriate block for Affix stamp here if issued as 

Address Los Angeles 90010 ~Rog;m~d 0 R""m """''' Registered Mail: certificate of maiiinp or for 

of Sender California 
Insured for Merchandise 0 With Postal Insurance additional copies o this bill. 
COD B lnt'l Recorded Del. 

John Henry Doe Certified Express Mail I B Without Postal Insurance Postmark and Date.of Receipt 

Line Article Name of Addressee, Street, and Post Office Address Postage Fee Handling Act. Value Insured Due Sender A.A. S.D. S.H. Rest. Del. Fee 
Number Cnarge (II Regis.) Value II COD Fee Fee Fee Remarks 

RR111222333US 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P. 

1 9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

RR111222345US 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P. 

2 9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hilts; CA 90212 .. 

3 ~ 
4 ~ 

1'---... 
5 ~ 
6 ~ 
7 ~ 
8 ~ 
9 ~ ........... 

....... 

~ 10 

11 ~ 
............. 

12 ............... 
............... 

13 
.............. 

i"'--..... ......... 
14 ............... 

!'-....... 
15 ~ 
Total Number of Pieces Total Number of Pieces Postmaster, Per (Name ofReceiving Employee) The full declaration of value is required on all domestic and international registered mail. The maximum indemnity 
Listed by Sender Received at Post Office payable lor the reconstruction of nonnegotiable documents under Express Mail document reconstruction insurance 

is $50,000 per piece subject to a lim~ of $500,000 per occurrence. The maximum indemn~ payable on Express 
Mail merchandise insurance is $500: The maximum indemnity payable is $25,000 for registered mail, sent with 
optional postal insurance. See Domestic Mail Manual R900, S913, and S921 for limitations of coverage on insured 
and COO mail. See International Mail Manual for limitations of coverage on international mail. SpeCial handling 
rh~rnP.c; ;:~nnlv nnlv tn thirrl :::.nrt fn11t1h rl::u::c n::.rt"'Pic 
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AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING 

State of California 

County of Los Angeles 

) 
) 
) 

ss. 

I am over 18 years of age and not a party to the within action; my business address is: 

Lou Tenant 
4444 Beverly Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90029 

On the 14th day of March 2002 I mailed one copy of the following: 

• NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION I SECURITY AGREEMENT 
dated March 14 2002, five (5) pages in length, with six (6) attachment pages, 

a total of eleven (11) pages mailed herewith, including all attachments (not including this 
Affidavit of Mailing) by United States Post Office Registered Mail, Article No. 
RR111222333US, Restricted Delivery, Return Receipt Requested, in a sealed envelope 
with postage pre-paid, properly addressed to LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL as follows: 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P. 
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 · 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above 
is true, correct, and complete, and that this Affidavit of Service was executed on March 
14, 2002 at Los Angeles, California. 

Lou Tenant 
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March 28, 2002 

Non-Negotiable In care of: 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California Republic 
John Henry Doe© 

RESPONDENT'S PRIVATE, INTERNATIONAL, ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY DEMAND NO. JHD-032802-JJ 

For: JACK JONES; a Debt Collector 
CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
Columbus, OH 43222 · 

Via U.S.P.O. Registered Mail Article No. 
RR777888999US 

Re: Written communication from JACK JONES, hereinafter "Debt Collector," dated March 15, 2002, a copy of which is attached 
herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION I SECURITY AGREEMENT 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter "Notice by Written Communication," provides 
JACK JONES, hereinafter "User," notice that alleged debtor, i.e. "JOHN H. DOE," is a common-law-copyrighted trade 
name/trademarl< of John Henry Doe, hereinafter "Secured Party," and that any unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE® by User 
constitutes copyright/trade name/trade-mark infringement, and all such use is strictly prohibited. · 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE®-as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling· of said trade-name/trade-mark-Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe®. Said 
trade-name/tradle-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE®, may neither be used, nor reproduced, neitherin whole·nor in part, nor in any 
manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgement of John Henry Doe as signified by 
the red-ink signature of John Henry Doe®, hereinafter "Secured Party." 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, e.g. JACK JONES and CHASE, MANN & HATT 
MORTGAGE CORPORATION, as well as any agent and any principal of said j~ristic person, consents and agrees by this 
Copyright Notice that neither said juristic person, nor any agent, nor any principal of said juristic person, shall display, nor 
otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE®, nor any derivative of, nor any 
variation in the spelling of, said trade-name/trade-mark, nor the common-law copyright described herein, without the prior, 
express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured Party, as signified by Secured Party's signature in red ink. 
Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE®, and all 
such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Secured Party is not now; nor has Secured Party ever been, an 
accommodation party, nor a surety, for the alleged debtor, i.e. "JOHN H. DOE," nor for any derivative of, nor for any 
variation in the spelling of, said name, nor for any other juristic person, and is so-indemnified and held harmless by JOHN H. 
DOE® in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-050690-HHIA dated the Sixth Day Day of the Fifth Month in the 
Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety against any and all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, 
judgments, demands; liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, 
interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become due, now existing and 
as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN H. DOE® for any and every 
reason, purposE~. and cause whatsoever. 

Self•executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use: By this Notice by Written Communication, 
both JACK JONES and CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION,'hereinafter jointly and severally referenced 
as "User'' in this paragraph, consent and agree that any use of JOHN H. DOE® other than authorized use as set forth above 
constitutes unauthorized use, counterfeiting, of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted property, contractually binds 
User, renders this Notice by Written Communication a Security Agreement, hereinafter "Security Agreement," wherein User 
is debtor and John Henry Doe® is Secured Party, and signifies that User: (1) grants Secured Party a security interest in all of 
User's assets, land, and personal property and all ofUser's interest in assets, land, and personal property in the sum certain 
amount of $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of Secured Party's common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark, 
JOHN HENRY DOE®, as well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, said 
common-law trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding "John Henry Doe," plus costs; plus triple damages; (2) authenticates this 
Security Agreement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe® is Secured Party, and wherein User pledges all of User's: 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 
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assets, land, motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer goods; firearms; farm 
products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of credit; letter-of-credit rights; 
chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; uncertificated securities; promissory 
notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; deposit accounts; accounts; 
documents; livestock; real estate and real property-including all buildings, structures, fixtures, and appurtenances situated 
thereon, as well as affixed thereto; fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; and as~extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, 
and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of these substances, both at wellhead and 
minehead; accessions, inc'reases, and additions, replacements of, and substitutions for, any of the property described 
hereinabove in .this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of the property described hereinabove in this 
paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and contract rights, and all other rights, arising 
out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including 
insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any 
of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and data involving any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in th~ form of a writing, photograph, microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, 
and the like, together with all of User's right, title, and interest in all computer software andhardware required for utilizing, 
creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any electronic media, and all of User's interest in all 
such foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and 
wherever located; as collateral for securing User's contractual obligation in favor of Secured Party for User's unauthorized 
use of Secured Party's common-law~copyrighted property; {3) consents and agrees that Secured Party may file a UCC 
Financing Statement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe® is Secured Party; (4) consents and agrees that said UCC 
Financing Statement described above in paragraph "(3)" is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and 
agrees with Secured Party's filing of any continuation statement necessary for maintaining Secured Party's perfected · 
security interest in all of User's property and interest in property pledged as collateral in Security Agreement as described 
above in paragraph "(2)," until User's contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied; (5) authorizes 
Secured Party's filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as described above in paragraphs "(3)" and ':(4)," and the filing of 
any Security Agreement, as described above in paragraph "(2)," in the UCC filing office; (6) consents and agrees that any 
and all such filings described in paragraphs "(4)" and "(5)" above are not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that User 
will. not claim that any such filing is bogus; (7) waives all defenses; and (8) appoints Secured Party as Authorized 
Representative for User, effective upon User's default re User's contractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth 
below under "Payment Terms" and "Default Terms granting Secured Party full authority and power for engaging in any and 
all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited by, authentication of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in 
accordance with Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate, and, as regards any deposit account of any kind 
maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and likewise any deposit account maintained with ariy bank in/under 
the Social Security Account Number of User, notwithstanding the absence of User's name as account-holder on any such 
deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security Account Number of User, grants Secured Party full 
authority and power for originating instructions for said deposit-account bank and directing the disposition of funds in said 
deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account without further consent of User and without liability, and 
User further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective 
upon User's default, is irrevocable and coupled with a security interest. User further consents and agrees with all of the 
following additional terms: Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE® as set forth 
above, User hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) 
days of the date User is sent Secured Party's invoice, hereinafter "Invoice," itemizing said fees. Default Terms: lh event of 
non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of the date Invoice is sent, User shall be 
deemed in defaultand (a) all of User's property and interest in property pledged as collateraLby User, .as set forth in above 
in paragraph "(2)," immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party; (b) Secured Party is appointed User's 
Authorized Representative as set forth.above in paragraph "(8)"; and (c) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may 
take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party's sole discretion, 
deems appropriate, including, but not limited by, sale at auction, at any time following User's default, and without further 
notice, any and all of User's former property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, described above 
in paragraph "(2)," now property of Secured Party, in respect of this Security Agreement, that Secured Party, again in 
Secured Party's sole discretion, deems appropriate. Terms for Curing Default: In event of default as set forth above Ul'lder 
"Default Terms," User can cure User's default a.nd avoid strict foreclosure of any remainder of User's former property that is 
neither in the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only by tendering payment within 
twenty (20) days of User's default. and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as 
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noticed User in Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party's possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User's 
former property and interest.in property pledged as collateral for securing Us.er's obligation. Terms of Strict Foreclosure: 
User's non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said twenty- (20) day period for curing 
default as set forth above under "Terms for Curing Default" authorizes Secured Party's immediate non-judicial strict 
foreclosure on any and all remaining property and interest in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property 
of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said 
twenty- (20) day default-curing period. Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and 
Security Agreement filed with the UCC filing office. Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright© 
1973. 

Should any provision of this Notice by Written Communication be unenforc~able, said unenforceable provision is hereby 
severed from this Notice by Written Communication, but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect, and this 
Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication in full 
force and effect. In all cases Secured Party continues without liability and is held harmless. Any prior communication, 
written document, and the like by and between User· and Secured Party containing any mistake of Secured Party is 
invalidated thereby and of no force· and effect, and may not be relied Opon by User against Secured Party in this matter. 

No consent of any kind is granted nor otherwise given re any matter offered/alleged/asserted by User, and Secured Party 
withholds all consent. Secured Party will consider granting consent in favor of User only upon User's full disclosure of any 
and all consequences· of any such granting of consent, accompanied by User's commensurate attendant liability for the 
veracity, relevance, and verifiability of any such disclosure, which liability is borne by User in the form of an authenticated 
Security Agreement, wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, that self-executes effective the moment 
of Secured Party's confirmation of any material inconsistency/deviation/discrepancy in the aforementioned resultant 
consequences avowed by User, as determined solely by Secured Party in Secured Party's sole discretion. 

Alleged debtor, i.e. JOHN H. DOE©, does nottake issue with the amount of any alleged debt; rather, alleged debtor asserts 
that: the alleged debt is not valid; Secured Party holds a claim/security interest greater than any claim alleged by User, a 
certified copy of which UCC Financing Statement evidencing such supreme claim and security interest is attached herewith, 
made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference; and, as stated above, Secured Party is neither a surety, nor an 
accommodation party, for alleged debtor, and may not be construed as functioning in such capacity under any 
circumstances. 

Further, this is a request for validation of any alleged debt and is not a request for a copy of any invoice, statement, bill, 
agreement, alleged agreement, contract, alleged contract, and the like, nor is it a request for a copy of any notification of 
assignment, negotiation/transfer of rights, nor is it a request for a copy of any other un-verified document/presentment 
referencing said alleged debt. This request for validation of any alleged debt is a request for bona fide verification of any 
alleged debt. 

In accordance with law, only duly sworn/affirmed affidavits, oaths, and depositions qualify as a verification of the lawful 
existence of a bona fide debt. Absent such verification validating the· alleged debt, and absent proof of a claim greater than 
that of Secured Party, User "fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." Wherefore, in accordance' with the Fair 
Debt Collection Practices Act, effective immediately upon User's receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, User must 
cease all collection/prosecution efforts against alleged debtor, Secured Party, and Secured Party's secured private property.· 

User is hereby notified of the following Privacy Act Notice: 

Privacy Act Notice 

This written Notice By Written Communication constitutes User's due process notice and opportunity for being heard. 
Absent compliance with all requirements set forth herein User is barred from using any defense of immunity from 
prosecution for User's actions, as well as the actions of User's agents. 

By this Notice By Written Communication, User, as well as User's agents and principals, shall comply with the provisions of 
the Privacy Act of 1974, as lawfully amended, 12 U.S.C. § 3401, the Right To Financial Privacy Act of 1978, as lawfully 
amended; 5 U.S.C. § 552a, and the Third Party Summons Act, special procedures, 26 U.S.C. § 7609 as lawfully amended, 
for assisting Secured Party in keeping inviolate certain constitutionally protected privacy rights. 

By this Notice By Written Communication, User, as well as User's agents and principals, shall comply with this demand: 
User shall provide Secured Party with a copy of any express, written authorization from Secured Party whereby User is 
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authorized for disclosing/revealing/divulging/sharing with any third-party, in any manner, as well as by any means of 
communication, any information, documentation, data, property, effects, and the like re alleged debtor, JOHN H. DOE®, and 
likewise concerning Secured Party. User's failure in providing said foregoing demanded authorization constitutes admission 
by User that User is in violation of the Privacy Act, as well as other laws. 

User possesses neither express, written authorization, nor consent, from alleged debtor, JOHN H. DOE®, nor Secured 
Party, for using, revealing/disclosing/divulging/sharing with any third party any secured information, documentation, data, 
property, effects, and the like of Secured Party. 

This Notice By Written Communication is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein, and 
each principal and each agent is: (a) barred from providing any Credit Reporting Agency any derogatory credit information 
regarding the above alleged debt; (b) prohibited from contacting alleged debtor by mail, by telephone; as well as in person, 
both at alleged debtor's residence, as well as at alleged debtor's place of employment; and (c) prohibited from contacting 
any other third party regarding the above-referenced alleged debt .until User establishes the existence of a superior claim, 
greater than that of Secured Party's, and until said alleged debt is verified as indicated above and alleged debtor is provided 
with any such verification. Note: the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 USC §1692 et seq. states in relevant part that: 
"A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection with the collection 
of any debt," which includes "the false representation of the character, or legal status of any debt," as well as "the threat to 
take any action that cannotlegally be taken," all of which constitute violations of law. Therefore, User, as well as any 
assignee, is prohibited from filing any lawsuit, notice of lien, notice of levy, and the like, as well as any other legal action 
against alleged debtor, as well as against any of Secured Party's secured private property, which is exempt from lien and 
exempt from lew. 

15 U.S.C. § 1692e(8) states: "Communicating orthreatening tocommunicate to any person credit information which is 
known or which should be known to be false, including the failure to communicate that a disputed debt is disputed, is a 
violation of§ 1692e." 

Further, User's above-referenced written communication, if valid, constitutes ,an issue of public currencv, and, alleged 
debtor hereby requests from User, in accordance with the fundamental principals of American jurisprudence and law, bona 
fide documentary evidence that establishes the lawful basis for User's issue of said pu~lic currency and User's claim for 
payment of the alleged debt liability referenced within User's written communication issuing the public currency and stating 
the claim, i.e.: (a) bona fide identification of any person making request for payment by JOHN H. DOE®, including a copy of 
said person's bona fide, handwritten, legible, and notarized signature, and the thumbprint, from either hand, of said person 
making request for payment by JOHN H. DOE®; (b) bona fide evidence of any said person's authority for making request 
for payment by JOHN H. DOE®, if said person is acting on behalf of another; and (c) exhibition of the bona fide instrument, 
i.e., the bona fide commercial contract bearing the bona fide signature which supports User's demand for payment of 
alleged debt by JOHN H. DOE®, that, operating publicly, establishes User's issue of public currency, allegedly collectable 
from any of: (i) alleged debtor; (ii) alleged debtor's. assets, (iii) Secured Party; (iv) Secured Party's secured private property; 
and (d) positive law in support of User's written attempt at collecting alleged debt that, operating publicly, establishes User's 
issue of public currency collectable from any of: (i) alleged debtor; (ii) alleged debtor's assets, (iii) Secured Party; (iv) 
Secured Party's secured private property. 

Alleged debtor and Secured Party can and will lawfully construe User's failure re complying with and satisfying essential 
requirements of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the above four (4) requests, i.e, "(a)," "(b)," "(c)," and "(d)" in the 
paragraph immediately above, within a reasonable time, i.e. twenty-one (21) days, following User's receipt of this written 
communication, as User's self-invalidation of User's demand for payment. verification of the alleged debt and satisfaction of 
the aforementioned four (4) specific requests must be duly sworn/affirmed in the form of one of the following: (a) affidavit; 
(b) oath; (c) deposition. 

Until the alleged debt is verified in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and said verification is sent 
alleged debtor and received by alleged debtor, each and every contact in violation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 
constitutes harassment and defamation of character and makes. User, as well as any and all agents and principals who take 
part in such harassment and defamation, a subject of liability for damages, as well as statutory damages, and legal fees, for 
each and every violation, in private capacity. 

User, JACK JONES, tacitly consents and agrees that JACK JONES has a duty for preventing this alleged account from 
damaging both alleged debtor and Secured Party, and further consents and agrees that alleged debtor and Secured Party 
each reserve the right for initiating a counterclaim, as well as a claim, against any of the following: JACK JONES'S bond; 
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JACK JONES'S guarantor; any of JACK JONES'S principals, agents, and assignees whose act(s)/omission(s) results in 
either of the following: (a) tort damages against alleged debtor; (b) tort damages against Secured Party. 

Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector's Office of Risk Management, 
and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere. 

The attached written communication is Respondent's response re User's attempt, via written communication, in collecting an 
alleged debt. 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is herewith executed this Twenty-eighth Day of the Third Month 
in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Two by and between the undersigned parties: 

Debtor: JACK JONES 

JACK JONES 
Debtor's Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

Secured Party: John Henry Doe® 

Sec d Party's Signature 
Au raph Common law Cop · t© 1973 by John Henry Doe«:>. All Rights 
Reserved. No part of this Autograph Common Law Copyright made be used, 
nor reproduced in any manner, without prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party as. signified by Secured Party's signature 
in red ink. Unauthorized use of • John Henry. Doe' incurs same unauthorized
use fees as those associated with JOHN HENRY DOE®, as set forth above 
in paragraph '(1)' under 'Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in 
Event of Unauthorized Use.' Enclosure: Published. Copyright Notice 
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JOHN H. DOE© 
P.O; Box 9999 

Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

This Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ is binding~ upon every principal and agent re 
the subject matter set forth herein below. 

Date: March 28, 2002 

Via: U.S.P.O. Registered Mail Article No. RR777888999US 

To: JACK JONES, d.b.a., a Debt Collector, hereinafter "Debt Collector" 
CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
Columbus, OH 43222 

Re: Debt Collector's written communication; hereinafter "Presentment," dated March 15, 2002 referencing: 

Alleged Creditor: CHASE, MANN & HA TT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No.: 001·23456789·96 
Alleged Amount Due: $135,458.21 

Subject: Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right for Initiating a Counterclaim and for Filing Claim against Bond. 

300 

1. Be it known by these presents that JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent, is in receipt of Debt Collector's above-referenced 
presentment, a true and correct copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by 
reference. 

2. Respondent hereby gives Debt Collector Notice that this written communication is not a refusal for paying the alleged 
debt implied by Presentment, but constitutes express, written notice that: 

(a) The above-referenced alleged debt is not valid; 

(b) Debt Collector's claim is disputed; 

(c) Respondent does not take issue with the amount of alleged debt claimed; and that 

(d) Upon receipt of this Notice, Debt Collector must cease all collection activity re the alleged account/debt until 
Respondent is sent the herein-requested verification as required by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. 

Tender of Payment 

3. Respondent, without waiver of any defense, and for the purpose of resolving this matter in good faith, hereby tenders 
payment in the form of a Certified Promissory Note, also known as an Offer of Performance, both of which are 
attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, for the purpose of discharging the 
alleged debt as stated within Debt Collector's above-referenced Presentment. 

4. Respondent retains original of Debt Collector's Presentment as proof Respondent has not dishonored Debt 
Collector's instrument, nor in any way acted in bad faith. 

5. Respondent gives Debt Collector Notice that, in accordance with law as codified at 15 USC §1692g(b): "If the 
consumer notifies the debt collector in writing within the thirty-day period described in subsection (a) of this section 
that the debt, or any portion thereof, is disputed, or that the consumer requests the name and address of the original 
creditor, the debt collector shall cease collection of the debt, or any disputed portion thereof, until the debt collector 
obtains verification of the debt or a copy of a judgment, or the name and address of the original creditor, and a copy 
of such verification or judgment, or name and address of the original creditor, is mailed to the consumer by the debt 
collector." (Underline emphasis added by Respondent.) 

6. Be advised that "verification" is defined (in Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition) as follows: "Confirmation of 
correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition. Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 
verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party." 
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7. Debt Collector is further Noticed that this is not a request by Respondent for a photocopy of any invoice, statement, 
bill, summary, agreement, and the like and that any future communication received by Respondent from Debt 
Collector, in written as well as any other form, absent the above-cited requisite "verification of the debt," irrespective 
of the inclusion of any photocopy of any related invoice, statement, bill, summary, agreement, and the like, 
constitutes Debt Collector's tacit admission, confession, and agreement that Debt Collector has no lawful, bona fide, 
verifiable claim re the alleged account. 

8. Respondent also includes with this written communication, "Debt Collector Disclosure Statement," for the purpose of 
ensuring that Debt Collector's "verification of the debt" is executed in accordance with law as codified at 15 USC 
§1692(g), and must be completed in full by Debt Collector and received by Respondent within twenty-one(21) days 
of Debt Collector's receipt of this written communication. 

Notice of Reservation,of Right for Initiating a Counterclaim and Filing a Claim Against Official Bond 

9. If Debt Collector, such as by commission, omission, and otherwise: 

(a) Fails in giving Respondent full disclosure re the nature and cause of Debt Collector's claim concerning the 
hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; · 

(b) Makes a false representation of the character of the hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(c) Mak1es a false representation of the legal status of the hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(d) Makes any threat of action that cannot legally be taken, in violation of any applicable law,. such as the law 
codified at the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 

Respondent may initiate a counterclaim and claim against the official bond of Debt Collector, as well as the bond of 
any principal, agent, and assignee of Debt Collector, whose acts, as well as omissions, result in Respondent 
sustaining any tort injury. 

10. Debt Colllector is also hereby given notice that: 

(a) Debt Collector's unsubstantiated demands for payment, a "scheme or artifice" "caused to be delivered by mail," 
may constitute Mail Fraud under State and Federal Laws (Debt Collector may wish. to consult with competent 
legal counsel before originating any further communication with Respondent); and 

(b) Debt Collector's failure in providing Respondent with the requisite verification, validating the above-referenced 
alleged debt within the requirements of law as codified in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the 
corre!sponding laws of each state, signifies that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that: 

(i) Debt Collector has no lawful, bona fide, verifiable claim re the above-referenced alleged account; 

(ii) Debt Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent; and 

(iii) Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector will compensate Respondent ·for all costs, fees and 
expenses incurred in defending against this and any and all continued collection attempts re the above
referenced alleged account. 

11. This is also an attempt for determining the· nature and basis of a case/counterclaim against Debt Collector, and any 
information contained within Debt Collector Disclosure Statement,· as well as any information obtained otherwise, 
such as by Debt Collector's commissions, omissions, and the like, will be used for that purpose. 

12. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector's Office of Risk 
Management, and is codified at 18 USC§§ 1581, 242,241, 4, at 15 USC§ 1692, and elsewhere. 

J'l)~ 14. 'Do£. 
JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent 

Enclosures: 
Offer of Performance 
Certified Promissory Note 
Verification of Tender of Payment, Notice of Reservation of Right For Initiating Counterclaim/Filing Claim Against Bond 
Debt Collector Disclosure Statement 
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Date: March 28, 2002 

Recording Requested by, and 
When Recorded Return to: 

In care of: 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California Republic 
John Henry Doe 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD·032802·JJ 

This notice is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein 

Via United States Post Office Registered Mail Article No. RR777888999US 

For: JACK JONES, d.b.a. a Debt Collector, hereinafter "Debt Collector" 

Re: 

CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
Columbus, OH 43222 

Alleged Creditor: 
Alleged Account No: 
Alleged Amount Due: 

CHASE, MANN & HA TT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
001-23456789-96 
$135,458.21 

Subject: Offer of Performance 

OFFER OF PERFORMANCE 

1. This Offer of Performance is tendered in good faith as full satisfaction of the claim referenced above, with the intent 
of extinguishing any alleged debt, duty, obligation, liability, and the like intended as obligating Respondent, JOHN H. 
DOE©, named in the hereinabove-referenced Presentment, a copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part 
hereof, and included herein by reference. 

2. Concerning this Offer of Performance, hereinafter "Offer," re alleged account 001-23456789-96, Debt Collector may: 

(a) Accept this Offer; 

(b) Reject this Offer; 

(c) Object regarding the mode of this Offer. 

3. This Offer of payment of that certain sum of money that Debt Collector alleges/asserts,· via Presentment, constitutes 
Respondent's debt, duty, obligation, and liability, including interest and penalties, is made dependent upon 
performance by Debt Collector of Conditions Precedent concerning which Respondent/Offeror is entitled by the 
fundamental principles of American Jurisprudence and law; namely, provision by Debt Collector of verification1 of the 
alleged debt, accompanied by documentary evidence establishing the factual basis for Debt Collector's claim for 
payment asserted within Debt Collector's above-referenced Presentment, i.e. validation of Debt Collector's right for 
collecting the alleged debt by providing the requisite verification, including: 

(a) Copies of all agreements of assignment, negotiation, transfer of rights, and the like, and indicating whether Debt 
Collector is the current owner, assignee, holder, holder in due course, etc., with evidence of Respondent's 
consent with any such agreement if a novation; 

(b) All relative commercial instruments, contracts, and the like containing Respondent's bona fide signature 
(subjective theory); 

1. Verification. Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition. Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 
verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party. Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition. 
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(c) Any evidence of an exchange of a benefit, as well as exchange of a detriment (implied contract); 

(d) Any evidence of any series of external acts giving the objective semblance of agreement {objective theory); 

(e) All other documentary evidence between ·Respondent and Debt Collector that Debt Collector relies upon in 
making Debt Collector's presumptive claim; 

(ij NamE! and address of original creditor; and 

(g) A certified copy of any judgment. 

4. Respondent/Offeror expects a response re this Offer within a reasonable period oftime of receipt of this Offer, which 
is hereby set at twenty-one (21) days, not counting day of service. 

5. Respondent/Offeror does not waive timeliness. If additional time is needed, however, Debt Collector must make a 
request in writing before expiration of said twenty-one- (21) day period described above in paragraph "4," setting forth 
Debt Collector's reasons for requesting such extension of time with good cause shown. Respondent/Offeror will 
consider any such request for extension of time, the granting of which, however, is conditioned solely upon the 
decision of Respondent/Offeror. 

6. Respondent/Offeror hereby gives Debt Collector notice that, as an operation of law as codified at California Civil 
Code§ 1485 and California Code of Civil Procedure§ 2074, respectively: 

(a) An obligation is extinguished by an offer of performance, made in conformity with the rules prescribed, and with 
the intent of extinguishing the obligation; ·· 

(b) An offer .in writing for paying a particular sum of money, as well as for delivering a written instrument/specific 
personal property, is, if not accepted, the equivalent of the actual production and tender of the 
money/instrument/property. 

7. In event that Debt Collector does not respond re this Offer within the prescribed time limit for response,· and there has 
likewise been no request for extension of time, with good cause shown therein, within said time period,· then Debt 
Collector jtacitly agrees that Debt Collector has no bona fide, lawful, verifiable claim re this alleged account, that Debt 
Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector 
must compensate Respondent for all costs, fees, and expenses incurred defending against any collection attempts 
by Debt Collector re the above-referenced alleged account. 

8. Respondent also expressly includes with this Offer of Performance, "Debt Collector Disclosure Statement," attached 
herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, for ensuring that Debt Collector clearly and 
conspicuously makes. all required disclosures in writing in accordance with applicable portions of Truth in Lending 
(Regulation Z) 12 CFR 226. Debt Collector Disclosure Statement must be completed by Debt Collector and received 
by Respondent within twenty-one (21) days of Debt Collector's receipt of this Offer of Performance if Debt Collector 
wishes DE~bt Collector's claim considered by Respondent. 

9. Debt Collector also tacitly consents and· agrees that Debt Collector has a duty for preventing· this alleged account 
from damaging Respondent in any way. Debt Collector confesses judgment and Respondent reserves the right for: 

(a) Initiating a counterclaim against Debt Collector, 

(b) Filing claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector and all principals, agents, and 
assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Respondent/Offeror. 

10. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector's Office of Risk 
Management, and is codified at 18 USC§§ 1581,242,241,4, at 15 USC§ 1692, and.elsewhere. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 

Signed: 

Jo~ tl. OoE ce 
Respondent/Offeror 



I 
I 

Note Number: JHD--032802-JJ 
Pay to the 

CERTIFIED PROMISSORY NOTE 

Order of: * * * * CHASE, MANN & HA TT MORTGAGE CORPORATION * * * * 

Date: March 28, 2002 

$135,458.21 

***One Hundred Thirty-five Thousand Four Hundred Fifty-eight and 21/lOO***DOLLARS 

This Instrument is tendered by the Undersigned Respondent, JOHN H. DOE, hereinafter "Maker," in good faith, and in 
accordance with law, as codified at UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, 1-201(4)(28)(30), 3-103(a)(6), 3-104(a)(b) and Public Policy at 
House Joint Resolution 192 ofJune 5, 1933, as full satisfaction of a alleged debt claimed and allegedly owed in favor of 
Payee herein, i.e. CHASE, MANN & HA TT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, d.b.a. a debt collector, as per Payee's/Debt 
Collector's Presentment: 

Alleged Creditor: 
Alleged Account No.: 
Alleged Amount Due: 

CHASE, MANN & HA TT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
001-23456789-96 
$135,458.21 

A true and correct copy of Presentment is attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference. This 
statement constitutes Maker's promise for paying this instrument upon presentment and indorsement, at Maker's location. 

As an operation of law, Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that there is accord and satisfaction by use of 
this instrument for satisfying Payee's/Debt Collector's claim and Maker is hereby discharged from liability on this alleged 
account and the obligation is suspended in accordance with law as codified at UCG§§ 3-310(b), 3-311, and 3.:'603. 

Maker does not waive timeliness. However, if Payee/Debt Collector needs additional time, Payee/Debt Collector must 
present Maker with a written request for additional time within a reasonable time, setting forth the reasons Payee/Debt 
Collector requests an extension of time, with good cause.shown. The acceptability of any such request received by Maker 
from Payee/Debt Collector is conditional upon approval by Maker. 

In the event this instrument is not presented for payment within a reasonable period of time, and there has been no 
request for an extension qf time with good cause shown, Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that Payee/Debt 
Collector has no bona fide verifiable claim re this alleged account. 

Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that Debt Collector has a duty for preventing t~is alleged account from 
damaging Maker in any way, and that Debt Collector confesses judgment and Maker reserves the right for initiating a 
counterclaim against Debt Collector, and for filing a claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector 
and all principals, agents, and assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Maker. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 

... JOHN ... W, .. D.o.-. .. ~ ................................ . 
JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent/Maker . 

Witness .... B.i/R.f?~ .......................... . 
Authorized erson indorse below. Print name and official title when resentin this In ru ent fo ment. Government-issued ID with 
photograph required, i.e. only the following. types of JD accepted: state-issued Drivers Li se: state-issued Identification Card: Passport. 

Printed Name of Indorser 

Official Title of Indorser 

Date of Presentment and Indorsement 

Recording Requested by, and 
When Recorded Return to: 

JOHN H. DOE© 
P.O. Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Form of Photo Identification 

Form of Official Identification 

Signature of Indorser 
Right Thumb Print --+ 

Date: ________ _ 
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VERIFICATION OF TENDER OF PAYMENT and 
NOTICE OF RESERVATION OF RIGHT FOR INITIATING COUNTERCLAIM and 

FOR FILING CLAIM AGAINST BOND 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand, No. JHD·032802·JJ 

Introductory Certification 

The Undersigned, JOHN H. DOE©, hereinafter "Declarant," does herewith solemnly swear, declare, and state that: 

1. Declarant can competently state the matters set forth herewith. 

2. Declarant has personal knowledge of the facts stated herein. 

3. Declarant has read and signed this Verification of Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right for Initiating 
Counterclaim and For Filing Claim Against Bond, hereinafter "Tender and Reservation of Right." 

Plain Statement of Facts 

4. This Tender and Reservation of Right is not interposed for purpose of delay. 

5. This Tender and Reservation of Right does not prejudice CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION in this 
matter. 

6. Declarant does not join in any merits of Presentment of JACK JONES, d.b.a., a Debt Collector. 

Verification and Certification 

7. The Undersigned Declarant, JOHN H. DOE©, i.e. Declarant, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that Declarant 
executes this Tender and Reservation of Right with sincere intent, that Declarant can competently state the matters set forth 
herein, that the contents are true, correct, complete, and certain, not misleading, and the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth as per the best of Declarant's knowledge and understanding. 

Further Declarant saith naught. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 

Signed: 

JD.~ ~· ·oo£ Ci:) 
JOHN H. DOE , Declarant 

Witness .... ~.;/,f. ... e.~ ...................... .. WiiM~-~r············ 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 
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DEBT COLLECTOR DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
Re "Offer of Performance" 

This statement and the answers contained herein may be used by Respondent, if necessary, in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

Notice: This Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not a substitute for, nor the equivalent of, the hereinabove-requested 
verification of the record, i.e. "Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition" (Black's Law 
Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1990), re the alleged debt, and must be completed in accordance with tbe Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act, 15 USC §1692g, applicable portions of Truth in Lending (Regulation l), 12 CFR 226, and demands as cited 
above in Offer of Performance. Debt Collector must make all required disclosures clearly and conspicuously in writing re the 
following: 

1. Name of Debt Collector: ...................................................................................................... · .......................... . 

2. Address of Debt Collector: ............................................................................................................................ .. 

3. Name of alleged Debtor: .............................................................................................................................. .. 

4. Address of alleged Debtor: ............................................................................................................................ .. 

5. Alleged Account Number: ............................................................................................................................... .. 

6. Alleged debt owed: $ .................................................................................................................................... .. 

7. Date alleged debt became payable: ............................................................................. ~ ................................... .. 

8. Re this alleged account, what is the name and address of the alleged Original Creditor, if different from Debt Collector? 

9. Re this alleged account, if Debt Collector is different from alleged Original Creditor, does Debt Collector have a bona fide 
affidavit of assignment for entering into alleged original contract between alleged Original Creditor and alleged Debtor? 
YES NO 

10. Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from the alleged Original Creditor? YES· NO N/A (Not Applicable) 

11. If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from alleged Original Creditor, and purchase amount: 

Date: ............................................................ Amount:$ ............................................................................ . 

12. Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from a previous debt collector? YES NO N/A 

13. If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from previous debt collector, and purchase amount: 

Date: . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. Amount: $ ............................................................................ . 

14. Regarding this alleged account, Debt Collector is currently the: 

(a) Owner; (b) Assignee; (c) Other- explain: .................................................................................................... .. 

15. What are the terms of the transfer of rights re this alleged account? ...................................................................... . 

16. If applicable, transfer of rights re this alleged account was executed by the following method: 

306 

(a) Assignment; (b) Negotiation; (c) Novation; (d) Other-explain: ............................................................... , .......... .. 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 
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17. If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by assignment, was there consideration? YES NO N/A 

18. What is the nature and cause of the consideration cited in# 17 above? .................................................................. . 

19. If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by negotiation, was the alleged account taken for value? 
YES NO IN/A 

20. What is the nature and cause of any value cited in #19 above? ............................................................................ .. 

·································································································································································· 
21. If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by novation, was consent given by alleged Debtor? YES NO N/A 

22. What is the nature and cause of any consent cited in# 21 above? ......................................................................... .. 

23. Has Debt Colllector provided alleged Debtor with the requisite verification of the alleged debt as required by the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act? YES NO 

24. Date said verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor: ...................................... , ............................ .. 

25. Was said verification cited above in # 23 in the form of a sworn'or affirmed oath, affidavit, or deposition? YES NO\ 

26. Verification ciited above in# 23 was provided alleged Debtor in the form of: OATH AFFIDAVIT DEPOSTION 

27. Does Debt Collector have knowledge of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account? YES NO 

28. What is the nature and cause of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account? ...................................................... . 

29. Was alleged Debtor sold any products/services by Debt Collector? YES NO 

30. What is the nature and cause of any products/services cited above in# 29? ............................................................ . 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 
31. Does there E~xist a verifiable, bona fide, original commercial instrument between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor 

containing alleged Debtor's bona fide signature? YES NO 

32. What is the nature and cause of any verifiable commercial instrument cited above in# 31? ........................................ . 

·································································································································································· 
33. Does there exist verifiable evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor? 

YES NO 

34. What is the nature and cause of this evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment as cited above in# 33? 

................................................................................................................................................................... 

35. Does any evidence exist of verifiable external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement between Debt Collector 
and alleged Debtor? YES NO 

36. What is the nature and cause of any external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement from #35 above? 

............................................................................................................................ , .................................... . 
37. Have any charge-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account? YES NO 

38. Have any insurance claims been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account? YES NO 

Respondent's Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 
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39. Have any tax write-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account? YES NO 

40. Have any tax deductions been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account? YES NO 

41. Have any judgments been obtained by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account? YES NO 

42. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised of the meaning of the terms and 
conditions of said alleged original contract? YES NO 

43. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties advised of the importance of consulting a licensed 
legal professional before executing the alleged contract? YES NO 

44. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised that said alleged contract was a private 
credit instrument? YES NO 

Debt Collector's failure, both intentional and otherwise, in completing/answering points "1" through "44" above and returning 
this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, as well as providing Respondent with the requisite verification validating the 
hereinabove-referenced alleged debt, constitutes Debt Collector's tacit agreement that Debt Collector has no verifiable, lawful, 
bona fide claim re the hereinabove-referenced alleged account, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector 
waives all claims against Respondent and indem,nifies and holds Respondent harmless against any and all costs and fees 
heretofore and hereafter incurred and related re any and all collection attempts involving the hereinabove-referenced alleged 
account. 

Declaration: The Undersigned hereby declares under penalty of perjury of the laws of this State that the statements made in 
this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement are true and correct in accordance with the Undersigned's best firsthand knowledge 
and belief. 

Date Printed name of Signatory 

Official Title of Signatory Authorized Signature for Debt Collector 

Debt Collector must timely complete and return this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, along with all required documents 
referenced in said Debt Collector Disclosure Statement. Debt Collector's claim will not be considered if any portion of this 
Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not completed and timely returned with all required documents, which specifically 
includes the requisite verification, made in accordance with law and codified in, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 
USC §1692 et seq., and which states in relevant part: "A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading 
representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt," which includes "the false representation of the 
character, or legal status of any debt," and "the threat to take any action that cannot legally be taken," all of which are 
violations of law. If Debt Collector does not respond as required by law, Debt Collector's claim will not be considered and 
Debt Collector may be liable for damages for any continued collection efforts, as well as any other injury sustained by 
Respondent. Please allow thirty (30) days for processing after Respondent's receipt of Debt Collector's response. · 
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DOE, JOHN HENRY® 
P.O. Box 9999, Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Account Debtor: 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P. 
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

INVOICE 
Verified Statement of Account 

Non-Negotiable - Private Between the Parties 

Account Creditor: 
John Henry Doe© 
In care of: Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California Republic 

In accordance with notice and terms contained within that certain private, consensual contract by and between 
Account Debtor LAWRENCE .D. MITCHELL and Account Creditor John Henry Doe©, i.e. "Notice by Written 
Communication/Security Agreement" dated March 14, 2002, received and executed by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL on 
March 15, 2002 and March 20, 2002, respectively, an accounting of unauthorized-use fees incurred by LAWRENCE 
D. MITCHELL, current as of the date of this Invoice, re LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL'S us.e of Account Creditor's private, 
common-law copyrighted property, is set forth as follows: 

Princi12al Amount, Unauthorized-Use Locator Occurrences of Use Extended Amount 

$500,000.00 Written communication dated March 11, 
2002, signed by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 3 1 ,500,000.00 

$500,000.00 NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS dated April 22, 
2002, signed by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 3 1,500,000.00 

$500,000.00 COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE MORTGAGE 
AND ENFORCE LOST LOAN DOCUMENTS 
dated April 22, 2002, signed by LAWRENCE 
D. MITCHELL 9 415001000.00 

Grand Total: ~7,500,000.0Q 

The total amount of this Invoice is Seven Million Five Hundred Thousand United States Dollars 
($7,500,000.00). This amount is now due and owing. Payment in full is herewith demanded. Remit to: 

John Henry Doe© 
In care of: Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California Republic 

This Invoice is dated: the Twenty-Ninth Day of the Fourth Month in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Two. 

The Undersigned, John Henry Doe©, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that the Undersigned has examined 
this Invoice and any accompanying schedules, statements, and documents and that, in accordance with the best of 
the Undersigned's knowledge and belief, this statement of account is true, correct, and complete. This declaration 
of John Henry Doe© is based on all information of which John Henry Doe© has any knowledge. 

Signed: 

Invoice Page 1 of 1 
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Affidavit of John Henry Doe©, by Special Visitation 

Affiant, who goes by the appellation John Henry Doe©, a living, breathing, flesh-and

blood man under the laws of God, being of sound mind, and over the age of twenty-one, 

whose advocate is Jesus, the Christ, reserving all rights, being unschooled in law, and who 

has no bar attorney, is without an attorney, and having never been represented by an attorney, 

and not waiving counsel, knowingly and willingly Declares and Duly affirms, in accordance with 

law, in special visitation, in good faith, with no intention of delaying, nor obstructing, and with 

full intent for preserving and promoting the public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of 

the judiciary, that the following statements and facts, by special visitation in the matter(s) in re 

Case No. CR 02-1234 JSS and any matter relating to this, are of Affiant's own firsthand 

knowledge, does solemnly swear, declare, and depose: that Affiant is competent to state the 

matters set forth herein; that Affiant has personal knowledge and belief of the facts stated 

herein; and all the facts stated herein are true, correct, complete, and certain. 

This declaration of facts is based on Affiant's own firsthand knowledge and belief; mark 

Affiant's words; 

310 

1. Affiant goes by the appellation John Henry Doe©; Affiant is a living, moral being 

endowed with unalienable rights to life, liberty, property, papers and effects, and all 

substantive rights of California state. 

2. Affiant owns the name John Henry Doe© and the trade-name JOHN HENRY DOE©, as 

well as any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name, and 

speaks only for John Henry Doe©, and is no other, and is surety for no other, and 

speaks for no person, juristic person, entity, indivtdual, group, organization, 

association, voluntary association, joint-stock association, company, co-partnership, 

firm, order/society, both aggregate and part of any aggregate/automatic 

aggregate/public utility aggregate, organized and incorporated/not incorporated, and is 

not misrepresenting Affiant, and has not duly granted, ratified, bargained for, gifted, 

sold, optioned, donated, and the like any power of appointment, special power of 

appointment, general power of appointment in trust, nor any general nor special 
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franchise, nor elective franchise, of name, character, living body, and the like in favor 

of any other, for any consideration, including but not limited by any option/opting, any 

promises, implied promise, successive promises, agreement, supposed agreement, 

fiction, forbearance, grace, creation, modification, destruction, and the like of a legal 

relation, trade name, trademark, service mark, title, titles, return promise, and the like, 

bargained for and given in exchange for a promise, privileges or benefits, reciprocity, 

any indemnity, mutual indemnification, any future interest, and the like. 

3. Affiant is a sovereign who takes up housekeeping in the geographic region known as 

Caliifornia Republic. 

4. Affiant is neither a surety, nor an accommodation party, for any juristic person. 

5. Affiant neither granted JUDAS S. SQUIRE permission for using, nor authorized 

JUDAS S. SQUIRE'S use of, the name JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and 

all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," at 

any time without consideration for the use.of said name. 

6. Affiant neither granted RACHEL M. STEWART permission for using, nor authorized 

RACHEL M. STEWART'S use of, the name JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any 

and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry 

Doe," at any time without consideration for the use of said name. 

7. Affiant neither granted DAVID A. COOPER permission for using, nor authorized 

DAVID A. COOPER'S use of, the name JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and 

all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," at 

any time without consideration for the use of said name. 

9. Affiant neither granted COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES perm1ss1on for using, nor 

authorized COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES'S use of, the name JOHN HENRY DOE©, 

also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name 

exGept "John Henry Doe," at any time without consideration for the use of said name. 

10.Affiant neither granted STATE OF CALIFORNIA permission for using, nor authorized 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA'S use of, the name JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any 

and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry 

Doe," at any time without consideration for the use of said name. 
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11.Affiant neither granted SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

permission for using, nor authorized SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF 

. CALIFORNIA'S use of, the name JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and all 

derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except "John Henry Doe," at any 

time without consideration for the use of said name. 

12.Affiant did inform all parties involved in this matter that Affiant's papers and effects 

were private property, and that Affiant's private papers and effects could not be used 

by any of the parties in any manner without consideration. 

13. Affiant states: no commercial consensual encounter took place even if so construed by 

any of the parties, and Affiant apologizes for any such construction, for it was a 

mistake. 

14. Affiant neither disturbed the peace, nor the dignity, of County of Los Angeles, nor 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, at any time. 

15.Affiant neither disturbed the peace, nor the dignity, of State of California, nor STATE 

OF CALIFORNIA, at any time. 

16.Affiant neither disturbed the peace, nor the dignity, of United States, nor UNITED 

STATES, at any time. 

17. Affiant neither disturbed the peace, nor the dignity, of United States of America, nor 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, at any time. 

18. Regarding and any all documents other than those initiated/put forth by Affiant, i.e. 

documents such as this Affidavit, Affiant states that any and all ink-marks appearing 

within the signature space of any and all such documents re Case No. CR 02-1234 

JSS do not comprise Affiant's signature, as Affiant's signature appears only where 

knowingly, willingly, and voluntarily executed following full disclosure of all terms and 

conditions of any and all contracts/commercial agreements, as well as all terms and 

conditions of any unrevealed contract/commercial agreement. 

19. Affiant states that jurisdictio':l is neither conferred, nor implied, nor granted by Affiant re 

Case No. CR 02-1234 JSS. 

20. Currently Affiant is unjustifiably threatened by fraud, and irreversible harm continues 

accruing against Affiant. 
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21. All of the above-cited actions by the aforementioned trusted public servants are 

against the peace and dignity of Affiant. 

Any man, as well as any woman, who intends rebutting this Affidavit of John Henry Doe 

shall do so in the manner of this Affidavit, by signing any such Affidavit using Christian 

name/baptismal name/name given at birth; given in upper- and lower-case format, not set in 

all-capital letters, being a fully liable, living, breathing man/woman, responsible/liable for 

everything that such man/woman says and does. Any such Affidavit must be sent so as to be 

received by the notary public named at the address given below within five (5) days, lest a 

judgment of "non pros" be obtained, with a notice claim of triple damages. 'Won Pros" is an 

abbreviation of "non prosequitur", which is a judgment at common law entered at instance of 

defendant when plaintiff at any stage of proceedings fails to prosecute his action or any part of 

it, in due time. 

Affiant, John Henry Doe©, Common Law trade-name/trademark copyright © 1973, a 

living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, does swear and affirm on Affiant's own unlimited 

commercial liability, that Affiant has scribed and read the foregoing facts contained in this 

Affidavit, and that, in accordance with the best of Affiant's firsthand knowledge and conviction, 

such are true, correct, complete, and not misleading, the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 

the truth. 

This Affidavit is dated: the First Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand 

Two 

By:------------------~------
Autograph Common Law Copyright~ 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789. All rights reserved. No part 
of this Autograph Common Law Copyright may be used, nor may said copyrighted property be reproduced in any 
manner, without prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of John Henry Doe0 as signified by John 
Henry Doe© 's signature in red ink. Unauthorized use of "John Henry Doe" incurs same unauthorized-use fees as 
those associated with JOHN HENRY DOEe. 

Mail recipient and address for return correspondence: 

Beverly L. McDonald, Notary Public 
123 Elm Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90033 
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CERTIFICATION OF NON-RESPONSE 

The Undersigned, BEVERLY L. MCDONALD, a Notary Public for the State of California, hereby certifies 
that, as of this date, November 12, 2001, the Undersigned has received no correspondence for John Henry 
Doe from any of the following parties: 

• JUDAS S. SQUIRE 
• RACHEL M. STEWART 
• DAVID A. COOPER 

The Undersigned swears under penalty of perjury of the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true, correct, and complete in accordance with the Undersigned's best firsthand knowledge and belief. 

BEVERLY L. MCDONALD, Notary Public 

State of California 
ss. 

County of Los Angeles 



How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability 

An Overview 

Big Brother's master plan to subjugate the entire human race is utterly dependent on people 
continuing to volunteer for and finance their own enslavement. Without such largesse 1 from 
the public, the Chosen Masters face certain calamity and exposure for their crirnes. 
Heretofore, system operatives have been overwhelmingly successful at duping unwitting 
victims into "volunteering" for virtually every kinc.of financial hell imaginable. And make no 
mistake: it is purely voluntary. 

The system is working exactly as it is designed to do, and the chroniclers of chaos proudly 
trumpet their statistics as they inch forward in their dreams of total world domination: 

"Bankruptcy filings reach record 1.5 million .•. 

"NEW YORK - Bankruptcy filings surged 19% to a record 1.5 million last year, as 
businesses and consumers struggled under heavy debt loads during the economic slowdown. 

"Consumer bankruptcies, which accounted for 97% of all filings, jumped 19%, while 
business bankruptcies rose 13%, according to data released Tuesday by the Administrative 
office of the U.S. Courts .... " (USA TODAY, February 20, 2002) 

It is no coincidence that the introduction and popularity of the real-estate board game, 
Monopoly™, parallels the history of the Moneychangers' financial conquest of America, 
culminating with its copyright by Parker Brothers in 1935,2 the same time that we converted 
over from a substance- (gold) backed currency to a belief- (credit) backed currency. The 
game's logo even confesses the caricature of a white-mustachioed English banker, 
complete with top hat, tails, and cane. 

The objective in the board game of Monopoly™ is to drive into bankruptcy all other 
players-an arrangement otherwise known as a "tontine3 wagering scheme"-and so it is in 
real life. If you examine the nature of economics in America today JOU will see that 
everyone is competing for the same, rationed amount of "Monopol/ money,"4 called 
Federal Reserve Notes, "FRNs," and attempting to "stay above water'' and avoid 
bankruptcy .. This is, by definition, a de facto state of war between participants-in both the 
board game and the game of life. The only way to stay in the game of Monopoly™ and 
avoid bankruptcy is to obtain more Monopoly™ money from other players. The only way to 
stay in the game of life and avoid bankruptcy is to somehow obtain more FRNs from the 
"other playE~rs" around you. In both, the outcome is inevitable. 

The longest-running game of Monopoly™ lasted 70 days, but still ended the same way as 
all others before and since: with one player acquiring all the wealth and all the other players 
bankrupt. Unfortunately, there can be no other final conclusion in the "Federal-Reserve
Note game of life" either, no matter how long you stretch it out-unless, of course, you 
simply stop volunteering to play the game! 

1 Largesse: Generous giving; gift; bounty. 
2 The Bankruptcy Act of 1938, America's first such legislation, followed shortly thereafter, as well. 
3 Tontine: [It. tontina, after its inventor, Lorenzo Tonti, a Neopolitan] A financial arrangement in which a group of 
participants share in the arrangement's advantages until all but one has died or defaulted, at which time the wh0le 
goes to that survivor. 
4 All money is borrowed into existence, and more money is owed than physically exists because of the requirement 
for making interest payments on the principal amount loaned. The principal comprises all the money there is, but 
interest paymfmts have to come from somewhere; thus the depletion of the money supply. 
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Volunteering 

The most devastating form of "volunteering" occurs when someone promises-and people 
do this unflinchingly every single day-to be responsible for, and pay the debt of, another 
party. Believe it or not, this is how every unwary soul has sealed his fate. The i'TRADE 
NAME game," i.e. that which the content of this book is dedicated to exposing, untangling, 
and rectifying, has an evil twin that works in concert with it. As you will discover toward the 
end of this article, the Legal Masters of the World are factually eminently aware of the 
distinction between your true name and TRADE NAME and have come up with an 
incredibly ingenious device for exploiting the difference without tipping their hand: 

The reason that every complaint unfailingly cites the defendant's/respondent's name in all
capital letters; the reason the name on every license is set in CAPITAL LETTERS; the 
reason the name on every Social Security card has been converted from English (as 
originally written on the application) into legalese; the reason that all banks insist on listing 
all accounts not in the true name of the party who walks in and fills out the. forms, 1but in the 
artificial TRADE NAME associated therewith, is the same: to conduct business with you via 
an unknown, invisible, corporately colored artificial person that is subject to all statutory 
regulation and therefore under their complete control and power. ihe same applies equally 
when either of the two names is called out verbally.5 Remember: differently constructed 
names comprise distinct items of property, however similar. Filing a UCC Financing 
Statement is the first step in releasing yourselffrom these bonds; the second is cessation of 
volunteering to be responsible for the TRADE NAME'S obligations by signing on its behalf .. 

When someone signs his name on a commercial instrument listed in his straw man's 
TRADE NAME he finalizes his financial obligations in that particular transaction; and also 
contributes just that much more in the Chosen Masters' designs for a New World Order. 
That "Order" is an "economic pecking order," with them owning literally everything at the 
top, and you and your family and friends owning nothing (including your labor) at the 
bottom. 

Article 3 (Negotiable Instruments) of the Uniform Commercial Code has been written to 
augment the liabilities that come with signing on behalf of another, but. has also been 
encrypted to keep curious slaves from finding out how they are being duped. Because the 
Legal Masters of the World cannot bind us into perpetual servitude without also offering a 
route for escape, we have remedy in the UCC. 

Unraveling the Mystery 
. ' 

The key entry point into Article 3 on the subject of signatures is this: 

" ... The general rule is that a signature is an indorsement if the instrument does not indicate 
an unambiguous intent of the signer not to sign as an indorser. Intent may be determined by 
words accompanying the signature, the place of signature, or other circumstances .... " UCC 
3-204, Note 1, paragraph 2. (Underline emphasis added) 

Even without defining the key term, "indorser," the meaning is clear: in the absence of 
indicating "an unambiguous intent," a signature can be construed as an "indorsement." 

5 This point is thoroughly addressed in the discussion on "appellation" in Section 1, "Maintaining Fiscal Integrity," 
in the segment entitled "The Underlying Con Beneath the Con," beginning on page 10 ofthat essay. 
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"'Indorser' means a person who makes an indorsement." UCC 3-204(b). 

"'Indorsement' means a signature, other than that of a signer as maker, drawer, or acceptor, 
that alone or accompanied by other words is made on an instrument for the purpose of (ii) 
negotiating the instrument, (ii) restricting payment of the instrument, or (iii) incurring 
indorser's liability on the instrument, but regardless of the intent of the signer, a signature 
and iits accompanying words is an indorsement unless the accompanying words, terms of the 
instrument, place of the signature, or other circumstances unambiguously indicate that the 
signature was made for a purpose other than indorsement. For the purpose of determining 
whether a signature is made on an instrument, a paper affixed to the instrument is a part of 
the instrument." UCC 3-204(a). (Underline emphasis added) 

Makers, drawers, and acceptors are the primary types of signers of negotiable instruments: 

• '"Maker' means a person who signs or is identified in a note as a person undertaking to pay." 
ucc 3-103(5). 

• '"Drawer' means a person who signs or is identified in a draft as a person ordering payment. 
ucc 3-103(3). 

• "'Acceptor' means a drawee who has accepted a draft." UCC 3-103(1). 

• "'Drawee" means a person ordered in a draft to make payment. UCC 3-103(2). 

Accommodation Parties 

How could one sign a negotiable instrument (irrespective of the signer's awareness that 
what he is signing is a negotiable instrument) and incur liability as anything other than a 
maker, drawer, or acceptor? Answer: As an "accommodation party." 

Acpommodation party is described in Note 1 under UCC 3-419: 

" ... An accommodation party is a person who signs an instrument to benefit the 
accommodated party either by signing at the time value is obtained by the accommodated 
party or later, and who is not a direct beneficiary of the value obtained. An accommodation 
party will usually be a co-maker or anomalous indorser .... " (Underline emphasis added) 

In the UCC, one of the meanings of value is, essentially, "credit." You qualify on this point 
because you have been the sole source of credit for your TRADE NAME since inception 
(birth), and are not a direct beneficiary of the value given (what you get is liability). 

The meaning of co-maker can be deduced from the definition of maker above-but is 
nevertheless a subordinate identifier in respect of accommodation party. 

Anomalous means "departing form the common rule; irregular." The UCC defines 
anomalous indorsement as follows: 

"'Anomalous indorsement' means an indorsement made by,a person who is not the holder of 
the instrument. An anomalous indorsement does not affect the manner in which the 
instrument may be negotiated." UCC 3-205(d). (Underline emphasis added) 
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An anomalous indorsement is made by a party that is not the holder of the instrument (i.e. 
no rights in the instrument}, and qualifies, nevertheless, as a valid endorsement (even 
though not specifically that of maker, drawer, or acceptor), and would not adversely affect 
the negotiability of the instrument. That this Section is imbued with vagueness opens the 
door for other factors to e~ter in, but we are not told what those factors might be (the 
purpose of "codes"). 

Summing up on accommodation party: someone who signs on behalf of another for the 
purpose of benefiting that party, and who also is not a direct beneficiary of the value 
obtained by the accommodated party. An accommodation party is not a maker, not a 
drawer, and not an acceptor, but has an "anomalous" role in the indorsement process. 
Apparently, an accommodation party bears full liability for the accommodated party, but 
stands to gain nothing by participating. This is obviously the most inferior status one can 
have, because he is completely out of control of his own destiny, based on the mischief that 
the TRADE NAME gets into and the misadventures thatfollow thereafter. 

Wrapping up on accommodation party, the worst (kiss of death) has been saved for last: 

"An accommodation party is always a surety." UCC 3-419, Note 3, paragraph 2. 

As you know from "The Curse of Co-Suretyship" in St:lction 3, a surety is utterly responsible 
for anything and everything that the principal debtor is responsible for,. including both 
payment and specific performance. An accommodation party is automatically and always a 
surety for the accommodated party. 

When you, the flesh-and-blood man/woman, sign an instrument (even if you do not know 
that you are signing a negotiable instrument, such as a traffic ticket) be~ring the straw 
man's TRADE NAME, you are signing as an accommodation party and bear full personal 
responsibility and accountability for whatever the straw man has gotten itself into, including 
the potential for incarceration. Remember: a surety is an equal of the principal. The 
creditor is authorized to treat the surety exactly as though the surety were the principal 
debtor, and extract both payment and specific performance. Since your straw man is rather 
difficult to locate and identify (no physical existence), you and your body serve nicely. 

Light at the End of the Tunnel 

Now for the $64 question: How can you avoid ever being considered as an accommodation 
party, your sig·nature ever being construed as an accommodation signature? The answer is 
found in Notes 1 and 2 of Section 3-402: 

"1. Subsection (a) states when the repres.ented person is bound on an instrument if the 
instrument is signed by a representative: If under the law of agency the represented person 
would be bound by the act of the representative in signing either the name of the represented 
person or that of the representative, the signature is the authorized signature of the 
represented person; ... " (Underline and bold emphasis added) 

"2 .... Subsection (b)(l) states that if the form of the signature unambiguously shows that if 
it is made on behalf of an identified represented person (for example 'P, by A, Treasurer') 
the agent is not liable. This is a workable standard for a court to apply .... " (Underline and 
bold emphasis added) 
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Translation: You are removed from the realm of liability of being constru~d as a maker, 
drawer, acceptor, or accommodation party (and therefore, as a surety) by unambiguously 
identifying your signature as that of "Authorized Representative." 

Signing in this fashion removes all doubt ("unambiguously indicates") re the exact 
identification of the signing party. It also relieves the signer of all legal liability for the 
principal's ("represented person's") obligation. 

The key is to be as unambiguous and as expositional as you can, to reveal as much as 
possible about your agency status in however little space you have to work with on the 
instrument. Writing "above and below" works also, as long as it is unambiguous. Some 
interchangeable examples of workable signatures: 

• JOHN HENRY DOE©, by poht, ~~'Doe©, Authorized Representative 

• JOHN H. DOE©, by poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Auth. Rep. 

• JOHN DOE©, by poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Agent 

• By order of: JOHN HENRY DOE©, by poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Authorized Representative 

• By order of: JOHN H. DOE©, by poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Auth. Rep. 

• By order of: JOHN DOE©, by poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Agent 

• By poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Authorized Representative 

• By poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Auth. Rep. 

• By poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Agent 

• By order of: JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
by poht, ';it~ 'Doe©, Authorized Representative 

• By order of: JOHN H. DOE©, 
by~ ';it~ 'Doe©, Auth. Rep. 

• By order of: JOHN DOE©, 
by~ ';it~ 'Doe©, Agent 

Also inserting the words, "Authorized Signature," in a conspicuous, unambiguous manner, 
(such as below the signature line) helps in indicating signer's agency status. 

Total Confirmation from Big Brother of the Validity of What We are Doing 

The final segment of this short essay reveals something that will convince even the fiercest 
naysayer (at least those who are not on Big Brother's payroll) of the correctness of our 
hunches and the criminal intent o.f the Legal Masters of the World. 

Looking at Note 3 of UCC 3-402, which has to do with checks, we find: 

"Subsection 3 is directed at the check cases. It states that if the check identifies the 
represented person (sic) the agent who signs does not have to indicate agency status. 
Virtually all checks used today are in personalized form (sic) which identify the person on 
whose account the check is drawn. In this case nobody is deceived into thinking that the 
person signing the check is meant to be liable .... " (Underline emphasis added) 
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Therefore, apparently: 

• When the name of the "represented person" is printed on the face of the check, any agent 
signing for the represented person need not indicate agency status; 

• Virtually all checks used today are "personalized" to identify the account holder; and 

• Since virtually all checks used today are personalized, nobody is deceived into thinking that 
the person signing the check is meant to be liable if he is signing as an agent. 

Follow this procedure: 

• Go online and pull up: www.Deluxe.com; 

• Under "Personal Checks," click on "Browse Our Full Line of Check Designs"; 

• Wait a few moments while the next page, "Deluxe Personal Checks Catalog," comes up; 

• Click on "About Checks" and then scroll down to "Check Security Features"; and 

• Observe the arrow marked, "Micro Printing," and pointing at the signature line of the check 

Next, take out one of your personal (not business) checks and place it under a magnifying 
glass or microscope. Place it so the signature line is directly under the lens. Below is a 
blowup of what you will see when you scrutinize the line: 

" .. . URE AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE AUTHORIZED SIG ••• " 

Editing Note 3 of UCC 3-402 from above: 

"In this case nobody [except the signer] is deceived into thinking that the person signing the 
check is meant to be liable." 

Deluxe openly prints out the words "Authorized Signature" underneath the signature line on 
business checks, but disguises the same proclamation on personal checks. The reason the 
signature line on a personal check is made up of the words, "AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE," 
is because it is a physical impossibility that the account holder will ever sign the check. The 
account holder is an artificial person, e.g. "JOHN HENRY DOE," and exists in name only. 
The Fed knows that every signature appearing on a personal check is the signature of the 
flesh-and-blood agent, the authorized representative. However, this fact must be concealed 
in order to cause the signer to believe that he is the principal, when he actually signs on as 
accommodation party, i.e. surety, and therefore 100% liable for everything the principal is 
liable for. This applies in every signature on every document, not just personal checks. 

Deluxe and other check-manufacturing companies must do this if they want to sell personal 
checks to Fed customers. Apparently, this is how the Fed justifies their deceit and duplicity: 

"We told 'em. We put it right there on the check leaf. We can't help it if they're too stupid 
to know that they are the authorized representative. When they decided to accept 
responsibility as the accommodation party for the account holder, they did so voluntarily. 
We can't help it if they volunteer to do something. We did everything we could to make it 
easier for them. We even personalized the checks with the account holder's name and 
spelled out "AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE' right there on the signature line to save them the 
headache ofhavingto write out "Authorized Representative" every time they signed a check. 
We can't be blamed for their ignorance." 
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We were not supposed to .find out about this device-but. its existence is a full-blown 
confession and acknowledgment and validation of everything propounded in this book re 
the distinction between true name and TRADE NAME. Big Brother knows precisely what it 
is doing re subjugating us via the names. Welcome to the real world. 

Your Signature 

If UCC-delineated check-signing procedures are so important for Federal Reserve owners 
and the manufacturers of checks used within that system, it should be important for you, as 
well. The overwhelming significance of Fed acknowledgment of the difference between the 
names by virtue of the inclusion of this artifice on every check cannot be exaggerated. In 
fact, this discovery alone is conclusive proof of their deceit in every controversy involving 
the TRADE NAME. Remember, the Fed literally owns the government, and therefore 
everything in America. This is confirmed in Senate Document 43, 73rd Congress, 151 

Session (see entry by the same name in Glossary). 

The message: you do not have to continue to volunteer to be responsible for the TRADE 
NAME'S obligations, financial and otherwise. You can begin affixing your signature in the 
proper fashion now that you know the truth. You can always prove that you are nothing 
more than the authorized rep merely by pointing out the statement made on the signature 
line of your checking account 

This phenomenon has unlimited application in your life. It is so profound that if someone 
were to be arrested and subsequently asked to sign a bond, he could do so as set forth 
above and incur zero liability for ever having anything to do with either the bond lor the 
criminal charge associated therewith. The distinction between the parties is undeniable. 

In closing, the check-signature-line subterfuge can be used to prove the legal correctness of 
what we are doing with anyone, including a stubborn secretary of state who refuses to file a 
financing statement based on the hackneyed ruse that you are contracting with yourself. If 
there.were no difference between TRADE NAME and true name, the Fed would not have 
taken such extreme measures to conceal the fact that the signer of a personal check is only 
the agent. This revelation should bring about a sharp improvement in the lives of (former) 
slaves whenever a signature is required (see success story #9 in "Real World Successes" 
for an actual example of the application of this knowledge). 
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Helpful Notes for Pressure Situations 

Strategic Thought 

The best solution for courtroom situations is to try to conduct your life so none of its 
officers ever feel a need, nor ever have a reason, to speak with you about anything. 
Doing business with these characters on their terms is not much different than falling 
into quicksand. The entire system-top to bottom, inside and out-has been 
constructed over the millennia with a mind for treachery and de.ceit, and is corrupt 
literally beyond your present comprehension. It is a self-aggrandizing, enslavement 
system designed for the express. purpose of punishing all outsiders for the crime of 
being an outsider. You need to take every possible precaution to avoid slipping into its 
clutches. You are the declared enemy in war of those who own and dictate over the 
system; as long as you know this, you have a decentchance of survival. You will suffer 
in direct proportion to the degree you believe this not to be true. Once you have fallen 
prey, there is precious little you can do to escape its wrath. Fact: there are more 
Americans in jail, on probation~ and on trial per capita than in any other country in the 
world, including communist China, where 15- 20 people are executed every day. What 
you "see" in America is not what you get. America has been converted into a movie set 
with false fronts and phony actors pretending to be your friend. Trust Big Brother with 
any information about yourself and. it will be used against you-no matter the pledge 
used to extract it-without exception. 

So, the basic message here is: don't do anything illegal, reduce all unnecessary traffic 
with Big Brother, and do not do anything to excite its curiosity or animosity, both 
behaviorally and financially. Do the right thing at all times. 

Tactical Thought 

For those who have had the misfortune to be dragged into Big Brother's meat grinder, 
the following ideas are offered: 

You are not your name. Names are property and yo.ur name is your property, no matter 
what form it appears in. Your TRADE NAME© is common-law copyright; your True 
Name© is autograph-common-law copyright. Any name used by anyone in the system 
to identify/reference you is your property and cannot be lawfully taken without incurring 
the obligation of compensating you. 

Your name is not copyrighted statutorily because you are a flesh-and-blood man-not a 
corporation-and deal exclusively in the common law. Since the law cannot compel 
impossibilities, you only have one option, common law, which you have accessed by 
copyrighting your property. 

The entire issue revolves around someone using your property without compensating 
you. As in all other commercial transactions in life, if someone wants to use your 
property, he has to pay. Publishing your Copyright Notice and obtaining an affidavit of 
publishing from the newspaper, and then recording an original copy of the affidavit (after 
having made a few certified copies via "Copy Certification by Document Custodian") 
cements your standing in law (common law) and your supreme claim re your property. 
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They are holding the wrong guy. Per your Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement you 
have a statement from the TRADE NAME© indemnifying True Name© and holding that 
party harmless for whatever trouble comes his way. TRADE NAME© acknowledged 
that you are neither a surety, nor an accommodation party, for the TRADE NAME©, 
which has indemnified you for any of its misadventures. They kidnapped you and are 
holding you for ransom because of his alleged troubles. You are neither the guy that's 
in trouble, nor are you responsible in any way for the guy that js allegedly in trouble. 

The judge ("Mr. [LAST NAME]," or "Sir") has taken your property and is using it without 
your authorization and without compensating you. Following notification of the terms of 
the use of your property, the judge consents and agrees with granting you a security 
interest in all his assets, land, and property for the purpose of securing payment from 
him for the obligation incurred. In the event he elects to execute the contract, you 
already have a signed security agreement from him: his all-caps TRADE-NAME 
signature appears on the signature line of the security agreement in typewritten form
valid signature perUCC §§ 1-201(39) and 3-401. 

Note: The same type of mechanism that IRS uses to sign on your behalf is used to 
obtain the typewritten signature of the agent principal using your TRADE NAME for 
financial gain without compensating you: 26 USC 6020. Notice of Deficiency; Refund for 
Fraud. Ordering a meal in a restaurant incurs a common-law obligation to compensate 
the provider of the food and executes the contract without signature. Voluntary use of 
the TRADE NAME after having been noticed of fees for its use likewise executes the 
contract and incurs the obligation of payment without signature. The unauthorized 
user's signature on the security agreement authorizes the filing of a UCC Financing 
Statement-a claim against everything the unauthorized user owns-and cannot be 
invalidatecl (obligation of contracts is inviolate). The contract is purely private and 
purely consensual. Many, even at higher levels of government, have tried to remove/ 
disqualify/invalidate/negate such filings, all unsuccessfully so. 

The only reason you are on their turf is for the purpose of doing business-even though 
it is all a case of mistaken identity and they have the wrong guy in custody. Since they 
do not have your authorization for using your property you must enforce the terms of the 
consensual contract regarding payment. 

Before using the techniques outlined below, you should be very familiar with the 
concepts as set forth in the two sets of sample dialogue between Judge and Sovereign, 
and Motorist and Policeman, respectively, as set forth in Section 1, "Maintaining Fiscal 
Integrity." 

When your TRADE NAME is called ($500,000.00 for each use, both verbal and 
written), speak up and convey any of these thoughts as well as you can at any 
particula1r time that seems appropriate: 

• "The name you just called is common-law-copyrighted property and I am the 
holder of the copyright, the Secured Party in all transactions concerning 
unauthorized use thereof. You may address me as "Secured Party" [respond to 
no other name]. The party you call the 'defendant,' the party you call a 'person,' 
is a registered copyright, i.e. my copyrighted property. You do not now have, nor 
have you ever had, my permission to use my private property. You have been 
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properly noticed of the fee for each unauthorized use of my property, so I can 
interpret your actions in no other way than you want to do business. Repeated 
use after notification of fees removes it from the realm of 'error."' 

• "You do not have my authorization to use my property at any time without 
compensating me. If you want to withdraw from the consensual contract at this 
point in time, and cease using my property in any manner, and guarantee that 
none of your associates will likewise ever use my property again for any reason, I 
would be amenable to forgiving all unauthorized use fees incurred heretofore. 
However, any instance of additional use of my property at any time by .either you 
or any of your associates confirms and executes the consensual contract and 
security agreement now in your possession concerning our business 
arrangement. · The terms of our consensual contract reflect everything I am 
saying here." 

• "The only reason I am here is to do business-because you are holding. the 
wrong party, and holding him against his will. If you want to do business, then 
Jet's do business-otherwise let's call off the whole thing right now and go home." 

• "Since you insist on using my property, you have two options: (1) you can show 
me the. law that allows you to take my private property without compensating me; 
or (2) you can pay me. If you cannot produce the Jaw that supports your actions, 
let's do bu.siness! The first thing I want to know is 'How are you going to pay 
me? Do you understand the charges as set forth in our agreement?' You can 
read our consensual contract if you are not familiar with the terms of the strict 
foreclosure, which will be enforced. As soon as you execute the agreement and 
the security interest attaches, any transfer of title of anything you own is a 
fraudulent conveyance and any such transaction will be reversed." 

If the judge uses the property one more time after proper notice has been given: 

• "Since you are going forward with the use of my private property without my 
authorization we are now under contract and I demand to be paid, With or without 
your cooperation. Your only option is to show me the law that allows you to take 
my private property and use it without compensating me in accordance with our 
agreement. If you are having second thoughts about our agreement you can still 
do something about it while I am here, but once I walk through that door, the deal 
is.sealed. What do you want to do?" 

If the judge ever asserts that there is no contract: 

• "Let the record show that the judge has asserted that there is no contract 
between him and me. If this statement is true then there is no reason for me 
being held here against my will, and I request the order of the court be released 
to me immediately. What's it going to be? Do we have a agreement or not? Do 
you understand?" 

The judge will try everything in his power to get you into contract with him on his terms 
(statutory). Literally, the only reason you are consenting to be there is to do business. 
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If he uses any derivative (alteration of name) of your property, he enters the contract 
and you must demand payment as just compensation for its use. 

You can also bring up the following at any time: 

• "You have counterfeited my properti and I am entitled to treble damages for 
whatever harm you have caused (15 USC 1117(b))." 

• "You are holding the wrong guy. It appears that you have kidnapped me and are 
now holding me for ransom based solely on his alleged misconduct. Is this true? 
Am I in debtors' prison? Are you going to put me in debtors' prison? You have 
trespassed on my private property and now have a fiduciary responsibility to 
investigate what I have told you concerning ownership of the property that you 
have trespassed against before you proceed any further." 

Note: Acceptance and registration of the private contract by the Secretary of State 
proves that you are not the TRADE NAME because it is unlawful for someone to 
contract with himself and the Secretary of State does not accept bogus filings-i.e. 
there are jtwo different parties involved here and the name they are going after is the 
TRADE NAME, not you. 

In Closing 

It can be fatal to corner a judge and embarrass him in front of his contemporaries, 
however riight you may be. With this philosophy in mind, try to temper your comments 
and demands so as to open the door to possible reconciliation. You most certainly are 
holding all the Aces concerning all property registered in the name and Social Security 
Account Nlumber of that judge's TRADE NAME. The more confident, self·assured, and 
well spokem you are, the better the chance the judge will have of realizing that you can 
do what you say. If you invoke his ire he may victimize you just to get even, no matter 
what penalties he may face down the road. The judge has so many crimes against 
people (hEmce the need for official immunity) that he can lash out automatically, with no 
more reason in the act than a compulsion to strike back. Realize that you are on enemy 
turf, respect your enemy for who he is and the power that he has, and make the best of 
it. 

1 Enhanced damages for use of counterfeit marks. 15 U.S.C. §1117(b). A counterfeit mark is one which is 
substantially indistinguishable from a registered mark. "[U]nless the court fmds extenuating circumstances," the 
court shall award the plaintiff treble damages. 
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POSTMASTER: PLEASE POST IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE. JAMES A. FARLEY, Postmaster General 

UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER OF 
THE PRESIDENT 

Issued April 5, 1933 

all persons are r~quired to deliver 

ON OR BEFORE,MAY 1, 1933 
all GOLD COIN, GOLD BULLION, AND GOLD 
CERTIFICATES now owned by them to a Federal 
Reserve Bank, branch or agency, or to any member 
bank of the Federal Reserve System . 

. Clfxecttttbe ®rber 
FORBIDDING THE HOARDING OF GOLD COIN, GOLD BULLION, 

AND GOLD CERTIFICATES 
By virtue of the authority vested in me by Section S(b) of the Act of October 6, 1917 as 

amended by Section 2 of the Act of March 9, 1933, entitled "An Act to Provide Relief in the 
Existing Emergency in Banking, and for other purposes" in which Amendatory Act Congresa 
declared that a aerious emergency crisis, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States 
of America, do declare that said national emergency still continues to exis~ and pursuant to said 
Section do hereby prohibit the hoarding of gold coin, gold bullion, and gold certificates within 
the continental United States by individuals, partnerships, associations and corporations, and 
hereby prescribe the following regulations for carrying out the purposes of this Order. 

Section I. For the purposes of this regulation the term "hoarding" means the withdrawal 
and withholding of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates from the recognized and customary 
channels of trade. The term "person" means any individual, partnership, association or 
corporation. 

Section 2. All persons are hereby required to deliver on or before May I, 1933, to a 
Federal Reserve Bank or branch or agency thereof or to any member bank of the Federal Reserve 
System all gold coins, gold bullion, and gold certificates now owned by them or coming into their 
ownership on or before April23, 1933, except the following: 

(a) Such amount of gold as may be required for legitimate and 
customary use in indusuy, professions, or art within a reasonable time, 
excluding gold prior to refining and stocks of gold in reasonable amounts 
for the usual true requirements of owners mining and refining such g~ld. 

(b) Gold coins and gold certificates in an amount not exceeding in the 
aggregate $100 belonging to any one person; and gold coins having a 
recognized special value to collectors or rare and unusual coins. 

(c) Gold coin and bullion earmarked or held in trust for a recognized 
foreign government (or foreign central bank or the Bank for International 
Settlements). 

(d) Gold coin and bullion licensed for other proper transactions (not 
involving hoarding) including gold coin and bullion imported for re-expprt 
or held pending action on application for export licenses. 

Secti?" 3. Until otherwise ordered by any other person becoming the owner of any gold coin, 
gold bulhon or gold certificates after April 23, 1933, shall within three days after receipt thereof, 
deliver the same in the manner prescribed in Section 2: unlesa such gold coin, gold bullion or gold 
certificates are held for any of the purposes specified in paragraphs (a), (b), or (c) of Section 2: 
or unlesa such gold coin, or gold bullion is held for purposes specified in paragraph (d) of Section 
2 and the person holding it is, with respect to such gold coin or bullion, a licensee or applicant 
for license pending action thereon. 

Section 4. Upon receipt of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to it in 
accordance with Sections 2 or 3, the Federal reserve bank or. member bank will pay therefor an 
equivalent amount of any form of coin or currency coined or issued under the Jaws of the United 
States. 

SectionS. Member banks shall deliver all gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates owned 
or received by thern (other than as exempted under the provision of Section 2) to the Federal 
reserve banks of their respective districts and receive credit or payment therefor. 

Section 6. The Secretary of the Treasury, out of the sum made available to the President by 
Section 301 of the Act of March 9, 1933, will in all proper cases pay the reasonable costs of 
transportation of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates delivered to a member bank or 
Federal reserve bank in accorda~ce with Sections 2, 3, or S hereof, incl~ding the cost of 
insurance. protection, and such other incidental costs as may be necessary. upon production of 
satisfactory evidence of such costs. Voucher forms for this purpose may be procured. from 
Federal reserve banks. 

Section 7. In cases where the delivery of gold coin, gold bullion or gold certificates by the 
owners thereof within the time set for the above will involve extraordinary hardship or difficulty, 
the Secretary of the Treasury may,, in his discretion, extend the time within which such delivery 
must be made. Applications for such extensions must be made in writing under oath. addressed 
to the Secretsry of the Treasury and filed with a Federal reserve bl!llk. Each application must state 
the date to which the extension is desired, the amount and location of the gold coin, gold bullion 
and gold certificates in respect of which such application is made and the facts showing extension 
to be necessary to avoid extraordinary hardship or difficulty. 

Section 8. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and empowered to issue such 
further regulations as he may deem necessary to carry out the purpose of this order and to issue 
licenses thereunder, through each offices or agencieS as he may designate. including licenses 
permitting the Federal reserve banks and member banks ofthe Federal Reserve System, in return 
for an equivalent amount of other coin, currency or credi~ to deliver, earmark or hold in trust 
gold coin and bullion to or for persons showing the need for the same for any of the purposes 
specified in Paragraphs (a), (c) and (d) of Section 2 of these regulations. 

Section 9. Whoever wilfully violates any p~ovision of this Executive Order or of these 
regulations or of any rule, regulation or license issued thereunder may be fined not more than 
$10,000, or if a natural person, may be imprisoned for not more than"ten years, or both and any 
officer, director or agency of any corporation who knowingly participates in any such violation 
may be punished by a like fine, imprisonment, or both. 

This order and these regulations ;;;ay-be modified or revoked at any time. 

THE WlllTE HOUSE 
April 5, 1933 

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 

Further Information Consult Your Local Bank 
GOLD CERTIFICATES may be identified by the words "GOLD CERTIFICATE" 
appearing thereon. The serial number and the Treasury seal on the face of a GOLD 
CERTIFICATE are printed in YELLOW. Be careful not to confuse GOLD 
CERTIFICATES with other issues which are redeemable in gold but which are not 
GOLD CERTIFICATES. Federal Reserve Notes and United States Notes are 

"redeemable in gold" but are not "GOLD CERTIFICATES" and 
are not required to be surrendered. 

Special attention is directed to the exceptions allowed under 
Section 2 of the Executive Order 

CRIMINAL PENAL TIES FOR VIOLATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 



Code of Federal Regulations 
Title 27, Volume 1, Parts 1 to 199 
Revised as of April 1, 1999 
CITE: 27 CFR 72.11 

TITLE 27--ALCOHOL, TOBACCO PRODUCTSAND FIREARMS 

CHAPTER I 
PART72 

BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY· 
DISPOSITION OF SEIZED PERSONAL . of Contents 

Subpart 8--Definitions 
Section 72.11 Meaning of terms. 

As used in this part, unless the context otherwise requires, te1ms 
shall have the meanings ascribed in this section, Words in the plural 
fqrm shall include the singular, and vice versa, and words importing 
the masculine gender shall include the feminine. The terms 
"includes" and "including" do not exclude things not enumerated 
which are in the same general.Class. 

ATF Officer. An officer or employee of the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, and Firearms. 
(A TF) duly authorized to perform any function relating to the 

administration or enforcement of this part. 
Appraised value. The value placed upon seized property or 

carriers by the appraiser or appraisers designated for the purpose of 
determining whether the property or carriers may be forfeited 
administratively. 

Carrier. A vessel, vehicle, or aircraft seized under 49 U.S.C. 
Chapter 11 for having been used to transport, carry, or conceal a 
contraband firearm or contraband cigarettes. Vessels, vehicles, .or 
aircraft seized under other provisions of applicable laws shall . 
considered personal property. 

Commercial crimes. Any of the following types of crimes 
(Federal or State): Offenses against the revenue laws; burglary; 
counterfeiting; forgery; kidnapping; larceny; robbery; illegal sale or 
possession of deadly weapons; prostitution (including soliciting, 
procuring, pandering, white slaving, keeping house of ill fame, and 
like offenses); extortion; swindling and confidence games; and 
attempting to commit, conspiring to commit, or compounding any 
of the foregoing crimes. Addiction to narcotic drugs and use of 
marihuana will be treated as if such were commercial crime. 

Contraband cigarettes. Any quantity of cigarettes in excess of 
60,000, if: 
(a) The cigarettes bear no evidence of the payment of applicable 

State cigarette taxes in the State where the cigarettes are found; 
(b) The State in which the cigarettes are found requires a stamp, 
impression, or other indication to be placed on packages or 
other containers of cigarettes to evidence payment of cigarette 
taxes; and 
(c) The cigarettes are in the possession of any person other than 

any person who is: 
(I) Holding a permit issued under 26 U.S. C. Chapter 52 as 

a manufacturer of tobacco products or as an export warehouse 
proprietor; 

(2) Operating a customs bonded warehouse under 19 
U.S.C. 1311 or 1555; 
(3) An agent of a tobacco products manufacturer, an 

export warehouse proprietor, or an operator of a customs 
bonded warehouse; 

(4) A common or contract carrier transporting the 
cigarettes involved under a proper bill oflading'or freight bill 
which states . the quantity, source, and destination of the 
cigarettes; 

(5) Licensed or otherwise authofized by the State where 
the cigarettes are found to account for and pay cigarette taxes 
imposed by that State; and who has complied with the 
accounting and payment requirements relating to the license or 
authorization with respect to the cigarettes involved; or 

(6) An agent of the United States, of an individual State, 
or of a political subdivision qfa State and having possession of 
cigarettes in connection with the performance of official duties. 

(7) Operating 'Vithin a foreign-trade zone, established 
under 19 U.S.C. 81 b,when the cigarettes hwolved'have been entered 
into the foreign-trade zone under zone-restricted status or when 

cigarettes have been admitted into the foreign-trade zone but 
been entered into the United States. 

lllri7/Jana·.firearm;. A firearm with respect to which there has 
committed a violation of the National Firearms Act (26 U.S.C., 

Chapter 53) or any regulation issued thereunder. 
Director. The Director, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and 

Firearms, the Department of the Treasury, Washing~on, DC. 
Equity. As used in administrative action on petitions for 

remission or mitigation of forfeitures, shall mean that interest which 
a petitioner has in the personal property or carrier petitioned for at 
the time of final administrative action on the petition, but such 
interest shall not be considered to include any unearned finance 
charges from the date of seizure or the date of default, if later; any 
amount rebatable on account of paid insurance premiums; attorney's 
fees for collection; any amount identified as dealer's reserve; or any 
amount in the nature of liquidated damages that may have been 
agreed upon by the buyer and the petitioner. 

Person. An individual, trust, estate, partnership, association, 
company or a corporation. 

Re-appraisal. An up-to-date statutory appraisal to determine the 
present value of the property or carrier involved in a petition for 
remission or mitigation of forfeiture made in the same manner as the 
original appraisal, and performed at the written request of the 
petitioner whose petition in regard to the property or carrier has been 
allowed and who, for reasonable cause, i.s not satisfied that the 
original appraisal represents the present value of the property or 
carrier. 

Region. A Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms Region. 
U.S. C. The United States Code. 

[T.D. ATF-48, 43 FR 13535, Mar. 31, 1278; 44 FR55841, Sept. 28, 
1979, as amended by T.D. ATF-65, 45 FR 8593, Feb. 8, 1980; T.D. 
ATF-183, 49 FR 37061; Sept. 21, 1984] 
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Re Prisoners, Prisons, and Courts 

§ 7102. Definitions and Index of Definitions 

(I) In this division, unless the context otherwise requires: 

(a) "Bailee" [US Marshal} means the person who by a warehouse receipt, bill oflading 
or other document of title acknowledges possession of goods and contracts to 
deliver them. 

(b) "Consignee" [Judge} means the person named in a bill to whom or to whose order 
the bill promises delivery. 

(c) "Consignor" [Prosecutor} means the person named in a bill as the person from 
whom the goods have been received for shipment. 

(e) "Document" [Mittimui Paper} means document of title as defined in the general 
definitions in Division I (Section I20I). 

(f) "Goods" [Prisoner} means all things which are treated as movable forthe purposes 
of a contract of storage or transportation. 

(g) "Issuer" [Clerk of Court} means a bailee who issues a document. Issuer includes 
any person for whom an agent or employee purports to act in issuing a document, if 
the agent or employee has real or apparent authority to issue documents, 
notwithstanding that the issuer received no goods or that the goods were 
misdescribed or that in any other respect the agent or employee violated his 
instructions. 

(h) "Warehouseman" [Warden} is a person engaged in the business of storing goods 
for hire. 

(2) Other definitions applying to this division or to specified chapters thereof, and the 
sections in which they appear are: 

"Duly negotiate." Section 7501. 

"Person entitled under the document." Section 7403(4). 

(3) Definitions in other divisions applying to this division and the sections in which 
they appear are: 

"Contract for sale." Section 2I06. 

"Overseas." Section 2323. 

"Receipt" of goods. Section 2I 03. 

( 4) In addition Division I contains general definitions and principles of construction 
and interpretation applicable throughout this division. (Stats.1963, c. 819, § 71 02.) 

1 Mittimus: [Law Latin "we ·send"] A court order or warrant directing a jailer to detain a person until 
ordered otherwise. Black's 7th. In criminal practice. The name of a precept in writing, issuing from a 
court or magistrate, directed to the sheriff or other officer, commanding him to convey to the prison the 
person named therein, and to the jailer, commanding him to receive and safely keep such person until he 
shall be delivered by due course oflaw. Black's 1"1

• 



BETTY H. RICHARDSON 
United States Attorney 
United states Attorney's Office 
Box 32 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 334-1211 

RICHARD R. WARD 
Trial Attorney, Tax Division 
u.s. Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 683 
Ben Franklin station 
Washington, D.c. 20044-0683 
Telephone: (202) 307~5867 

Attorneys for the United States of America 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COUR'I' FOR THE 

DISTRICT OF IDAHO 

DIVERSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS, 
INC., ~ .{). tll'"- --1.:/ a:·'lti ; G'v"''ir:x I J- ~ -~ .. <?. 

) 
Plaintiff, 

v. 

T-EOW COMPANY TRUST, INTERNAL 
REVENUE SERVICE, and STEVE 
MORGAN, 

Defendants. 

) 
) 
) Civil No. 93-405-E-EJL 
) 
) UNITED STATES 1 . ANSWER AND. CLAIM 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

------------------------------~-------------------> 
The United States of America, through undersigned counsel 

hereby responds to the numbered paragraphs of plaintiff's 

complaint as follows: 

1. The United States is without information or knowledge 

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 

contained in paragraph 1 and, on that basis, denies the 

allegations. 
. '-~ \' ! I r1 ~ 

• \ •• • •••• :'. ': ,I 

. . 
Certified to be ;.'1 \rue dnd l~orrect 
copy of original filr~d in my office 

UNITED STATES ANSWER AND CLAIM - 1 

Cameron S. Burke, Clerk 
United Sta es Courts, District of ldalt'.J 

By: <- • ---lL~.o .. 
Depui Ontelt;f 

•.. . ·, ·-. 
, ,' '. 
'. ,'! • .. ' 
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2. The United States is without information or knowledge 

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 

contained in paragraph 2 and, on that basis, denies the 

allegations. 

3. The United States is without information or knowledge 

suff~cient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 

contained in paragraph 3 and, .on that basis, denies the 

4. Denies that the Internal Revenue Service is an agency 

of the United States Government but admits that the United States 

of America would be a proper party to this action. Admits that 

the IRS has served a Notice of Levy on plaintiff for funds owed 

to defendant Steve Morgan. 

5. Admits that the IRS has made a demand on plaintiff for 

payment of funds owed to Steve Morgan. The United states is 

without information or knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 

to the truth of the remaining allegations, and, on that basis, 

denies the remaining allegations. 

6. Admits that Exhibits A and B are attached and are 

respectively, a copy of a letter from Lonnie Crockett and a copy 

of a Notice of Levy served by the IRS. 

7. The United States is without information or knowledge 

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 

contained in paragraph 7 and, on that basis, denies the 

allegations. 

UNITED STATES ANSWER AND CLAIM - 2 
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a. Admits that copies of two checks in the amounts of 

$504.00 and $345.60 are attached to the complaint as Exhibit c. 

9. The United States is without information or knowledge 

sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations 

contained in paragraph 9 and, on that basis, denies the 

allegations. 

10. Paragraph 10 contains allegations of law to which no 

response is required. 

11. Paragraph 11 contains allegations of law to which no 

response is required. 

FIRST DEFENSE 

Plaintiff is not entitled to an award of attorney fees or 

costs that would diminish the recovery of the United States. 

SECOND DEFENSE 

The' Internal Revenue Service is not a proper defendant and 

the United States should be substituted in its place. 

THIRD DEFENSE 

The United States has not waived its sovereign immunity to 

suit. 

FOURTH DEFENSE 

Plaintiff's complaint should be dismissed for insufficient 

service of process on the United States. 

FIFTH DEFENSE 

Plaintiff's complaint fails to state a jurisdictional basis 

for suit. 

UNITED STATES ANSWER AND CLAIM - 3 
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CLAIM OF THE UNITED STATES 

1. This claim is made pursuant to 26 u.s.c. sections 7401 

and 7403, at the direction of the Attorney General of the United 

States, with the authorization and at the request of the Chief 

Counsel of the Internal Revenue Service, a delegate of the 

Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. 

2. On May 29, 1989, a delegate of the Secretary of the 

Treasury made an assessment of unpaid personal income taxes 

against Steven and Koreen Morgan in the amount of $516.50, 

including penalties and interest, for the taxable period ending 

December 31, 1988. 

3. Notice of and demand for payment of tile taxes described 

in paragraph 1 above was given to and made on steven and <Koreen 

Morgan in accordance with 26 u.s.c. § 6303. 

4. Notice of Federal Tax Lien with respect to the 

assessment described in paragraph 1 above was filed with the 

Madison County Recorder, Rexburg, Idaho on August 30, 1993. 

5. On May 31, 1993, a delegate of the Secretary of the 

Treasury made an assessment of unpaid personal income taxes 

against Steven Morgan in the amount of $2,565.21, including 
I 

penalties and interest, for the taxable period ending December 

31, 1989. 

6. Notice of and demand for payment of the taxes described 

in paragraph 4 above was given to and made on Steven Morgan in 

accordance with 26 U.S.C. § 6303. 

UNITED STATES ANSWER AND CLAIM - 4 
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7. Notice of Federal Tax Lien with respect to the 

assessment described in paragraph 4 above was filed with the 

Madison County Recorder, Rexburg, Idaho on August 30, 1993. 

8. On May 31, 1993, a delegate of the Secretary of the 

Treasury made an assessment of unpaid personal income taxes 

against Steven Morgan in the amount of $2,393.28, including 

penalties and interest, for the taxable period ending December 

31, 1990. 

9. Notice of and demand for payment of the taxes described 

in paragraph 7 above was given to and made on Steven Morgan in 

accordance with 26 u.s.c. § 6303. 

10. Notice of Federal Tax Lien with respect to the 

assessment described in paragraph 7 above was filed with the 

Madison County Recorder, Rexburg, Idaho on August 30, 1993. 

11. Despite notice and demand, steve Morgan has failed to 

pay the taxes assessed and there remains due and owing to the 

United States the sum of $5,474.99, plus accrued interest, 

penalties, and other statutory additions. 

12. On or about August 3, 1993, the Internal Revenue 

Service served a Notice of Levy.on Steve Morgan's employer, 

Diversified Metal Products, Inc., requesting payment of all 

monies owed to Steve Morgan by Diversified Metal Products. 

13. The interpleaded fund contains money that is owed to 

Steve Morgan by Diversified Metal Products, Inc. to which the 

federal tax lien attaches. 

UNITED STATES ANSWER AND CLAIM - 5 
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14. The United States claims priority to the interpleaded 

fund in such amount remaining after satisfaction of the claims of 

competing claimants to the fund who are entitled to priority over 

the United States. 

WHEREFORE, the United States of America prays the Court: 

·.1. Adjudge and decree that the defendan-t the United states 

of America has valid and subsisting liens in the amount of 

$5,474.99, plus accrued interest, penalties, and other statutory 

additions. 

2. Determine the rights, titles, and interest of the 

parties to the fund; and 

3. Grant the United States its costs and such other 

further relief that is just and proper. 
, , fr~ 

Respectfully subm1tted th1s /O~ day of November, 1993. 

BETTY H. RICHARDSON 
United States Attorney 

RICHARD R. WARD 
Trial Attorney, Tax Division 
u.s. Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 683 
Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20044-0683 
Telephone: (202} 307-5867 

UNITED STATES ANSWER AND CLAIM - 6 
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The Demise of the 
American Constitutional Republic 

Between 1.916 and 1933 both Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs) and United States Notes 
were redeemable in gold. Gold and silver is the money of sovereigns, for reasons such 
as: 

1. Gold and silver are substance, not pieces of paper with ink/printing on them, and 
constitute "portable allodial land titles" signifying absolute ownership and rights to 
property. 

2. When a debt is paid with gold or silver coin, it is completed and finalized 
absolutely. No vestige of the debt remains. The creditor-debtor relationship is 
dissolved. 

In order to establish people as permanent debtors, and thereby in perpetual legal 
incapacity and indentured servitude, it is essential to bar access to sovereignty, genuine 
law, title to substance, and freedom from indebtedness. This cannot occur ifthe money 
used for financial transactions in society is substantive, sound, not created by debt, and 
free of any compelled performance for using it. One can be ruled, exploited, and 
enslaved only if this free, sovereign situation (gold and silver) is replaced with legal 
obligation to use debt notes belonging to one's creditor(s). One is then rendered a 
permanent debtor, barred from access to his lawful estate as a free, sovereign being, 
and rendered obligated in perpetuity to the owner of the "currency" he uses in 
commercial transactions and the "valuable consideration" he tenders in contracts. 

It is clear that if someone buys things with property (FRNs) that does not belong to him, 
and "pledges" FRNs as valuable consideration on contracts through which he benefits 
by receipt of goods, services, or specific performance, he has forfeited all right to claim 
true ownership and standing in law (real rights and substantive law). Such a person is 
contractually obligated to the owner of the currency that he uses to buy, sell, trade and 
carry on his commercial/financial life. 

This situation was brought about in America through a series of organized steps that 
have occurred unceasingly since the founding of the country. In essence, every law, 
act, and action instituted by those who would conquer, subjugate, and rule nations and 
make the people thereof slaves to be permanently fleeced, plundered, and exploited 
has been to bring about this very objective. The goal is to establish a "New World 
Order" securing complete conquest of the world. A few of the crucial milestones on this 
"road to serfdom" are: 

1. The Civil War was fomented under the slavery issue in order to bring the US 
under control of the Bankers. Since President Jackson vetoed the renewal of the 
Charter of the Rothschild's Second Bank of the United States in 1838, America 
had had no foreign-owned, paper-money "central bank." This was an intolerable 
situation to the bankers, resulting in the Civil War under the pretext of slavery. 
The real reason for the War was to conquer both North and South, with the victor 
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being Washington, DC. Once having conquered the free and independent nation 
states via the Civil War, one then had merely to capture Washington,. DC to tie up 
everything into one neat package. 

2. To centralize power whereby iron-clad rulership could be exercised by one man 
in a jurisdiction owned by the Financial Powers, all that was required was for the 
President, as Commander in Chief of the military, to be established in a legal 
position to rule everything via Executive Orders (fiat/dictatorship). If such is 
established in a jurisdiction of martial law rule wherein all law is suspended due 
to the "emergency," then all that is required is to own the office ofPresident. A 
crucial aspect of this occurred on March 27, 1861 when seven Southern states 
walked out of Congress leaving the entire Legislative Branch of Government 
without a quorum. The Congress of the Constitution was dissolved for inability to 
disband or re-convene. Lincoln issued an Executive Order in April 1861, re
convening Congress at gunpoint in Executive, emergency, martial-law-rule 
jurisdiction. Since that time there has been no de jure Congress and everything 
has functioned under color of law through Executive Order under authority of the 
War Powers, i.e. emergency, i.e. law of necessity. The "law of necessity" means 
no law whatsoever, as per such maxims oflaw as: 

"Necessity knows no law" (the law forbidding killing is voided when done in 
self-defense). 

"In time of war laws are silent." Cicero. 

3. To establish the underlying debt of the Government to the Bankers, to create 
corporate entities that are legally subject to the jurisdiction in which they. exist, 
and to create the jurisdiction itself correctly, the so-called (fraudulent and 
unratified) Fourteenth Amendment was proclaimed as passed in 1868. This is a 
cestui que trust1 incorporation in a military, private, international, commercial, de 
facto jurisdiction created by, and belonging to, the Money Power, existing within 
the emergency of the War Powers, the only operational jurisdiction since the 
dissolution of Congress in 1861. Through the 14th Amendment an artificial 
person-corporate entity-franchise entitled "citizen of the United States" was born 
into private, corporate limited liability. Section 4 of the 14th Amendment states: 
"The validity of the public debt of the United States [to the Bankers] ... shall not be 
questioned." 

4. Within the above-referenced private jurisdiction of the International Bankers, the 
private and foreign-owned "Congress" formed a corporation, commercial agency, 
and government for the "District of Columbia" on February 21, 1871, Chapter 62, 
16 Stat. 419. This corporation was reorganized June 11, 1878, Chapter 180, 20 
Stat. 102, and re-named "United States Government." This corporation privately 
trademarked the names: "United States," "U.S.," "US," "U.S.A.," "USA," and 
"America." 

1 See cestui que trust in Glossary. 
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5. In 1912 when the bonds that were floating the US Government, owned by the. 
Bankers, came due and the Bankers refused to re-finance the debt, the 
colorable, martial-law-rule Congress was compelled to pass the Federal Reserve 
Act of 1913. This Act surrendered (re-delegated exclusively delegated) 
constitutional authority to create, control, and manage the entire money supply of 
the United States to a handful of private, mostly-foreign, bankers. This placed 
exclusive creation and control of the money within the private, commercial, 
foreign, and military jurisdiction of 1861, in corporate limited liability. 

6. Through paying interest to the Federal Reserve Corporation in gold, the US 
Treasury became progressively depleted of its gold. America's gold certificates, 
coin, and bullion were continually shipped off to the coffers of various European 
Banks and Power Elite. In 1933, when the Treasury was drained and the debt 
was larger than ever (a financial condition known as "insolvency"), Roosevelt 
proclaimed the bankruptcy of the United States. Every 14th-Amendment "citizen 
of the United States" was pledged as an asset to finance the Chapter 11 re
organization expenses and pay interest in perpetuity to the creditors (Federal 
Reserve Bankers) on the "national debt" ("which shall not be questioned"). 

With the Government's bankruptcy, "law" became "public policy," i.e. Federal Reserve 
Reinsurance policy. Now operating exclusively within the jurisdiction of corporate 
limited-liability insurance, the Federal Reserve switched its requirements 180° and 
foreclosed the possibility to pay interest in gold, requiring payments on the debt and 
reorganization to be made with FRNs. Ownership of gold by the bankrupted, conquered 
citizens, made into the enemy by the Amendatory Act of March 9, 1933, was made 
"illegal" and the Bankers set about confiscating as much of the private gold as possible 
that had not already been shipped to the European Federal Reserve Banks as interest 
payments on the FRNs printed into circulation. After 1933, FRNs became increasingly 
unbacked, until Nixon closed the silver window and removed the final vestige of backing 
in 1968. 

By being duped into functioning as a "citizen of the United States," everyone was 
foreclosed from access to genuine law, substance, sovereignty, real law, and 
constitutional due process, confined to operating in law and commerce the Banker's 
private commercial, military, limited-liability jurisdiction. Americans' survival came to 
depend on acting as if they were "citizens of the United States" and inseparably united 
with and bound to their ALL-CAPITAL LETIERS NAME. This is the core of the con. It 
revolves around the meaning and significance of the words used in the processes 
involving them, especially the name. A few crucial facts concerning the name are: 

1. In law, every word, letter, punctuation, and capitalization utilized in legal 
documents and proceedings has legal import and significance. Law means the 
rules revolving around the use of deadly force. The ultimate legal consequence 
of every word used in law is life and death. This fact imparts to law its unique 
importance. Law is not simply another academic pursuit, but a field bearing on 
one's very survival (hence this manual). 
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2. Your name is a "flag" per the Law of the Flag, proclaiming your rights, standing in 
law, applicable law, and jurisdiction. When set forth in upper- and lower-case 
letters, in accord with the established rules of English grammar, your name is 
called a "true name." In law, such a name signifies the real you, the living, flesh
and-blood, sentient being with free will, and unbounded spiritual dimension, 
absolute (unalienable) rights, full standing in law, and access to the substance 
and content of genuine law. When setforth in ALL-CAPITAL LETIERS, both law 
and English grammar mandate that such an assemblage of letters be considered 
something entirely differentthan your true name and all the content that your true 
name signifies. Such deception now comprises the foundational legal device 
used to control not only America, but the population·of the entire world. 
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A Memorandum of Law on the Name 

Many people are involved in diligent research concerning the use of all capital letters for proper 
names, e.g., "JOHN PAUL JONES" as a substitute for John Paul Jones in all court documents, 
driver's licenses~ bank accounts, birth certificates, etc. 

Is the use of all-capitalletters to designate a name some special English grammar rule ot style? Is it 
a contemporary American style of English? Is the use of this form of capitalization recognized by 
educational authorities? Is this an official judicial or U.S. government rule and/or style of grammar? 
Why do attorneys, court clerks, prosecutors judges, banks, credit card companies, utility companies, 
etc. always use all-capital letters when writing a proper name? 

What English Grammar Experts Say 

One of the foremost authorities on American English grammar, style, composition, and rules is The 
Chicago Manual of Style. The latest (14th) Edition, published by the University of Chicago Press, is 
internationally known and respected as a major contribution to maintaining and improving the 
standards of written or printed text. Since we can find no reference in their manual concerning the 
use of all-capitalized letters with a proper name or any other usage, we wrote to the editors and asked 
this question: 

"Is it acceptable, or is there any rule of English grammar, to allow a proper name to be 
written in all capital letters? For example, if my name was John Paul Jones, can it be written 
as JOHN PAUL JONES? Is there any rule covering this?" 

The Editorial Staff of the University of Chicago answered: 

"Writing names in all caps is not conventional; it is not Chicago style to put anything in all 
caps. For instance, even if 'GONE WITH THE WIND' appears on the title page all in caps, 
we would properly render it 'Gone with the Wind' in a bibliography. The only reason we can 
think of to do so is if you are quoting some material where it is important to the narrative to 
preserve the casing of the letters. 

"We're not sure in what context you would like your proper name to appear in all caps, but it 
is likely to be seen as a bit odd." 

Law is precise. Every letter, capitalization, punctuation mark, etc., in a legal document is utilized for 
a specific reason and has legal (i.e. deadly force) consequences. If, for instance, one attempts to file 
articles of incorporation in the office of a Secretary of State, if the exact title of the corporation
down to every jot and tittle-is not exactly the same each and every time the corporation is 
referenced in the documents to be filed, the Secretary of State will refuse the filing. This is because 
each time the name of the corporation is referenced it must be set forth identically in order to express 
the satne legal entity. The tiniest difference in the name of the corporation identifies an entirely 
different legal person. 

It is therefore an eminently valid, and possibly crucial, question as to why governments, 
governmental courts, and agencies purporting to exist (in some undefined, unproved manner) within 
the jurisdiction of"this state'" always insist on capitalizing every letter in a proper name. 

Mary Newton Bruder, Ph.D., also known as "The Grammar Lady," who established the Grammar 
Hotline in the late 1980's for the Coalition of Adult Literacy, was asked the following question: 

1 See "in this state" in Glossary. 
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"Why do federal and state government agencies and departments, judicial and administrative 
courts, insurance companies, etc., spell a person's proper name in all capital letters? For 
example, if my name is John: Paul Jones, is it proper at any time to write my name as JOHN 
PAUL JONES?" 

Dr. Bruder's reply was short and to the point: "It must be some kind of internal style. There is no 
grammar rule about it." 

It seemed that these particular grammatical experts had no idea why proper names were written in all 
caps, so we began to assemble an extensive collection of reference books authored by various 
publishers, governments, and legal authorities to find the answer. 

What English Grammar Reference Books Say 

Manual on Usage & Style 

One of the reference books we obtained was the Manual on Usage & Style, Eighth Edition, ISBN 1-
878674-51-X, published by the Texas Law Review in 1995. Section D, CAPITALIZATION, 
paragraph D: 1:1 states: 

"Always capitalize proper nouns ... [Proper nouns], independent of the context in which they 
are used, refer to specific persons, places, or things (e.g.,· Dan, Austin, Rolls Royce)." 

Paragraph D: 3:2 of Section D states: 

"Capitalize People, State, and any other terms used to refer to the government as a litigant 
(e.g., the People's case, the State's argument), but do not capitalize other words used to refer 
to litigants (e.g., the plaintiff, defendant Manson)." 

Either no attorney, judge, or law clerk in Texas has ever read the recognized law style manual that 
purports to pertain to them, or the act is a deliberate violation of the rules for undisclosed reasons. In 
either ignorance ("ignorance of the law is no excuse") or violation (one violating the law he enforces 
on others is acting under title of nobility and abrogating the principle of equality under the law) of 
law, they continue to write "Plaintiff, "Defendant", "THE STATE OF TEXAS" and proper names of 
parties in all-capital letters on every court document. 

The Elements of Style 

Another well-recognized reference book is The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition, ISBN 0-205-
30902-X, writtenby William Strunk, Jr. and E.B. White, published by Allyn & Bacon in 1999. 
Within this renowned English grammar and style reference book, is found only one .reference to 
capitalization, located within the Glossary at "proper noun," page 94, where. it states: 

"The name of a particular person (Frank Sinatra), place (Boston), or thing (Moby Dick), 
Proper nouns are capitalized." 

There's an obvious and legally evident difference between capitalizing the first letter of a proper 
name as compared to capitalizing every letter used to portray the name. 
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The American Heritage Book of English Usage 

The American Heritage Book of English Usage, A Practical and Authoritative Guide to 
Contemporary English, published in 1996, at Chapter 9, E-Mail, Conventions and Quirks, 
Informality, states: 

"To give a message special emphasis, an E-mailer may write entirely in capital letters, a 
device E-mailers refer to as screaming. Some of these visual conventions have emerged as a 
way of getting around the constraints on· data transmission that now .limit many networks." 

Here is a reference source, within contemporary-modem-English, that states it is of an informal 
manner to write every word of, specifically, an electronic message, a/k/a e-mail, in capital letters. 
They say it is "screaming" to do so. By standard definition, we presume that is the same as shouting 
or yelling. Are all judges, as well as their court clerks and attorneys, shouting at us when they 
corrupt our proper names in this manner? (If so, what happened to the decorum of a court if 
everyone is yelling?) Is the insurance company screaming at us for paying the increased premium on 
our policy? This is doubtful as to any standard generalization, even though specific individual 
instances may indicate this to be true. It is safe to conclude, however, that it would also be informal 
to write a proper name in the same way. 

Does this also imply that those in the legal profession are writing our Christian names informally on 
court documents? Are not attorneys and the courts supposed to be specific, formally writing all legal 
documents to the "letter of the law"? If the law is at once both precise and not precise, what is its 
significance, credibility, and force and effect? 

New Oxford Dictionary of English 

Oxford University Press publishes the New Oxford Dictionary of English. Considered the foremost 
authority on the British English language, this dictionary is also designed to reflect the way language 
is used today through example sentences and phrases. We submit the following definitions from the 
1998 edition: 

"Proper noun (also proper name). Noun. A name used for an individual person, place, or 
organization, spelled with an initial capttalletter, e.g. Jane, London, and Oxfam." 

"Name. Noun 1 A word or set of words by which a person, animal, place, or thing is known, 
addressed, or referred to: my name is Parsons, John Parsons. Kalkwasser is the German 
name for limewater. Verb 3 Identify by name; give the correct name for: the dead man has 
been named as John Mackintosh. Phrases. 2 In the name of. Be'aring or using the name of a 
specified person or organization: a driving license in the name of William Sanders." 

Newbury House Dictionary of American English 

From the Newbury House Dictiomiry of American English, published by Monroe Allen Publishers, 
Inc., 1999: 

"name n. I [C] a word by which a person, place, or thing is known: Her name is Diane 
Daniel." 

We can find absolutely no example in any recognized reference book that specifies or allows the use 
of all capitalized names, proper or common. There is no doubt that a proper name, to be 
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grammatically correct, must be written with only the first letter capitalized, with the remainder of the 
word in a name spelled with lower case letters. 

U.S. Government Style Manual 

Is the spelling and usage of a proper name defined officially by U.S. government? Yes. The United 
States Government Printing Office in their Style Manual, March 1984 edition (the most recent 
edition published as of March 2000), provides comprehensive grammar, style and usage for all 
government publications, including court and legal writing. 

Chapter 3, Capitalization, at§ 3.2, prescribes rules for proper names: 

"Proper names are capitalized. [Examples given are] Rome, Brussels, John Macadam, 
Macadam family, Italy, Anglo:· Saxon." 

At Chapter 17, Courtwork, the rules of capitalization, as mentioned in Chapter 3, are further 
reiterated: 

"17 .1. Courtwork differs in style from other work only as set forth in this section; otherwise 
the style prescribed in the preceding sections will be followed." 

After reading§ 17 in entirety, we found no other references that would change the grammatical rules 
and styles specified in Chapter 3 pertaining to capitalization. 

At§ 17.9, this same official U.S. government manual states: 

"In the titles of cases the first letter of all principal words are capitalized, but not such terms 
as defendant and appellee." 

This wholly agrees with Texas Law Review's Manual on Usage & Style as referenced above. 

Examples shown in § 17.12 are also consistent with the aforementioned § 17.9 specification: that is, 
all proper names are to be spelled with capital first letters; the balance of each spelled with lower 
case letters. 

Grammar, Punctuation, and Capitalization 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has published one of the most concise 
U.S. Government resources on capitalization. NASA publication SP-7084, Grammar. Punctuation, 
and Capitalization. A Handbook (or Technical Writers and Editors, was compiled and written by the 
NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. At Chapter 4, Capitalization, they state in 
4.1 Introduction: 

"First we should define terms used when. discussing capitalization: 

• All caps means that every letter in an expression is capital, LIKE THIS. 

• Caps & lc means that the principal words of an expression are capitalized, Like This. 

• Caps and small caps refer to a particular font of type containing small capital letters 
instead of lowercase letters. 
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"Elements in a document such as headings, titles, and captions may be capitalized in either 
sentence style or headline style: 

• Sentence style calls for capitalization of the first letter, and proper nouns of course. 

• Headline style calls for capitalization of all principal words (also called caps & lc). 

"Modem publishers tend toward a down style of capitalization, that is, toward use of fewer 
capitals, rather than an up style." 

Here we see that in headlines, titles, captions, and in sentences, there is no authorized usage of all 
caps. At 4.4.1. Capitalization With Acronyms, we find the first authoritative use for all caps: 

"Acronyms are always formed with capital letters. Acronyms are often coined for a particular 
program or study and therefore require definition. The letters of the acronym are not 
capitalized in the definition unless the acronym stands for a proper name: 

"Wrong The best electronic publishing systems combine What You See Is What You Get 

"(WYSIWYG) features ... 

'Correct The best electronic publishing systems combine what you see is what you get 

"(WYSIWYG) features ... 

"But Langley is involved with the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) Program." 

This cites, by example, that using all caps is allowable in an acronym. Acronyms are words formed 
from the initial letters of successive parts of a term. They never contain periods and are often not 
standard, so that definition is required. 

Could this apply to lawful proper Christian names? If that were true, then JOHN SMITH would have 
to follow a definition of some sort, which it does not. For example, only if JOHN SMITH were 
defined as "John Orley Holistic Nutrition of the Smith Medical Institute To Holistics (JOHN 
SMITH)'' would this apply. 

The most significant section appears at 4.5, Administrative Names: 

"Official designations of political divisions and of other organized bodies are capitalized: 

• Names of political divisions; 

• Canada, New York State; 

• United States Northwest Territories; 

• Virgin Islands, Ontario Province; 

• Names of governmental units U.S. Government Executive Department, U.S. 
Congress, U.S. Army; 

• U.S. Navy." 
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According to this official U.S. Government publication, the States are never to be spelled in all caps, 
such as "NEW YORK STATE." The proper English grammar-and legal-style is "New York 
State." This agrees, once again, with Texas Law Review's Manual on Usage & Style. 

Legal Fi~tion Doctrine Allows the Courts to Presume/ Assume Anything 

The Real Life Dictionary of the Law 

The authors of The Real Life Dictionary of the Law, Gerald and Kathleen Hill, are accomplished 
scholars and writers. Gerald Hill is an experienced attorney, judge, and law instructor. Here is how 
the term legal fiction is described: 

"Legal fiction. n. A presumption of fact assumed by a court for convenience, consistency or 
to achieve justice. There is an old adage: Fictions arise from the law, and not law from 
fictions.' 

Oran's Dictionary ofthe Law 

From Oran's Dictionary of the Law, published by the West Group 1999, within the definition of 
"fiction" is found that of"legal fiction": 

"A legal fiction is an assumption that something that is (or may. be) false or nonexistent is 
true or real. Legal fictions are assumed or invented to help do justice. For example, bringing 
a lawsuit to throw a nonexistent 'John Doe' off your property used to· be the only way to 
establish a clear right to the property when legal title was uncertain." 

Merriam-Webster's Dictionary ofLaw 

Merriam-Webster's Dictionary ofLaw, 1996 states: 

"legal fiction: something assumed in law to be fact irrespective of the truth or accuracy of 
that assumption. Example: the legal fiction that a day has no fractions --Fields V. Fairbanks 
North Star Borough, 818 P.2d 658(1991).'' 

This is the reason behind the use of all caps when writing a proper name. The U.S. and State 
Governments are deliberately using a legal fiction to "address" the lawful, real, flesh-and,.blood man 
or woman. We say this is deliberate because their own official publications state that proper names 
are not to be written in all caps. They are deliberately not adhering to their own recognized 
authorities. · 

In the same respect, by identifying. their own government entity in ALL CAPS, they are legally 
assuming/presuming it to be so. As stated by Dr. Mary Newton Bruder in the beginning of this 
report, the use of all caps for writing a proper name is an "internal style" for what is apparently a pre
determined usage and, at this point, unknown jurisdiction. 

The main key to a legal fiction is assumption as noted in each definition above. 

Conclusion: There are no official or unofficial English grammar style manuals or reference 
publications that recognize the use of all caps when writing a proper name. To do so is by 
juristic license of arbitrary presumption or assumption, irrespective of the facts pertaining. 
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Arbitrary "Right" of Assumption is a Self-serving Fiction of the Law 

An important issue concerning this entire matter is whether or not a proper name written in all caps, 
can be substituted for a lawful Christian name or any proper name, such as "STATE OF FLORIDA" 
for "State of Florida." Is the assertion of all-capital-letters names legal? If so, from where does this 
practice originate and what enforces it? 

Legal fiction may be employed when the name of a "person" is not known by using the fictitious 
name ''John Doe." This is understood by all and needs little explanation. If there is no way to 
identify someone, "John Doe" or "Jane Doe" is presumed or assumed to identify the unknown party 
until the proper name can be discovered. 

In all cases, a legal fiction is an assumption of purported fact without having shown the fact to be 
true or valid. Legal fictions can be applied to many different situations; conversion of a true name to 
an all-caps version is one of them. It is an acceptance with no proof. Simply, to assume is to 
pretend. Oran's Dictionary of the Law says that the word "assume" means: 

1. To take up or take responsibility for; to receive; to undertake. See assumption. 

2. To pretend. 

3. To accept without proof. 

These same basic definitions are used by nearly all of the modem law dictionaries. It should be noted 
that there is a difference between the meanings of tne second and third definitions with that of the 
first. Pretending and accepting without proof are of the same understanding and meaning. However, 
to take responsibility for and receive, i.e. "assumption," does not carry the same meaning. Oran's 
defines "assumption" as: 

"Formally transforming someone else's debt into your own debt. Compare with guaranty. The 
assumption of a mortgage usually involves taking over. the seller's 'mortgage debt' when 
buying a property (often a house)." 

Now, what happens if all the meanings for the word assume are combined? In a literal and definitive 
sense, the meaning of ''assume" would be: The pretended acceptance, without proof, that someone 
has taken responsibility for, has guaranteed, or has received a debt. J 

Therefore, if we apply all this in defining all-caps usage, such artifice is an assumption or pretension 
that the juristic person/legal entity named has received and is responsible for a debt of some sort. 

Use of the name "JOHN P JONES'·' in place of the proper name "John Paul Jones'' implies an 
assumed debt guarantee without any offer of proof. The danger behind this is that if such an 
unproven assumption is made, unless the·assumption is proven wrong, it is considered valid. 

Please go no further until you understand and comprehend exactly what the above paragraphs have 
stated. If necessary, re-read the above until you have a full understanding ofwhat is involved in the 
meaning of a name spelled in all-capital letters. 

An assumed debt is valid unless proven otherwise. ("An unrebutted affidavit, claim, or charge stands 
as the truth in commerce." See Maxims of Commerce in Glossary). This is in accord with .the 
Uniform Commercial Code, valid in every State and made a part of the Statutes of each State. A 
name written in all caps-resembling a proper name but grammatically not a proper name-is being 
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held as a debtor for an assumed debt. Did you incur that debt? If so, how and when? Where is the 
contract of indebtedness you signed and the proof of default thereon? 

What happens if the proper name, i.f!. "John Paul Jones," answers for or assumes the fabricated 
name, i.e. "JOHN P JONES"? The two become one and the same. This is the crux for the use of the 
all caps names by the U.S. Government and the states. It is the way that they can bring someone into 
the de facto venue and jurisdiction that they have created. By implication of definition, this also is 
for the purpose of some manner of assumed debt. 

Why won't they use "The State of Texas" or "John Doe" in their courts or on Driver's licenses? What 
stops them from doing this? Obviously, there is a reason for using all-caps names since they are very 
capable of writing proper names just as their own official style manual states. The reason behind this 
practice is found within the definitions as cited above. At this point, this should be very clear to 
every reader. 

The Legalities of All-Capital-Letters Names 

We could go on for hundreds of pages citing the legal basis behind the creation and use of all-capital
letters names. In a nutshell, fabricated legal persons such as "STATE OF TEXAS" can be used to 
fabricate additional legal persons. Bastard legal persons originate from any judicial/government 
actor that wishes to create them, regardless of whether he/she/it is empowered by law to do so or not. 
However, a law can never originate from a fictional foundation that doesn't exist. · 

The generic and original U.S. Constitution was validated by treaty .between individual nation states 
(all of which are artificial, corporate entities since they exist in abstract idea and construct). 
Contained within it is the required due process of law for all the participating nation states of that 
treaty. Representatives of the people in each nation state agreed upon and signed it. The federal 
government is not only created by it, but is also bound to operate within the guidelines of 
Constitutional due process. Any purported law that does not originate from Constitutional due 
process is a fictional law without validity. Thus, the true test of any American law is its basis of due 
process according to the generic U.S. Constitution. Was it created according to the lawful process or 
outside of lawful process? 

Executive Orders and Directives 

For years we have researched the lawful basis for creating all caps juristic persons and have 
concluded that there is no .such foundation according to valid laws and due process. But what about 
those purported "laws" that are not valid and have not originated from constitutional due process? 
There's a very simple answer to the creation of such purported laws that are really not laws at all: 
Executive Orders and Directives. They are "color of law" without being valid laws of due process. 
These Executive Orders and Directives have the appearance of law and look as if they are laws, but 
according to due process, they are not laws. Rather, they are "laws" based on fictional beginnings 
and are the inherently defective basis for additional fictional "laws." They are ''regulated" and 
"promulgated" by Administrative Code, rules and procedures, not due process. Currently, Executive 
Orders are enforced through the charade known as the federal Administrative Procedures Act. Each 
state has also adopted the same fatally flawed administrative "laws." 

Lincoln Establishes Executive Orders 

Eighty-five years after the Independence of the united States, seven southern nation States of 
America walked out of the Second Session of the Thirty-sixth Congress on March 27, 1861. In so 
doing, the Constitutional due process quorum necessary for Congress· to vote was lost and Congress 
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was adjourned sine die, or "without day". This meant that there was no lawful quorum to set a 
specific day and time to reconvene which, according to Robert's Rules of Order, dissolved Congress. 
This dissolution automatically took place because there were no provisions within the Constitution 
allowing the passage of any Congressional vote without a quorum of the States. 

Lincoln's second Executive Order of April 1861 called Congress back into session days later, but not 
under the lawful authority, or lawful due process, of the Constitution. Solely in his capacity as 
Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Military, Lincoln called Congress into session under authority of 
Martial Law. Since April of 1861, "Congress" has not met based on lawful due process. The current 
"Congress" is a legal-fiction Congress based on nothing more holy than "So what? What are you 
going to do about it?" 

Legal-fiction "laws," such as the Reconstruction Acts and the Lieber Code, were instituted by 
Lincoln soon thereafter and became the basis for the current "laws" in the US thereby; Every 
purported "Act" in effect today is based on colorable fictitious entities created arbitrarily and without 
verification, lawful foundation, or lawful due process-all originating from and existing in military, 
martial law jurisdiction. Military, martial law jurisdiction = jurisdiction of war = win/lose 
interactions consisting of eating or being eaten, living or dying = food chain = law of necessity = 
suspension of all law other than complete freedom to act in any manner to eat; kill, or destroy or 
avoid being eaten, killed, or destroyed = no law = lawlessness = complete absence of all lawful basis 
to create any valid law. 

Contractually, being a victim of those acting on the alleged authority granted by the law of necessity 
= no lawful object, valuable consideration, free consent of all involved partie!), absence of fraud, 
duress, malice, and undue influence = no bona fide, enforceable contract = no valid, enforceable 
nexus = absolute right to engage in any action of any kind in self-defense, = complete and total right 
to disregard any alleged jurisdiction and demands from self-admitted outlaws committing naked 
,criminal aggression without any credibility and right to demand allegiance ·and compliance from 
anyone. 

Every President ofthe United States since Lincoln has functioned by Executive Orders issued from a 
military, martial law jurisdiction with the only "law" being the "law of necessity," i.e. the War 
Powers. The War Powers are nothing new. Indeed, they have been operational from the instant the 
first man thought he would "hide from God," try to cheat ethical and natural law by overreaching, 
invade the space and territory of others, covet other people's land or property, steal the fruits of their 
labors, and attempt to succeed in life by win/lose games. All existing "authority" in the United States 
today derives· exclusively from the War Powers. Truman's re-affirmation of operational authority 
under the War Powers begins: 

"NOW, THEREFORE, I, HARRY S. TRUMAN, President of the United States of America, 
acting under and by virtue of the authority vested in me by section 5(b) of the Trading with 
the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917,40 Stat. 415, as amended (section 5(b) of Appendix to 
Title 50), and section 4 ofthe act of March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 2 .... " 

Sic transit rights, substance, truth, justice, peace, and freedom in America, "the land of the free and 
the home ofthe brave." 

The Abolition of the English & American Common Law 

Here's an interesting quote from the 1973 session of the U.S. Supreme Court: 
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"The American law. In this country, the law in effect in all but a few States until mid-19th 
century was the pre-existing English common law ... It was not until after the War Between 
the States that legislation began generally to replace the common law." Roe vs. Wade, 410 
u.s. 113. 

In effect, Lincoln's second Executive Order abolished the recognized English common law in 
America and replaced it with "laws" based on a fictional legal foundation, i.e., Executive Orders and 
Directives executed under "authority" of the War Powers. Most States still have a reference to the 
common laws within their present day statutes. For example, in the Florida Statutes (1999), Title I. 
Chapter 2, at§ 2.01 Common law and certain statutes declared in force, it states: 

"The common and statute laws of England which are of a general and not a local nature, with 
the exception hereinafter mentioned, down to the 4th day of July, 1776, are declared to be of 

· force in this state; provided, the said statutes and common law be not inconsistent with the 
Constitution and laws of the United States and the acts of the Legislature of this state. 
History. --s.l, Nov. 6, 1829; RS 59; GS 59; RGS 71; COL 87." 

Note that the basis of the common law is an approved act of the people of Florida by resolution on 
November 6, 1829, prior to Lincoln's Civil War. Also note that the subsequent "laws", as a result of 
acts of the Florida Legislature and the United States, now take priority over the common law in 
Florida. In April 1861, the American and English common law was abolished and replaced with 
legal-fiction "law", a/k/a statutes, rules, and codes based on Executive Order and not the due process 
specified within the organic Constitution. Existing and functioning under the law of necessity ab 
initio, they are all non-law and cannot validly assert jurisdiction, authority, or demand for compliance 
from anyone. They are entirely "rules of rulership," i.e. organized piracy, privilege, plunder, and 
enslavement, invented and enforced by those who would rule over others by legalized violence in the 
complete absence of moral authority, adequate knowledge, and natural-law mechanics to accomplish 
any results other than disruption, conflict, damage, and devastation. 

Applying it all to Current "Laws" 

Title III, Pleadings and Motions, Rule 9( a) Capacity, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, states, in part: 

"When an issue is raised as to the legal existence of a named party, or the party's capacity to 
be sued, or the authority of a party to be sued, the party desiring to raise the issue shall do so 
by specific negative averment, which shall include supporting particulars." (Bold emphasis 
added). 

At this juncture, it is clear that the existence of a name written in all caps is a necessity-created entity. 
This is surely an issue to be raised and the supporting particulars are outlined within this article. Use 
ofthe proper name must be insisted upon as a matter of abatement- correction -for all parties of an 
action of purported "law." However, the current "courts" cannot correct this since they are all based 
on presumed/assumed (fictional) law and must use artificial, juristic names. Instead, they expect the 
lawful Christian man or woman to accept the all-caps name and agree by silence to be treated as if he 
or she were a fictional entity invented and governed by mortal enemies. They must go to unlimited 
lengths to deceive and coerce this compliance or the underlying criminal farce would be exposed and 
a world-wide plunder/enslavement racket that has held all of life on this planet in a vice grip for 
millennia would crumble and liberate every living thing. At this point they would be required to 
succeed in life by honest, productive labors the way those upon whom they parasitically feed are 
forced to conduct their lives. 
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Oklahoma Statutes 

Since the entire game functions on the basis of people's failure to properly rebut a rebuttable 
presumption, the issue then becomes how to properly rebut their presumption that you are 
knowingly, intentionally, and voluntarily agreeing to be treated as if you were the all-caps name. 
One angle of approach is found in the requirement for proper names to be ·identified in any legal 
dispute. This includes a mandate to correct the legal paperwork involved when proper names are 
provided. In regard to criminal prosecution this is clearly set forth in the Oklahoma Statutes, Chapter 
22, § 403: 

"When a defendant is indicted or prosecuted by a fictitious or erroneous name, and in any 
stage of the proceedings his true name is discovered, it must be inserted in the subsequent 
proceedings, referring to the fact of his being charged by the name mentioned in the 
indictment or information." 

American. Jurisprudence 

In general, it is essential to identify parties to court actions properly. If the alleged· parties to an 
action are not precisely identified, then who is involved with whom or what, and how? If not 
properly identified, all corresponding judgments are void, as outlined in Volume 46, American 
Jurisprudence 2d, at Judgments: 

"§ 100 Parties - A judgment should identify the parties for and against whom it is rendered, 
with such certainty that it may be readily enforced, and a judgment which does not do so may 
be regarded as void for uncertainty. Such identification may be achieved by naming the 
persons for and against whom the judgment is rendered. Technical deficiencies in the naming 
of the persons for and against whom judgment is rendered can be corrected if the parties are 
not prejudiced. A reference in a judgment to a party plainly liable, followed by an omission 
of that party's name from the language of the decree, at least gives rise to an ambiguity and 
calling for an inquiry into the court's real intenti<;m as reflected in the entire record and 
surrounding circumstances." [Footnote numbers and.cites are omitted.] 

The Current Scene in America 

"Legal Person" 

One of the terms used predominantly by the present civil ·governments and courts in America is 
"legal person." Just what is a "legal person"? Some definitions are: 

[A] legal person: a body of persons or an entity (as a corporation) considered as having many 
of the rights and responsibilities of a natural person and especially the capacity to sue and be 
sued. Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law, 1996. · 

Person. I. A human being (a "natural" person). 2. A corporation (an "artificial" person). 
Corporations are .treated as persons in many legal situations. Also, the word ''person" 
includes corporations in most definitions in this dictionary. 3. Any other "being" entitled to 
sue as a legal entity (a government, an association, a group of Trustees, etc.). 4. The plural of 
person is persons, not people (see that word). Oran's Dictionary of the Law, West Group, 
1999. 

Person. An entity with legal rights and existence including the ability to sue and be sued, to 
sign contracts, to receive gifts, to appear in court either by themselves or by lawyer and, 
generally, other powers incidental to the full expression of the entity in law. Individuals are 
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"persons" in law unless they are minors or under some kind of other incapacity such as a 
court finding of mental incapacity. Many laws give certain powers to "persons" which, in 
almost all instances, includes business organizations that have been formally registered such 
as partnerships, corporations or associations. Duhaime's Law Dictionary. 

PERSON, noun. per'sn. [Latin persona; said to be compounded of per, through or by, and 
sonus, sound; a Latin word signifying primarily a mask used by actors on the stage.] 
Webster's 1828 Dictionary. 

A corporation incorporated under de jure law, i.e. by bona fide express contract between real beings 
capable of contracting (a phenomenon that went extinct almost 70 years ago), is a legal fact. Using 
the self-styled juristic artifice (legal fiction) of "right to presume, irrespective of the law or the facts," 
implied contracts, constructive trusts, and other entirely different entities can be created using the 
name of the bona fide, legally and grammatically correct name of the corporation by corrupting that 
name into an ALL-CAPITAL LETTERS format or by abbreviating names (within the complete 
proper name). The corporation exists in law, but has arbitrarily been assigned a different NAME. 
No such corporation nor any valid law can be created under the "law of necessity," i.e. under "no 
law." Likewise, the arbitrary use of the legal-fiction artifice of"right of presumption" (over unwary, 
uninformed, and usually blindly trusting people) can be legitimately exercised under "no law." 
Maxims of law describing "necessity" include: 

• "Necessity has no law." Plowd. 18, and 15 Vin. Abr. 534; 22 id. 540. 

• "In time ofwar laws are silent," Cicero. 

Non-existent law = no lawfuL basis upon which anything can be created, be made to transpire, or 
upon which allegiance and obedience can be legitimately demanded. Acting under the law of 
necessity, i.e. lawlessness, allows complete and total right of everyone to disregard any and all 
alleged assertions of any lawful, verifiable, and legitimate jurisdiction over anything or anyone. 
Anyone acting against anyone under such non-law is self-confessing to be a naked criminal 
aggressor, and con man who has forfeited all credibility and right to demand allegiance, obedience, 
or compliance with any jurisdiction he might assert. If you, as a real being, are in real law and it is 
impossible for an attorney or judge to recognize or access it, you are not subject to their jurisdiction 
(and cannot be made subject to their jurisdiction by them). The crucial issue is then how to notice 
them of your position and standing so that they leave you alone. 

As mentioned above, an artificial person (corporation) created under de jure law, with the person's 
identifying name appearing as prescribed by law and in accordance with the rules of English 
grammar, is a legal fact. A corrupted "alter ego" version of that name, manufactured under the legal 
fiction of "right of presumption" will have "credibility" only so long as the presumption remains 
unchallenged. The rule of the world is that anything and everything skates unless you bust it. 

"Legal" or "Lawful"? 

It is crucial to define the difference between "legal" and "lawful." The generic Constitution 
references genuine law. The present civil authorities and their courts use the word "legal." Is there a 
difference in the meanings? The following is quoted fromA Dictionary of Law, 1893: 

"Lawful. In accordance with the law of the land; according to the law; permitted, sanctioned, 
or justified by law. "Lawful" properly implies a thing conformable to or enjoined by law; 
"Legal", a thing in the form or after the manner of law or binding by law. A writ or warrant 
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issuing from any court, under color of law, is a "legal" process however defective. See 
legal." [Bold emphasis added] 

"Legal. Latin legalis. Pertaining to the understanding, the exposition, the administration, the 
science and the practice of law: as, the legal profession, legal advice; legal blanks, 
newspaper. Implied or imputed in law. Opposed to actual. "Legal" looks more to the letter 
[form/appearance], and "Lawful" to the spirit [substance/content], ofthe law. "Legal" is more 
appropriate for conformity to positive rules of law; "Lawful" for accord with ethical 
principle. "Legal" imports rather that the forms [appearances] of law are observed, 
that the proceeding is correct in method, that rules prescribed have been obeyed; 
"Lawful" that the right is actful in substance, that moral quality is secured. "Legal" is 
the antithesis of equitable, and the equivalent of constructive. 2 Abbott's Law Die. 24." 
[Bold emphasis added] 

Legal matters administrate, conform to, and follow rules. They are equitable in nature and are 
implied (presumed) rather than actual (express). A legal process can be defective in law. This 
accords with the previous discussions of legal fictions and color of law. To be legal, a matter does 
not follow the law. Instead, it conforms to and follows the rules or form of law. This may help you 
to understand why the Federal and State Rules of.Civil and Criminal Procedure are cited in every 
court petition so as to conform to legal requirements of the specific juristic persons named, e.g., 
"STATE OF GEORGIA" or "U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT," that rule the courts. 

Lawful matters are ethically enjoined in the law of the land-the law of the people-and are actual in 
nature, not implied. This is why whatever true law was upheld by the generic Constitution has no 
bearing or authority in the present day legal courts. It is impossible for anyone in "authority" today 
to access, or even take cognizance of, true law since "authority" is the "law of necessity," 12 USC 
95. 

Therefore, it would appear that the meaning of the word "legal" is "color of law,'' a term which 
Black's Law Dictionary, Fifth Edition (page 241) defines as: 

"Color of law. The appearance or semblance, without the substance, of legal right. Misuse of 
power, possessed by virtue of state law and made. possible only because wrongdoer is clothed 
with authority of state, is action taken under 'color oflaw."' 

Executive Orders Rule the Land 

The current situation is that legalism has usurped and eng1:1lfed the law. The administration of legal 
rules, codes, and statutes now prevail instead of actual law. This takes place on a federal as well as 
state level. Government administrates what it has created through its own purported "laws," which 
are not lawful, but merely "legal." They are arbitrary constructs existing only in law and are based 
on fictitiously created "authority," i.e. no authority; and are authorized and enforced by legal 
Executive Orders. Executive Orders are not lawful and never have been. As you read the following, 
be aware of the words code and administration. 

Looking at the United States Census 2000 reveals that the legal authority for this census comes from 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Approval No.0607-0856. The OMB is a part of the 
Executive Office of the President of the United States. The U.S. Census Bureau is responsible for 
implementing the national census, which is a division of the Economics and Statistics Administration 
of the U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC). The USDOC is a department of the Executive 
Branch. Obviously, Census 2000 is authorized, carried out, controlled, enforced and implemented by 
the President, a/Ida the Executive Branch of the Federal Government-functioning as it has been 
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since 1861, in the lawless realm of rtecessity (which is now even more degenerate than when it 
commenced under Lincoln). 

In fact, the Executive Office of the President controls the entire nation through various departments 
and agencies effecting justice, communications, health, energy, transportation, education, defense, 
treasury, labor, agriculture, mails, and much more, through a myriad of Executive Orders, 
Proclamations, Policies, and Decisions. 

Every US President since Lincoln has claimed his 'authority' for these Executive Orders on Article II, 
Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution: 

"The President shall be commander in chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and 
of the militia of the several states, when called into the actual service of the United States; .. 
He· shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make treaties, 
provided two thirds of the Senators present concur; and he shall nominate, and by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other public ministers and 
consuls, judges of the Supreme Court, and all other officers of the United States, whose 
appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by law: 
but the Congress may by law vest the appointment of such inferior officers, as they think 
proper, in the President alone, in the courts oflaw, or in the heads of departments." 

In reality, the Congress is completely by-passed. Since the Senate was convened in April, 1861 by 
Presidential Executive Order No.2, not by lawful constitutional due process, there is no United States 
Congress. The current "Senate" is, like everything, "colorable" ("color of Senate") under the direct 
authority of the Executive Office of the President. The President legally needs neither the consent 
nor a vote from the Senate simply because the Senate's legal authority to meet exists only by 
Executive Order. Ambassadors, public ministers, consuls, Federal judges, and all officers of the 
UNITED STATES are appointed by, and under authority of, the Executive Office of the President. 

The Federal Register is an Executive Functionary 

The first official act of every incoming President is to re-affirm the War Powers. He must do so, or 
he is devoid of power to function in office. The War Powers are set forth in the Trading With The 
Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, and the Amendatory Act of March 9, 1933 (The Banking Relief Act). 
In the Amendatory Act every citizen ofthe United States was made an enemy of the Government, i.e. 
the Federal Reserve/IMF, et al, Creditors in bankruptcy who have conquered the country by their 
great paper-money banking swindle? 

For the past 65 years, every Presidential Executive Order has become purported "law" simply by its 
publication in the Federal Register, which is operated by the Office ofthe Federal Register (OFR). In 
1935, the OFR was established by the Federal Register Act. The purported authority for the OFR is 
found within the United States Code, Title 44, at Chapter 15: 

"§ 1506. Administrative Committee of the Federal Register; establishment and composition; 
powers and duties 

2 The Federal Reserve Bank, i.e. the "Central Bank," places Government IOUs, i.e. Treasury Notes, on deposit in the 
Federal Reserve bank, credits the Government account for the amount of the IOU, charges interest to the 
Government (paid by taxpayers), and the Government has checkbook money to spend. The cost to the bank for 
these bookkeeping entries is nothing. 
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"The Administrative Committee of the Federal Register shall consist of the Archivist of the 
United States or Acting Archivist, who shall be chairman, an officer of the Department of 
Justice designated by the Attorney General, and the Public Printer or Acting Public Printer. 
The Director of the Federal Register shall act as secretary of the committee. The committee 
shall prescribe, with the approval of the President, regulations for carrying out this chapter." 

Notice that the entire Administrative Committee of the Federal Register is comprised of officers of 
the Federal Government. Who appoints all Federal officers? The President does. This "act" also 
gives the President the authority to decree all the regulations to carry out the act. By this monopoly 
the Executive establishes, controls, regulates and enforces the Federal Government without need for 
any approval from the Senate. How could anyone possibly call this lawful? 

In 1917, President Woodrow Wilson couldn't persuade Congress to agree with his desire to arm 
United States vessels accessing hostile German waters before the United States entered World War I, 
so Wilson simply invoked the "policy" through a Presidential Executive Order. President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order No. 9066 in December 1941 forcing 100,000 Americans of 
Japanese descent to be rounded up and placed in concentration camps while all their property was 
confiscated. 

Is it any wonder that the Congress the president "legally" controls did notimpeach President William 
Jefferson Clinton when the evidence for impeachment was overwhelming? On that note, why is it 
that the Attorney-Presidents have used Executive Orders the most? Who but an attorney would know 
and understand legal rules the best. Sadly, they enforce what's "legal" and ignore what's lawful. In 
fact, they have no access to what is lawful since the entirety of their "authority," which is ethically 
and existentially specious, derives from the War Powers. 

How Debt is Assumed by Persons with All-Caps Names 

We now refer back to the matter of assumption, as already discussed, with its relationship to 
arbitrarily created juristic persons, e.g. "STATE OF CALIFORNIA,""JOHN P JONES." Since an 
assumption, by definition, implies debt, what debt is assumed by the newly created artificial person? 
Now that we have explored the legal-executive-basis of the current federal and state governments, 
it is time to put all this together. 

The government use of all caps in place of proper names is absolutely no mistake. It signifies an 
internal ("legal") rule and authority. Its foundation is pure artifice and the results have compounded 
into more deceit in the. form of created, promulgated instituted, administrated, and enforced rules, 
codes, statutes and policy-i.e. "the laws that appear to be but are not, never were, and never can 
be." 

Qui sentit commodum, sentire debet et onus. He who enjoys the benefit, ought also to bear the 
burden. He who enjoys the advantage of a right takes the accompanying disadvantage -- a privilege is 
subject to its condition or conditions. Bouvier's Maxims of Law, 1856. 

The Birth Certificate 

Since the early 1960's, State governments-themselves specially created, juristic, corporate persons 
signified by all-caps names-have issued birth certificates to "persons" with all caps names. This is 
not a lawful record of your physical birth, but rather the birth of the juristic, all-caps name (see birth 
in Glossary). It may appear to be your trUe name, but since no proper name is ever written in all caps 
(either lawfully or grammatically) it does not identify who you are. The birth certificate is the 
government's self-created document of title for its new "property," i.e. the deed to the juristic-name 
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artificial person whose all-caps name "mirrors" your true name. The birth certificate brings the new 
all-capital-letters vessel into colorable admiralty/maritime law, the same way a ship is berthed. 

One important area to address, before going any further, is the governmental use of older data storage 
from the late 1950's until the early 1980's. As a "leftover" from various teletype-oriented systems, 
many government data storage methods used all caps for proper names. The IRS was supposedly still 
complaining about some of their antiquated storage systems as recent as the early 1980's. At first, 
this may have been a necessity of the technology at the time, not a deliberate act. Perhaps, when this 
technology was first being used and implemented into the mainstream of communications, some 
legal experts saw it as a perfect tool for their perfidious intentions. What better excuse could there 
be? 

However, since local, State and Federal offices primarily used typewriters during that same time 
period, and birth certificates and other important documents, such as driver's licenses, were produced 
with typewriters, it's very doubtful that this poses much of an excuse to explain all caps usage for 
proper names. The only reasonable usage of the older databank all-caps storage systems would have 
been for addressing envelopes or certain forms in bulk, including payment checks, which the 
governments did frequently. 

Automated computer systems, with daisy-wheel and pin printers used prevalently in the early 1980's, 
emulated the IBM electric typewriter Courier or Helvetica fonts in both upper and lower case letters. 
Shortly thereafter, the introduction of laser and ink-jet printers with multiple fonts became the 
standard. Re the past fifteen years, there can be no excuse that government computers will not 
accommodate the use of lower case letters unless the older data is still stored in its original form, i.e. 
all caps, and has not been translated due to the. costs of re-entry. But this does not excuse the entry of 
new data, only "legacy" data. In fact, on many government forms today, proper names are in all caps 
while other areas of the same computer-produced document are in both upper and lower case. One 
can only conclude that now, more than ever, the use of all caps in substitution for the writing of a 
proper name is no mistake. 

When a baby is born, the hospital sends the original, not a copy, of the record Of live birth to the 
State Bureau of Vital Statistics, sometimes called the Department of Health and Rehabilitative 
Services (HRS). Each STATE is required to supply the UNITED STATES with birth, death, and 
health statistics. The STATE agency that receives the original record of live birth keeps it and then 
issues a birth certificate in the corrupted, all-caps version of the child's true name, e.g. JAMES 
WILBUR SMITH. 

"cer-tif-i-cate, noun. Middle English certificat, from Middle French, from Medieval Latin 
ceruficatum. from Late Latin, neuter of certificatus, past participle of certificare, to certify, 
15th century. 3: a document evidencing ownership or debt." [Underline emphasisadded] 
Merriam Webster Dictionary, 1998. 

The Birth certificate issued by the State is then registered with the U.S. Department of Commerce -
the Executive Office - specifically through their own sub-agency, the U.S. Census Bureau, which is 
responsible to register vital statistics from all the States. The word registered, as· it is used within 
commercial or legal based equity law, does not mean that the all-caps name was merely noted in a 
book for reference purposes. When a birth certificate is registered with the U.S. Department of 
Commerce it means that the all-caps legal person named thereon has become a surety or guarantor, a 
condition and obligation that is automatically and unwittingly assumed unless the presumption is 
effectively rebutted; i.e. notice to the effect of: "It ain't me." 
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"Security, Bond.- Security. I a: Something (as a mortgage or collateral) that is provided to 
make certain the fulfillment of an obligation. Example: used his property as security for a 
loan. lb: "surety." 2: Evidence of indebtedness, ownership, or the right to ownership. - Ibid. 
Bond. I a: A usually formal written agreement by which a person undertakes to perform a 
certain act (as fulfill the obligations of a contract) .. with the condition that failure to perform 
or abstain will obligate the person ... to pay a sum of money or will result in the forfeiture of 
money put up by the person or surety. lb: One who acts as a surety. 2: An interest-bearing 
document giving evidence of a debt issued by a government body or corporation that is 
sometimes secured by a lien on property and is often designed to take care of a particular 
financial need. Ibid." Merriam-Webster Dictionary of Law, 1996: 

"Surety. The person who has pledged him or herself to pay back money or perform a certain 
action if the principal to a contract fails, as collateral, and as part of the original contract." 
Duhaime's Law Dictionary. 

"1: a formal engagement (as a pledge) given for the fulfillment of an undertaking. 2: one who 
promises to answer for the debt or default of another. Under the Uniform Commercial Code, 
however, a surety includes a guarantor, and the two terms are generally interchangeable." 
Merriam Webster's Dictionary ofLaw, 1996. 

"Guarantor. A person who pledges collateral for the contract of another, but separately, as 
part of ari independent contract with the obligee of the original contract." Duhaime's Law 
Dictionary. 

It is not difficult to see that a state-created birth certificate with an all-caps name is a document 
evidencing debt the moment it is issued. Once a state has registered a birth document with the U.S. 
Department of Comnierce, the Department notifies the Treasury Department, who takes out a loan 
from the Federal Reserve. The Treasury uses the loan to purchase a bond (the Fed holds a "purchase 
money security interest" in the bond-see Glossary) from the Department of Commerce, who invests 
the sale proceeds in the stock or bond market. The Treasury Department then issues Treasury 
securities in the form of Treasury Bonds, Notes, and Bills using the bonds as surety for the new 
"securities." This cycle is based on the future tax revenues of the legal person whose name appears 
on the birth certificate. This also means that the bankrupt, corporate U.S. can guarantee to the 
purchasers of their securities the lifetime labor and tax revenues of every "citizen of the United 
States"/ American with a birth certificate as collateral for payment. This device is initiated simply by 
converting the lawful, true name of the newborn into a legal, juristic name of a person. 

Dubuque rei potissinia pars prineipium est. - The principal part of everything is in the beginning. 
("Well begun is half done.") 

Legally, you are considered a slave or indentured servant to the various federal, state and local 
governments via your STATE-issued, STATE-created birth certificate in the name of your all-caps 
person. Birth certificates are issued so that the issuer can claim "exclusive" title to the legal person 
created thereby. This is further compounded when one voluntarily obtains a driver's license or a 
Social Security Account Number. The state even owns your personal and private life through your 
STATE-issued marriage license/certificate issued in the all-caps names. You have no rights in birth, 
marriage, or even death. The state holds title to all legal persons the state creates via birth certificates 
until the rightful owner, the holder in due course of the instrument, i.e. you, reclaims/redeems it. 
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The main problem is that mothers/parents and then the 18-year-old man/woman have voluntarily 
agreed to this contrived system of plunder by remaining silent; comprising legal default, laches3, and 
failing to assert our absolute rights~. The maxim oflaw becomes crucially operative: "He who fails 
to assert his rights has none." The legal rules and codes enforce .themselves. There is no court 
hearing to determine if those rules are correct. Their "law" is self-'regulating and self-supporting. 
Once set into motion, their "laws" automatically come into effect provided the legal process has been 
followed. 

The Various Bankruptcies 

The legal person known as the UNITED STATES is bankrupt and holds no lawful Constitutionally 
mandated silver or gold--coin or bullion-with which to back any currency. All privately held and 
federally held gold coins and bullion in America was seized via Executive Order of AprilS, 1933 and 
paid to the creditor, the private Federal Reserve under the terms of the bankruptcy. 

Congress-still convening strictly under Executive Order authority--confirmed the bankruptcy 
through the Joint Resolution to Suspend The Gold StandardAnd Abrogate The Gold Clause, June 5, 
1933 in House Joint Resolution (HJR) 192, June 5, 1933, 73rd Congress, 1st Session, Public Law 73-
10. This 1933 public law states, in part: 

" ... every provision contained in or made with respect to any obligation which purports to give 
the obligee a right to require payment in gold or a particular kind of coin or currency, or in an 
amount in money of the United States measured thereby, is declared to be against public 
policy." 

The corporate U.S. declared bankruptcy a second time, whereby the Secretary of Treasury was 
appointed "Receiver" for the bankruptU.S. in Reorganization Plan No. 26, Title 5 USC 903, Public 
Law 94-564, Legislative History, page 5967. 

Since 1933, the only "assets" used by the UNITED STATES to "pay its debt" to the Fed have been 
the blood, sweat, and tears of every American unfortunate to be saddled with a birth certificate and a 
Social Security Account Number (the U.S. Government must conceal this fact from the American 
people at all costs). Their future labor and tax revenues have been "legally" pledged via the new all
caps, juristic-person names appearing on the birth certificates, i.e. the securities used as collateral for 
loans of credit (belief/air) to pay daily operational costs, re-organization expenses in bankruptcy, 
insurance policy premiums required to float the bankrupt government, and interest on the ever
increasing, wholly fraudulent, debt. 

All Caps Legal Person v. The Lawful Being 

Just who or what is the all caps person, i.e. "JOHN PAUL JONES," "JOHN P JONES," or some 
other all-capital-letter corruption thereof? It is the entity the government created to take the place of 
the real being, i.e. John Paul Jones. The lawful Christian name of birthright has been replaced with a 
legal corporate name of deceit and fraud. If the lawful Christian name answers when the legal person 
is addressed, the two are recognized as being one and the same. However, if the lawful being 
distinguishes himself/herself as another party than the legal person, the two are separated. 

3 Laches: Unreasonable delay or negligence in pursuing a right or claim - almost always an equitable one - in a 
way that prejudices the party against whom relief is sought. Black's 7th. 
4 See absolute rights in Glossary. 
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A result of the federal bankruptcy was the creation of the "UNITED STATES," which was made a 
part of the legal reorganization. The name of each STATE was also converted to its respective, all
caps legal person, e.g. STATE OF DELAWARE. These new legal persons were then used to create 
more legal persons, such as corporations, with all-capital letters names, as well. Once this was 
accomplished, the con really began to pick up speed. 

All areas of government and all alleged "courts of law," are de facto, "color of law and right" 
institutions. The "CIRCUIT COURT OF WAYNE COUNTY" and the "U.S. DISTRICT COURT" 
can only recognize and deal with other legal persons. This is why your lawful name is never eritered 
in their records. The all-caps legal person is used instead. Jurisdiction in such sham courts covers 
only other artificial persons. The proper jurisdiction for a lawful being is a Constitutionally 
sanctioned, common-law-venue court. Unfortunately, suchjurisdiction was "shelved" in 1938 andis 
no longer available; the only courts today are statutory courts. 
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~NOTE-

The Shetar's Effect on English Law-A Law of 
the Jews Becomes the Law of the Land 

The rational study of law is still to a large extent the study of history. 
· Holmes, The Path of the Law. 1 

I. INTRODUCTION 

English law, like the English language, is an amalgam of diverse cultural 
influences. The legal system may fairly be seen as a composite of discrete cle
ments from disparate sources. After the conquest of 1066, the Normans im
posed on the English an· efficiently organized social system that crowded out 
many Anglo-Saxon traditions.z The Jews, whom the. Normans brought to 
England,3 in their tum contributed to the changing English society. The Jews 
brought a refined system of commercial law: their own form of commerce and 
a system of rules to facilitate and govern it These rules made their way into 
the developing structure of English law. 

Several elements of historical Jewish legal practice have been integrated into 
the English legal system." Notable among these is the written credit agree
ment-shetar, or starr, as it appears in English documents. The basis of the 
shetar, or "Jewish Gage," was a lien on all property (including realty)5 that has 
been traced as a source of the modem mortgage.6 Under Jewish law, the shetar 

I. 10 HARV. L. Rev. 457. 469 (1897,. 
2. JG,M. TREVElYAN, HISTORY OF ENOLAND 142'-'18 (1953). 
3. I F. POLLOCK&: F.W. MAITLAND, THE HISTORY OF ENOLISH LAW BEFORE TilE TIME OF Eo

WARD I 468 (reissued 2d ed. 1968), There is some dispute whether the Jews arrived by William the 
Conqueror's invitation or merely with his permission. 4 S. BARON, A SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS HISTORY 
OF THE JEWS 77 (1957). 

4. S~t! g~n~rally I. RABINOWITZ. JEWlSHLA'!V 250.72 (1956) (discussing Jewish Gage, Odaita, Starr 
or Acquittance, a,nd Representation by Attorney). 

5. s~e infra text accompanying notes 34-36 (describing shetar and accompanying lien). 
6. Rabinowitz. The Common Law Mortgage and tM Conditional Bond, 92 U. PA . .L. REV'. 179-94 

(1943). The author traces the two-instrument (debt and release) mortgage to its origin as a device to 
avoid asmillta. a Jewish principle invalidalin~ penalty clauses. Under that doctrine, Jewish money 
lenders were forbidden to exact a penalty conditioned on the future failure or the deblor's obligation. 
ld at 184-85. If a conveyance involved asmakbta, it was void. /d at 182. Invalidation as asmalthta 
could be avoided if aU obligations were incurred at the time of the original transaction. /d. at 184. 185· 
86. Land was seizable as security only if the" ctcditor went into possession at the time or the loan: 
"Mealthshav"-"from now". Jd at 185. For this reason. the debt instrument included an immediale 
conveyance or the land that was to serve as Security against default. A second instrument,Jhe a~quittal. 
would release the security and reconvey the land to its original owner if the d~bt were paid on or before 
its due date. /d. at 185. The entire written obligation (shetar) rcmaiiled in the hands or a third party for 
the duration of the debt. /d. at 192. The document proved that the debt existed and clarified the rights 
and duties of theJ.art.ies in case of default •. Su a/.JrJ 2 C. HERZOO, Til£ MAIN lNSTrrUTIONS OF ] F.WISII 
LAw 71-92 (2d e • 1967) (~hapter on asmillta). . · 

Rabinowitz finds in these and· other early Jewish devices for avoiding asmakhta both the structural 
and substantive roots or the English mortgage and the ,later developed equitable right or redemption. J. 
RABINOWitz. .supra note 4, at 250-72. S~t! also F. LINCOLN, THE STARRA 47-50 (1939) (outlining the 
Jame derivation); SU g~n~ra//y F. LINCOLN, THE LEOAL BACXOROUND TO mE STARRA ( 1932) (same). 
Compare the histotical period of equitable right of redemption with the same term or proJected re-
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permitted a creditor to proceed against all the goods and land of the defaulting 
debtor.7 Both "movable and immovable" property were subject to distralnt.B 

In contrast, the obligation of knight service under Anglo-Norman law 
barred a land transfer that would have imposed a new tenant (and therefore a 
different knight owing service) upon the lord.9 The dominance of personal feu
dal loyalties equally forbade the attachment of land in satisfaction of a debt; 
only the debtor's chattels could be seized.10 These rules kept feudal obligations 
intact, assuring that the lord would continue to J>e served by his own knights. 
When incorporated into English practice, the notion from Jewish law that 
debts could be recovered against a loan secured by "all property, movable and 
immovable" was a weapon of socio~economic change that tore the fabric of 
feudal society and established the power of liquid wealth in place of land 
holding. 11 

The Crusades of the twelflh century opened an era of change in feudal Eng
land. To obtain funds from Jews, nobles offered their land as collateral. 12 Al
though the Jews, as aliens, could not hold land in fee simple, t3 they could take 
security interests of substantial money value. 14 That Jews were permitted to 
hold security interests in land they did not occupy expanded interests in land 
beyond the traditional tenancies. J.S The separation of possessory interest from 
interest in fee contributed to the decline of the rigid feudal land tenure 
structure. 16 

At the same time, the strength of the feudal system's inherent resistance to 
this widespread innovation abated. By 1250, scutage 17 had completely re
placed feudal services: tenant obligations had been reduced to money pay-

demption in u•iticus 25:29: '"And if a man sell a dwelling house in a walled city; tlten he may redeem 
it within a whole year after it is sold; for a full year shall he have the right of redemption."" ftl. 

1. J. RABINOWITZ.JUpra note 4, at253. Sa infra text accompanying notes 33-47 (describing shetar in 
Jewish law). 

8. s~~ infra text accompanying note 35 (extent of lien imposed by shetar). 
9. T.F. BEttOIN &: P.O. HASKELL PttEFACE TO EsTATES IN LAND AND F!1TUitE INTERESTS 8 (1966). 

Laud tenure was central to social organization within the feudal system: 

The feudal system originated in the relations of a military chieftain and his followers, or king 
and nobles. or lord and vassals. and especially their relations as determined by the bond 
established by a grant of /anti from the former to the latter; From this it grew into a complete 
and intricate complex of rules for the tenure and transmission of real estate. and of correlated 
duties and services . . . . 

BLAcK's LAW DtCTIONAitY 560 (rev. 5th ed. 1979) (emphasis in original). 
10. 2 F. POLLOCK&: F.W. MAITLAND, JUpra note 3. at 596. 
I I. &~ H. G. RICHAilDSON, THE ENOLISH JEWitY UNDER ANOEVIN KINOS 94 (1960) (Jews' liquida

tion of land obli$ations broke down rigidity of structure of feudal land tenure and facilitated transfer of 
land to new capttalist class). 

12. E. JENKS, EDWAitD PLANTAOENET, THE ENOLISH JUSTINIAN 40-41 (1923). 
13. S« F. LrNCOLN, THE STARitA 114-15 (1939) (Jews could possess lands. but not hold by fee); 

SELECT PLEAS, STARRS, AND On!Eit RECOilDS FROM Tlll! ROLLS OF Tl!E EXCHEQUER. OF Tl!E JEWS ix-· 
x (J.M. Rigged. &: trans. 1902) (hereinafter J.M. RJOoJ (Jews religiously barred from swearing Chris
tian oath of fealty, and therefore disabled from holding feudal estate). 

14. E. JeNKS, .rupra note 12, at 40-41. 
IS. q: I F. PoLL«:IC &: F.W. MArTLAND • .rupra note 3. at 469 (alien to English law for creditor not 

in possession of land to have rights in it). · 
16. E. JENKS, .rupra note 12, at 4 I. 
17. Scutar;e, in medieval feudal law, was a payment by the tenant in lieu of military service. D. 

W ALICI!R, THl! 0XFOilD COMPANION TO LAw 1121 (1980). S« l'!fra note 18. 
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ments.IB And as the identity of the principals in the landlord-tenant 
relationship became less critical, a change in the feudal rules restricting aliena
bility of interests in land became possible. 

One catalyst for this change may have been the litigation surrounding debt 
obligations to Jews secured by debtors' property. The Jews in Norman Eng
land bad a specified legal status. They alone could lend money at interest. 1} 

They were owned by the King, and their property was his property.2o Thy: 
King suffered their presence only so long as they served his interests21-pri
marily as a source of liquid capital.22 

Because moneylending by Christians was infrequent, English law had not 
established its own forms of security.23 The Jews operated within the frame
work of their own legal practice,24 which was based on Talmudic law devel
oped over centuries of study. But the peculiar status of the Jews as the 
Crown's de facto investment bankers encouraged the King to direct his courts 
to enforce the credit agreements made by Jews under their alien practice. This 
nourished the. growth of Jewish law in a way that blurred the absolutes of 
feudiil land tenure. 25 Previously inalienable rights in land gave way to eco
nomic necessities, and the English ultimately adopted the Jewish practices.26 

. This note examines a moment of contact between two peoples, when neces
sity, proximity, and social upheaval prompted a cultural exchange between the 
Jewish merchants and moneylenders and those they served. The note de
scribes the effect on English taw brought about by the King's Jews as they 

18. In feudal land holding, tbe tenant's possessory right in land was limited to usufruct. as granted 
by the King, who retained absolute dominio.n over the land. The denotation of the tenant's interest M 
1~~ (orji¢"-fnJti, orf~odum)reftected the tenant's obligation to render service to the sovereign in return 
for the privilege of using the land. 2 W.·BLACKSTONE. COMMENTAIUES •t04-05. 

During the first century of the· Norman Conquest· land was held by military tenure. in which the 
tenants owed a specified number of days per year in knight service. I F. PoLLOCK&: F.W. MAITLAND. 
supra note 3. at 252. Either the tenants or their .servants owed personal service in the King's army. 
Later. the King came to require a standing army to pursue e:~ttended campaigns on the Continent. It/. 
In place of short-t.erm combat service. the King acx:epted '"scutage"" (literal derivation: '"shieldage'"), 
whereby his tenants-in-chief sent money in. lieu of themselves or their knights . . It/. at 266. The scutage 
fees enabled the King to employ professional troops and permitted the gentlemen to remain at home. 
/d. s~~ gm~ralljo iti. at 252-82 (section on knight's service). By the reign of Edward I in 1272. both 
personal service and scutage failed to provide adequate military resources; additional taxes were insti-
tuted in their Stead. E. JENKS, .supra note 12, at 102. . 

19. I F. PoLLOCK&: F.W. MAmAND, .supra note 3, at 468. 
20. I d. at 468, 471. 
21. Su Mandatum Regis Justiciariis Ad Custodiam Judeorum Assi~natis de Quibusdam Statutis per 

Judeos in Anglia Firmiter Observandis. Anno Regni Regis Henrici Tncesimo Septima (Mandate of the 
Ki.Dg to the Justices Assigned to the Custody of the Jews Touching Certain Statutes R<;lating to the 
Jews in England Which are to Be Rigorously Observed. The.Thir(y-Seventh Year of King Henry) 
[A.D. 12531 (Mandate of Henry UI ordainiDg '"[tJhat no Jew remain in England unless he do the King 
service, and that from the hour of birth every Jew, whether male or female. serve Us in some way'"), 
print~d in J.M. Rtoo. JUpra note 13. at xlviii-xlix. 

22. I G.M. TREVELYAN, JUpra note 2, at 250-5 I. 
23. J. RABINOWITZ. .1Up~ note 4, at 262. 
24. s~~ J.M. Rtoo, JUpra note 13, at xix (Jews made loan arrangements according to traditional law 

of the shetar). 
25. s~~ 2 F. POLLOCK&: F.W. MArTLAND,.rupra note 3, at 123-24 (Jewish creditors' rights in land 

enforced by King; same rights not available originally to Christian creditors). 
26. Su I F. PoLLOCK &: F. W. MArTLAND, .rupra note 3, at 475 (Second Statutes of We~tmin~tcr of 

1285 gave Christian creditor the remedy of ~lefit, similar to the choice of remedies afforded Jewish 
creditors). s~~ a/.ro lnfta text ac:companyin& notes 168-78 (Statute of Merchants adopted enrollment 
procedures and eventual award of land to anpaid creditor). 
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executed and registered debt instruments, assigned and enforced the underly· 
ing obligations, and generally survived by moneylending, the only profitable 
occupation open to them.27 It first reviews the Jewish credit agreement and its 
function in Anglo-Norman feudal society. It then suggests a rational explana
tion for a development in medieval English law heretofore perceived only as 
an anomaly: that the early writs of debt, which were for recovery of money, 
used terminology more appropriate to an action for recovery of land. This 
confusion now appears to be merely the linguistic expression of an innovation 
in the law due to the development of an actiorr to recover alternative relief: 
repayment of money lent or award of collateralized land. 

Finally, the note focuses on the incorporation of Jewish law into English 
practice .through a series of thirteenth century cases involving the sall)e Jewish 
litigant. Jewish debt pro<;edure had by then become part of everyday business 
in England. Even as the Jews began to be excluded from moneylending, their 
pro<;edures were adopted into the general English law governing debt registra
tion and collection. In 1275, the statute "De Judeismo"28 forbade the Jews' 
usurious practices.29 In 1285, the Statute of Merchants30 formalized creditor 
remedies that paralleled the provisions oftbeJewish shetar.l 1 In 1290, the 
Jews were expelled,32 but their credit practices remained. 

II. JEWISH CREDIT AGREEMENTS IN FEUDAL ENGLAND 

A. THE SHETAR IN JEWISH LAW 

The law of the shetar, developed and elaborated by 500 A.D. in the Babylo- . 
nian Talmud, antedates the Norman Conquest by six centuries.33 Histor~cally, 
the "shetar hov" (or generally just "shetar") was an instrument that established 
formal obligation, either in contract or in debt.l4 At the moment that a debtor 
acknowledged his indebtedness through a shetar, a general lien was estab
lished, encumbering all the debtor's property as security for ultimate repay· 
ment.H In case of default, the creditor could pro<;eed not only against movable 

27. I F. POLLOC'K &: F.W. MArit.AND, supra note 3. at 471 (English Jews rould profitably engage 
only in moneylending). Although the Talmud prohibited charging interest on loans, even to Gentiles. 
authorities including Rabbenu Tam (a 12th-century Talmud scholar whose opinions are stiU cited with 
respect) permitted Jews to lend Gentiles money at interest "because no other avenues of trade or rom· 
merce (were I open to Jews. and the lending of money (was I the only means of livelihood left to them." 
D.M. SHOHET, THE JEWISH CoURT IN THI! MtDDLE AOES 89-90 ,(1931). 

28. I STATUTES Of THE REALM 221 (London 1810 &: photo. reprint 1963). This statute. which is 
undated. is generaUy thought to date from 1275. s~~ 10 S. BARON; supra note 3, at Ill (attributing 
statute to 127S);J,M. Rloo,sul"""', note 13, at xxxviii (attributing statute to 1274-75). STATUTES OF THI! 
REALM attributes the ·Statute to either 4 Edw. (1275-76) or 18 Edw. (1289,90). I STATUTES OF THE 
REALM 221 n.(11. • 

29. Su Les Estatutz de Ia Jeuerie (fhe Statutes of Jewry) 1 I STATUTES OF THE REALM 221, 221 
(providing that henceforth no Jew lend at usury upon land, rent. or other thing; that interest aoeruin.g 
al\er previous Feast of St. Edward not tici coUectibl!=; that debts to Jews secured by chattels be paid by 
Easter or be forfeitC:d; and that the King will no longer enforce the Jews' usurious contracts. but wiU 
punish the lender). 

30. Statute of Merchants, 1285, 13 Edw .• Stat. 3. 
31. S~dnfl'tl text acoompaoying notes 168-78. 
32. 10 S. BARON, .t~~pril note 3; at 113. 
33. G. HOROWTTZ, THI! SPIRIT OF JEWISH LAw 16 (1953). 
34. Fuss, Slrnar, in PIUNCIPLES OF ]!!WISH LAw 186 (M. Elon ed. 1975). 
35. /d. The shetadmposed a lien on all the real property that the debtor owned at the time of the 
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and immovable property held by the debtor, but also against encumbered land 
that the debtor had transferred to a third party.36 The debt attached to the 
land, and the creditor's lien had priority over subsequent alienations.n 

Because of the severe obligations imposed by the shetar, the contents of the 
instrument followed a standard form designed to ensure authenticity and pre
cision. Each shetar recited standard clauses of obligation, the creditor's right 
to customary modes of execution, and a final phrase stating that the document 
was not merely a form but a statement of an express contract.lB Inserted into 
the form language were the names of the parties, the sum and the currency of 
the debt, and the date (Jf the obligation, thereby indicating the creation of the 
lien.l9 To prevent fraud, the document was signed by two witnesses who knew 
the parties.40 

A nation of wanderers, in adapting to a variety of cultures, determined that 
the language in which the shetar was written should be irrelevant to its legal 
validity.41 Thus, in dealings with a surrounding Gentile populace, Jews were 
content that loan agreements be formalized in Latin or in the Norman French 
of early England.42 Generally, the Jewish parties and witnesses would attest in 

instrument"s formation, regardless of whether the lien was expressly written into the shetar. Jewish law 
originally did not attach debt obligation to chattels. During the amoraic period. Jewish law extended 
tbe lien to the movable property of the debtor if specificaUy noted in the shctar. But the rabbinic courts 
would not enforce alien against movable property that had been sold by the debtor to a third party. ftl. 

36. /d. at 186. Ouring the post-Talmudic period, it ·became customary to insert, in the shetar a provi-
sion imposing a lien on the debtor's after-acquired property. J. RABINOWITZ. .mpra note 4. at 254. 

37. Elon, Lim, in PRINCIPLES .oF ]!!WISH LAw 288 (M. Elon eJ. 1975). 
38. Fuss, supra note 34, at 184-85; G. HoR.OWITZ. supra note 33, nt S(ICI-11. 
39. G. HoROWITZ. supra note 33. at Sit. ' 
40. !d. at Sit. In cootrast.to.the documentary procedure of the w.ritten shetar. credit agreements also 

could be made orally under Jewish law. Milveh be-ill peh-titerally "loan by moulh"" was distin
guished from milveb hi shetar-"Joan by writing." Shiloh, Loans, in PRINCIPlES OF JEWISH LAW 262 
(M. Elon ed. 1975). The oral creditor, however, had no right to levy on the debtor"s alienated and 
encumbered property to obtain .satisfaction of the debL /d. 

41. I C. HERZOG, THE MAIN INSTmiTIOtiS OF JEWISH LAw 152 (2d ed. 1965). 
From the time of the Jewish ellile in Babylonia. 586 B.C., the Jews had lived as oulsiders in foreign 

lands. In order to live within their own law, they developed a doctrine to minimize conllicts between 
Jewish law and the law of the surrounding community. G. HoR.owrrz. supra note 33. at 79. In deal
ings with the Christian populace, the Jewish community foUowed the principle that "the law of the 
Kingdom is the Law~ (dina de-.malkhuta dina). They accepted and obeyed any law that did not ron
llict with Jewish laws governing specific religious obligations. Dina D~-Malklruta Dina. in 6 ENCYCLO· 
PEDIA JUDAICA 51. S4 (1972). Respect for the rule of the Gentile sovereign raised the problem of 
determining the applicable law: 

The decrees of the king are law to us; b.ut the national law is not our law. Among aiJ.nations 
·there. are certain fundamental rights and. privileges ~hich belong to the sovereign. Within this 
srope, the commands of the king are law. But this does not hold true of the judgments ren
dered in their courts. For the laws which the courts apply are not the essence of royally. They 
are based on the precedents to be found in their writings. You cannot dispute this distinction. 
for otherwise you would annul, God forbid, the laws ofthe Jews. ' 

0. HoROWITZ..IIIpra, at79-80 (quoting Ruhba, Rabbi Solomon ibn Adret of Barcelona (1235-1310)). 
Jewish C:ourts would enforce external civil laws and formalities, id. at 80, but did not permit such civil 

law to sanction behavior otherwise forbidden to Jews. /d. Thus, a transaction enforceable in Gentile 
courts might still be invalidated (as applied to Jews) by a Jewish tribunal. !d. at 8~81. 

42. J.M. RJOo, .rupra note 13, at xix. s~e HI!BR.EW DEEDS oF.ENoUSH Jews (M.D. Davis ed •. &: 
tra~s. 1888) [hereinafter M.D. DAVIS) (reproducins the Hebrew portion of shetars in Hebrew and 
latin); Sl:AilRS AND li!WISH CHAR.TI!RS Plli!SI!R.YED IN THI! BIUTISH MUSEUM (1. Abrahams. H.P. 
Stokes&: H. Loewe eds. &: trans. 193~32) [hereinafter STAR.RS AND CHARTERS I (reproducing Hebrew 
and Latin portioDJ of ahetan). · 
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Hebrew and the Christians in French or Latin.~J Although neither party may 
have understood the other's language, the document had the full force of la.w 
in both communities.~ 

The crucial limitation on debt collection under Jewish law was that a credi
tor had a lien against the debtor's land, but not against the debtor's person.~' 
Personal freedom was not to be diminished by a debt obligation, and a creditor 
could not enslave one who was unable to repay ·him.~6 The origin of fhis prac
tice was the· Biblical protection of the dignity of debtors, as embodied in the 
injunction not to enter: the debtor's home to receive ll pledge, but rather to wait 
outside for the debtor to bring it out:47 This was the structure of the law of 
obligation that the Jews brought with them to England. 

B. NORMANS IN ENOLAND-A CENTRAUZJNO MONARCHY 

Unique among its feudal neighbors, the Norman Duchy was governed as a 
centralized unit, with no baron strong enough to challenge the Duke's author
ity.48 Although the NormanDuke owed fealty to the Kingof France, that 
King lacked effective power over his· vassals, who independently governed 
their own territories.49 In Normandy, however, feudalism was strictly territo
rial: a pyramid ofland tenure embodied a system of military obligations as
cending from knight through baron to Duke, from whom all lana· and 
authority derived. 5° On the continent, and later in England, William the Con
queror set out to maintain and strengthen this Norman system of centralized 
govemance.51 With the Conquest, the Normans introduced to England a well
organized central authdrity.'l 

The early governance of conquered England concentrated power in the 
King. As William the Conqueror imposed the rigorous order of the feudal 

43. Su, e..r., J.M. Rtoo, .ruprrz note 13, at xix (Hebrew creditor signed in Hebrew); Iii. at 46 (record 
of Exchequer documenting shetar written in Hebrew with Latin duplicate). In England the lenns of the 
acquittance look the Jewish form of the release: ~'from the beginning of the world'~ to the present.· J. 
RABINOWITZ, sfif'a note 4, . 26S-69. . . 

44. Both JewiSh and Enghsh.couru recoga.iz.ed the force of a shetar offered u .evidence of il debt. 
J.M. Rtoo, .rupra note 13, at xix-:u. Rigg describes the elaborate recording and witnessing procedures, 
including both Jewish and Gentile participants,. designed to avoid .fraudulent documents. /d. The 
King's c:ouru cnfo.rced a duly earoUed shetar, S~ inf;a text ac:company~g. notes 132;48 (discuss~g 
mcchlllllSm by which Exchequer enforced debt obligauons). The courts vnthin the Jew1sh COIDJDUnlly 
roullnely enforced shetan. , 

4S. Elon, lmpri.ronmnr/ j't~r/)t!hl, in PRINCIPLES OF JEWISH LAW 634 (M. Elon ed. 197S). 
46. /d. at 634, Su also M. ELON, RESTRAINTS OF THI! PERSON AS A MEANS 11'1 THE COLLECTION .OF 

DEBTS IN JEWISH LAW (1961) (precis of dOcto'ral dissertation) (Jewish tradition had no personal impris
onme!lt for debt, reuon.ing that if a debtor's home could not be catered, even less could the debtor be 
laken: in the 13th century, Jewish scholars. be~an to debate and approve imprisonment for evuive 
deblon, but onJy in carefully prescribed ConditiODS). . 

Unlike Jewish· law, Eng.lish law sPecifically envisioned such imprisonment. St!t! Statute or 
Merchants, 128S;.I3 Edw., Stat; 3 (establishing imprisonment of the body of a defaulting debtor); Stat
ute of Acton Burnell, 1283, II Edw. (if debtor's goods insullicienl to satisfy debt, debtor imprisoned 
pendiag repayment, but creditor responsible for assuring bread and water sufficient to .sustain life of 
tmprisoned debtor, who mwHurtber reimburse creditor upon release). 

47. Deutt!t'Onom}' 24:10.11 (lo preserve debtor's dignity m hiJ own home). 
48. I G.M .. TR.EVI!LYAN:mpn~ note 2, at 144. 
49./d. at 144-4S. 
SO. /d. at 143. 
51. W. STUBBS, THI! CoNSnnJTIONAL HISTOilY OF l!NOLANO 14-1S (abr. ed. 1979). 
S2. O.M. TR.EVI!LYAN, mpn~ note 2, at 142. 
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system, he avoided the system's tendency toward decentralization and disinte
gration that had sapped the power of the French kings .. SJHe limited the power 
of his tenants-in-chic( by granting each of th~m landholdings scattered over 
the realm, instead of large, C(Jntiguous tracts.'~ He governed the counties 
through sheriffs who depended on him for their power." He maintained a 
national militia, thereby shunning total reliance on the loyalty of his tenants
in-chief.S6 And he had all significant landholders swear an oath of primary 
allegiance to him." This concentration of power in the_ monarch grew during 
the successive reigns of a series of strong kings who iJicreasingly assumed more 
power-military, legislative, and judicial--over the nation. 58 

C. THE JEWS UNDER THE NORMAN KINOS 

Outsiders in feudal society, both Anglo-Norman and continental, the Jews 
were not part of the network of land-based obligations. They could not own 
land. On the Continent, they were owned as chattels by the loeal lords, who 
protected the Jews' possessions .on the understanding that what a Jew owned, 
he held for the ultimate use of his lord. 59 The Jews in Norman England, how
ever, were within the exclusive domain of the Kills's personal control, living at 
his sufferance and acc()rding to his wishes.6o 

The first settlement of Jews in England came in the wake of William the 
Conqueror.61 William determined that he should be the sole owner of Jews in 
England. Others could own Jews only with the King's permission as expressed 
by royal grant.62 The Leges Edwardi Confes.ron".s, a twelfth-century compila
tion and translation into Latin of laws attributed to Edward the Confessor,63 

S3. W. STUBBS, .rupnr note 51, at 85-91. 
S4. /d. at 9().91. 
SS. /d. al 88. 
S6. /d. at 86. 
S1. /d. at 84. 
58. /d. at 117-18. The dates of lhe Norman 11.0d Angevin Kings from the Conquest to the expulsion 

or the Jews in 1290 are: 

William I 
William n 
Henry I 
Stephen 
Henry II 
Richard I 
John 
Henry Ill 
Edward I 

1066-1087 
1087-1100 
1100-IIJS 
113S-IIS4 
IIS+Il89 
1189-1199 
1199-1216 
1216-1272 
1272-1307 

D. WALKE.'IC., supra note 17, at 1317~ 
S9. F. LINCOLN, .rupnr nole 13, at 8-9. M "Administrator of the Realm." lhe continental King had 

intentilial power in the areas where no vusal could substantiate a rival claim: upon this thco_ry, the 
King had asserted special authority over widows uid orph11111, aliens, Jews, lunatiCs. etc. E. JENKS, 
suprrz note 12, at 90-91. 

60. F. LINCOI,.N, .rupnr note 13, at 10. 
6t H.G. RICHARDSON, .rupnr note II, at I. 
62. F. LINCOLN, .rupnr note 13, at 10. 
63. I F. PoLLOCK&: F.W. MAIT1.ANO..rupnr note 3, at 103. PoUoct and Maitland believe that the 

laws of Edward the Confessor are of dubioua authority as descriptions of !Wtorical fact, perhaps retlcct
ing some Wlk.Down 12th<entury author's bopefullmagiutioa. 
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contains a statute that, if not that ancient, adeq\lately describes the Norman 
period: 

Be it known that all Jews wheresoever they may be in this realrit are 
of right undel" the tutelage and protection of the King, nor is it lawful 
for any of them to subject himself to any person of wealth withoutthe 
King's licence. Jews and all their chattels are the King's property and 
if anyone withhold their money from them let the King recover it as 
his own.64 

As chattels of the King, the Jews retained their own property at his pleasure. 
In the thirteenth century, Henry de Bracton wrote: 

[a] ]ew cannot have anything of his own, because whatever he ac
quires, he acquires not for himself but for the king, because they do 
not live for themselves but for others, and so they acquire for others 
and not for themselves.6s 

They lived where the King permitted, and when they died, their property 
vested in the King.66 Because the ecclesiastical courts could proceed only 
against Christians,67 the Jews operated free of the Church's usury prohibitions. 
The civil authorities openly permitted the Jews to lend money at interest and 
enforced their credit contracts, both for principal and interest.68 As the Jews 
prospered the King did too, extracting from them the fruits of their monopoly 
on usury.69 

Because it was worthwhile to protect Jewish subjects for their potential 
money value, successive sovereigns clarified the status of Jews. Charters of 
Henry I and Henry II70 granted individual Jews rights to reside in England, to 
buy and sell goods, and to possess all lands, fiefs, purchases, and pledges com-

64. F. LINCOLN, .rupra note 13, at 10; 4 S. BARON, .rupm note 3, at 79; I F. POLLOCK &: F.W. 
MAITLANO,.rupra note 3, at 468; J.M; R1oo,.rupra note 13, at x. Hovedon, the medieval legal-historian, 
associated the statute with the Justiciar Ranulf de GlanviU. /d. at x. 

65. 6 H. DE BRACTON, DE LEGIBUS _AT CONSUETUDINIBUS ANGLIAE 51 (T. Twiss ed. &: trans. 1883). 
66. F. LINCOLN, .rupra note 13, at 10-11. Although in theory all property of the deceased Jew re

verted to the King, -in practice the Crown took only a one'-third to one-half share in estate taxes. From 
Aaron of York. the richest Jew of the time, Henry Ill exacted anticipatory estate taxes for 19 years 
before the principal's death. By then, the estate was bankrupt and the heirs de.stitute. 10 S. BARON, 
.rupra note J, at 100.:01. 

67. H.G. RICHARDSON, .rupra note II, at 142. 
68. I F .. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, .rupra note 3, at 469 n.l. Only Jews were pennitted to "take 

usury" from a Christian, See id .at 413 (Jews bad mooey.lending monopoly). Two contemporary 
sources, GLANVtLL's TREATISE arid the DtAlOOUS DE SCACCARJO, describe the penalty exacted from 
Christians who engaged in "open usury .•.. like the· Jews": the usurer's cllattels were forfeit. 
TRACT A TABUS DE LEGIBUS ET CONSUETUDINIBUS REONt ANOLIE QUI GLANVltLA VOCATUR (The trea
tise on the laws and customs of the Realm of England commonly called GlaoviU) Book VII, cb. 16, at 
89 (O.D.O. Hall ed.-&: trans. 1965) (hereinafler 0LANV1LL); DIALOGUS DE SCACCARIO (The Course of 
the Exchequer) 100 (C. Johnson trans .. 1950). Moreover; if the creditor had executed a mortgage, ail 
instrument that secured the debt by possession of the cjebtor's land, and later failed to credit ihe princi· 
pal of the debt with the income from the land, be violated the coodi:mnatioo of the Council of Tours. 
DIALoous DE ScACCARIO, .rupra, at 100 n.l. Afler the creditor's death the debtor might get his land 
back from the King, but he would thea owe the Crown the amount of the. principal Ia practice, the 
King forgave part of this amount, presumably reducing it by ihe sum of the debtor's usurious overpay
menll. /d. at 100. 

69. O.M. TREVELYAN,.rupra note 2, at 150-251. 
70. These charten are known only by reference in other sources. J. JACOBS, Jews OF ANOI!VlN 

ENOLAND 137-J8 (1893). 
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ing into their hands.n Subject to estate taxes,72 Jews were permitted to inherit 
property and loans. Richard I's charter,73 granted in 1190, confirmed these 
rights. John affirmed the early charters in 1201, extending their coverage to aU 
Jews and adding the right to hold ••mortgages."7" 

Under John's charter, a Jew was free "quietly to sell his gage where it be 
certain that he has held it for a full year and a day."7S The charter further 
clarified that in suits between Jews and Christians, litigation rights were ex
plicit and, in some cases, advantageous to the Jews. The "bare oath" on the 
Torah of a Jewish defendant sufficed to rebut a charge against him by a Chris
tian plaintiff unaccompanied by witnesses;76 a Christian defendant similarly 
situated might be required· to "wage his law" with compurgators.77 A suit 
against a Jewish defendant was tried by a jury of his ••peers."78 And although a 
Jewish plaintiff could use a writ to substitute for a required witness, a Christian 
plaintiff could not.79 Trials involving Jews and Christians could be held only 
in the King's courts,80 while jurisdiction of disputes between Jews remained 
with the Jewish courts.s• 

But the Jews had fewer rights in themselves and in their possessions than did 

71. 4 S. BARON, .rupra note 3, at 78. The right to possess land was not equal to the right to hold a 
freehold estate, which would have evoked the full nn&e offeudal obligations between lord and tenant. 
See D. WALKER, .tupra note 17, at 497 {defining freehold). JeWs were traditionally excluded from 
freehold tenure. C. RoTH, HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN ENOLANO 107 {1941); cf. H.G. RICHARDSON, 
supra note II, at 84 (Jews held in fee so rarely that no rule against the practice was needed or estab
lished). The request by several Jews to hold land in fee and .the actual attempt by one to do so led, in 
1271, to a royal mandate denying them the privilege. C. RoTH, .rupra, at 65-66. See infra note 161 
(discussing mandate of 1271). . . - . 

72. See .rupra note 66 {describing taxes levied on Jewish estates). 
73. For a translation of the chaner, see J. JACOBS, .rupra note 70, at 134-J7. 
74. W. PARKES, THE JEW IN THE MEDIEVAL COMMUNITY 161!-70 (1938). The author suggests that 

the Jews succeeded the monastic houses as moneyleoden wh.en the Church declared such activity by 
Christians to be usurious. I d. 

75. Carte Libertatum Concessarum et Con.ftnnaturum Jedeis Anglie Anno Regni Regis Johannis 
Secundo (Charten of Liberties Granted and Confirmed to the Jews of England in the.Second Year. of 
the Reign of King John) (A.D. 1201) [hereinafter Chaner of King John) para. 7 printed in J.M. RIOG, 
supra note 13, at 1-2. The Charter of Richard I had similarly provided: "(T)he aforesaid Jews may sell 
their pledges without trouble afler it is certified that they have held them a year and a day .... " J. 
1ACOBS • .rupra note 70, at H6. Compare the time period provided for in Ut'iticus25:29 (one year must 
pass before house taken as debt security may be sold). 

The rights available to JeW,"in England contrasted sharply with m.edieval French tradition. A capit
ulary of Charlemagne forbade Jews to talte the property of the Church o.r any Christian in pledge for a 
debt. The penalty was confiscation of the Jew's property and loss of his right hand. Louis the Pious 
later granted charters to certain Jews pennitting free contract rights for sale and exchange of property. 
S. KATZ, TilE JEWS IN THE YISIOOTHIC AND FRANKISH KltiOOOMS OF SPAIN AND 0AUL92-93 (1937 &: 
photo. reprint 1970) .. 

16: Charter of King John, supra note 7S, para. 5. S« also J.M. RIGO,..rupra note 13, at xii (C:onstru-
~~~ . . . . 

77. J.M. Rtoo,.rupra note 13, at xii. Under the most common 12th-c:entury procedure, the court did 
not decide facts b.ut allocated the "proof' to one of the parties. 2 F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLANO, 
.rupra note 3, at 602-03. The_selccted. pany could prove his case by battle, ordeal or compurgation. /d. 
at 602. In com purgation, the party swoR: an oath that be was irinoccnt and produced a fixed number of 
compurgaton, or "oath-bel pen," who swoR: that his oath was true. T.F.T. PLUCKNE'TT, A CoNCISE 
HISTORY OF THE COMMON LAW 109 (2d ed. 1936). . 

78 •. Charter of King John, .rupra note 75, para. 2. Bills« I F. PoLLOCK &: F.W. MAITLAND, supra 
note 3, at 473 {Jew might have Ca5C heard by jury, llalf of whom were Jews). 

79. Charter of King John, supra .note 7S, para. 2; J.M. Rtoo, .rupm note 13, at xii. 
80. Charter of King John, .rupra note 75, para. 8; I W. HOLDSWORTH, HISTORY OF ENOliSll LAw 46 

{5th ed. 1931). 
81. Charter of King John, .rupl'tl note 7S, para. 12. In his famous dispute with Henry II. Thomas l 
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to the King. The underlying reality was that the Jews were no 
more than the embodiment of t.he King's accounts receivable. Jews wereJmb
ject to periodic tallage and tithing when the King required them to tum over 
money that was held, ultimately, on his behal£.82 The King preserved the Jews 
and their investments as representing his own financial future. 

The royal charters, in effect, permitted the Jews usufruct of moneyn much 
as their Christian neighbors were permitted use of the land. At the King's 
pleasure, they"((uld derive a livelihood by lending money at interest. Because 
Jews could lend'money at interest, they were available to finance excursions to 
continental Europe and on Crusade. 84 ·In ·addition to the extraordinary fiscal 
demands of the Cni~je~, the nobles still owed knight service. Taxpaying be
gan to replace personal service .in the practice of "scutage"-money assessed 
from landowners in lieu of knight fees." For this too, the Jews' assets were 
liquid, and available for a fee. 

It was convenient to the realm to have a source of credit. It was further 
convenient that the profits from the loan arrangements, forbidden to Chris
tians, be available to the King via his Jews. And it was to the King's advan
tage to enforce the contracts of credit made by the Jews. 

III. THE JEWISH PRESENCE IN THE DEVELOPING LAW OF COMMERCE 

A. IN THE KING'S COURT 

The most striking development in English law during the twelfth century 
was the expansion of the royal courts. Under Henry II, the King's court as
sumed an increasing share of litigation that previously had been heard orily by 
local courts,86 This was done through the issuance of royal writs, originally 
executory commands to the sheriff, but, with time, increasingly representing a 
formal summons initiating action in the royal courts.87 Glanvill's treatise, writ
ten at the close of the reign of Henry U, 88 is in part a form book of writs 
instructing the proper method of litigation and procedure. The categories of 

Beckel pointed to the Jews' internal juridicaJ independence u an argument for a separate autonomous 
clergy. 4 S. BARON, .st~pra note 3, at 271. · 

82. 10 S. BARON, mpra note 3, at 96-99. The Saladin Tithe of 1188, to finance lhe Third Crusade, 
demanded that the Jews tum over 60,000 pounds, one-fourth of the value of their entire property in the 
country. 4 S. BARON, supra note ), at 81. 

83. The King forbore from his absolute rights in the Jews' possessions. pemlitting continued invest-
ment to acerue profits for his later• use. G.M. TR.EVELYAN,mprtl note :z. at2Sl. 

84. E. JENKS, .st~pra note 12, at 40. 
85. I F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, mpr11 note 3, at 271-74. 
86. R.C. VAN tAENEOEM, ROYAL WRITS IN ENOLAND FR.OM THI! CONQUEST TO GLANVILL 349-SJ 

(1959). 
87. /d al 195-97. 

88. GlanVill's treatise is believed lo have been written between November 29, I 187 and July 6, 1189. 
GLANVILL, .supr11 note 68, at ux-x;ui. The man whose name the treatise bean, Ranulf Gh1J1vill, was 
appointed Heilly ll's chief justiciar in 1180. I F. POLLOCK &: F.W. MAITLAND, .supra note 3, at 163. 
Aller Henry's death in 1189, Glanvill acx:ompanied the new King. Richard I, on Crusade &nd died in 
Acre in 1190. /d. The authonhip of the treatise is unknown but has been attributed to at least three 
mea: Glanvill: Hubert Walter, who bec&me chief justiciar in 1193; and, Geatrrey liu Peter, the sheritr 
of Northampton. ·GLANVILL, .tvpl'rl note 68, at XXJU-uxiii. II is equally likely that the book is the work 
of an unlcnowu clerk of the Kins'a court. /d. at .uxili. 
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writs reflect the precise boundaries of the then recognized forms of action.89 

Among the writs ·developed during this formative period was the writ of 
debt.90 Initially, litigants most commonly used the writ to collect loans of 
money.91 Because the Jews were the predominant moncylcnders,92 they would 
have been the predominant users of the early writ. But the Jews were not 
merely the unintended beneficiaries of a fort?itous royal innovation. Taken 
together, the coincident circumstances of the Jews' ·relation to the King, the 
then unique form of relief afforded them by their shctars, and certain peculiar
ities in the wording of the early writs all suggest that the Jews contributed in 

· heretofore unexplained ways to the development of the cady writ of debt. 
In accord with their traditional practice, when the Jews lent money, they did 

so under written credit agreements documented in the traditional form of the 
shetars.!l3 Because of his relation to the Jews, the King had manifold interests 
in enforcing these shetars. And, because ·~what the Jews held, they held for .the 
King,"94 what the Jews lost through litigation or to an evasive debtor was lost 
to the King. Nor were these losses small: the Jew11 accumulated immense 
wealth through their moneylending and the King's Exchequer relied heavily 
on the Jews as an important source of tax revenues.95 And the King had an 
even more immediate stake in the revenues from court costs. When the debtor 
refused to pay,the King enforced the Jewish contracts through his royalcourt, 
at a cost of one-tenth to one-sixth of the sum at issue. 96 Yet, despite the royal 
interest, the questions posed by litigation of the shetar were not questions that 
English practice was designed to solve. 

When a Jew sought to enforce a shetar, he asked alternative forms of relief: 
payment of the money owed or award of the land and chattels securing the 
debt.97 But this request apparently was an aberration from English practice of 
the early twelfth century.98 A Jew's request tracked the terms of his unique 
contract: only a Jewish creditor of a defaulting debtor would be forced to seek 
either money or security, because only his alien procedure left the debtor in 
possession of the land pledged to secure the debt.99 

---
89. s~~ GLANVJJ.L, supra note 68, Boolt X. ch. 7, at 122 (writ of gage); it/. Boolt XII. chs. 3-5. al 150-

S I (writs of mort d'ancestor). 
90. R.C. VAN CAENEOEM, supr11 note 86, at 254-56. 
91. 2 F. PoLLOCK dt. F.W. MAITLAND, supra note 3, at 207. 
92. s~~ I F. PoLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, mpra note 3, at 473 (Jews had monopoly in lending 

money al interest). 
93. St!~ l"noll//y M.D. DAVIS, mpra note 42 (reproducing portions of credit agreements between 

English debton and Jewish crediton); STARRS & CHAR.TI!RS,mprll note 42 (reproducing Hebrew and 
Latin portions of credit agreements between English debton and Jewish creditors). 

94. s~e sr~pr11 text aoc:ompanying note 65 (quoting Bracton). · , . 
95. Su H.G. RICHAR.DSON,mpra note 11; al 161-75 (discussing heavy taxation of Jews under Kings 

Henry II, Richard I, and John). . . 
. 96. s~e 10 S. BAR.f:?N. supr11 note 3, at 94 (court fee during King John's reign one tenth of debt); R.C. 

VAN CAENEOAM, mpia note 86, at 258 (court fees at end of Henry ll's reign average one-sixth of debt: 
during lOth year of John's reign, one-seventh). 

97. s~~ supr11 text aoc:ompanying notes 36-37 (describing creditor's remedies under shetar). 
98. The explicit categorization of actions as real or penonal did not arise in English law until 

Bracton's time. s~~ Williams. 771e Terms llerzlllllti Person11l in Entli.rll Lllw, 4 L.Q.R. 394, 398-400 
(1888) (Bracton clusilies actions: Olanvill does not). Su 11/so 2 H. DE BR.ACTON, OF. .Lnmaus F.T 
CONSUI!TUDINIBUS ANOLIAI! 290-91 (O.E. Woodbine ed. &; S.E. Thome trans. 1968) (lint division of 
actions). 

99. s~~ 2 F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAn1.AND1 suprrl note 3, at 123 (Jewish creditor frequently not in 
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It appears likely that, at that time, a Christian litigant asked for only a single 
remedy, either a thing or money. A Christian creditor took and kept posses
sion of the land until the debt was satisfied.•oo In case of default, therefore, his 
suit would be for money only,IOI If the debtor wrongfully put him out of pos
session of the land securing ·the debt,. English practice barred the Christian 
creditor from bringing an assize of novel disseisin to recover the land: the Eng
lish system relegated him to a suit only for the underlying debt.l02 Conversely, 
the debtor regained the possessory rights to his property once the underlying 
debt was satisfied. If the creditor refused to return. the security, the debtor's 
suit would be limited to return of the pledged property. aoJ A Jewish creditor 
was apparently the only person in the realm who would seek execution on a 
significant personal obligation by either transfer of a thing or payment of a 
sum. 

A Jewish creditor's ability to ask two forms of relief gave him more than the 
obvious advantage over a Christian creditor. Important procedural privileges 
inhered in the option of getting real relief for a personal obligation. The con
ventional litigant, suing on a personal obligation and seeking only money, 
could not get judgment if the defendant did not appear in court. 104 lri contrast, 
any litigant seeking an award of land would be awarded judgment if the de
fendant had been, absent, without excuse, after three successive summonses. 10s 
After the defendant's thlrd ·unexcused absence, the land was "seized into the 
King's hand" for fifteen days and then adjudged to the plainti.ff. 106 Conse
quently, only a litigant demanding land was assured complete relief regardless 
of a defendant's attempts to evade the cou.rt's power. Other litigants could 
gain access to defendants' property only through successful attempts to secure 
defendants' presence through distraint of chattels and lands. 107 This disparate 
justice dissatisfied Bracton, who proposed that the courts grant relief to claim
ants of personal obligations who were faced with a defaulting defendant by the 
distraint and award of the defendant's property.l08 But because this solution 

possession ofland securing debt); I F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND,JUpra note 3, at 469 (Jewish credit 
arrangement novel and alien ~titution to English be<:a~ Jewish creditor did not take possession of 
land securing debt). 

100. GI.ANVILL. JUpra note 68, Book X, ch. 8, at 122-24; 2 F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, wpra 
note 3, at 120. 

101. See GLANVILL, .supra note 68, Book X. ch. 7, at 122 (writ for summoning debtor to redeem 
v~ . . 

102. ld Book X, ch. II, at 126; .ru 2 F. PoLLOCK & F.W. MArYLAND, .rupra note 3, at 121 ("the 
creditor is really entitled to ••. tbe debt, not the land. If he comC$ inlo court be must come to ask 
judgment for tbat to which he is entitled"). 

The assize of novel disseisin was a possessory action for land. Through summary process in the 
King's court. a freeholder recently ousted from land could recover possession by showing prior occuea
tion without the formality of testing legal title. See 2 F. PoLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, .rupra note 3; at 
47-52 (describing assize). 

103. GLANVtLL,.rilpra note 68, Book X, ch. 9, 10, at 125 (writ for sunimoning creditor to restore gage, 
and dilferent replies .of creditor .in court). 

104. r F. PoLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND,mpra note 3, at 594; Williams,.rupra .note 98, at 401. 
105. GLANVtLL..rupra note 68, Book!, cb. 7, at 5-6; 2 F. PoLLOCK & F.W. MArrLAND,JUpra note 3, 

at 592-93; Williams, wpra note 98, at 400-0 I. 
106. GLANVILL, .rupra note 68, Book I, ch. 7, at 5-6. This was the procedure under a writ of right for 

land. See id Book I, cb. 6, at 5 (exemplar of writ initiating action). The procedure for novel disseisin 
was similar. Williams, .supra note 98, at 401. 

107. Williams, wpra note 98, at401. 
108. 2 F. PoLLOCI( & F.W. MAITLAND, .rupra note 3, at 594-95 • 
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was not generally adopted until 1832,109 a Jewish creditor's avenues of en
forcement remained unique in medieval England, enabling him lo pursue his 
claim to judgment even though the defendant did not appear to answer the 
writ. 

The Jews asked for a remedy that the English system was unaccustomed to 
offering. This challenge was met by the King, who himself commanded en
forcement of the terms of the shetar. The King first manifested his interest in a 
command to pay in the form of a writ praecipe, Ito which if disregarded, con
ferred jurisdiction on the King's court. 111 By the shetar's terms, the debtor had 
the choice of paying the debt or relinquishing the property which secured the 
obligation. To enforce this choice, the King's command would have had to 
refiect the divergent remedies: money or property. 112 Eventually, this form of 
writ praecipe evolved into the 'Vrit of debt. 113 

The King's intervention on behalf of his Jewish moneylenders may explain 
and in tum have produced some anomalous terminology in the early develop
ment of the writ of debt. The wording of the writ evidences the intrusion of 
land interests into personal litigation. ·In the writ, as exemplified in Glanvill, 
the King ordered the Sheriff to "[o)rder N. to give back justly and without 
delay to R. a hundred marks which he owes ... and of which . ; . he deforces 
him unjustly."1 ' 4 Professor van Caenegem observes that this wording closely 

109. ltl. at 595. 
110. See R.C .. VAN CAE'NEOI!M,.rupm note 86, at 254 (writ praecipe for money originated in Henry l's 

with commands to Jews' debton to pay). The writ praecipe was a summary order from the King to his 
sheriff to command someone to do something (here. to pay money owed) prior to judicial determina· 
tion of the rights of the parties. ld at 234-35. From a purely executive order, the writ developed into a 
form which initiated judicial process in the King's courL ld See generally id at 234-)5 (discussing 
development of writs praecipe). 

Evidence of the inuance of thC$C writs is in the Pipe Roll for the 31st year of the reign of Henry I 
(1130-31). The. Pipe Rolls. were the annual balance sheets of the Exchequer. recording the accounts 
rendered by those responsible for royal tevenues, principally the sheriffs. J. JACOBS, n1pra note 70 .. at 
303-04. Because a Jew had to pay the King for the privilege of a writ praecip~. a record of the transac
tion was entered on the.Pipe Rolls. Among the entries involving Jews for 1130-31 are the following: 

Rubi Gots<:C and other Jews to whom earl Ranulfwas indebted. owe 10 Marks of gold for that 
the king might help them to recover their debts agaimt the earl. 
Abraham and Oeuslesalt, Jews, render account of one mark of gold that they might recover 
their debts against Osbert de Leicester. 

ld at 14-IS (translated (rom the abbreviated Latin in which the Pipe Rolls were written). Twelnh· 
century Pipe Rolls also surVive for the yean llSS to 1200. ld at 305. Joseph Jacobs has collected and 

. translated many of the entriC$ involving Jews in i.hC$C Pipe RoDs. See generally id at 44-221 (inter
spersing select entries from Pipe Rolls {rom 1155 to 1206). 

Ill. /d at 234. · 
112. Cf H. G. RtCHARDSO~ • .rupni note II, at I 12-13 (Pipe Rolls indicate most actions in which Jews 

were plamtiffs were for recovery of money lent or mortgaged land). 
113. R.C. V~N CAEtiEOEM, wpra note 86, at. 254. 
114. GLANVILL. .rupra note 68, Book x; ch. 2, at 116-17 (emphasis added). The writ of debt in 

Glanvill's original Latin read: 
Rex uicecomiti salutem. Precipe N. quod iuste et sine dilatione reddat R. centum marcas quas 
ei debet ut dicit, et unde quentur quod ipse ei iniuste deforciat. Et nisi fecerit. sumone cum 
per bonos sumooitores quod sit coram me uel iusticiis meis apud WC$tmonasterium a clause 
Pascha in quindecim dies. ostensurua quare non fecerit; Et habeas ibi summonitores et hoc 
breue; Teste etc. 

/tl. This t~anslated in English: 
The king to the sherift; greeting. Order N. to pve back Justly and without delay to R. a 
hundred mar.u which he owes him, 10 be aays, and of which he complains that he deforces 
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resemofes that of the classic praecipe for land. 115 Specifically, the writ of debt 
adopted the words "unjustly deforces" (unde . .. ei lniuste deforciat)116 from 
thepraecipe.l 11 To "deforce" is to wrongfully withhold possession of land from 
one who is lawfully entitled to it.JII The impropriety ofthe transplanted termi
nology, therefore, lies in the sense of the wrong conveyed by the words, "un
justly deforces," which calls for· an immediate remedy for an egregious 
interference with land tenure. But the underl:tiJ!g.romplainLwas def.ault_ul!..!_ 
d~ Thus the terms of the wrifippear to ask for ~appropriate relief. Noting 

cthe apparent confusion, 119 van. Caenegem indicates that Jews were the prin(:i
pal beneficiaries of the early writ. 12o 

The "misuse" of the words "unjustly deforces" in the early writs conveys 
more tban just the verbal conservatism of the early common law. Use of the 
term implies an underlying land obligation securing a certain sum, which 
strongly suggests the existence of an arrangement like the Jewish shetar. Here, 
however, the King himself compelled payment in money or in land to be made 
by the debtor found in breach of a private agreement. The term "deforce," 
then, communicates the Jew's ability to circumvent the procedural limitations 
of personal actions. . 

R.L. Henry has suggested~ alternatively, that the writ used "deforce" to con
note a breach ()f the King's peace: as an empty incantation with the single 
purpose of lending substance to a claim of the King's jurjsdiction. 12 • The King 
did not customarily intervene in private disputes. 122 The purported fiction was 

him unjustly. And if he does not do it, summon him by good summoners that he be before me 
or my justices at Westminster a fortnight after the octave of Easter to show why he has not 
done it. And .have there with you the sunl!n()!!Crs and this writ. Witness: N. At M. 

R.C •. VAN CAENEOEM, .mpra note 86, at 437. 
115. R.C. VAN CAENEGEM, .supra note 86, at 254; .ru a/.ro 2 F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, .supra 

note3, at 173 (writ of debt u given by Glanvill closely similar to writ of right for land known as the 
Praecipe in capit~). . 

116, Approximately: "of which (heJ unjustly deforces him." See .supra note 114 for complete text of 
writ. 

117. R.C. VAN CAF.NEOEM,J197ra note 86, at 254; 2 F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND • .supra note 3, at 
204. 

118. See D. WALKER. .supra note 17, at 347 (defining deforcement). 
119. See R.C. VAN CAENEOEM, .mpra note 86, at 254 (''unjustly deforces" was "inappropriate in a 

personal action for debt, although appropriate enough in a real action for tenure"). Others have also 
noted the peculiar wordin& of the writ. S.ee R.L. HENRY, CONTRACTS IN THE LOCAL COURTS OF MEDI
EVAL ENGLAND 15 (1926) ("[a) person who does not pay his debt may be said to detain something 
which does not belong to him. but he can hardly be said to 'deforce"'); 2 F. POLLOCK & F.W. 
MAITLAND, .sup~a note 3, at 204-05 (noting peculianty and expla~g it: "The bold crudity of archaic 
thought equates. the repayment of an equivalent su.m of money to the restitution of specific land or 
goods"); A.W.B. SIMPSON, A. HISTORY OF THE COMMON LAw OF CONTRACT, THE RISE OF THE AcnON 
OF AssUMPSrr SS·56 (197S) (noting peculiarity at1d concluding: ''The 1Jse.of the word tleforciat may 
look slightly curious in a debt writ, but again its use in aU probability is not significant"). 

120. R.C. VAN CAENEOEM, .supra note 86, at 437~ 
121. R.:L. HENRY,.SUfra note 119, at 16. Henry first noteS the anomaly posed by the formal declara

tion in debt• litigation m th. c seignorial courts. There, the plain.·tift's c.laim tb. at.the defendant "detains 
and deforoes" the amount of the debt sometimes ~as supplemented by "again~t the peace of the lord." 
Jd at IS. Henry theorizes tllat the local formula mimicked those used in the King's court, because the 
local lords, like the King. wanted to usurp the traditional jurisdiction of the hundred· and county. courts. 
ld at 16. 

122. S.« GLANV1U., . .Jt¥1ra note 68, Book X. ch. 8, ~t 124 ("{i)t is not the custom for the coun of the 
lord Icing to protect or warrant private agreements of this kind concerning the giving or receiving of 
things as a sage, or other such agreements, whether made out of coun or in courts other than that of the 
lord kins; it follows that. if such agreements are not kept. the coun of the lord king wiD not concern 
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that withholding payment on a debt breached the King's peace. Henry argues 
that the formalism was dropped once tlie action was well-established and the 
fiction no longer necessary.tll 

But the invocation of the King's peace has another explanation, derived 
from the unique relationship between the King and his Jews. Because. the 
early actions at debt were principally on behalf of Jews, and because Jews 
claimed their rights in the King's name, all obligations owed to them were 
ultimately owed to him.l 24 Withholding a debt owed, even indirectly, to the 
King is a breach of the King's peace that requires no legal fiction. If the price 
of the writ was paid, the King's courts were ready to stand behind a Jewish 
creditor's complaint in debt. To enforce the debt was to restore peace fo a 
small part of the realm. 

Use of the term "deforce" symbOlizes the courts' interference with rights in 
land. Used to imply "breach of the peace," it invokes the image of the King's 
wrath. The otherwise puzzling formalism signaled an institutional coniJict: in 
the courts of feudal England, land tenure had been distinct from personal 
rights in law; Jews were asking the courts to award land-to compel transfer 
of property to !)atisfy a personal obligation-before final judgment. 125 Because 
the King was, in effect, the real party in interest, the interference with land 
tenure was done with his consent and support. Lacking the King's hand. the 
action would have been impossible. Only the King's interest in enforcing Jew
ish creditors' remedies could make possible this invasion of land beyond the 
limits of relief in person;rl actions. · 

The traditional Jewish procedure governing lien-accompanied debt was an 
innovation in feudal society. The embryonic legal system lacked the terminol
ogy to describe a private judicial proceeding for money that jeopardized pos
session of land. From this came the hybrid use of the term "deforce." 
"Deforce" disappeared from the King's court shortly after. the time of 
Glanvill, t26 approximately the time when Jewish litigation had been removed 
to the newly established Exchequer of the Jews. 127 In the seignorial courts, the 
term fell into disuse by 129t,t28 one year afier the expulsion of the Jews from 
England. Though this may be adventitious, the decline of the phrase and its 
underlying Royal obligation coincides with the decline of the Jews in England. 
When the King's Jew was no longer the creditor, default on a debt no longer 
.implicated the interest of the Royal treasury. 

B. THE EXCHEQUER OF THE JEWS 

At no time during their two-century presence in England were the Jews per
ceiv~d as more than a necessary evil; a source of capital. The Jews, welcomed 

itself with them, and is therefore not bOund to pronounce upon the rights or priviler;es of the several 
prior or subsequent creditors"). 

!23. R.L. HENRY, .mpra note 119, at 16. 
124. Su supra text accompanying notes 64-6S (Jews held property ultimatdy for King). 
125. See H. G. RICHARDSON, .rupra note 11, at 8-4-98 (explaining method by which Jews who had 

been awarded land liquidated thetr interest in it). 
· . 126. 2 F. POLLOCIC &: F.W. MArrlAND, .Jt¥lnl' note 3, at 173. 

127. · Su Infra notes 129-48 and accompanying text (disctusing Exchequer of the Jews). 
128. R.L. HENRY, .Jt¥'ra note 119, at IS. 
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as moneylenders, were despised as creditors. So long as the King enforced the 
Jews' debt instruments, the best way to avoid obligation was to attack the Jew
ish community, destroying people and records. Sporadic incidents culminated 
in riots against the Jews during the Coronation of Richard .I in 1189 and in the 
Massacre at York in 1190.i29 Beseiged by the mob, hundreds of the York Jews 
chose death over baptism. The warriors, joining religious hatred to their eco
nomic motivation, were quick to destroy the deposits of shetars held within the 
Jewish community. At York, the riot was instigated by Richard Malebysse, a 
nobl~man deeply indebted to .the Jews. After 500 Jews died in the Citadel, 
Malebysse led the mob to the Cathedral, where they destroyed the debt 
records, which had been held for safety in the. Chapter.·. House. When the 
smoke cleared, both creditor and debt had been eradicated.13o 

Following his return from the Crusades and release from captivity, 131 Rich
ard I was displeased by the attacks on his Jewish moneylenders. Because 
duplicates did not exist for many of the documents destroyed, the King was 

. unable to collect debts that would otherwise have. escheated to him. He was 
concerned with preserving a record of debts owed to ensure theirpayn1ent. By 
1200, this concern prompted the establishment of Archae (Registry of Bonds) 
and of the Exchequer of the J ews.•32 

Archae were established in all towns with sizeable Jewish p,opulations. The 
regislries con~isted of Chirograph Chests and four Chirographers--two Chris
tians and two Jews-arid their clerks. 133 The Chirograph procedures were 
strongly reminiscent Of traditional Jewish practice.134 All bonds were to be 
formalized. in the presence. of the official witnesses, and. immedi!ltely dupli
cated. 135 The original and duplicate were usually written on the same. skin and 
were.· divided • by an irregular cut, producing corr~sponding tallies.136 The 
Archa retained the duplicate, which was called the pes or "foot" of the bond, 
while the creditor retained the original, with the debtor's seal affixed. 137 When 
the debtor satisfied the debt, the creditor gave . the debtor a deed of acquit
tance.138 The debtor could then prove satisfaction of the debt only by deliver-

129. J.M. RIGO, .ruprD note 13, at. xvii-xviii. 
130./d; H. MARGOLIS .l G. MARX, A HISTORY OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE ;384-88 (1965 reprint). M.D. 

Davis' collection of shetan includes one recording substantial debts owed by Richard Malebyssc. ("out 
of the great debt \l(bich he owes to. my master Aaron, and for which I gave him this writing.") In the 
Hebrew venions of the documents, his.name is translaled into. the Hebrew for "evil beast" (khayah ra
ah), the literal tr~st&tion of the Norman surname. M.D. DAvis, Jl!pra note 4:Z. at 2.88. This transl.ation 
was a playful; tliougli prophetic. pun by the creditor. The Hebrew phrase is used in the Book of Gene
sis by Jacob's.sons to describe. the animal they falsely claim has devoured their brother Jo5cph. ~n~.ris 
37:33. This biplical passage would have been read in synagogues the same week this shetar was wrjt,len. 
M.D. DAVIS, supra note 42, at 288: . · 

131. ·The government assessed the Jews S,OOO marks of the 100,000 mark ransom for the release of 
Richard l 4 S. BAilON, suprD note 3, at at-82. . 

132. J.M. Rtoo, supra note 13, at xviii-xix; I W. HoLDSWORTH, supra note 80, at 4S-46. 
133. J.M. R10o, supra note 13, at xviii-ltix. Chirograph, literally "handwriting." was the term used 

for the written docliment.S. 
134. S« .ruprD note$34-40 and accompanying text (describing documentary procedure of shetar). 
13S. J.M. R100, .ruprD note 13, Jt ltix. 
136. S« gmm~lly STAilRS AND CHAilT1!RS, supra note 42 (photographic plates of bonds., showing 

irregular cut). 
137. J.M. Rtoo, SUfrD note 13, at ltix.. 
138. ltl. The acquittance frequently was written on the back of the original bond of debt. I STARRS 

AND CH.UTEM, .ruprD note 42, at xiv-xv. 
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ing the acquittance to the Archa, for which he obtained the pes, which 
cancelled the debt.l39 ,No debt, acquittance, or assignment of debt was valid 
unless filed in the Chirograph Chest, which could be opened only by order of 
the Exchequer ot in the presence of a majority of the Chirographers. 140 

The King's Exchequer oversaw the King's accounts. A contemp!)rary trea
tise described its organization and duties: the "Dialogue of the Exchequer.'' 141 

Litigation of Jewish debt instruments comprised a substantial portion of the 
Exchequer's business, so much so that a separate branch was created to ·try 
Jewish causes.l4 2 Beginning in 1198, "Custodes Judaeorum," or "Wardens of 
the Jews," were appointed, 143 subordinate to the Exchequer. 144 The Custodes 
Judaeorum were the first Justices of the Jews. They exercised exclusive juris
diction over all matters involving Jews and Christians, except those in which 
the Jew was criminally accused.t4S During the thirteenth century they were 
charged with enforcing the shetars of .the Jews. 146 This special branch of the 
Exchequer could effectively ascertain the amounts due the King's treasury via 
the King's Jews. 147 

Tqe Chirograph Chests preserved the bonds of debt and the deeds of acquit
tance, and the Archae preserved the Chirograph thests.l48 Many of the pleas 
brought before the Exchequer of the Jews still survive, and a substantial body 
of legal paper memorializes the interaction of the thirteenth-century British 
legal system with the Jewish law of the shetar. Surviving records indicate that 
the Exchequer of the Jews presided .over matters arising from the full range of 
interactions between Christians and Jews. The primary document offered to 
prove the transfer of interest in land and the establishment, transfer, or satis
faction of a debt. was the shetar. 

C. IN THE MATIERS OF COK HAGIN 

The records of the Exchequer reveal the tensions between several elements: 
the King's thinly disguised economic interest, the court's struggle between fo,f
malisin and alie~ law, inter-religious suspicions,. and everyday venality. 
Within the pleas of the Exchequer of the Jews, the appearances of one recur-

1.39. J.M. RIOO, ~pro note 13, at xix. 
14Q: I W. HoLDSWORTH, n.tpra note 80, at 4S. By 1240, the sy$tcm had changed: the sealed bond 

was kept in thC·Archa. and copies were given to both the creditor and. the debtor. I STAilRS AND 
CHARTERS, supra !!Ote 42. at XV. . 

141. DIALOG US bE ScACCARIO, .rupro note 68. The unknown author of the 12th ceritury (ca. 1176) 
"dialogue" describeS the exchequer board, a Ulble covered with a,chei::kered cloth, from which the court 
de.rived its name:' The. membcn of the eourt sat around an oblong table. ruled. off into squares to 
facilitate a system of accounting(describcd in detail in the "Dialogus"") used to determine deblS owed to 
the Kin~. ld at xhv-xxxix, 6-7: s« aJ.ro I F. POLLOCK & F.W. MAITLAND, .rupro note 3, at 191-92 
(dcscribmg Exchequer as compound institution: judicial tribunal and financial bureau). 

14.2. J.M. RIOO, .ruprD note 13, at XX. 
143. ltl Of the original (our "wardens," Simon de Pateshull, Henry de Wichenton, Benedict de 

Talemunt, and Joseph Aaron, the latter two 'lllere Jews. Jd 
144. I W. HoLDSWORTH, .111pra note 80, at 45-46. The Barons of the Exchequer could annul. the 

judgments of tbe Custodes Judacorom. Itl. 
14S. s~~ itl. at 46 (cases in 'which Jews aC:Cuscd of crimes found among Crown Pleas). 
146. Su gm~rDI/y J.M. RJoo • .ruprD note 13, at 3-134 (a collection of pleas before the Exchequer of 

the Jews from 1220 to 128S). 
147. S« id at xx (King could order scrutiny of Archae to determine financial position of Jews: when 

done. Archae closed under triple loclt and .seal and all business suspended). 
148. /d. at xix. 
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rent litigant, Cok Hagin, ' 49 sometime Chief Rabbi, 150 serve as an exemplar of 
the cultural contact between Jew and Christian. Cok's changing fortunes illus
trate not only the limits of the Jews' personal freedom in English society, but 
also the extensive reliance on Jewish legal pracUce in the King's court. 

Cok's first appearance was in 1272, when the Queen, through her clerk, 
claimed from him 100 pounds "in ready money." Instead of paying immedi
ately, Cok acknowledged debts to the Crown amounting to 100. pounds, but 
not in ready money, and asked that the King's Co.uncil render judgment. To 
support t~e Queen's claim, the Queen's agent appealed to the King's Council,. 
the Queen's Council, and the eyewitnesses to the making of the agreement. 
Cok agreed to pay the debt in two installments and named four Jews as sure
ties. If he defaulted, they, equally with him,. would be subject to dis.traint of 
their lands, debts owing, chattels, and their bodies. 1.5 1 

In 1273, Cok appeared with several others to pay a partial sum to delay the 
tallage assessed in the Easter Term of the first year of Edward I's reign. They 
asked respite for the greater part owed, and agreed on a penalty that each 
would owe in defauft.JSZ Later that year, the court noted that the appointed 
date had passed without payment of tallage or penalty. The penalty was as
sessed and paid. m 

One year later, Cok Hagin appeared as co-surety to receive custody of Joce 
Bundy, a Je~ who was charged with lending "money to. Christians by blank 
tallies," 154-leaving blank the amount due until after the debtor had signed.l55 

Additionally, Bundy was charged with having lived, for some time, in Ray
leigh without the King's license. For this offense all Bundy's goods and chat
tels were forfeit to the Crown. When Bundy failed to appear for his appointed 
court date, the court found Cok Hagin and his co-surety "in mercy." 156 

In 1275, the King notified his Justices that he had granted all of Cok Hagin's 
possessions as gifts to his "dearest Consort, Eleanor, Queen of England." She 
was to receive all of the Jew's debts owing and all his goods and chattels. 
These were forfeit because Cok Hagin was excommunicate for refusing to sub
mit to trial "according to the Law and Custom of the Jewry." 157 Edward con-

149. "Cok Hagin" is an English corruption of the Hebrew name Yit:thak Hayim. C. ROTH, EssAYS 
AND PORTRAITS IN ANOLO-Jl!WISH HISTORY 24 (1962); C. ROTH, HISTORY OF THI! JEWS IN ENGLAND 
93-94 (1941). 

ISO; J.M. R1oo, ntpro note 13, at 119 n.l. 
IS I. ltl. at 67-68. Here, not only the principal. but also his sureties are subject to real actions arising 

out of a personal obligation. 
IS2. ld at 77. 
IS3. ltl. at 77. 
IS4. ltl. at 82. 
ISS.Itl. at 82 n.l. 
IS6. ltl. at 82-83. "In mercy" means subject to .6ne or punishment at the discretion of the court. 

BLAcx's LAW DICTIONARY 708 (rev. Sth ed. 1979). 
IS7. ltl. at 87-88. The olfense, apparently, is one "against his Law," indicating .that the Jew had 

transgresse,hgainst Jewish doctrine rather than against a secular command .. Jtl. Other sources report 
that Cok Hagin was, at the time, on the losing side of a power struggle within the Jewish Community. 
C. ROTH, EsSAYS AND PORTRAITS IN ANOLo-JEWISH HISTORY, ntpro note 149, at 25. 

In their own religious courts, Jews were subject lo penalties of excommunication for violation of 
Jewish law. Religious couru operated independently of the Crown, whose control began only when the 
defendant wu ejected from the protection of his community and formal social position. The excommu
nicate Jew or the Jew who convened forfeited his goocb lo the King. Su J.M. R1oo, supra note 13, at 
87-88, 96 (excommunicated Jew); ld. at 99-100 (convened Jew). On leaving his community, a Jew 
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ditioned this gift to Eleanor upon her making good to the King, before 
Christmas, "the arrears of the last tallage assessed upon him, the Jew."tss 

By 1282, in the tenth year of Edward's reign, Cok was again doing busi
ness.159 In that term, Cok summoned Roger de·Ling to answer for the princi
pal and interest owed on a debt represented by one Chirograph, sworn to be 
duplicated in the London Chirograph Chest. 160 In the same year, Cok's real 
estate deals apparently proliferated. In return for a fee interest in a plot of 
land and a house in London, be exchanged a nine-year term on a farm in 
Essex in which he had a liveried interest. 161 The farm had been obtained "on 
account of divers debts" of the former owner, a knight.' 62 The prior agree
ment, transferri,ng the farm, was duly enrolled at the Exchequer. For his new 
property, Cok Hagin agreed to pay yearly, at Easter, "one gillyflower" to the 
former tenant and also to render "to the capital lords of the fee the services due 
and wonted therefor, in discharge of all secular services, customs, and all 
things exacted and demanded."l6l The two charters, granting respectively the 
properties to their new owners, contain the warranties, witness attestations, 
seals, and signatures required by the law of the shetar. The court received 
these elements as proof of the agreement's validity. The court also recorded 
that the Queen's attorney was present ,to give her consent and acknowledge
ment to Cok Hagin's document. 164 

Cok Hagin's last appearance is as one of a group of the descendants of 
Master Elias joining together to acknowledge, by their shetar, the acquittance 
of an" ancient debt to their father. As his heir they released the debtor "from 
the creation to the end of the world." "By spontaneous and unanimous con
sent," they discharged the debt as fully paid.t6s 

The surviving records of the Exchequer of the Jews cover a limited period 
(1220-1284). Cok Hagin's experience is representative insofar as it illustrates 
personal and religious disputes, shetars of property. transfer, debt registration 

abandoned the role of holding goods for the ultimate use of the .IG.ag. Said. at 61 (goods forfeited by 
Jew living without King's license, outside Jewish community). The .IG.ag would have been eager to 
encourage enforcement of Jewish law, at leut to .the extent of seizing the goods of those 
excommunicated. 

ISS. J.M. R100, supra note 13, at 87. 
iS9. The Queen bad encouraged the King to conlirm Cok Hagin's election u Chief Rabbi in 1281. 

ltl. at 119 n.l. His excommunication apparently had been temporary. 
160. ltl. at 117. . · 
161. ltl. atl18-20. By a royal edict of 1271, Jews were forbidden to own land. s~~ Mandatum Regis 

Super Terris et Feodis Judaeorum in AngliL Anno Regni Regis Henrici Quinquagesimo Quinto (Man
date of the King Touching Land and Fees of Jews in England. The Fifty-fifth Year of the R,tign of 
King Henry} (A.D. 127l)print~d in J.M. Rtoo, .J197ro note J3,at 1-lv (mandate of Henry IUp~ohibiting 
Jews to have "freehold in manon, lands, tenements. fees, rents or tenures of any kind whatsOever by 
chaner, gtant, feolfment, confirmation, or any ltind of obligation; or in any other manner," but pennit
ting Jews to dwell in houses in. the city). Despite this prohibition, the exchequer record. clearly states 
that Colt Hagin had taken the lan.d "by livery"-i.e., by livery of seisin, a form of land tenure denied 
the JeW3 by the prec:edi.ng. edict. Perhaps this was possible through some direct intervention of the 
Queen or because he held in her name only. 

162. J.M. Rtoo, ntfrtl note 13, at 118. · 
163. Itl. at 120. lttsdoubtful that Cok here submitted to knight service, per se, but he likely assumed 

alltues (including scutage fees) assessed on the , ropeny. Cf. ill. atltiii (Jew could not swear homage 
or fealty. which were necessary duties of freeholder in feudal system). 

164. J.M. Rloo,mpro note 13, at 118-20. Colt Hagin wu apparently the Queen's chattel. She, not 
the King. would have power to alBrm or deny hit actions. 

165. ltl. at 133-34. · 
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and acquittance, and a royal conveyance whereby his goods and, arguably, he 
himself were granted to the Queen. The Exchequer enforced the law "accord

. ing to the customs of the Jewry" for nearly a century until. the expulsion in 
1290. Over time, the alien ways of the Jews had become the subject of every
day litigation in the King's courts. 

IV. CONCLUSION: THE EXODUS AND WHAT THE JEWS LEFT BEHIND 

Ruling during an era of socio-economic change 
(1272-1307), Edward was wont to legislate accord
ingly. And Edward was weary of the Jews. 166 Thus he 
issued laws forbidding the Jews from holding real 
property, denying them usurious practice, and order
ing them to wear distinctive dress and identifying 
badges. 167 . 

Even as he restricted Jewish moneylenders, Edward 
expanded the universe of non-Jewish moneylending. 

, 
1 

.... , , • .J • He had before him a model of secured debt contracts, .n erutc.a e.J tUut!l.r • 
liuntia u.rurandi • enforced for centunes by the royal courts for the royal 

IUustration of Jew 'wearing usurers. In the Statute of Merchants of 1285, l68 Ed-
badge require~ bY: ward extended to creditors the forms of registry rem-

t27S Statute forbtddmg • ' 
Jews the practice of usury. edy, and enforcement that had prevtously been the 

(MS British Museum) substance of the Exchequer of the Jews. 169 Under the 
Statute, a debtor acknowledged the existence of his debt before the Mayor and 
one of the recording clerks. The clerks recorded the debt in two roUs, one to 
remain with the Mayor, one with the clerks. In his own recognizable hand
writing, the clerk prepared a debt instrument, to which the debtor affixed his 
seal and the officials affixed the King's seal. This instrument was given to the 
creditor, who would present it to the Mayor and the clerks to prove his rights if 
the debtor defaulted.''o 

More than the enroUment procedures paralleled the structures of the Ex
chequer of the Jews. The remedies also extended to Christian creditors the 
relief formerly available only to Jews. 171 No longer was a Christian creditor's 

166. S« T. To!JT, EDWARD THE FIRST 161 (1909) ("Edward disliked the Jews both on religious and 
e<:onouiical grounds"). . 

167. /d. at 160-62. Edward was following Henry Ill's precedent, issuing special restrictions for Jews. 
See J.M. R1oo, ,upra note l:l at xlviii-lxi (prov~ions Qf Henry Ill and Edward 1), Additionally,,· Ed· 
ward's Statutes of Jewry of l21S,.r«mpra note 28 (datingstatut!=)~ .. denied legal process, for the ref:()very 
of interest and' limited execution on the principal due to one-half of the debtor's land and chattels. J .M. 
R1oo; JTtpra, at nxviii. E11glish practice no longer required Jewish jurors in cases involving Christians 
and Jews. Artitl!=$ Touching.the Jtrwry (undated statute of Edward I, which internal evidence indil:ates 
was issued after l284)prlnt<'t(in·J.M. RIOO,JTtpra, at liv, xll. 

168. Statute of Merchants, 128S, 13 Edw., Stat 3. l'he Statute of Acton Burnet, 1283, II Edw., which 
was enacted two yean before the Statute of Merchants, had been intended to establish a speedy reniedy 
for merchant creditors •. Because the .sherill's had failed to apply the statute correctly, the Statute of 
Merchants of J28S re-enacted and expanded its provisions. I A. W. RENTON; ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF THE 
LAWS OP ENGLAND 116 (1891). 

169. Statute of Merchants, 1285, 13 Edw., Stat 3. 
l10.Id. 
171. See Sllpra text aCI:Ompanyins notes 97-109 (comparing remedy available to Jewish creditor 

under shetai' with remedy available to Christian creditor under early 1:0mmon law). In the same year 
that the Statute of Merchants was enacted. a Christian c:miitor, for the first time in English law, was 
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relief before judgment limited by the debtor's absence. If the Christian credi
tor presented to the ,Mayor a tnatured, acknowledged debt instrument corre
sponding to an enrolled debt, be had established full right to relief. 172 If the 
debtor did not pay, the creditor eventually obtained access to the debtor's 
lands, 173 even as the Jews had done for years. And if the creditor were ejected 
from the debtor's lands, he could bring an assize of novel disseisin to be put 
back in possession.174 The Statute of Merchants expressly allowed merchants 
"damages, and all necessary and reasonable costs in their labors, suits, delays. 
and expenses,""' the same label that disguised otherwise usurious interest in 
Jewish contracts.176 Finally, the King assumed the duty of maintaining the 
Roll of Debts, affixing his seal next to the debtor's and charging one penny for 
each pound of obligation.171 The new law expressly excluded Jews. 118 

Five years after the Statute of Merchants, Edward I expelled the Jews from 
England. Religious hostility was rife. Repeated tallages had . depleted the 
Jews' resources and lessened their value to the King's purse. 179 No longer were 
the Jews the unique source of credit in England. 180 By the Statute of 
Merchants, Edward had granted to all non-Jewish creditors the same remedies 
and procedural rights previously available to Jews. Debts were secured by 
land, and the security interest survived the death of the creditor and the aliena-
tion of the property. 

In addition to the property that escheated to the King on their departure, 18
t 

the Jews left behind a law of debtors and creditors developed in th~ Talmud, 

permitted to elect his remedy. Pollock and Maitland trace the writ of elegit (election of remedies) to the 
adoption by the Second Statutes of Westminster, 1285, 13 Edw .. Stat. I, ch. 18, of the remedy formerly 
available only to Jewish creditors. I F. PoLLOCJC &: F.W. MAITLAND, supra note 3, at 475. The election 
was between a writ ofjien'faclas and transfer of the debtor's property to the creditor. Second Statutes 
of Westminster, 128S, 13 Edw .. Stat. I, ch. 18. 

The Statutes of Westminster introduced another ir111ovation: where before, judgment in debt could be 
executed only from the debtor's chattels and the fruits of his lands. A.W.B. SlMPSON • .rupra note 119. at 
87, now only one half of the debtor's land and his ''Oxen and Beasts of the Plough·· were immune from 
execution. Second Statutes of Westminster, 1285, 13 Edw., StaL I, ch. 18. 

172. Statute of Merchants, 1285, 13 Edw., Stat 3. See also A. W.B. SIMPSON, JTtpra note 119, at 127-
28 (describing ereditor's procedure for relief under Statute of Merchants). 

173. S« Statute of Merchants, 128~. 13 Edw., Stat. 3 (upon creditor's presentation of debt instru· 
ment to Mayor, debtor arrested and imprisoned; if he has not paid within three months, he is enabled to 
seU his lands or chattels to satisfy the debt; lfhe still has not paid in another three months, a reasonable 
portion of his lands and chattels are delivered to the creditor to hold as security against ultimate repay
ment or until the debt is satisfied out of their proceeds). See also A.W.B. SIMPSON, supra note 119, at 
127·28. (same). 

174. Statute of Merchants, 128.5, 13 Edw., Stal 3; cf. text aCI:Ompany,ing note 102 (same remedy bad 
been denied ejected creditor who had held by gage). 

175. Statute ofboferchants, 128~. 13 Edw., Stal3 (translation from I STAT!JTES oF THE REALM,JTtpra 
note 28, at 100 n;4)i . 

1.76. See J.M. R1oo, SllprtZ note 13, at xxxviii-xxxix (although Statutes of Jewry prohibited their 
usurious practioes, Jewish crediton concealed interest charges as expenses of recovery or penalties for 
defaults on installinents). 

177. Statute of Merchants, 128.5, 13 Edw., Stat. 3. At fairs. th~ <:OSt was one and one-half per~~~ies per 
pound. /d. · 

178. /d. 
179. Se~ 10 S. BARON, .rupr11 note 3, at 109 (in 1271, the Jews were unable to raise a 6.000 mark 

tallage imposed for Prinoe Edward's Crusade). 
180. /d. at 109-13. As Jewish revenues dropped. Edward borrowed from Italian and Cahorsin 

merchants. /d. at 113. 
181. /d. at 114. Edward allowed the Jews to take their movable property,. T. To!JT, JTtpra note 166, 

at 162. 
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introduced in the Exchequer, and preserved in the laws of England. Traces of 
the shetarprocedure survived for centuries in English ~aw. A sealed debt con
tinued to be aischargeable only by a deed of release .or by cancellation or de
struction of the debt instrument. 182 The practice of debt cancellation by 
requiring return of the pes of the chirograph continued frOID; 1194 until its 
abolition by statute in 1833.183 ..J 

Most important, the encumbrance of real property permitted by the Jewish 
Law of the shetar had been adopted by English law. Bonds Contained the 
traditional Hebrew formula pledging "all my goods, movable and immova
ble."184 Creditors had the statutory right to execute against the debtor's land. 
No longer were personal obligations and rights in land rigidly separate, Even 
while Edward was divesting himself of his Jewish moneylenders, he made their 
legacy permanent. A small but significant principle of Jewish Law, wherein 
personal debt superseded rights in real property, had become the law of the 
land. 

Judith A. Shapiro 

182. A. KlllALFY, THE ENGLISH LEO...X. SYSTEM 53 (6th eel. 1978); C.H.S. FJFOOT, HIS'IORY AND 
SOURCES OF THE COMMON lJ.w 231-33 (reprint 1970). 

183. F. LINCOLN, Sllpra note 13, a1 136-38. S~ supra Jexl aa:ompanying notes 137-39 (describing 
documentary procedure of An:ha, under which pes was returned to debtor by Archa when debt was 
paid). 

184. J. R.ulNOwrn., Sllpl'tZ not.e -4, at 25+SS. ·Some bonds further mimicked the shetar, extending 
the lien to &11 goods "present and futlllC." Jd 



State Bar qf California 
Not a Registered Public Corporation 

The information displayed here. is current as of "Feb 15, 2002" and is updated weekly. It is not a complete 
or certified record of the Corporation. 

For information about certification of corporate records or for additional corporate information, please 
refer to Corporate Records .. lfyou are unable to locate a corporate record, you may submit a request to 
this office for a more extensive se·a· rch. Fees and instructions for requesting this sea.;;;;Jch are inc .. lu.d d. on 
the Corporate Records Order Form. · . . · 

Results of search for II State Bar of California II .. · 

Click on the name of th.e corporation for additional information. 

r ······~········ ........................... ~-~- .............. 

E~T 
. ......... ~- ..... ....................... ""'''''''''"''' ······················- . ....•• ···~······· ... 

\ 
Corp Date l Status \ 

Agent for 
Corporation Name Service of 

Number Filed ' . 
1 

i ' Process ~J. -~ 1 
I BAR NONEI INC.I WHICH ! i 
! WILL DO BUSINESS IN THE 

i 
i CT I 
i C2176529 9/17/1999 a~tive STATE OF CALIFORNIA AS 

CORPORATION i 

' D'ELAWARE BAR NONEI 1 

I SYSTEM I INC.1 A DELAWARE ! 
~ CORPORATION l 
~ , __ '·' ~ 
' ' CALIFORNIA STATE BAR 

l\ 

! ! ' j C0033212 5/18/19011 inactive ' 
ASSOCIATION ' 

i ' i 

l .J -~ L ~--· ~.--" ~~~--" ...... .. "'"j 

::..~-8~-~~ 
term CALIFORNIA STATE.BAR 

Jl 
' l C0017482 

expired ASSOCIATION ' ! j 

~2107~_72 
-- - "NO~~~ '"'"-· "W ._.,__,..¥ _ _.,._,_w•w-i 

.: 
GOLDEN STATE BAR RICHARD 4/24/1998 active 
GRINDING INC. LEBRUN 

ll~-~3~701 3/13/1989 active THE FOUNDATION OF THE I JAMES ! 
STATE BAR.OF CALIFORNIA PFIEFFER : 

.. ._ , .. ,.,.,, .. ,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,.n,, .......... ......................................................... ·-····················-····································'··············L .........................................•..............•................ - ... ..1 

I C1967571 4/30/1996 active 
THE STATE BAR 'I ! EDUCATION FOUNDATION I ___ PAM WIL=O~J 

j" ·-- - ·- -

I 
THE WESTERN STATE 

C2029478 3/26/1998 suspended 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MARK BRAVO i LAW STUDENT BAR j 

FOUNDATION : 

Copyright ©2001 California Secretary of State. Privacy Statement. 
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• United States Code 
• TITLE 17 - COPYRIGHTS 

• CHAPTER 1 - SUBJECT MA TIER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT 

US Code as of: 01102101 

Sec. 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted 
work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other 
means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news 
reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or 
research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a 
work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include -

• ( 1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; 

• (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; 

• (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 
work as a whole; and 

• (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work. The fact that a work .is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding offair use if 
such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors. ·· 

http://www4.1aw.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html 
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UCC Filing Offices 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
11 South Union Street 
State House, Suite 200 
Montgomery, AL 36104 

(334) 242-5231 
www.sos.state.al.us/business/uniform.htm 
www.sos.state.al.us/webforms/mailform.cfm 

of Alaska 
UCC File System 

ndn.<>rtn,ont of Natural Resources 
Recorder Office 

W. 7th Avenue, Suite 1210 
~~""''"'"'~.,, AK 99501-3564 

(907) 269-8882 
www.dnr.state.ak.us/ssd/ 
www.dnr.state.ak.us/pic/dnrdirectorv.htm 

t;!,J.,.,., • ., of State, UCC Department 
West Wing, 7th Floor 

West Washington Avenue 
AZ85007 
(602) 542-6185 
www.sosaz,com/business. services/ucc.htm 
ucc@mail.sosaz.com 

~o~·rot,,n, of State, UCC Division 
Capitol, Room 025 
Rock, AR 72207 

(501) 682-5078; (888) 733-0325 
www.sosweb.state.ar.us/business.html 
business@sosmail.state.ar.us 

~::on·rot.:.,n, of State, UCC Division 
Box 942835 

t;!.,Ar!>mo•,tn CA 94235-0001 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
1500 - 11th Street, Room 255 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

(916) 653-3516 
www.ss.ca.gov/business/ucc/ucc.htm 
lere@ss.ca.gov 

~o:orlro:ot"'rv of State, UCC Division 
Broadway Street, Suite 200 

I C080202 
(303) 894-2200, (800) 869-3308 
www.dos1.state.co.us/ucc/uccindex.stm 
sos.business@state.co.us 

Connecticut 

Secretary of State, UCC Unit 
P.O. Box 150470 
Hartford, CT 06115-0470 
Phone: (860 5 9-6002 

Secretary of State, UCC Unit 
30 Trinity Street 
Hartford, CT 06106 

Website: .state.ct.us/CommerciaiRecordin /CRDform.htmi#UCC 
Email: crd@po.state.ct.us 

Delaware 
Secretary of State 
Division of Corporations 
UCC Section 
P.O. Box793 
Dover, DE 19903 

Phone: (302) 739-3073 

Secretary of $tate 
Division of Corporations 
UCC Section 
Townsend Building 
.401 Federal Street, Suite 4 
Dover, DE 19901 

Website: www.state.de.us/coro/ucc.htm 
Email: sdocweb@state.de.us 

District of Columbia 
Central Filing Office: 
Mayor's Office 

Phone: (202)727-5374 
·Website: None as of this printing. 
Email: None as of this printing. 

Florida 
Department of State 
Bureau of Commercial Recordings 
UCC Filings 
P.O. Box 5588 
Tallahassee, FL 32314 
Phone: (850) 222-8526 

Real Estate Filings: 
Recorder of Deeds 
515 "D" Street Northwest 
Washington, DC 20001 

Department of State 
Bureau of Comm. Recordings 
UCC Filings 
409 East Gaines Street 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 

Website: wwW.dos.state.fl.us/doc/fawucc.html 
Email: corphelp@mail.dos.state.fl.us 

Georgia 

No filings at Secretary of State; file with the Clerk of Superior Court. 
Phone: (404) 327-9058, Georgia Superior Court Clerks' Cooperative 

Authority 
Website: www2.gsccca.orq/Projects/aboutucc.html 
Email: www2.gsccca.orq/comments.html 

Hawaii 

Dept of Land & Natural Resources 
Bureau of Conveyances 
P.O. Box 2867 
Honolulu, HI 96803 
Phone: (808) 587-0152 

Dept of Land & Natural Resources 
Bureau of Conveyances 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hl96813 

Website: www.state.hi.us/dlnr/bc/FeeSchedule.html 
Email: www.state.hi.us/dlnr/bc/Genlnfo.htm 

Page 1 of5 UCC Filing Offices 



Idaho 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
P.O. Box 83720 
700 West Jefferson 
Boise, ID 83720-0080 
Phone: (208) 334-3191 
Website: www.idsos.state.id.us/ucc/uccindex.htm 
Email: sosinfo@idsos.state.id.us 

Illinois 

Secretary of State, UCC Department 
Howlett Building, Room 30 
501 South 2nd Street 
Springfield, IL 62756 
Phone: (217) 782-7519 
Website: www.sos.state.il.us/ 
Email: Mstandley@ilsos.net 

Indiana 

Secretary of State, Business Services Division - UCC 
302 Washington Street, West Room E-018 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Phone: (317) 233-3984 
Website: www.ai.org/sos/bus service/ 
Email: 
www.state.in.us/serv/contact?src=%2fsos%2fbusservice%2fucc%2finde 
x.html 

Iowa 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
Hoover Building; East 14th & Walnut Street 
Des Moines, lA 50319 
Phone: (515) 281-5204 
Website: www.sos.state.ia.us/business/services.html 
Email: sos@sos.state.ia.us 

Kansas 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
Memorial Hall 
120 Southwest 1Oth Street 
Topeka, KS66612-1594 
Phone: (785) 296-4564 
Website: www.kssos.org/uccwelc.html · 
Email: KathyS@kssos.org 

Kentucky 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
P.O. Box 1470 
Frankfort, KY 40602-1470 

Phone: (502) 573-0265 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
363 Versailles Road 
Marc Manor Plaza 
Frankfort, KY 40601-3492 

Website: www.sos.state.ky.us/intro/uccfilinqs.htm 
Email: None as of this printing. 

UCC Filing Offices 

Louisiana 

(File at County Recorder; filings are data-based, tied in with State filings) 
Secretary of State 
P.O. Box94125 
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9125 
Phone: (225) 342-5542; State Assistance: (800) 256-3758 
Website: www:sec.state.la;us/comm.comm-index.httn 
Email: osc@sec.state.la.us 

Maine 
Secretary of State - UCC Filing SectiQn 
Bureau of Corporations and Elections 
State Office Building, Room 221 
101 Statehouse Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0101 
Phone: (207) 287-4177 
Website: www.state.me.us/sos/corp/ucc.htm 
Email: cec corporations@state.me.us 

Maryland 

Department of Assessments and Taxation 
301 West Preston Street, Room 809 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
Phone: (410) 767-1459 . 
Website: www.dat.state.md.us/sdatweb/charter.html#ucc 
Email: www.dat.state.md.us/sdatweb/feedback.html 

Massachusetts 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
One Ashburn Place, Room 1711 
Boston, MA 02108 
Phone: (617) 727~2860, (617)727-2800 
Website: www.state.ma.us/sec/cor/coruccionf.htm 
Email: laurie.Fiynn@sec.state.ma.us 

Michigan 

Department of State, UCC Unit 
P.O. Box 30197 

Department of State, UCC Unit 
Secondary Complex 

Lansing, Ml48909-7697 

Phone: (517)322-1144 
Website: www.sos.state.mi.us/ 
Email: NickersonJ@state.mi.us 

Minnesota 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
180 State Office Building 
100 Constitution Avenue 
Saint Paul, MN 55155-1299 
Phone: (651) 296-2803 

7064 Crowner Plaza 
Dimondale, Ml 48821 

Website: www.sos.state.mn.us/uccd/index.html 
Email: ucc.dept@sos.state.mn.us · 

Page 2of5 
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~ .. ,.. ...... n, of State 
Blus;inelss Services Division, UCC Division 

1 Mississippi Street 
, MS 39201 

(601) 359-6386 
www.sos.state.ms.us/busserv/ucc/ucc.html 
None as of this printing. 

lliii~SZiii.J'Uri 

<::~o,. .... t .. ,n, of State, UCC Division Secretary of State, UCO Division 
Box 1159 600 West Main Street, Room 302 

City, MO 65102 Jefferson City, MO 65101 
(573) 751-4936, (573) 751-4179 
www.mosl.sos.state.mo.us/ 
SOSmain@mail.sos.state.mo.us 

t::bl"r<>t"'n' of State 
Services Bureau 

Box202801 
MT 59620-2801 

(406) 444-3665 
www.state.mt.us/sos/Business Services/forms.html#uccforms 
sos@state.mt.us 

<::b,.·r<>+~•n• of State, UCC Division 
and K 
Box 95104 

NB68509 

a 

(402) 471-4080 
www.no 1.orq/home/SOS/htm/services.htm 
sos07@no1.org 

c.t. ... , ...... of State, UCC Division 
North Carson Street 

City, NV 89701-4201 
(775) 684-5708 
www.sos.state.nv.us/comm rec/index.htm 
nvcomrec@govmail.state.nv.us 

Hampshire 
S.t>l"r~>t"'ru of State, UCC Office 

State House 
North Main Street 

NH 03301-4989 
(603) 271-3276 
www.state.nh.us/sos 
None as of this printing. 

New Jersey 

New Jersey Dept of Treasury 
Central Filing, UCC Section 
P.O. Box303 
Trenton, NJ 08625 
Phone: (609) 292-9292 
Website: www.state.nj.us/sos/ 
Email: feedback@sos.state.nj.us 

New Mexico 
Secretary of State, UCC Division 
325 Don Gaspar, Suite 300 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
Phone: (505) 827-3600 

New Jersey Dept of Treasury 
Central Filing, UCC Section 
225 State Street West, 3rd Floor 
Trenton, NJ 08618 

Website: www.sos.state.nm.us/ucc/ucchome.htm 
Email: nmsos@state.nm.us 

New York 
Department of State 
41 State Street 
Albany, NY 12231-0001 
Phone: (518)474-4763 
Website: www.dos.state.ny.us/corp/corowww.html 
Email: corporations@dos.state.ny.us 

North Carolina 
Secretary of State Secretary of State 
UCC Division UCC Division 
P.O. Box 29626 2 Salisbury Street, Room 302 
Raleigh, NC 27626-0622 Raleigh, NC 27603-5909 
Phone: (919) 807-2111; (919) 807-2225 
Website: www.secretarv.state.nc.us/ucc/ 
Email: None as of this printing. 

North Dakota 
Secretary of State, UCC Division 
Capitol Building, 1st Floor 
600 East Boulevard Avenue, Department 108 
Bismark, ND 58505-0500 
Phone: (701) 328-3662; (701) 328-3663; (800) 352-0867 
Website: www.state.nd.us/sec/centralindexinguccfilings.htm 
Email: sosbir@state.nd.us 

Ohio 
Secretary of State, UCC Division Secretary of State, UCC Divisior 
P .0. Box 250 180 East Broad Street, .16th Floo 
Columbus, OH 43216 Columbus, OH 43215 
Phone: (614) 466-3623, (877) 767-3453 
Website: 
www.serweb.sos.state.oh.us/wdbcgi/wdbcqi.exe/report/report.home 
Email: buserv@sos.state.oh.us 

Page 3 of5 UCC Filing Offices 



i 

~klahoma 
~
entral Filing Office 
20 RobertS. Kerr Avenue, Suite 107 
klahoma City, OK 73102 

hone: (405) 713-1521 
~ebsite: www.sos.state.ok.us 
~t=mail: www.sos.state.ok.us/feedback.htm 
I 

Oregon 
Secretary of State 
Corporation Division - UCC Section 
Public Service Building 
55 Capitol Street Northeast, Suite 151 
alem, OR 97310-1327 
hone: (503) 986-2200 · 

!Website: www.sos.state.or.us/corooration/corphelp.htm 
!Email: garv.I.Johnson@state.or.us 

I 

I 

Pennsylvania 

Department of State 
Corporation Bureau, UCC Section 
P.O. Box 8721 
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8721 

Department of State 
Corp. Bureau, UCC Section 
Commonwealth Ave. & North St. 
North Office Building, Room 308 
Harrisburg, PA 17120 

!Phone: 

!
.Website: 
Email: 

I 

(717) 787-1057 
www.dos.state.pa.us/corps/coro.html 
None as of this printing. 

!Puerto Rico 

I 
Department of State 
P.O. Box 9023271 
Old San Juan, Puerto Rico 00902-3271 
Phone: (787) 722-2121; (787) 721-3173 
Website: www.estado.prstar.net 
Email: None as of this printing. 

I 
I Rhode Island 

I
. Secretary of State, UCC Division 
1 00 North Main Street 
Providence, Rl 02903 
Phone: (401) 222-3040 
Website: No UCC website as of this printing. 
Email: corporations@sec.state.ri.us 

South Carolina 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
P.O. Box 11350 
Columbia, SC 29211 

Phone: (803) 734-2164 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
Capital Complex 
Edgar Brown Building 
1205 Pendleton St., Ste. 525 
Columbia, SC 29201 

Website: www.scsos.com/uniform commercial code.htm 
Email: www.scsos.com/feedback.htm 

South Dakota 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
Central Filing 
500 East Capitol, Suite 204 
Pierre, SD 57501-5077 
Phone: (605)773-4422 
Website: www.state.sd.us/sos/ucc.htm 
Email: dakotafastfile@state.sd.us 

Tennessee 

Secretary of State, Division of Business Services 
William R. Snodgrass Towers, 6th Floor 
312- 8th Avenue North 
Nashville, TN 37243-0306 
Phone: (615) 741-3276 
Website: www.state.tn.us/sos/service.htm#ucc 
Email: tstovall@mail.state.tn.us 

Texas 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
P.O. Box 13193 
Austin, TX 78711-3193 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
1 019 Brazos Street 
Suite 505 
Austin, TX 78701 

Phone: UCC-1 info: (512) 475-2700; (512) 475-2703; 

Website: 
Email: 

UCC-3 info: (512) 475-2704; UCC ... 11 info: (512) 475-2705 
www.sos,state.tx.us/ucc/index.shtml 
mjackson@sos.state.tx.us 

Utah 

UCC Division UCC Division 
P.O. Box 146705 160 East 300 South, 2nd Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6705 Salt Lake City, UT 84110 
Phone: Gen Info: (801) 530-4849; Unusual Info: (801) 530-6025 
Website: www.commerce.state.ut.us/corporat/uccpage.htm 
Email: corpucc@br.state.ut.us 

Vermont 

Secretary of State, UCC Division 
81 River Street, Drawer 9 
Heritage Building 
Montpelier, VT 05609-11 04 
Phone: (802)828~2386 
Website: www.sec.state. vt.us/corps/coroindex.htm 
Email: bpoulin@heritage.sec.state.vt.us · 

Virginia 

State Corporation Commission 
P.O. Box 1197, Clerks Office 
Richmond, VA 23218-1197 

Phone: (804) 371-9733 
Website: www.soc.state.va.us/bio.htm 
Email: None as of this printing. 

State Corporation Commission 
13.00 East Main Street 
Clerks Office -1 51 Floor 
Richmond, VA 23219 

UCC Filing Offices Page4 of5 
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Virgin Islands 

Office of Lieutenant Governor Office of Lieutenant Governor 
Corporation, UCC Division Saint Croix County Clerk 
P.O. Box450 1131 King Street 
Kongens Gade #18 Suite 1 01 
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas, VI 00802 Christianstad, VI 00820 
Phone: Saint Thomas: (340) 776-8515; Saint Croix: (809) 733-6449 
Website: www.gov.vi/html/ltqov.html 
Email: None as of this printing. 

I 
!washington 

!
Dept of Licensing, UCC Section Dept of Licensing, UCC Section 
P.O. Box 9660 405 Black Lake Boulevard 

~
ympia, WA 98507-9660 500 Building 2, 1st Floor 

Olympia, WA 98501 
hone: (360) 664-1530, (360) 664-1531 
ebsite: www.wa.gov/dol/bpd/uccfront.htm 

mail: ucc@dol.wa.gov 

~est Virginia 

ecretary of State, UCC Department 
ate Capitol Building, Room W131 

900 Kanawha Boulevard East 
harleston, WV 25305 

(304) 558-6000 
www.state.wv.us/sostemp/default.htm 
wvsos@secretarv.state.wv.us 

isconsin 

ept of Financial Institutions 
CC Division 
.0. Box7847 
adison, Wl53707-7847 

(608) 261-9548 
www.wdfi.org/ucc/ 
info@dfi.state.wi.us 

yoming 

ecretary of State, UCC Division 
1 0 Capitol Building 
heyenne, WY 82002-0020 

Dept of Financial Institutions 
345 Washington Avenue 
3rd Floor 
Madison, WI 53704 

hone: (307) 777-5372; (307) 777-5334; (307) 777-5342 
ebsite: www.soswv.state.wy.us/uniform/uniform.htm 

mail: corporations@state.wy.us 
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UCC Filing Offices in Canada 

I 

Alberta 

Alberta Registries Personal Property Registry 
5th Floor, J.E. Brownlee Building 
P.O. Box 2022 
1 0365 - 97 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 2P4 
Phone: (403) 422-2362; (800) 465-5009 

British Columbia 

Office of the Registrar General 
& Office of the Registrar of Companies 
940 Blanshard Street, 2nd Floor 
Victoria, British Columbia V8W 3E6 
Phone: (604) 387-6121; (800) 663-7867 

Manitoba 

Department of the Attorney General 
Personal Property Registry 
15th Floor, Woodsworth Building 
405 Broadway Avenue 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 3L6 
Phone: (204) 945-3101; (204) 945-3100 

New Brunswick 

Chief Registrar of Deeds 
ATTN: Chief Registrar 
P.O. Box 1998 
985 College Hill Road 
Fredericton, New Brunswick E3B 5G4 
Phone: (506) 457-3581 

Newfoundland 

Personal Property Registrar 
Commercial Registration Division 
Government Services 
Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 8740, Elizabeth Towers 
Saint John's, Newfoundland A 1 B 4J6 

Northwest Territories 

Registry of Bills and Sales, Credit Sales and Chattel Mortgages 
P.O. Box 1320 
5009 49th Street, 1st Floor 
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories X1A 2L9 
Phone: (403) 873-7493 

I UCC Filing Offices in Canada 

Nova Scotia 

Registry of Deeds 
P.O. Box 2205 
1660 Hollis Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 3S4 
Phone: (902) 424-8571; (902) 424-~03 

Ontario 

Personal Property Security Registrations 
Central Registration Branch 
393 University Avenue, 3rd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1E6 
Phone: (416) 596-3766; (416) 325-8847; (416) 325-8782 

Prince Edward Island 

Department of Provincial Secretary 
P.O. Box 2000, Consumer Division 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island C1A 7N8 

Phone: (902) 368-6000 

Quebec 

Registry's Office 
150 Rene La Vesque, 7th Floor 
Quebec City, Quebec G1R 2B2 
Phone: (418) 646-9606 

Montreal 
Registry Division of Montreal 
1 Notre Dame. Street East 
Montreal, Quebec H2Y 1 B6 
Phone: (516) 393-2055 

Saskatchewan 
Department of the Attorney General 
1871 Smith Street, P.O. Box 7128 
Regina, Saskatchewan S4P 3S5 
Phone: (306) 787-6787; (306) 787-8187 

Yukon Territory 

Government of Yukon, Department of Justice 
Personal Property Security Registry 
Consumer, Corporation, and Labour Affairs 
P.O. Box 2703 
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory Y1A 2C8 
Phone: (867) 667-5623; (867) 667-5225 
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Part IV 

Section 12 

Blank Forms & Form Letters 



r 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

1 b. INDIVIDUAL"S LAST NAME FIRST NAME NAME SUFFIX 

INFORMATION OPTIONS relating to UCC filings and other notices on file in the filing office that include as a Debtor name the name identified in item 1: 

2a. SEARCH RESPONSE 0 CERTIFIED (Optional) 

2b. COPY REQUEST 

Select QM. of the 

Record Number 

. ADDITIONAL SERVICES: 

ALL (Check this box to request a response that is complete, including filings that have lapsed.) 

UN LAPSED 

Date Record Filed 

DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS (request will be completed and mailed to the address shown in item B unless otherwise instructed here): 

4a. 0 PickUp 

UNLAPSED 

4b.O other 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

OFFICE COPY (1)- NATIONAL INFORMATION REQUEST (FORM UCC11) (REV. 05/09/01) 



UCC FINANCING STATEMENT 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

L _j 
THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

1. DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- insert only QIJi debtor name (1a or 1b) ·do not abbreviate or combine names 

1 a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 1b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

1c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY 

1d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN 1e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 11. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 

MIDDLE NAME 

STATE POSTALCODE 

1 g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any 

2. ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME- insert only QIJi debtor name (2a or 2b)- do not abbreviate or combine names 

2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 2b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

2c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY 

2d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN 2e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 2f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 

3. SECUREDPARTY'S NAME (or NAME otTOTAL ASSIGNt:l: qf ASSIGNOR SIP)- insert only QIJi secured party name (aa or 3b) 

3a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

3c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY 

4. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers the following collateral: 

FILING OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (FORM UCC1) (REV. 07/29/98) 

MIDDLE NAME 

STATE POSTALCODE 

2g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #,if any 

MIDDLE NAME 

STATE POSTALCODE 

SUFFIX 

COUNTRY 

. SUFFIX 

COUNTRY 

SUFFIX 

COUNTRY 



FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM 

9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

10. MISCELLANEOUS: 

13. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers 

collateral, or is filed as a Qxture filing. 

14. Description of real estate: 

NAME 

as-extracted 16. Additional collateral description: 

15. Name and address of a RECORD OWNER of above-described real estate 
(if Debtor does not have a record interest): 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM (FORM UCC1Ad) (REV. 07/29/98) 



UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional) 

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address) 

L _j 
THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

1a.INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE# 

1

:1b. This FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT is 
I r-1 to be filed [for record] (or recorded) in the 
II I REAL ESTATE RECORDS. 

2.1 lTERMINATION: Effectiveness of the FinanCing Statement identified above is terminated with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Termination Statement. 

3.IICONTINUATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above with respect to.security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Continuation Statement is 
Wcontinued for the additional period provided by applicable law. 

5. AMENDMENT (PARTY INFORMATION): This Amendment affects ecured Party of record. Check only go§ of these two boxes. 

Also check ane of the following three boxes ll!lll provide appropriate information in items 6 and/or 7. 

6. CURRENT RECORD INFORMATION: 
6a. OR.GANIZATION'S NAME 

OR Sb. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

7. CHANGED (NEW) OR ADDED INFORMATION· 

7a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 
7b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 

7c. MAILING ADDRESS 

7d. TAX ID #: SSN OR EIN rDD'L INFO RE l7e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 
ORGANIZATION 
DEBTOR I • 

FIRST NAME 

FIRST NAME 

CITY 

DELETE name: Give record name 
to be deleted in item Sa or 6b. 

7f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 

8. AMENDMENT (COLLATERAL CHANGE): check only Q!!§ box. 

Describe collateral Deleted or []added, or give entireOestated collateral description, or describe collateral Oassigned. 

MIDDLE NAME 

MIDDLE NAME 

STATE rOSTAL CODE 

7g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #,if any 

SUFFIX 

COUNTRY 

CloNE 

9. NAME OF SECURED PARTY OF RECORD AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (name of assi nor, if this is an Assignment). If this is an Amendment authorized by a Debtor which 
adds collateral or adds the authorizing Debtor, or if this is a Termination authorized by a Debtor, check here and enter name of DEBTOR autholizing this Amendment. 

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

OR 9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 

10.0PTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA 

FILING OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (FORMUCC3) (REV. 07/29/98) 



~CC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM 
I OLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY 

1. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE# (same as item 1a on Amendment form) 

2. NAME OF PARTY AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (same as item 9 on Amendment form) 
12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 

pR 12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME 
I 
I 

3. Use this space for additional information 

IFIRSTNAME I MIDDLE NAME,SUFFIX 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 

OFFICE COPY- NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM (FORM UCC3Ad) (REV. 07/29/98) 



Date: -------------------

Filing Officer 

Re: Referenced Commercial Transaction 

Greetings: 

Please find enclosed: 

D UCC Information Request 
D UCC Financing Statement 

D Certified Copy requested ($ __ + $ __ per page) 
D UCC Financing Statement Amendment 

D Certified Copy requested ($ __ + $ __ per page) 

Please take the following actions re the enclosed: 

Fee: $ ------
Fee:$ ------
Fee: $ ----
Fee:$ ------'--
Fee: $ 

~----

Total Fees: $ ___ _ 

D Search Response' D Certified D All D Unlapsed 
D Copy Request D Certified D All D Unlapsed 
D Specified Copies Only D Certified 

(UCC 9-525) 
(UCC 9-525) 

(Local rule) 
(UCC 9-525) 

(Local rule) 

(UCC 9-523) 
(UCC 9-523) 
(UCC 9-523) 

D Record and index* 
D Real Estate Records filing 
D Search Report D All Debtors D Debtor 1 D Debtor 2 

(UCC 9-516(b); 9.;519) 
(UCC 519(d)(e), 521(a)) 

(UCC 5-921(a)) 

Please return acknowledgment copy/requested records as follows: 

D First-Class Mail 
D Express Mail 
D Federal Express 

Thank you. 

(pre-paid Express Mail mailing label enclosed) 
(pre-paid FedEx USA Airbill enclosed) 

* Filing Officer: In the event the enclosed fmancing statement/amendment is rejt;:cted for filing, please provide secured party 
with the specific reason(s) for any such refusal in writing within two (2) business days of filing office's receipt of said 
fmancing statement/amendment in accordance with UCC § 9-520(b). If said refusal is for a reason other than as authorized 
at UCC § 9-516(b), the person(s) responsible for said refusal should adequately identify himself/herself in the 
aforementioned written communication and provide secured party with the Code authority permitting said refusal. 

Filing Cover Sheet Page 1 of 1 Rev. 07/02/2001 
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Celine Sanchez, State Registrar 
New Mexico Vital Records and Heath Statistics 
P.O. Box 26110 
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6110 

Re: Security of property in your custody 

Dear Ms. Sanchez: 

In care of: 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles 90010 
California Republic 

March 1 , 2002 

This letter is written to you in your capacity as custodian of my property, i.e. my common-law-copyrighted 
name, in all its forms, as it appears on the security instrument in your custody identified as STATE OF NEW 
MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PUBLIC HEALTH DIVISION, BUREAU OF VITAL RECORDS AND 
HEALTH STATISTICS "CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH," File No. 55-2222-333, as well as may appear on any 
similar antecedent or subsequent birth record. As you are aware, protection of my personal right/property 
right (in respect of the aforementioned personal property) and the security of my personal property are 
paramount obligations for you, as custodian holding the office of State Registrar. 

For the above reasons, and others unnamed, the following are my instructions for you, as custodian of my 
common-law-copyrighted property, concerning your custodial obligations: 

Neither you nor STATE OF NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PUBLIC 
HEALTH DIVISION, BUREAU OF VITAL RECORDS AND HEALTH STATISTICS, nor any 
other party within STATE OF NEW MEXICO, has my permission to divulge, reveal, 
confirm, release, transfer, relay, discuss, verify, or otherwise communicate or disseminate 
in any way my common-law-copyrighted property, i.e. my name, my personal information, 
and likewise any of my highly restricted personal information, with any third party, 
including, but not limited by, any and all government employees, agents, officers, 
agencies, and organizations, as well as any and all private individuals, companies, and 
corporations. 

If you are in violation of my wishes as stated above, you will need to rectify the situation immediately by 
informing any and all appropriate parties of the private nature of my common-law-copyrighted property and 
the mistake made in releasing it from your custody. The property will need to be returned to your sole 
custodianship to avoid penalties. Since you are the sole custodian of the common-law-copyrighted 
property, as described above, you are the sole party responsible for its safekeeping. Please review the 
enclosed certified copy of the notice of the common-law copyright on my name and guide yourself 
accordingly. 

Sincerely, 

John Henry Doe© 

Encl.: Certified copy of Affidavit of Publishing of Copyright Notice 





ISBN 0-9717588-2-4 
59999 

9 78097 1 758827 
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Cracking the Code Third Edition 

Additions/Updates 
(December 27, 2002 — New Entries in red) 

 
Page Where to insert addition/update: 

xix Before first paragraph  

The Federal Reserve monetary system is designed to bankrupt every single non-insider 
who partakes in it (including you), and, however gradually, is achieving its covert 
objective against the American people with undeniable regularity: 

“Bankruptcy filings reach record 1.5 million… 
      “NEW YORK – Bankruptcy filings surged 19% to a record 1.5 million last year, as 
businesses and consumers struggled under heavy debt loads during the economic 
slowdown. 
      “Consumer bankruptcies, which accounted for 97% of all filings, jumped 19%, while 
business bankruptcies rose 13%, according to data released Tuesday by the 
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts….”  USA TODAY, February 20, 2002  

16 New footnote: Third paragraph, first line, after first usage of “books”    

“The more numerous the laws, the more corrupt the government.”   Tacitus, 100 A.D. 

41 Before sub-heading, “Esquires” 

 “Right to Practice Law” a British Monopoly Since 1178 A.D. 

The Crown’s continuous control of, and monopoly over, the U.S. judicial system is 
confessed nowhere more eloquently than in the July – August 1976 edition of the 
Journal of the Missouri Bar (p. 271), by Wade F. Baker, Executive Director of The 
Missouri Bar:    

“It was almost eight hundred years ago, in 1178 A.D., during the reign of Henry II, that 
citizens of England, because of unscrupulous practices of untrained persons, petitioned 
the king for establishment of a trained body of men and women, learned and skilled in 
the law, whose character would be attested by the crown.  The legal profession was thus 

formalized and given a monopoly by the crown to practice law for the public good.   

“When the United States Constitution was adopted, it granted to each citizen the trial of 
all crimes by jury, and Amendment VI to the constitution confirmed the right of 

assistance of counsel in such trials.  Each state’s constitution has provided that citizens 
have the right to appear and defend in person and by counsel in criminal prosecutions.   

“Thus, for eight centuries, the legal profession has been formally recognized and 

granted a monopoly to serve the public….”   

“Courts are in the main managed by lawyers who hold judicial positions …” 
(Underline and bold emphasis added) 
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51 Revise footnote 30 as follows: 

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, Esq. is the most recent recipient of honorary 
knighthood (“…in recognition of ‘the benefit that the United Kingdom has received from the 
wisdom and skill’ of the Fed chief,” quoting Queen Elizabeth in “Greenspan is Given the Royal 
Treatment,” LA Times, 9/27/2002) but apparently the past many American presidents also have 
been honored with knighthood (“Sir”; title of nobility) bestowed by the Queen.    

56 New footnote: Under “Fair Debt Collection Practices Act” (in middle of page), after first bulleted 
entry, “Contacts regarding unpaid tax”  

All contacts from IRS (phone, mail, email, in person) are “Contacts regarding unpaid tax.”  
Therefore, this simple admission is proof that IRS is not part of government—because all IRS 
tax-collection activity is subject to FDCPA. 

57 New footnote: Second paragraph, fourth line, after the phrase, “in the field” 

"In the field": "The words 'in the field' imply military operations with a view to an enemy...and it 
has been said that in view of the technical and common acceptation of the term, the question of 
whether an armed force is 'in the field' is not to be determined by the activity in which it may be 
engaged at any particular time...."  Uniform Code of Military Justice Act of 5 May 1950.  IRS 
agents, FBI agents, Secret Service agents, etc. are known as “agents in the field.”  See also field 

warehouse receipt in Glossary. 

57 New footnote: After last word (“WTO”) of last paragraph 

Confirming China’s role in the commercial conquest of Earth is the astronomical growth in the 
esquire population in that country.  The official Xinhua News Agency reported on July 7, 2002 
that the All-China Lawyers Association said that the number of attorneys in China stands at 
110,000, up from a mere 200 two decades ago—a 55,000% increase in only 20 years.  The 
general secretary of the association also confirmed that there are nearly 10,000 law offices in 
China.  (“China’s Population of Lawyers Skyrockets,” LA Times, Monday, July 8, 2002) 

58 Replace top paragraph and newspaper-article quote with: 

 The inevitable denouement1 of the clandestine love affair between beltway commies and 
Chinese labor is portended nowhere more clearly than in an article from the October 21, 
2002 edition of the Los Angeles Times, “China Polishes Off Rivals in Furniture 
Production”:  

“Backed by cheap labor, the country has become the top exporter to the U.S. in less 

than 10 years. 
“DONGGUAN, China — In a vast, climate controlled room far from the dust and din of 
the woodcutting machines, rows of young Chinese women create elaborate patterns from 
thin strips of wood.  Fingers flying, they shape veneer into complex patterns of 
contrasting grains and colors, wooden tapestries meant to transform mere cabinets into 
objets d’art. 

“The workers who craft these designs are paid 40 cents an hour, which allows 
factory owner Samuel Kuo to make high-end furniture for American consumers for 30% 
less than his U.S. competitors can. 

“…In less than a decade China has become one of the world’s leading furniture 
producers and the top exporter to the U.S.  

                                                                 
1 Denouement: (da?noo?män') The final unraveling or solution of the plot of a play, novel, or short story; issue; outcome; any 
final   issue or solution. 
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“‘For the next 10 or 15 years China will be the manufacturing base for all of the 
world,’ said Kuo, 47, whose Lacquer Craft Manufacturing Co. ships 1,400 containers of 
furniture — the equivalent of 18,200 bedroom sets — to the United States each month….   

“An outpouring of Chinese products is reshaping the global economy.  Around the 
world, makers of everything from bicycles to bath towels are struggling to survive 
intense competition from inexpensive, high-quality Chinese goods.  Thousands of 
factories have closed as production jobs have moved to China.” 

“…‘We can’t expand fast enough,’ said Michael Keith Estes, a managing director at 
Akzo Nobel.  He predicted that 90% of U.S. furniture production would move to China 
within five years.  ‘It’s a sleeping dragon, and it woke up.’…” 

58 New footnote: Next-to-last paragraph, third line, following the word “consumers” 

“‘The big question,’ Jeffrey E. Garten, dean of the Yale School of Management, observed 
recently, ‘is whether the world economy is becoming so dependent on China as an industrial 
lifeline that it will soon be dangerously vulnerable to a major supply disruption. . . .’  ‘In other 
words,’ Garten wrote in the June 17 issue of Business Week, ‘will China’s importance to global 
manufacturing soon resemble Saudi Arabia’s position in world oil markets?’”  (“Sleeping Giant 
Decides to Rise and Shine,” Los Angeles Times, Wednesday, July 10, 2002)  

64 Before the sub-heading, ”Your Future” 

The Status Quo 

As cited earlier, the Crown has enjoyed exclusive control of the legal profession since 
1178 A.D.  Using bar-card-carrying urban guerrillas in three-piece suits called “attorneys 
at law,” rather than M-16-toting mercenaries in government-issue camouflage, the 
Crown—and the banking interests behind it—has almost completely wrapped up its 
mission by successfully infiltrating and subjugating the government of nearly every 
country on Earth.  No longer do people in America live their life “under God,” as 
originally intended at the inception of this country, but “under rule of law,” as quoted 
directly from the mission statement (military objective) of both bar association and 
judicial system.  Even the so-called, sham “separation of church and state” doctrine has 
been utterly debauched across the land, with officer-of-the-state esquires2 dictating 
policy over tax-exempt, slave-of-state religious corporations.  

Hidden in plain sight on the pages of any major metropolitan newspaper in America on 
any given day is a status report on just how far down the primrose path we have been 
led by the “honorable” esquires that comprise approximately 58% the legislative, judicial, 
and executive branches of the U.S. government.  Apparently, it is now common 
knowledge that “black is really white” and that “up is really down”: men and women have 
earthly existence and can effect physical changes on the world around them; 
corporations exist in name only and can neither think nor speak nor act in any way, but 
still are considered capable of it by the legislative branch (congress), accused of it by 
the executive branch (prosecutors) and tried for it by the judicial branch (judges) every 
day.  From a front-page article in the June 16, 2002 edition of the LA Times entitled 
“Andersen Found Guilty of Obstruction”: 

      “HOUSTON—A federal jury convicted accounting firm Arthur Andersen of 
obstruction of justice Saturday, sending the firm to the brink of extinction and giving the 
Justice Department a crucial win in its probe of Enron Corp. 

                                                                 
2 “It is generally accepted that an attorney is an officer of the Court and, as such, an officer and arm of the state.”  7 
Corpus Juris Secundum 4, Virgin Islands Bar Association v. Dench, D.C. Virgin Islands, 124 F. Supp. 257. 
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      “Jurors said the verdict arose not from Andersen’s shredding of Enron documents—
the crux of the government’s case—but from the actions of an Andersen staff attorney 
who has not been charged and who invoked her right not to testify at the trial….” 
      “Sentencing is set for Oct. 11, when the firm could face a $500,000 fine….”  

The jury determined that Nancy Temple, an Andersen attorney, had criminal intent when 
she ordered the shredding of certain Enron documents.  However, Temple has been 
officially forgotten and the criminal/financial (commercial) charge is being leveled against 
Andersen, an artificial person with no capability of physical action.  Even though 
corporate Andersen can “act” only through its attorney, the idea-in-the-mind, ink-on-
paper corporation has been convicted of criminal acts, and will soon be fined for crimes 
committed by the actual, flesh-and-blood perpetrator, who enjoys the benefit of a title of 
nobility (immunity from prosecution).   

The legal system has officially equated men and women with a 
corporation via instigation of, and insistence upon, the TRADE 
NAME, and now selectively criminally/financially (commercially) 
charges either in accordance with its immediate needs.  In the above 
example, as with countless others, the officer-of-the-state, British-
title-of-nobility-holding criminal remains free to continue serving the 
Crown in its rape of America via the judicial system and bar 
association without interference. 

80 New footnote: Last paragraph, 10th line, after the phrase, “retirement age” 

“White House Press Secretary Ari Fleischer took a swing at the existing Social Security program. 
Calling it ‘dangerous’ to ‘let people pay a lifetime of high taxes for a Social Security benefit that 
under current projections they’ll never receive.’”  (“White House Says Bush Still Backs Benefit 
Plan,” LA Times, Thursday, July 25, 2002) 

92 Immediately before “Black’s 4th” 

Black’s 3rd =    Black’s Law Dictionary, Third Edition, 1933 

100 After last definition of “ATTORNEY” 

Strictly, one who is designated to transact business for another.  Black’s 7th. 

146 Add the following definitions and “Note” under “MONEY” 

MONEY.  A general, indefinite term for the measure and representative of value; 
currency; the circulating medium; cash.  “Money” is a generic term, and embraces every 
description of coin or bank-notes recognized by common consent as a representative of 
value in effecting exchanges of property or payment of debts.  Hopson v, Fountain, 5 
Humph. (Tenn.) 140.  Money is used in a specific and also in a general and more 
comprehensive sense.  In its specific sense, it means what is coined or stamped by 
public authority, and has its determinate value fixed by governments.  In its more 
comprehensive and general sense, it means wealth,—the representative of commodities 
of all kinds, of lands, and of everything that can be transferred in commerce.  Paul v. 
Ball, 31 Tex. 10.  In its strict technical sense, “money” means coined metal, usually gold 
or silver, upon which the government stamp has been impressed to indicate its value.  In 
its more proper sense, “money” means any currency, tokens, bank-notes, or other 
circulating medium in general use as the representative of value.  Kennedy v. Briere, 45 
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Tex. 305….  Black’s 3rd.     "Congress can exercise no power by virtue of any supposed 
inherent sovereignty in the General Government.  Indeed, it may be doubted whether 
the power can be correctly said to appertain to sovereignty in any proper sense as an 
attribute of an independent political community.  The power to commit violence, 
perpetrate injustice, take private property by force without compensation to the owner, 
and compel the receipt of promises to pay in place of money, may be exercised, as it 
often has been, by irresponsible authority, but it cannot be considered as belonging to a 
government founded upon law.  But be that as it may, there is no such thing as a power 
of inherent sovereignty in the Government of the United States."  Juilliard v. Greenman, 
(1884) 110 U.S. 421.  See Note.  Confer value. 

Note: Gold—which is actually “portable land”—is the money of sovereigns and 
consists of value.  Before the 1933 declared bankruptcy of the US Government, 
money consisted of gold and silver specie, as well as its equivalent in certificate 
form, and was representative of value.  Today’s so-called “money” (Federal 
Reserve Notes) is fiat money, i.e. “money by decree,” “Monopoly™ money,” is 
not representative of value, but rather debt/liability, and is the money of artificial 
persons, called banks, governments, corporations, trusts, and “individuals” (see 
individual), etc.  [Please also note the use of the word “public” in the expression 
public authority that appears in the sixth line of the first definition above.  
Although Big Brother very cleverly disguises the true meaning of this term 
contemporarily, this 1933 usage makes it very clear: “public” = government.]     

157 Add the following definitions and “Note” under “PUBLIC” 

“…Money is used in a specific and also in a general and more comprehensive sense.  In 
its specific sense, it means what is coined or stamped by public authority, and has its 
determinate value fixed by governments….”  Black’s 3rd.  See Note. 

Note: Try as it may, Big Brother cannot completely disguise the true meaning of 
the word public.  The leopard cannot change its spots.  There is nothing 
altruistic about contemporary employment of the term.  As is discernible from its 
1933 usage in Black’s 3rd in the last definition above, the real meaning of 
“public” is government.  

184 Add the following definition and modify “Note” under “VALUE”as follows: 

“The utility of an object in satisfying, directly or indirectly, the needs or desires of human 
beings, called by economists ‘value in use;’ [sic] or its worth consisting in the power of 
purchasing other objects, called ‘value  in exchange.’  Also the estimated or appraised 
worth of any object of property, calculated in money.”  Black’s 3rd.   

Note: There was a time in America when the currency represented value 
because it could be exchanged for a fixed amount of precious metal (gold/silver).  
When we lost the gold standard, the definition of value had to be debauched so 
as to accommodate the new valueless “money,” Federal Reserve Notes.  This 
perversion of the term is evidenced clearly by comparing the Black’s 3rd (1933) 
definition of value and the UCC definition (2002).  A necessary provision of law 
is “remedy” (see remedy).  Modern operation of “Acceptance For Value” is, by 
deduction, remedy.  When you file a UCC Financing Statement and redeem your 
original birth document and claim ownership of the TRADE NAME no one can 
dispute/challenge the claim, and a “reconveyance of title” is effected.  You have, 
by definition, the supreme right in the title of the birth-certificate straw 
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man/TRADE NAME—over all others—because its very existence is derived 
entirely from you, thereby evidencing value, as the term is used 
contemporaneously in the UCC.  In fact, all of the above UCC definitions apply 
directly in the case of you and your TRADE NAME.  A good exercise would be to 
work through all the definitions until you understand how the value-aspect 
applies; sub-paragraphs “(a),” “(b),” and “(c)” of the sample Private Agreement on 
page 237 are taken directly from the above definitions of value.  Once you fully 
understand how you have given, and continue to give, value you will know how 
you acquired your rights, and you will also achieve an unshakable certainty of 
your true standing in the societal scheme of things.  The fact that you have 
“given value” is confirmed every time a bank accepts your promise to pay (and 
uses it to issue a so-called “loan”) and tacitly acknowledged and validated by 
government in its silence and registration of the UCC Financing Statement.  
Among other things: “The instrument [your birth document] is…transferred 
[redeemed by you]…as security for, an antecedent claim against any person 
[your TRADE NAME]” based on your preexisting claim.  See acceptance by 
silence, remedy, presumption. 

198 Replace “…as signified by” with “…, subscribed with…” in both the sixth and twelfth line. 

200 Replace “…as signified by” with “…, subscribed with…” in both the eighth and fifteenth line. 

204 Replace paragraph “I.A.” with the following: 

A. Source book for UCC filings.  It is recommended that you obtain the source book, 
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE AND RELATED PROCEDURES GUIDE (242 
pages), published by Registré, Inc. and available directly from BB&C of America.  
This book tells how to obtain forms from every state/territory, as well as instructions 
for filing in every American and Canadian UCC filing office.  It includes both mailing 
and street address, website, email address, phone, and fax for each filing office, as 
well as other pertinent information for each particular jurisdiction.  Order online at 
www.bbcoa.com or send $39.95 plus $4.00 S&H to BB&C of America at the mailing 
location appearing at the beginning of this book.     

204 Replace the last sentence of paragraph “I.D.” with the following: 

Transmitting-utility status is beneficial in that the filing is permanent and need not be 
renewed every five years, as with all other types of debtors (more evidence that this is 
the right path), but is not a requirement for filing.  Do not hesitate to omit checking this 
box if your filing is rejected because of it (and then just renew every five years or file 
anew after office personnel have changed). 

216 Replace the last paragraph under “I.B.” with the following: 

Once you know the original filing number, you can order a certified copy of your filing 
using the procedure in Section 7.  Even though you may save time by ordering a 
certified copy at the time of filing, this is not always advisable.  Filing offices consider it 
normal to provide a certified copy of a filed record (usually for use in a court case), but 
may regard a request for such at the time of filing as unusual.  If time is not a 
consideration, you may want to consider ordering after you have filed. 
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217 Replace the second paragraph under “I.D.” with the following: 

The new cover sheet offered herein (a sample appears on page 236, a blank form on 
page 389) lets the filing officer know that you are a knowledgeable filer, but, because of 
its association with this process, can also act as a signal for the filing officer and cause 
him/her to reject your filing arbitrarily.  You need to decide what is best for you in getting 
your financing statement filed.  Filing officers are not free to reject filings at their whim, 
and are restricted by the limitations imposed by UCC 9-520, which states: 

221 Replace paragraph  “12 (b)” with the following: 

(b) Optional Redemptor filing.  Complete True Name (given name + surname; initial 
letters only capitalized) appearing completely within the box marked “INDIVIDUAL’S 
LAST NAME.”  This is unusual and should be done only where the filer was 
confident that the filing would not be rejected because of it.  Note: Because the 
indexing of the secured party’s name is not as crucial as that of the debtor, a filing 
officer may let this slide.  Some people prefer not to enter their True Name “military 
style” in the three boxes as is done with TRADE NAMES and other corporately 
colored entities but we, however, recommend it.  There appears to be no advantage 
in doing it otherwise. 

223 Replace paragraph 29 with the following: 

29. ADDENDUM Box 18.  Unless you are certain that your state will reject a 
transmitting-utility filing, always place an “X” in the box marked “Debtor is a 
TRANSMITTING UTILITY” (see transmitting utility in Glossary).  A transmitting-
utility filing is permanent and need not be renewed every five years, as with all other 
types of debtors.  A non-transmitting-utility filing is just as valid, but must be 
renewed (by amendment in a “Continuation” filing) within the last six months of each 
five-year period (resubmitting an original filing after filing-office personnel have 
changed may also result in acceptance).  The remaining two boxes in Box 18 are 
not applicable for our purposes and so should be left blank. 

230, 234   Modify data in Box B as follows: 

John Henry Doe 
 Post Office Box 9999 
 Los Angeles, CA 90010 

230, 234 Modify data in Box 3c as follows: 

Post Office Box 9999         Los Angeles         CA         90010 

230   Replace data in Box 4 with the following: 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's rights in said 
assets, land, and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing 
and hereafter arising, and wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. 
JHD-050690-SA dated the Sixth Day of the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One 
Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety.  Inquiring parties may consult directly with debtor for 
ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship and contractual obligations associated 
with this commercial transaction, identified in security agreement referenced above.  
Adjustment of this filing is in accord with UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, and House Joint 
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Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933.  Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord 
with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

234   Replace data in Box 4 with the following: 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property and all of debtor’s rights in the real 
property commonly known as 123 Elm Street, Los Angeles, CA 90011, now owned and 
hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, described fully in Security 
Agreement No. JHD-050690-SA dated the Sixth Day of the Fifth Month in the Year of 
Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety.  Inquiring parties may consult directly 
with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship and contractual 
obligations associated with this commercial transaction, identified in security agreement 
referenced above.  Adjustment of this filing is in accord with UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, and 
House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933.  Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature 
in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

236 (See revised cover letter.) 

237 – 251 Replace document number (in heading and footer) and common-law date of Private Agreement, 
Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement, Security Agreement, Attachment Sheet (see paragraph 
“9” of Attachment Sheet, as well), and Private Collateral List with: 

 050690  
 Sixth Day of the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety  

237, 239, 241   Modify name and mailing location at top under “Creditor” as follows:  

 John Henry Doe© 
 Post Office Box 9999 
 Los Angeles, CA 90010 

241 Replace definition of “Claim” in “Words Defined; Glossary of Terms” with: 

Claim.  In this Security Agreement the word “claim” means: 1(a). Right to receive payment in the form of 
any of the following: a judgment; damages in any of the following forms: liquidated, un-liquidated, fixed, 
contingent, matured, un-matured, disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable, secured, unsecured; a ruling 
deriving from an equitable remedy for breach of performance if such breach results in a right to receive 
payment, both in the form of a judgment as well as in the form of debts/obligations in any of the following 
forms: fixed, contingent, matured, un-matured, disputed, undisputed, secured, unsecured.  1(b). A 
challenge of property; any challenge of ownership of a thing that is wrongfully withheld.  2(a). To demand as 
one’s own.  2(b). To demand as one’s right.  [See Hill v. Henry, 66 N.J. Eq. 150, 57 Atl. 555; Douglas v. 
Beasley, 40 Ala. 147; and Prigg v. Pennsylvania, 16 pet. 615, 10 L.Ed. 1060.] 

260, 262   Modify data in Box B as follows: 

 John Henry Doe 
 Post Office Box 9999 
 Los Angeles, CA 90010 

260   Modify data in Box 7c as follows: 

Post Office Box 9999         Los Angeles         CA         90010 
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260   Modify data in Box 8 as follows (revisions in bold): 

Secured party herewith executes a full assignment of collateral, i.e. all of debtor's 
assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's rights in said assets, land, and 
personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter 
arising, and wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. JHD-27AX in 
favor of assignee, new secured party of record, John Henry Doe.  Inquiring parties may 
consult with debtor directly for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship between 
debtor and new secured party of record, identified in security agreement referenced 
above. 

262   Modify data in Box 8 (and Box 13 if length of text requires it) as follows (revisions in bold): 

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's rights in said 
assets, land, and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing 
and hereafter arising, and wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. 
JHD-050690-SA dated the Sixth Day of the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One 
Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety, in favor of assignee, new secured party of record, 
John Henry Doe.  Inquiring parties may consult with debtor directly for ascertaining, in 
detail, financial relationship between debtor and new secured party of record, identified 
in security agreement referenced above.  Adjustment of this filing is in accord with UCC 
§§ 1-103, 1-104, and House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933.  Secured Party 
accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

271   See revised version of “Handling Presentments – Instructions” for additions/updates/corrections. 

287 Replace “…as signified by” with “…, subscribed with…” in fifth line of fourth paragraph. 

288 Replace “…as signified by” with “…, subscribed with…” in sixth line of first paragraph. 

290   Immediately before “John Henry Doe” in “Words Defined – Glossary of Terms, insert the 
following: 

JOHN H. DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN H. DOE” means JOHN H. DOE©, 
a derivative of JOHN HENRY DOE©, Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights 
Reserved.  

295 In uppermost, left-hand corner insert military-style name and address of debtor: 

JONES, JACK 
5143 Tunnel Vision Drive, Columbus, OH 43222 

295 Replace “…as signified by” with “…, subscribed with…” in next-to-last line of second paragraph 
and sixth line of third paragraph. 

376 Update Florida contact data as follows: 

Florida UCC Inc.   Phone:   (850) 222-8526 
P.O. Box 5588    Website:  www.dos.state.fl.us/doc/fawucc.html  
Tallahassee, FL 32314  Email:   corphelp@mail.dos.state.fl.us 
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Cracking the Code Third Edition 

Errata/Revisions 
(December 27, 2002 –New Entries in Red) 

 
Page Correction/Revision 

iii (Copyright Notice/Security Agreement) The phrase “interest in property,” which appears 
numerous times in this document (and throughout the book) should be “rights in property” 

xx Footnote 5: “How to Sign Your Signature When Demanded” should be “How to Sign Your 

Signature Without Liability” 

5 5th paragraph, 1st line (and elsewhere throughout the book) “true name” should be “True 

Name” 

12 Quote from Burt’s Latin-English Dictionary in middle of page: “appellat o” [sic] should be 

“appellatio”   

13 2nd paragraph, 1st line: “appellat o” [sic] should be “appellatio” 

43 Last paragraph, 2nd line: second instance of “§ 6125” should be “§ 6002”  

57 Delete last sentence of Footnote 52 

65 Replace last sentence of first paragraph with the following: 

The U.S. Government is a bankrupt front operation for these miscreants, propped up 
for no other reason than to financially bilk and politically (militarily) subjugate any 
and all who mistakenly “do business” with it. 

68 1st paragraph, 3rd line (and elsewhere on the page), “HOEVLER” should be “HOEVELER”    

195 Replace paragraph “III.A.” with the following: 

A. Manner of dating the document.  The date of the Copyright Notice is reflected in 
the date of another document cited within the Copyright Notice called the “Hold-
harmless and Indemnity Agreement,” and is spelled out common-law style, e.g. 
“The Sixth Day of the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine 
Hundred Ninety,” the common-law designation for May 6, 1990 (done so for 
removing the document from the statutory dating system, which is also an 
indication of grant of jurisdiction, however slight).  The numerical designation of 
the number of the Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement would also match up 
with this date, e.g. “JHD-050690-HHIA,” i.e. [Redemptor’s  INITIALS]-[MMDDYY]-
[DOCUMENT INITIALS].  [Note: The date of the sample Hold-harmless and 

Indemnity Agreement on page 239 matches up with the Family Copyright Notice, 
not the Single Copyright Notice.]   
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196 Replace last sentence of 1st paragraph with the following: 

All events implied within the Copyright Notice must come before the cited date of the 
Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement (Private Agreement and Security 
Agreement have the same date). 

196 2nd paragraph, 7th line, “copyright” should be “Security Agreement” 

198 & 199 Replace the term “interest” with “rights” in the following places:  

? Under “Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use”: 

paragraph “(1),” 2nd line; paragraph “(2),” 5th line; and paragraph “(4),” 4th line; 

? Under “Default Terms”: modify both 3rd and 9th lines, to read “rights in property”; 

? Under “Terms for Curing Default”: 2nd line and 5th line; and 

? Under “Terms of Strict Foreclosure”: 4th line. 

199 Under “Default Terms,” 3rd line: delete “and property” 

200 & 201 Replace the term “interest” with “rights” in the following places:  

? Under “Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use”: 

paragraph “(1),” 3rd line; paragraph “(2),” 5th line; and paragraph “(4),” 4th line so it reads 
“rights in property”; 

? Under “Default Terms”: 3rd line and 9th line; 

? Under “Terms for Curing Default”: 2nd line and 4th line; and 

? Under “Terms of Strict Foreclosure”: 4th line. 

200 & 202 Replace third-from-last sentence with: 

 “Ownership subject to copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and 
UCC Financing Statement filed with the UCC filing office.”  

201 Under “Terms for Curing Default ,” add the bolded portion of the text below as follows: 

“Upon event of default, as set forth above under “Default Terms,” irrespective of any and all of User’s 
former property and rights in property, described above in paragraph “(2),” in the possession of…”     

220 Last paragraph, last line, replace “FIRST NAME” with “MIDDLE NAME” 

222 Under “14 (a),” “Standard filing,” in the 1st line of the quoted text replace “interest” with 
“rights”  

222 Under “14 (b),” “Cross-filing”: in the 1st line of the quoted text replace “interest” with 
“rights” 

223 Paragraph 20, 2nd line: replace “5” with “4” 

238   Boxed-in legal citation (quote) under “Non obstatnte” should be under “Living, breathing, 
flesh-and-blood man” (as it appears on page 240) 
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271 – 286 See revised version of “Handling Presentments – Instructions” for additions/updates/corrections 

287 In uppermost left-hand corner of page (header), replace  

 “DOE, JOHN HENRY© 

 “P.O. Box 9999, Los Angeles, CA 90010”  

 with   

 “MITCHELL, LAWRENCE D. 
 “9500 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, CA 90212” 

287 In upper right-hand corner of page, replace “U.S.P.O.” with “U.S.P.S.”  

287 – 291 When referencing the common-law copyrighted trade-name, replace “trademark” with 
“trade-mark” throughout the document 

288 Replace “interest” with “rights” as follows: 

? Paragraph “(1),” 1st line; 

? Paragraph “(2),” 3rd line from end; 

? Paragraph “(4),” 3rd line; 

? Paragraph “(9)(b)(i),” 1st line;  

? Paragraph “(9)(b)(iii)” 4th line;   

? Paragraph “(9)(c),” 2nd line and last line; and  

? Paragraph “(9)(d),” 3rd line.  

290 Replace first sentence of first paragraph with:  

“Ownership subject to copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and 
UCC Financing Statement filed with the UCC filing office.” 

291 Boxed-in legal citation (quote) under “Sentient, living being” goes under “Living, breathing, 
flesh-and-blood man” 

291 Last line before signatures: add superscripted copyright symbol (©) after “Doe” 

294 Replace “Post Office” with “Postal Service” in middle section  

295 Under title of document, replace “U.S.P.O.” with “U.S.P.S.”  

295 – 308 When referencing the common-law copyrighted trade-name, replace “trademark” with 
“trade-mark” throughout the document  

297 Replace second-from-last sentence in first paragraph with: 

“Ownership subject to copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and 
UCC Financing Statement filed with the UCC filing office.” 

300 In second line of paragraph “3,” replace “also known as an” with “accompanied by.”  
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309 In uppermost left-hand corner of page (header), replace  

 “DOE, JOHN HENRY© 

 “P.O. Box 9999, Los Angeles, CA 90010”  

 with   

 “MITCHELL, LAWRENCE D. 

 “9500 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, CA 90212” 

311 Paragraph “9” should be paragraph “8”; renumber accordingly from that point on  

311 – 312 In paragraphs 5 – 11, replace “for using” with “to use” 

312 Paragraph 18, 1st line: “and any” should be “any and” 

313 Paragraph immediately following paragraph 21: 

? 1st line: replace “rebutting” with “to rebut” and add superscripted copyright symbol after 

“Doe”; and 

? Next to last line: replace “defendant” with “default.” 

313                Last paragraph before date, 1st line: delete “Common Law trade-name/trademark, copyright 

© 1973” 

314 2nd line: replace “November 12, 2001” with “March 25, 2002”  

358 3rd paragraph from bottom: delete entire paragraph 
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Handling Presentments – 
Instructions 

I. Introduction. 

A. Understanding presentments. The dictionary definition of presentment concerns both 
criminal matters and financial matters, and descriptive terms within the definition of each 
type are synonymous for the most part.  Presentments fall into two categories, demands 

for payment and demands for acceptance (of responsibility for payment/performance), 
defined as follows: 

? “A formal written accusation returned by a grand jury on its own initiative, without a 
prosecutor’s previous indictment request.   

 “A grand jury has only two functions, either to indict or to return a ‘no bill.’  The 

Constitution speaks also of a ‘presentment,’ but this is a term with a distinct 
historical meaning now not well understood.  Historically presentment was the 

process by which a grand jury initiated an independent investigation and asked that a 

charge be drawn to cover the facts should they constitute a crime.  With United States 
attorneys now always available to advise grand jurie s, proceeding by presentment is 

now an outmoded practice.  Charles Alan Wright, Federal Practice and Procedure § 

110, at 459 (3rd ed. 1999).”  Black’s Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition (1999) 
hereinafter “Black’s 7th.”  (Bold emphasis added) 

? “The formal production of a negotiable instrument for acceptance or payment.   

“Presentment and dishonor occur, for instance, when the holder of a check attempts 

to cash it at the drawee1 bank but payment is refused because the drawer lacks 

sufficient funds on deposit.  The demand for payment is the presentment.  The 
bank’s refusal to pay is dishonor.  James J. White & Robert S. Summers, Uniform 

Commercial Code, § 16-8, at 100 (4th ed. 1995).”  Black’s 7th.   (Bold emphasis 
added) 

? “Presentment is a demand for acceptance or payment made upon the maker, acceptor, 
drawee or other payor by or on behalf of the holder.  U.C.C. § 3-504(1).”  Black’s Law 

Dictionary, Sixth Edition (1990), hereinafter “Black’s 6th.”  (Bold emphasis added) 

In criminal matters, a bill, i.e. charges (like financial charges), in the form of a formal 
written accusation of a crime called an indictment (presentment), is presented to a court 
(by the prosecutor) for prosecution.  A true bill is a list of charges that is sworn “true, 
correct, and complete” (affidavit) by a grand jury.  Based on the sworn charges of the 
grand jury, the prosecutor is indemnified for whatever action he takes based thereon.  
The prosecutor then draws up his own presentment, called a criminal complaint, based 
on the indictment (true bill) and demands that the named party accept responsibility for 
the charges.  

                                                                 
1 Drawee: One to whom a bill of exchange or a check directs a request to pay a certain sum of money specified 

therein.  In the typical checking account situation, the bank is the drawee, the person writing the check is the maker 
or drawer, and the person to whom the check is written is the payee. Barron’s Law Dictionary, Third Edition, 1991.  
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Because of the U.S. bankruptcy and the institutionalization of fiat (“by decree”) money 
called Federal Reserve Notes, “FRNs,” there have been commensurate changes in the 
realm of jurisprudence.  American tribunals are now “Federal-Reserve-Note tribunals,” 
dealing exclusively in FRNs and enforcing the private, copyrighted, corporate policy of 
the owners of the FRNs, known as “Code” (all U.S. code/law is copyrighted by British 
corporations—see Footnote 13 on page 41 of “The Truth About Esquires,” for details).   

Notice in the quoted case under the first definition above that because of the influence 
of United States Attorneys, “proceeding by presentment [of the grand jury] is now an 
outmoded practice.”  We now operate in “summary proceeding” in the vast majority of 
legal undertakings in America, traffic court being the most common: 

“Summary proceeding.  Any proceeding by which a controversy is settled, case disposed 

of, or trial conducted, in a prompt and simple manner, without the aid of a jury, without 

presentment of indictment, or in other aspects out of the regular course of the common 

law.  Black’s Law Dictionary, First Edition (1891), hereinafter “Black’s 1st.”  (Underline  
emphasis added)    

A “demand for acceptance” is a demand for acceptance of responsibility (for payment, 
or for performance of some act, and may also entail payment of some kind at a later 
date).  A traffic ticket is a combination criminal/financial instrument.  The traffic cop 
issues an order and the motorist makes a promise.  Negotiable instruments consist 
strictly of orders to pay and promises to pay—and traffic tickets are negotiable 
instruments.  The cop issues an order for acceptance (of responsibility to pay) against 
the credit of the TRADE NAME, and the motorist signs a promise to (accept 
responsibility for the charge, and) appear (and, if necessary, pay the ticket).  If the 
motorist fails to accept responsibility for the ultimate payment of the ticket at any point in 
the process, he is arrested and jailed (put in debtors’ prison).  When anyone in 
government demands that you accept responsibility to perform some act, he is issuing a 
presentment, concerning which there are monetary charges associated with a failure to 
perform said act.  Presentments come in oral, written, and electronic form; acceptance 
of any presentment executes a contract.   

In the private sector, presentments usually come from attorneys, but since all attorneys 
are officers of the state,2 we are faced with essentially the same situation.  The court 
system would not be a profitable enterprise without attorneys, who are endowed with a 
special “property right” (right to practice law), granted a title of nobility (esquire) via 
letters patent,3 and elevated above “common men” (fees enforced by judicial decree, 
win or lose), in exchange for bird-dogging “customers” into the courtroom. 

In order to issue a presentment, a prospective issuer must have an account, where a 
charge can be lodged.  For example, if police cannot determine the TRADE NAME of a 
detainee (party held for questioning) within a brief period of time they must release him.  
The TRADE NAME is the account name under which a sovereign conducts business—

                                                                 
2 “An attorney is an officer of the court, and as such, an officer and arm of the state.”  7 Corpus Juris Secundum 4, 
Virgin Islands Bar Association v. Dench, D.C. Virgin Islands, 124 F. Supp. 257. 
3 “Letters patent , an open document under seal of the government, granting some special right, authority, privilege, 

or property, or conferring some title…”  A Standard Dictionary of the English Language, Funk & Wagnalls 
Company, 1903. 
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albeit unwittingly.  The TRADE NAME, as well as the true name, comprises property.4  
Registration of your TRADE NAME (via birth, etc.) constitutes the voluntary surrender of 
legal title/custody of the property and establishment of an account.  When a government 
actor says, “May I have your name, please?” he is literally asking you to turn over your 
property, the TRADE NAME, for him to use however he pleases, and to charge the 
account.5   The flesh-and-blood man, as surety for the party in whose name the account 
appears, is held accountable for any charges leveled against the TRADE NAME.  

The reason criminal and financial charges seem to run together, overlap, and mirror the 
other is that they are both commercial6 in nature.  This is the admiralty jurisdiction 
mentioned in Part I (Theory) of this manual.  In admiralty, the military (the executive 
branch, in its many forms) is used to enforce criminal penalties for civil offenses.  The 
moneychanger-merchants have foreclosed on the U.S. Government and use it liberally, 
via the chief executive to prosecute their own private commercial interests.  We are 
under military rule, literally by the commander-in-chief of the military, not the president.7 

A primary reason for the broad appeal and workability of the common law is that each 
man is in control of his own destiny in the social scheme: as long as he does not harm 
another—and thereby form a contract with an obligation—he is free to live his life as he 
sees fit, without interference from government.  These days, however, people are 
penalized for an act even when no one is harmed and no property is damaged, e.g. 
traveling at 35 miles per hour in a 30-miles-per-hour zone.  The police power is thereby 
employed for penalizing behavior (such as “thought crimes”)—not acts and deeds of 

substance—for the purpose of raising revenue.   

When someone violates his own sense of moral rightness in his conduct as a member of 
society, no matter how justified, he is weakened under the police power of the state.  
For this reason, it is a good idea to reassess your life as you embark on this stage of the 
journey and begin using and relying on the power of the documents and processes 
offered herein—which is formidable—and make sure that you are giving yourself the 
best chance for a worry-free existence.  Betraying your own sense of fair play is the 
quickest way to undermine all progress.  In the end, it is your own sense of decency, 
ethical behavior, and honest interaction with others that determines your fate.  Just by 
trying to do the right thing on a moment-to-moment basis brings about clarity of 
perception not otherwise available, and can easily turn out to be your saving grace in a 
time of need.  

These documents are all based on the power of the common law, private property 
rights, and consensual contracts, and are enormously successful in crushing assaults 
on your fiscal integrity.  Their efficacy has been acknowledged at both the lowest and 
very highest levels of government in this country.  They have changed the course of 
every proceeding in which they were introduced, including criminal cases where the 
accused was already convicted.  That is because the common law still exists and is in 

                                                                 
4 Because of the disappearance of substance money—where each man is accountable and there is no private “limited 
liability”—we now have a mutant financial system that runs strictly on accounting principles, because all “money” 
is artificial (no substance/reality, as with gold) and debt can no longer be extinguished, but merely “discharged.” 
5 See “Letter for State Registrar re Birth Certificate” in Appendix for one approach to thwart governmental 
monopolization of the use of your name, both True Name and TRADE NAME, in forming accounts.  
6 See “Crime is Commerce,” 27 CFR 721.11, in Appendix. 
7 See subsection entitled “Co-Suretyship Obligations Incurred Via Acceptance of Free Delivery of Mail” in Section 
3, “The Curse of Co-Suretyship.” 
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full force—it has just been covered over.  People have been so severely hoodwinked 
that many do not even believe there is hope of reversing the oppressive, all-engulfing 
practices of the system.  There is hope.  It lies in the common law and in your ability to 
maintain in the face of the mendacious 8 bent of Big Brother’s operatives.   

B. Scope of presentment-handling documents contained herein.  What has taken many 
thousands of dedicated collaborators over thousands of years to put into position will not 
be fully unraveled in a few hundred pages of exposition—nor do we pretend to be able 
to fully accomplish such a feat.  We do, however, get results, and consistently, because 
our approach is based on the timeless principles of human dignity and interaction as 
embodied in, primarily, the common law.  The Chosen Masters are not pleased that their 
wealth-confiscation and freedom-usurpation machinery can be rendered ineffective, and 
even more upset that their own device (the UCC) can be used to victimize them.  Even 
when you are completely right, a presenter will sometimes go down kicking and 
screaming all the way, abusing his influence over the utterly corrupt judicial system and 
its army of charlatan-whore esquires to challenge every shred of knowledge about what 
you are doing.  Because such actors are inherently dishonest, they have weaknesses 
that can be exploited.    

 The documents as offered herein have paved the way for stopping collection activity by 
effecting strict (non-judicial) foreclosure against those who would happily swindle you 
out of everything you own.  However, this manual does not propose to be able to guide 
someone through the legal minefields that can arise when one goes to foreclose, but 
there are people who can assist when it comes time for finishing off the job.  It is one 
thing to be able to stop a collection proceeding; it is quite another to foreclose on the 
erstwhile “forecloser,” but it can be done.  Instructions for such enterprise are not 
included herein, however.  Please contact UCC Services Group at www.uccsg.com for a 
referral when this time arrives. 

C. A note on pressure situations and criminal cases.  The material set forth herein is private 
in nature.  There is no attempt to give legal advice of any kind because we are not 
licensed to dispense such.  This material may be applied, however, in any circumstance 
where your private, common-law-copyrighted property is being used for commercial gain 
without your authorization.  You are the only one who can decide what should be done.  
If you are faced with a pressure situation, a demand for a signature, or even a criminal 
charge, you can still take action in the non-statutory (non-judicial) realm against the 
individual players coming against you, by using the private, contractual, consensual 
measures set forth in the items at the end of this Section, beginning on page 18 of these 
instructions, under Part VII, “Protecting Oneself in Pressure Situations and Criminal 
Proceedings.”  One essay in particular, “How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability,” 
proves utterly the correctness of what we are doing here. 

II. Creating Your Response Documents for Handling Presentments. 

A. Demands for acceptance.  Such presentments are generally from government agents 
and officers, but can also come from attorneys and individuals (“citizen of the United 
States” TRADE NAMES), and basically constitute unauthorized use of your common-
law-copyrighted property.  Regardless of the fact that there may be potential criminal 
penalties and fines associated with the presentment if from a government actor, you 

                                                                 
8 Mendacious: Addicted to lying; characterized by deceit; false.  
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have the unalienable common-law right to demand and obtain compensation for the 
(unauthorized) use of your property as set forth in your published copyright notice.  This 
is strictly a private matter between you and any party who is using your property for 
financial gain without your authorization. 

1. “Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement”.  Entitled in non-judicial 
terms so as to align with tenets of the Uniform Commercial Code, the “Notice by 
Written Communication/Security Agreement,” hereinafter “Notice by Written 
Communication,” is recommended for handling presentments that do not demand 
immediate payment of money.  The document is: self-explanatory; contains no 
judicial/statutory jargon; consists of everyday, common-law language; and is written 
with a mind toward augmenting the non-judicial foreclosure process of the UCC once 
the debtor defaults on payment after being invoiced for charges (in the form of a 
“Verified Statement of Account”—see page 309—private equivalent of a grand jury’s 
true bill).  It is used against those who issue presentments demanding acceptance 
(of responsibility for specific performance, or for payment at a later date).   

2. Converting sample document.  As with all other documents in this manual, there is 
no other way to generate your personal Notice by Written Communication on your 
own other than by going through the sample document word-by-word, learning as 
you go, and replacing John Henry Doe’s information with yours.    

3. Mode of sending.  We always use Registered Mail, sent “Restricted Delivery,” 
“Return Receipt Requested” (PS Form 3811, the “Green Card”), with an Affidavit of 
Mailing, exclusively—but (as always) final choice rests with you.   

4. Important: Optional text in two segments.  There are two versions of “Procedure to 
Opt Out of Consensual Contract” on page 2 of the Notice by Written Communication, 
and a subsequent segment, entitled “Self-executing Security Agreement.”  You will 
need to choose between the two options each time a presentment comes your way.  
Basically, the first one gives the unauthorized user a quick and easy way out, with no 
muss and no fuss, thus ending the confrontation.  The second is far more stringent 
and really puts the unauthorized user in a pickle, and it is doubtful if he/she will get 
out of it.  Note: You are not prohibited from adjusting this paragraph however you 
see fit, but if you make changes you should be absolutely certain that they do not 
contain any statutory/judicial language, and that the parameters that you set are in 
harmony with the UCC for non-judicial foreclosure (also known as strict foreclosure).   

(a) Simple opt-out procedure (with subsequent “Self-executing” paragraph).  The 
obligation for payment is no less binding than when a customer looks at the 
menu, places an order, and then consumes the meal that is served.     

“Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract 

 “LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured 
Party’s common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright, consensually contractually 

binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. 

MITCHELL‘S initial unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law trade-
name/trademark and copyright, in respect of fair compensation due Secured Party for 

use of Secured Party’s private property.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and 

withdraw from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S consensual contract with Secured Party 
and retain no obligation associated therewith only by immediate cessation of any and all 

further unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property. 
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 “Self-executing Security Agreement 

“By the act of any single instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-

law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL following LAWRENCE 
D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, LAWRENCE D. 

MITCHELL, hereinafter ‘User’ only in this ‘Self-executing Security Agreement’-

section, accepts the obligation of this consensual contract, this Notice by Written 
Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter “Security 

Agreement,” wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and 
User:…”  

(b) Difficult opt-out procedure (with subsequent “Self-executing” paragraph).  The 
time period referenced within this segment is the 72-hour, Regulation-Z, Federal-
Truth-in-Lending-Act period that is initiated when someone voluntarily incurs an 
obligation.  The party has 72 hours from midnight of the day after execution of 
the transaction to back out of the deal (see Truth in Lending Act in Glossary for 
the Act in pertinent part): 

“Procedure to Opt Out of Consens ual Contract 

“LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured 
Party’s common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright consensually contractually 

binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. 

MITCHELL‘S initial unauthorized use of Secured Party’s private property, in respect 
of fair compensation due Secured Party for use of Secured Party’s private property.  

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and withdraw from LAWRENCE D. 

MITCHELL‘S consensual contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation 
associated therewith only by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S delivery, at the 

hereinabove designated mailing location for Secured Party no later than 12:01 A.M. 

of the fifth (5th) day following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice 
by Written Communication, of any and all original instruments, documents, and 

records in any form of recorded media whatsoever in LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S 
possession/containing LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S signature, as well as any and 

all copies of all such originals in any form of recorded media whatsoever in 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL’S signature, containing any counterfeit version of either of: (1) Secured 

Party’s private, common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark, i.e. JOHN HENRY 

DOE©; (2) Secured Party’s private, autograph-common-law-copyrighted property, i.e. 
John Henry Doe©. 

 “Self-executing Security Agreement 

“Absent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S surrender of all original instruments, 
documents, and records in any form of recorded media whatsoever, as well as all 

copies of any such original in any form of recorded media whatsoever, in 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. 

MITCHELL’S signature, containing any version of any of Secured Party’s common-

law-copyrighted property, as set forth above under ‘Procedure to Opt Out of 
Consensual Contract,’ LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, hereinafter ‘User’ only in this 

‘Self-executing Security Agreement’-section, accepts the obligation of this 

consensual contract at 12:01 A.M. of the fifth (5th) day following User’s receipt of 
this Notice by Written Communication, this Notice by Written Communication 

concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter ‘Security Agreement,’ 
wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:…”  
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B. Validation of debt package: “Respondent’s Private, International, Administrative Remedy 
Demand”.  Presentments demanding payment are the most common because the 
current financial system is expressly designed to generate defaults, foreclosures, and 
bankruptcies.  “Civilization” is on a conveyor belt to Hell, courtesy of the instigator-
owners of the duplicitous banking system.  Using government agents called “attorneys 
at law,” people are sitting ducks against the might of the state as concentrated in the 
judge-attorney Brotherhood.  There are a few Achilles’ heels, however, and 
“Respondent’s Private, International, Administrative Remedy Demand,” hereinafter 
“Administrative Remedy Demand,” exploits one of them. 

1. Loans of credit.  Credit lenders flourish only because of interest payments: the 
“borrower” is always the source of the principal amount of any alleged loan by virtue 
of his “promise to pay” (promissory note, credit application), which becomes a 
negotiable instrument, i.e. “money,” per UCC 3-104, which the credit lender then 
converts into another form (bank draft, cashier’s check)—in accordance with Federal 
Reserve “lending” policies—and reissues, calling it the “loan.”  This is strictly an 
accounting procedure: the bank loans nothing of substance, indeed is forbidden to 
loan true assets of any kind by banking regulations.  This can all be verified with any 
certified public accountant.   

 Credit lenders do not profit from the principal loan amount, only the interest.  This is 
why on many loans, and in all mortgage contracts, the “borrower” makes payments 
on interest-charges only for the first many years.  This is all gravy for credit lenders.9  
The principal amount never comes into play for the financial institution because that 
sum is always the property of the “borrower,” and remains so till the end of the cycle, 
even if the so-called “loan” is never paid off.  “Loans” that end in default are simply 
charged off, i.e. discharged by bookkeeping entry, with no loss incurred by the 
bank—which is the precise reason that the techniques delineated in this Section are 
effective in nullifying demands for payment from debt collectors: no risk in the loan 
process = no valid claim.  Banks, mortgage companies, and credit card companies 
lend only credit: from the Latin credere: believe, trust.  Credit lenders believe in you 
and trust that you will make all interest payments as you have been “legally” 
suckered into.  The entire American financial system, engineered and developed into 
its current state over the last 2,000+ years by the Chosen Masters,10 is an exercise 
in deceit and treachery of incomprehensible magnitude, predicated on the willful and 
wanton wholesale destruction of the life of one and all and the peace and dignity of 
mankind based on the worship of money (wealth, mammon) and a psychotic impulse 
to subjugate and dominate the existence of all others. 

2. Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA).  Per the Act, as codified at 15 USC 
§1692 et seq.,11 and as abundantly pointed out within Administrative Remedy 
Demand, a debt collector12 must, if requested, provide a verification of the alleged 
debt, i.e. validate the debt.  Per FDCPA, the debt collector is mandated to cease all 
collection activity until verification is provided.   

                                                                 
9 On a limited basis, bankers generally make more money during holidays when the bank is closed than when the 
bank is open because there is much less overhead, and interest charges continue accruing seven days a week.   
10 See Section 2, “The Truth About Esquires,” beginning at the segment entitled “An Indispensable Tool of the 
Chosen Masters” on page 59, through “Masters of Commerce and Law,” which ends on page 64. 
11 Et seq.: An abbreviation for et sequentia, “and the following.”  Thus a reference to “p. 1, et seq.,” means “page 

first and the following pages.”  Black’s 1st. 
12 As defined in FDCPA, a debt collector is one who is collecting a debt for another. 
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(a) Verification/Validation.  Verification is defined as: 

“Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition.  

Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of verification is to assure good faith in 

averments or statements of party.”  Black’s 6th. 

What this means is, the debt collector must swear “true, correct, and complete” 
(equivalent of “the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,” i.e. testimony) 
that verifies exchange of valuable consideration that allows the debt collector to 
demand payment.  A sworn affidavit that simply verifies “all balances due,” cites 
that “correct billing procedures were followed,” and other such poppycock is 
irrelevant.  The debt collector must verify the consideration (substance) provided 
the alleged debtor that validates the debt collector’s claim of debt.  Since the 
alleged debtor received no consideration from the debt collector (and likewise 
from the original creditor), the debt collector is foreclosed from truthfully claiming 
such in a sworn affidavit.  This is why IRS prosecutes for Failure to File an 

Income Tax Return: a sworn Form 1040 is a validation of the debt.  IRS is a debt-
collection agency.  IRS cannot substantiate any debt unless IRS has a sworn 
statement from the taxpayer that validates the debt.          

As cited above, banks do not loan substance, only credit (air).  No third-party-
debt-collector attorney, and no other debt collector, has any knowledge of a loan 
of substance (valuable consideration); hence such are foreclosed from issuing a 
counter-affidavit of any relevance.  The system is fraudulent by nature, and 
cannot be made legitimate by false affidavit.  The truth is, the only one who can 
validate a debt is the borrower.   

(b) Parties exempted from FDCPA.  Government officials (IRS personnel are not 
government officials) and in-house debt-collection personnel of an original 
creditor are exempted from FDCPA.  However, per public policy as codified 
House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933, no one can require payment in “a 
particular kind of coin or currency.”  I.e. no one can require payment in Federal 
Reserve Notes, “FRNs,” including government collectors and original creditors.  
This is why you find the statement, “MUST BE PAID IN U.S. FUNDS,” on parking 
tickets and other demands for payment: there is more than one kind of “U.S. 
FUNDS.”  If FRNs were the only kind of “U.S. FUNDS,” the statement would read 
“MUST BE PAID IN FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES,” but this is not the case.  If 
your signed promissory note (negotiable instrument; “U.S. FUNDS”) can be used 
to fund a so-called “loan” from the bank at the beginning of the process, it is no 
less legitimate a source of funds at a later point in the cycle.  So, even though 
government officials and in-house collection personnel of an original creditor are 
not required to validate the debt, per public policy any bona fide negotiable 
instrument discharges a debt.  The usefulness of the “Certified Promissory Note” 
on page 304 should be coming into focus. 

Many times the corporate entity seeking to collect the debt will have a name that 
bears similarity with that of the original corporate creditor, which is exempt from 
FDCPA.  If the name of the collector’s principal is not the exact same name as 
that of the original creditor, you are dealing with a different corporate entity—a 
debt collector who is bound by the provisions of FDCPA.  If you are uncertain if it 
is the original creditor demanding payment, go ahead and treat any such 
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personnel as a debt collector (in your written communication). Tender of payment 
is rendered no less valid even if one is dealing with the original creditor.               

3. Other avenues of attack.  As well as the impossibility of providing a bona fide 
verification of the debt, debt collectors are hit with other constraints besides FDCPA: 

(a) Privacy Act of 1974, as lawfully amended, 12 U.S.C. § 3401;  

(b)  Right To Financial Privacy Act of 1978, as lawfully amended, 5 U.S.C. § 552a; 
and  

(c) Third Party Summons Act, special procedures, 26 U.S.C. § 7609. 

 4. Line-up of component documents within the Administrative Remedy Demand.  The 
package is a combination of documents of many avenues of attack, any one of 
which is sufficient to stop the entire proceeding: 

(a) Internal “Notice by Written Communication”. Same Notice by Written 
Communication used with demands for acceptance, except that:  

(i) It is specially enclosed in its own box within the Administrative Remedy 
Demand, and therefore legally separate from the main document; and 

(ii) Secured party is the author, not the debtor-TRADE NAME (as with the other 
documents), recipient incurs a $500,000.00 unauthorized-use fee for each 
and every subsequent use of the name after having been noticed (enough 
encouragement to cease all further communication in itself); and  

(iii) The Privacy Act Notice further restricts options for the debt collector.  

(b) Notice of Tender of Payment.  Gives official notice that payment has been 
tendered.  See (d)(ii) immediately below for customizing certain data. 

(c) Sworn Offer of Performance.  Tells debt collector that if debt collector can prove 
that the debt exists, i.e. verify/validate the debt, debt collector may retain the 
accompanying payment submitted in the form of a Certified Promissory Note 
(bona fide negotiable instrument, per UCC 3-104).  See 4(d)(ii) immediately 
below for customizing certain data within this document. 

(d) Certified Promissory Note.  Fulfills the legal definition of a negotiable instrument 
per UCC 3-104 and discharges any alleged debt, if said alleged debt is 
verified/validated (which it is not).  This is merely a “promise to pay” and not a 
sight draft, forged document, bogus instrument, etc.   

(i) If possible, use “certificate paper” to print up the Note; and 

(ii) Find debt collector’s internal data appearing on the presentment and plug 
these data into the Note.  Examples are “Alleged Market Code,” “Alleged ‘Our 
File No.,’” “Alleged FHA Case,” “Alleged Loan No.,” etc.  In other words, 
customize the Promissory Note, and the other two documents within this 
package that mention same (i.e. 4(b), Notice of Tender of Payment, and 4(c), 
Offer of Performance, immediately above) using the data contained within the 
presentment.  
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(e) Sworn and witnessed Verification of Tender of Payment.  Proof of tender of 
payment.  Under public policy (House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933), a 
debt is discharged upon tender of payment, even if it is not accepted.13 

(f) Debt Collector Disclosure Statement.  Contains numerous lawful requests for 
information, all of which debt collector is obligated to provide, any one of which 
can invalidate debt collector’s attempt to collect on his bogus claim.      

III. Sending Your Written Communication.   

A. Selecting the correct party to receive your written communication. 

1. Re computer printouts.  We do not recommend corresponding with computers, but it 
is important to respond.  If you get a computer-generated presentment, call up the 
sender organization, feign a cooperative attitude, and find someone who will either 
admit that he/she sent you the computer print-out, or will issue another with his/her 
name on it.  If you have no name, use the appropriate senior executive within the 
organization.  Hopefully you will not see many of these.   

2. Notice by Written Communication.  Goes to:  

(a) Any party (governmental or non-governmental) demanding acceptance (of 
responsibility for specific performance/possible payment at a later date—but, 
generally, not demanding immediate payment), as well as: 

(i)  The appropriate senior official/executive over any such party; and  

(ii) The principal/employer (e.g. bank, law firm, etc.) of any such party; and 

(b) Any government official demanding payment (e.g. county tax assessor 
demanding property taxes).  Government officials are exempt from the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act and therefore would not be sent a “Validation of Debt” 
package (see paragraph “3” below).  IRS personnel, however, are not 
government officials, do not enjoy such immunity, are not so-exempted, and 
therefore would be sent a “Validation of Debt” package.  In the case of a bona 
fide government official demanding payment, send a Notice by Written 
Communication along with the normal attachments, plus the following:  

(i) “Offer of Performance” (see page 302); 

(ii) “Certified Promissory Note” (see page 304); and  

(iii) “Verification of Tender of Payment” (see page 305); and 

(c) Any appropriate senior official/executive over, as well as the principal/employer 
of, any party who is sent a “Validation of Debt” package (below).  

3. “Validation of Debt” package—the Administrative Remedy Demand.  Used to handle 
non-government and non-in-house collection personnel demanding payment for 
loans of credit and other unsubstantiated, non-governmental debt of some type, e.g. 
income taxes—as long as you have not already inadvertently validated the debt by 
sworn statement. 

                                                                 
13 For exposé on “money” and discharge of debt, see House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933 in Glossary. 
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(a) Proper usage.  This package will not work when a creditor has given you 
substance in exchange for your promise to pay; only credit.  An example of this is 
buying a used car from a dealer who does not use an outside creditor, but carries 
the paper himself.  He can validate the debt because he personally gave you 
substance.  If the same dealer were to obtain financing for you from a credit 
lender who later attempted strict foreclosure, the so-called “credit lender” could 
be defeated—because he incurred no risk of loss in the transaction; only the 
“loss” of anticipated gain (invalid claim). 

(i)  Important note on auto loans.  Contemporary auto loans are issued with the 
proviso that the “lender” can take the car (strict foreclosure) if you fail to make 
payments as agreed.  However, if you loaned the car, are out of town (but not 

out of the state) on business, vacation, etc.14 they have no way to enforce this 
clause (they can only sue for the alleged balance, plus costs and attorney 
fees).  It is a good idea to keep this in mind until the matter is concluded—
because they will swipe the car if given half a chance, thus forcing you to deal 
with their tag-team partners down at the local courthouse if you want to get 
the car back without forking over Federal Reserve Notes.         

(b) You are current on your payments, but want to terminate the loan anyway.  In 
this circumstance you can call in and ask for a “payoff balance.”  Written 
notification of a payoff balance is not a presentment (not a demand), but can be 
used to ascertain a correct dollar-figure.  Request a payoff balance that is good 
until a certain date (2 – 3 weeks from date requested).  Inform the agent that you 
need the balance in writing (not verbally), and you need someone to verify the 
figure because you do not want them coming back afterwards and saying, “Oh, 
there is this other charge we forgot to mention,” etc.  Just tell him you need 
written verification by a responsible party that the payoff balance is accurate.  He 
should have no problem complying. 

(i) Correct recipient for sending in payoff balance.  Even though you have a 
verified payoff balance, the sender will generally not know what to do with the 
Certified Promissory Note.  However, there is another officer that is well 
acquainted with such: the head of the collection department.  For this reason, 
it is best to send your package to the head of the collection department.  
Since a payoff balance is not a presentment, re-word pertinent mentions of 
“Presentment” to read “Written Communication.” 

(c) Behind on payments; threats of foreclosure.  Even in extreme circumstances, 
credit lenders like to refrain from sending out actual presentments.  They 
especially like to withhold the name of the agent sending the correspondence, 
instead using the name of the principal (the name of organization, a generality), a 
department within it, etc., instead of that of the flesh-and-blood man/woman.  The 
purpose is to get you into the eleventh hour and then bring in a government 
agent, i.e. an attorney, to finish you off.  Use any available written communication 
(presentment, monthly statement, etc.) and request validation the debt.  If an 
outside attorney/law firm threatens to sue/sues on behalf of an alleged creditor, it 
is safest (in case the collector is also the original creditor) to send the 
attorney/law firm its own VOD Package, with a new promissory note and debt-

                                                                 
14 The “lender’s” inability to locate the car does not automatically constitute fraudulent concealment of collateral.   
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validation request.  All collection activity must cease—at least according to the 
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act—until said validation is provided.  However, 
shyster judges and attorneys do not like being told that they can no longer pillage 
and plunder as they have for their entire career, and may try other tactics to get 
you to trip up.  Keep putting their nose back into the validation. 

(d) Courts and attorneys that ignore the FDCPA requirement to validate.  This issue 
cannot be addressed in this manual because neither we, nor the publisher, are 
licensed to practice law and, accordingly, do not give out legal advice.  However, 
if you run into such a situation, the folks at www.uccsg.com may be able to 
recommend a consultant that can assist you.    

IV. Preparing Your Package for Transmittal.  

A. Copyright notations.  Please always consult sample filings for proper display of copyright 
notations for both True Name© and TRADE NAME©.  Each time either name appears 
within your documents (except in entry-designations in the “Glossary of Terms”) it 
should always be qualified with one of the following: 

1. Superscripted copyright symbol.  The symbol, i.e. “©,” is touching the last letter of the 
surname for both True Name© and TRADE NAME© when not set in quotes.   

2. Quotation marks.  True Name© and TRADE NAME© should be set in quotation 
marks when the superscripted copyright symbol is not used; 

B. Signatures.  Closely follow sample documents when applying a signature.  Vital note re 
all signatures: see “How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability” in this Section. 

1. True Name ©.  More closely approximates who you are than TRADE NAME; always 

sign in red ink (symbolizing the blood of a living, breathing man/woman).  

2. TRADE NAME©.  Should always be printed in capital letters, preferably in blue ink for 
ease of identifying the original document (black ink can sometimes be 
indistinguishable from a photocopy without close examination). 

3. Witnesses.  Have your witnesses sign their normal, cursive (longhand) signature in 
blue ink, where needed.  Not necessary for your witnesses to have a copyright 
symbol with their signature (but nothing prohibiting it either). 

C. Attachments.  Attach a copy of the following with both the five-page, stand-alone Notice 
by Written Communication and the 14-page, Validation of Debt package:  

1. Presentment/payoff-balance document (when using a payoff-balance document, be 
certain to replace the term “Presentment” with “Written Communication” so the 
payoff-balance document is properly identified and not misnamed).  

2. Affidavit of Publishing (from the newspaper) of your Copyright Notice.  

3. Filed UCC Financing Statement.  Re your financing statement, please also note:    

(a) There will be more than one financing statement/amendment to be attached if 
you have done a cross-filing; and 
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(b) For those handling a mortgage situation:  

(i) Be certain to use the financing statement filed at county (not state) level; and 

(ii) Based on what is at stake, it is not a bad idea to use a certified copy (use the 
“Copy Certification by Document Custodian” form) of your filed financing 
statement rather than a plain photocopy. 

4. Private Agreement. 

5. Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. 

6. Security Agreement. 

D. Debtor name and address notation at top of page.  Place debtor’s TRADE NAME, 
military style, in top, left-hand corner of page (generally a requirement for inclusion of an 
attachment page in a filing).  

E. Photocopy entire final stack of signed documents before sending.  Once you have fully 
assembled the entire package, make a photocopy of everything, staple both sets, place 
the original in the envelope for mailing, and file the copy in your records.  

F. Registered Mail envelope and mailing.  Best procedure for using Registered Mail is 
described in the instructions appearing at the top of sample Registered Mail receipt on 
page 293.  Please read these instructions before sending by Registered Mail.   

(a) Return Receipt Requested.  Provides a signature and date of receipt of package by 
recipient.  Proof that the package was received. 

(b) Restricted Delivery.  Check this box and pay the extra fee.  More evidence of full 
disclosure on your part and, hopefully, an original receipt signed by the debtor. 

(c) Affidavit of Mailing.  Proof of the contents of the envelope; an indispensable 
component in the process of proving your position and effecting foreclosure on any 
unauthorized user.  Always have someone do an Affidavit of Mailing in these 
matters. Proof that recipient actually received the package is then uncontestable.  
Mail the original Affidavit of Mailing; retain a photocopy for your records. 

V. How to Deal With Former Creditors After Paying by Promissory Note.   

A. Typical responses.  There are a couple of typical responses that a former creditor will 
give upon receipt of a certified promissory note: 

1. Congratulatory letter for paying off the loan;  

2. Urgent phone calls, phone messages, or correspondence asserting, demanding, or 
pleading that you call them and speak with them immediately. 

B. Former obligation is discharged.  People can be tricked and conned into unwittingly re-

accepting the obligation if they discuss anything with a former alleged creditor/debt 
collector once the promissory note has been tendered.  The debt is discharged upon 
tender of the instrument; it matters not it is accepted or rejected (see UCC 3-603).  
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Typically, the such will seek a telephone conversation to try to convince the former 
alleged debtor that the debt must be paid in Federal Reserve Notes, “FRNs.”  Per public 
policy at House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933, nobody has any obligation to pay 

in FRNs.  The promissory note is a negotiable instrument (money) constructed in strict 
accordance with the UCC (§ 3-104), and legally discharges the debt.  Once tendered, 
the debt is discharged.  Period. 

C. Vital information.  There is no good that can come from discussing a former alleged debt 
with a former alleged creditor/debt collector after payment has been tendered. 

D. Handling phone calls from former creditors. 

1. Sample telephone conversation.   

Former creditor: Is this JOHN DOE? 

John Henry Doe: Who’s calling? 

Former creditor: This is JACK from Bank of Texas.  Is this JOHN DOE?   

John Henry Doe: What’s the purpose of the call?  

Former creditor: I need to speak with JOHN DOE about a payment we recently 

received on his… 

John Henry Doe: I don’t do business over the phone, JACK.  If you could put your 

questions in writing and send me a letter I would be happy to take a 

look at them. 

Former creditor: I just want to go over a couple of things… 

John Henry Doe: Like I said, I don’t do business over the phone.  If you will kindly put 

your questions in writing I will have a look at them.  

Former creditor: I understand, MR. DOE, but this will only take a few minutes, if I 

could just ask you… 

John Henry Doe: I’m being as clear as I can, JACK.  I only deal with such matters in 

writing.  

Former creditor: You’ve made that very clear to me MR. DOE, but the thing is your 

last payment on the… 

John Henry Doe: What is your surname name, JACK? 

Former creditor: I don’t give out my last name.  

John Henry Doe: Sorry, JACK, but if you’re not willing to tell me who you are I am not 

willing to continue this conversation.  I’m hanging up now, JACK. 

Former creditor: Wait, MR. DOE!  Why do you need my last name? 

John Henry Doe: Good-bye, JACK.  

Former creditor: Wait!  Wait!  OK, my last name is “JONES.” 

John Henry Doe: Home address? 

Former creditor: “Home address”?  Why do you need my home address? 

John Henry Doe: I need to know where to send the bill. 
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Former creditor: What bill? 

John Henry Doe: The bill for the use of my property. 

Former creditor: What are you talking about?  

John Henry Doe: I need your address so I can send you a bill for the use of my 

property. 

Former creditor: Whatever are you referring to, MR. DOE?  

John Henry Doe: The name you have been using in this conversation to address me is 

private, copyrighted property.  So far in this conversation you have 

used my property seven different times without my authorization.  I 

need to bill you for the use of my copyrighted property.  I prefer 

sending the bill to your home, rather than at the bank.  Home 

address, please? 

Former creditor: You’ve got to be kidding.  

John Henry Doe: I’m not kidding, JACK.  If you’re not willing to provide your home 

address this conversation is over.    

Former creditor: You’ll be hearing from us, MR. DOE (“click”). 

2. Your objective.  Take it as far as necessary to get the caller to hang up.  If he gives 
you his home address, ask him for his home phone number.  If he gives you his 
home phone number, ask for his Social Security Account Number, “SSAN”; tell him 
that you don’t know who he is and that you need to cross-check all the previous data 
he gave you with the SSAN.  He will not call you again. 

3. Caller’s objective.  Someone else might call again at a later time, but it will be the 
same story.  The debt is discharged and their legal department knows it.  They are 
only calling for the purpose of trying to persuade you that you can only pay in FRNs.  
If you actually mistakenly engaged in conversation with the caller, he/she would try 
to make you feel bad and scare you with bogus threats.  Anyone who is assigned to 
call you after you have sent in such an instrument knows exactly what he/she is 
doing and has been briefed on how to get you to pay in FRNs.  Handle any such 
caller as above and he/she will stop calling.    

4. Key points to remember.   

(a) Never answer a question;  

(b) Never identify yourself;  

(c) Never discuss anything that the caller brings up;  

(d) Always interrupt if the caller pursues a conversation/questions you after having 
been noticed that you don’t do business over the phone; 

(e) There is no need to be hostile, but you must be firm and not tolerate any 
attempts at getting you into a conversation; and 

(f) Do not consent with anything the caller wants.  You can even tell him/her that 
you do not consent with him/her using your copyrighted property, using your 
telephone number, calling you at home, etc. 
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E. Correspondence urging you to call.  The choice is yours, but anyone who uses your 
copyrighted property (for profit) deserves a Notice by Written Communication.  

F. If you receive a presentment (demand for payment) afterwards. If a follow-up 
presentment comes in the mail, you should: 

1. Mail the sender (agent) a personalized Notice by Written Communication/ Security 
Agreement, and a copy of the served, 14-page Administrative Remedy Demand and 
its proof of mailing (Green Card and Affidavit of Mailing); and  

2. If you also served the principal with notice of the fees for use of your private 
property, you may commence the collection process on the principal using the last 
correspondence (presentment or not) as proof of execution of the contract.15  These 
instructions begin in part VI immediately below.  

VI. Steps to Take After Execution of Consensual Contract by Unauthorized User.   

A. How and when the contract is executed.  It is vital that you recognize the moment the 
presenter/debt collector executes the consensual contract and incurs the obligation.  For 
this reason you need to be familiar with the everyday language in the “Notice by Written 
Communication” that spells out the non-judicial terms of the contract for use of your 
common-law-copyrighted property.  A presenter/debt collector can voluntarily enter the 
consensual contract and incur the obligation in either of the following ways: 

1. For both simple- and difficult-opt-out procedure: Any single instance of additional use 
of True Name or TRADE NAME for commercial gain after having been noticed; 

2. For difficult-opt-out procedure only: Debtor’s failure to surrender all originals and all 
copies of any and all records in any form of recorded media (written, electronic, 
magnetic tape) containing your common-law-copyrighted property within 72 hours of 
midnight the day after debtor was noticed. 

B. Steps immediately after presenter/debt collector executes consensual contract.   

1. Begin locating debtor’s assets.  Your security interest in the debtor’s property is 
perfected by filing a UCC Financing Statement at state level, and, in the case of real 
estate holdings, at county level.  It is best to itemize all of debtor’s property in the 
financing statement—and all real estate filings require the legal description of the 
property be entered in Box 14 on the Addendum page.  Do whatever you can to 
begin locating all of debtor’s property as soon as possible (UCC Services Group can 
assist you in this task).      

2. Generate the “Invoice – Verified Statement of Account”.  Immediately upon 
presenter’s/debt collector’s execution of the consensual contract, draw up an invoice 
to bill your new debtor for the unauthorized use of your property.  This is a dollar-
figure calculated by multiplying the total number of uses of your True Name and 
TRADE NAME in this particular collection cycle only, both before and after debtor 

was noticed, by $500,000.00.  Debtor had the chance to opt out and walk away, but 
chose to go forward and challenge your right of ownership of your own property.  
Once the contract is executed, all earlier unauthorized uses of your property in this 

                                                                 
15 If the matter is entered into the court as a complaint, it can still be successfully resolved.  We are not licensed to 
practice law, but UCC Services Group may be able to suggest a consultant who can assist you.   
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particular collection cycle become billable; debtor is accountable for each one.  
When you plug in your particulars in the sample Invoice, be sure you: 

(a) Precisely identify the document(s) and the number of uses of your property; 

(b) Make an exact accounting of the number of unauthorized uses of your property, 
leaving no margin for error; and  

(c) Make certain that you can back up—with verifiable, bona fide, documentary 
evidence—everything that is stated in the Invoice regarding unauthorized use of 
your property.  The only way you can foul up is if you cannot prove the veracity of 
the facts stated in the Invoice—which is a notarized affidavit, the most powerful 
private/legal/commercial instrument in the world.  You cannot afford to make a 
false attestation, nor bear false witness (perjury), so be sure you can legally 

prove what is stated in your Invoice/affidavit.  Each invoice has attached only a 
copy of the documentary evidence used in calculating the total amount due 
(original Invoices are retained for future filing; originals of documentary evidence 
are retained permanently by you). 

(d) Give your debtor ten (10) days from date Invoice is sent to tender payment in full.  
There is no rush on this; the days will fly by. 

(e) Make as many originals of each notarized Invoice as you will need for each 
separate filing to be done both at state and county level (each piece of real 
estates needs its own filing, and only originals of affidavits are accepted).       

3. Send the Invoice.  After notarizing, make a photocopy of the original Invoice and 
attached proof of use of your property, as well as any page attached by the notary.  
Debtor gets only a photocopy of the original notarized Invoice and attachments; 
retain the original Invoice for later use.  Send a photocopy of the Invoice (plus 
attachments) by Registered Mail, Affidavit of Mailing, as described above in 
paragraph IV. F, “Registered Mail envelope and mailing.”  

4. Get familiarized with default provisions.  Be sure you understand the default 
provisions in the Notice by Written Communication.  Defaults are inevitable, and 
debtor will be in default 10 days after Invoice is sent, not 10 days after debtor 
receives it.  Per UCC, it is debtor’s responsibility to monitor receipt of mail and make 
sure all financial obligations are met.  Before the 10-day period expires, you may 
contact UCC Services Group and let them know you are approaching the time to 
initiate foreclosure proceedings, described below in paragraph D.   

5. Begin generating the “Affidavit of Debt”.  The Affidavit of Debt is the sworn document 
that empowers you to foreclose non-judicially on the debtor (“strict foreclosure”) and 
also indemnifies all others (such as the sheriff and judge and clerk of court) who 
assist you (as plaintiff) in enforcing the private consensual contract that was 
voluntarily executed, defaulted upon, and then ignored by the debtor.16  The Affidavit 

                                                                 
16 As mentioned earlier, the affidavit is the most powerful legal/commercial document in the world.  Big Brother’s 

operatives, especially esquires, steer clear of the use of affidavits because such use entails personal liability and 
accountability based on statements that are sworn “true, correct, and complete”—a notion that strikes terror in the 
heart of virtually all government officials.  Were such operatives forthright in intent and action they would have no 

difficulty in swearing out an affidavit, but this is not the case.  Big Brother’s agents mount their assaults based on 
inferior, judicial “declarations,” sworn “true and correct,” and based on “information and belief” (limited-liability, 
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of Debt is a precise recital of all events in the course of the debtor’s initiation and 
execution of the consensual contract and subsequent failure to meet the financial 
obligations associated therewith.  “Contract makes the law” (ancient and universal 
maxim of law)—and when you know the law (terms of the contract) you can enforce 
it (default and strict-foreclosure provisions) with impunity based on certainty of the 
correctness of your position, affirmed by affidavit.  If the need for (deadly) force 
enters in, it is best to enlist the help of the courts and the sheriff.  Begin generating 
your own, customized Affidavit of Debt as soon as possible by using the instructions 
and sample documents provided in Section XIII, “Supplemental Instructional Material 
for Handling Presentments,” beginning on page 391.  

C. Non-judicial strict foreclosure and collection.  This is an extremely serious undertaking, 
however simple the final execution may end up being, and must be approached with the 
utmost respect for procedure.  This is the step that reverses the statist,17 totalitarian, 
communistic, property-confiscation machinery developed and institutionalized by the 
Legal Masters of the World over the last 2,000+ years, and they are not pleased with our 
progress.  For these and other reasons, it is not recommended that anyone attempt this 
process on a first-time basis without help from someone who has already successfully 
done it. It is not enough just to be “right”; you must be perfectly right to avoid retaliation 
from Big Brother.  Legal experts in the UCC and Revised Article 9 have written entire 
books on just this subject to guide their fellow esquire-mercenaries because it is so 
significant and so easily misunderstood.  Even some judges do not understand the 
default provisions contained in Revised Article 9.  Believe it or not, the strict-foreclosure 
procedure discussed in this book is the same procedure that is undertaken thousands of 
times every single day by mortgage companies and banks who request the help of a 
Federal-Reserve-Note tribunal (court) in authorizing the use of deadly violence (sheriff) 
to evict those parties who have failed to meet their alleged private, contractual, financial 
obligations and have also failed to adhere to the agreement to vacate the premises in 
such case.  There is no reason that you cannot access the same procedure, including 
even using an attorney to request a hearing and getting the judge to issue an order 
authorizing the sheriff to use as much force as necessary to get someone to comply with 
the private, Federal-Reserve-Note contract.  UCC Services Group has been instituted to 
help in such matters, so as soon as you know when you will be ready to proceed with 
strict foreclosure, it is time to make contact.   

VII. Protecting Oneself in Pressure Situations and Criminal Proceedings. 

A. Speaking and acting on your own behalf.  See the essays, “Helpful Notes for Pressure 
Situations” and “How to Sign Your Signature Without Liability,” in Appendix for real-life 
solutions for everyday confrontations with Big Brother.  

 1. Affidavit of John Henry Doe, by Special Visitation.   

(a) Meaning of “Special Visitation”.  This affidavit does not constitute appearance, 
rather visitation, based on the nature of the relationship between the sovereign 
constituency, of which you are a member and can claim such standing, and the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

with commensurate limited credibility).  The power and superiority of an affidavit over a declaration is 
immeasurable—unlimited liability for the veracity of all statements, and therefore unlimited credibility—hence the 
supremacy of your position when you swear out an Affidavit of Debt against a debtor.       
17 Statist: An adherent of statism [A theory of government which holds that the returns from group or individual 
enterprise are vested in the state, as in communism.].  Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary, Int’l Edition, 1958.  
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slave artificial-person corporation known as “government.”  These two words are 
defined as follows: 

“Special.  Relating to or designating a species, kind, or sort; designated for a 

particular purpose; confined to a particular purpose, object, person, or class.  The 
opposite of general.”  Black’s 1st.   

“Visitation.  Inspection; superintendence, direction; regulation.  As applied to 

corporations means, in law, the act of a superior or superintending officer who visits a 
corporation to examine into its manner of conducting business and to enforce an 

observance of its laws and regulations.”  Black’s Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 
1951. 

(b) Purpose.  Used to obtain a common-law judgment of non prosequitur, also called 
non pros: 

 “Non prosequitur.  (non pr?-sek-w?-t?r or proh-).  [Latin ‘he does not prosecute’]  

The judgment rendered against a plaintiff who has not pursued the case. — Often 
shortened to non pros.”  Black’s 7th. 

(c) Description.  Places parties on notice of who you are; that you never granted 
permission for using, nor authorized use of, your property (True Name© and 
TRADE NAME©); requires response in like kind (affidavit); and that response be 
sent via a notary public of your designation (explained below).  Both agent and 
principal are included.  Such notice can be sent by Registered Mail, and can be 
filed in person, as well, depending on the advantage of each method.  Generally, 
agents are served by Registered Mail, principals, in person.  Some principals will 
prefer that the document be presented in a different format (i.e. legal-pleading 
format, with a heading and captions at the top and numbered lines running down 
the left side of each page).  Document is dated common-law style. 

(d) Notary public. A notary is an officer of the state, with international jurisdiction:  

? “Notary public.  A public officer whose function is to attest and certify, by his 

hand and official seal, certain classes of documents, in order to give them credit 
and authenticity in foreign jurisdictions; to take acknowledgments of deeds and 

other conveyances, and certify the same; and to perform certain official acts, 

chiefly in commercial matters, such as the protesting of notes and bills, the noting 
of foreign drafts, and marine protests in cases of loss or damage.  Black’s 1st.  

(Underline emphasis added)  

? “Notaries are of very ancient origin they were well known among the Romans, and 
exist in every state of Europe, and particularly on the continent.”  Bouvier’s Law 

Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1856, hereinafter Bouvier’s 6th.   

? “An officer appointed by the executive , or other appointing power, under the laws 
of different states.  Their duties are generally prescribed by such laws. The most 

usual of which are, 1. To attest deeds, agreements and other instruments, in order 

to give them authenticity. 2. To protest notes, bills of exchange, and the like. 3. 
To certify copies of agreements and other instruments.”  Bouvier’s 6th.  (Underline 

emphasis added)  
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? “Their acts have long been respected by the custom of merchants and by the courts 
of all nations.”  Bouvier’s 6th.  (Underline emphasis added) 

Noting the title of the 14-page “Validation of Debt” package, i.e. “Respondent’s 
Private, International Administrative Remedy Demand,” we are in the 
international realm when dealing with the current de facto government—
coincidentally a commercial enterprise overlorded by a lineage of former 
merchant shippers on the high seas who employed heavily the services of 
notaries as an aid in international commerce, primarily for the handling of notes 
(promissory notes) and bills (bills of exchange, i.e. orders to pay).  The office of 
notary public is far more powerful than even the average notary is aware of; 
cultivated so by Big brother for maintaining governmental control in all economic 
matters. 

2. Notary’s “Certification of Non-Response”.  A notary is an “officer of the state” and, as 
such, a notary’s word carries great weight.  When the notary attests that no 
correspondence was received from any of the agents and principals that have 
charged (dual criminal/financial significance) you for an alleged crime, a common-
law judgment of non pros is obtained.  Agents and principals can avoid the 
$500,000.00 name-use fee by using the term “Secured Party” instead of the sender’s 
True Name©/TRADE NAME© for addressing correspondence; but nearly all reject 
this option.  The notary confirms non-receipt of correspondence with a simple form 
called “Certification of Non-Response,” a sample of which appears in Appendix 
under Notary’s “Certification of Non-Response”.  You draw up the form, listing each 
party that you want the notary to acknowledge as not having heard from, and bring it 
to the notary for his/her seal and signature. 

3. Enlisting the help of a notary.  Ideally, you will have a notary public among your 
friends, family, and associates.18   If not, if is a simple matter to enlist the help of a 
notary for a Certification of Non-Response.   

(a) Speaking with the notary.  In a friendly fashion, let the notary know that: 

(i) You are handling a matter in which you need outside, third-party verification 
that your requests for a written response from certain people are being 
ignored; 

(ii) His/her word as a notary would remove all doubt in the matter; and  

(iii) You would just drop by in a couple of weeks with a short list of people to see 
if the notary had received any correspondence from any of them—and pick 
up any such correspondence that had arrived; and  

(iv)  For those who had not sent anything, you would be happy to pay “[you 
choose a number]” dollars [a realistic and agreeable fee] for a simple, one-
sentence acknowledgment that nothing had come in from the parties the 
notary had not heard from. 

                                                                 
18 Becoming a notary is a very simple matter, usually taking only one day’s training, the primary qualification for 
which is “residence.”  Residence is a nasty term (see Glossary), but fortunately concerns only straw-man TRADE 

NAMES.  Examine the seal of any notary: all text is set in English except for the notary’s TRADE NAME, which is 
set in capitals (start looking more closely at all documents; Big Brother knows exactly what it is doing). 
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(b) After securing notary’s Certification of Non-Response.  Serve each agent and 
principal in the same fashion the original affidavit was served.  You now have 
profound evidence on the record that nobody ever had any right to use your 
common-law-copyrighted property without your authorization, and that no such 
authorization was ever given.  Besides the financial charges for use of your 
property, the attackers are in no-man’s land, “up the creek without a paddle,” 
because there is no legal foundation/basis for their attack.       

B. Suggestions on what to say when challenged by Big Brother’s operatives.  See “Helpful 
Notes for Pressure Situations” on page 322 in this Section for ideas on how to avoid 
dealing with Big Brother altogether, and how to cope with its operatives in unavoidable 
situations. 

C. Doing business with any and all who use your private property.  Upon receipt of any 
presentment bearing your common-law-copyrighted property, for both civil and criminal 
matters, immediately serve each and every involved party proceeding against you 
(including judges, clerks of court, prosecutors, attorneys, and others) with his/her own, 
personal Notice by Written Communication.  Use “Difficult opt-out procedure (with 
subsequent “Self-executing” paragraph)” text described under paragraph “II.4(b)” of 
these instructions, and send by Registered Mail.  You can also send one to the 
presiding/chief judge of a particular courthouse and thereby place the entire courthouse 
on notice.   

 Those who do not surrender all originals and copies containing your private property (in 
any form of recorded media) into your possession within the 72-hour Truth-in-Lending-
Act period, thereby execute the consensual contract.  Immediately file a UCC Financing 
Statement against all such parties both at state level and, after obtaining a legal 
description of all their real estate holdings, at county level.  Each piece of real estate 
needs its own separate financing statement (you can only file against one property in a 
single real estate filing at county level).  Draw up an invoice for each party and bill them 
by Registered Mail (send a copy of the notarized original invoice; retain the original), 
based on the number of uses of your copyrighted property multiplied by $500,000.00.    

D. Assistance.  If, despite all the above, you are still having a tough time of it and would like 
assistance from someone familiar with these kinds of situations, you may want to 
contact UCC Services Group, which may be able to recommend a consultant who can 
help you. 
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Supplemental Instructional Material 
for Handling Presentments 

I. The Affidavit of Debt.   

A. Introduction. The Affidavit of Debt is your sworn statement concerning all events that 
have transpired and brought about the indebtedness, and stands as the truth in 
commerce unless rebutted by the debtor point-for-point by counteraffidavit sworn 
true, correct, and complete.  Because of the inherently fraudulent nature of the legal, 
financial, and taxation systems, actors within these arenas must remain in the 
shadows in order to continue their duplicitous practices and avoid general detection.  
Accordingly, it is highly unlikely that the Affidavit of Debt will ever be rebutted—
because to do so would require a sworn statement that cannot be supported by fact.  
The UCC filing office requires that an original (not a copy) of the Affidavit of Debt 
accompany any UCC Financing Statement, so there may be a need for multiple 
original Affidavits of Debt.  Debtor does not get a copy of the Affidavit of Debt; it is 
strictly for filing with a financing statement in the UCC filing office.    

B. Generating the Affidavit of Debt.  Begin creating your own personal, customized 
Affidavit of Debt against your debtor by following the sample Affidavit of Debt 
provided in this section following these supplemental instructions and plugging in 
your particulars for those of John Henry Doe’s.   

(1) Attachments.  Generally, filing offices require the debtor’s military-style name 
(LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) and address to appear in the uppermost, left-hand 
corner of all attachment pages in the same format as the financing statement 
(see page 287 for an example).  Although this is not strictly enforced, it is still 
recommended that you place the debtor’s name and address in this style on any 
attachment whenever possible.  The notarized Affidavit of Debt is most effective 
when it has the following attachments: 

(a) Copy of either the five-page, stand-alone Notice by Written Communication/ 
Security Agreement, or the Notice by Written Communication/Security 
Agreement contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package (attach 
the complete document, all 14 pages), along with the following: 

(i) Copy of the presentment/written communication containing debtor’s initial 
unauthorized use of your common-law-copyrighted property (that 
prompted this entire cycle to be undertaken by you); 

(ii) Copy of the newspaper Affidavit of Publishing re your Copyright Notice; 

(iii) Copy of your certified UCC Financing Statement;  

(iv) Copy of the Affidavit of Mailing for whichever version of the Notice by 
Written Communication/Security Agreement you used; 
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(v) Copy of USPS “Green Card” (PS Form 3811), proving debtor’s receipt of 
whichever version of the Notice by Written Communication/Security 
Agreement you used;  

(b) Original, notarized Invoice, a photocopy of which was sent debtor demanding 
payment, along with the following attached documents: 

(i) Copy of all proof of unauthorized use of your common-law-copyrighted 
property that was sent debtor as an attachment with the Invoice;  

(ii) Copy of the Affidavit of Mailing for Invoice; 

(iii) Copy of USPS “Green Card” (PS Form 3811), proving debtor’s receipt of 
Invoice;  

(2) Non-attachments.  Please note that your personal Private Agreement, Hold-
harmless and Indemnity Agreement, and Security Agreement are private 
documents and do not get filed as attachments with the Affidavit of Debt in the 
filing process—even though the debtor was sent a copy of each in your initial 
mailing.  These three documents are not needed to prove the indebtedness of 
the debtor and are withheld from filing in the public record for privacy reasons.   

II. Filing a UCC Financing Statement Against Presenter/Debt Collector.   

A. Public notice of a private contract.  Until a financing statement is filed against the 
debtor, no one else knows about your private, consensual contract with said debtor.  
A filed financing statement is general public notice of the debtor’s indebtedness and 
the collateral pledged as security for the obligation; a sworn Affidavit of Debt 
attached thereto is detailed public notice of the debtor’s illicit attempts at using your 
common-law-copyrighted property for commercial gain without authorization, and the 
subsequent debt incurred thereby. Sworn statements (testimony, evidence) placed 
in the public record cannot be summarily invalidated and brushed aside by anyone.     

B. When to file. The financing statement should be filed in as soon as possible as of the 
eleventh (11th) day from the date of mailing of the Invoice (Note: the 10-day clock 
starts ticking when the Invoice is mailed; not when it is received by the debtor—
debtor is responsible for monitoring his mail traffic after incurring the obligation).    

C. Where to file .  For purposes of filing correctly, you must determine presenter’s/debt 
collector’s location (“residence”) in accordance with UCC 9-307 (see paragraph 
“IV.A” on page 225 for an explanation).  Note: corporate debtors have different 
criteria than those for individuals).  Financing statements should be filed as follows:   

(1) At state level in the UCC filing office of the state where the debtor maintains 
residence; and 

(2) At county level in any county in any state where debtor has real estate holdings 
registered in debtor’s name.  Each piece of real estate requires its own, separate, 
UCC Financing Statement, with an original Affidavit of Debt and an original 
Invoice (as explained above) in order to be accepted for filing.   
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D. Completing the form.  The financing statement is virtually the same for filing at both 
state and county level.  However, please take note of the following points:  

(1) Box 4, Collateral Description.   

(a) Box 4 text.  No matter which version of the Notice by Written Communication/ 
Security Agreement you used, the collateral description in Box 4 is the same: 

“All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's rights in 
said assets, land, and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now 

existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, described fully in security 
agreement entitled “NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY 
AGREEMENT” dated [Date of the particular Notice By Written 

Communication/Security Agreement that you used], by and between debtor and 
secured party, to secure debtor’s obligation in favor of secured party in the sum 

certain amount of [Dollar amount of indebtedness].  Inquiring parties may consult 
directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship and 
contractual obligations associated with this transaction, identified in security 

agreement referenced above.  Secured party accepts debtor's signature in accord 
with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

(b) Security Agreement.  The “Security Agreement” referenced in the text of the 
Box-4 collateral description described immediately above in paragraph 
“(1)(a)” is whichever one you used to notice the presenter/debt collector, i.e.: 

(i) The five-page, stand-alone Notice by Written Communication/Security 
Agreement; or 

(ii) The Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement contained 
within the comprehensive, 14-page Validation of Debt Package.   

(2) Box 6.  For all real estate filings at county level, check Box 6, “Real Estate 
Records.”  Do not check this box for filings at state level. 

(3) Box 13.  Place an “X” in the last check-box in Box 13, “fixture filing,” for both 
state- and county-level filings. 

(4) Box 14, county filings only.  If you are doing a real estate filing at county level, 
place the legal description of the property in Box 14.  Leave this box blank for 
state-level filings. 

(5) Box 18.  There is no assertion that the debtor is a transmitting utility.  This is not 
a transmitting-utility filing, so do not make a mark in Box 18.   

(E) Assembling the package.  Place the appropriate two-page UCC Financing 
Statement on top of each completed original Affidavit of Debt—with all its 
attachments—and make at least one copy of each entire stack.  Staple each original 
stack together after photocopying and place it with its envelope; store your copies in 
an orderly fashion in a safe place.  
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(F) Preparing your filing for transmittal.  Decide on how you will transmit your package 
for filing, and then contact the appropriate state - and county-level filing offices and 
find out: 

(1) The filing costs to get your package filed; 

(2) How to obtain an acknowledgment copy (you may need to enclose a second 
copy of the two-page financing statement, along with a SASE); 

(3) The cost of, and exactly what you need to do to obtain, a certified copy of your 
filing (if ever asked why you need a certified copy, a good answer is “For court” or 
“For a court case”).  

(G) Transmitting your filing.  Get your completed UCC Financing Statement filed the 
fastest way possible at both state and county level. 

[More material re strict foreclosure to follow] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SEQUENTIAL STEPS OF A PRESENTMENT HANDLING

Demanding Acceptance or Performance Demanding Money

Sent after one additional use of the name

with easy opt-out, after 72-hour Reg Z

period with difficult opt-out; contains proof

of execution of the contact; notarized

Sent to a party demanding payment;

Attach: CN, UCC Financing

Statement, PA, HHIA, SA [send

NbWC/SA with copy of 14-pager &

attachments to principal]

Sent after one additional use of

name; contains proof of execution of

contract; notarized

30-Day Written Demand

for title

Sent to any party involved in

enforcing the Presentment; Attach:

CN, UCC Financing Statement, PA,

HHIA, SA

Invoice Invoice

Sent after one additional use of the name with easy opt-

out, after 72-hour Reg Z period with difficult opt-out;

contains proof. Filed on 11th day after sending files at the

state level against debtor, as well as at the county level

against debtor, as well as at county level against each

piece of real estate of debtor.

Notice by Written Communication/

Security Agreement
14-page Validation of Debt Package

UCC Financing Statement

Standard general statement describing debtor's "assets,

land and personal property..." that also lists specific

property of debtor (obtained with an asset search)

Lawsuit for title for

property

Attachments:

Original 
Notarized Aff of Debt (file original; retain copy)

Copy of NbWC/SA or VOD Pkg + Attachments 
1

Copy of Aff of Mailing for NbWC/SA or 14 pager

Copy of proof of receipt of NbWC/SA or 14 pager

Attachments:

Original 
Notarized Invoice (file original; retain copy)

Copy of proof of use of copyrighted property

Copy of Aff of Mailing for Invoice

Copy of Proof of receipt of Invoice by debtor

Strict-foreclosure proceedings against each debtor

1
 Important Note: Purposes of maintaining privacy, when filing a UCC Financing

Statement do not include  the PA, HHIA, and SA that were attached with the NbWC/SA or

14-page Validation of Debt Package, only the other attachments that were sent; PA,

HHIA, and SA need not be filed for financing statement to be valid.
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How to Secure a Bank Account from Levy1
 

(Updates in Red) 
 

Objective 

The primary objective in securing a bank account from levy is to obtain the bank’s 
agreement that you, the flesh-and-blood man/woman, are the authorized representative of 
the account holder, the artificial-person TRADE NAME.  This reality is spelled out in detail in 
your security agreement and is echoed in the UCC Financing Statement filed with the 
secretary of state—but you must also obtain the bank’s acknowledgement of this fact.  Once 
documented on the bank signature card as an authorized representative on the account, 
control of the collateral (the funds in the account) is established, thus perfecting your 
security interest in the account.  At that point, your other relationship with the account 
holder/debtor, i.e. that of secured party, can be impressed upon bank personnel—and such 
are obligated to honor the perfected security interest—thus securing account funds from 
third-party levy.        

Pertinent Sections of the Uniform Commercial Code 

Here are the sections of the Uniform Commercial Code governing such matters:  

§ 9-314. Perfection by Control. (a) Perfection by control.  A security interest in…deposit 

accounts…may be perfected by control of the collateral under Section 9-104…”   

§ 9-104.  Control of Deposit Account. (a) Requirements for control. A secured party has 

control of a deposit account if: …(2) the debtor, secured party, and bank have agreed in an 

authenticated record that the bank will comply with instructions originated by the secured 
party directing disposition of the funds in the deposit account without further consent by the 

debtor…”    

The signature card (property of the bank), signed by both account holder (debtor) and 
authorized representative (secured party), constitutes an agreed-upon, authenticated record 
“that the bank will comply with instructions originated by the secured party [authorized 

representative] directing disposition of the funds in the deposit account without further 
consent by the debtor [account holder].”    

Signing the Signature Card 

With one exception, the bank signature card should be signed exactly as shown in “How to 
Sign Your Signature Without Liability” on page 315 of Cracking the Code Third Edition©, 
“CTC3,” with signature of both debtor and secured party appearing.  Signing in this manner 
differentiates between the contracting parties, i.e. True Name and TRADE NAME, 
corresponds with the documentation you provide, and satisfies the requirement of UCC 9-
104(a)(2).  Select from the sample signatures appearing on page 319 of CTC3 that contain 
both debtor’s and secured party’s signature, but do not place a copyright symbol, i.e. “©,” 
after either of the two names.  The copyright symbol, and likewise the copyright notice, is 
not used here.  It is more important to establish the account and be acknowledged as the 
authorized representative than it is to assert the copyright—which can always be called into 
play later if necessary, but this is not likely.   

                                                                 
1 Levy: n. A seizure.  v. To raise; execute; exact; collect; gather; take up; seize.  Thus, to levy (raise or collect) a tax.   
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For an existing account, a request to examine the signature card for the account will usually 
be granted, but bank personnel may not be too delighted with your new self-proclaimed 
status as authorized representative/agent and the accompanying artwork you render on the 
card to prove your point.  If you are able to modify the signature card on your account 
without causing any friction, by all means do so.  However, if this is not feasible, the easiest 
thing to do is simply to close the account and open another.  Opening a new a bank account 
is a simple matter, and there is nothing wrong with using the same bank as long as no 
undue antagonism is generated in the process.  The most hygienic method, however, is to 
open your new account with another bank and start afresh. 

Documenting Your Position 

At the time you sign the bank signature card you should have with you a certified copy of 
both your UCC Financing Statement and the security agreement referenced within the text 
of the collateral description of the financing statement (use the “Copy Certification by 
Document Custodian” form to make a certified copy of the security agreement).  These 
certified copies are to be left with the bank after the signature card is completed.  

Upon signing the signature card, inform the bank personnel assisting you that the account 
holder is also your debtor and that you are the secured party, and then produce the certified 
copy of your financing statement and security agreement.  The identifying number of the 
security agreement appearing within the collateral-description box (Box 4 on a UCC 
Financing Statement; Box 8 on a UCC Financing Statement AMENDMENT in the case of a 
cross-filing) of the financing statement and the section entitled “Authorized Representative” 
on page 7 of the security agreement (page 247 of CTC3) should be highlighted for ease of 
inspection.  Bank personnel are only too familiar with such kinds of documents, so there 
should be no difficulty in understanding what you are presenting.  As long as bank personnel 
can see that you know what you are doing, there will be no problem.  

Guaranteeing Success 

It is vital that you thoroughly understand that you are not the account holder—and can never 
be the account holder.  The name of all account holders appears in all-capital letters in all 
bank records and documents.  Al l account holders are artificial persons, e.g. your TRADE 
NAME.  This policy is purely of the bank’s own choosing; all you are doing is respecting the 
bank’s selection/designation of the account holder.  

If bank personnel balk at all, have the girl/guy pull out a sample personal check from her/his 
drawer and point out the name of the account holder printed on the check.  The name is set 
in capital letters.  If the secretary of state recognizes the distinction between the two names 
on your financing statement, it is reasonable to expect that the “New Accounts” officer will 
too.  

In the event there is further resistance, have her/him examine what appears to be the 
signature line on the sample personal check using the magnifying glass that you produce 
(bring one with you, if possible).  Even though the check is a personal check, and therefore 
theoretically would have only one signatory, said “line” is for any authorized signatory of the 
account holder—i.e. an authorized representative—and you are such an authorized 
signatory/representative. 
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These facts should quell any doubts on the part of bank personnel.  However, as always, 
the senior factor is your personal certainty of what you are doing.  The Federal Reserve 
literally owns the U.S. Government, and covertly asserts ownership of all property in 
America by claiming that the State—i.e. its bankrupt slave—owns everything.2  This 
absurdity is enforced based on the justification that Federal Reserve Notes (private property 
of the Fed) were used as the “valuable consideration” in the acquisition said property.  
Banks (Fed instrumentalities) do business only with artificial persons whose names appear 
in all-capital letters; any party that “volunteers” to act as a surety and give anomalous 
indorsements and sign as an accommodation party 3 for the account holder, however, is 
never turned away.  

It is also wise to familiarize yourself with the section of the security agreement entitled 
“Event of Default,” which can also be highlighted if desired.  This paragraph appears just 
below “Authorized Representative” at the bottom of page 7 of the security agreement.  Any 
attempt by any third party to remove any of the debtor-account holder’s funds (your secured 
collateral) constitutes an event of default on the part of the debtor and allows you to 
foreclose on the collateral, i.e. withdraw the funds if necessary.  Because you provide the 
bank with certified documentary evidence of your secured-party status at the time the 
signature card is signed, no other party can have a prior security interest in those funds, and 
all bank personnel must acknowledge this fact and honor your perfected security interest or 
risk both civil and criminal charges.  

As a final note on securing your position, a certified copy of your UCC Financing Statement 
and security agreement left with bank personnel could conceivably be misplaced/lost, 
although this is unlikely based on the potential liability attendant with such oversight.  
However, it is nevertheless a good idea to send the manager of the bank an additional 
certified copy of both financing statement and security agreement by Registered Mail 
(Restricted Delivery), with an Affidavit of Mailing.  A cover letter confirming your perfected 
security interest in the collateral in the account and the bank’s responsibility in protecting 
this secured collateral should also be enclosed.  As long as you can prove that the manager 
received the above cover letter and the certified copies of the documents (evidence), the 
bank is liable for any pilferage of the account.            

  

                                                                 
2 Senate Document No. 43, 73rd Congress, 1st Session.  (March 9 – June 16, 1933) “…The ownership of all property 
is in the State; individual so-called ownership is only by virtue of government, i.e. law amounting to mere user; and 

use must be in accordance with law and subordinate to the necessities of the State.”   
3 If these terms are not readily understood, it is vital that you re-read “How to Sign Your Signature Without 
Liability,” beginning on page 315 of CTC3 and get them cleared up.   
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How to Get Paid All of Your Earnings 
Disclaimer: The following information is not legal advice and cannot be construed as legal advice.  If the reader is in need 

of legal advice the reader is advised to contact a legal professional authorized to dispense such. The information contained 
herein is not provided to assist anyone to evade taxes.  Rather, it is offered to enlighten those who may be unaware that 

application for, and use of, a Social Security Account Number is—per the Social Security Administration—strictly 
voluntary; to remind the reader that voluntary compliance (re the payment of income tax) is expected of those who decide 

to enroll/participate in the income tax system; to reveal the mechanics of exactly how one volunteers to take part in either 

of these two programs; and to offer another lawful alternative for those who may no longer wish to continue to volunteer.                

Social Security Account Numbers  

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) personal income tax scheme is utterly dependent upon 
the continued submission of Social Security Account Numbers (SSAN’s) collected from new 
employees by employers.  New employees routinely provide a SSAN on a signed IRS Form 
W-4 Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate when requested by an employer, and the 
employer dutifully forwards the W-4’s in accordance with IRS wishes.  Without such 
unparalleled largesse1 (SSAN’s volunteered by new employees and then submitted by 
employers), IRS has no lawful basis for the assessment and collection of Social Security 
payroll tax from said new employees—and likewise for every other kind of tax routinely 
levied2 from a paycheck. 

Most people think that they have no choice, i.e. that they must provide a SSAN when asked 
for one by their new employer if they want to have a job.  This is not true for a number of 
reasons, but possibly the most significant one is the official stance of the issuer of all 
SSAN’s, the Social Security Administration (SSA).  The following excerpts are taken directly 
from the official SSA web site at www.ssa.gov; specifically: “Questions?” then “Social 
Security Number & Card” then Page 2, Question #23: “When do I have to provide my Social 

Security Number?”  The following passages (as well as others) appear: 

“Question:    

“Must I provide a Social Security number (SSN) to any business or government agency 

that asks? 

“Answer:”   

“If a business or other enterprise3 asks you for your SSN, you can refuse to give it.”  

“Giving your number is voluntary, even when you are asked for the number directly.”   

“The decision is yours.”   

The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) requires only that an employer request a SSAN from each 
new employee, and can levy a fine if the employer fails to obtain/ask for a SSAN.  However, 
IRC also provides for a waiver of such penalty if the employer fulfills the request requirement 
but fails to obtain a SSAN because the new employee declines to provide one (no willful 
neglect on the part of the employer).  If there is ultimately no penalty/fine if the employer 
fails to obtain a SSAN from a new employee, there is no requirement that a new employee 
provide one in the first place.  No penalty = Not required.    
                                                                 
1 Largesse: Liberal or generous giving; a large gift or donation. 
2 Levy: v. To raise; execute; exact; collect; gather; take up; seize.  Thus, to levy (raise or collect) a tax.  n. A seizure.  
3 FYI: IRS can only be classified as a “business or other enterprise” because, despite the most vehement objections 

of Big Brother’s PR men, IRS is not an agency of the U.S. Government.  For documentary evidence proving this fact 
see Internal Revenue Service in Glossary of Cracking the Code Third Edition, available at www.bbcoa.com.      
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Similarly, IRC contains no provision for the assessment and collection of income tax from a 
new employee for whom it has no SSAN.  Accordingly, IRC contains no provision that 
allows/requires/instructs an employer to refuse to continue to employ the new employee, to 
fire the new employee, to refuse to pay the new employee his/her earnings, to withhold a 
portion of the new employee’s earnings, or permit any other such unlawful measures.  
Employees who do not provide a SSAN (on a signed W-4, the only authorized way in IRC) 
when requested to do so are simply not eligible for any benefits (Social Security and other) 
associated with the earnings they collect from that particular employer. 

Any retaliatory action taken against the new employee by the employer, such as any of the 
ones listed above, is unlawful and can be immediately vindicated via lawsuit—and the new 
employee will win.  This is why: The new employee is hired first and then only subsequently 
asked to provide a SSAN (on a signed W-4).  At the time this is requested of the new 
employee, he/she is already employed.  This fact is echoed in the prescriptions of IRC, in 
that IRC authorizes requesting a SSAN only of an employee.  Since providing a SSAN on a 
signed W-4 is voluntary (the only valid signature is one that is signed freely), the employer 
cannot lawfully coerce the new employee into doing what is otherwise a voluntary act.  The 
matter of providing a SSAN (on a signed W-4) is strictly between employee and employer, 
and does not involve any outside third party, such as IRS and SSA: 

 “…We do not have the authority to require an employer to provide or deny employment or

 services to anyone who refuses to disclose his or her number.  This is a matter between the 

individual and the employer.” 

      Dorcas R. Hardy 
      Commissioner of Social Security 

      Letter of response to Rodney Rickman, July 16, 1986   

 “…There is no law prohibiting a person from exercising his right to work without possessing 

a Social Security number….” 

      Harry Reid 

      United States Senator (Nevada) 
      Response letter to Kevin Passow, April 24, 1990 

The Nature of Benefits  

Though not as straightforward in the matter of a government agency asking for a SSAN, the 
same official SSA web site does not contain one single passage that unequivocally states 
that anyone is ever required to provide any government agency with a SSAN upon request.  
The text of SSA web site, created by the same word-wizards that write IRC and every other 
Code in existence, is masterfully cloaked in ambiguity in order to cause the reader only to 
believe it is mandatory to provide a SSAN when requested by a government agency4—but 
since the only conscionable5 purpose behind use of a SSAN is the acquisition of a benefit, 
no one can ever be compelled to provide one.  An ancient and timeless maxim of law states, 
“No one can be compelled to accept a benefit against his will,” and so it is with SSAN’s.  The 
official SSA web site fully acknowledges this fact as shown above.  Accordingly, no one is 
ever required to provide a SSAN under any circumstances unless, of course, someone is 
desirous of a Social Security-related benefit and the account number is necessary to verify 
eligibility.     

                                                                 
4 The only time a SSAN is required is upon application for a benefit.   
5 Conscionable: Conformable to conscience or to right or duty; just: most common in the negative; as your demands 
are not conscionable. 
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Employer Leeway in Obtaining a SSAN from an Employee 

No matter what an employer believes an employee’s responsibilities may be in the matter of 
providing a SSAN, the employer is not authorized by IRC, nor by any other Code, to take 
any action against the employee in an effort to induce the employee to provide a SSAN and 
seek a benefit against the employee’s will, once the employer requests a SSAN and the 
employee declines to provide one.  Neither United States Code (USC) nor Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) provides any instruction for any further communication with the 
employee on the subject of SSAN’s once the request is made, and likewise for any 
retaliatory action against the employee for refusing to provide one.  Whatever the employer 
does in such case is based only upon the employer’s unfounded belief of what the employer 
is authorized/”supposed” to do, combined with ignorance of the law—and as we all know 
from Big Brother’s cheerleaders: “Ignorance of the law is no excuse.”    

Similarly, no employer is authorized by any Code to abrogate6 the terms and conditions of 
the employment contract with the employee.  Again, the employment contract is executed 
first; only afterwards does the employer request a SSAN and try to induce the employee to 
seek Social Security benefits and enter into a separate contract with a third party (IRS).  
Whenever two parties go into contract with each other (whether verbally or in writing), 
common sense (as well as contract law) tells us that neither party can subsequently 
introduce new, arbitrary terms and conditions that must be fulfilled by the other party before 
the instigating party will honor its obligations as agreed upon in the contract (a form of 
“breach of contract”).  When a contracting party claims the existence of a law that mandates 
such perfidious7 conduct, that party is talking through his hat, as the Constitution expressly 
forbids the enactment (i.e. existence) of any such law:  

“No State shall…pass any…Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts…”  

Constitution of the United States (of America)  
Article I, Section 10, Clause 6        

No One Required to Seek Benefits 

Even in those cases where a SSAN is required in order to receive a benefit, such as for 
unemployment compensation, welfare, and food stamps, the decision to apply for any such 
benefit and provide a SSAN (method by which a sovereign forfeits his/her sovereignty and 
cements his/her subjugation) is always voluntary.  It cannot be any other way, because 
there is neither a penalty for failure to initiate a request for a benefit, nor a penalty for failure 
to follow through and acquire any such benefit.  No penalty = Not required.   

As an employee, the only official way to seek eligibility for Social Security benefits in respect 
of earnings with a particular employer is to provide that employer with a SSAN—on a signed 

IRS Form W-4.  No other way is authorized in IRC.  Therefore, if one does not wish to be 
eligible for Social Security benefits based on one’s earnings with a particular employer, one 
would not submit the SSAN on the prescribed form, i.e. a W-4.  To decline eligibility for 
Social Security benefits based on one’s earnings apparently is a very commonplace event 
because the whole of the matter is taken up and concluded in a single sentence in IRC with 
a simple mandate for the employer: sign an affidavit stating you requested a SSAN, but the 
employee did not give you one.  Per IRC, no further action by the employer is authorized.     

                                                                 
6 Abrogate: To annul by authoritative act; abolish; repeal; as, to abrogate a rule or custom. 
7 Perfidious: [< F. perfidie, < L. perfidia, < per,  from, + fides, faith.]  Characterized by perfidy; involving a breach of 
faith; contrary to loyalty and truth; as perfidious actions. 
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 “Voluntary Compliance” 

IRS officials and media pundits harp incessantly about “voluntary compliance” with income 
tax—and rightfully so: People who voluntarily acquire a SSAN (even via a parent) and then 
voluntarily sign a statement (W-4) swearing that they are a “taxpayer” and liable for the 
“income” tax, and listing a SSAN, voluntarily obligate themselves for income tax on earnings 
they make with the employer that collects the sworn statement (W-4).  Such people should, 
therefore, voluntarily comply with IRC mandates re the payment of income tax on earnings 
with that employer.  Employees for whom an employer has no SSAN on a signed W-4 
would, of course, have no such obligation re their earnings with that employer:     

 “A person with no social security [sic] number would have no taxable income .” 

Penny Payton, Claims Representative 
Department of Health & Human Services 

Response letter to Jerome T. Schiefen, January 10, 1990 

For all intents and purposes, there is no substantial difference between an employee with no 
SSAN (as suggested in the above quote) and an employee who declines to provide a SSAN 
when requested of him/her.  Once IRS receives a SSAN on a signed W-4 (collected and 
sent in by an employer), however, IRS converts the SSAN into a “taxpayer identification 
number” (without authorization) and then the charade of providing for all the employee’s 
purported future Social Security-related benefits commences and IRS begins expropriating 
whatever funds it wants from the paycheck today.   

The SSAN—the foundation and indispensable component of the income tax scheme—is 
acquired voluntarily and provided voluntarily (even in the case of government agencies) 
every step of the way for the purpose of participating in the advertised aims of Social 
Security, i.e. so-called “retirement benefits.”  Making provision to realize said future 
retirement benefits by signing a W-4 today is a sovereign, self-determined, voluntary act that 
can be conscionably undertaken only for the purpose of acquiring a benefit (there can be no 
other reason).  If no benefits are desired, no such action need be taken.  When no SSAN is 
volunteered via the W-4, there is no Social Security payroll tax—and no other kind of tax 
associated with the earnings received from that employer.  The reason one is asked—and 

not ordered—to do these things is because it is unlawful to force someone to do something 
against his/her will.  The only way to become eligible for Social Security benefits is to 
acquire a SSAN and voluntarily go into contract with IRS by providing a SSAN on a signed 
IRS Form W-4.  No one can be penalized for not seeking Social Security benefits.  

Nuts-and-Bolts Proof: Federal Codes 

The above arguments are not mere speculation, and are confirmed in entirety in United 
States Code (USC) and Code of Federal Regulations (CFR): 

An employer must request a SSAN from a new employee: 

“Any person required under the authority of this title to make a return, statement or other 

document with respect to another person shall request from such other person, and shall 

include in any return, statement, or other document, such identifying number as may be 

prescribed for securing proper identification of such other person.” 
      26

8
 USC 6109(a)(3)  (Bold emphasis added)   

                                                                 
8 Title 26 of United States Code = Internal Revenue Code. 
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Regulation (positive law) interpreting the above 26 USC 6109(a)(3) prescribes procedure for 
an employer that does not know a new employee’s SSAN even after having requested such: 

 “If the person making the return, statement, or other document does not know the taxpayer 

identifying number of the other person…such person must request the other person’s number.  

The request should state that the identifying number is required to be furnished under 

authority of law. When the person making the return, statement, or other document does 

not know the number of the other person, and has complied with the request provision of 

this paragraph (c), such person must sign an affidavit on the transmittal document 
forwarding such returns, statements, or other documents to the Internal Revenue Service so 

stating. A person required to file a taxpayer identifying number shall correct any errors m 

such filing when such person's attention has been drawn to them.” 
      26 CFR 301.6109-1(c)   (Bold emphasis added) 

Penalty for an employer’s failure to obtain a SSAN from a new employee: 

 “In the case of a failure by any person to comply with a specified information reporting 

requirement on or before the time prescribed therefor, such person shall pay a penalty of $50 

for each such failure…”  26 USC 6723  (Bold emphasis added) 

Waiver of penalty for failure to obtain a SSAN if employee refuses to provide a SSAN 
(purpose of the affidavit provision in 26 CFR 301.6109-1(c) above):  

“No penalty shall be imposed under this part with respect to any failure if it is shown that 

such failure is due to reasonable cause and not to willful neglect.”  

      26 USC 6724(a)  (Bold emphasis added) 

It is very simple: An employer is required request a SSAN from a new employee (on a W-4, 
the only authorized way).  If the new employee refuses to provide a SSAN, the employer is 
required by regulation (positive law) to submit an affidavit attesting that the request was 
made, thus eliminating the possibility of willful neglect on the part of the employer and 
ensuring a waiver of the $50 penalty the employer would have incurred without it.  

What is the new employee’s role in all this?  The new employee plays almost no part in this 
process.  The new employee has no contact and no relationship with IRS, only the 
employer, who merely requests a SSAN.  Once the new employee declines to provide 
same, his/her role in the process is complete.  At that point the employer has no other lawful 
option than to send IRS an affidavit (as prescribed by law) and honor the employment 
contract with the employee.  IRS is satisfied, the new employee is satisfied, and therefore 
the employer should be satisfied.     

Employer = IRS Slave 

The reason the current income tax scheme is so effective is that IRS enlists an outside, 
third-party volunteer, the employer, to work without pay—i.e. as an unwitting slave—to 
ensure that people who draw a paycheck from said employer pay Social Security payroll tax 
(and income tax, by virtue of submitting the SSAN on an IRS Form W-4).  Everything the 
employer does in this wise is voluntary.   IRS assumes no liability for the actions of the 
employer re removal of funds from the employee’s paycheck, nor does IRS compensate the 
employer for his/her/its labor.  Since the employer already erroneously believes that it is 
his/her/its duty to calculate, collect (levy), and distribute taxes from employees’ earnings 
without compensation, it is easy to imagine the difficulties that one might encounter in 
educating the employer re the actual facts of the law.  Therefore, it is imperative that one be 
as prepared as possible to deal with any eventuality that might arise at the moment of truth.        
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Two Different Situations 

People who draw a paycheck for their living fit into one of two categories: (1) currently 
employed, (2) currently unemployed.  Folks in the latter category will have an easier time of 
things when they start their next job because the employer will not know their SSAN.  
People currently employed who want their employer to change horses in midstream and 
“forget” their SSAN and signed W-4 may have a little more work ahead of them.  In such 
case, moving on and looking for a new job may be more appealing than sticking with a 
current employer who refuses to mend his/her/its ways, comply with the law, and do the 
right thing—despite the apparent disadvantages that come with seeking new work.  We shall 
deal with both of these situations, the simpler of the two first: new employers. 

A Most Critical Decision 

The reader that decides to continue to participate in the Social Security retirement program 
in order to be eligible for Social Security and other types of benefits derived from his/her 
earnings via employment will have no use for the remainder of this essay.  However, the 
information that follows immediately below is nevertheless offered so those who are 
undecided are better equipped to make an informed decision. 

The Nature of Social Security 

The Social Security retirement benefits program fits the definition of a Ponzi scheme9 and 
therefore should be carefully considered by those who intend to partake in it:    

“Ponzi scheme. (pon-zee).  A fraudulent investment scheme in which money contributed by 
later investors generates artificially high dividends for the original investors, whose example 

attracts even larger investments. • Money from the new investors is used directly to repay or 
pay interest to old investors, usu. without any operation or revenue-producing activity other 

than the continual raising of new funds.  This scheme takes from Charles Ponzi, who in the 

late 1920’s was convicted for fraudulent schemes he conducted in Boston.”   
Black’s Law Dictionary, Seventh Edition (1999)   

Social Security is the most massive Ponzi scheme in the history of the world, siphoning off 
literally tens of trillions of Social Security-payroll-tax dollars from unwitting “volunteers” since 
1935.  Presently, only people born before 1940 (“old investors”) can expect to receive a full 
payout of Social Security benefits for the duration of their life after they retire.  Most others 
(“new investors”) can only hope for partial benefits, and people born after 1970 have no 
hope of ever receiving any Social Security benefits in their lifetime.  White House Press 
Secretary Ari Fleischer confirms Social Security’s nature as a Ponzi scheme in the 
Thursday, July 25, 2002 edition of the Los Angeles Times in an article entitled “White House 
Says Bush Still Backs Benefit Plan”:   

“White House Press Secretary Ari Fleischer took a swing at the existing Social Security 

program, calling it ‘dangerous’ to ‘let people pay a lifetime of high taxes for a Social 

Security benefit that under current projections they’ll never receive.’”   

Those who do not wish to continue to take part in Social Security are invited to continue on 
with the addendum attached hereto; others may stop at this point.    

                                                                 
9 Ponzi schemes are illegal and victims of a Ponzi scheme usually never see a return of their investment.  For a 

comprehensive examination and exposé of the Social Security System as a Ponzi scheme, see “The Curse of Co-
Suretyship,” beginning on page 68 of Cracking the Code Third Edition. 
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How to Get Paid All of Your Earnings 

Addendum – Instructions 
I.  How to Handle a New Employer if you do not want Social Security Benefits. 

A. Rule 1.  The very first thing that you need to be aware of is the text of the positive law, 
i.e. 26 CFR 301.6109-1(c), that instructs an employer how to go about obtaining a SSAN 
from a new employee.  Per the text of that section, once the employer “knows” the SSAN 
of an employee the employer is purportedly compelled to provide IRS with such 
number—even if the new employee withholds consent, disagrees, and forbids any such 
use of the SSAN. 10  Without placing oneself in a position to have to rectify such a wrong, 
it is easier simply to avoid the possibility of any such circumstance arising from the 
beginning.  Therefore, the first rule to follow whenever a SSAN is requested of you is:  

? Never provide a SSAN unless you want to obtain Social Security benefits.11       

B. Application for employment.  It is very likely that the employment application will have a 
slot for a SSAN.  If you do not want Social Security benefits, do not enter your TRADE 
NAME’S SSAN.  [Note: the account holder is your TRADE NAME, not your True Name.  
Examine the card if you do not believe this.]  In the slot on the application for a SSAN, 
place one of the following:  

? “Not applying for credit”  

? “Privacy Act”  

? “Credit check not required”  

? “Not an employee yet” 

? “Not applying for SS benefits” 

C. How to respond to verbal demands.  If employer personnel tell you that they need a 
number to process your application, any of the following replies can work without 
generating friction: 

? “I can’t remember it.  I’ll have to get it later.” 

? “Do you want to run a credit check for the purpose of issuing credit?  If not, a Social 

Security Account Number has no bearing on an application for employment.” 

? “Unless you are willing to guarantee that I will be hired, I am not willing to provide a 

Social Security number ahead of time based on privacy concerns.” 

? “I’m not applying for Social Security benefits; I’m applying for a job.  The issue of Social 

Security benefits can be taken up later, after I’m hired.”   

                                                                 
10 This is an example of how IRS induces the employer to violate/invade one’s privacy, an offense that carries both 

civil and criminal penalties. 
11 Although it may be more difficult to follow this rule in opening a bank account, it would also apply equally with 
banks.  The advertised reason that a bank needs a SSAN is for income tax purposes.  If the account to be opened 

were a non-interest bearing account, the need for reporting income (derived from the 1½% annual interest paid) 
would never arise.   
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? “The Internal Revenue Code does not authorize requesting a Social Security number until 

I am hired.” 

? “I am afraid of identity theft and prefer to withhold my Social Security Account Number 

for privacy reasons until it is confirmed that I am hired.” 

D. One possible exception.  In the most extreme cases where the employer insists that is 
absolutely vital that an applicant’s credit report be checked (even though the official SSA 
web site says that there are alternative methods to check on someone besides using a 
SSAN and that businesses “do not need it”) and it seems impossible to get to the next 
step without revealing it—and you are willing to take the chance in order to get the job—a 
SSAN might be provided under the following circumstances: 

Applicant:  Okay.  I can see that you are sincere, and therefore I am willing to allow my 

privacy to be compromised just this one time in order to accommodate your 

needs.  However, the application will have to be notated and signed by an 

company officer that your company will use the number just this one time, 

and this time only, and for this purpose, and for no other purpose, and that no 

company employee will retain any record of the number after the credit check 

is complete.  As long as you are willing to guarantee those things on behalf of 

the company on the face of the application, and as long as I can keep the 

original application and you take a copy, I am willing to allow you the use 

the Social Security number to run a credit check.      

Employer: Okay.  Never seen anyone that was so concerned about his privacy, though. 

E. Name and Address of the Job Applicant.  The last sentence of 26 CFR 301.6109-1(c) is 
very important and reads as follows:  

“A person required to file a taxpayer identifying number shall correct any errors in such filing 

when such person's attention has been drawn to them.” 

1. IRS databases.  What this means is that even though the employee may be 
successful in starting work without applying for Social Security benefits, and the 
employer sends IRS an affidavit as instructed, IRS can come back with a SSAN that 
matches up with the name and address (obtained by the employer from the new 
employee’s job application) provided in the employer’s affidavit and demand that the 
employer then correct the errors in “such filing” (that IRS provides the employer) now 
that the employer’s “attention has been drawn to them” and begin withholding taxes 
from said new employee’s paycheck.  If IRS knows the SSAN, count on them to 
intimidate the employer into withholding your earnings no matter what you say. 

2. Sworn statements. A different name and address that minimizes the possibility of IRS 
matching up your TRADE NAME’S SSAN from a previous employer is best.  Never 
do anything illegal, such as swear out a false statement (under penalty of perjury, 
etc.).  Any such act weakens your position whether discovered or not and should 
always be avoided.   

3. Variations in the name.  There are many ways that the name can be lawfully 
modified/abbreviated; in fact, creditors regularly use corruptions (“derivatives and 
variations in the spelling”) of the TRADE NAME on legal briefs when they come after 
an alleged debtor—and the court never has a problem in ruling against the alleged 
debtor.  Turnabout is fair play.  You can utilize this technique for your own advantage. 
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4. Addresses.  Through strictly lawful means, it may be possible to cite an entirely 
different address than most people think is appropriate for your TRADE NAME, both 
historically and currently.  You need to scour the recesses of your mind and get 
creative; the more creative, the better chance of avoiding being linked up with a 
SSAN based on an address in an IRS data base.  P.O. Boxes, especially those in the 
name of another party, work well.12  If one were living in a hotel room as of the date 
appearing on an employment application, one could arguably cite the address of the 
hotel on the application, even if it were out-of-town and out-of-state.  These are 
personal choices based on personal conviction and—ideally—could be backed up 
with documentary evidence if the need ever arose (highly unlikely).  

F. Taking care of business.  Shortly after you are hired, someone instructs you to “Go on 
down to Personnel sometime today and sign all the forms,” or some such thing.  Follow 
through and make the visit as instructed and when you are confronted with the “Social 
Security Benefits Eligibility Form,” i.e. the W-4, look it over very studiously and then 
politely hand it back.   

1. A plausible exchange.  Here is a sample conversation that might ensue in such an 
encounter: 

New employee: No thanks.  I prefer not to seek any Social Security benefits. 

Personnel Clerk: Oh, but we need that filled out in order to hire you. 

New employee: That’s not what I was told by Mr. Smith.   

Personnel Clerk: What do you mean? 

New employee: He told me I was hired already. 

Personnel Clerk: Well, technically that’s true, but IRS requires us to give them a signed 

W-4 from every new employee. 

New employee: Are you sure about that?  

Personnel Clerk: Oh, yes.  I’ve been working here for over five years and every 

employee must give us a competed and signed W-4. 

New employee: Are you saying that what you are asking me to do is governed by the 

Internal Revenue Code? 

Personnel Clerk: Yes. 

New employee: Well, I believe you are mistaken because the Internal Revenue Code 

gives explicit instructions on the procedure to follow when a new 

employee declines to provide a Social Security Account Number and it 

does not involve trying to persuade the new employee to participate in 

Social Security. 

Personnel Clerk: This is getting out of control.  I am not here to argue.  Either fill out 

and sign the W-4 or I will have to recommend that you not be hired. 

New employee: I’m already hired. 

Personnel Clerk: Well, then I will have to recommend that you be fired. 

New employee: On what grounds? 

                                                                 
12 Postal employees place mail in the P.O. Box indicated on the envelope, irrespective of the name of the addressee.   
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Personnel Clerk: On the grounds that you will not do what I am asking you to do. 

New employee: You are free to do that if you like, but you will be named as an 

interested party in a lawsuit, along with your company, for wrongful 

termination and numerous other crimes and violations of the 

Constitution, and I will win because what I am saying is backed up by 

the Social Security Administration, the Internal Revenue Code and the 

Code of Federal Regulations and what you are doing is unlawful, 

arbitrary, and not supported in law.  Would you like to see the law 

that governs such matters? 

Personnel Clerk: This conversation is over.  Please wait here.  

[Leaves the room for a few minutes and returns with Mr. Cooper, the 
head of the personnel department.] 

New employee: Hi, Mr. Cooper. 

Personnel Chief: What seems to be the problem Mr. Doe? 

New employee: No problem for me.  Miss Stewart just wanted me to sign up for Social 

Security benefits and I declined her offer. 

Personnel Chief: You mean you are unwilling to fill out a W-4 for our records? 

New employee: The purpose of a W-4 is to keep track of Social Security benefits on 

the money I earn here. Seeking benefits from Social Security is 

voluntary and I choose not to seek such benefits.       

Personnel Chief: I am surprised at you, Mr. Doe.  You impressed me as a very 

conscientious fellow, but I am afraid I am going to have to 

recommend your dismissal. 

New employee: You mean fire me? 

Personnel Chief: That’s correct. 

New employee: What for? 

Personnel Chief: For being unwilling to follow the law and attempting to work in this 

country illegally.  

New employee: So you are saying that in order for me to work in America legally I am 

compelled to disclose a Social Security number and seek Social 

Security benefits? 

Personnel Chief: Yes.  

New employee: Are you an attorney, Mr. Cooper?  

Personnel Chief: No.  

New employee: Did you know that practicing law without a license is illegal and that 

you just gave me a legal opinion?  Do you know that you can go to 

jail for practicing law without a license?  [Silence—because Cooper 

does not know what he is talking about.]  What you just stated is 

completely outside the prescriptions of the Internal Revenue Code and 

the Code of Federal Regulations regarding an employee that does not 

provide the employer with a Social Security Account Number.  

Personnel Chief: I am not going to put up with this nonsense any longer.  If you are not 

willing to fill out a W-4, you will be fired. 
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New employee: Very well, but you will be named as an interested party in a lawsuit 

that will be immediately filed against you and your company, for 

wrongful termination, denying employment without due process, and 

other crimes and violations of the Constitution, and I will win because 

what I am saying is backed up by the Internal Revenue Code, the 

Code of Federal Regulations, and the Social Security Administration 

and what you are proposing is unlawful, arbitrary, and not supported 

in law.  However, all that unpleasantness can be avoided if you will 

show me the courtesy of a few minutes of your time to show you the 

law governing these matters.  I have a copy of the applicable sections 

of the Internal Revenue Code and the Code of Federal Regulations as 

well as the official position of the Social Security Administration.  We 

could wrap up this whole conversation in as little as five minutes.   

Personnel Chief: Are you trying to tell me that the Internal Revenue Code supports 

what you are saying? 

New employee: I am.  Would you like to see it?  

Personnel Chief: [Hesitating] Okay.  I am willing to take a look at what you’ve got, but 

the first instance of any foolishness and this is over. 

New employee: Fair enough.  First of all, here is what Social Security says I can do 

when you request a Social Security number from me.  This is a 

printout from the official Social Security Administration web site 

telling people what to do when a business or other enterprise asks for 

their Social Security number.  Here is the question [points at the 
highlighted question], and here is the answer [points out the 

highlighted sections at the top of Page 2 of the printout—copy 

enclosed here].   

Personnel Chief: That’s all fine and dandy but we are forbidden to allow anyone work 

here that does not have a SSAN on file. 

New employee: Is that company policy? 

Personnel Chief: No.  That’s what the IRS requires us to do. 

New employee: Allow me to show you the Internal Revenue Code and the 

implementing regulations of the Code of Federal Regulations that 

instruct the employer exactly what to do when the employer does not 

have a Social Security Account Number for the employee.  This is 

section 2613 USC 6109(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code [shows a 
printout of the actual code—copy enclosed here].  Notice that the 

employer is only authorized to “request” a Social Security Account 

Number.  No other action by the employer is authorized by the Code. 

 This is section 26 CFR 301.6109-1(c) of the Code of Federal 

Regulations, which prescribes exactly how the employer is required to 

implement section 6109(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.  

Irrespective of anything else that may apply in the case of the 

employee, this is the extent of what the employer is authorized to do.  

Please read it carefully [personnel chief reads].  Notice that the 

employer’s only lawful recourse is to sign and submit an affidavit on 

the transmittal document forwarding returns, statements, and other 

                                                                 
13 Title 26 of United States Code = Internal Revenue Code. 
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such documents to the IRS.  There is no provision for the employer to 

take any other action, such as firing the employee or refusing to pay 

him. Since I do not wish to apply for Social Security benefits, and 

since the W-4 is the only official form on which the Social Security 

number can be submitted, there is no reason to fill out the form.        

Personnel Chief: This all looks very official, but I know for a fact that IRS would come 

down on us if we allow you to work here without a Social Security 

number. 

New employee: You mean be penalized? 

Personnel Chief: Yeah. 

New employee: Do you know what the penalty is for an employer who fails to get a 

Social Security Account Number from a new employee? 

Personnel Chief: Not exactly. 

New employee: A fifty-dollar fine. But the fifty bucks only comes into play if you fail to 

report that you don’t have a number for a particular employee.  Here 

is the section of the Code that lays out the penalty and here is the 

Code that provides a waiver of that penalty for those employers that 

follow the Code and send in an affidavit [shows personnel chief a 

highlighted printout of sections 6723 and 6724(a)]. 

Personnel Chief: Hmmm.  This is too incredible to believe.  You’ve made your point, so 

I’m not going to fire you, but this has got to go above my head.  I 

can’t deal with this.  

New employee: Your CPA should be able to verify everything. 

Personnel Chief: Right.  You’re still an employee for the time being, but this will have 

to go through him or our attorney or both of them, as well as the boss. 

New employee: No problem.  Here are the printouts of the Code we looked at.  You 

are welcome to keep them.  Meanwhile, I’d like to get started. 

Personnel Chief: You are still hired provisionally, but that is subject to a final ruling on 

the outcome of all this.  You can work with Curtis Johnson until this is 

settled.  He is in room 201 on the second floor.  He’s expecting you. 

New employee: Thank you.  I’ll head on up there.  

2. Demeanor. Some cases will be much simpler and others much more difficult, if not 
seemingly impossible—but pertinent issues always remain the same.  That is why it 
is relatively easy for anyone to be able to grasp the concepts and, using only the four 
Code sections cited above, become fluent in the subject.  The most important thing is 
to maintain a cordial, genuine tone with those you speak with; getting someone mad 
at you can wreck all the understanding you have established in an instant.  

3. Sequence of events.  Once someone is hired, he/she cannot be casually fired for an 
unfounded reason without risking serious legal action.  As shown just below, such 
agencies as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission may even get 
interested in helping you.  The fact that one is officially hired and called “employee” is 
hard evidence of the illegitimacy of any attempt to then introduce a new, arbitrary 
condition of employment after the fact of being hired.  If providing a SSAN were truly 
a requirement for employment, no one could be hired until he/she divulged a SSAN 
and signed a W-4, an impossible state of affairs. 
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4. Extortion.  What you are up against is true organized crime: the Legal Masters of the 
World have artfully convinced the employer that the employer is a slave and is 
obligated to coerce and extort its employees on behalf of an uninvolved third party 
(IRS) and overwhelm employees with “an offer they can’t refuse.” 

G. Case Precedent.  In a famous case involving a young man that did not want to obtain a 
SSAN—based on religious convictions—as a condition of employment at Taco Bell after 
being hired, the court ruled that the boy did not have to obtain a SSAN in order to retain 
his right to work.  The boy, 16-year-old Bruce Hanson, won a $10,000 judgment, but also 
agreed not to work at Taco Bell, thus preserving Big Brother’s secret.  In the court’s 
dismissal of the defendant’s motion to dismiss of March 9, 1992, the court stated:    

“However, the court is unaware of, and ISC does not cite any federal law that requires 

termination of an employee because he or she refused to obtain a Social Security number.”  
        Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Information Systems Consulting  

        Case No. CA3-92-0169-T  
        U.S. District Court, Northern District of Texas, Dallas Division.    

There is no inherent difference between an aversion to apply for a benefit (i.e. obtain and 
provide a SSAN) based on religious convictions and one based on any other reason.  
This is why Social Security Administration informs people—even after the SSAN is 
acquired—that use of the number is always voluntary.  If  use of the number is always 
voluntary, then no employer can lawfully introduce a new condition of employment (to 
use/obtain a SSAN) after the fact of hiring someone and entering into an employment 
contract.         

H. The ultimate argument.  The Constitution says that,  “No State shall… pass any…Law 
impairing the Obligation of Contracts…” (Article I, Section 10, Clause 6).   

1. Unconstitutionality.  After someone is hired, such as the boy in the Taco Bell case, 
contractually speaking, the employer is bound by the agreed-upon terms and 
conditions of the contract of employment with the new employee.  If the Constitution 
has anything to do with this, there can be no law (i.e. no law can be introduced) that 
impairs the obligation of the contract of employment between employer and 
employee—but this is what occurs every time one is coerced into providing a SSAN 
in order to keep from being fired.   

2. Non-existent law.  The above reveals the pure unconstitutionality of one contracting 
party, the employer, seeking to coerce the other contracting party, the new 
employee, into applying for Social Security benefits by extorting a second contract 
with an unrelated, outside third party (IRS) by claiming existence of a law that 
mandates such act and making such act a requirement in order for the employer to 
honor the terms of the original contract.  Constitutionally speaking, after entering into 
an employment contract with a new employee, no employer can claim the existence 
of any law that impairs the employer’s contractual obligations in the contract.  The 
reason this is true is because there is, in fact, no such law that allows it.  The 
disinformation inculcated into the collective consciousness of American employers 
(vigorously assisted by esquires 14) cannot be supported by the factual existence of 
any such law. 

                                                                 
14 Esquire: A man belonging to the higher order of English gentry, ranking immediately below a knight…. Applied 

to various officers in the service of a king… In the U.S. the title belongs officially to lawyers… Oxfo rd English 
Dictionary (1979).   
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3. Supreme Court.  This issue has never been asserted in a court of law, but its time 
has come and this is what must be claimed.  Based on the truth and gravity of this 
issue, any such move will undoubtedly invoke maximum resistance—but the simple 
truth of this contention cannot be denied and a jury should be able to be convinced of 
it based on the evidence.  The Supreme Court would blow IRS’s cover by making a 
ruling on the unconstitutionality of such practice—blatant use of a non-existent “law” 
(IRC) that impairs the obligation of a contract—and that bridge will likely have to be 
crossed as this issue continues to arise with employers.  

I. The task at hand.  This is not a fair fight, and it was never intended to be a fair fight.  We 
have been under martial law since March 27, 1861 when representatives from the seven 
Southern States walked out of congress (leaving congress without a quorum to adjourn) 
and Lincoln took over as commander-in-chief of the military and issued the first Executive 
Order (command).  Things have gone downhill since then.  Our gold has been swindled 
and we have been converted into indentured servants and given a number to use in 
order to obtain “credit” and “benefits” and work our whole life on the new plantation to pay 
off an ever-increasing imaginary debt (the so-called “National Debt”). 

J. Ingredients for success.  If you are to prevail against the odds and not be forced into 
“volunteering” for Social Security benefits against your will in order to keep from being 
fired by an employer, it may require a Herculean effort, including an explanation of what 
legal steps you will take if the employer does not follow the law and do the right thing.  
When you keep insisting that the employer follow the law and are unwavering in your 
resolve, many antagonists will eventually hear the truth in your urgings and capitulate 
and honor your wishes.  Unfortunately, there will always be a small few that do not—but 
there is already a multitude of successes from people with much less ammunition to work 
with than is revealed here.  In nearly every instance, their success stems from their 
unflagging certainty of the rightness of their position, combined with enough evidence to 
convince the employer of the legitimacy of what they were proposing.   

K. IRS “bait and switch”.  The income-tax hook is baited with Social Security benefits; i.e. if 
you want eligibility for Social Security benefits you have to do business with IRS, who 
then converts the SSAN into a taxpayer identification number and compels the employer 
to waylay your paycheck however IRS sees fit.  The IRS Form W-4 is the official vehicle 
for an employee to apply for Social Security benefits at his/her place of employment—
and, per IRC, there is no other way for an employee to notify IRS.  Therefore, both 
theoretically and practically speaking, if an employee does not want Social Security 
benefits on his earnings, there is no reason to notify IRS and provide a SSAN.  That this 
decision also happens to short-circuit Big Brother’s dreams of as much as 40% – 60% of 
an employee’s paycheck is an unavoidable consequence.  If an employee does not want 
Social Security benefits—benefits that can only be obtained through voluntary enrollment 

and participation in the Social Security retirement program—no law can compel the 
employee to volunteer a SSAN on an IRS form and seek such benefits. 

L. Following Through.  Let us say things result in a meeting with an executive of the firm.  
The exec can be handled via Registered Mail-Affidavit of Mailing maybe more easily than 
he/she can with a personal meeting, but when the time comes you need to be fully 
prepared for anything and armed with the original of at least one letter from one of your 
congressmen, and a certified copy of said letter (using a “Copy Certification by Document 
Custodian” form15) for any company officer you may have to deal with.   

                                                                 
15 See paragraph “C” on page 206 of Cracking the Code Third Edition for an explanation of the use of this form. 
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1. Write your congressmen16 now.  Upon reading these words it is critical that you 
immediately draft and mail a letter for each of your senators and your U.S. 
representative that contains no more than two of the questions listed below.17  Each 
letter should be as brief as possible and have a simple, plausible, compelling theme 
encapsulated (ideally) in one sentence (not more than two) that is deserving of an 
answer.  [Note: The terms “American citizen” and “America” may be interchanged 
with “United States citizen” and “United States,” respectively.]: 

? “Is a United States citizen required to obtain a Social Security number in order to live 

and work in the United States?” 

? “Is an American citizen required to provide a Social Security number in order to live 

and work in America?” 

? “If I already have a Social Security number, is there any law that requires that I 

participate in Social Security where I work?” 

? “Is there any law that requires a United States citizen to provide a Social Security 

number to be eligible for a benefit he does not desire?”   

? “Is there any law prohibiting a United States citizen from working in the United States 

if he does not desire Social Security benefits?” 

? “Does an employer have the right to compel an employee to provide a Social Security 

number?” 

? “Is there any law that allows an employer to compel an employee to provide a Social 

Security number in order to retain his job?” 

? “Is there any law that allows an employer to refuse to pay an employee all of his 

earnings if the employee does not provide a Social Security number?”  

? Is there any law that authorizes an employer to fire a new employee or withhold any of 

his pay if the new employee declines to provide a Social Security number and 

participate in Social Security? 

? Is there any law that allows an employer to compel a new employee to provide a 

Social Security number and participate in Social Security if the new employee does 

not want Social Security benefits?   

? Is there any law that requires a U.S. citizen to reveal his Social Security number in 

order to participate in the Social Security program where he works if he does not want 

to accumulate credit toward, and be eligible for, Social Security benefits on the money 

he earns there? 

2. Properties of your letters.  The above questions are well thought out and are 
designed to elicit a meaningful answer by piercing any veneer that might be used to 
gloss over such inquiries.  Therefore, it is recommended that you not introduce 
alterations.  Notice that the subjects of “IRS” and “W-4” are never mentioned—only 

Social Security-related issues.  Since Social Security is the advertised reason for 
filling out a W-4, the issue of Social Security is all that is addressed.  The shorter and 
more coherent, courteous, and ingenuous 18 the letter,19 the better the response you 

                                                                 
16 Visit http://www.civilrightsforum.org/cra/links.html for the DC address of all senators and representatives.  
17 It is best to send your congressmen a duplicate letter at both their Washington, D.C. and local address; i.e. a total 

of six letters: two for each senator and two for your representative.  
18 Ingenuous: Candid, frank, or open in character and quality; free from disguise; innocent; artless. 
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will receive—and it is unwritten policy that all letters from constituents be answered 
(usually within 30 days).  Antagonistic letters may be met with a polite, hollow reply or 
ignored altogether, so avoid such approach.     

3. Official, overwhelming validation.  Do not be surprised if the answer you receive 
contains the exact statement you are hoping for.20  Response letters from 
congressmen can be sent in and posted on the UCCSG web site for all to see and 
benefit from.  Letters can then be downloaded and printed out (on a color printer, 
ideally) by anyone, and a whole book of congressional responses can be compiled to 
use in convincing even the most stubborn of employers.     

M. Handling things in writing.  An employer (i.e. any of the employer’s officers) can be 
handled with either/both of two types of written communication if necessary: affidavit21; 
and letter.   

1. Affidavits. The purpose of any affidavit used herein is twofold:  

(a) To establish a paper trail of evidence proving one’s intent—i.e. that one does not 
wish to volunteer for eligibility for Social Security benefits from the earnings one 
collects from a particular employer; and  

(b)  To let the employer know that one cannot be muscled into “volunteering” to 
participate in Social Security and is capable of seeking legal remedies against the 
employer, foremost of which is breach of contract.   

2. Letters. The purpose of any letter is to state demands based on official policy of SSA, 
applicable sections of IRC and CFR, and personal responses from congressmen.  
Such demand letters should also have a (color) photocopy of all documents cited 
within (SSA policy and IRC and CFR sections are attached herewith), as well as a 
certified (color) copy of any letter from a congressman (using a “Copy Certification by 
Document Custodian” form, as mentioned above).    

3. Documenting your position.  Even when a company officer is personally handed 
written communication by you, if there is any doubt whatsoever concerning the 
eventual outcome of the employment situation, cover yourself by sending the same 
written communication by Registered Mail, Restricted Delivery, Return Receipt 
Requested, Affidavit of Mailing, thus enabling you to prove that the company officer 
received it.  Remember: No matter how easy this may turn out to be in the end, you 
must be prepared for the absolute worst in the beginning and every step of the way 
thereafter—and building a paper trail of evidence is the most prudent way to go about 
it.  You are showing the employer that the actions taken by the employer against 
other reluctant SSAN holders for all these years is strictly on the employer’s own 
determinism and is not authorized by law.  There cannot be too many employers that 
are happy to discover this, but many who will be heartened to do the right thing and 
follow the law from here on out.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
19 This is also the perfect opportunity to establish a new return address that does not link up your TRADE NAME 
and address with the TRADE NAME’S SSAN in an IRS database (because your employer will see the response 

letter you receive from your congressmen).    
20 For those fortunate enough to be in Representative Ron Paul’s district in Texas, you should get a strong response. 
[Note: It is not unreasonable for any Texan to write Ron Paul and seek answers for these questions.] 
21 See “Affidavit Properties” in the Document Archive section of www.uccsg.com for a treatment of the nature and 
of characteristics of an affidavit.  
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II. Current Employers and Voluntary Compliance with the Law. 

A. Currently employed.  Although this can be a much more difficult situation to remedy than 
the one discussed in Part I (where the employer does not have a SSAN for a new 
employee), the fundamental issues are the same and anyone in this latter category that 
has not read pages 1 through 16 in entirety needs to do so before continuing with this 
Part. 

B. The nature of the beast.  Nearly all people who are currently employed and want to 
withdraw from participation in the Social Security retirement benefits program are seeing 
between 30% and 50% of their paycheck disappear (some are losing more) as a direct 
result of their employer having their SSAN on a signed IRS Form W-4 Employee’s 
Withholding Allowance Certificate.  This apparently innocent little document is actually 
the cornerstone of the entire Federal Reserve System confidence game (initiated 
November 22, 1910 in Jeckyll Island, Georgia and memorialized December 23, 1913 in 
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913), because without ongoing, unfettered exploitation of 
unwitting “volunteers” via the W-4, the inherently fraudulent nature of the financial system 
is exposed.  As revealed in Cracking the Code Third Edition, all money is literally 
borrowed into existence; i.e. no bank actually ever loans anything of value (is forbidden 
to do so by banking regulations) in a so-called “loan transaction.”  The so-called loan is 
funded by the alleged borrower’s promise-to-pay (promissory note; credit application), 
which is treated as a deposit (just like any other deposit in a demand deposit account—
e.g. checking, savings) and then converted into Federal Reserve Notes without the 
alleged borrower’s knowledge or consent and returned as the “loan” (the foregoing 
procedure is verifiable with any CPA).  Unless vast sums of Federal Reserve Notes 
(FRN’s) are regularly extracted from circulation in the form of income and other types of 
taxes (various fines associated with use of FRN’s that accrue for the benefit of the 
owners of the FRN’s) the money supply goes out the roof and rampant inflation22 ensues.  
Such events do not take place in a substance-backed monetary system (such as the 
gold-backed system that this country enjoyed until as recently as 1913) and reflect on the 
intentions and activities of the custodians of the private money supply (Fed owners and 
operators) and can lead to serious demands for accountability from the constituency 
(such as recently seen in Argentina and other South American countries, all of which now 
embrace other lawful, alternative forms of money, money substitutes, and systems of 
barter).  FRN’s extracted from the paychecks of hundreds of millions of American 
employees constitute the bulk of the foundation of Big Brother’s ability to continue to 
operate the Federal Reserve confidence game.  Deciding to opt out of the Social Security 
Ponzi scheme and completely and lawfully remove all of one’s earnings from the realm of 
taxation is not something that is looked upon kindly by Big Brother’s legions (e.g. CPA’s, 
attorneys of all kinds, judges, government officials, etc. whose economic existence is 
predicated on the survival of the system) and can generate massive resistance (because 
it signals the beginning of the end of Federal Reserve domination and control).  When 
you undertake to handle a current employer and get the employer to honor your wishes 
to cease participating in Social Security, this is the monster that you seek to escape.  Its 
propensity for blind hatred and lawlessness toward upstart slaves (you) is not to be 
underestimated.     

                                                                 
22 Inflation is an economic condition wherein there is relatively more money available to buy products than there are 
products available for sale (seller’s market; e.g. the Roaring 20’s).  Deflation is an economic condition wherein there 

is a relative abundance of products for sale, but not enough money available with which to purchase them (buyer’s 
market; e.g. the Great Depression).    
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C. The route out.  You have “volunteered” to participate in the Social Security retirement 
benefits program by placing your TRADE NAME’S SSAN on a signed W-4, a sworn 
proclamation that you are taxpayer and liable for the income tax.  Your saving grace (and 
route out) is the fact that this is an unconscionable bargain,23 established not via just one, 
but all five factors that vitiate24 a contract by nullification of the consent factor: duress; 
menace; fraud; undue influence; and mistake (attached herewith25).  Your task is to show 
your employer how each of these points is binding you detrimentally against your will and 
thereby obtain the employer’s agreement to honor the fact of the legal non-existence of 
the ink marks and data on the W-4.  

D. Documents.  The following can be undertaken both verbally and in writing; the magnitude 
of the opposition one is faced with dictates which method is more appropriate, if not both. 

 1. Official endorsement.  Immediately draft a letter for your senators and representative 
in congress as described in paragraphs “L.1” through “L.3” beginning on page 15 of 
this essay and obtain as many favorable responses as possible.  There is nothing 
prohibiting you from also writing the Commissioner of Social Security, the general 
counsel of the Social Security Administration, and any other similarly involved 
official—because all are hamstrung26 by the nature of the questions appearing on 
page 15 and cannot answer truthfully without helping your cause.   

(a) Send in favorable responses from congressmen and government officials by 
scanning and emailing or by color photocopying and snail-mailing such letters for 
posting on the www.uccsg.com web site under “Congressional Responses” in the 
Document Archive section.   

(b) Check under “Congressional Responses” in the Document Archive section at 
www.uccsg.com for letters from government officials confirming the voluntary 
nature of use of a Social Security Account Number and download and print a 
color copy for use in handling your employer. 

 2. Affidavit.  Immediately begin composing an affidavit that is in conformity with 
“Affidavit Properties” and “Sample Affidavit with Instructions” in the Document Archive 
section of www.uccsg.com.  A sworn affidavit constitutes evidence (testimony), and 
this affidavit must document:      

(a) Vitiating factors.  The fact of duress, menace, fraud, undue influence, and 
mistake—each taken up individually in its own separately numbered paragraph(s) 
in intimate, moment-to-moment detail (unfolding like a motion picture in 
sequence, clarity, and vividness)—that is responsible for the W-4 and SSAN 
currently on file at IRS courtesy of the employer.  Consult a dictionary for the 
exact meaning of each of the above five terms to ensure absolute accuracy in the 
affidavit.  Include all events and all parties (e.g. media article/stories, school 
teachers, politicians, IRS personnel/literature, etc.) influencing your decision to 
provide a SSAN and sign the W-4.  If you are unable to determine exactly how 
one of the five factors bears upon your situation, omit any discussion of such 
point in the affidavit.   

                                                                 
23 Unconscionable bargain: A contract which no man in his senses, not under delusion, would make, on the one hand, 
and which no fair and honest man would accept, on the other.  Black’s Law Dictionary, First Edition (1891). 
24 Vitiate: To make legally ineffective. 
25 See also contract in Glossary. 
26 Hamstrung: Made ineffective or powerless. 
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(b) Void W-4.  The fact that the ink marks and signature appearing on the original, 
subject W-4 in question (and the toner marks on any photocopy of the original W-
4 in the possession of the employer) are not your ink marks and signature per all 
applicable points listed in subparagraph “2(a)” immediately above, thus nullifying 
any alleged effectiveness of said document.  The affidavit must positively state 
these facts.   

(c) No authorization.  Now that the W-4 contract is voided, any use/disclosure of the 
SSAN by the employer is not authorized and any and all unauthorized use/ 
disclosure of the SSAN is expressly forbidden and so stated.   

 3. Demand letter. Although some employers/employer personnel can be successfully 
handled on the points discussed below using only dialogue, nothing is guaranteed 
and generally this is not known until after the fact.  Therefore, to maximize chances of 
success, construct a demand letter in accordance with paragraph “M.2” on page 16 
and also consider the following:   

(a) Heading.  Generally not advisable to place any type of heading on a letter, but 
there may be circumstances where this is appropriate. 

(b) Contents.  The letter needs to cite applicable sections from attached (and 
certified/notarized, where possible/appropriate) documentation, and must make 
definitive demands based on:   

(i) Statutory code re contracts (citing the five points that can vitiate a contract);   

(ii) SSA policy from the official SSA web site (re the fact of “mistake”); 

(iii) Applicable sections of IRC and CFR (granted, this may appear to be a moot 
point, and may be omitted if desired, but these issues can be used to show 
the employer what the employer needs to do from this point forward, and may 
cause the employer to reconsider the employer’s stance on the W-4 currently 
on file); 

(iv)  Favorable quotes in any letter from any government official; 

(v)  Article I, Section 10, Clause 6 of the Constitution of the United States (of 
America); and       

(vi) Evidence contained in the affidavit described immediately above in paragraph 
“D.2.”  

(c) Intention.  Without provoking the employer unduly, your written communication 
should reflect a quiet resolve to pursue matters via legal means if necessary.         

(d) Transmission.  Different types of personnel present different obstacles: 
sometimes it is sufficient to hand over documentation in person (as in a meeting), 
and other times it is best to use Registered Mail. Analyze your options carefully 
and choose the most advantageous approach with each personnel.  Generally, if 
there is any doubt whatsoever about the outcome of your situation, including a 
potential reversal of a positive current state of affairs, you must, in order to create 
a paper trail you can rely on to document your position and keep the employer on 
the employer’s best behavior, immediately send any and all concerned personnel 
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the same documentation by Registered Mail, Restricted Delivery, Return Receipt 
Requested, Affidavit of Mailing.  You never want to shoot yourself in the foot by 
giving the impression of overkill, however, so any such mailing is best tempered 
with a simple cover letter citing the meeting and that this is merely your way of 
obtaining official confirmation of receipt of documents.  

D. Preparedness.  Remember what is at stake and never underestimate what objections 
may need to be fielded and defused through documentary evidence in any meeting with 
any personnel.  In short, you need to be fully prepared for the absolute worst from the 
very beginning.  

E. Demeanor.  As stated in Part I, get someone mad at you and you can destroy all the 
positive gains you make.  You do not want to come off as a milquetoast,27 but you also 
do not want to use any more effort and insistence than is necessary to get the desired 
result.  Always conduct yourself in a calm, courteous manner, no matter the provocation.  
The party that shows the most level-headedness usually prevails.  You are holding all the 
Aces; the only way to blow things is if you do not know it. 

F. Legal action.  The main wrong being committed by an employer in such a situation is 
violation of privacy via unauthorized use of the SSAN.  The W-4 is invalidated by the 
affidavit (evidence) and lawfully cannot be superseded by anything less than a point-for-
point counteraffidavit sworn true, correct, and complete.  In the event the employer 
chooses to continue to conspire with IRS and use and disclose private information after 
notification of lawful negation of the alleged W-4 (the alleged W-4 is no longer signed and 
the SSAN no longer appears on the alleged W-4 once the affidavit is notarized and 
served on the employer and goes unrebutted), it is not unreasonable to consider legal 
action based on the correctness of your position as established in the documents 
referenced in paragraph “D.3.(b)” on page 19 of this essay.   

G. Criminal matters.  Once any alleged authorization to use/disclose the SSAN is nullified by 
vitiating factors that are attested in a sworn affidavit, the employer has no legal basis to 
continue to use/disclose said SSAN, irrespective of any acts apparently compelled of the 
employer by IRC, and any such further unauthorized use/disclosure is willful.  Title 42 
United States Code, Chapter 7, Subchapter II, Section 408 is very clear on the penalties 
for illegal use/disclosure of a SSAN:   

“(a) In general… Whoever… (8) discloses, uses, or compels the disclosure of the social 

security number of any person in violation of the laws of the United States; shall be guilty of a 

felony and upon conviction thereof shall be fined under title 18 or imprisoned for not more 

than five years, or both .”  42 USC 408 Penalties  

 Also, should an employer illegally seek to compel a new employee to disclose a SSAN—
e.g. to compel the employee seek Social Security benefits against his/her will—as a 
condition of employment, the above statute also appears to have applicability.  

 

 

 

                                                                 
27 Milquetoast: Any timid or excessively apologetic person. 
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  When do I have to provide my Social Security number? 

  

  Question 

  
Must I provide a Social Security number (SSN) to any business or 
government agency that asks? 

  

  Answer 

  

The Social Security number (SSN) was originally devised to keep 
an accurate record of each individual’s earnings, and to 
subsequently monitor benefits paid under the Social Security 
program. However, use of the SSN as a general identifier has 
grown to the point where it is the most commonly used and 
convenient identifier for all types of record-keeping systems in the 
United States.  
 
Specific laws require a person to provide his/her SSN for certain 
purposes. While we cannot give you a comprehensive list of all 
situations where an SSN might be required or requested, an SSN is 
required/requested by:  
 
· Internal Revenue Service for tax returns and federal loans 
· Employers for wage and tax reporting purposes 
· States for the school lunch program 
· Banks for monetary transactions 
· Veterans Administration as a hospital admission number 
· Department of Labor for workers’ compensation 
· Department of Education for Student Loans 
· States to administer any tax, general public assistance, motor 
vehicle or drivers license law within its jurisdiction 
· States for child support enforcement 
· States for commercial driver’s licenses  
· States for Food Stamps 
· States for Medicaid 
· States for Unemployment Compensation 
· States for Temporary Assistance to Needy Families 
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· U.S. Treasury for U.S. Savings Bonds 
 
 
The Privacy Act regulates the use of SSNs by government 
agencies. When a Federal, State, or local government agency asks 
an individual to disclose his or her Social Security number, the 
Privacy Act requires the agency to inform the person of the 
following: the statutory or other authority for requesting the 
information; whether disclosure is mandatory or voluntary; what 
uses will be made of the information; and the consequences, if any, 
of failure to provide the information.  
 
If a business or other enterprise asks you for your SSN, you can 
refuse to give it. However, that may mean doing without the 
purchase or service for which your number was requested. For 
example, utility companies and other services ask for a Social 
Security number, but do not need it; they can do a credit check or 
identify the person in their records by alternative means. Giving 
your number is voluntary, even when you are asked for the number 
directly. If requested, you should ask why your number is needed, 
how your number will be used, what law requires you to give your 
number and what the consequences are if you refuse. The answers 
to these questions can help you decide if you want to give your 
Social Security number. The decision is yours.  
 
For more detailed information, we recommend the publication at 
http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/10002.html 
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Laws: Cases and Codes : U.S. Code: Title 26: Section  
 
 

 search Title 26
HELP 

 
 

 
? TITLE 26 - INTERNAL REVENUE CODE 

(Notes)  
o SUBTITLE F - PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION 

(Notes)  

? CHAPTER 61 - INFORMATION AND RETURNS 
(Notes)  

? SUBCHAPTER A - RETURNS AND RECORDS 

(Notes)  
? PART I - RECORDS, STATEMENTS, 

AND SPECIAL RETURNS 
(Notes) 

   n (a) Supplying of identifying numbers 

      When required by regulations prescribed by the Secretary: 

      (1) Inclusion in returns 

        Any person required under the authority of this title to make a 

      return, statement, or other document shall include in such 

      return, statement, or other document such identifying number as 

      may be prescribed for securing proper identification of such 

      person. 

      (2) Furnishing number to other persons 

        Any person with respect to whom a return, statement, or other 

      document is required under the authority of this title to be made 

      by another person or whose identifying number is required to be 

      shown on a return of another person shall furnish to such other 

      person such identifying number as may be prescribed for securing 

      his proper identification. 

      (3) Furnishing number of another person 

        Any person required under the authority of this title to make a 

      return, statement, or other document with respect to another 

      person shall request from such other person, and shall include in 

      any such return, statement, or other document, such identifying 

      number as may be prescribed for securing proper identification of 

      such other person. 

U.S. Code as of: 01/05/99 
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THIS DATA CURRENT AS OF THE FEDERAL REGISTER DATED NOVEMBER 20, 2002 

 

26 CFR - CHAPTER I - PART 301 

 

 
View Part  

§  301.6109-1  Identifying numbers.  

(c) Requirement to furnish another's number. Every person required under this title to 

make a return, statement, or other document must furnish such taxpayer identifying 

numbers of other U.S. persons and foreign persons that are described in paragraph 

(b)(2)(i), (ii), (iii), or (vi) of this section as required by the forms and the accompanying 

instructions. The taxpayer identifying number of any person furnishing a withholding 

certificate referred to in paragraph (b)(2)(vi) of this section shall also be furnished if it is 

actually known to the person making a return, statement, or other document described 

in this paragraph (c). If the person making the return, statement, or other document does 

not know the taxpayer identifying number of the other person, and such other person is 

one that is described in paragraph (b)(2)(i), (ii), (iii), or (vi) of this section, such person 

must request the other person's number. The request should state that the identifying 

number is required to be furnished under authority of law. When the person making the 

return, statement, or other document does not know the number of the other person, 

and has complied with the request provision of this paragraph (c), such person must 

sign an affidavit on the transmittal document forwarding such returns, statements, or 

other documents to the Internal Revenue Service, so stating. A person required to file a 

taxpayer identifying number shall correct any errors in such filing when such person's 

attention has been drawn to them.  
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? U.S.C. TITLE 26 - INTERNAL REVENUE CODE  
o Subtitle F - Procedure and Administration  

? CHAPTER 68 - ADDITIONS TO THE TAX, ADDITIONAL 

AMOUNTS, AND  

? Subchapter B - Assessable Penalties  

? PART II - FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH 

CERTAIN INFORMATION REPORTING  

 

 

§ 6723. Failure to comply with other information reporting requirements  

     In the case of a failure by any person to comply with a specified information reporting requirement on 
or before the time prescribed therefor, such person shall pay a penalty of $50 for each such failure, but 
the total amount imposed on such person for all such failures during any calendar year shall not 
exceed $100,000.  
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Laws: Cases and Codes : U.S. Code : Title 26 : Section 6724 
 
 

  
 Search 

  
Title 26

 

 
? United States Code  

o TITLE 26 - INTERNAL REVENUE CODE  
? SUBTITLE F - PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION  

? CHAPTER 68 - ADDITIONS TO THE TAX, ADDITIONAL AMOUNTS, 
AND ASSESSABLE PENALTIES  

? SUBCHAPTER B - ASSESSABLE PENA LTIES  

? PART II - FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH CERTAIN 
INFORMATION REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

U.S. Code as of: 01/02/01

Section 6724. Waiver; definitions and special rules   

 

    (a) Reasonable cause waiver 

      No penalty shall be imposed under this part with respect to any 

    failure if it is shown that such failure is due to reasonable cause 

    and not to willful neglect. 

    (b) Payment of penalty 

      Any penalty imposed by this part shall be paid on notice and 

    demand by the Secretary and in the same manner as tax. 

    (c) Special rule for failure to meet magnetic media requirements 

      No penalty shall be imposed under section 6721 solely by reason 

    of any failure to comply with the requirements of the regulations 

    prescribed under section 6011(e)(2), except to the extent that such 

    a failure occurs with respect to more than 250 information returns 

    (more than 100 information returns in the case of a partnership 

    having more than 100 partners). 

    (d) Definitions 

      For purposes of this part - 

      (1) Information return 

        The term ''information return'' means - 

          (A) any statement of the amount of payments to another person 

        required by - 

            (i) section 6041(a) or (b) (relating to certain information 

          at source), 

            (ii) section 6042(a)(1) (relating to payments of 

          dividends), 

            (iii) section 6044(a)(1) (relating to payments of patronage 
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CALIFORNIA CODES 
CIVIL CODE 
SECTION 1565-1590 
 
 
 
1565.  The consent of the parties to a contract must be: 
   1. Free; 
   2. Mutual; and, 
   3. Communicated by each to the other. 
 
 
1566.  A consent which is not free is nevertheless not absolutely 
void, but may be rescinded by the parties, in the manner prescribed 
by the Chapter on Rescission. 
 
 
1567.  An apparent consent is not real or free when obtained 
through: 
   1. Duress; 
   2. Menace; 
   3. Fraud; 
   4. Undue influence; or, 
   5. Mistake. 
 
 
1568.  Consent is deemed to have been obtained through one of the 
causes mentioned in the last section only when it would not have been 
given had such cause not existed. 
 
 
1569.  Duress consists in: 
   1. Unlawful confinement of the person of the party, or of the 
husband or wife of such party, or of an ancestor, descendant, or 
adopted child of such party, husband, or wife; 
   2. Unlawful detention of the property of any such person; or, 
   3. Confinement of such person, lawful in form, but fraudulently 
obtained, or fraudulently made unjustly harrassing or oppressive. 
 
 
 
1570.  Menace consists in a threat: 
   1. Of such duress as is specified in Subdivisions 1 and 3 of the 
last section; 
   2. Of unlawful and violent injury to the person or property of any 
such person as is specified in the last section; or, 
   3. Of injury to the character of any such person. 
 
 
 
1571.  Fraud is either actual or constructive. 
 
 
 
1572.  Actual fraud, within the meaning of this Chapter, consists in 
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March 28, 2002 

Non-Negotiable       John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

RESPONDENT’S PRIVATE, INTERNATIONAL, ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY DEMAND NO. JHD-032802-JJ 

For:  JACK JONES, a Debt Collector    Via U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No.  
CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION  RR777888999US   
5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
Columbus, OH 43222      

Re:  Written communication from CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, hereinafter “Debt Collector,” dated 
March 15, 2002, a copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY AGREEMENT 

    This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” provides 
JACK JONES, hereinafter “User,” notice that alleged debtor, i.e. “JOHN H. DOE,” is a common-law-copyrighted trade-
name/trade-mark of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party,” and that any unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE© by 
User constitutes copyright/trade-name/trade-mark infringement, and all such use is strictly prohibited.     

    All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©—as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trade-mark—Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  Said 
trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be used, nor reproduced, neither in whole nor in part, nor in any 
manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgement of John Henry Doe©, subscribed with 
the hand-signed, red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party.”   

    With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, e.g. JACK JONES and CHASE, MANN & HATT 
MORTGAGE CORPORATION, as well as any agent and any principal of said juristic person, consents and agrees by this 
Notice by Written Communication that neither said juristic person, nor any agent, nor any principal of said juristic person, 
shall display, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor any 
derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, said trade-name/trade-mark, nor the common-law copyright described 
herein, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s 
hand-signed signature in red ink.  Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any 
unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE©, and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.  Secured Party is not now, nor has 
Secured Party ever been, an accommodation party, nor a surety, for the alleged debtor, i.e. “JOHN H. DOE,” nor for any 
derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, said name, nor for any other juristic person, and is so-indemnified and 
held harmless by JOHN H. DOE© in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-050690-HHIA dated the Sixth Day of 
the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety against any and all claims, legal actions, 
orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, 
penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become 
due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN H. DOE© 
for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever.   

    Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use:  By this Notice by Written Communication, 
both JACK JONES and CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, hereinafter jointly and severally referenced 
as “User” in this paragraph, consent and agree that any use of JOHN H. DOE© other than authorized use as set forth above 
constitutes unauthorized use, counterfeiting, of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property, contractually binds 
User, renders this Notice by Written Communication a Security Agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein User 
is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and signifies that User: (1) grants Secured Party a security interest in all of 
User’s assets, land, and personal property and all of User’s rights in assets, land, and personal property in the sum certain 
amount of $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark, 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, as well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, said 
common-law trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus costs, plus triple damages; (2) authenticates this 
Security Agreement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User pledges all of User’s: 
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assets; land; motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer goods; firearms; farm 
products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of credit; letter-of-credit rights; 
chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; uncertificated securities; promissory 
notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; deposit accounts; accounts; 
documents; livestock; real estate and real property—including all buildings, structures, fixtures, and appurtenances situated 
thereon, as well as affixed thereto; fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, 
and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of these substances, both at wellhead and 
minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and substitutions for, any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of the property described hereinabove in this 
paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and contract rights, and all other rights, arising 
out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including 
insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any 
of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and data involving any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, 
and the like, together with all of User’s right, title, and interest in all computer software and hardware required for utilizing, 
creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any electronic media, and all of User’s rights in all such 
foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever 
located, as collateral to secure User’s contractual obligation in favor of Secured Party for User’s unauthorized use of 
Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property; (3) consents and agrees that Secured Party may file a UCC Financing 
Statement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party; (4) consents and agrees that said UCC Financing 
Statement described above in paragraph “(3)” is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with 
Secured Party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary to maintain Secured Party’s perfected security interest in all 
of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral in Security Agreement as described above in paragraph “(2),” 
until User’s contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied; (5) authorizes Secured Party to file any UCC 
Financing Statement, as described above in paragraphs “(3)” and “(4),” and any Security Agreement, as described above in 
paragraph “(2),” both in the UCC filing office and at any county recorder’s office; (6) consents and agrees that any and all 
such filings described in paragraphs “(4)” and “(5)” above are not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that User will not 
claim that any such filing is bogus; (7) waives all defenses; (8) waives rights of presentment, notice of dishonor, and notice 
of protest; and (9) appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default re User’s 
contractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting 
Secured Party full authority and power to engage in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited to, 
authentication of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in accordance with Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems 
appropriate, and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and 
likewise any deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of User, 
notwithstanding the absence of User’s name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained with any bank 
in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of User, grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions 
for said deposit-account bank and direct the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said 
deposit account without further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this 
appointment of Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is irrevocable and 
coupled with a security interest.  User further consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms: Payment Terms: 
In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE© as set forth above, User hereby consents and agrees that 
User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of the date User is sent Secured Party’s 
invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees.  Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use 
fees by User within ten (10) days of the date Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and (a) all of User’s property 
and rights in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth above in paragraph “(2),” immediately becomes, i.e. is, 
property of Secured Party; (b) Secured Party is appointed User’s Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph 
“(9)”; and (c) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, sale at 
auction, at any time following User’s default, and without further notice, any and all of User’s former property and rights in 
property formerly pledged as collateral by User, described above in paragraph “(2),” now property of Secured Party, in 
respect of this Security Agreement, that Secured Party, again in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.  Terms 
for Curing Default:  In event of default as set forth above under “Default Terms,” User can cure User’s default and avoid 
strict foreclosure of any remainder of User’s former property that is neither in the possession of Secured Party, nor 
otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only by tendering payment within twenty (20) days of User’s default and only by 
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payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in Invoice, that is not already paid 
by Secured Party’s possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User’s former property and rights in property pledged as 
collateral to secure User’s obligation.  Terms of Strict Foreclosure:  User’s non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees 
itemized in Invoice within said twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under “Terms for Curing Default” 
authorizes Secured Party’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in property 
formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period.  Ownership subject to 
copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and UCC Financing Statement filed with the UCC 
filing office.  Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973. 

    Should any provision of this Notice by Written Communication be unenforceable, said unenforceable provision is hereby 
severed from this Notice by Written Communication, but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect, and this 
Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication in full 
force and effect.  In all cases Secured Party continues without liability and is held harmless.  Any prior communication, 
written document, and the like by and between User and Secured Party containing any mistake of Secured Party is 
invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by User against Secured Party in this matter.    

    No consent of any kind is granted nor otherwise given re any matter offered/alleged/asserted by User, and Secured Party 
withholds all consent.  Secured Party will consider granting consent in favor of User only upon User’s full disclosure of any 
and all consequences of any such granting of consent, accompanied by User’s commensurate attendant liability for the 
veracity, relevance, and verifiability of any such disclosure, which liability is borne by User in the form of an authenticated 
Security Agreement, wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, that self-executes effective the moment 
of Secured Party’s confirmation of any material inconsistency/deviation/discrepancy in the aforementioned resultant 
consequences avowed by User, as determined solely by Secured Party in Secured Party’s sole discretion.   

    Alleged debtor, i.e. JOHN H. DOE©, does not take issue with the amount of any alleged debt; rather, alleged debtor asserts 
that: the alleged debt is not valid; Secured Party holds a claim/security interest greater than any claim alleged by User, a 
copy of which filed UCC Financing Statement evidencing such supreme claim and security interest is attached herewith, 
made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference; and, as stated above, Secured Party is neither a surety, nor an 
accommodation party, for alleged debtor, and may not be construed as functioning in such capacity under any 
circumstances. 

    Further, this is a request for validation of any alleged debt and is not a request for a copy of any invoice, statement, bill, 
agreement, alleged agreement, contract, alleged contract, and the like, nor is it a request for a copy of any notification of 
assignment, negotiation/transfer of rights, nor is it a request for a copy of any other un-verified document/presentment 
referencing said alleged debt.  This request for validation of any alleged debt is a request for bona fide verification of any 
alleged debt. 

    In accordance with law, only sworn affidavits, oaths, and depositions qualify as a verification of the lawful existence of a 
bona fide debt.  Absent such verification validating the alleged debt, and absent proof of a claim greater than that of 
Secured Party, User “fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.”  Wherefore, in accordance with the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act, effective immediately upon User’s receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, User must 
cease all collection/prosecution efforts against alleged debtor, Secured Party, and Secured Party’s secured private property.   

    User is hereby notified of the following Privacy Act Notice: 

Privacy Act Notice 

    This written Notice by Written Communication constitutes User’s due-process notice and opportunity to be heard.  Absent 
compliance with all requirements set forth herein User is barred from using any defense of immunity from prosecution for 
User’s actions, as well as the actions of User’s agents. 

    By this Notice By Written Communication, User, as well as User’s agents and principals, shall comply with the provisions of 
the Privacy Act of 1974, as lawfully amended, 12 U.S.C. § 3401, the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978, as lawfully 
amended, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, and the Third Party Summons Act, special procedures, 26 U.S.C. § 7609 as lawfully amended, 
to assist Secured Party in keeping inviolate certain constitutionally protected privacy rights.     

    By this Notice By Written Communication, User, as well as User’s agents and principals, shall comply with this demand: 
User shall provide Secured Party with a copy of any express, written authorization from Secured Party whereby User is 
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authorized to disclose/reveal/divulge/share with any third-party, in any manner, as well as by any means of communication, 
any information, documentation, data, property, effects, and the like re alleged debtor, JOHN H. DOE©, and likewise 
concerning Secured Party.  User’s failure to provide said foregoing demanded authorization constitutes admission by User 
that User is in violation of the Privacy Act, as well as other laws. 

    User possesses neither express, written authorization, nor consent, from alleged debtor, JOHN H. DOE©, nor Secured 
Party, to use, reveal/disclose/divulge/share with any third party, and the like, any secured information, documentation, data, 
property, effects, and the like of Secured Party.  

    This Notice By Written Communication is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein, and 
each principal and each agent is: (a) barred from providing any Credit Reporting Agency any derogatory credit information 
regarding the above alleged debt; (b) prohibited from contacting alleged debtor by mail, by telephone, as well as in person, 
both at alleged debtor’s residence, as well as at alleged debtor’s place of employment; and (c) prohibited from contacting 
any other third party regarding the above-referenced alleged debt until User establishes the existence of a superior claim, 
greater than that of Secured Party’s, and until said alleged debt is verified as indicated above and alleged debtor is provided 
with any such verification.  Note: the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 USC §1692 et seq. states in relevant part that: 
“A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection with the collection 
of any debt,” which includes “the false representation of the character, or legal status of any debt,” as well as “the threat to 
take any action that cannot legally be taken,” all of which constitute violations of law.  Therefore, User, as well as any 
assignee, is prohibited from filing any lawsuit, notice of lien, notice of levy, and the like, as well as any other legal action 
against alleged debtor, as well as against any of Secured Party’s secured private property, which is exempt from lien and 
exempt from levy. 

    15 U.S.C. § 1692e(8) states: “Communicating or threatening to communicate to any person credit information which is 
known or which should be known to be false, including the failure to communicate that a disputed debt is disputed, is a 
violation of § 1692e.” 

    Further, User’s above-referenced written communication, if valid, constitutes an issue of public currency, and, alleged 
debtor hereby requests from User, in accordance with the fundamental principals of American jurisprudence and law, bona 
fide documentary evidence that establishes the lawful basis for User’s issue of said public currency and User’s claim for 
payment of the alleged debt liability referenced within User’s written communication issuing the public currency and stating 
the claim, i.e.: (a) bona fide identification of any person making request for payment by JOHN H. DOE©, including a copy of 
said person’s bona fide, handwritten, legible, and notarized signature, and the thumbprint, from either hand, of said person 
making request for payment by JOHN H. DOE©;  (b) bona fide evidence of any said person’s authority to make a request for 
payment by JOHN H. DOE©, if said person is acting on behalf of another;  and (c) exhibition of the bona fide instrument, i.e., 
the bona fide commercial contract bearing the bona fide signature which supports User’s demand for payment of alleged 
debt by JOHN H. DOE©, that, operating publicly, establishes User’s issue of public currency, allegedly collectable from any 
of: (i) alleged debtor; (ii) alleged debtor’s assets, (iii) Secured Party; (iv) Secured Party’s secured private property; and (d) 
positive law in support of User’s written attempt to collect alleged debt that, operating public ly, establishes User’s issue of 
public currency collectable from any of: (i) alleged debtor; (ii) alleged debtor’s assets, (iii) Secured Party; (iv) Secured 
Party’s secured private property. 

    Alleged debtor and Secured Party can and will lawfully construe User’s failure to comply with and satisfy essential 
requirements of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the above four (4) requests, i.e. “(a),” “(b),” “(c),” and “(d)” in the 
paragraph immediately above, within a reasonable time, i.e. twenty-one (21) days, following User’s receipt of this written 
communication, as User’s self-invalidation of User’s demand for payment.  Verification of the alleged debt and satisfaction 
of the aforementioned four (4) specific requests must be duly affirmed in the form of one of the following: (a) affidavit; (b) 
oath; (c) deposition. 

   Until the alleged debt is verified in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and said verification is sent 
alleged debtor and received by alleged debtor, each and every contact in violation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 
constitutes harassment and defamation of character and makes User, as well as any and all agents and principals who take 
part in such harassment and defamation, a subject of liability for damages, as well as statutory damages, and legal fees, for 
each and every violation, in private capacity.  

    User, JACK JONES, tacitly consents and agrees that JACK JONES has a duty to prevent this alleged account from 
damaging both alleged debtor and Secured Party, and further consents and agrees that alleged debtor and Secured Party 
each reserve the right to initiate a counterclaim, as well as a claim, against any of the following: JACK JONES‘S bond; 
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JACK JONES‘S guarantor; any of JACK JONES‘S principals, agents, and assignees whose act(s)/omission(s) results in 
either of the following: (a) tort damages against alleged debtor; (b)  tort damages against Secured Party. 

    Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector’s Office of Risk Management, 
and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere. 

   The attached written communication is Respondent’s response re User’s attempt, via written communication, to collect an 
alleged debt. 

    This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is herewith executed this Twenty-eighth Day of the Third Month 
in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Two by and between the undersigned parties: 

    Debtor: JACK JONES 

    JACK JONES                  
Debtor’s Signature 

    Secured Party accepts Debtor’s signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

           Secured Party: John Henry Doe©    

      

        ________________________________________________ 
 Secured Party’s Signature                                                                                                                                            

Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights 
Reserved.  No part of this Autograph Common Law Copyright may be used, 
nor reproduced in any manner, without prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party , subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-
signed signature in red ink.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs 
same unauthorized-use fees as those associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
as set forth above in paragraph “(1)” under “Self-executing Contract/Security 
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use.”  Enclosures: Copy of written 
communication from Chase, Mann & Hatt Mortgage Corporation dated March 
15, 2002; Published Copyright Notice; filed UCC Financing Statement; 
Private Agreement; Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement; Security 

Agreement. 
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JOHN H. DOE© 
P.O. Box 9999 

Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

This Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ is binding upon every principal and agent re 
the subject matter set forth herein below. 

Date: March 28, 2002 

Via: U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No. RR777888999US 

To:  JACK JONES, doing business as a Debt Collector, hereinafter “Debt Collector” 
 CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
 5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
 Columbus, OH 43222   

Re: Debt Collector’s written communication, hereinafter “Written Communication,” dated March 15, 2002, referencing: 

 Alleged Creditor:  CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No.:  001-23456789-96 

 Alleged Amount Due:  $135,458.21 

Subject: Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate a Counterclaim and File a Claim against Bond. 

1. Be it known by these presents that JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent, is in receipt of Debt Collector’s above-referenced 
Written Communication , a true and correct copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included 
herein by reference.  

2. Respondent hereby gives Debt Collector Notice that this written communication is not a refusal to pay the alleged 
debt implied by Written Communication, but constitutes express, written notice that:  

(a)  The above-referenced alleged debt is not valid;  

(b)  Debt Collector’s claim is disputed;  

(c)  Respondent does not take issue with the amount of alleged debt claimed; and that 

(d) Upon receipt of this Notice, Debt Collector must cease all collection activity re the alleged account/debt until 
Respondent is sent the herein-requested verification as required by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.  

Tender of Payment 

3. Respondent, without waiver of any defense, and for the purpose of resolving this matter in good faith, hereby tenders 
payment in the form of a Certified Promissory Note, accompanied by Offer of Performance, both of which are 
attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, for the purpose of discharging the 
alleged debt as stated within Debt Collector’s above-referenced Written Communication. 

4. Respondent retains original of Debt Collector’s Written Communication as proof Respondent has not dishonored 
Debt Collector’s Written Communication, nor in any way acted in bad faith. 

5. Respondent gives Debt Collector Notice that, in accordance with law as codified at 15 USC §1692g(b): “If the 
consumer notifies the debt collector in writing within the thirty-day period described in subsection (a) of this section 
that the debt, or any portion thereof, is disputed, or that the consumer requests the name and address of the original 
creditor, the debt collector shall cease collection of the debt, or any disputed portion thereof, until the debt collector 
obtains verification of the debt or a copy of a judgment, or the name and address of the original creditor, and a copy 
of such verification or judgment, or name and address of the original creditor, is mailed to the consumer by the debt 
collector.” (Underline emphasis added by Respondent.) 

6. Be advised that “verification” is defined (in Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition) as follows: “Confirmation of 
correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition.  Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 
verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party.” 
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7. Debt Collector is further Noticed that this is not a request by Respondent for a photocopy of any invoice, statement, 
bill, summary, agreement, and the like and that any future communication received by Respondent from Debt 
Collector, in written as well as any other form, absent the above-cited requisite “verification of the debt,” irrespective 
of the inclusion of any photocopy of any related invoice, statement, bill, summary, agreement, and the like, 
constitutes Debt Collector’s tacit admission, confession, and agreement that Debt Collector has no lawful, bona fide, 
verifiable claim re the alleged account. 

8. Respondent also includes with this written communication, “Debt Collector Disclosure Statement,” for the purpose of 
ensuring that Debt Collector’s “verification of the debt” is executed in accordance with law as codified at 15 USC 
§1692(g), and must be completed in full by Debt Collector and received by Respondent within twenty-one (21) days 
of Debt Collector’s receipt of this written communication.  

Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate a Counterclaim and File a Claim Against Official Bond 

9. If Debt Collector, such as by commission, omission, and otherwise: 

(a) Fails to give Respondent full disclosure re the nature and cause of Debt Collector’s claim concerning the 
hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(b) Makes a false representation of the character of the hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(c) Makes a false representation of the legal status of the hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(d) Makes any threat of action that cannot legally be taken, in violation of any applicable law, such as the law 
codified at the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 

Respondent may initiate a counterclaim/claim against the official bond of Debt Collector, as well as the bond of any 
principal, agent, assignee, and the like, of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in Respondent sustaining any 
tort injury. 

10. Debt Collector is also hereby given notice that:  

(a) Debt Collector’s unsubstantiated demands for payment, a “scheme or artifice” “caused to be delivered by mail,” 
may constitute Mail Fraud under State and Federal Laws (Debt Collector may wish to consult with competent 
legal counsel before originating any further communication with Respondent); and  

(b) Debt Collector’s failure to provide Respondent with the requisite verification, validating the above-referenced 
alleged debt within the requirements of law as codified in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the 
corresponding laws of each state, signifies that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that: 

(i) Debt Collector has no lawful, bona fide, verifiable claim re the above-referenced alleged account;  

(ii)  Debt Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent; and   

(iii)  Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector will compensate Respondent for all costs, fees and 
expenses incurred in defending against this and any and all continued collection attempts re the above-
referenced alleged account. 

11. This is also an attempt to determine the nature and basis of a case/counterclaim against Debt Collector, and any 
information contained within Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, as well as any information obtained otherwise, 
such as by Debt Collector’s commissions, omissions, and the like, will be used for that purpose.  

12. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector’s Office of Risk 
Management, and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere. 

 
________________________________________ 
JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent 

Enclosures: 
 Offer of Performance 
 Certified Promissory Note 
 Verification of Tender of Payment, Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate Counterclaim and File a Claim Against Bond  
 Debt Collector Disclosure Statement 
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Date: March 28, 2002 

Recording Requested by, and      
When Recorded Return to: 

John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

This notice is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein 

Via United States Postal Service Registered Mail Article No. RR777888999US 

For: JACK JONES, doing business as a Debt Collector, hereinafter “Debt Collector”  
 CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
 5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
 Columbus, OH 43222 

Re: Alleged Creditor:  CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No:  001-23456789-96 
Alleged Amount Due:  $135,458.21 

Subject: Offer of Performance 
  

 

OFFER OF PERFORMANCE 
  

 

1. This Offer of Performance is tendered in good faith as full satisfaction of the claim referenced above, with the intent 
of extinguishing any alleged debt, duty, obligation, liability, and the like intended to obligate Respondent, JOHN H. 
DOE©, named in written communication from CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION dated March 
15, 2002, hereinafter “Written Communication,” a copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and 
included herein by reference.   

2. Concerning this Offer of Performance, hereinafter “Offer,” re alleged account 001-23456789-96, Debt Collector may:  

(a) Accept Offer;  

(b) Reject Offer;  

(c) Object regarding the mode of Offer. 

3. This offer of payment of that certain sum of money that Debt Collector alleges/asserts, via Written Communication, 
constitutes Respondent’s debt, duty, obligation, and liability, including interest and penalties, is made dependent 
upon performance by Debt Collector of Conditions Precedent concerning which Respondent/Offeror is entitled by the 
fundamental principles of American Jurisprudence and law; namely, provision by Debt Collector of verification1 of the 
alleged debt, accompanied by documentary evidence establishing the factual basis for Debt Collector’s claim for 
payment asserted within Debt Collector’s above-referenced Written Communication, i.e. validation of Debt Collector’s 
right to collect the alleged debt by providing the requisite verification, including:  

(a) Copies of all agreements of assignment, negotiation, transfer of rights, and the like, and indicating whether Debt 
Collector is the current owner, assignee, holder, etc., with evidence of Respondent’s consent with any such 
agreement if a novation; 

(b) All relative commercial instruments, contracts, and the like containing Respondent’s bona fide signature 
(subjective theory);  

                                                 
1. Verification. Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition.  Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 

verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party.  Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition. 
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(c) Any evidence of an exchange of a benefit, as well as exchange of a detriment (implied contract);  

(d) Any evidence of any series of external acts giving the objective semblance of agreement (objective theory); 

(e) All other documentary evidence between Respondent and Debt Collector that Debt Collector relies upon in 
making Debt Collector’s presumptive claim; 

(f) Name and address of original creditor; and 

(g) A certified copy of any judgment. 

4. Respondent/Offeror expects a response re Offer within a reasonable period of time of receipt of Offer, which is 
hereby set at twenty-one (21) days, not counting day of service. 

5.  Respondent/Offeror does not waive timeliness.  If additional time is needed, however, Debt Collector must make a 
request in writing before expiration of said twenty-one- (21) day period described above in paragraph “4,” setting forth 
Debt Collector’s reasons for requesting such extension of time with good cause shown.  Respondent/Offeror will 
consider any such request for extension of time, the granting of which, however, is conditioned solely upon the 
decision of Respondent/Offeror. 

6. Respondent/Offeror hereby gives Debt Collector notice that, as an operation of law as codified at California Civil 
Code § 1485 and California Code of Civil Procedure § 2074, respectively:  

(a) An obligation is extinguished by an offer of performance, made in conformity with the rules prescribed, and with 
the intent of extinguishing the obligation;  

(b) An offer in writing to pay a particular sum of money, as well as to deliver a written instrument/specific personal 
property, is, if not accepted, the equivalent of the actual production and tender of the money/instrument/property. 

7. In event that Debt Collector does not respond re Offer within the prescribed time limit for response, and there has 
likewise been no request for extension of time, with good cause shown therein, within said time period, then Debt 
Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector has no bona fide, lawful, verifiable claim re this alleged account, that Debt 
Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector 
must compensate Respondent for all costs, fees, and expenses incurred defending against any collection attempts 
by Debt Collector re the above-referenced alleged account. 

8. Respondent also expressly includes with this Offer of Performance, “Debt Collector Disclosure Statement,” attached 
herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, to ensure that Debt Collector clearly and 
conspicuously makes all required disclosures in writing in accordance with applicable portions of Truth in Lending 
(Regulation Z) 12 CFR 226.  Debt Collector Disclosure Statement must be completed by Debt Collector and received 
by Respondent within twenty-one (21) days of Debt Collector’s receipt of this Offer of Performance if Debt Collector 
wishes Debt Collector’s claim considered by Respondent.  

9. Debt Collector also tacitly consents and agrees that Debt Collector has a duty to prevent this alleged account from 
damaging Respondent in any way.  Debt Collector confesses judgment and Respondent reserves the right to:  

(a) Initiate a counterclaim against Debt Collector;  

(b) File a claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector and all principals, agents, and 
assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Respondent/Offeror.  

10. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector’s Office of Risk 
Management, and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere.   

Dated: March 28, 2002 

Signed: 
 
      
Respondent/Offeror 
                                                                       

Witness……………………………………………………..………  Witness……………………………………………………..……… 
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CERTIFIED PROMISSORY NOTE 

Note Number: JHD--032802-JJ                         Date: March 28, 2002 
Pay to the 
Order of:    **** CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION **** $135,458.21                
 
   *** One Hundred Thirty-five Thousand Four Hundred Fifty-eight and 21/100*** DOLLARS 

This instrument is tendered by the Undersigned Respondent, JOHN H. DOE©, hereinafter “Maker,” in good faith, and in 
accordance with law, as codified at UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, 1-201(4)(28)(30), 3-103(a)(6), 3-104(a)(b) and Public Policy at 
House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933, as full satisfaction of alleged debt claimed and allegedly owed in favor of Payee 
herein, i.e. CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, doing business as a debt collector, as per Payee’s/Debt 
Collector’s written communication dated March 15, 2002, hereinafter “Written Communication”: 

 
 
 
 

A true and correct copy of Written Communication is attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by 
reference.  This statement constitutes Maker’s promise to pay this instrument upon presentment and indorsement, at Maker's 
location.  

As an operation of law, Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that there is accord and satisfaction by use of 
this instrument to satisfy Payee’s/Debt Collector’s claim and Maker is hereby discharged from liability on this alleged account 
and the obligation is suspended in accordance with law as codified at UCC §§ 3-310(b), 3-311, and 3-603. 

Maker does not waive timeliness.  However, if Payee/Debt Collector needs additional time, Payee/Debt Collector must 
present Maker with a written request for additional time within a reasonable time, setting forth the reasons Payee/Debt 
Collector requests an extension of time, with good cause shown.  The acceptability of any such request received by Maker 
from Payee/Debt Collector is conditional upon approval by Maker. 

In the event this instrument is not presented for payment within a reasonable period of time, and there has been no 
request for an extension of time with good cause shown, Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that Payee/Debt 
Collector has no bona fide verifiable claim re this alleged account. 

Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that Debt Collector has a duty to prevent this alleged account from 
damaging Maker in any way, and that Debt Collector confesses judgment and Maker reserves the right to initiate a 
counterclaim against Debt Collector, and file a claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector and 
all principals, agents, and assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Maker. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 
 

………………………………………………………………… 
JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent/Maker 
 
Witness………………………………………………...……..      Witness………………………………………………...………..      

Authorized person indorse below.  Print name and official title when presenting this Instrument for payment.  Government-issued ID with 
photograph required, i.e. only the following types of ID accepted: state-issued Drivers License; state-issued Identification Card; Passport. 
  
_________________________________________  _________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Indorser                                           Form of Photo Identification 
_________________________________________                _________________________________________ 
Official Title of Indorser                                             Form of Official Identification 
_________________________________________           _________________________________________ 
Date of Presentment and Indorsement    Signature of Indorser  

                 Right Thumb Print 

Recording Requested by, and      
When Recorded Return to:    Date:        

JOHN H. DOE© 
P.O. Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Alleged Creditor:  CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No.: 001-23456789-96 
Alleged Amount Due:  $135,458.21 
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VERIFICATION OF TENDER OF PAYMENT and 
NOTICE OF RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO INITIATE A COUNTERCLAIM and  

FILE A CLAIM AGAINST BOND 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand, No. JHD-032802-JJ 

Introductory Certification 

The Undersigned, JOHN H. DOE©, hereinafter “Declarant,” does herewith solemnly swear, declare, and state that: 

1. Declarant can competently state the matters set forth herewith. 

2. Declarant has personal knowledge of the facts stated herein. 

3. Declarant has read and signed this Verification of Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate a 
Counterclaim and File a Claim Against Bond, hereinafter “Tender and Reservation of Right.” 

Plain Statement of Facts 

4. This Tender and Reservation of Right is not interposed for purpose of delay. 

5. This Tender and Reservation of Right does not prejudice CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION in this 
matter. 

6. Declarant does not join in any merits of Written Communication of CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE 
CORPORATION, doing business as a Debt Collector. 

Verification and Certification 

7. The Undersigned, JOHN H. DOE©, i.e. Declarant, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that Declarant executes this 
Tender and Reservation of Right with sincere intent, that Declarant can competently state the matters set forth herein, that 
the contents are true, correct, complete, and certain, not misleading, and the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth 
in accordance with Declarant’s best firsthand knowledge and understanding. 

Further Declarant saith naught. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 

Signed:  

_____________________________________ 
JOHN H. DOE©, Declarant 

 

Witness ………………………………………………….…        Witness …………….……………………………………… 
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DEBT COLLECTOR DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
Re “Offer of Performance” 

This statement and the answers contained herein may be used by Respondent, if necessary, in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

Notice: This Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not a substitute for, nor the equivalent of, the hereinabove-requested 
verification of the record, i.e. “Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition” (Black’s Law 
Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1990), re the alleged debt, and must be completed in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act, 15 USC §1692g, applicable portions of Truth in Lending  (Regulation Z), 12 CFR 226, and demands as cited 
above in Offer of Performance.  Debt Collector must make all required disclosures clearly and conspicuously in writing re the 
following:  

1.   Name of Debt Collector: ..………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………  

2. Address of Debt Collector: ………………………………………………….……………………………..…………………………… 

3.   Name of alleged Debtor: ……………………………………………………………..………………………………………………… 

4.   Address of alleged Debtor: ………………….……………………………………...………………………………………………….. 

5. Alleged Account Number: …………..…………...……………………………………………………………………………………... 

6.   Alleged debt owed: $……………………………………….……………………………………………………..…………………….. 

7.   Date alleged debt became payable: ………...…………………………….………..……………..…..………………………………                              

8. Re this alleged account, what is the name and address of the alleged Original Creditor, if different from Debt Collector?   

     …………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………. 

9. Re this alleged account, if Debt Collector is different from alleged Original Creditor, does Debt Collector have a bona fide 
affidavit of assignment to enter into alleged original contract between alleged Original Creditor and alleged Debtor?     
YES    NO 

10.  Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from the alleged Original Creditor?    YES    NO    N/A (Not Applicable)   

11.  If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from alleged Original Creditor, and purchase amount:  

 Date: ……………………………………………………   Amount: $……………………………………………..…………………… 

12.  Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from a previous debt collector?    YES    NO    N/A    

13.  If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from previous debt collector, and purchase amount: 

 Date: ……………………………………………………   Amount: $……………………………………………..…………………… 

14.  Regarding this alleged account, Debt Collector is currently the:  

 (a) Owner; (b) Assignee; (c) Other – explain: …………………………………………………….……….……………………….... 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

15.  What are the terms of the transfer of rights re this alleged account?  ……………………………………….………….………... 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

16.  If applicable, transfer of rights re this alleged account was executed by the following method:   

(a) Assignment; (b) Negotiation; (c) Novation; (d) Other – explain:…………………….…………………...……………………... 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 
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17.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by assignment, was there consideration?    YES    NO    N/A 

18.  What is the nature and cause of the consideration cited in # 17 above? …………………………….……….………..………… 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 

19.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by negotiation, was the alleged account taken for value?      
 YES    NO    N/A 

20.  What is the nature and cause of any value cited in #19 above? ………………………….……………………………………….. 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

21.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by novation, was consent given by alleged Debtor?    YES    NO    N/A 

22.  What is the nature and cause of any consent cited in # 21 above?………………...……………………………………………… 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

23.   Has Debt Collector provided alleged Debtor with the requisite verification of the alleged debt as required by the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act?    YES    NO 

24.   Date said verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor: ……………………………….……………………….... 

25.  Was said verification cited above in # 23 in the form of a sworn or affirmed oath, affidavit, or deposition?    YES    NO 

26.   Verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor in the form of:     OATH     AFFIDAVIT     DEPOSTION 

27.  Does Debt Collector have knowledge of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account?    YES    NO 

28. What is the nature and cause of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account? …………...……………………………..….. 

29.  Was alleged Debtor sold any products/services by Debt Collector?    YES    NO 

30.  What is the nature and cause of any products/services cited above in # 29? ……….…………………………………………… 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

31.  Does there exist a verifiable, bona fide, original commercial instrument between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor 
containing alleged Debtor’s bona fide signature?    YES    NO  

32.  What is the nature and cause of any verifiable commercial instrument cited above in # 31? ….………………………………. 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

33.  Does there exist verifiable evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor?    
 YES    NO 

34.  What is the nature and cause of this evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment as cited above in # 33?  

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

35.  Does any evidence exist of verifiable external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement between Debt Collector 
and alleged Debtor?    YES    NO 

36.  What is the nature and cause of any external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement from #35 above? 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

37.  Have any charge-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

38.  Have any insurance claims been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 
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39.  Have any tax write-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

40.  Have any tax deductions been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

41. Have any judgments been obtained by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

42. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised of the meaning of the terms and 
conditions of said alleged original contract?    YES    NO 

43. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties advised of the importance of consulting a licensed 
legal professional before executing the alleged contract?    YES    NO 

44. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised that said alleged contract was a private 
credit instrument?    YES    NO 

Debt Collector’s failure, both intentional and otherwise, to complete/answer points “1” through “44” above and return this Debt 
Collector Disclosure Statement, as well as provide Respondent with the requisite verification validating the hereinabove-
referenced alleged debt, constitutes Debt Collector’s tacit agreement that Debt Collector has no verifiable, lawful, bona fide 
claim re the hereinabove-referenced alleged account, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector waives all 
claims against Respondent and indemnifies and holds Respondent harmless against any and all costs and fees heretofore 
and hereafter incurred and related re any and all collection attempts involving the hereinabove-referenced alleged account.  

Declaration: The Undersigned hereby declares under penalty of perjury of the laws of this State that the statements made in 
this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement are true and correct in accordance with the Undersigned’s best firsthand knowledge 
and belief. 
 
                                                                      
Date        Printed name of Signatory    
 
                                                                          
Official Title of Signatory     Authorized Signature for Debt Collector 
 
Debt Collector must timely complete and return this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, along with all required documents 
referenced in said Debt Collector Disclosure Statement.  Debt Collector’s claim will not be considered if any portion of this 
Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not completed and timely returned with all required documents, which specifically 
includes the requisite verification, made in accordance with law and codified in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 
USC §1692 et seq., and which states in relevant part: “A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading 
representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt,” which includes “the false representation of the 
character, or legal status of any debt,” and “the threat to take any action that cannot legally be taken,” all of which are 
violations of law.  If Debt Collector does not respond as required by law, Debt Collector’s claim will not be considered and 
Debt Collector may be liable for damages for any continued collection efforts, as well as any other injury sustained by 
Respondent.  Please allow thirty (30) days for processing after Respondent’s receipt of Debt Collector’s response. 
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March 28, 2002 

Non-Negotiable       John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

RESPONDENT’S PRIVATE, INTERNATIONAL, ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY DEMAND NO. JHD-032802-JJ 

For:  JACK JONES, a Debt Collector    Via U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No.  
CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION  RR777888999US   
5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
Columbus, OH 43222      

Re:  Written communication from JACK JONES, hereinafter “Debt Collector,” dated March 15, 2002, a copy of which is attached 
herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY AGREEMENT 

    This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” provides 
JACK JONES, hereinafter “User,” notice that alleged debtor, i.e. “JOHN H. DOE,” is a common-law-copyrighted trade-
name/trade-mark of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party,” and that any unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE© by 
User constitutes copyright/trade-name/trade-mark infringement, and all such use is strictly prohibited.     

    All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©—as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trade-mark—Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  Said 
trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be used, nor reproduced, neither in whole nor in part, nor in any 
manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgement of John Henry Doe©, subscribed with 
the hand-signed, red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party.”   

    With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, e.g. JACK JONES and CHASE, MANN & HATT 
MORTGAGE CORPORATION, as well as any agent and any principal of said juristic person, consents and agrees by this 
Notice by Written Communication that neither said juristic person, nor any agent, nor any principal of said juristic person, 
shall display, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor any 
derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, said trade-name/trade-mark, nor the common-law copyright described 
herein, without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s 
hand-signed signature in red ink.  Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any 
unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE©, and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.  Secured Party is not now, nor has 
Secured Party ever been, an accommodation party, nor a surety, for the alleged debtor, i.e. “JOHN H. DOE,” nor for any 
derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, said name, nor for any other juristic person, and is so-indemnified and 
held harmless by JOHN H. DOE© in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-050690-HHIA dated the Sixth Day of 
the Fifth Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety against any and all claims, legal actions, 
orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, fines, liens, levies, 
penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as might become 
due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN H. DOE© 
for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever.   

    Self-executing Contract/Security Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use:  By this Notice by Written Communication, 
both JACK JONES and CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, hereinafter jointly and severally referenced 
as “User” in this paragraph, consent and agree that any use of JOHN H. DOE© other than authorized use as set forth above 
constitutes unauthorized use, counterfeiting, of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property, contractually binds 
User, renders this Notice by Written Communication a Security Agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein User 
is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and signifies that User: (1) grants Secured Party a security interest in all of 
User’s assets, land, and personal property and all of User’s rights in assets, land, and personal property in the sum certain 
amount of $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark, 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, as well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, said 
common-law trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus costs, plus triple damages; (2) authenticates this 
Security Agreement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User pledges all of User’s: 
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assets; land; motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer goods; firearms; farm 
products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of credit; letter-of-credit rights; 
chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; uncertificated securities; promissory 
notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; deposit accounts; accounts; 
documents; livestock; real estate and real property—including all buildings, structures, fixtures, and appurtenances situated 
thereon, as well as affixed thereto; fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, 
and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of these substances, both at wellhead and 
minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and substitutions for, any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of the property described hereinabove in this 
paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and contract rights, and all other rights, arising 
out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including 
insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any 
of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and data involving any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, 
and the like, together with all of User’s right, title, and interest in all computer software and hardware required for utilizing, 
creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any electronic media, and all of User’s rights in all such 
foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever 
located, as collateral to secure User’s contractual obligation in favor of Secured Party for User’s unauthorized use of 
Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property; (3) consents and agrees that Secured Party may file a UCC Financing 
Statement wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party; (4) consents and agrees that said UCC Financing 
Statement described above in paragraph “(3)” is a continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with 
Secured Party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary to maintain Secured Party’s perfected security interest in all 
of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral in Security Agreement as described above in paragraph “(2),” 
until User’s contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied; (5) authorizes Secured Party to file any UCC 
Financing Statement, as described above in paragraphs “(3)” and “(4),” and any Security Agreement, as described above in 
paragraph “(2),” both in the UCC filing office and at any county recorder’s office; (6) consents and agrees that any and all 
such filings described in paragraphs “(4)” and “(5)” above are not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that User will not 
claim that any such filing is bogus; (7) waives all defenses; (8) waives rights of presentment, notice of dishonor, and notice 
of protest; and (9) appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default re User’s 
contractual obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting 
Secured Party full authority and power to engage in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited to, 
authentication of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in accordance with Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems 
appropriate, and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and 
likewise any deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of User, 
notwithstanding the absence of User’s name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained with any bank 
in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of User, grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions 
for said deposit-account bank and direct the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said 
deposit account without further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this 
appointment of Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is irrevocable and 
coupled with a security interest.  User further consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms: Payment Terms: 
In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE© as set forth above, User hereby consents and agrees that 
User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of the date User is sent Secured Party’s 
invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees.  Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use 
fees by User within ten (10) days of the date Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and (a) all of User’s property 
and rights in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth above in paragraph “(2),” immediately becomes, i.e. is, 
property of Secured Party; (b) Secured Party is appointed User’s Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph 
“(9)”; and (c) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, sale at 
auction, at any time following User’s default, and without further notice, any and all of User’s former property and rights in 
property formerly pledged as collateral by User, described above in paragraph “(2),” now property of Secured Party, in 
respect of this Security Agreement, that Secured Party, again in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.  Terms 
for Curing Default:  In event of default as set forth above under “Default Terms,” User can cure User’s default and avoid 
strict foreclosure of any remainder of User’s former property that is neither in the possession of Secured Party, nor 
otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only by tendering payment within twenty (20) days of User’s default and only by 
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payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in Invoice, that is not already paid 
by Secured Party’s possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User’s former property and rights in property pledged as 
collateral to secure User’s obligation.  Terms of Strict Foreclosure:  User’s non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees 
itemized in Invoice within said twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under “Terms for Curing Default” 
authorizes Secured Party’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in property 
formerly pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period.  Ownership subject to 
copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and UCC Financing Statement filed with the UCC 
filing office.  Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973. 

    Should any provision of this Notice by Written Communication be unenforceable, said unenforceable provision is hereby 
severed from this Notice by Written Communication, but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect, and this 
Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication in full 
force and effect.  In all cases Secured Party continues without liability and is held harmless.  Any prior communication, 
written document, and the like by and between User and Secured Party containing any mistake of Secured Party is 
invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by User against Secured Party in this matter.    

    No consent of any kind is granted nor otherwise given re any matter offered/alleged/asserted by User, and Secured Party 
withholds all consent.  Secured Party will consider granting consent in favor of User only upon User’s full disclosure of any 
and all consequences of any such granting of consent, accompanied by User’s commensurate attendant liability for the 
veracity, relevance, and verifiability of any such disclosure, which liability is borne by User in the form of an authenticated 
Security Agreement, wherein User is debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, that self-executes effective the moment 
of Secured Party’s confirmation of any material inconsistency/deviation/discrepancy in the aforementioned resultant 
consequences avowed by User, as determined solely by Secured Party in Secured Party’s sole discretion.   

    Alleged debtor, i.e. JOHN H. DOE©, does not take issue with the amount of any alleged debt; rather, alleged debtor asserts 
that: the alleged debt is not valid; Secured Party holds a claim/security interest greater than any claim alleged by User, a 
copy of which filed UCC Financing Statement evidencing such supreme claim and security interest is attached herewith, 
made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference; and, as stated above, Secured Party is neither a surety, nor an 
accommodation party, for alleged debtor, and may not be construed as functioning in such capacity under any 
circumstances. 

    Further, this is a request for validation of any alleged debt and is not a request for a copy of any invoice, statement, bill, 
agreement, alleged agreement, contract, alleged contract, and the like, nor is it a request for a copy of any notification of 
assignment, negotiation/transfer of rights, nor is it a request for a copy of any other un-verified document/presentment 
referencing said alleged debt.  This request for validation of any alleged debt is a request for bona fide verification of any 
alleged debt. 

    In accordance with law, only sworn affidavits, oaths, and depositions qualify as a verification of the lawful existence of a 
bona fide debt.  Absent such verification validating the alleged debt, and absent proof of a claim greater than that of 
Secured Party, User “fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.”  Wherefore, in accordance with the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act, effective immediately upon User’s receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, User must 
cease all collection/prosecution efforts against alleged debtor, Secured Party, and Secured Party’s secured private property.   

    User is hereby notified of the following Privacy Act Notice: 

Privacy Act Notice 

    This written Notice by Written Communication constitutes User’s due process notice and opportunity to be heard.  Absent 
compliance with all requirements set forth herein User is barred from using any defense of immunity from prosecution for 
User’s actions, as well as the actions of User’s agents. 

    By this Notice By Written Communication, User, as well as User’s agents and principals, shall comply with the provisions of 
the Privacy Act of 1974, as lawfully amended, 12 U.S.C. § 3401, the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978, as lawfully 
amended, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, and the Third Party Summons Act, special procedures, 26 U.S.C. § 7609 as lawfully amended, 
to assist Secured Party in keeping inviolate certain constitutionally protected privacy rights.     

    By this Notice By Written Communication, User, as well as User’s agents and principals, shall comply with this demand: 
User shall provide Secured Party with a copy of any express, written authorization from Secured Party whereby User is 
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authorized to disclose/reveal/divulge/share with any third-party, in any manner, as well as by any means of communication, 
any information, documentation, data, property, effects, and the like re alleged debtor, JOHN H. DOE©, and likewise 
concerning Secured Party.  User’s failure to provide said foregoing demanded authorization constitutes admission by User 
that User is in violation of the Privacy Act, as well as other laws. 

    User possesses neither express, written authorization, nor consent, from alleged debtor, JOHN H. DOE©, nor Secured 
Party, to use, reveal/disclose/divulge/share with any third party, and the like, any secured information, documentation, data, 
property, effects, and the like of Secured Party.  

    This Notice By Written Communication is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein, and 
each principal and each agent is: (a) barred from providing any Credit Reporting Agency any derogatory credit information 
regarding the above alleged debt; (b) prohibited from contacting alleged debtor by mail, by telephone, as well as in person, 
both at alleged debtor’s residence, as well as at alleged debtor’s place of employment; and (c) prohibited from contacting 
any other third party regarding the above-referenced alleged debt until User establishes the existence of a superior claim, 
greater than that of Secured Party’s, and until said alleged debt is verified as indicated above and alleged debtor is provided 
with any such verification.  Note: the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 USC §1692 et seq. states in relevant part that: 
“A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading representation or means in connection with the collection 
of any debt,” which includes “the false representation of the character, or legal status of any debt,” as well as “the threat to 
take any action that cannot legally be taken,” all of which constitute violations of law.  Therefore, User, as well as any 
assignee, is prohibited from filing any lawsuit, notice of lien, notice of levy, and the like, as well as any other legal action 
against alleged debtor, as well as against any of Secured Party’s secured private property, which is exempt from lien and 
exempt from levy. 

    15 U.S.C. § 1692e(8) states: “Communicating or threatening to communicate to any person credit information which is 
known or which should be known to be false, including the failure to communicate that a disputed debt is disputed, is a 
violation of § 1692e.” 

    Further, User’s above-referenced written communication, if valid, constitutes an issue of public currency, and, alleged 
debtor hereby requests from User, in accordance with the fundamental principals of American jurisprudence and law, bona 
fide documentary evidence that establishes the lawful basis for User’s issue of said public currency and User’s claim for 
payment of the alleged debt liability referenced within User’s written communication issuing the public currency and stating 
the claim, i.e.: (a) bona fide identification of any person making request for payment by JOHN H. DOE©, including a copy of 
said person’s bona fide, handwritten, legible, and notarized signature, and the thumbprint, from either hand, of said person 
making request for payment by JOHN H. DOE©;  (b) bona fide evidence of any said person’s authority to make a request for 
payment by JOHN H. DOE©, if said person is acting on behalf of another;  and (c) exhibition of the bona fide instrument, i.e., 
the bona fide commercial contract bearing the bona fide signature which supports User’s demand for payment of alleged 
debt by JOHN H. DOE©, that, operating publicly, establishes User’s issue of public currency, allegedly collectable from any 
of: (i) alleged debtor; (ii) alleged debtor’s assets, (iii) Secured Party; (iv) Secured Party’s secured private property; and (d) 
positive law in support of User’s written attempt to collect alleged debt that, operating publicly, establishes User’s issue of 
public currency collectable from any of: (i) alleged debtor; (ii) alleged debtor’s assets, (iii) Secured Party; (iv) Secured 
Party’s secured private property. 

    Alleged debtor and Secured Party can and will lawfully construe User’s failure to comply with and satisfy essential 
requirements of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the above four (4) requests, i.e. “(a),” “(b),” “(c),” and “(d)” in the 
paragraph immediately above, within a reasonable time, i.e. twenty-one (21) days, following User’s receipt of this written 
communication, as User’s self-invalidation of User’s demand for payment.  Verification of the alleged debt and satisfaction 
of the aforementioned four (4) specific requests must be duly affirmed in the form of one of the following: (a) affidavit; (b) 
oath; (c) deposition. 

   Until the alleged debt is verified in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and said verification is sent 
alleged debtor and received by alleged debtor, each and every contact in violation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 
constitutes harassment and defamation of character and makes User, as well as any and all agents and principals who take 
part in such harassment and defamation, a subject of liability for damages, as well as statutory damages, and legal fees, for 
each and every violation, in private capacity.  

    User, JACK JONES, tacitly consents and agrees that JACK JONES has a duty to prevent this alleged account from 
damaging both alleged debtor and Secured Party, and further consents and agrees that alleged debtor and Secured Party 
each reserve the right to initiate a counterclaim, as well as a claim, against any of the following: JACK JONES‘S bond; 
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JACK JONES‘S guarantor; any of JACK JONES‘S principals, agents, and assignees whose act(s)/omission(s) results in 
either of the following: (a) tort damages against alleged debtor; (b)  tort damages against Secured Party. 

    Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector’s Office of Risk Management, 
and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere. 

   The attached written communication is Respondent’s response re User’s attempt, via written communication, to collect an 
alleged debt. 

    This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is herewith executed this Twenty-eighth Day of the Third Month 
in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand Two by and between the undersigned parties: 

    Debtor: JACK JONES 

    JACK JONES                  
Debtor’s Signature 

    Secured Party accepts Debtor’s signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401. 

           Secured Party: John Henry Doe©    

      

        ________________________________________________ 
 Secured Party’s Signature                                                                                                                                            

Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights 
Reserved.  No part of this Autograph Common Law Copyright may be used, 
nor reproduced in any manner, without prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-
signed signature in red ink.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs 
same unauthorized-use fees as those associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
as set forth above in paragraph “(1)” under “Self-executing Contract/Security 
Agreement in Event of Unauthorized Use.”  Enclosures: Copy of written 
communication from JACK JONES dated March 15, 2002; Published 
Copyright Notice; filed UCC Financing Statement; Private Agreement; Hold-

harmless and Indemnity Agreement; Security Agreement. 
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JOHN H. DOE© 
P.O. Box 9999 

Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

This Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ is binding upon every principal and agent re 
the subject matter set forth herein below. 

Date: March 28, 2002 

Via: U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No. RR777888999US 

To:  JACK JONES, doing business as a Debt Collector, hereinafter “Debt Collector” 
 CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
 5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
 Columbus, OH 43222   

Re: Debt Collector’s written communication, hereinafter “Presentment,” dated March 15, 2002, referencing: 

 Alleged Creditor:  CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No.:  001-23456789-96 

 Alleged Amount Due:  $135,458.21 

Subject: Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate a Counterclaim and File a Claim against Bond. 

1. Be it known by these presents that JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent, is in receipt of Debt Collector’s above-referenced 
presentment, a true and correct copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by 
reference.  

2. Respondent hereby gives Debt Collector Notice that this written communication is not a refusal to pay the alleged 
debt implied by Presentment, but constitutes express, written notice that:  

(a)  The above-referenced alleged debt is not valid;  

(b)  Debt Collector’s claim is disputed;  

(c)  Respondent does not take issue with the amount of alleged debt claimed; and that 

(d) Upon receipt of this Notice, Debt Collector must cease all collection activity re the alleged account/debt until 
Respondent is sent the herein-requested verification as required by the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.  

Tender of Payment 

3. Respondent, without waiver of any defense, and for the purpose of resolving this matter in good faith, hereby tenders 
payment in the form of a Certified Promissory Note, accompanied by Offer of Performance, both of which are 
attached herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, for the purpose of discharging the 
alleged debt as stated within Debt Collector’s above-referenced Presentment. 

4. Respondent retains original of Debt Collector’s Presentment as proof Respondent has not dishonored Debt 
Collector’s Presentment, nor in any way acted in bad faith. 

5. Respondent gives Debt Collector Notice that, in accordance with law as codified at 15 USC §1692g(b): “If the 
consumer notifies the debt collector in writing within the thirty-day period described in subsection (a) of this section 
that the debt, or any portion thereof, is disputed, or that the consumer requests the name and address of the original 
creditor, the debt collector shall cease collection of the debt, or any disputed portion thereof, until the debt collector 
obtains verification of the debt or a copy of a judgment, or the name and address of the original creditor, and a copy 
of such verification or judgment, or name and address of the original creditor, is mailed to the consumer by the debt 
collector.” (Underline emphasis added by Respondent.) 

6. Be advised that “verification” is defined (in Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition) as follows: “Confirmation of 
correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition.  Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 
verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party.” 
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7. Debt Collector is further Noticed that this is not a request by Respondent for a photocopy of any invoice, statement, 
bill, summary, agreement, and the like and that any future communication received by Respondent from Debt 
Collector, in written as well as any other form, absent the above-cited requisite “verification of the debt,” irrespective 
of the inclusion of any photocopy of any related invoice, statement, bill, summary, agreement, and the like, 
constitutes Debt Collector’s tacit admission, confession, and agreement that Debt Collector has no lawful, bona fide, 
verifiable claim re the alleged account. 

8. Respondent also includes with this written communication, “Debt Collector Disclosure Statement,” for the purpose of 
ensuring that Debt Collector’s “verification of the debt” is executed in accordance with law as codified at 15 USC 
§1692(g), and must be completed in full by Debt Collector and received by Respondent within twenty-one (21) days 
of Debt Collector’s receipt of this written communication.  

Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate a Counterclaim and File a Claim Against Official Bond 

9. If Debt Collector, such as by commission, omission, and otherwise: 

(a) Fails to give Respondent full disclosure re the nature and cause of Debt Collector’s claim concerning the 
hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(b) Makes a false representation of the character of the hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(c) Makes a false representation of the legal status of the hereinabove-referenced alleged debt; 

(d) Makes any threat of action that cannot legally be taken, in violation of any applicable law, such as the law 
codified at the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 

Respondent may initiate a counterclaim/claim against the official bond of Debt Collector, as well as the bond of any 
principal, agent, assignee, and the like, of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in Respondent sustaining any 
tort injury. 

10. Debt Collector is also hereby given notice that:  

(a) Debt Collector’s unsubstantiated demands for payment, a “scheme or artifice” “caused to be delivered by mail,” 
may constitute Mail Fraud under State and Federal Laws (Debt Collector may wish to consult with competent 
legal counsel before originating any further communication with Respondent); and  

(b) Debt Collector’s failure to provide Respondent with the requisite verification, validating the above-referenced 
alleged debt within the requirements of law as codified in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the 
corresponding laws of each state, signifies that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that: 

(i) Debt Collector has no lawful, bona fide, verifiable claim re the above-referenced alleged account;  

(ii)  Debt Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent; and   

(iii)  Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector will compensate Respondent for all costs, fees and 
expenses incurred in defending against this and any and all continued collection attempts re the above-
referenced alleged account. 

11. This is also an attempt to determine the nature and basis of a case/counterclaim against Debt Collector, and any 
information contained within Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, as well as any information obtained otherwise, 
such as by Debt Collector’s commissions, omissions, and the like, will be used for that purpose.  

12. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector’s Office of Risk 
Management, and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere. 

 
________________________________________ 
JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent 

Enclosures: 
 Offer of Performance 
 Certified Promissory Note 
 Verification of Tender of Payment, Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate Counterclaim and File a Claim Against Bond  
 Debt Collector Disclosure Statement 
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Date: March 28, 2002 

Recording Requested by, and      
When Recorded Return to: 

John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

This notice is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein 

Via United States Postal Service Registered Mail Article No. RR777888999US 

For: JACK JONES, doing business as a Debt Collector, hereinafter “Debt Collector”  
 CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
 5143 Tunnel Vision Drive 
 Columbus, OH 43222 

Re: Alleged Creditor:  CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No:  001-23456789-96 
Alleged Amount Due:  $135,458.21 

Subject: Offer of Performance 
  

 

OFFER OF PERFORMANCE 
  

 

1. This Offer of Performance is tendered in good faith as full satisfaction of the claim referenced above, with the intent 
of extinguishing any alleged debt, duty, obligation, liability, and the like intended to obligate Respondent, JOHN H. 
DOE©, named in the hereinabove-referenced Presentment, a copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part 
hereof, and included herein by reference.   

2. Concerning this Offer of Performance, hereinafter “Offer,” re alleged account 001-23456789-96, Debt Collector may:  

(a) Accept Offer;  

(b) Reject Offer;  

(c) Object regarding the mode of Offer. 

3. This offer of payment of that certain sum of money that Debt Collector alleges/asserts, via Presentment, constitutes 
Respondent’s debt, duty, obligation, and liability, including interest and penalties, is made dependent upon 
performance by Debt Collector of Conditions Precedent concerning which Respondent/Offeror is entitled by the 
fundamental principles of American Jurisprudence and law; namely, provision by Debt Collector of verification1 of the 
alleged debt, accompanied by documentary evidence establishing the factual basis for Debt Collector’s claim for 
payment asserted within Debt Collector’s above-referenced Presentment, i.e. validation of Debt Collector’s right to 
collect the alleged debt by providing the requisite verification, including:  

(a) Copies of all agreements of assignment, negotiation, transfer of rights, and the like, and indicating whether Debt 
Collector is the current owner, assignee, holder, etc., with evidence of Respondent’s consent with any such 
agreement if a novation; 

(b) All relative commercial instruments, contracts, and the like containing Respondent’s bona fide signature 
(subjective theory);  

(c) Any evidence of an exchange of a benefit, as well as exchange of a detriment (implied contract);  

                                                 
1. Verification. Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition.  Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 

verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party.  Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition. 
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(d) Any evidence of any series of external acts giving the objective semblance of agreement (objective theory); 

(e) All other documentary evidence between Respondent and Debt Collector that Debt Collector relies upon in 
making Debt Collector’s presumptive claim; 

(f) Name and address of original creditor; and 

(g) A certified copy of any judgment. 

4. Respondent/Offeror expects a response re Offer within a reasonable period of time of receipt of Offer, which is 
hereby set at twenty-one (21) days, not counting day of service. 

5.  Respondent/Offeror does not waive timeliness.  If additional time is needed, however, Debt Collector must make a 
request in writing before expiration of said twenty-one- (21) day period described above in paragraph “4,” setting forth 
Debt Collector’s reasons for requesting such extension of time with good cause shown.  Respondent/Offeror will 
consider any such request for extension of time, the granting of which, however, is conditioned solely upon the 
decision of Respondent/Offeror. 

6. Respondent/Offeror hereby gives Debt Collector notice that, as an operation of law as codified at California Civil 
Code § 1485 and California Code of Civil Procedure § 2074, respectively:  

(a) An obligation is extinguished by an offer of performance, made in conformity with the rules prescribed, and with 
the intent of extinguishing the obligation;  

(b) An offer in writing to pay a particular sum of money, as well as to deliver a written instrument/specific personal 
property, is, if not accepted, the equivalent of the actual production and tender of the money/instrument/property. 

7. In event that Debt Collector does not respond re Offer within the prescribed time limit for response, and there has 
likewise been no request for extension of time, with good cause shown therein, within said time period, then Debt 
Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector has no bona fide, lawful, verifiable claim re this alleged account, that Debt 
Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector 
must compensate Respondent for all costs, fees, and expenses incurred defending against any collection attempts 
by Debt Collector re the above-referenced alleged account. 

8. Respondent also expressly includes with this Offer of Performance, “Debt Collector Disclosure Statement,” attached 
herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, to ensure that Debt Collector clearly and 
conspicuously makes all required disclosures in writing in accordance with applicable portions of Truth in Lending 
(Regulation Z) 12 CFR 226.  Debt Collector Disclosure Statement must be completed by Debt Collector and received 
by Respondent within twenty-one (21) days of Debt Collector’s receipt of this Offer of Performance if Debt Collector 
wishes Debt Collector’s claim considered by Respondent.  

9. Debt Collector also tacitly consents and agrees that Debt Collector has a duty to prevent this alleged account from 
damaging Respondent in any way.  Debt Collector confesses judgment and Respondent reserves the right to:  

(a) Initiate a counterclaim against Debt Collector;  

(b) File a claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector and all principals, agents, and 
assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Respondent/Offeror.  

10. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party at Debt Collector’s Office of Risk 
Management, and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere.   

Dated: March 28, 2002 

Signed: 
 
      
Respondent/Offeror 
                                                                       

Witness……………………………………………………..………  Witness……………………………………………………..……… 
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CERTIFIED PROMISSORY NOTE 

Note Number: JHD--032802-JJ                         Date: March 28, 2002 
Pay to the 
Order of:    **** CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION **** $135,458.21                
 
   *** One Hundred Thirty-five Thousand Four Hundred Fifty-eight and 21/100*** DOLLARS 

This instrument is tendered by the Undersigned Respondent, JOHN H. DOE©, hereinafter “Maker,” in good faith, and in 
accordance with law, as codified at UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, 1-201(4)(28)(30), 3-103(a)(6), 3-104(a)(b) and Public Policy at 
House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933, as full satisfaction of alleged debt claimed and allegedly owed in favor of Payee 
herein, i.e. CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, doing business as a debt collector, as per Payee’s/Debt 
Collector’s written communication, hereinafter “Presentment,” dated March 15, 2002: 

 
 
 
 

A true and correct copy of Presentment is attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference.  This 
statement constitutes Maker’s promise to pay this instrument upon presentment and indorsement, at Maker's location.  

As an operation of law, Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that there is accord and satisfaction by use of 
this instrument to satisfy Payee’s/Debt Collector’s claim and Maker is hereby discharged from liability on this alleged account 
and the obligation is suspended in accordance with law as codified at UCC §§ 3-310(b), 3-311, and 3-603. 

Maker does not waive timeliness.  However, if Payee/Debt Collector needs additional time, Payee/Debt Collector must 
present Maker with a written request for additional time within a reasonable time, setting forth the reasons Payee/Debt 
Collector requests an extension of time, with good cause shown.  The acceptability of any such request received by Maker 
from Payee/Debt Collector is conditional upon approval by Maker. 

In the event this instrument is not presented for payment within a reasonable period of time, and there has been no 
request for an extension of time with good cause shown, Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that Payee/Debt 
Collector has no bona fide verifiable claim re this alleged account. 

Payee/Debt Collector tacitly consents and agrees that Debt Collector has a duty to prevent this alleged account from 
damaging Maker in any way, and that Debt Collector confesses judgment and Maker reserves the right to initiate a 
counterclaim against Debt Collector, and file a claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector and 
all principals, agents, and assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Maker. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 
 

………………………………………………………………… 
JOHN H. DOE©, Respondent/Maker 
 
Witness………………………………………………...……..      Witness………………………………………………...………..      

Authorized person indorse below.  Print name and official title when presenting this Instrument for payment.  Government-issued ID with 
photograph required, i.e. only the following types of ID accepted: state-issued Drivers License; state-issued Identification Card; Passport. 
  
_________________________________________  _________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Indorser                                           Form of Photo Identification 
_________________________________________                _________________________________________ 
Official Title of Indorser                                             Form of Official Identification 
_________________________________________           _________________________________________ 
Date of Presentment and Indorsement    Signature of Indorser  

                 Right Thumb Print 

Recording Requested by, and      
When Recorded Return to:    Date:        

JOHN H. DOE© 
P.O. Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

Alleged Creditor:  CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION 
Alleged Account No.: 001-23456789-96 
Alleged Amount Due:  $135,458.21 
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VERIFICATION OF TENDER OF PAYMENT and 
NOTICE OF RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO INITIATE A COUNTERCLAIM and  

FILE A CLAIM AGAINST BOND 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand, No. JHD-032802-JJ 

Introductory Certification 

The Undersigned, JOHN H. DOE©, hereinafter “Declarant,” does herewith solemnly swear, declare, and state that: 

1. Declarant can competently state the matters set forth herewith. 

2. Declarant has personal knowledge of the facts stated herein. 

3. Declarant has read and signed this Verification of Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right to Initiate a 
Counterclaim and File a Claim Against Bond, hereinafter “Tender and Reservation of Right.” 

Plain Statement of Facts 

4. This Tender and Reservation of Right is not interposed for purpose of delay. 

5. This Tender and Reservation of Right does not prejudice CHASE, MANN & HATT MORTGAGE CORPORATION in this 
matter. 

6. Declarant does not join in any merits of Presentment of JACK JONES, doing business as a Debt Collector. 

Verification and Certification 

7. The Undersigned, JOHN H. DOE©, i.e. Declarant, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that Declarant executes this 
Tender and Reservation of Right with sincere intent, that Declarant can competently state the matters set forth herein, that 
the contents are true, correct, complete, and certain, not misleading, and the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth 
in accordance with Declarant’s best firsthand knowledge and understanding. 

Further Declarant saith naught. 

Dated: March 28, 2002 

Signed:  

_____________________________________ 
JOHN H. DOE©, Declarant 

 

Witness ………………………………………………….…        Witness …………….……………………………………… 
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DEBT COLLECTOR DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
Re “Offer of Performance” 

This statement and the answers contained herein may be used by Respondent, if necessary, in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. JHD-032802-JJ 

Notice: This Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not a substitute for, nor the equivalent of, the hereinabove-requested 
verification of the record, i.e. “Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition” (Black’s Law 
Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1990), re the alleged debt, and must be completed in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act, 15 USC §1692g, applicable portions of Truth in Lending  (Regulation Z), 12 CFR 226, and demands as cited 
above in Offer of Performance.  Debt Collector must make all required disclosures clearly and conspicuously in writing re the 
following:  

1.   Name of Debt Collector: ..………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………  

2. Address of Debt Collector: ………………………………………………….……………………………..…………………………… 

3.   Name of alleged Debtor: ……………………………………………………………..………………………………………………… 

4.   Address of alleged Debtor: ………………….……………………………………...………………………………………………….. 

5. Alleged Account Number: …………..…………...……………………………………………………………………………………... 

6.   Alleged debt owed: $……………………………………….……………………………………………………..…………………….. 

7.   Date alleged debt became payable: ………...…………………………….………..……………..…..………………………………                              

8. Re this alleged account, what is the name and address of the alleged Original Creditor, if different from Debt Collector?   

     …………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………. 

9. Re this alleged account, if Debt Collector is different from alleged Original Creditor, does Debt Collector have a bona fide 
affidavit of assignment to enter into alleged original contract between alleged Original Creditor and alleged Debtor?     
YES    NO 

10.  Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from the alleged Original Creditor?    YES    NO    N/A (Not Applicable)   

11.  If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from alleged Original Creditor, and purchase amount:  

 Date: ……………………………………………………   Amount: $……………………………………………..…………………… 

12.  Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from a previous debt collector?    YES    NO    N/A    

13.  If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from previous debt collector, and purchase amount: 

 Date: ……………………………………………………   Amount: $……………………………………………..…………………… 

14.  Regarding this alleged account, Debt Collector is currently the:  

 (a) Owner; (b) Assignee; (c) Other – explain: …………………………………………………….……….……………………….... 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

15.  What are the terms of the transfer of rights re this alleged account?  ……………………………………….………….………... 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

16.  If applicable, transfer of rights re this alleged account was executed by the following method:   

(a) Assignment; (b) Negotiation; (c) Novation; (d) Other – explain:…………………….…………………...……………………... 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 
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17.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by assignment, was there consideration?    YES    NO    N/A 

18.  What is the nature and cause of the consideration cited in # 17 above? …………………………….……….………..………… 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 

19.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by negotiation, was the alleged account taken for value?      
 YES    NO    N/A 

20.  What is the nature and cause of any value cited in #19 above? ………………………….……………………………………….. 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

21.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by novation, was consent given by alleged Debtor?    YES    NO    N/A 

22.  What is the nature and cause of any consent cited in # 21 above?………………...……………………………………………… 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

23.   Has Debt Collector provided alleged Debtor with the requisite verification of the alleged debt as required by the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act?    YES    NO 

24.   Date said verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor: ……………………………….……………………….... 

25.  Was said verification cited above in # 23 in the form of a sworn or affirmed oath, affidavit, or deposition?    YES    NO 

26.   Verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor in the form of:     OATH     AFFIDAVIT     DEPOSTION 

27.  Does Debt Collector have knowledge of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account?    YES    NO 

28. What is the nature and cause of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account? …………...……………………………..….. 

29.  Was alleged Debtor sold any products/services by Debt Collector?    YES    NO 

30.  What is the nature and cause of any products/services cited above in # 29? ……….…………………………………………… 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

31.  Does there exist a verifiable, bona fide, original commercial instrument between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor 
containing alleged Debtor’s bona fide signature?    YES    NO  

32.  What is the nature and cause of any verifiable commercial instrument cited above in # 31? ….………………………………. 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

33.  Does there exist verifiable evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor?    
 YES    NO 

34.  What is the nature and cause of this evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment as cited above in # 33?  

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

35.  Does any evidence exist of verifiable external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement between Debt Collector 
and alleged Debtor?    YES    NO 

36.  What is the nature and cause of any external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement from #35 above? 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

37.  Have any charge-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

38.  Have any insurance claims been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 
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39.  Have any tax write-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

40.  Have any tax deductions been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

41. Have any judgments been obtained by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

42. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised of the meaning of the terms and 
conditions of said alleged original contract?    YES    NO 

43. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties advised of the importance of consulting a licensed 
legal professional before executing the alleged contract?    YES    NO 

44. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised that said alleged contract was a private 
credit instrument?    YES    NO 

Debt Collector’s failure, both intentional and otherwise, to complete/answer points “1” through “44” above and return this Debt 
Collector Disclosure Statement, as well as provide Respondent with the requisite verification validating the hereinabove-
referenced alleged debt, constitutes Debt Collector’s tacit agreement that Debt Collector has no verifiable, lawful, bona fide 
claim re the hereinabove-referenced alleged account, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector waives all 
claims against Respondent and indemnifies and holds Respondent harmless against any and all costs and fees heretofore 
and hereafter incurred and related re any and all collection attempts involving the hereinabove-referenced alleged account.  

Declaration: The Undersigned hereby declares under penalty of perjury of the laws of this State that the statements made in 
this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement are true and correct in accordance with the Undersigned’s best firsthand knowledge 
and belief. 
 
                                                                      
Date        Printed name of Signatory    
 
                                                                          
Official Title of Signatory     Authorized Signature for Debt Collector 
 
Debt Collector must timely complete and return this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, along with all required documents 
referenced in said Debt Collector Disclosure Statement.  Debt Collector’s claim will not be considered if any portion of this 
Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not completed and timely returned with all required documents, which specifically 
includes the requisite verification, made in accordance with law and codified in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 
USC §1692 et seq., and which states in relevant part: “A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading 
representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt,” which includes “the false representation of the 
character, or legal status of any debt,” and “the threat to take any action that cannot legally be taken,” all of which are 
violations of law.  If Debt Collector does not respond as required by law, Debt Collector’s claim will not be considered and 
Debt Collector may be liable for damages for any continued collection efforts, as well as any other injury sustained by 
Respondent.  Please allow thirty (30) days for processing after Respondent’s receipt of Debt Collector’s response. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DEBT 

By and from: 
  John Henry Doe© 
  Post Office Box 9999 
  Los Angeles, CA 90010 

Introductory Certification 

The Undersigned, John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Affiant,” does herewith solemnly swear, declare, and state that: 

A. Affiant can competently state the matters set forth herewith. 

B. Affiant has personal knowledge of the facts stated herein. 

C.  All the facts stated herein are true, correct, complete, and certain, admissible as evidence, not misleading, the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, in accordance with Affiant’s best firsthand knowledge and understanding. 

Plain Statement of Facts 

D. “Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement,” hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” attached hereto, 
made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, sent by United States Postal Service Registered Mail Article No. 
[Registered Mail No.] on [Date sent] and received by JACK JONES on [Date received], notices JACK JONES that: 

(1)  JACK JONES does not have Affiant’s authorization to use Affiant’s private, common-law-copyrighted trade-
name/trademark, JOHN H. DOE©, nor Affiant’s common-law-copyrighted autograph, i.e. “John Henry Doe”;  

(2) Any unauthorized use of Affiant’s common-law-copyrighted property, as described above in paragraph “D(1),” by 
JACK JONES constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trademark copyright infringement, that 
Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE©, 
and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited;   

(3) Any additional instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark, not 
excluding “John Henry Doe,” by JACK JONES following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication 
accelerates JACK JONES‘S acceptance of the obligation of the consensual contract by and between JACK JONES and 
Affiant, initiated by JACK JONES, as well as the unconditional promise of payment in full thereof, as of the date and time 
of the first instance of JACK JONES‘S additional unauthorized use following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by 
Written Communication, in strict accordance with terms set forth in paragraphs “(1)” through “(9)” in “Self-executing 
Security Agreement”-section of Notice by Written Communication, wherein JACK JONES is “User”; and 

[Note: Depending on which opt-out procedure was used in the Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, 
there will be a particular paragraph “D(4).”  The difficult opt-out procedure will require use of the first sample 
paragraph “D(4)” below; the simple opt-out procedure (includes Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement 
contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package) will require use of the second paragraph “D(4)” below.]     

(4) JACK JONES can opt out and withdraw from JACK JONES‘S self-initiated consensual contract between JACK 
JONES and Affiant as described above in paragraph “D(3),” and retain no obligation associated therewith, only by 
JACK JONES‘S surrender, at the mailing location designated for Affiant in Notice by Written Communication no later 
than 12:00 Midnight of the of the fourth (4th) day following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written 
Communication, of any and all original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded media 
whatsoever, as well as any and all copies of all such originals in any form of recorded media whatsoever, containing 
both the signature of JACK JONES and any counterfeit version of either of: (a) Secured Party’s private, common-law-
copyrighted trade-name/trademark, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©; (b) Secured Party’s private, autograph-common-law-
copyrighted property, i.e. “John Henry Doe.” 

(4) JACK JONES can opt out and withdraw from JACK JONES‘S self-initiated consensual contract between JACK 
JONES and Affiant as described above in paragraph “D(3),” and retain no obligation associated therewith, only by 
immediate cessation of any and all further unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property. 

[NOTE: Depending on which opt-out procedure was used in the Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, 
there will be a particular text for paragraph “E.”  The difficult opt-out procedure will require use of the first sample 
paragraph “E” below; the simple opt-out procedure, (includes Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement 
contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package) will require use of the second sample paragraph “E” below.] 
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E. Notice by Written Communication also notices JACK JONES in section entitled “Self-executing Security Agreement” that, 
absent JACK JONES‘S surrender of all original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded media, as 
well as all copies of any such original, containing both JACK JONES‘S signature and any version of any of Secured 
Party’s common-law-copyrighted property, as cited above in paragraph “D(4),” JACK JONES accepts the obligation of 
JACK JONES‘S self-initiated consensual contract between JACK JONES and Affiant at 12:01 A.M. of the fifth (5th) day 
following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, said Notice by Written Communication is rendered 
a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and Affiant is Secured Party, 
and JACK JONES:  

E. Notice by Written Communication also notices JACK JONES in section entitled “Self-executing Security Agreement” that 
any additional instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by JACK JONES 
following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, as cited above in paragraph “D(3),” accelerates 
JACK JONES‘S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as JACK JONES‘S 
unconditional promise of payment in full of said obligation, effective the date of said first instance of additional unauthorized 
use following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, said Notice by Written Communication is 
rendered a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and Affiant is Secured 
Party, and JACK JONES:  

 (1)  Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of JACK JONES’S property and rights in property in the sum certain 
amount of $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, as well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus costs, plus triple damages; 

(2) Authenticates Security Agreement cited in paragraph “(2)” of Notice by Written Communication wherein JACK 
JONES is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein JACK JONES pledges all of JACK JONES‘S 
tangible and intangible property, and all of JACK JONES‘S interest in all such property, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral to secure JACK JONES‘S 
contractual obligation in favor of Affiant for JACK JONES‘S unauthorized use of Affiant’s common-law-copyrighted 
property; 

(3) Consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 
county recorder’s office, wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and Affiant is Secured Party;  

(4) Consents and agrees that any UCC Financing Statement as described hereinabove in paragraph “E(3)” is a 
continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any continuation statement 
necessary to maintain Affiant’s perfected security interest in all of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property 
pledged as collateral in Security Agreement cited hereinabove in paragraph “E(2),” until JACK JONES‘S contractual 
obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied;  

(5) Consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as described hereinabove in paragraph 
“E(3),” as well as paragraph “E(4),” and the filing of Security Agreement, as cited above in paragraph “E(2),” in the 
UCC filing office, as well as any county recorder’s office;  

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described hereinabove in paragraph “E(4)” and “E(5)” are not, and 
may not be considered, bogus, and that JACK JONES will not claim that any such filing is bogus;  

(7) Waives all defenses; 

(8) Waives rights of presentment, notice of dishonor, and notice of protest; 

(9) Appoints Affiant as authorized representative for JACK JONES, effective upon JACK JONES‘S default re JACK 
JONES‘S contractual obligations in favor of Affiant as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” 
with full authorization and power granted Affiant to engage in any and all actions on behalf of JACK JONES, 
including, but not limited to, authentication of a record on behalf of JACK JONES, as Affiant, in Affiant’s sole 
discretion, deems appropriate, and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under 
the name of JACK JONES, and likewise any deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer 
Identification Number of JACK JONES, notwithstanding the absence of JACK JONES’S name as account-holder on 
any such deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of JACK JONES, 
grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions for said deposit-account bank and to direct the 
disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account without further consent of 
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JACK JONES and without liability, and JACK JONES further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured 
Party as authorized representative for JACK JONES, effective upon JACK JONES’S default, is irrevocable and 
coupled with a security interest; and 

 (10)Consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms set forth in “Self-executing Security Agreement”-
section of Notice by Written Communication: 

(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE© as set forth above, JACK 
JONES hereby consents and agrees that JACK JONES shall pay Affiant all unauthorized-use fees in full within 
ten (10) days of date Affiant’s invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees, is sent.   

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by JACK JONES within ten (10) days 
of date Invoice is sent, JACK JONES shall be deemed in default and:  

(i) All of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property pledged as collateral by JACK JONES, as cited above 
in paragraph “E(2),” immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Affiant;  

(ii) JACK JONES appoints Affiant as JACK JONES‘S authorized representative as cited above in paragraph 
“E(9)”; and  

(iii) JACK JONES consents and agrees that Affiant may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in 
any manner that Affiant, in Affiant’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, sale at 
auction, at any time following JACK JONES‘S default, and without further notice, any and all of JACK 
JONES‘S former property and rights in property formerly pledged as collateral by JACK JONES, now 
property of Affiant, in respect of said “Self-executing Security Agreement”-section of Notice by Written 
Communication, that Affiant, again in Affiant’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.   

(c) Terms for Curing Default: Upon event of default, cited above in paragraph “E(9)(b),” “Default Terms,” JACK 
JONES can cure JACK JONES’S default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of JACK JONES’S former 
property that is neither in the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only 
within twenty (20) days of JACK JONES’S default and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain 
amount owed by JACK JONES, as noticed JACK JONES in Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party’s 
possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of JACK JONES’S former property pledged as collateral to secure 
JACK JONES’S obligation.   

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure: JACK JONES‘S non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice 
within said twenty- (20) day period to cure default cited above in paragraph “E(9)(c),” “Terms for Curing Default,” 
authorizes Affiant’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in 
property formerly pledged as collateral by JACK JONES, now property of Affiant, which is not in the possession 
of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Affiant upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day strict-foreclosure period.  

[NOTE: Depending on which opt-out procedure was used in the Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, 
there will be a particular text for paragraph “F.”  The difficult opt-out procedure will require use of the first sample 
paragraph “F” below; the simple opt-out procedure (includes Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement 
contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package) will require use of the second sample paragraph “F” below.] 

F.  Effective 12:01 A.M. [the eighth day following JACK JONES’ receipt of Notice by Written Communication/Security 
Agreement] JACK JONES accepts the obligation of the hereinabove-described private, consensual contract between 
JACK JONES and Affiant, initiated by JACK JONES, and: 

F. Effective [date of the first additional unauthorized use of Affiant’s copyrighted property following JACK JONES’S 
receipt of Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement or 14-page Validation of Debt Package], JACK 
JONES accepts the obligation of the hereinabove-described private, consensual contract between JACK JONES and 
Affiant, initiated by JACK JONES, and: 

(1)  Affiant is granted a security interest in all of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property by JACK JONES as cited 
above in paragraph “E(1)”;  

(2)  JACK JONES authenticates Security Agreement cited above in paragraph “E(2),” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor 
and Affiant is Secured Party;  

(3)  JACK JONES consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well 
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as in any county recorder’s office, as cited above in paragraph “E(3),” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and John 
Henry Doe© is Secured Party; 

(4) JACK JONES consents and agrees that any UCC Financing Statement as cited above in paragraph “E(3)” is a 
continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any continuation statement 
necessary to maintain Affiant’s perfected security interest in all of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property 
pledged as collateral in Security Agreement as cited above in paragraph “E(2),” until JACK JONES‘S contractual 
obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied;  

(5) JACK JONES consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as cited hereinabove in 
paragraph “E(3),” as well as paragraph “E(4),” and the filing of “Security Agreement,” as cited above in paragraph 
“E(2),” in the UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder’s office ;  

(6) JACK JONES consents and agrees that any and all such filings as cited above in paragraph “E(4)” and “E(5)” are 
not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that JACK JONES will not claim that any such filing is bogus;  

(7) JACK JONES waives all defenses; 

(8) JACK JONES waives presentment, notice of dishonor, and notice of protest; 

(9) JACK JONES appoints Affiant authorized representative for JACK JONES, effective upon JACK JONES‘S default re 
JACK JONES‘S contractual obligations in favor of Affiant as cited above in paragraphs “E(10)(a)” and “E(10)(b)”; and 

(10) JACK JONES consents and agrees with “Payment Terms,” “Default Terms,” “Terms for Curing Default,” and “Terms 
of Strict Foreclosure” as cited above in paragraphs “E(10)(a),” “E(10)(b),” “E(10)(c),” and “E(10)(d),” respectively. 

G. Total debt now due and owing by JACK JONES in favor of Affiant is the sum certain amount of [Dollar-amount spelled 
out in words] United States Dollars ($[Dollar-amount numerically]), which amount is certified in “Invoice – Verified 
Statement of Account” dated [Date of Invoice], attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, 
and, as of the date of this Affidavit of Debt, consists of the following: 

(1)  All unauthorized-use fees; 

(2) All reasonable costs associated with enforcing the security interest and collecting the indebtedness; and 

(3) Total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 3 (i.e. Damages in United States 
Dollars X 3); 

H. The debt described hereinabove in paragraph “G” is the result of a private, consensual transaction by and between JACK 
JONES and Affiant, and is neither the result of a commercial transaction, nor a consumer-goods transaction. 

Verification and Certification 

I. The Undersigned Affiant, John Henry Doe©, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that Affiant executes this Affidavit 
with sincere intent, that Affiant can competently state the matters set forth herein, that the contents are true, correct, 
complete, and certain, not misleading, and the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth in accordance with Affiant’s 
best firsthand knowledge and understanding. 

Enclosures/Attachments:  

 Attachment A:  Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, with attachments 
 Attachment B: Affidavit of Mailing re Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement 
 Attachment C: (USPS) PS Form 3811 re Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement 
 Attachment D: Invoice – Verified Statement of Account, with attachments 
 Attachment E: Affidavit of Mailing re Invoice – Verified Statement of Account 
 Attachment F: (USPS) PS Form 3811 re Invoice – Verified Statement of Account  

Date: The [Sequential] Day of the [Sequential] Month in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand [Year] 

Signed: 

Autograph Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789.  All Rights Reserved.  No part of this Common Law 
Copyright made be reproduced in any manner without prior, express, written permission from John Henry Doe© as signified by John Henry 
Doe©’s signature in red ink.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those associated with JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, as cited above in this “Affidavit of Debt” in paragraph “E(1).” 
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AFFIDAVIT OF DEBT

By and from:
John Henry Doe©

Post Office Box 9999
Los Angeles, CA 90010

Introductory Certification

The Undersigned, John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Affiant,” does herewith solemnly swear, declare, and state that:

A. Affiant can competently state the matters set forth herewith.

B. Affiant has personal knowledge of the facts stated herein.

C. All the facts stated herein are true, correct, complete, and certain, admissible as evidence, not misleading, the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, in accordance with Affiant’s best firsthand knowledge and understanding.

Plain Statement of Facts

D. “Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement,” hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” attached hereto,
made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, sent by United States Postal Service Registered Mail Article No.
[Registered Mail No.] on [Date sent] and received by JACK JONES on [Date received], notices JACK JONES that:

(1) JACK JONES does not have Affiant’s authorization to use Affiant’s private, common-law-copyrighted trade-
name/trademark, JOHN H. DOE©, nor Affiant’s common-law-copyrighted autograph, i.e. “John Henry Doe”;

(2) Any unauthorized use of Affiant’s common-law-copyrighted property, as described above in paragraph “D(1),” by
JACK JONES constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trademark copyright infringement, that
Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE©,
and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited;

(3) Any additional instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark, not
excluding “John Henry Doe,” by JACK JONES following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication
accelerates JACK JONES‘S acceptance of the obligation of the consensual contract by and between JACK JONES and
Affiant, initiated by JACK JONES, as well as the unconditional promise of payment in full thereof, as of the date and time
of the first instance of JACK JONES‘S additional unauthorized use following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by
Written Communication, in strict accordance with terms set forth in paragraphs “(1)” through “(9)” in “Self-executing
Security Agreement”-section of Notice by Written Communication, wherein JACK JONES is “User”; and

[Note: Depending on which opt-out procedure was used in the Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement,
there will be a particular paragraph “D(4).”  The difficult opt-out procedure will require use of the first sample

paragraph “D(4)” below; the simple opt-out procedure (includes Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement
contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package) will require use of the second paragraph “D(4)” below.]    

(4) JACK JONES can opt out and withdraw from JACK JONES‘S self-initiated consensual contract between JACK
JONES and Affiant as described above in paragraph “D(3),” and retain no obligation associated therewith, only by
JACK JONES‘S surrender, at the mailing location designated for Affiant in Notice by Written Communication no later
than 12:01 A.M. of the of the fifth (5th) day following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, of
any and all original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded media whatsoever, as well as any
and all copies of all such originals in any form of recorded media whatsoever, containing both the signature of JACK
JONES and any counterfeit version of either of: (a) Secured Party’s private, common-law-copyrighted trade-
name/trademark, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©; (b) Secured Party’s private, autograph-common-law-copyrighted property,
i.e. “John Henry Doe.”

(4) JACK JONES can opt out and withdraw from JACK JONES‘S self-initiated consensual contract between JACK
JONES and Affiant as described above in paragraph “D(3),” and retain no obligation associated therewith, only by
immediate cessation of any and all further unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property.

[NOTE: Depending on which opt-out procedure was used in the Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement,
there will be a particular text for paragraph “E.”  The difficult opt-out procedure will require use of the first sample

paragraph “E” below; the simple opt-out procedure, (includes Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement
contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package) will require use of the second sample paragraph “E” below.]
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E. Notice by Written Communication also notices JACK JONES in section entitled “Self-executing Security Agreement” that,
absent JACK JONES‘S surrender of all original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded media, as
well as all copies of any such original, containing both JACK JONES‘S signature and any version of any of Secured
Party’s common-law-copyrighted property, as cited above in paragraph “D(4),” JACK JONES accepts the obligation of
JACK JONES‘S self-initiated consensual contract between JACK JONES and Affiant at 12:01 A.M. of the fifth (5th) day
following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, said Notice by Written Communication is rendered
a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and Affiant is Secured Party,
and JACK JONES:

E. Notice by Written Communication also notices JACK JONES in section entitled “Self-executing Security Agreement” that
any additional instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by JACK JONES
following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, as cited above in paragraph “D(3),” accelerates
JACK JONES‘S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as JACK JONES‘S
unconditional promise of payment in full of said obligation, effective the date of said first instance of additional unauthorized
use following JACK JONES‘S receipt of Notice by Written Communication, said Notice by Written Communication is
rendered a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and Affiant is Secured
Party, and JACK JONES:

 (1) Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of JACK JONES’S property and rights in property in the sum certain
amount of $500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark JOHN
HENRY DOE©, as well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN
HENRY DOE©, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus costs, plus triple damages;

(2) Authenticates Security Agreement cited in paragraph “(2)” of Notice by Written Communication wherein JACK
JONES is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein JACK JONES pledges all of JACK JONES‘S
tangible and intangible property, and all of JACK JONES‘S interest in all such property, now owned and hereafter
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral to secure JACK JONES‘S
contractual obligation in favor of Affiant for JACK JONES‘S unauthorized use of Affiant’s common-law-copyrighted
property;

(3) Consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any
county recorder’s office, wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and Affiant is Secured Party;

(4) Consents and agrees that any UCC Financing Statement as described hereinabove in paragraph “E(3)” is a
continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any continuation statement
necessary to maintain Affiant’s perfected security interest in all of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property
pledged as collateral in Security Agreement cited hereinabove in paragraph “E(2),” until JACK JONES‘S contractual
obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied;

(5) Consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as described hereinabove in paragraph
“E(3),” as well as paragraph “E(4),” and the filing of Security Agreement, as cited above in paragraph “E(2),” in the
UCC filing office, as well as any county recorder’s office;

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described hereinabove in paragraph “E(4)” and “E(5)” are not, and
may not be considered, bogus, and that JACK JONES will not claim that any such filing is bogus;

(7) Waives all defenses;

(8) Appoints Affiant as Authorized Representative for JACK JONES, effective upon JACK JONES‘S default re JACK
JONES‘S contractual obligations in favor of Affiant as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,”
with full authorization and power granted Affiant to engage in any and all actions on behalf of JACK JONES,
including, but not limited to, authentication of a record on behalf of JACK JONES, as Affiant, in Affiant’s sole
discretion, deems appropriate, and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under
the name of JACK JONES, and likewise any deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security
Account Number of JACK JONES, notwithstanding the absence of JACK JONES’S name as account-holder on any
such deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security Account Number of JACK JONES,
grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions for said deposit-account bank and to direct the
disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account without further consent of
JACK JONES and without liability, and JACK JONES further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured
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Party as Authorized Representative for JACK JONES, effective upon JACK JONES’S default, is irrevocable and
coupled with a security interest; and

 (9) Consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms set forth in “Self-executing Security Agreement”-
section of Notice by Written Communication:

(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN H. DOE© as set forth above, JACK
JONES hereby consents and agrees that JACK JONES shall pay Affiant all unauthorized-use fees in full within
ten (10) days of date Affiant’s invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees, is sent.

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by JACK JONES within ten (10) days
of date Invoice is sent, JACK JONES shall be deemed in default and:

(i) All of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property pledged as collateral by JACK JONES, as cited above
in paragraph “E(2),” immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Affiant;

(ii) JACK JONES appoints Affiant as JACK JONES‘S Authorized Representative as cited above in paragraph
“E(8)”; and

(iii) JACK JONES consents and agrees that Affiant may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in
any manner that Affiant, in Affiant’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, sale at
auction, at any time following JACK JONES‘S default, and without further notice, any and all of JACK
JONES‘S former property and rights in property formerly pledged as collateral by JACK JONES, now
property of Affiant, in respect of said “Self-executing Security Agreement”-section of Notice by Written
Communication, that Affiant, again in Affiant’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.

(c) Terms for Curing Default: Upon event of default, cited above in paragraph “E(9)(b),” “Default Terms,” JACK
JONES can cure JACK JONES’S default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of JACK JONES’S former
property that is neither in the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only
within twenty (20) days of JACK JONES’S default and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain
amount owed by JACK JONES, as noticed JACK JONES in Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party’s
possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of JACK JONES’S former property pledged as collateral to secure
JACK JONES’S obligation.

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure: JACK JONES‘S non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice
within said twenty- (20) day period to cure default cited above in paragraph “E(9)(c),” “Terms for Curing Default,”
authorizes Affiant’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in
property formerly pledged as collateral by JACK JONES, now property of Affiant, which is not in the possession
of, nor otherwise disposed of by, Affiant upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day strict-foreclosure period.

[NOTE: Depending on which opt-out procedure was used in the Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement,
there will be a particular text for paragraph “F.”  The difficult opt-out procedure will require use of the first sample

paragraph “F” below; the simple opt-out procedure (includes Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement
contained within the 14-page Validation of Debt Package) will require use of the second sample paragraph “F” below.]

F. Effective 12:01 A.M. [the fifth day following JACK JONES’ receipt of Notice by Written Communication/Security

Agreement] JACK JONES accepts the obligation of the hereinabove-described private, consensual contract between
JACK JONES and Affiant, initiated by JACK JONES, and:

F. Effective [date of the first additional unauthorized use of Affiant’s copyrighted property following JACK JONES’S
receipt of Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement or 14-page Validation of Debt Package], JACK
JONES accepts the obligation of the hereinabove-described private, consensual contract between JACK JONES and
Affiant, initiated by JACK JONES, and:

(1) Affiant is granted a security interest in all of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property by JACK JONES as cited
above in paragraph “E(1)”;

(2) JACK JONES authenticates Security Agreement cited above in paragraph “E(2),” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor
and Affiant is Secured Party;

(3) JACK JONES consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well
as in any county recorder’s office, as cited above in paragraph “E(3),” wherein JACK JONES is Debtor and John
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Henry Doe© is Secured Party;

(4) JACK JONES consents and agrees that any UCC Financing Statement as cited above in paragraph “E(3)” is a
continuing financing statement, and further consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any continuation statement
necessary to maintain Affiant’s perfected security interest in all of JACK JONES‘S property and rights in property
pledged as collateral in Security Agreement as cited above in paragraph “E(2),” until JACK JONES‘S contractual
obligation theretofore incurred has been fully satisfied;

(5) JACK JONES consents and agrees with Affiant’s filing of any UCC Financing Statement, as cited hereinabove in
paragraph “E(3),” as well as paragraph “E(4),” and the filing of “Security Agreement,” as cited above in paragraph
“E(2),” in the UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder’s office ;

(6) JACK JONES consents and agrees that any and all such filings as cited above in paragraph “E(4)” and “E(5)” are
not, and may not be considered, bogus, and that JACK JONES will not claim that any such filing is bogus;

(7) JACK JONES waives all defenses;

(8) JACK JONES appoints Affiant Authorized Representative for JACK JONES, effective upon JACK JONES‘S default re
JACK JONES‘S contractual obligations in favor of Affiant as cited above in paragraphs “E(9)(a)” and “E(9)(b)”; and

(9) JACK JONES consents and agrees with “Payment Terms,” “Default Terms,” “Terms for Curing Default,” and “Terms
of Strict Foreclosure” as cited above in paragraphs “E(9)(a),” “E(9)(b),” “E(9)(c),” and “E(9)(d),” respectively.

G. Total debt now due and owing by JACK JONES in favor of Affiant is the sum certain amount of [Dollar-amount spelled

out in words] United States Dollars ($[Dollar-amount numerically]), which amount is certified in “Invoice – Verified
Statement of Account” dated [Date of Invoice], attached hereto, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference,
and, as of the date of this Affidavit of Debt, consists of the following:

(1) All unauthorized-use fees;

(2) All reasonable costs associated with enforcing the security interest and collecting the indebtedness; and

(3) Total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 3 (i.e. Damages in United States
Dollars X 3);

H. The debt described hereinabove in paragraph “G” is the result of a private, consensual transaction by and between JACK
JONES and Affiant, and is neither the result of a commercial transaction, nor a consumer-goods transaction.

Verification and Certification

I. The Undersigned Affiant, John Henry Doe©, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that Affiant executes this Affidavit
with sincere intent, that Affiant can competently state the matters set forth herein, that the contents are true, correct,
complete, and certain, not misleading, and the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth in accordance with Affiant’s
best firsthand knowledge and understanding.

Enclosures/Attachments:

Attachment A: Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, with attachments
Attachment B: Affidavit of Mailing re Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement
Attachment C: (USPS) PS Form 3811 re Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement
Attachment D: Invoice – Verified Statement of Account, with attachments
Attachment E: Affidavit of Mailing re Invoice – Verified Statement of Account
Attachment F: (USPS) PS Form 3811 re Invoice – Verified Statement of Account

Date: The [Sequential] Day of the [Sequential] Month in the Year of Our Lord Two Thousand [Year]

Signed:

Autograph Common Law Copyright© 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789.  All Rights Reserved.  No part of this Common Law
Copyright made be reproduced in any manner without prior, express, written permission from John Henry Doe© as signified by John Henry
Doe©’s signature in red ink.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those associated with JOHN
HENRY DOE©, as cited above in this “Affidavit of Debt” in paragraph “E(1).”



B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO:   (Name and Address)

FILING OFFICE COPY — NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (FORM UCC1) (REV. 07/29/98) 

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT
FOLLOW  INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional]

1. DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME - insert only one debtor name (1a or 1b) - do not abbreviate or combine names

4. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers the following collateral:

COUNTRY

5. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNATION [if applicable]: NON-UCC FILINGAG. LIENSELLER/BUYERBAILEE/BAILORCONSIGNEE/CONSIGNORLESSEE/LESSOR
This FINANCING STATEMENT is to be filed [for record] (or recorded) in the REAL
ESTATE RECORDS.      Attach Addendum

6.
All Debtors Debtor 1 Debtor 2

Check to REQUEST SEARCH REPORT(S) on Debtor(s)
[ADDITIONAL FEE]

7.
[if applicable] [optional]

OR

SUFFIX

POSTAL CODECITY

FIRST NAME

2c. MAILING ADDRESS

OR

OR

2d. TAX ID #:    SSN OR EIN ADD'L INFO RE
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR

2e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 2f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME

POSTAL CODE3c. MAILING ADDRESS

1a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

2b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

CITY

MIDDLE NAME

STATE

2g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

MIDDLE NAME

STATE

SUFFIX

COUNTRY

1d. TAX ID #:    SSN OR EIN

2. ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME - insert only one debtor name (2a or 2b) - do not abbreviate or combine names

POSTAL CODECITY1c. MAILING ADDRESS

ADD'L INFO RE
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR

1e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 1f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

NONE

1b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME

STATE

1g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

SUFFIX

COUNTRY

NONE

3a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

3. SECURED PARTY'S NAME (or NAME of TOTAL ASSIGNEE of ASSIGNOR S/P) - insert only one secured party name (3a or 3b)

8. OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA

JONES JACK

5143 Tunnel Vision Drive Columbus OH      43222

666-86-0000

Doe John Henry

Post Office Box 9999 Los Angeles CA 90010

All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's rights in said assets, land, and
personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and
wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. JHD-032802-JJ dated March 28, 2002. 
Notarized Affidavit of Debt No. JHD-053102-JJ, dated May 31, 2002, with the following attachments:
Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement No. JHD-032802-JJ, dated March 28, 2002
and related notarized Affidavit of Mailing and PS Form 3811; and Invoice - Verified Statement of
Account, and related notarized Affidavit of Mailing, PS Form 3811, and other attachments.  Inquiring
parties may consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the  financial relationship and
contractual obligations associated with this commercial transaction, identified in Security Agreement
No. JHD-031402-JJ, dated March 14, 2002.  Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with
UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401.


    John Henry Doe
    Post Office Box 9999
    Los Angeles, CA 90010




15. Name and address of a RECORD OWNER of above-described real estate
(if Debtor does not have a record interest):

17. Check only if applicable and check only one box.

Debtor is a Trust   or Trustee acting with respect to property held in trust   or Decedent's Estate

18. Check only if applicable and check only one box.

FILING OFFICE COPY — NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM (FORM UCC1Ad) (REV. 07/29/98) 

Debtor is a TRANSMITTING UTILITY

Filed in connection with a Manufactured-Home Transaction — effective 30 years

Filed in connection with a Public-Finance Transaction — effective 30 years

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

FIRST NAME

CITY STATE

11e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

COUNTRY

11. ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME - insert only one name (11a or 11b) - do not abbreviate or combine names

11c. MAILING ADDRESS

OR

11a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

11b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

11d. TAX ID #:    SSN OR EIN 11f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

MIDDLE NAME

POSTAL CODE

SUFFIX

ADD'L INFO RE
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR NONE

12.        ADDITIONAL SECURED PARTY'S   or        ASSIGNOR S/P'S   NAME - insert only one name (12a or 12b)

OR

14. Description of real estate:

fixture filing.

12c. MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE

SUFFIXMIDDLE NAMEFIRST NAME12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

collateral, or is filed as a

13. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers timber to be cut or as-extracted 16. Additional collateral description:

11g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

POSTAL CODE COUNTRY

OR

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT ADDENDUM
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

9. NAME OF FIRST DEBTOR (1a or 1b) ON RELATED FINANCING STATEMENT
9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

10. MISCELLANEOUS:

MIDDLE NAME,SUFFIXFIRST NAME

JONES JACK

✘



1b. This FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT is
to be filed [for record] (or recorded) in the
REAL ESTATE RECORDS.

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

CHANGE name and/or address:  Give current record name in item 6a or 6b; also give new
name (if name change) in item 7a or 7b and/or new address (if address change) in item 7c.

Describe collateral deleted  or added,  or  give entire restated collateral description, or  describe collateral assigned.

Also check one of the following three boxes and provide appropriate information in items 6 and/or 7.

FIRST NAME SUFFIXMIDDLE NAME

FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX

COUNTRYPOSTAL CODESTATECITY7c. MAILING ADDRESS

7d.  TAX ID #:    SSN OR EIN ADD'L INFO RE
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR

7e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 7f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION 7g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

NONE

OR

OR

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO:  (Name and Address)

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional]

1a. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE #

5. AMENDMENT (PARTY INFORMATION):  This Amendment affects        Debtor   or        Secured Party of record.  Check only one of these two boxes.

ASSIGNMENT (full or partial):  Give name of assignee in item 7a or 7b and address of assignee in item 7c; and also give name of assignor in item 9.

TERMINATION:  Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above is terminated with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Termination Statement.

CONTINUATION:  Effectiveness of the Financing Statement identified above with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Continuation Statement is
continued for the additional period provided by applicable law.

2.

3.

4.

7a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

7b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

6b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

6a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

ADD name:  Complete item 7a or 7b, and also
item 7c; also complete items 7d-7g (if applicable).

6. CURRENT RECORD INFORMATION:

7. CHANGED (NEW) OR ADDED INFORMATION:

8. AMENDMENT (COLLATERAL CHANGE): check only one box.

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

DELETE name:  Give record name
to be deleted in item 6a or 6b.

FILING OFFICE COPY — NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (FORM UCC3) (REV. 07/29/98)WASHINGTON FILLABLE (REV. 09/13/2001)

OR

OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA

FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

10.

9. NAME  OF SECURED PARTY OF RECORD AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (name of assignor, if this is an Assignment).  If this is an Amendment authorized by a Debtor which

adds collateral or adds the authorizing Debtor,  or if this is a Termination authorized by a Debtor, check here        and enter name of DEBTOR authorizing this Amendment.

✘
All of debtor's assets, land, and personal property, and all of debtor's interest in said assets, land,
and personal property, now owned and hereafter acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and
wherever located, described fully in Security Agreement No. JHD-031402-JJ dated March 14, 2002. 
Notarized Affidavit of Debt No. JHD-053102-JJ, dated May 31, 2002, with the following attachments:
Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement No. LCW-032802-JJ, dated March 28, 2002
and related notarized Affidavit of Mailing and PS Form 3811; and Invoice - Verified Statement of
Account, and related notarized Affidavit of Mailing, PS Form 3811, and other attachments.  Inquiring
parties may consult directly with debtor for ascertaining, in detail, the financial relationship and
contractual obligations associated with this commercial transaction, identified in Security Agreement

JACKSON LEE F.

Lynn Chester Waits 
General Post Office
Fort Worth, Texas

   



THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

FILING OFFICE COPY — NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM (FORM UCC3Ad) (REV. 07/29/98)WASHINGTON FILLABLE (REV. 09/13/2001)

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT ADDENDUM
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

MIDDLE NAME,SUFFIXFIRST NAME

12a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

12b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

12. NAME OF PARTY AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (same as item 9 on Amendment form)

OR

11. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE # (same as item 1a on Amendment form)

13. Use this space for additional information

financial relationship and contractual obligations associated with this commercial
transaction, identified in Security Agreement No.LCW-032802-LJ, dated March 28,
2002.  Secured Party accepts Debtor's signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39),
3-401.

JACKSON LEE F. 
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Non-Negotiable                     U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No. RR111222333US 

March 14, 2002                                  John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P.         
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY AGREEMENT 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” is sent for the 
purpose of clearing up a misunderstanding on the part of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party.”  Considering the 
seriousness of this matter Secured Party has determined that it is vital that all communication by and between Secured Party 
and LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL be in written form so that a proper record is maintained for Secured Party’s remedy should 
such need ever arise.  In event LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL determines that legal advice is necessary, LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL may hire a professional qualified to provide such advice.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL may correspond with 
Secured Party only by designating addressee on any envelope, package, and the like, intended for Secured Party as “Secured 
Party.”  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S use of any other addressee designation on any correspondence intended for Secured 
Party is not authorized and accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-below-
described consensual contract effective the date any such unauthorized correspondence is sent Secured Party by 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and in accordance with other terms set forth herein below under “Acceleration of Acceptance of 
Obligation of Consensual Contract.”  

It is Secured Party’s understanding that LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL does not hold a perfected security interest in any property 
of JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent 
of referencing JOHN HENRY DOE©, e.g. JOHN H. DOE©, and likewise in any secured collateral of Secured Party.  In event 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL claims a perfected security interest in any property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, i.e. in any secured 
collateral of Secured Party, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL must provide Secured Party with proof of superiority of any such 
perfected security interest of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S over that of Secured Party’s within seventy-two (72) hours of 
midnight the day following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication. 

Secured Party is not now, nor has Secured Party ever been a surety, nor an accommodation party, for JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
nor for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor for any other juristic person, and is so 
indemnified and held harmless by JOHN HENRY DOE© in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA 
dated the Fourth Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three against any and 
all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, 
fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as 
might become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN 
HENRY DOE© for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. 

Unauthorized Use Strictly Prohibited 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©—as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding “John Henry Doe”—Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  Said trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be displayed, nor 
used, nor reproduced in whole, nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink.   

This Notice by Written Communication provides LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with notice that “JOHN H. DOE” is a common-law 
trade-name/trade-mark and common-law copyright of John Henry Doe©, i.e. Secured Party, that any unauthorized use of 
JOHN H. DOE© by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trade-mark copyright 
infringement, that Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. 
DOE©, and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.      
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Acceleration of Acceptance of Obligation of Consensual Contract 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, including, but not limited to, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P., consents and agrees by this Notice by Written Communication that said juristic person shall 
neither display, nor reproduce, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY 
DOE©, nor the common-law copyright associated therewith, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured 
Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink, and that any such additional instance of unauthorized 
use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the 
obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as the unconditional promise of payment in full of said obligation, 
effective the date of the first instance of additional unauthorized use following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice 
by Written Communication, in strict accordance with terms set forth below in paragraphs “(1)” through “(9)” under “Self-executing 
Security Agreement,” wherein LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL is “User.” 

Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract 

JACK JONES‘S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured Party’s common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright 
consensually contractually binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S initial 
unauthorized use of Secured Party’s private property, in respect of fair compensation due Secured Party for use of Secured 
Party’s private property.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and withdraw from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S consensual 
contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith only by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S delivery, at the 
hereinabove designated mailing location for Secured Party no later than 12:01 A.M. of the of the fifth (5th) day following 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, of any and all original instruments, documents, 
and records in any form of recorded media whatsoever in LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL’S signature, as well as any and all copies of all such originals in any form of recorded media whatsoever in 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S signature, containing any counterfeit version 
of either of: (1) Secured Party’s private, common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©; (2) 
Secured Party’s private, autograph-common-law-copyrighted property, i.e. John Henry Doe©. 

Self-Executing Security Agreement 

Absent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S surrender of all original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded 
media whatsoever, as well as all copies of any such original in any form of recorded media whatsoever, in LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S signature, containing any version of any of Secured Party’s 
common-law-copyrighted property, as set forth above under “Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract,” LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL, hereinafter ‘User’ only in this ‘Self-executing Security Agreement’-section, accepts the obligation of this 
consensual contract at 12:01 A.M. of the of the fifth (5th) day following User’s receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, 
this Notice by Written Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” 
wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:  

(1)  Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property in the sum certain amount of 
$500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, as 
well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, not 
excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus all reasonable costs associated with enforcing said security rights and collecting the 
indebtedness, plus triple damages, i.e. plus total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 
3 (i.e. Damages in United States Dollars X 3); 

(2)  Authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User 
pledges all of User’s property, i.e. all:  motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer 
goods; firearms; farm products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of 
credit; letter-of-credit rights; chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; 
uncertificated securities; promissory notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; 
deposit accounts; accounts; documents; livestock; real estate and real property—including all buildings, structures, 
fixtures, and appurtenances situated thereon, as well as affixed thereto—fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; 
and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of 
these substances, both at wellhead and minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and 
substitutions for, any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of 
the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and 
contract rights, and all other rights, arising out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described 
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hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the 
sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and 
data involving any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, 
microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, and the like, together with all of User’s right, title, and interest in all computer 
software and hardware required for utilizing, creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any 
electronic media, and all of User’s rights in all such foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral to secure User’s contractual obligation in 
favor of Secured Party for User’s unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property;  

(3) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 
county recorder’s office, wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party;  

(4) Consents and agrees that said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph “(3)” is a continuing financing 
statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary to 
maintain Secured Party’s perfected security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral in 
Security Agreement described above in paragraph “(2),” until User’s contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been 
fully satisfied;  

(5) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any and all UCC Financing Statements, as described hereinabove in 
paragraphs “(3)” and “(4),” and the filing of any Security Agreement, as described hereinabove in paragraph “(2),” in the 
UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder’s office;  

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs “(4)” and “(5)” above are not, and may not be 
considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is bogus;  

(7) Waives all defenses;  

(8) Appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default re User’s contractual 
obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting Secured 
Party full authority and power to engage in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited to, authentica-
tion of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, and, as 
regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and likewise any deposit 
account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security Account Number of User, notwithstanding the absence of 
User’s name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security 
Account Number of User, grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions for said deposit-account 
bank and direct the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account without 
further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured Party 
as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is irrevocable and coupled with a security interest;  

(9) Consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms of this Self-executing Security Agreement: 

(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN HENRY DOE© as set forth above, User 
hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of 
date Secured Party’s invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees, is sent User.   

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date 
Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and:  

(i) All of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth in above in paragraph “(2),” 
immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party;  

(ii) Secured Party is appointed User’s Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph “(8)”; and  

(iii) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, 
sale at auction, at any time following User’s default, and without further notice, any and all of User’s former 
property and rights in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, as described above in paragraph “(2),” 
now property of Secured Party, in respect of this “Self-executing Security Agreement,” that Secured Party, again 
in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.   

(c) Terms for Curing Default:  Upon event of default, as set forth above under “Default Terms,” User can cure User’s 
default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of User’s former property and rights in property that is neither in 
the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only within twenty (20) days of User’s 
default and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in 
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Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party’s possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User’s former 
property and rights in property pledged as collateral to secure User’s obligation.   

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure:  User’s non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said 
twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under “Terms for Curing Default” authorizes Secured 
Party’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in property formerly 
pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. 

Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and security agreement filed with the UCC filing 
office.  Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Words Defined – Glossary of Terms 

As used in this Notice by Written Communication, the following words and terms are as defined in this section, non obstante: 

All.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “all” means everything one has: the whole number; totality, including 
both all and sundry; everyone; without restriction. 

Appellation.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “appellation” means: A general term that introduces and 
specifies a particular term which may be used to address, greet, call out for, and make appeals of a particular living, breathing, 
flesh-and-blood man. 

Authorized Representative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Authorized Representative” means the 
Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, authorized by Debtor, upon Debtor’s default, to sign Debtor’s signature, without liability and 
without recourse. 

Collateral.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Collateral” means any and all property of Debtor identified 
above in paragraph “(2).” 

Debtor.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Debtor” means LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, effective upon 
execution of Security Agreement as set forth above under “Self-executing Security Agreement.” 

Default.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “default” means Debtor’s non-performance of a duty arising under 
this Notice by Written Communication as set forth above under paragraph “(9)(b),” “Default Terms.” 

Derivative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “derivative” means coming from another; taken from something 
preceding; secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more 
primal and fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 

Ens legis. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “ens legis” means a creature of the law; an artificial entity, as 
contrasted with a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely 
from the law. 

Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement” means the written, express, Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA dated the Fourth 
Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three, between John Henry Doe© and 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. 

JOHN H. DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN H. DOE” means JOHN H. DOE©, a derivative of 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved.  

JOHN HENRY DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN HENRY DOE” means JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except “John Henry Doe,” Common Law Copyright © 1973 
by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved. 

John Henry Doe. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “John Henry Doe” means the sentient, living being known 
by the distinctive appellation “John Henry Doe.”  All rights reserved re use of John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Juristic person.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “juristic person” means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, 
such as a corporation, created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human 
being; an imaginary entity, such as LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is treated as a human 
being for the purpose of conducting commercial activity for the benefit of a sentient, living being, such as John Henry Doe©. 
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“From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept – by 
recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings.  The theories by which this mode of legal operation 
has developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject matter of a very sizable library.  The historic 
roots of a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their share in the law’s response 
to the ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar device of the corporation. ------ 
Attribution of legal rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is necessarily a metaphorical process.  And 
none the worse for it.  No doubt, ‘Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched.’”  Cardozo, J., in Berkey v. Third 
Avenue R. Co., 244 N.Y. 84, 94.  “But all instruments of thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused 
and fail in their service to reason.” See U.S. v. SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 
1948 U.S.”   

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term ”LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL” means 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, a juristic person. 

Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “living, breathing, flesh-and-
blood man” means the Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal 
construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic person, created by construct of law. 

“There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature.  He is not bound by any institutions 
formed by his fellowmen without his consent.”  CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 (1796) 2 S.E. 70. 

Non obstante.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “non obstante” means: Words anciently used in public and 
private instruments with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 

Secured Party.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Secured Party” means John Henry Doe©, a living, sentient 
being as distinguished from a juristic person created by construct of law. 

Security Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Security Agreement” means the self-executing Security 
Agreement as described above under “Self-executing Security Agreement,” together with any and all attachments, exhibits, 
documents, endorsements, and schedules attached thereto. 

Sentient, living being.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “sentient, living being” means the Secured Party, i.e. 
John Henry Doe©, a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct, such as an 
artificial entity, juristic person, corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 

Additional Provisions 

Any unenforceable provision of this Notice by Written Communication is severed from this Notice by Written Communication, 
but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect and this Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified 
in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication effective and in full force and effect.  In all cases Secured 
Party continues without liability and is held harmless.   

Any prior communication, written document, and the like by and between Respondent and Secured Party containing any 
mistake of Secured Party is invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by Respondent against 
Secured Party in this matter.    

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees that this Notice by Written Communication is a private, consensual contract 
and may not be impaired by any third party. 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees in full with all terms, conditions, and provisions as stated above. 

With the intent of entering this consensual contract both LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL as Debtor and John Henry Doe© as 
Secured Party do herewith execute this Security Agreement.  

Debtor: LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL    
Debtor’s Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor’s signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401.  
 
Secured Party: John Henry Doe© 
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_______________________________________________ 
Secured Party’s Signature 

Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789.  All Rights Reserved.  No part of this common-law 
copyright may be reproduced in any manner without the prior, express written permission of John Henry Doe© as signified by the hand-
signed, red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those 
associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, as set forth above in Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement.   

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is non-negotiable, is sent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL by United States Postal 
Service Registered Mail, and constitutes notice of John Henry Doe©’s perfected security interest in all property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
secured collateral of John Henry Doe©.   

Enclosures: Copy of written communication from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL dated March 11, 2002; published Copyright Notice; filed UCC 
Financing Statement; Private Agreement; Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement; Security Agreement 
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Non-Negotiable                     U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No. RR111222333US 

March 14, 2002                                  John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P.         
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY AGREEMENT 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” is sent for the 
purpose of clearing up a misunderstanding on the part of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party.”  Considering the 
seriousness of this matter Secured Party has determined that it is vital that all communication by and between Secured Party 
and LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL be in written form so that a proper record is maintained for Secured Party’s remedy should 
such need ever arise.  In event LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL determines that legal advice is necessary, LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL may hire a professional qualified to provide such advice.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL may correspond with 
Secured Party only by designating addressee on any envelope, package, and the like, intended for Secured Party as “Secured 
Party.”  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S use of any other addressee designation on any correspondence intended for Secured 
Party is not authorized and accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-below-
described consensual contract effective the date any such unauthorized correspondence is sent Secured Party by 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and in accordance with other terms set forth herein below under “Acceleration of Acceptance of 
Obligation of Consensual Contract.”  

It is Secured Party’s understanding that LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL does not hold a perfected security interest in any property 
of JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent 
of referencing JOHN HENRY DOE©, e.g. JOHN H. DOE©, and likewise in any secured collateral of Secured Party.  In event 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL claims a perfected security interest in any property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, i.e. in any secured 
collateral of Secured Party, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL must provide Secured Party with proof of superiority of any such 
perfected security interest of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S over that of Secured Party’s within seventy-two (72) hours of 
midnight the day following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication. 

Secured Party is not now, nor has Secured Party ever been a surety, nor an accommodation party, for JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
nor for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor for any other juristic person, and is so 
indemnified and held harmless by JOHN HENRY DOE© in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA 
dated the Fourth Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three against any and 
all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, 
fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as 
might become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN 
HENRY DOE© for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. 

Unauthorized Use Strictly Prohibited 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©—as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding “John Henry Doe”—Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  Said trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be displayed, nor 
used, nor reproduced in whole, nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink.   

This Notice by Written Communication provides LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with notice that “JOHN H. DOE” is a common-law 
trade-name/trade-mark and common-law copyright of John Henry Doe©, i.e. Secured Party, that any unauthorized use of 
JOHN H. DOE© by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trade-mark copyright 
infringement, that Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. 
DOE©, and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.      
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Acceleration of Acceptance of Obligation of Consensual Contract 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, including, but not limited to, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P., consents and agrees by this Notice by Written Communication that said juristic person shall 
neither display, nor reproduce, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY 
DOE©, nor the common-law copyright associated therewith, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured 
Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink, and that any such additional instance of unauthorized 
use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the 
obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as the unconditional promise of payment in full of said obligation, 
effective the date of the first instance of additional unauthorized use following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice 
by Written Communication, in strict accordance with terms set forth below in paragraphs “(1)” through “(9)” under “Self-executing 
Security Agreement,” wherein LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL is “User.” 

Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract 

JACK JONES‘S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured Party’s common-law trade-name/trademark and copyright 
consensually contractually binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S initial 
unauthorized use of Secured Party’s private property, in respect of fair compensation due Secured Party for use of Secured 
Party’s private property.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and withdraw from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S consensual 
contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith only by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S delivery, at the 
hereinabove designated mailing location for Secured Party no later than 12:00 Midnight of the seventh (7th) day following 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, of any and all original instruments, documents, 
and records in any form of recorded media whatsoever in LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL’S signature, as well as any and all copies of all such originals in any form of recorded media whatsoever in 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S signature, containing any counterfeit version 
of either of: (1) Secured Party’s private, common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trademark, i.e. JOHN HENRY DOE©; (2) 
Secured Party’s private, autograph-common-law-copyrighted property, i.e. John Henry Doe©. 

Self-Executing Security Agreement 

Absent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S surrender of all original instruments, documents, and records in any form of recorded 
media whatsoever, as well as all copies of any such original in any form of recorded media whatsoever, in LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL’S possession/containing LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL’S signature, containing any version of any of Secured Party’s 
common-law-copyrighted property, as set forth above under “Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract,” LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL, hereinafter ‘User’ only in this ‘Self-executing Security Agreement’-section, accepts the obligation of this 
consensual contract at 12:01 A.M. of the eighth (8th) day following User’s receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, this 
Notice by Written Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” wherein 
User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:  

(1)  Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property in the sum certain amount of 
$500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, as 
well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, not 
excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus all reasonable costs associated with enforcing said security rights and collecting the 
indebtedness, plus triple damages, i.e. plus total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 
3 (i.e. Damages in United States Dollars X 3); 

(2)  Authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User 
pledges all of User’s property, i.e. all:  motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer 
goods; firearms; farm products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of 
credit; letter-of-credit rights; chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; 
uncertificated securities; promissory notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; 
deposit accounts; accounts; documents; livestock; real estate and real property—including all buildings, structures, 
fixtures, and appurtenances situated thereon, as well as affixed thereto—fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; 
and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of 
these substances, both at wellhead and minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and 
substitutions for, any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of 
the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and 
contract rights, and all other rights, arising out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described 
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hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the 
sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and 
data involving any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, 
microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, and the like, together with all of User’s right, title, and interest in all computer 
software and hardware required for utilizing, creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any 
electronic media, and all of User’s rights in all such foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral to secure User’s contractual obligation in 
favor of Secured Party for User’s unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property;  

(3) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 
county recorder’s office, wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party;  

(4) Consents and agrees that said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph “(3)” is a continuing financing 
statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary to 
maintain Secured Party’s perfected security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral in 
Security Agreement described above in paragraph “(2),” until User’s contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been 
fully satisfied;  

(5) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any and all UCC Financing Statements, as described hereinabove in 
paragraphs “(3)” and “(4),” and the filing of any Security Agreement, as described hereinabove in paragraph “(2),” in the 
UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder’s office;  

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs “(4)” and “(5)” above are not, and may not be 
considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is bogus;  

(7) Waives all defenses;  

(8) Waives rights of presentment, notice of dishonor, and notice of protest; 

(9) Appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default re User’s contractual 
obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting Secured 
Party full authority and power to engage in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited to, 
authentication of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, 
and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and likewise any 
deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of User, notwithstanding the 
absence of User’s name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer 
Identification Number of User, grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions for said deposit-
account bank and direct the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account 
without further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this appointment of 
Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is irrevocable and coupled with a 
security interest;  

(10) Consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms of this Self-executing Security Agreement: 

(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN HENRY DOE© as set forth above, User 
hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of 
date Secured Party’s invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees, is sent User.   

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date 
Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and:  

(i) All of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth in above in paragraph “(2),” 
immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party;  

(ii) Secured Party is appointed User’s Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph “(9)”; and  

(iii) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, 
sale at auction, at any time following User’s default, and without further notice, any and all of User’s former 
property and rights in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, as described above in paragraph “(2),” 
now property of Secured Party, in respect of this “Self-executing Security Agreement,” that Secured Party, again 
in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.   

(c) Terms for Curing Default:  Upon event of default, as set forth above under “Default Terms,” User can cure User’s 
default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of User’s former property and rights in property that is neither in 
the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only within twenty (20) days of User’s 
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default and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in 
Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party’s possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User’s former 
property and rights in property pledged as collateral to secure User’s obligation.   

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure:  User’s non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said 
twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under “Terms for Curing Default” authorizes Secured 
Party’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in property formerly 
pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. 

Ownership subject to copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and UCC Financing Statement 
filed with the UCC filing office.  Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry 
Doe©. 

Words Defined – Glossary of Terms 

As used in this Notice by Written Communication, the following words and terms are as defined in this section, non obstante: 

All.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “all” means everything one has: the whole number; totality, including 
both all and sundry; everyone; without restriction. 

Appellation.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “appellation” means: A general term that introduces and 
specifies a particular term which may be used to address, greet, call out for, and make appeals of a particular living, breathing, 
flesh-and-blood man. 

Authorized Representative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Authorized Representative” means the 
Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, authorized by Debtor, upon Debtor’s default, to sign Debtor’s signature, without liability and 
without recourse. 

Collateral.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Collateral” means any and all property of Debtor identified 
above in paragraph “(2).” 

Debtor.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Debtor” means LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, effective upon 
execution of Security Agreement as set forth above under “Self-executing Security Agreement.” 

Default.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “default” means Debtor’s non-performance of a duty arising under 
this Notice by Written Communication as set forth above under paragraph “(9)(b),” “Default Terms.” 

Derivative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “derivative” means coming from another; taken from something 
preceding; secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more 
primal and fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 

Ens legis. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “ens legis” means a creature of the law; an artificial entity, as 
contrasted with a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely 
from the law. 

Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement” means the written, express, Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA dated the Fourth 
Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three, between John Henry Doe© and 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. 

JOHN H. DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN H. DOE” means JOHN H. DOE©, a derivative of 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved.  

JOHN HENRY DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN HENRY DOE” means JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except “John Henry Doe,” Common Law Copyright © 1973 
by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved. 

John Henry Doe. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “John Henry Doe” means the sentient, living being known 
by the distinctive appellation, “John Henry Doe.”  All rights reserved re use of John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Juristic person.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “juristic person” means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, 
such as a corporation, created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human 
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being; an imaginary entity, such as LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is treated as a human 
being for the purpose of conducting commercial activity for the benefit of a sentient, living being, such as John Henry Doe©. 

“From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate 
concept – by recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings.  The theories by which 
this mode of legal operation has developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject 
matter of a very sizable library.  The historic roots of a particular society, economic pressures, 
philosophic notions, all have had their share in the law’s response to the ways of men in carrying on 
their affairs through what is now the familiar device of the corporation. ------ Attribution of legal rights 
and duties to a juristic person other than man is necessarily a metaphorical process.  And none the 
worse for it.  No doubt, ‘Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched.’”  Cardozo, J., in Berkey v. 
Third Avenue R. Co., 244 N.Y. 84, 94.  “But all instruments of thought should be narrowly watched 
lest they be abused and fail in their service to reason.” See U.S. v. SCOPHONY CORP. OF 
AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S.”   

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term ”LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL” means 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, a juristic person. 

Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “living, breathing, flesh-and-
blood man” means the Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal 
construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic person, created by construct of law. 

“There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature.  He is not bound by 
any institutions formed by his fellowmen without his consent.”  CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 
(1796) 2 S.E. 70. 

Non obstante.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “non obstante” means: Words anciently used in public and 
private instruments with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 

Secured Party.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Secured Party” means John Henry Doe©, a living, sentient 
being as distinguished from a juristic person created by construct of law. 

Security Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Security Agreement” means the self-executing Security 
Agreement as described above under “Self-executing Security Agreement,” together with any and all attachments, exhibits, 
documents, endorsements, and schedules attached thereto. 

Sentient, living being.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “sentient, living being” means the Secured Party, i.e. 
John Henry Doe©, a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct, such as an 
artificial entity, juristic person, corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 

Additional Provisions 

Any unenforceable provision of this Notice by Written Communication is severed from this Notice by Written Communication, 
but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect and this Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified 
in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication effective and in full force and effect.  In all cases Secured 
Party continues without liability and is held harmless.   

Any prior communication, written document, and the like by and between Respondent and Secured Party containing any 
mistake of Secured Party is invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by Respondent against 
Secured Party in this matter.    

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees that this Notice by Written Communication is a private, consensual contract 
and may not be impaired by any third party. 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees in full with all terms, conditions, and provisions as stated above. 

With the intent of entering this consensual contract both LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL as Debtor and John Henry Doe© as 
Secured Party do herewith execute this Security Agreement.  

Debtor: LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL    
Debtor’s Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor’s signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401.  
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Secured Party: John Henry Doe© 

_______________________________________________ 
Secured Party’s Signature 

Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789.  All Rights Reserved.  No part of this common-law 
copyright may be reproduced in any manner without the prior, express written permission of John Henry Doe© as signified by the hand-
signed, red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those 
associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, as set forth above in Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement.   

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is non-negotiable, is sent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL by United States Postal 
Service Registered Mail, and constitutes notice of John Henry Doe©’s perfected security interest in all property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
secured collateral of John Henry Doe©.   

Enclosures: Copy of written communication from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL dated March 11, 2002; published Copyright Notice; filed UCC 
Financing Statement; Private Agreement; Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement; Security Agreement 
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Non-Negotiable                     U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No. RR111222333US 

March 14, 2002                                  John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P.         
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY AGREEMENT 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” is sent for the 
purpose of clearing up a misunderstanding on the part of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party.”  Considering the 
seriousness of this matter Secured Party has determined that it is vital that all communication by and between Secured Party 
and LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL be in written form so that a proper record is maintained for Secured Party’s remedy should 
such need ever arise.  In event LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL determines that legal advice is necessary, LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL may hire a professional qualified to provide such advice.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL may correspond with 
Secured Party only by designating addressee on any envelope, package, and the like, intended for Secured Party as “Secured 
Party.”  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S use of any other addressee designation on any correspondence intended for Secured 
Party is not authorized and accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-below-
described consensual contract effective the date any such unauthorized correspondence is sent Secured Party by 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and in accordance with other terms set forth herein below under “Acceleration of Acceptance of 
Obligation of Consensual Contract.”  

It is Secured Party’s understanding that LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL does not hold a perfected security interest in any property 
of JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent 
of referencing JOHN HENRY DOE©, e.g. JOHN H. DOE©, and likewise in any secured collateral of Secured Party.  In event 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL claims a perfected security interest in any property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, i.e. in any secured 
collateral of Secured Party, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL must provide Secured Party with proof of superiority of any such 
perfected security interest of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S over that of Secured Party’s within seventy-two (72) hours of 
midnight the day following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication. 

Secured Party is not now, nor has Secured Party ever been a surety, nor an accommodation party, for JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
nor for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor for any other juristic person, and is so 
indemnified and held harmless by JOHN HENRY DOE© in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA 
dated the Fourth Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three against any and 
all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, 
fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as 
might become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN 
HENRY DOE© for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. 

Unauthorized Use Strictly Prohibited 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©—as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding “John Henry Doe”—Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  Said trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be displayed, nor 
used, nor reproduced in whole, nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink.   

This Notice by Written Communication provides LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with notice that “JOHN H. DOE” is a common-law 
trade-name/trade-mark and common-law copyright of John Henry Doe©, i.e. Secured Party, that any unauthorized use of 
JOHN H. DOE© by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trade-mark copyright 
infringement, that Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. 
DOE©, and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.      
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Acceleration of Acceptance of Obligation of Consensual Contract 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, including, but not limited to, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P., consents and agrees by this Notice by Written Communication that said juristic person shall 
neither display, nor reproduce, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY 
DOE©, nor the common-law copyright associated therewith, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured 
Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink, and that any such additional instance of unauthorized 
use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the 
obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as the unconditional promise of payment in full of said obligation, 
effective the date of the first instance of additional unauthorized use following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice 
by Written Communication, in strict accordance with terms set forth below in paragraphs “(1)” through “(9)” under “Self-executing 
Security Agreement,” wherein LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL is “User.” 

Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured Party’s common-law trade-name/trade-mark and 
copyright, consensually contractually binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S 
initial unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law trade-name/trade-mark and copyright, in respect of fair compensation due 
Secured Party for use of Secured Party’s private property.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and withdraw from LAWRENCE 
D. MITCHELL‘S consensual contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith only by immediate cessation 
of any and all further unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property. 

Self-Executing Security Agreement 

By the act of any single instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, 
hereinafter “User” only in this “Self-executing Security Agreement” section, accepts the obligation of this consensual contract, 
this Notice by Written Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” 
wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:  

(1)  Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property in the sum certain amount of 
$500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, as 
well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, not 
excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus all reasonable costs associated with enforcing said security rights and collecting the 
indebtedness, plus triple damages, i.e. plus total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 
3 (i.e. Damages in United States Dollars X 3); 

(2)  Authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User 
pledges all of User’s property, i.e. all:  motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer 
goods; firearms; farm products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of 
credit; letter-of-credit rights; chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; 
uncertificated securities; promissory notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; 
deposit accounts; accounts; documents; livestock; real estate and real property—including all buildings, structures, 
fixtures, and appurtenances situated thereon, as well as affixed thereto—fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; 
and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of 
these substances, both at wellhead and minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and 
substitutions for, any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of 
the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and 
contract rights, and all other rights, arising out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the 
sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and 
data involving any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, 
microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, and the like, together with all of User’s right, title, and interest in all computer 
software and hardware required for utilizing, creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any 
electronic media, and all of User’s rights in all such foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral to secure User’s contractual obligation in 
favor of Secured Party for User’s unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property;  
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(3) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 
county recorder’s office, wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party;  

(4) Consents and agrees that said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph “(3)” is a continuing financing 
statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary to 
maintain Secured Party’s perfected security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral in 
Security Agreement described above in paragraph “(2),” until User’s contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been 
fully satisfied;  

(5) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any and all UCC Financing Statements, as described hereinabove in 
paragraphs “(3)” and “(4),” and the filing of any Security Agreement, as described hereinabove in paragraph “(2),” in the 
UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder’s office;  

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs “(4)” and “(5)” above are not, and may not be 
considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is bogus;  

(7) Waives all defenses;  

(8) Appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default re User’s contractual 
obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting Secured 
Party full authority and power to engage in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited to, authentica-
tion of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, and, as 
regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and likewise any deposit 
account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security Account Number of User, notwithstanding the absence of 
User’s name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Social Security 
Account Number of User, grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions for said deposit-account 
bank and direct the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account without 
further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this appointment of Secured Party 
as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is irrevocable and coupled with a security interest;  

(9) Consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms of this Self-executing Security Agreement: 

(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN HENRY DOE© as set forth above, User 
hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of 
date Secured Party’s invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees, is sent User.   

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date 
Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and:  

(i) All of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth in above in paragraph “(2),” 
immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party;  

(ii) Secured Party is appointed User’s Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph “(8)”; and  

(iii) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, 
sale at auction, at any time following User’s default, and without further notice, any and all of User’s former 
property and rights in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, as described above in paragraph “(2),” 
now property of Secured Party, in respect of this “Self-executing Security Agreement,” that Secured Party, again 
in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.   

(c) Terms for Curing Default:  Upon event of default, as set forth above under “Default Terms,” User can cure User’s 
default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of User’s former property and rights in property that is neither in 
the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only within twenty (20) days of User’s 
default and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in 
Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party’s possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User’s former 
property and rights in property pledged as collateral to secure User’s obligation.   

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure:  User’s non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said 
twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under “Terms for Curing Default” authorizes Secured 
Party’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in property formerly 
pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. 

Ownership subject to common-law copyright and UCC Financing Statement and security agreement filed with the UCC filing 
office.  Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 
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Words Defined – Glossary of Terms 

As used in this Notice by Written Communication, the following words and terms are as defined in this section, non obstante: 

All.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “all” means everything one has: the whole number; totality, including 
both all and sundry; everyone; without restriction. 

Appellation.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “appellation” means: A general term that introduces and 
specifies a particular term which may be used to address, greet, call out for, and make appeals of a particular living, breathing, 
flesh-and-blood man. 

Authorized Representative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Authorized Representative” means the 
Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, authorized by Debtor, upon Debtor’s default, to sign Debtor’s signature, without liability and 
without recourse. 

Collateral.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Collateral” means any and all property of Debtor identified 
above in paragraph “(2).” 

Debtor.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Debtor” means LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, effective upon 
execution of Security Agreement as set forth above under “Self-executing Security Agreement.” 

Default.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “default” means Debtor’s non-performance of a duty arising under 
this Notice by Written Communication as set forth above under paragraph “(9)(b),” “Default Terms.” 

Derivative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “derivative” means coming from another; taken from something 
preceding; secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more 
primal and fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 

Ens legis. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “ens legis” means a creature of the law; an artificial entity, as 
contrasted with a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely 
from the law. 

Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement” means the written, express, Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA dated the Fourth 
Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three, between John Henry Doe© and 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. 

JOHN H. DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN H. DOE” means JOHN H. DOE©, a derivative of 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved.  

JOHN HENRY DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN HENRY DOE” means JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except “John Henry Doe,” Common Law Copyright © 1973 
by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved. 

John Henry Doe. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “John Henry Doe” means the sentient, living being known 
by the distinctive appellation “John Henry Doe.”  All rights reserved re use of John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Juristic person.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “juristic person” means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, 
such as a corporation, created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human 
being; an imaginary entity, such as LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is treated as a human 
being for the purpose of conducting commercial activity for the benefit of a sentient, living being, such as John Henry Doe©. 

“From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept – by 
recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings.  The theories by which this mode of legal operation 
has developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject matter of a very sizable library.  The historic 
roots of a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their share in the law’s response 
to the ways of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar device of the corporation. ------ 
Attribution of legal rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is necessarily a metaphorical process.  And 
none the worse for it.  No doubt, ‘Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched.’”  Cardozo, J., in Berkey v. Third 
Avenue R. Co., 244 N.Y. 84, 94.  “But all instruments of thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused 
and fail in their service to reason.” See U.S. v. SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 
1948 U.S.”   
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LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term ”LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL” means 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, a juristic person. 

Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “living, breathing, flesh-and-
blood man” means the Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal 
construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic person, created by construct of law. 

“There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature.  He is not bound by any institutions 
formed by his fellowmen without his consent.”  CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 (1796) 2 S.E. 70. 

Non obstante.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “non obstante” means: Words anciently used in public and 
private instruments with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 

Secured Party.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Secured Party” means John Henry Doe©, a living, sentient 
being as distinguished from a juristic person created by construct of law. 

Security Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Security Agreement” means the self-executing Security 
Agreement as described above under “Self-executing Security Agreement,” together with any and all attachments, exhibits, 
documents, endorsements, and schedules attached thereto. 

Sentient, living being.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “sentient, living being” means the Secured Party, i.e. 
John Henry Doe©, a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct, such as an 
artificial entity, juristic person, corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 

Additional Provisions 

Any unenforceable provision of this Notice by Written Communication is severed from this Notice by Written Communication, 
but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect and this Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified 
in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication effective and in full force and effect.  In all cases Secured 
Party continues without liability and is held harmless.   

Any prior communication, written document, and the like by and between Respondent and Secured Party containing any 
mistake of Secured Party is invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by Respondent against 
Secured Party in this matter.    

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees that this Notice by Written Communication is a private, consensual contract 
and may not be impaired by any third party. 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees in full with all terms, conditions, and provisions as stated above. 

With the intent of entering this consensual contract both LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL as Debtor and John Henry Doe© as 
Secured Party do herewith execute this Security Agreement.  

Debtor: LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL    
Debtor’s Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor’s signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401.  
 
Secured Party: John Henry Doe© 
 

_______________________________________________ 
Secured Party’s Signature 

Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789.  All Rights Reserved.  No part of this common-law 
copyright may be reproduced in any manner without the prior, express written permission of John Henry Doe© as signified by the hand-
signed, red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those 
associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, as set forth above in Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement.   

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is non-negotiable, is sent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL by United States Postal 
Service Registered Mail, and constitutes notice of John Henry Doe©’s perfected security interest in all property  of JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
secured collateral of John Henry Doe©.   

Enclosures: Copy of written communication from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL dated March 11, 2002; published Copyright Notice; filed UCC 
Financing Statement; Private Agreement; Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement; Security Agreement 
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Non-Negotiable                     U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No. RR111222333US 

March 14, 2002                                  John Henry Doe© 
Post Office Box 9999 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P.         
9500 Wilshire Boulevard 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

NOTICE BY WRITTEN COMMUNICATION / SECURITY AGREEMENT 

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement, hereinafter “Notice by Written Communication,” is sent for the 
purpose of clearing up a misunderstanding on the part of John Henry Doe©, hereinafter “Secured Party.”  Considering the 
seriousness of this matter Secured Party has determined that it is vital that all communication by and between Secured Party 
and LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL be in written form so that a proper record is maintained for Secured Party’s remedy should 
such need ever arise.  In event LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL determines that legal advice is necessary, LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL may hire a professional qualified to provide such advice.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL may correspond with 
Secured Party only by designating addressee on any envelope, package, and the like, intended for Secured Party as “Secured 
Party.”  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S use of any other addressee designation on any correspondence intended for Secured 
Party is not authorized and accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the obligation of the herein-below-
described consensual contract effective the date any such unauthorized correspondence is sent Secured Party by 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and in accordance with other terms set forth herein below under “Acceleration of Acceptance of 
Obligation of Consensual Contract.”  

It is Secured Party’s understanding that LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL does not hold a perfected security interest in any property 
of JOHN HENRY DOE©, also known by any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name used with the intent 
of referencing JOHN HENRY DOE©, e.g. JOHN H. DOE©, and likewise in any secured collateral of Secured Party.  In event 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL claims a perfected security interest in any property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, i.e. in any secured 
collateral of Secured Party, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL must provide Secured Party with proof of superiority of any such 
perfected security interest of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S over that of Secured Party’s within seventy-two (72) hours of 
midnight the day following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication. 

Secured Party is not now, nor has Secured Party ever been a surety, nor an accommodation party, for JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
nor for any derivative of, nor for any variation in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, nor for any other juristic person, and is so 
indemnified and held harmless by JOHN HENRY DOE© in Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA 
dated the Fourth Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three against any and 
all claims, legal actions, orders, warrants, judgments, demands, liabilities, losses, depositions, summonses, lawsuits, costs, 
fines, liens, levies, penalties, damages, interests, and expenses whatsoever, both absolute and contingent, as are due and as 
might become due, now existing and as might hereafter arise, and as might be suffered by, imposed on, and incurred by JOHN 
HENRY DOE© for any and every reason, purpose, and cause whatsoever. 

Unauthorized Use Strictly Prohibited 

All rights reserved re common-law copyright of trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©—as well as any and all 
derivatives and variations in the spelling of said trade-name/trade-mark, not excluding “John Henry Doe”—Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  Said trade-name/trade-mark, JOHN HENRY DOE©, may neither be displayed, nor 
used, nor reproduced in whole, nor in part, nor in any manner whatsoever, without the prior, express, written consent and 
acknowledgment of Secured Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink.   

This Notice by Written Communication provides LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with notice that “JOHN H. DOE” is a common-law 
trade-name/trade-mark and common-law copyright of John Henry Doe©, i.e. Secured Party, that any unauthorized use of 
JOHN H. DOE© by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL constitutes counterfeiting and common-law trade-name/trade-mark copyright 
infringement, that Secured Party neither grants, nor implies, nor otherwise gives consent for any unauthorized use of JOHN H. 
DOE©, and that any and all such unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.      
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Acceleration of Acceptance of Obligation of Consensual Contract 

With the intent of being contractually bound, any juristic person, including, but not limited to, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL and 
MITCHELL & GREENE, L.L.P., consents and agrees by this Notice by Written Communication that said juristic person shall 
neither display, nor reproduce, nor otherwise use in any manner, the common-law trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY 
DOE©, nor the common-law copyright associated therewith, nor any derivative of, nor any variation in the spelling of, JOHN 
HENRY DOE©, not excluding “John Henry Doe,” without the prior, express, written consent and acknowledgment of Secured 
Party, subscribed with Secured Party’s hand-signed signature in red ink, and that any such additional instance of unauthorized 
use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication accelerates LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S acceptance of the 
obligation of the herein-described consensual contract, as well as the unconditional promise of payment in full of said obligation, 
effective the date of the first instance of additional unauthorized use following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice 
by Written Communication, in strict accordance with terms set forth below in paragraphs “(1)” through “(9)” under “Self-executing 
Security Agreement,” wherein LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL is “User.” 

Procedure to Opt Out of Consensual Contract 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S unauthorized use, i.e. counterfeiting, of Secured Party’s common-law trade-name/trade-mark and 
copyright, consensually contractually binds LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL with Secured Party, as of LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S 
initial unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law trade-name/trade-mark and copyright, in respect of fair compensation due 
Secured Party for use of Secured Party’s private property.  LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL can opt out and withdraw from LAWRENCE 
D. MITCHELL‘S consensual contract with Secured Party and retain no obligation associated therewith only by immediate cessation 
of any and all further unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property. 

Self-Executing Security Agreement 

By the act of any single instance of unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property by LAWRENCE D. 
MITCHELL following LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL‘S receipt of this Notice by Written Communication, LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, 
hereinafter “User” only in this “Self-executing Security Agreement” section, accepts the obligation of this consensual contract, 
this Notice by Written Communication concomitantly becomes a security agreement, hereinafter “Security Agreement,” 
wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and User:  

(1)  Grants Secured Party a security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property in the sum certain amount of 
$500,000.00 per each occurrence of use of common-law-copyrighted trade-name/trade-mark JOHN HENRY DOE©, as 
well as for each and every use of any and all derivatives of, and variations in the spelling of, JOHN HENRY DOE©, not 
excluding “John Henry Doe,” plus all reasonable costs associated with enforcing said security rights and collecting the 
indebtedness, plus triple damages, i.e. plus total damages calculated in United States Dollars and multiplied by a factor of 
3 (i.e. Damages in United States Dollars X 3); 

(2)  Authenticates this Security Agreement wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party, and wherein User 
pledges all of User’s property, i.e. all:  motor vehicles; aircraft; vessels; ships; trademarks; copyrights; patents; consumer 
goods; firearms; farm products; inventory; equipment; money; investment property; commercial tort claims; letters of 
credit; letter-of-credit rights; chattel paper; electronic chattel paper; tangible chattel paper; certificated securities; 
uncertificated securities; promissory notes; payment intangibles; software; health-care-insurance receivables; instruments; 
deposit accounts; accounts; documents; livestock; real estate and real property—including all buildings, structures, 
fixtures, and appurtenances situated thereon, as well as affixed thereto—fixtures; manufactured homes; timber; crops; 
and as-extracted collateral, i.e. all oil, gas, and other minerals, as well as any and all accounts arising from the sale of 
these substances, both at wellhead and minehead; accessions, increases, and additions, replacements of, and 
substitutions for, any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; products, produce, and proceeds of any of 
the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; accounts, general intangibles, instruments, monies, payments, and 
contract rights, and all other rights, arising out of sale, lease, and other disposition of any of the property described 
hereinabove in this paragraph; proceeds, including insurance, bond, general intangibles, and accounts proceeds, from the 
sale, destruction, loss, and other disposition of any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph; records and 
data involving any of the property described hereinabove in this paragraph, such as in the form of a writing, photograph, 
microfilm, microfiche, tape, electronic media, and the like, together with all of User’s right, title, and interest in all computer 
software and hardware required for utilizing, creating, maintaining, and processing any such records and data in any 
electronic media, and all of User’s rights in all such foregoing property in this paragraph, now owned and hereafter 
acquired, now existing and hereafter arising, and wherever located, as collateral to secure User’s contractual obligation in 
favor of Secured Party for User’s unauthorized use of Secured Party’s common-law-copyrighted property;  
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(3) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of a UCC Financing Statement in the UCC filing office, as well as in any 
county recorder’s office, wherein User is Debtor and John Henry Doe© is Secured Party;  

(4) Consents and agrees that said UCC Financing Statement described above in paragraph “(3)” is a continuing financing 
statement, and further consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any continuation statement necessary to 
maintain Secured Party’s perfected security interest in all of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral in 
Security Agreement described above in paragraph “(2),” until User’s contractual obligation theretofore incurred has been 
fully satisfied;  

(5) Consents and agrees with Secured Party’s filing of any and all UCC Financing Statements, as described hereinabove in 
paragraphs “(3)” and “(4),” and the filing of any Security Agreement, as described hereinabove in paragraph “(2),” in the 
UCC filing office, as well as in any county recorder’s office;  

(6) Consents and agrees that any and all such filings described in paragraphs “(4)” and “(5)” above are not, and may not be 
considered, bogus, and that User will not claim that any such filing is bogus;  

(7) Waives all defenses;  

(8) Waives rights of presentment, notice of dishonor, and notice of protest;  

(9) Appoints Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default re User’s contractual 
obligations in favor of Secured Party as set forth below under “Payment Terms” and “Default Terms,” granting Secured 
Party full authority and power to engage in any and all actions on behalf of User including, but not limited to, 
authentication of a record on behalf of User, as Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, 
and, as regards any deposit account of any kind maintained with any bank in/under the name of User, and likewise any 
deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer Identification Number of User, notwithstanding the 
absence of User’s name as account-holder on any such deposit account maintained with any bank in/under the Taxpayer 
Identification Number of User, grants Secured Party full authority and power to originate instructions for said deposit-
account bank and direct the disposition of funds in said deposit account by acting as signatory on said deposit account 
without further consent of User and without liability, and User further consents and agrees that this appointment of 
Secured Party as Authorized Representative for User, effective upon User’s default, is irrevocable and coupled with a 
security interest;  

(10) Consents and agrees with all of the following additional terms of this Self-executing Security Agreement: 

(a) Payment Terms: In accordance with fees for unauthorized use of JOHN HENRY DOE© as set forth above, User 
hereby consents and agrees that User shall pay Secured Party all unauthorized-use fees in full within ten (10) days of 
date Secured Party’s invoice, hereinafter “Invoice,” itemizing said fees, is sent User.   

(b) Default Terms: In event of non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees by User within ten (10) days of date 
Invoice is sent, User shall be deemed in default and:  

(i) All of User’s property and rights in property pledged as collateral by User, as set forth in above in paragraph “(2),” 
immediately becomes, i.e. is, property of Secured Party;  

(ii) Secured Party is appointed User’s Authorized Representative as set forth above in paragraph “(9)”; and  

(iii) User consents and agrees that Secured Party may take possession of, as well as otherwise dispose of in any 
manner that Secured Party, in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate, including, but not limited to, 
sale at auction, at any time following User’s default, and without further notice, any and all of User’s former 
property and rights in property formerly pledged as collateral by User, as described above in paragraph “(2),” 
now property of Secured Party, in respect of this “Self-executing Security Agreement,” that Secured Party, again 
in Secured Party’s sole discretion, deems appropriate.   

(c) Terms for Curing Default:  Upon event of default, as set forth above under “Default Terms,” User can cure User’s 
default and avoid strict foreclosure re any remainder of User’s former property and rights in property that is neither in 
the possession of Secured Party, nor otherwise disposed of by Secured Party, only within twenty (20) days of User’s 
default and only by payment in full of the balance of the sum certain amount owed by User, as noticed User in 
Invoice, that is not already paid by Secured Party’s possession, sale, liquidation, and the like of User’s former 
property and rights in property pledged as collateral to secure User’s obligation.   

(d) Terms of Strict Foreclosure:  User’s non-payment in full of all unauthorized-use fees itemized in Invoice within said 
twenty- (20) day period for curing default as set forth above under “Terms for Curing Default” authorizes Secured 
Party’s immediate non-judicial strict foreclosure on any and all remaining property and rights in property formerly 
pledged as collateral by User, now property of Secured Party, which is not in the possession of, nor otherwise 
disposed of by, Secured Party upon expiration of said twenty- (20) day default-curing period. 
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Ownership subject to copyright of common-law trade-name/trade-mark and security agreement and UCC Financing Statement 
filed with the UCC filing office.  Record Owner: John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Words Defined – Glossary of Terms 

As used in this Notice by Written Communication, the following words and terms are as defined in this section, non obstante: 

All.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “all” means everything one has: the whole number; totality, including 
both all and sundry; everyone; without restriction. 

Appellation.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “appellation” means: A general term that introduces and 
specifies a particular term which may be used to address, greet, call out for, and make appeals of a particular living, breathing, 
flesh-and-blood man. 

Authorized Representative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Authorized Representative” means the 
Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, authorized by Debtor, upon Debtor’s default, to sign Debtor’s signature, without liability and 
without recourse. 

Collateral.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Collateral” means any and all property of Debtor identified 
above in paragraph “(2).” 

Debtor.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Debtor” means LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, effective upon 
execution of Security Agreement as set forth above under “Self-executing Security Agreement.” 

Default.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “default” means Debtor’s non-performance of a duty arising under 
this Notice by Written Communication as set forth above under paragraph “(9)(b),” “Default Terms.” 

Derivative.  In this Notice by Written Communication the word “derivative” means coming from another; taken from something 
preceding; secondary; that which has not the origin in itself, but obtains existence from something foregoing and of a more 
primal and fundamental nature; anything derived from another. 

Ens legis. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “ens legis” means a creature of the law; an artificial entity, as 
contrasted with a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, such as a corporation, considered as deriving its existence entirely 
from the law. 

Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Hold-harmless and Indemnity 
Agreement” means the written, express, Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement No. JHD-030473-HHIA dated the Fourth 
Day of the Third Month in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy-three, between John Henry Doe© and 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, together with all modifications of and substitutions for said Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement. 

JOHN H. DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN H. DOE” means JOHN H. DOE©, a derivative of 
JOHN HENRY DOE©, Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved.  

JOHN HENRY DOE.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “JOHN HENRY DOE” means JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
and any and all derivatives and variations in the spelling of said name except “John Henry Doe,” Common Law Copyright © 1973 
by John Henry Doe©.  All Rights Reserved. 

John Henry Doe. In this Notice by Written Communication the term “John Henry Doe” means the sentient, living being known 
by the distinctive appellation, “John Henry Doe.”  All rights reserved re use of John Henry Doe©, Autograph Common Law 
Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©. 

Juristic person.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “juristic person” means an abstract, legal entity ens legis, 
such as a corporation, created by construct of law and considered as possessing certain legal rights and duties of a human 
being; an imaginary entity, such as LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, which, on the basis of legal reasoning, is treated as a human 
being for the purpose of conducting commercial activity for the benefit of a sentient, living being, such as John Henry Doe©. 

“From the earliest times the law has enforced rights and exacted liabilities by utilizing a corporate concept – by 
recognizing, that is, juristic persons other than human beings.  The theories by which this mode of legal operation has 
developed, has been justified, qualified, and defined are the subject matter of a very sizable library.  The historic roots of 
a particular society, economic pressures, philosophic notions, all have had their share in the law’s response to the ways 
of men in carrying on their affairs through what is now the familiar device of the corporation. ------ Attribution of legal 
rights and duties to a juristic person other than man is necessarily a metaphorical process.  And none the worse for it.  
No doubt, ‘Metaphors in law are to be narrowly watched.’”  Cardozo, J., in Berkey v. Third Avenue R. Co., 244 N.Y. 84, 
94.  “But all instruments of thought should be narrowly watched lest they be abused and fail in their service to reason.” 
See U.S. v. SCOPHONY CORP. OF AMERICA, 333 U.S. 795; 68 S.Ct. 855; 1948 U.S.”   
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LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term ”LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL” means 
LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL, a juristic person. 

Living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “living, breathing, flesh-and-
blood man” means the Secured Party, John Henry Doe©, a sentient, living being, as distinguished from an artificial legal 
construct, ens legis, i.e. a juristic person, created by construct of law. 

“There, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature.  He is not bound by any institutions 
formed by his fellowmen without his consent.”  CRUDEN v. NEALE, 2 N.C. 338 (1796) 2 S.E. 70. 

Non obstante.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “non obstante” means: Words anciently used in public and 
private instruments with the intent of precluding, in advance, any interpretation other than certain declared objects, purposes. 

Secured Party.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Secured Party” means John Henry Doe©, a living, sentient 
being as distinguished from a juristic person created by construct of law. 

Security Agreement.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “Security Agreement” means the self-executing Security 
Agreement as described above under “Self-executing Security Agreement,” together with any and all attachments, exhibits, 
documents, endorsements, and schedules attached thereto. 

Sentient, living being.  In this Notice by Written Communication the term “sentient, living being” means the Secured Party, i.e. 
John Henry Doe©, a living, breathing, flesh-and-blood man, as distinguished from an abstract legal construct, such as an 
artificial entity, juristic person, corporation, partnership, association, and the like. 

Additional Provisions 

Any unenforceable provision of this Notice by Written Communication is severed from this Notice by Written Communication, 
but every remaining provision continues in full force and effect and this Notice by Written Communication is deemed modified 
in a manner that renders this Notice by Written Communication effective and in full force and effect.  In all cases Secured 
Party continues without liability and is held harmless.   

Any prior communication, written document, and the like by and between Respondent and Secured Party containing any 
mistake of Secured Party is invalidated thereby and of no force and effect, and may not be relied upon by Respondent against 
Secured Party in this matter.    

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees that this Notice by Written Communication is a private, consensual contract 
and may not be impaired by any third party. 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL consents and agrees in full with all terms, conditions, and provisions as stated above. 

With the intent of entering this consensual contract both LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL as Debtor and John Henry Doe© as 
Secured Party do herewith execute this Security Agreement.  

Debtor: LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL 

LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL    
Debtor’s Signature 

Secured Party accepts Debtor’s signature in accord with UCC §§ 1-201(39), 3-401.  
 
Secured Party: John Henry Doe© 
 

_______________________________________________ 
Secured Party’s Signature 

Autograph Common Law Copyright © 1973 by John Henry Doe©, EID # 1234-56789.  All Rights Reserved.  No part of this common-law 
copyright may be reproduced in any manner without the prior, express written permission of John Henry Doe© as signified by the hand-
signed, red-ink signature of John Henry Doe©.  Unauthorized use of “John Henry Doe” incurs same unauthorized-use fees as those 
associated with JOHN HENRY DOE©, as set forth above in Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement.   

This Notice by Written Communication/Security Agreement is non-negotiable, is sent LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL by United States Postal 
Service Registered Mail, and constitutes notice of John Henry Doe©’s perfected security interest in all property of JOHN HENRY DOE©, 
secured collateral of John Henry Doe©.   

Enclosures: Copy of written communication from LAWRENCE D. MITCHELL dated March 11, 2002; published Copyright Notice; filed UCC 
Financing Statement; Private Agreement; Hold-harmless and Indemnity Agreement; Security Agreement 
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claims is, of course, left up to the reader 
to decide. 
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World Omni Financial Corp. 
P.O. Box 991817 
Mobile Al 36691-8817 

(800) 553- 2650 

August 9, 2003 

000137 - WFLPIF 

RE: Account Number: 00 1- 0 1- 0000000'3. 
Vehicle Description: 1997 Dodge Caravan 
Vehicle Identification Number. 284GP44R2VR 

Dear Customer. 

WFLPIF-00 1-001-002 

WORLDOMNI 

This letter will serve as verif ication that the above referenced account is paid in full. 

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to finance your vehicle. We value you as a 
customer and look forward to servicing your future financing needs. 

If you have any questions, please contact. our office at the number listed above. 

Customer Service Department 

Rev: 01/03 





I n November  of  2002 Omi d appr oached UCCSG f or  assi st ance wi t h an 
out st andi ng aut o l oan of  whi ch hi s STRAWMAN per sonal l y  guar ant eed
on behal f  of  hi s f or mer  cor por at i on.  The al l eged l oan was obt ai ned
f or  a f or mer  busi ness associ at e and upon Omi d' s enl i ght enment  wi t h
r espect  t o how t he banki ng syst ems/ l ender s oper at e i n t he U. S.  he 
deci ded t o make an ef f or t  wi t h t he assi st ance of  UCCSG t o di schar ge
t he al l eged debt  c l ai m.  Omi d sent  a document  package t o 
CHASE MANHATTAN AUTOMOTI VE FI NANCE CORPORATI ON ent i t l ed 
RESPONDENT' S PRI VATE,  TENDER OF PAYMENT AND DI SCHARGE OF DEBT
 CLAI M/ MONETARY OBLI GATI ON whi ch i ncl uded a Bi l l  of  Exchange 
t ender ed i n t he amount  of  $16, 366. 61.  Unf or t unat el y,  someone 
wi t hout  poi nt i ng t he f i nger  mi scal cul at ed t he Payof f  amount  
t her ef or e CHASE sent  Omi d a r ecent  communi cat i on r equest i ng a f i nal
$171. 17 so t he t i t l e/ l i en per t ai ni ng t o t he aut o may be r el eased.
The 4 page RESPONDENT' S PRI VATE,  TENDER OF PAYMENT AND DI SCHARGE OF
 DEBT CLAI M/ MONETARY OBLI GATI ON package consi st ed of  t he f ol l owi ng:

Acknowl edgement  of  t he al l eged debt  c l ai m
Not i ce of  Tender  of  Payment
Decl ar at i on of  Tender  of  Payment
Bi l l  of  Exchange
UCC FS
HHI A
SA
PA 
CRN
Af f i davi t  of  Mai l i ng

Pl ease r evi ew t he PDF f i l e t o see CHASE’ S most  r ecent  communi cat i on 
al ong wi t h Omi d’ s r esponse.
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435 
OHID 

IRVINEt CA 
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12/13/02 

ACCTt 

DEAR 

A REVIEW OF YOUR ACCOUNT INDICATES THAT THERE IS AN OUTSTANDING 
BALANCE DUE OF 171.17 PLEASE SEND US YOUR PA~HEHT IN THE AMOUNT 
INDICATED BY Ol/l~/03 SO THAT WE CAN SEND YOUR TITLE OR LIEN RELEASE. 
PLEASE RETURN THE COUPON BELOW WITH YOUR REMITTANCE IH THE 
ENCLOSED ENVELOPE. 

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 1·800·336· . ~ FROM 8:00 AH 
UNTIL 7:00 PH ET HONDAY THROUGH FRlOAY. THANK YOU, 

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: 171.17 

OCHASE 

ACCOUNT NUMBER: - ~ --- ~ :: 

---------- ------
-- - ------ --- --- -
- ·-'-- - - -- - -- - - - -

CHASE AUTOHOTIV~ FINANCE 
P.O. 80X 15607 

··············· ··········· 
p. 01 

OMID · WILHI~GTON, DE 19886·1321 
l.u II 1.1" 1 •• 1,1 •• 11 .u ..... u .. u ... t.l 1 .. IIII,,.IJ,,,, .. 111 

IRVINE, CA 

l0l2b7l&S24Lt0, 

.111111••• -



     CHASE AUTOMOTIVE FINANCE 
      P.O. BOX 15607, WILMINTON, DE 19886-1321 

 

U.S.P.S. Registered Mail Article No.RBXXXXXXXXXXX 
 

 
CHASE AUTOMOTIVE FINANCE 
P.O. BOX 15607 
WILMINTON, DE 1986-1321 

 
Dear CHASE AUTOMOTIVE FINANCE, 
 

Re: Release of Title—Lien Release / Balance Due 
Account No. XXXXXXXXXX  
 
Thank you for your recent communication.  Please find enclosed herewith a money order for the amount of 
$171.17 tendered for final payment and closure re account no. XXXXXXXXXX.  
 
Please direct any information pertaining to the Release of Title—Lien Release to the address provided 
below. 
 
It has been a pleasure doing business with you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
OMID XXXXXXXXXX 
 
_________________________________ 
Omid XXXXX, Authorized Representative 
 
 
12345 Somewhere Street 
Somewhere City, State, Zip 
Attention: Omid XXXXXXX 
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FROM : FAX NO. : Jun. 11 2003 10:54AM P1 

HOND.A 
Financial Services 

·•.· .. :· . -... 

: . . -: · ... · 

MAY 22, 2003 

SILVA M 
P.O. BOX 
TARZANA CA 

RE- YOUR LOAN NUMBER 101 5181267 

Dear SILVA Ml 

-
Thank you for financing your ACCORD purchase 
with Honda Finance. Your account is n0w paid in full 
and this letter will serve as official notice for your 
records. 

We hope that you will consider using Honda Finance to 
finance or lease your next Honda or Acura product. 

Sincerely, 

HONDA FINANCE 
Customer Service Representative 

Los Angeles Regional Branch 

Amcri<:IIJl Hondu Firl<lOCC Corporarion P.O. Box 6070, Cypress, Cslifornia 90630-()070 (714) 816·8100 

1 

., 
' , I 

' . 
.l ':. :_.,.;~;;;_ ''.' .<:· 



FROM : FAX NO. : Jun. 11 2003 10:55AM P2 

HOND.A. 
Financial Services 

.:..:.~ : : " . ~-:. ... : ·~..:. .·! _, .·;. . -.. v: . :.·· . ... . . · . ... - · .. ,.., _ 

::· ._: . .'; .·.·· 

Dear Valued Customer: 

American Honda Finance Corporation (AHFC) would like to thank you for your business. 

Now that you have completed the terms of your contract, AHFC will notify the Department of 
Motor Vehicles (DMV) that your loan agreement has been paid in full, authorizing the DMV to 
release a Certificate of Title to you. 

You can expect to receive a lien free title in the· mail within 10 business days from the date 
AHFC receives your final loan payment. Your title will be sent directly to you by the DMV via 
the U.S. Postal Service. This service is provided to you by AHFC at no extra cost and waives all 
normal DMV processing fees. 

Thank you for doing business with AHFC. We look forwarq to accommodating your future 
Honda and Acura financing needs. 

Sinc~rely, 
. . . 

·-AMERICAN i-ioNri.A-FlNANc:E· coR.Po:RAtro:N -· 

American Honda finance CorpOration, P.O. S<>IC 6070, Cypress, C~ifomia 90630, (800) 445-1358 

2 

titlrtl 



······· ············ ······· ·· ····· ········ ········· ·· ············ ··························· ·· ··· ··· ··· · ····· ···· ···· ···· ····· ··· · ······ ···· ·· ····· ···· ··················· ·················· ····· 

FROM FAX NO. : Jun. 26 2003 07 : 31PM P1 
IUUI 11/!HJIII t y lUI till:, ~r;lllt-1~; llloY IIVt uti 11:111:1d!>t1U II yvu l>ULJIIIIl lllt:!1JIUII;I 1)1 :.lllt:VIIIIJII;!LI;! IIIIIJI/11/:i.IIV /1. 

I 
PRINT YOUR CHARACTERS IN CAPITAL LETTERS USING BLACK OR BLUE INK·RE::AIJdNSTRUCTIDNS ON REVERSE SIDE. 

IAI&IcloiEl F]G]H]I]J I K]L]M]N]o]P l~@s]T]ulvh~xlv ] 'l.]oh ]2]3]q]s]b!7]S ]i] : 
I ........ . '-· .. , ... -,-.. -. ,, ........ . -~ .. ....... ". •I NOTICE OF-RELEASE OF UABIUTY · ·:·. .: :· · ' ... : ·.,: ... ( .. ,. ... · .. ·;: · .. <~ '.' ~-. .. : .);.; ··' . MAIL THIS FORM TO DMV 

A. li\JVER'!3 T'RVE FU\..L NAME ( LAST I (FIRST/ . (MIDDLE I B. IF 0!!1\l..Gil. ~oCK SEu w 

1 111111111 II 1111111 .11 1 1 t D 0 
C. BUYER'S ADDRESS , . . D. ODCMHER READING . 

. , ;::..=.. .;.:..::1 :..:,..=..;' ,_:-1 :.::;.::' .:::.....-,--.-,__,1---,--1 ...-I .-1 -rl --r-1 -,-,-...., ..... 1___,1--,--1 ....--, ...--, -r-1 .,....., --r-1 -,-1-,-1-.:,.l.......,lr-'-11 I I I I : .--, ......... 1 ,........,, I I 

E. CITY ·. · . STATF 7.11' GODE F. D/\TE OF SALE 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I [I] I I I I I ]~I I I I I I I I T I YR. 

I ~ I 
G .. SELLER'S m UI! FULL NAME (LAST) ( FIR::;T) ( MIDDLE/ 

L-,-1 . .L.-1 ..._I _._I ...J....I ---~..I__.I-L-1 ....__I _._I _._I ...J....I ---LI__,I-.~1~........~ I I I I I I l: I I I I ID 
H.' SELLER'S ADDRESS L SliLLING PA!C!; 

~I ....__l- ~1~1~1~1---~.1__,1-.~1~1 ~I_._I_._I...J....I~I~I__.I-.~1~-- ~1 ....__I ~l_._l_._l- ~1~1---~..1~1~1 Cl I I I 
J. CITY $TATE .ZIP CODE . / · K. SELLEn·~ SIGNATURI! 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I CIJ I I I I I ]~~~- - ~I 1~1~1 ~x ___ _ 
VEHICL£ 1D NU<IBEII VR t.IOO~L MAKE 



12/11 /2002 05:55 

7105 Sb?! 118, 3822 · 

1.1.111 .... 1.11 •• 1 ... 1" •• 1.u .... u .. u .... 1 ...... m; ... u11.1 

PATRICK 

ORMOND BEACH FL 

Urgent!! 

004533 
PAGE 03 

200112 SBT 

Notice Number: CP 504 
Notice Date: 12-o 9-20 02 

SSN/EIN: 
Caller 10: 

•386605590 

We Intend to levy on certain assets. Please respond NOW. 
(To avoid additional penalty and interest, pay the amount you owe within ten days from the date of this notice.) 

Our records indicate that you haven't paid the amount you owe. The law requires that you pay your tax at the 
time you file your return. This is your notice, as required by Internal Revenue Code Section 6331 (d), of our 
intent to levy (take) any stBte tax refunds that you may be entitled to if we don't receive your payment in 
full. In addition, we will begin to seuch for other assets we may levy. We can also file a Notice of Federal 
Tax Lien, if we haven't already done so. To prevent collection action, please pay the current balance 
now. If you've aheady paid , can't pay, or have arranged for an installment agreement, it is important that you 
call us Immediately at the telephone number shown below. 

Account Summary 

I Form: 1 0 4 0 I I Tax Period: 12- 3 1- 2 o o 1 For information on 
Current Balance: $ 2 , 7 4 2 • 4 o 1 your penalty & Interest 

computations, you may 
call 1·800·829-8815. 

Includes : 
Penalty: 
Interest: 
Last Payment: 

$99.72 
$92.60 
to . oo 

See the enoloaed Publication 694, The IRS Colleotion Prooeaa, and Notice 
~Questions? Call us at 1-800-829--8815 1219B, Notice of Potential Tkird Party Contact, for additional information. 

Pliase mail this part with your payment, payable to United States Treasury. Notice Number: CP 504 

l1o4o 12-31 - 2oo1 I· 

Internal Revenue Service 
MEMPHIS, TN 37501-0030 

l •• n.I ... I.J.I.n ...... uu ... tl ••••• n.n ... l 

38bb055t:t0 WB 30 0 200112 

PATRICK 

·NotieeDate-: -12-09- 2002 

I Amount Due : 
$2,742.40 

ORMOND BEACH FL 

00000274240 



Authorization UCC §§ 1-103, 1-104, 1-201(4)(28)(30), 3-103(a)(6), 3-1 No. PD-121003 
jXJ Documentary Draft 
JXJ Bill of Exchange 
1~1 Other: Acceptance 

IX) Certification #: • 

JXJ Registered #: 
lXI Authority: Public Policy--House Joint Resolution 19 of June 5, 1933 
[XJ Voucher#: "December 8, 2002" (re "no. ) Remit at Par 

IX! Attachments: IRS PRESENTMENT #CP 504 CERTIFIED FUN.DS 

January 10, 2003 

Pay to the 
Order of: 

- . ~ 

UNITED STATES TREASURY 
MEMPHIS, TN 37501-0030_ 

$2 742.42~******• ************************************~~············~····~··*·~·· 

-Two 4211 00-----------------------------Do liars 

Payable through: 

PATRICK (UCC situs-not for correspondence) 

International (t) 
ORMOND BEACH FL Authorized Signature 

Reference: rlrepaid personal item; exchange acknowledgement 

This draftjs an offer of tender and discharge-sthe obligatio~ pec,{)CC §§ 1-103, 1-104 3-603(a)(b), and Public Policy--House Joint Resolution 192 of June 5, 1933. 
~ -=<- - -

ACCOUNT NO. AMO T PREVIOUS BALANCE 

01-10-0 $2,742 40 

Fiduciary Collector: Post the uncollected funds into the as 
settlement; prepaid and exempt when entered in the post-cl ing 

$2,742.40 

This statement constitutes Maker's order to pay this i ent and indorsement, 

As an operation of law, Payee tacitly consents an grees that th re is accord a satisfaction by use of this instrument to satisfy 
Payee's claim and Maker is hereby discharged f m liability on thi alleged accoun nd the obligation is suspended in accordance 
with law as codified at UCC §§ 3-310(b), 3-311 -603, and Public P licy at House Join 

Maker does not waive timeliness. Howev , if Payee needs addi onal time, Payee mus resent Maker with a written request for 
additional time within a reasonable tim , setting forth the reason Payee requests an exte ion of time, with good cause shown. 
The acceptability of any such reques eceived by Maker from Pay e is conditional upon appr al by Maker. 

In the event this instrument is no resented for payment within a reasonable period of time, an ere has been no request for an 
extension of time with good ca e shown, Payee tacitly consents nd agrees that Maker has satisfi /discharged the debt claim re 
this alleged account. 

agrees that Payee has a duty to prev nt this debt claim/monetary obligation om damaging Maker in 
any way, and that Paye confesses judgment and Maker reserves he right to initiate a counterclaim against yee, and file a claim 

any responsible party, including Payee and all principals, agents, and assignee of Payee, whose 
It in tort damages against Maker. 

regarding this draft, contact the maker by written c rrespondence: 



 

 

 

Respondent’s Private International Administrative Remedy Demand No. PD-011003-IRS 
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Date: January 10, 2003 

Recording Requested by, and      
When Recorded Return to: 

In care of:  
Patrick Doe© 
1234 Private Home Location 
Ormond Beach [Postal Zip] 
Florida Republic 

This notice is binding upon every principal and agent re the subject matter set forth herein 

Via United States Post Office Registered Mail Article No. RB964375XXXUS 

For: INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, d.b.a. a Debt Collector, hereinafter “Debt Collector”  
 MEMPHIS, TN 37501-003  
  
Re: Alleged Creditor:  DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 

Alleged Account No.:  XXX-XX-XXXX 
 Alleged Amount Due:  $2,742.40 

Subject: Offer of Performance 
  

 

OFFER OF PERFORMANCE 
  

 

1. This Offer of Performance is tendered in good faith as full satisfaction of the claim referenced above, with the intent 
of extinguishing any alleged debt, duty, obligation, liability, and the like intended as obligating Respondent, PATRICK 
DOE©, named in the hereinabove-referenced Presentment, a copy of which is attached herewith, made fully part 
hereof, and included herein by reference.   

2. Concerning this Offer of Performance, hereinafter “Offer,” re alleged account XXX-XX-XXXX, Debt Collector may:  

(a) Accept this Offer;  

(b) Reject this Offer;  

(c) Object regarding the mode of this Offer. 

3. This Offer of payment of that certain sum of money that Debt Collector alleges/asserts, via Presentment, constitutes 
Respondent’s debt, duty, obligation, and liability, including interest and penalties, is made dependent upon 
performance by Debt Collector of Conditions Precedent concerning which Respondent/Offeror is entitled by the 
fundamental principles of American Jurisprudence and law; namely, provision by Debt Collector of verification1 of the 
alleged debt, accompanied by documentary evidence establishing the factual basis for Debt Collector’s claim for 
payment asserted within Debt Collector’s above-referenced Presentment, i.e. validation of Debt Collector’s right for 
collecting the alleged debt by providing the requisite verification, including:  

(a) Copies of all agreements of assignment, negotiation, transfer of rights, and the like, and indicating whether Debt 
Collector is the current owner, assignee, holder, holder in due course, etc., with evidence of Respondent’s 
consent with any such agreement if a novation; 

(b) All relative commercial instruments, contracts, and the like containing Respondent’s bona fide signature 
(subjective theory);  

(c) Any evidence of an exchange of a benefit, as well as exchange of a detriment (implied contract);  

(d) Any evidence of any series of external acts giving the objective semblance of agreement (objective theory); 

                                                
1. Verification. Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition.  Affidavit of truth of matter stated and object of 

verification is to assure good faith in averments or statements of party.  Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition. 
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(e) All other documentary evidence between Respondent and Debt Collector that Debt Collector relies upon in 
making Debt Collector’s presumptive claim; 

(f) Name and address of original creditor; and 

(g) A certified copy of any judgment. 

4. Respondent/Offeror expects a response re this Offer within a reasonable period of time of receipt of this Offer, which 
is hereby set at twenty-one (21) days, not counting day of service. 

5.  Respondent/Offeror does not waive timeliness.  If additional time is needed, however, Debt Collector must make a 
request in writing before expiration of said twenty-one- (21) day period described above in paragraph “4,” setting forth 
Debt Collector’s reasons for requesting such extension of time with good cause shown.  Respondent/Offeror will 
consider any such request for extension of time, the granting of which, however, is conditioned solely upon the 
decision of Respondent/Offeror. 

6. Respondent/Offeror hereby gives Debt Collector notice that, as an operation of law as codified at California Civil 
Code § 1485 and California Code of Civil Procedure § 2074, respectively:  

(a) An obligation is extinguished by an offer of performance, made in conformity with the rules prescribed, and with 
the intent of extinguishing the obligation;  

(b) An offer in writing for paying a particular sum of money, as well as for delivering a written instrument/specific 
personal property, is, if not accepted, the equivalent of the actual production and tender of the 
money/instrument/property. 

7. In event that Debt Collector does not respond re this Offer within the prescribed time limit for response, and there has 
likewise been no request for extension of time, with good cause shown therein, within said time period, then Debt 
Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector has no bona fide, lawful, verifiable claim re this alleged account, that Debt 
Collector waives any and all claims against Respondent, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector 
must compensate Respondent for all costs, fees, and expenses incurred defending against any collection attempts 
by Debt Collector re the above-referenced alleged account. 

8. Respondent also expressly includes with this Offer of Performance, “Debt Collector Disclosure Statement,” attached 
herewith, made fully part hereof, and included herein by reference, for ensuring that Debt Collector clearly and 
conspicuously makes all required disclosures in writing in accordance with applicable portions of Truth in Lending 
(Regulation Z) 12 CFR 226.  Debt Collector Disclosure Statement must be completed by Debt Collector and received 
by Respondent within twenty-one (21) days of Debt Collector’s receipt of this Offer of Performance if Debt Collector 
wishes Debt Collector’s claim considered by Respondent.  

9. Debt Collector also tacitly consents and agrees that Debt Collector has a duty for preventing this alleged account 
from damaging Respondent in any way.  Debt Collector confesses judgment and Respondent reserves the right for:  

(a) Initiating a counterclaim against Debt Collector,  

(b) Filing claim against the bond of any responsible party, including Debt Collector and all principals, agents, and 
assignees of Debt Collector, whose acts/omissions result in tort damages against Respondent/Offeror.  

10. Due process of law is guaranteed both alleged debtor and Secured Party and is codified at 18 USC §§ 1581, 242, 
241, 4, at 15 USC § 1692, and elsewhere.   

Dated: January 10, 2003 

Signed: 
 
      
Respondent/Offeror 
                                                                       

Witness……………………………………………………..………  Witness……………………………………………………..……… 
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VERIFICATION OF TENDER OF PAYMENT and 
NOTICE OF RESERVATION OF RIGHT FOR INITIATING COUNTERCLAIM and  

FOR FILING CLAIM AGAINST BOND 

Introductory Certification 

The Undersigned, PATRICK DOE©, hereinafter “Declarant,” does herewith solemnly swear, declare, and state that: 

1. Declarant can competently state the matters set forth herewith. 

2. Declarant has personal knowledge of the facts stated herein. 

3. Declarant has read and signed this Verification of Tender of Payment and Notice of Reservation of Right for Initiating 
Counterclaim and For Filing Claim Against Bond, hereinafter “Tender and Reservation of Right.” 

Plain Statement of Facts 

4. This Tender and Reservation of Right is not interposed for purpose of delay. 

5. This Tender and Reservation of Right does not prejudice INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE in this matter. 

6. Declarant does not join in any merits of Presentment of INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE, d.b.a., a Debt Collector. 

Verification and Certification 

7. The Undersigned Declarant, PATRICK DOE©, i.e. Declarant, does herewith swear, declare, and affirm that Declarant 
executes this Tender and Reservation of Right with sincere intent, that Declarant can competently state the matters set forth 
herein, that the contents are true, correct, complete, and certain, not misleading, and the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth as per the best of Declarant’s knowledge and understanding. 

Further Declarant saith naught. 

Dated: January 10, 2003 

Signed:  

_____________________________________ 
PATRICK DOE©, Declarant 

 

Witness ………………………………………………….…        Witness …………….……………………………………… 
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DEBT COLLECTOR INTEROGOTORIES 
Re “Offer of Performance” 

 

This statement and the answers contained herein may be used by Respondent, if necessary, in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

Notice: This Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not a substitute for, nor the equivalent of, the hereinabove-requested 
verification of the record, i.e. “Confirmation of correctness, truth, or authenticity, by affidavit, oath, or deposition” (Black’s Law 
Dictionary, Sixth Edition, 1990), re the alleged debt, and must be completed in accordance with the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act, 15 USC §1692g, applicable portions of Truth in Lending  (Regulation Z), 12 CFR 226, and demands as cited 
above in Offer of Performance.  Debt Collector must make all required disclosures clearly and conspicuously in writing re the 
following:  

1.   Name of Debt Collector: ..………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………  

2. Address of Debt Collector: ………………………………………………….……………………………..…………………………… 

3.   Name of alleged Debtor: ……………………………………………………………..………………………………………………… 

4.   Address of alleged Debtor: ………………….……………………………………...………………………………………………….. 

5. Alleged Account Number: …………..…………...……………………………………………………………………………………... 

6.   Alleged debt owed: $……………………………………….……………………………………………………..…………………….. 

7.   Date alleged debt became payable: ………...…………………………….………..……………..…..………………………………                              

8. Re this alleged account, what is the name and address of the alleged Original Creditor, if different from Debt Collector?   

     …………………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………………. 

9. Re this alleged account, if Debt Collector is different from alleged Original Creditor, does Debt Collector have a bona fide 
affidavit of assignment for entering into alleged original contract between alleged Original Creditor and alleged Debtor?     
YES    NO 

10.  Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from the alleged Original Creditor?    YES    NO    N/A (Not Applicable)   

11.  If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from alleged Original Creditor, and purchase amount:  

 Date: ……………………………………………………   Amount: $……………………………………………..…………………… 

12.  Did Debt Collector purchase this alleged account from a previous debt collector?    YES    NO    N/A    

13.  If applicable, date of purchase of this alleged account from previous debt collector, and purchase amount: 

 Date: ……………………………………………………   Amount: $……………………………………………..…………………… 

14.  Regarding this alleged account, Debt Collector is currently the:  

 (a) Owner; (b) Assignee; (c) Other – explain: …………………………………………………….……….……………………….... 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

15.  What are the terms of the transfer of rights re this alleged account?  ……………………………………….………….………... 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

16.  If applicable, transfer of rights re this alleged account was executed by the following method:   

(a) Assignment; (b) Negotiation; (c) Novation; (d) Other – explain:…………………….…………………...……………………... 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 
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17.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by assignment, was there consideration?    YES    NO    N/A 

18.  What is the nature and cause of the consideration cited in # 17 above? …………………………….……….………..………… 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………...…………………………………………………… 

19.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by negotiation, was the alleged account taken for value?      
 YES    NO    N/A 

20.  What is the nature and cause of any value cited in #19 above? ………………………….……………………………………….. 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

21.  If the transfer of rights re this alleged account was by novation, was consent given by alleged Debtor?    YES    NO    N/A 

22.  What is the nature and cause of any consent cited in # 21 above?………………...……………………………………………… 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

23.   Has Debt Collector provided alleged Debtor with the requisite verification of the alleged debt as required by the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act?    YES    NO 

24.   Date said verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor: ……………………………….……………………….... 

25.  Was said verification cited above in # 23 in the form of a sworn or affirmed oath, affidavit, or deposition?    YES    NO 

26.   Verification cited above in # 23 was provided alleged Debtor in the form of:     OATH     AFFIDAVIT     DEPOSTION 

27.  Does Debt Collector have knowledge of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account?    YES    NO 

28. What is the nature and cause of any claim(s)/defense(s) re this alleged account? …………...……………………………..….. 

29.  Was alleged Debtor sold any products/services by Debt Collector?    YES    NO 

30.  What is the nature and cause of any products/services cited above in # 29? ……….…………………………………………… 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

31.  Does there exist a verifiable, bona fide, original commercial instrument between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor 
containing alleged Debtor’s bona fide signature?    YES    NO  

32.  What is the nature and cause of any verifiable commercial instrument cited above in # 31? ….………………………………. 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

33.  Does there exist verifiable evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment between Debt Collector and alleged Debtor?    
 YES    NO 

34.  What is the nature and cause of this evidence of an exchange of a benefit or detriment as cited above in # 33?  

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

35.  Does any evidence exist of verifiable external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement between Debt Collector 
and alleged Debtor?    YES    NO 

36.  What is the nature and cause of any external act(s) giving the objective semblance of agreement from #35 above? 

       …………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………...………………………… 

37.  Have any charge-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

38.  Have any insurance claims been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 
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39.  Have any tax write-offs been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

40.  Have any tax deductions been made by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

41. Have any judgments been obtained by any creditor or debt collector regarding this alleged account?    YES    NO 

42. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised of the meaning of the terms and 
conditions of said alleged original contract?    YES    NO 

43. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties advised of the importance of consulting a licensed 
legal professional before executing the alleged contract?    YES    NO 

44. At the time the alleged original contract was executed, were all parties apprised that said alleged contract was a private 
credit instrument?    YES    NO 

Debt Collector’s failure, both intentional and otherwise, in completing/answering points “1” through “44” above and returning 
this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, as well as providing Respondent with the requisite verification validating the 
hereinabove-referenced alleged debt, constitutes Debt Collector’s tacit agreement that Debt Collector has no verifiable, lawful, 
bona fide claim re the hereinabove-referenced alleged account, and that Debt Collector tacitly agrees that Debt Collector 
waives all claims against Respondent and indemnifies and holds Respondent harmless against any and all costs and fees 
heretofore and hereafter incurred and related re any and all collection attempts involving the hereinabove-referenced alleged 
account.  

Declaration: The Undersigned hereby declares under penalty of perjury of the laws of this State that the statements made in 
this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement are true and correct in accordance with the Undersigned’s best firsthand knowledge 
and belief. 
 
                                                                      
Date        Printed name of Signatory    
 
                                                                          
Official Title of Signatory     Authorized Signature for Debt Collector 
 
Debt Collector must timely complete and return this Debt Collector Disclosure Statement, along with all required documents 
referenced in said Debt Collector Disclosure Statement.  Debt Collector’s claim will not be considered if any portion of this 
Debt Collector Disclosure Statement is not completed and timely returned with all required documents, which specifically 
includes the requisite verification, made in accordance with law and codified in the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act at 15 
USC §1692 et seq., and which states in relevant part: “A debt collector may not use any false, deceptive, or misleading 
representation or means in connection with the collection of any debt,” which includes “the false representation of the 
character, or legal status of any debt,” and “the threat to take any action that cannot legally be taken,” all of which are 
violations of law.  If Debt Collector does not respond as required by law, Debt Collector’s claim will not be considered and 
Debt Collector may be liable for damages for any continued collection efforts, as well as any other injury sustained by 
Respondent.  Please allow thirty (30) days for processing after Respondent’s receipt of Debt Collector’s response. 
 
 



Hi Jason, 

Just wanted to drop you a follow up note to let you know that the 
Response you prepared for me back in January regarding the IRS surely 
must have been successful because I haven't heard another word from 
them. It has certainly been much longer than the 21 days they were 
given in the offer of performance and, as I stated, there has been no 
contact from the IRS and no further attempt to collect anything from 
me. Thanks again for your help, you're a real blessing. 

Patrick 



Law Offices of 
Michael P. Margelefsky, LLC 
709 Madison Ave., Ste. 301 
419-244-4200 

June 5, 2003 

JASON WHITNEY 

WOODLAND HLS, CA 
llalaaaaallaallaallaaalaallaaall 

RE: CRB 

AMOUNT: 

TOTAL 

Dear JASON WHITNEY, 

53543-1 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 94432 

$155.22 

$155.22 

Our office has received your letter regarding the above referenced account. 

We have reviewed the information you have provided to us and in lieu of sending the requested 
infom1ation we are closing our file on your account. All collection activity by this office will 
cease. 

This communication is from a debt collector. This is an attempt to collect a debt. Any 
information obtained will be used for that purpose. 

Sincerely, 

Account Representative 
Law offices of 
Michael P. Margelefsky 

MPM/706 



Thi s i s  a success st or y of  a man named Mar k who pai d of f  hi s 
mor t gage usi ng t he mat er i al s i n Cr acki ng t he Code.  
Thi s document  cont ai ns a l et t er  f r om t he bank t hanki ng hi m 
f or  hi s payof f  and even i ncl udes a r ef und check because he 
sent  t hem t oo much money.
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10/16/01 TUE 10:38 FAX 141 004 

Bank of America Mortgage 
475 CrossPoint Parkway 
PO Box 9000 
Get2ville, NY 14068·9000 

October 04, 2001 

Mark 

Loan Number 120056 
Property 

. . . 

Dear Bank of America Mortgage Customer: 
. 

Please call me when you receive this letter. I am tl1e 
supervisor of the payoff area at Bank of America in the 
Buffalo center. My phone number is 716. . We need 
to discuss the item that was sent for the payotf of the 
above mentioned loan. 

. . .. . 

Should vou have any questions, please contact Custotner Service at 
Thank you. 

• 
Sir1cerely, 

SAMUEL 
• 

PY015 I2N 

- · - -''""'' _...._. __ _ _ ·- ---. ·-··- -·-·· . .. . .. . ·-... . . .. 

. ' 

Bank of America Mortgage is a division of Bank of America, N.A. 

....... . .. -.. 
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10/ 16/ 01 TUE 10:35 FAX 141001 

BankofAmerica ~ 
~ 

SEPTEMBER 26, 2001 Bank of America Mortgage 
475 CrossPoint Parkway 
POBox 9000 
Getzville NY 14068-9000 

Mark 11:17 

Loan Number 1200 

Dear Va·lued Customer·. ----- . ·-· ·--·--- ·----- ·--- -·-·· '-- -- .. . . -· -·· -- ·--·· ---- . -· . ..-.. . . ........... ··- .. . . . ---·· .. - ........... -.... ,--·-- . . -· --- -· -· - .. ·- ·· .. ·-- ··--· ··- ..... - ... .......... -. -···· .. .. ... 

Congratulations! 
the terms of your 

Your mortgage has been 
mortgage agreement • 

paid in full in accordance with 

. . 

We would like to remi.nd you of the steps involved in assuming full 
ownership of the property, if applicable. 

If your property taxes had previously been paid through your escrow 
account, you now assume full responsibility for payment of your property 
tax bills. It is necessary that you contact your tax office{s) to 
verify your correct mailing address so that future property tax bills 
will be sent directly to you without delay. 

Bank of America Mortgage has also notified your homeowner's 
insurance agent that your mortgage is paid-in-full and we are no longer 
responsible tor payment of your annual homeowner's insurance premium. 
Please contact your insurance agent to report the address you wish to 
have future insurance premium billings sent. 

Your release documents are being processed and will be mailed to your 
county clerk, or appropriate party for recordation. The county will 
be instructed to mail the recorded document(s) to the address above. 
If the address is not your current mailing address, please contact 
our Customer Serv~ce Department at the number below as soon as 

-- . .. . .... -· 

--- ----..----· -~'P*Gea.jd;)..l:e llfrtb the correct a~dres-s-; --- - - ·· ............. ..... --····-·· ............ - .. ·--·-----~---·-· ··----- · . --·---

18 · 1 73133602-~7~~ 

It tor any reason the funds due under the note do not clear, the loan 
is not considered to be paid-in-full and the release documents will 
not be ma~led until we receive all funds due. 

If you have any questions about the payoff of your mortgage loan, please 
call our Customer Service Department at 

Si.ncerely, 

Holly M. Jannusz 
L~en Release supervisor 

' 

• 

Bank of America MoftBage i• a division of Bank of America, N .A. 

• 
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Bar r y L.  of  Texas or i gi nal l y  appr oached BBCOA t o have hi s UCC 
Fi nanci ng st at ement  pr epar ed.
Upon compl et i on of  hi s f i l i ng he t hen cont act ed our  of f i ce once agai n
f or  t he pur pose of
t er mi nat i ng an out st andi ng st udent  l oan debt  i n t he amount  of  
$20, 125. 57.  
Bar r y expl ai ned t hat  he r ecent l y  r ecei ved a l et t er  f r om t he Soci al  
Secur i t y  Admi ni st r at i on
i nf or mi ng hi m t hat  t hey woul d be l evyi ng $100. 00 per  mont h f r om hi s 
benef i t s  due t o t he non
payment  of  hi s st udent  l oan.  Af t er  Bar r y sent  t he al l eged cr edi t or  
( Van Ru Cr edi t  Cor por at i on
a debt  col l ect or )  hi s paper wor k " Of f er  of  Per f or mance /  Tender  of  
Payment "  t he bal ance was
zer oed out  and i n addi t i on t he phone cal l s  t hat  Bar r y had been 
r ecei v i ng ever yday f or  t he
l ast  17 year s st opped i mmedi at el y.

Pl ease check out  Bar r y ’ s hand wr i t t en l et t er  f or  f ur t her  det ai l s .



OCT-16-2002 01:33P FROM: 

August 22, 2002 

Barry~ 

{& = -~-- d 

CLIENT: 
ACCOUNT: 
FILE#: 
BALANCE: 

ED FUND 

L870 111 71-C..--:..::..·-""""""'----------· 10241710 
$20,125.57 

DearBarryG 

T0:18187571092 

Van Ru Credit Corporation 
4415 S. Wendler Dr., Ste. 200 

.~ ~ 

At this time Van Ru Credit Corporation. in cooperation with EDFUND, has bt:en authorized to 
accept one payment of$20,125.57 on the above-mentioned account. Your payment must reach 
our office by 9/5/02 in order to maintain this agreement 

We have a wide variety of payment options available for you. Please callL,_: _____ :..,.. 
2333 immediately, as we will need verification that these funds are on the way. 

This communication is from a debt collector attempting to collect a debt and any intormation 
obtained will be used for that purpose. 

If you need further assistance, do not hesitate to contact us. 

Keenan----Col1ections Manager 
Van Ru Credit Corporation,~ .,. __,--



m._\ BARRY L. 

To: Jo.so" w~·.~"'J 
~SC.o" 

1\\s ,s FYr , -1o "r"'-+t. ~"" C) .. 

~Q. ~M J' ~t lelkt ~ pr4tWed 

~. ~ Tteotatfj Dt~"'-+. Atfue~J 
+t\\s wos wcaMtd ~ 0&\ ~f' ~t. 1tt 
lte.A.r, s...-4- -~ ~ ~~~.rec~ le-llet ·~,..j~ 
1'\t.. -tNl- '"" ~ ... ~.-,. .ic*· -"'··· c.-.+ac.+
~ le·~-

:t: J~c\ ~~ OIL+ ~ ~0 ~-~ 
-,;. .. \~" e -~o~tts "*'-..+ ~, deW /~d•~ * 
l~\\ \s 1-l~ •" ~\\ Q~ ~ 11\raM/QI.'t.ok•+ h.t 
~ 'tttM'4ec\ ~ """'t ~st+ ptD'tam. 

So • i.f. is a. '' ~o.,t cleal '' '"'.\ ~t. *o~k~ 
\s ~ n~ '-k. ~ks ~~·"· Oh, ,teaSt 
e"~~ (o~~) .. ~~ S. ""-"" t.Jt vic:hMi~• 
Y\o o"t. '-~~'" ~t ttsolue UWs v\-. ~td+. 
Me .lo~~ 'gt\ '""' .Ucl ~- '"'-~"-· 

260lL.SL.Bl8l :01 :wo~~ d92=S0 2002-02-J3a 



Tanj ar een appr oached UCCSG f or  t he pur pose of  di schar gi ng an 
out st andi ng unsubst ant i at ed
st udent  l oan debt  c l ai m whi ch had been a r ock i n her  shoe f or  qui t e a
whi l e.
Tanj ar een t ender ed an Of f er  of  Per f or mance accompani ed by a bi l l  of  
exchange/ document ar y
dr af t  i n t he amount  of  $34, 249. 47 whi ch was t he al l eged debt  c l ai med 
del i nquent .
Pl ease not e page 3 whi ch st at es i n par t  " Congr at ul at i ons! "
Tanj ar een has had no f ur t her  communi cat i on f r om t he Al l eged 
Cr edi t or / Lender  nor  t he 
Debt  Col l ect i on Agency t hat  was sendi ng her  pr esent ment s r e t he 
Al l eged st udent  l oan.



• Include the coupon 
and make sure the 
address appears 
properly through 
the return envelope 
window. 

• Do not send cash 

1111111111111111111 
005 - 0003451 

INAL NOTfCE 
Statement Dat e: 07/ 14/ 02 

Curren t Holder (Crt:dllorl : SUNIRU SI BANK 

We hereby demdfld full pdyment of your lodn( ~~. Your loan(~) w1ll be declared in default 
30 days from the date of this letter . To avoid serious consequences. you must send your 
payment today. 

As a result of your cont inued fdllure tu pd y the requ1red monthly 1nstallmenb. the 
option to accelerate the maturit y of your promissory note(sl. as pro vi ded by the terms, 
is hereb y exercised. 

The entire unpdld baldriLe of S34,249 . 4/ !pr1nc1 pal and inl ere~t) ~~ herewlth demanded 
w1 thin 30 dd ys of the ddle of th1 s not1ce . 

lf you fail to co mply with thi s final demand, your loan(s) will be dec lared in default 
and assigned to the agenc y that guaranteed yo ur loan( s) for collection. The agency will 
report your de fault to all national credit bureaus. thereby severely damaging your 
credit rat1ng and restricting your future credit opportunit1es. The y ma y also assign 
your loan(s) to the Federal Government for litigation. 

You must resol;e th1s s1tuat1on at once. If you are unable to repay your loan(s) in full 
1mmediate l y, please contac t us toda y toll - free at 1- 800- 835 - 3411 so we can help you work 
out satisfactory arran9ements. 

In accordance with the terms of your loiln(~l. your vanable Interest rilte has changed as 
indi c ated above which ma y effe c t your monthly pilyment amount . 

A co py of th1s not1 ce has been sent to ilny co -makers and /or co s igners of this loan. 

,--- DETACH HERE AND RETURN LOWER PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT -----., 
.. ___ :~1-: . ............................. _...... .. .. . 

l "~ Address or Phone Number change? D 
Check box and write your new address 
and/or phone number on back. 

AF.£4 D;lla Corporation 
P.O. BOX 7051 
UTICA. NY 13504-7051 

T ANJAREEN C 

SUNSET BLVD # 1201 
CA -

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Account Numb&r 

CG550A 621-05-
1 Payment Due- Date I Pltatt Pay Tllto AmOYnt 

NOW 34,249.47 

AFSA 

P.O. BOX 9001560 
LOUISVILLE, KY 40290-1560 

L I t I Ill, II I I I, I ! ,I •• II,. II 1111111 I. ,11 •• 11. I II II. ,II., .I, I I II 

• Wnte account number 
on your check 

I Amount Paid 

Y1317550116621057768113424947~ 
8L032AF 



California State University 

Northridge 
Financial Aid & Scholarships 

18111 Nordhoff Street, Northridge, CA 91330-8307 
Phone: (818) 677-3000 
FAX: (818) 677-4665 
www.csun.edu/finaid/ 

November 5, 2002 

SSN: 

TANJAREEN C 
SUNSET BLVD# 120~ 

CA 

TANJAREEN C 

It has come to our attention that your Federal Stafford Student Loan payments are past due. If you have 
already brought your loan(s) current by making payments, please disregard this letter. However, if you 
are having difficulty making your student loan payments, contact your lender. 

Each day your loan is delinquent you become closer to losing the options available to you. The 
consequences of default include the following: 

• Loss of monthly payment, deferment, and forbearance options 
• Loss of further federal and state student financial aid (grants and loans) 
• Damage to your credit rating or enduring possible wage garnishment 

Here are some important tips: 

• Have you moved or changed your name? 

Contact your lender or servicer every time your address changes. An incorrect address is one of 
the leading causes of default. 

• Are you looking for financial planning tools or ways to save money on your student loan? 

Check out EDFUND's online financial planning guide, EDWISE, at www.edwise.org. EDWISE offers 
ways to save money while in school and after graduation. Additionally, it describes repayment 
options, deferments. and borrower benefit programs. To learn more about the borrower benefits 
you might qualify for, contact your lender or servicer. 

• Are you having difficulty with your monthly payment? 

There are several options available, including changing your repayment plan or temporarily 
postponing repayments with a deferment or forbearance. Contact your lender or servicer for 
assistance. You can also contact EDFUND at 800/298-9490. 

Our goal at CSUN is to provide the information and resources that will assist you with any questions that 
you may have in regards to your student loan debt. For your benefit, we have included some important 
contacts that are best suited to provide this assistance. 

EDFUND (your student loan guarantor) 
National Student Loan Database 

California State University, Northridge 

www.edfund.org 
www.nslds.ed.gov 



California State University 

Northridge 

. T ANJAREEN C 
SUNSET BLVD# 1201 

CA 

December 9, 2002 

MARTIN T' '\IJAREEN C: 
SSN: , 

Congratulations! We recently received notification that your delinquent student loan status 
resolved with your student loan servicer or lender. We want to recognize your efforts and hard 
work in resolving this matter. Repaying on your student loan is an easy way to establish good 
credit. By resolving this issue you have successfully avoided many potential difficulties with your 
financial future . 

Our goal at CSUN is to provide the information and resources that will assist you with any 
questions that you may have in regards to your student loan debt. For your benefit, we have 
included some important contacts that are best suited to provide this assistance. 

EDFUND (your student loan guarantor) 
National Student Loan Database 

Here are some important tips: 

www.edfund.org 
www.nslds.ed.gov 

• Have you moved or changed your name? 

Contact your lender or servicer every time your address changes. An incorrect address is 
one of the leading causes of default. 

• Are you looking for financial planning tools or ways to save money on your student loan? 

Check out EDFUND's online financial planning guide, EDWISE, at www.edwise.org. 
EDWISE offers ways to save money while in school and after graduation. Additionally, it 
describes repayment options, deferments, and borrower benefit programs. To learn 
more about the borrower benefits you might qualify for, contact your lender or servicer. 

• Are you having difficulty with your monthly payment? 

There are several options available, including changing your repayment plan or 
temporarily postponing repayments with a deferment or forbearance. Contact your 
lender or servicer for assistance. You can also contact ED FUND at 800/298-9490. 

Congratulations again on your hard work! 

California State University Northridge 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
NORTHWEST OISTRICT- VAN ~UYS COURT 
COUNTY Of LOS ANGELES 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

JUOGMENT 

HERNANDEZ , M 
vs 

GORSKI\, M. 

FAI LURE TO APPEAR 

ln Div/Oept 101 , 

FOR COURT USE 
OSLY 

CASE NUMB&!\ 
0280 

Honor able PATRIC IA GORNER SCH>lARTZ , COMtHSSIONER Pre s i d i nQ . 

The court, after havinq considered t he evidence, found the amount of rent dua 
the p!a i nt i f!(s) to be $ . 0 0 , and assessed the statutory damages 
for the unlowful detainer at S . oo , and ordered tho fol lowinq judqment: 
It i s adjUdged thot on t he eornplaint 

Pla intiff (s) : 
M HERNANDEZ 
TRUSTEE fOR VANTAGE AVENUE TRUST 

reco .. ·er from defendants 
M GORSKI\ 

the resti tution and pot.., ... a~.on o! those premi ses situat~d ,.in thi!: County of 
Los Angeles , State of Ca l i fornia , and more part icular ly described as: 

ahd ~~e su~ ot $ 
provided by law in 

• (;c> on4 $ 
the sum of s 

' . ~0 , ~ t torney feos ~ith costs as 
.oo 

JUDGMENT FOR POSSESSION IS GRANTED A INST ALL OCCUPANTS ~URSU~~T TO 
415. 46 CCP. 

FIL~O AN D ENTERED 
ON 8/02/02 

JOHN A. CLARKE 
CLE:RK Of THE ABOVE NA!£D COURT 

By: C. LUTZ , Deputy 



SUPERIOR COURT OF THE: STAT£ OF CALIFORNIA 
NORTHWEST DISTRICT- VAN NUY$ COURT 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

PLAINTIFF 

DEFENDANT 

: HERNANDEZ , M 
VS 

:GORSKA, t~ 

CLER!<" S NOTICE Of" ENTRY OF JUDGM~T 
1\110 I<OI'ICE RE EXHIBITS/OEPOSITIO!<S 

FOR COURT USE ONLY 
F I L E D 

SUPERIOR COURT 
8/02/02 

JOHN A. CLARKE, CLERK 

CASt NUMll!:R 
028 

To the parties and tha.ir att.orneys of record : You are hereby notified that the 
attached copy ot the j udqm~nt in the above e ntitled cause w~~ anter ed on 
8/02/02. Further, Exhibits/Depositions, it any, will be disposed of at tho 

end of 60 days from expiration of appeal time . 

JOHN A. CLARKE , Clerk 

By: ~~~-----.~~-------------' Deputy CANDACE WTZ 

-·~--~------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLERK'S CERTIFICA7E OF SERVICE 

r hereby cartify that I am a Cl•rk of the above-named court and not 
& party to this cause; that l served a copy of ~his NOTtC£ and a copy ot the 
jud9ment, on the below daee, by placing a copy thereof in separate envelopo(s) 
~ddressed to : 

A WAY~E l-1 GORSKA, r-:.. 

and by then sendi nq said envelope(s) and depositing same with postaqe tully 
prepaid thereon, i n the Uni ted Sta~es mail at VAN NUYS 
CAlifornia, on 8/02/02. 

Qreoputy Clerk 
CANDACE: LUTZ 
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